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INTRODUCTION

This is the first volume in a new technical series to be written by scientists
and engineers of General Telephone & Electronics, covering various aspects
of the science and technology involved in the over-all organization’s many
fields of operation—including communications, electronics, lighting, chem
istry, metallurgy, and photography.
Our scientists and engineers have a two-fold objective in participating in
this series: first, to make available new knowledge and to report new appli
cations of existing knowledge; secondly, to organize and present this in
formation in such a manner as to make each volume both a ready reference
and a definitive exposition of the subject.
The obligations of technical personnel are many, but none is more im
portant than the widespread dissemination, for the ultimate general good,
of new concepts that they have been able to develop and to apply success
fully in services and products. For this reason, we of General Telephone &
Electronics are honored that our scientists and engineers have been selected,
as individuals of high professional attainment, to prepare this new series.
Donald C. Power
New York, N. Y.
January, 1960

Chairman of thè Board
General Telephone & Electronics Corporation
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PREFACE

This book, as suggested on the title page, is a completely revised version
of the former “Materials Technology For Electron Tubes” which was pub
lished in 1951. A slightly modified title was chosen for the present book to
set it apart from the old one and to describe its content in simpler terms. The
present book, like the old one, is intended as a source of information for the
tube engineer, the experimenter in the laboratory, and the technician, all
of whom need to know how the basic materials behave under given condi
tions, and what techniques are available for assembling these materials into
useful structures.
The list of contents indicates the scope of this book and will suggest to
the casual reviewer that the subject matter is likely to be of interest not
only to those concerned with electron tubes but, in a broader sense, to the
electron device engineer and to workers in quite different areas where glass,
ceramics, and metals are used under ordinary conditions or in rarified at
mospheres.
The wide acceptance of the original version of this book has been most
gratifying, and I hope that the changes which have been made in the new
text will likewise find approval. After an author has lived with his book for
a few years, he becomes aware of its shortcomings and feels an obligation to
do better the next time.
Before embarking on this venture, a questionnaire was circulated among
some hundred competent users of the former book, asking which were the
most useful chapters, which chapters should be left out, and what new sub
jects to cover. From the many replies received, a clear pattern evolved
which greatly helped in casting the new frame. In addition, all chapters of
the new book were submitted for review to experts in the respective fields,
so that errors could be corrected and gaps be filled in.
The organization of the text has been greatly improved by presenting the
material in a more consistent manner. Subjects formerly covered in separate
chapters and now left out, because they are better studied by consulting
available texts, are those on atomic structure, the phase rule, and highvacuum technique, but reference is made to these topics throughout the
book.
The former four chapters on glass were condensed into one. To save space,
the interaction of glass and radiation was left out, but some reference to
this topic is made in the Introductory Review. For the same reason, soft sol
dering is not discussed in the new book. New chapters have been added on
iron and steel, the precious metals, and getters. Information on cathode ma
terials and the treatment of cathodes has been gathered in a chapter on this
ix
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subject. Everything in the old book was rewritten; there is hardly a para
graph which was taken over unchanged. A good many of the illustrations
were retained, however, but many new ones were added.
“Materials and Techniques” is not a textbook from which to learn first
concepts, but it is a very useful reference book to be used in conjunction
with other texts; as such, it has been used in several colleges. A graduate
course on “Tube Techniques” has been given by the author for the past six
years at Stanford University. A laboratory course was formerly given in
conjunction with the lectures but recently discontinued. Such laboratory
courses are now being given at junior colleges and trade schools, at least in
the San Francisco Bay Area. A student enrolling in the lecture course should
be familiar with the fundamentals of physics and chemistry and have had
some instruction in metallurgy. In this sense, the present book is an ad
vanced text. Tube technicians who have reached this level will be able to
benefit from the book.
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INTRODUCTORY REVIEW1

The selection of materials for the construction of electron tubes depends
in a large measure on the type of tube to be made and on the environment
to which it will be exposed in service. When speaking of “tubes” in the
generally accepted sense of the word, one thinks of receiving tubes, trans
mitting tubes, picture tubes, camera tubes (the devices used to pick up the
image), photo tubes, counter tubes, switch tubes, voltage regulators, cath
ode ray tubes, klystrons, magnetrons, and traveling-wave tubes, to name
a few. All these devices consist of sealed envelopes in which a degree of
vacuum is maintained where free electrons, emitted from a cathode, per
form certain useful functions on their way to the anode while being sub
jected to the influence of electric and magnetic fields, as the case may be.
In a well-evacuated tube, a large number of gas molecules is still present,
(3 X 109/cc at 10“7 mm Hg) but they do not seriously interfere with the
movement of electrons at this level of population. At higher pressures, a
sufficient number of gas ions are produced by electron collisions with the
gas molecules to seriously affect the satisfactory operation of a “high-vacuum” tube. The presence of a controlled amount of gas, on the other hand,
permits new effects to take place which are utilized in “gas-filled” tubes,
such as voltage regulators and thyratrons. The “filler gas” must be ex
ceptionally pure. In order to avoid contamination by foreign gases, gasfilled tubes are first prepared as high-vacuum tubes, and the desired gas is
then added before seal-off from the pump.
Some devices which utilize effects produced by electrons or ions in evacu
ated envelopes are so large that they cannot properly be classified with
tubes, although the materials problems encountered in their construction
are basically the same as those met in smaller vacuum devices; the empha
sis may shift, however, from one aspect to another. Particle accelerators,
such as cyclotrons, betatrons, linear accelerators, and Van de Graaf ma
chines fall into this category, and so do electron microscopes; these machines
are usually pumped continuously during operation.
Vacuum capacitors look like tubes; but in this case the evacuated en
velope is provided to insure the absence of gas which, when ionized by
spurious radiation, might cause breakdown in the presence of high electric
fields. The condenser functions best in the complete absence of ions and
electrons and is thus not a tube; nevertheless, being a high-vacuum de
vice, it presents problems in its manufacture which are solved by apply
ing tube technology. Encapsulated devices, such as crystal diodes, tran
sistors, film resistors, and others, also often have the appearance of tubes.
Here, the evacuated or gas-filled envelope simply serves the purpose of
1
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eliminating the harmful effect of atmospheric moisture. Semiconductor
devices are not tubes and do not fall within the scope of this book, but
many processes used in their manufacture are an outgrowth of tube tech
niques.
Every electron tube consists of an internal electrode structure and a
housing, or envelope. It may, in addition, have external gear, such as
resonators, radiators, cooling jackets, bases and caps. The material require
ments are basically different for internal and external components, and
they will be separately reviewed in the following pages.
Internal Components

When a tube has been carefully exhausted and sealed off the pump, it is
necessary for the successful operation of the tube that a high vacuum be
preserved within the envelope during the life of the tube. The envelope
itself and the material components which make up the “mount” must be
made from materials which have a low vapor pressure not only at the
operating temperature but also at elevated temperatures to which the
tube is exposed during processing on the pump and possibly during unfore
seen overloads during service. The materials used for joining the compon
ents, such as brazing filler metals, must fulfill the same condition, i.e.,
they must not give off any vapors or gases w’hich would spoil a vacuum of
the order of 10-7 mm Hg (Torr*).
In order to be able to take full advantage of the basically favorable vac
uum characteristics of suitably chosen materials, they must be in a rigor
ously clean condition. Even during initial forming and machining opera
tions the end-use in a vacuum must be kept in mind. Sulfur-free lubricants
must be used for machining, drawing, stamping, and grid winding. While
surface films of oil are readily removed in the subsequent degreasing and
cleaning operations, some microscopic pockets in the metal might be rolled
over in machining and trap oil which might not be released until much
later when the part is in the tube. The presence of sulfur would then easily
poison an oxide-coated cathode if such is used as the source of electrons.
After chemical cleaning, vacuum tube components are generally fired in a
hydrogen furnace at near 1000°C to reduce remaining oxides and outgas
the bulk of the metal by replacing occluded gases with hydrogen which
then easily escapes on the pump. Firing in vacuum is frequently done for
power tube components and other critical tubes of smaller-volume produc* The term Tor, or Torr, is used instead of “mm Hg” by international agreement of
several Committes on Standards for the definition of terms used in vacuum technol
ogy, i.e. The American Vacuum Society, and corresponding agencies in other coun
tries. “Tor” honors the name of Torricelli who discovered atmospheric pressure in
1643.
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tion where this more costly procedure is economically justified. Careful
parts processing and pre-outgassing in a separate envelope is well worth
while and pays off in terms of faster pump cycles and longer tube life.
Similar cleaning and outgassing operations apply to ceramics, mica, and
glass.
A further important consideration for the selection of materials for inter
nal vacuum tube components is their mechanical strength at elevated
temperature and their compatibility with each other. When materials are
in contact at high temperature, they may enter into chemical reaction
with each other, or form alloy phases which are brittle and have lower
strength values even at room temperature. Oxide ceramics may be reduced
in contact with graphite and thus set free high-vapor-pressure components.
A variety of physical characteristics, apart from mechanical strength,
must be carefully considered before a component material is chosen. These
desired properties naturally depend on the function to be performed by the
part. High electrical conductivity of conductors is generally desired but
often is not too critical. Thermal conductivity of grid siderods and laterals
should be as high as possible in order to reduce operating temperature so
that primary electron emission from these parts in the presence of lowwork-function films deposited by the cathode is not encountered. Cathode
tails and cathode support members, on the other hand, should have as low
a thermal conductivity as possible in order to reduce the drain of heat from
the cathode. “Nilvar”* is frequently chosen as the material for such parts.
In order to obtain high power dissipation from anodes, their surfaces
should have a high thermal emissivity; this is a specific property of any
material but varies with the condition of the surface, depending on its
smoothness or roughness, degree of cleanliness, or the presence of oxides.
Black surfaces radiate better than shiny surfaces. This makes graphite a
suitable anode material although it is more difficult to outgas than metals.
Nickel, which is ordinarily bright, can be carbonized for increased radiating
power, and the same technique can be applied to iron. Black chrome
vanadate can be obtained on many metal surfaces by electroplating.2
Tantalum, on the other hand, cannot be blackened by any of these tech
niques, and the recourse is to roughen its surface by grit-blasting, or to
increase its surface by the addition of fins.
The magnetic properties of the material are important in many cases,
especially when the component is part of an electron gun structure, or
when it is mounted in the proximity of the path of an electron beam. In
general, nonmagnetic materials must be used in such cases. Brillouin-flow
type guns, on the other hand, will require a magnetic shield in front of
* Registered Trademark, Driver-Harris Co.
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the cathode in klystrons and traveling-wave tubes (TWT) where a solenoid
is used to focus the beam along its path to the collector, and the cathode
itself is not intended to be immersed in the magnetic field. Deflector plates
in cathode ray and picture tubes must be nonmagnetic in order to prevent
interference with the electrostatic deflection characteristic by uncontrolled
magnetic deflection.
The Tube Envelope

The tube envelope is essentially a vacuum container; it must be vacuumtight. The pressure differential between the external atmosphere and the
vacuum inside also raises particular mechanical problems in regard to
strength which are magnified by elevated processing temperatures.
The familiar glass envelope is a case in point. Some machine-blown
receiving tube bulbs may be barely ^32 inch thick. The bulbs are generally
made of soda-lime glass (Corning 0080) while the stems are made of a
lead glass (Corning 0120) which has higher electrical surface and volume
resistivity. The lead wires which are sealed into the stem, or header, are
rather closely spaced, and good insulation between them is essential. Glass
electrolysis at high operating temperatures would not only reduce insula
tion but also release gas at the electrodes; a glass of high resistivity is thus
required. The bulb, on the other hand, should preferably have a degree of
surface conductivity in order to leak off wall charges that might arise from
stray electrons impinging on the glass and which could cause puncture of
the envelope if the charges were allowed to build up.
These so-called soft glasses have a much lower softening point in com
parison to hard glasses, and the temperature to which such envelopes may
be heated during the bake-out cycle on the pump is thus limited. The
lower softening point makes for easier handling by sealing-in machines so
that production economy and basic cost are in favor of soft glasses; for
this reason, they are also used for TV picture tubes. Power tubes, on the
other hand, are generally made of hard glass, especially Corning 7720
which is also known as “Nonex.” In such cases, tungsten is the commonly
used material for lead-in wires and rods. Lead-in wires for the common soft
glasses are made from a copper-clad iron-nickel alloy wire known as
“Dumet.”
Tube envelopes often take on a cylindrical shape where metallic and
nonmetallic sections of equal diameter are joined at alternate levels by
means of glass-to-metal seals or ceramic-to-metal seals depending on the
material used for the insulating section. Glass-to-metal seals are much
more common than ceramic-to-metal seals, although the latter have come
to be used more extensively, if not exclusively, for L'HF tubes such as
klystrons, magnetrons, and also for x-ray tubes in some cases.
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Ceramic envelopes are preferable to glass envelopes on several counts;
they are much stronger, mechanically, and permit baking of the tube
structure at much higher temperatures; high-alumina ceramics, which are
the preferred body for tube envelopes, also have a much greater resistance
to thermal shock in comparison to glass and their dielectric losses at high
frequencies are considerably lower in value than is the case for glass.
External Components

Materials for external vacuum tube components require little comment
in this general review. High-voltage breakdown, corrosion resistance,
contact resistance and other characteristics will have to be considered
before a material is chosen for a particular application. Ceramic-insulated
bases may be necessary instead of plastic bases if high voltage gradients
are encountered; special low-temperature solders must be selected for
operation at great altitudes, or in sub-zero climates, where ordinary solders
for the attachment of radiators and other components might lose their
mechanical strength. Careful attention to such details is very important
because a tube is no stronger than its weakest link; this might be a corroded
contact pin of the base connection even though everything inside the tube
is in perfect condition. Gold-plated pins and socket contacts are thus used
in critical applications.
Tube Reliability

It is of great importance to the user of electron tubes that he have some
data on their life expectancy, so that they can be replaced in commercial
or military equipment when the specified life span is about to expire.
Unfortunately, this objective is not easily realized. Similar to the problems
encountered in forecasting the life expectancy of human beings, it is impos
sible to foretell how long any one tube will live, but a reasonable forecast
can be made about the average life expectancy of a group of tubes made
under carefully controlled conditions. This approach calls for the statistical
analysis of the manufacturing processes (quality control), and that of the
failure rate encountered in service.
The importance of this effort was recognized after the end of World
War II, both by the military services and by commercial users, such as the
airlines, where sudden failure of tubes in the electronic equipment of an
airplane can have disastrous results. When a tube fails suddenly, long
before its statistically expected life has expired, one speaks of a catastrophic
failure. Such a failure usually has mechanical causes, such as a broken
filament, a broken weld, or a cracked glass envelope. These catastrophic
failures generally occur early in life and can be greatly reduced by more
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careful selection of materials and a more rigorous control over the manu
facturing techniques used in the factory.
Long-term failures of tubes are caused by gradual deterioration of elec
trical characteristics that may be due to several reasons. The emission from
the oxide-coated cathode may fail on account of the poisoning effects of
gases released within the tube to such an extent that the getter becomes
saturated and a proper vacuum can no longer be maintained. The com
ponents of the tube may not have been properly outgassed during the
manufacturing stage, or the ambient temperature may be excessively high,
so that gases are released by the glass envelope; or electrolysis may set in
within the glass between electrical leads, causing gases to be released, as
mentioned above.
In order to minimize both these types of failures, a premium-brand type
of tube for critical applications is made by most tube manufacturers;
these tubes are known as “reliable tubes,” or “trustworthy valves,” in the
British Isles. Such premium tubes are made under carefully controlled
conditions, a much more extensive inspection of all components is employed,
and design features are added that minimize adverse effects from exposure
to shock, vibration, and moderately high temperatures, say up to 250°C,
by using a harder glass for the envelope. These changes involve techniques
which are more expensive than conventional procedures for regular mass
production, and it stands to reason that premium tubes are thus more
expensive.
The rapid technological advances of our modern age have brought about
conditions where tubes must operate in increasingly critical environ
ments.3’ 4 Jet aircraft and missiles not only travel at very high speeds but
also undergo great rates of acceleration during which tubes suffer mechani
cal shocks. Very low temperatures are encountered at high altitudes, and
very high temperatures when the aircraft, or missile, reenters the earth’s
atmosphere. In addition to acceleration and shock, high levels of vibration
may be encountered, and the use of atomic energy for propulsion may
expose the tube to high levels of radiation by neutrons and gamma-rays
which may cause damage to the materials used in the construction of the
tube. These and other applications require quite a different level of relia
bility which cannot be met by tubes made in a conventional manner; the
more stringent requirements for tube operation may thus be described as
follows:
The tube must operate in a specified circuit within the limits of its
published characteristics and tolerances for a specified minimum of time
and suffer no harmful effects from temperature, acceleration, shock, vibra
tion, or bombardment by neutrons and gamma-rays within the limits
specified for these factors.
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It becomes apparent from these remarks that one cannot justly speak
of an over-all tube reliability for all kinds of applications. The tube must
be tailored to its use, or, to put it differently, a tube quite satisfactory for
one application may fail prematurely when used in the wrong circuit or in
an unsuitable environment. In a critical analysis of the reliability of com
ponents used in the construction of computers, ordinary vacuum tubes
were found to be the most unreliable item of all.6 By careful selection of
the tubes and rigorous control of all circuit variables as well as of environ
mental conditions, it was nevertheless possible to achieve system lifetimes
of over 100,000 hours and predict over 90 per cent of the failures to be
expected. Tubes made especially for transatlantic cable service are expected
to have a life of over 20 years.6 These examples refer to static environ
ments at ordinary temperatures in the absence of vibration and shock, or
nuclear radiation. Glass envelopes are satisfactory under these conditions.
For more severe environments, ceramic-envelope tubes have been devel
oped which can be operated for several thousand hours at temperatures
of the order of 500°C without suffering harm from severe vibration, accelera
tion, shock, or bombardment by neutrons and gamma rays. It turns out
that ceramic tubes are farther advanced than other circuit components,
such as resistors, capacitors, inductances and the like, which are at present
limited to operation at much lower temperatures. These results on ceramic
tubes are so far based on pilot plant runs, but should soon be extended to
regular production.
Heat Transfer in Electron Tubes
*

“The transfer of heat within an electron tube is a complicated process.
A high-temperature emitting surface is necessary to maintain electronic
emission. Heater temperatures range from 1000 to 1300°C. Cathodes
operate in the neighborhood of 750°C. To reduce heater power to a mini
mum, tube structures are designed so that the thermal resistance from the
heater and cathode to the envelope and external leads is as great as possible.
However, tubes must also have short leads from the internal elements to
provide low inductances and low resistances into their external circuits.
These leads conduct heat from the cathode or filament, and a compromise
between these two incompatible requirements results.
“Most of the heat dissipated in an electron tube appears at the plate.
Not only is the plate heated by its normally dissipated energy, but much
of the heat originating at the filament, cathode, control grid, and screen
grid is transmitted into the plate by radiation. The remainder of the heat
* Reproduced from an article by J. P. Welsh8 with the kind permission of The Gage
Publishing Company.
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produced by tube elements other than the plate is radiated into the tube
envelope and/or conducted into the tube pins along the tube element leads
“Plate temperatures in electron tubes, other than transmitting types,,
range from 350°C to as high as 600°C. Most of the energy dissipated by a
plate is transmitted internally by radiation and is transmitted through, or
absorbed, by the glass envelope dependent upon the configurations and
relative temperatures. Owing to its transmission characteristics, electron
tube glass usually begins to be a poor transmitter of infrared radiation at
2 to 5 microns; thus, radiation-wise, it is semi-absorbing. (See Figure 1).
“Figure 2 presents the relationship between the transmittance of glass
and the energy distribution at several plate temperatures. Note that the
energy in areas A and B is transmitted directly through the glass when a
plate is at 500°C. Conversely, only the energy in area B is transmitted
through the glass when a plate is at 300°C. Consequently, less energy is
transmitted through the glass and more energy is absorbed by the glass
when the plate is at a lower temperature; this, of course, results in a higher
bulb temperature.
“Because the operating spread of plate temperatures falls within the
infrared absorption or transmission range of electron tube glasses, it is
sometimes possible for a bulb to be at a normal temperature when the
internal elements are overheating and, conversely, it is also possible for
the glass to be hotter than normal while the internal elements are at normal
operating temperatures. It has been found that the plate temperature is
the best index of the true thermal condition of a tube. Thus, a well-cooled
tube may, under certain conditions, exhibit a higher glass temperature

WAVELENGTH, MICRONS

Figure 1
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than a poorly-cooled tube. The glass temperatures should be as low as
possible, but not at the expense of higher internal element temperatures.
“In general, plate and bulb temperatures of a glass-envelope electron
tube at a constant power dissipation will increase or decrease in unison,
but in varying degrees, dependent upon the temperatures, emissivities,
and transmittances of the surfaces which the radiating plate ‘sees.’ As the
cooling is improved, the plate temperature will tend to level off, while the
bulb temperature continues to drop. However, the plate temperature
plateau is seldom reached with tube shields, and then only when the unit
heat dissipation and concentration are low. The plateau condition can be
achieved, however, with adequate forced-air and liquid cooling.
“The primary effect of excessive temperature on tube life is a slow
deterioration of characteristics. The life is drastically reduced through
decreased emission, evaporation of getter and emitting materials, increased
interelectrode leakage, gas leakage, glass failure, insulation failures, and
grid loading. These temperature-sensitive effects accelerate rapidly with
increasing temperature and can only be alleviated through the proper
electrical and thermal operation of tubes.
“It can be concluded that electron tubes must be cooled by removing
the heat from the envelopes. Only a small portion of the heat can normally
be removed through the pins or leads at the base. The cooling of a tube is
the most important mechanical consideration in its mount and socket.
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“In general, the hot-spot envelope temperature of receiving-type tubes
should be less than 175°C. Several organizations currently recommend
maximum envelope temperatures in the neighborhood of 100°C for optimum
life and reliability. It is definitely known that hot-spot bulb temperatures
ranging from 200 to 250°C will reduce tube life and cause accelerated
deterioration of transconductance. The above values are considered to be
only “bench marks” because glass temperature does not necessarily indicate
the degree of overheating which may exist in a given instance. Further,
electron-tube ratings are compromises. It is recommended that the plate
temperature be monitored in applications wherein the envelope temperature
exceeds 175°C, or is in excess of the manufacturer’s rating. The reduction of
element temperatures can improve tube reliability more than any other
single factor.
“When tubes must be operated at high environmental temperatures or
under conditions that will result in abnormal plate and envelope tempera
tures, derating is usually in order. Exact derating values remain to be
determined. Since plate temperature, however, is an index of the thermal
condition of a tube, it is recommended that tubes be derated on the basis
of plate temperature.”8
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CHAPTER 1

GLASS
Introduction

The usefulness of glass as a structural material for electron tubes has
been established over a period of several decades, i.e., ever since the manu
facturing techniques of the lamp industry were taken over by the rapidly
growing tube industry in the 20’s. While the transparency of glass to visible
radiation in the presence of a substantial amount of heat makes this mate
rial the ideal choice for the incandescent lamp, there exists no such com
pelling reason to use glass for a radio tube. Indeed, many such tubes are
now being made of metal, but all the miniature and sub-miniature tubes
are still glass tubes, and so are many power tubes. The replacement of
glass by ceramics has been mentioned in the Introductory Review as an
ever-growing trend, especially for microwave tubes, ruggedized tubes, and
tubes to be operated at high temperatures; what consideration is it then
that determines the selection of glass, metal, or ceramic, as the preferred
envelope material in a given design problem? In a large measure, the cost
of the material itself, and that of its fabrication, will be the decisive factor
as long as any one of these possible choices would fulfill the operational
requirements.
Let us now consider the basic advantages and disadvantages of glass as
a tube envelope material.
Advantages of glass:

Disadvantages of glass:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1. Fragility on impact
2. Poor mechanical strength in pres
ence of strains
3. Poor thermal shock resistance
4. Relatively high dielectric loss
factor
5. Deterioration in presence of ac
tinic radiation

Transparency to radiation
Low vapor pressure
Chemical inertness
Impermeability to gases
Workability to various shapes
Reasonable strength
Possibility of sealing to metals
Availability in many stock sizes
Good insulation properties
Reasonable cost

Many of these properties require more detailed discussion because it is
impossible to make an all-inclusive statement that would be true for the
11
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many types of glass that exist.* The following pages will give this amplifica
tion on the entries made in the tabulation of advantages and disadvantages.
First, it will be necessary to discuss the nature of glass, because many of its
properties will then be better understood.
The Nature of Glass

While glass is a solid in the sense that it has the rigidity which is generally
associated with solid bodies, it lacks the continuous crystalline structure
which is characteristic of metals. The short-range, ordered domains, within
which a crystalline structure exists in glass, are of sub-microscopic dimen
sions, and in this respect glass is very similar to a liquid. When molten
glass is cooled, a tendency toward crystallization exists over a fairly narrow
range of temperature. The rapid increase of viscosity prevents the forma
tion of large crystal domains, so that on solidification the liquid state is
“frozen in.” Glass is thus thermodynamically unstable and tends to crys
tallize when it is held at the proper temperature for a sufficiently long time.
This phenomenon of crystallization is called devitrification and presents
an ever-present threat to the glass worker. The range of temperature
within which devitrification is likely to take place is specific for different
glass compositions and will be determined by the values of viscosity and
crystallization velocity. For crystallization to take place, the viscosity
must be low enough (about 104 poises) f to permit aggregation of whatever
short-range crystal domains exist. In practice, this devitrification range is
passed quickly when a glass melt is cooled, or, for that matter, when glass
ware is heated in the blow torch by the glass worker.
It is one of the characteristics of glass that it does not possess a sharply
defined melting point where liquid and solid phases exist in equilibrium.
Glass loses its solid-like character gradually, on heating, by virtue of a
continuous decrease in the value of the viscosity.
* Widespread use of Corning glasses makes it desirable to clarify the code numbers
by which they are specified, and to clear up some misconceptions which prevail in
regard to the Corning trademark “Pyrex.” This name is applied to some 150 different
glass compositions and does thus not convey the composition of a glass, although
many authors use the name “Pyrex” with the implication that it refers to chemically
resistant glass 7740; this practice is not justified. The only clear-cut designation of
Corning glasses is the four-number code which has been in use for some time. The
old “laboratory code” has been discontinued years ago, and only the four-number
code will be used in this book, even when references are quoted which use the old
designations in the original text. For the comfort of “old glass workers,” and to avoid
confusion, both codes are reproduced in the Appendix, Table Al. Table A2 gives the
code numbers for Kimble glasses which are of course also widely used.
j The unit of viscosity is one “poise” which has the dimension ML~lT~l. In the
c-g-s system of units it is thus measured in dynes/sec/cm2. Glycerol has a viscosity of
120 poises at 0°C, golden syrup 350 poises at 250°C, pitch 108 poises at 25°C, water
0.015 poises at 20°C, and air 0.183 X 10“8 poises at 18°C.
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Another characteristic of glass is the existence of a “transformation
range” where several properties undergo a discontinuous change of their
temperature coefficients when the rate of heating or cooling is too rapid
to permit the establishment of equilibrium. This range of temperature
(400 to 000°C) is associated with a range of viscosities from 1012 to 1015
poises, generally indicated by a marked increase of the thermal expansion
coefficient of the glass during normal rates of heating. Other glass properties
also change discontinuously in the “transformation range,” i.e., density,
refractive index, heat capacity, electrical resistivity, etc. These property
changes are markedly affected by the thermal history of the glass; quite
different curves will result on first heating and cooling runs, for purposes
of measurement, depending on whether the glass has undergone a prior
heat treatment, or cooling, under different conditions.
The optical industry takes advantage of this phenomenon at times to
adjust, say, the refractive index of a glass melt by modifying the rate of
cooling in order to correct small errors in batch composition, if such have
occurred. Figure 1.1 illustrates the influence of the cooling rate from the
transformation range on the expansivity of a glass.
The different behavior of glass on heating and cooling, when its thermal
history is different, is illustrated in Figure 1.2 a, b. Tool, Lloyd, and Mer-

(Negligible)

(Slow)

(Fast)

Figure 1.1. Idealized linear expansion plot in the transformation range. After
Condon.8 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)

Temperature (°C)

Figure 1.2(a). Influence of thermal history of glass on expansion rate. After Tool,
Lloyd, and Merritt,.1 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)

Figure 1.2(b). Influence of thermal history of glass on expansion rate. After Tool,
Lloyd, and Merritt.1 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)
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ritt,1 “working with a medium flint glass,* treated samples of the glass
at a number of temperatures between 360°C and 620°C, the times of treat
ment varying from a few minutes at the highest temperature to several
weeks at the lowest temperature. The sample treated at 620° was quenched
in water, the remainder air-chilled. The expansion properties of the samples
were then determined, using a heating rate of 3°C per minute from room
temperature to 443°C, the samples being held at this temperature for a
time sufficiently long to attain a constant length, that is, a length which
would not change with further holding at the same temperature; finally the
sample was cooled at approximately 3°C per minute to room temperature. A
selection from the results is shown in Figure 1.2. Curve A shows the results
obtained on the sample previously treated at 620°C for 15 minutes and
quenched in water. In this case, at temperatures above about 250°, a
contraction was superimposed upon the normal expansivity, the rate of
this contraction increasing with increase in temperature so that at tempera
tures above about 350° the glass had an apparently negative expansion
coefficient; at the holding temperature of 443° the contraction continued
for some time until the glass sample approached equilibrium at this tem
perature. Curve B shows the results obtained with a sample previously
treated at 360°C for 47 days and cooled in air. In this case, holding for 1
hour at 443°C, after the normal expansivity measurements, produced a
marked increase in length at constant temperature. The cooling curves
obtained, following each of the expansivity curves A and B, are also shown,
and are clearly very nearly the same. Had complete equilibrium been
obtained at 443°C in both cases, no doubt the cooling curves would have
been identical.”2
“Tool3 has recently attempted an interpretation of results of the above
type on the basis of his conception of ‘Active’ temperature. The idea of
Active temperature is introduced in order to give mathematical expression
to the fact that the physico-chemical state or condition of a glass at a
given temperature in the critical region changes with time at constant
temperature until equilibrium is reached. When this physico-chemical
equilibrium is attained, the Active temperature is equal to the actual
temperature. Before equilibrium is reached, however, the physico-chemical
state of the glass corresponds to the equilibrium state at some different
(higher or lower) temperature; that is, if the glass were heated very quickly
* The term “flint glass” is used in two ways: (1) to denote any clear glass, and (2)
to denote an optical glass with a high refractive index and great dispersive power.
Most optical flint glasses contain lead oxide. “Crown glass,” on the other hand, has
a low refractive index and small dispersive power. Soda-lime-silica glass is a typical
crown glass; by adding the appropriate oxide, one may obtain borosilicate crowns,
barium crowns, and even a borate crown.
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to this different temperature it would be found to be in equilibrium at this
temperature, called by Tool the ‘Active’ temperature.”2
These concepts are very important in the interpretation of the behavior
of glass and its “fluid” character. For more detailed study, see references
4-9.
From x-ray analysis, first applied by Wyckoff and Morey10 then by
Randall, Rooksby, and Cooper,11 and later by Warren,12 Loring, and Bis
coe13, 14 and theoretical deductions by Zachariasen,15 the concept gradually
evolved that “glassy silica is a random network in which each silicon is
tetrahedrally surrounded by four oxygens, each oxygen bonded by two
silicons, the two bonds to an oxygen being roughly diametrically opposite.
The orientation of one tetrahedral group with respect to a neighboring
group about the connecting Si-O-Si bond can be practically random. This
is the simplest picture of silica glass free from all specialized assumptions,
which will completely explain the x-ray diffraction pattern. There is a
definite scheme of structure involved. Each atom has a definite number of
nearest neighbors at a definite distance, but no unit of structure repeats
itself identically at regular intervals in three dimensions; and hence the
material is not crystalline. This is essentially the picture of an oxide glass
at which Zachariasen arrived from consideration of the chemical composi
tion.”5
Figure 1.3 schematically illustrates in two dimensions the irregular
structure of a glass as distinguished from the regularly repeating structure
of a crystal. Figure 1.4 similarly illustrates the structure of a soda-silica
glass, after Warren and Biscoe.14

Figure 1.3. Schematic representation in two dimensions of the difference between
the structure of a crystal (left) and a glass (right). After Zachariasen.15 (Courtesy
American Chemical Society.)
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Figure 1.4. Schematic representation in two dimensions of the structure of sodasilica glass. After Warren and Biscoe.14 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.}

“As the soda content is increased and the proportion of oxygen atoms
to silicon atoms increases, more and more sodium atoms find places in the
irregular openings in the three-dimensional silicon-oxygen network. The
atoms of that network oscillate about average positions as the result of
t emperature mot ion, and, under the influence of an electric field, the sodium
ions readily migrate from one hole to another, and the electrical conduc
tivity is due to this stepwise migration.
“The lowering of the softening point of silica glass on addition of soda
(See p. 20) is the result of breaks in the silicon-oxygen framework resulting
from an increasing number of oxygens being bonded to only one silicon;
as more and more of these bonds are broken, the structure becomes less
rigidly braced in three dimensions. ‘Since there is no scheme of repetition
in the glass, no two points are exactly identical. There are points with
widely varying degrees of weakness, at which flow or breakage can occur
at a continuous variety of temperatures. Hence it is readily understood
why glass gradually softens, rather than having a definite melting point
like a crystal.’ ”5
The so-called random-network hypothesis attributed to Zachariasen
and Warren has not been uniformly successful in explaining the physical
properties of glass, and several investigators have recently proposed differ
ent refinements.16 Of particular interest, in this regard, is the model pro
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posed by Tilton16“ who is able to explain many of the heretofore baffling
properties of glass by assuming a network of pentagonal rings of tetrahedra with 12-sided regular cavities. A cluster of such dodecahedral cavi
ties is called a “vitron.”
The Composition of Glass

Glass is made by melting controlled amounts of carefully mixed raw
materials (the batch), which results in a concentrated solution of oxides;
the main glass constituents are: Si()2 , B2O3, Al2()3, Ca(), PbO, K2O, Na2(),
and others to be mentioned shortly. While the structure of these various
oxides in their crystalline form has been explored, very little can be said
about the state of aggregation that prevails when they are in molten form
and are able to interact with each other and become a liquid.
Glassformers are oxides which, by themselves, form glassy networks;
these include primarily: SiO2, B2O3,P2O6, GeO2, and As2O3 . The following
oxides will also form glasses when melted with the right amount of a suitable
modifying oxide: TeO2 , V2O6, A12O3 , MoO3, WO3, and TiO2. The first
three oxides form quite stable binary glasses, but the last three form only
very unstable glasses; thus TeO2 and V2O6 form fairly stable glasses when
melted with BaO or PbO, and A12O3 forms a stable glass with CaO.
*
“Other types of oxides, notably those of the alkalies and alkaline earths,
take no part in the glassy network. When Na2O is added, every oxygen
becomes part of the tetrahedral coordination of four oxygens around each
silicon. This necessitates that some of the bridging atoms uniting SiO4tetrahedra be broken, as shown in Figure 1.4. Atoms of this type are known
as network modifiers.”
Intermediates occupy a position somewhere between purely network
formers and purely network modifiers; they are represented by BeO, ZnO,
CdO, PbO, and other oxides.
Impurities present in glass may originate in the original batch com
ponents and from chemical or physical interaction with the tank walls at
elevated temperatures; some impurities often present in glass are Fe2O3,
Mn2O3, SO», F, and others. Numerous addition agents are used to produce
colored glasses.19 For the intricacies of glass manufacture the reader is
referred to the literature.'20
The relative distribution of network formers, modifiers and intermediates,
in terms of weight percentage, in a given glass batch has a marked effect
on the properties of the resulting glass. Table 1.1 classifies a number of
* Personal communication from The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. Rugby,
England. Other workers, notably Mrs. A. Winter, claim to have made other simple
oxide glasses, i.e. PbO, SnO, and InaOs , which could not be obtained in the extensive
research carried out at B.T.H.
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Sealing Glasses According to Content

Group number

Group I
100% glass
forming
oxides

Group II Between 80 and 100%,
glass-forming oxides

Glass type

Fused
silica

“Borosilicate” glasses

100
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glasses
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Glass number
Silica SiO2
Boric oxide B203
Alumina A12O3
Lead oxide PbO
Oxides of the divalent metals MgO,
CaO, Ba()
Calcium fluoride CaF2
Oxides of alkali metals
Average thermal expansion coefficient
between 50 and 400°C (X 107)

of
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British sealing glasses according to their content of glass forming oxides,
after Dale and Stanworth.21
Fused silica, a tightly bonded glass network, stands by itself; it has the
lowest expansion coefficient, the greatest heat shock resistance, high trans
parency to ultraviolet light, the lowest dielectric constant and loss factor,
but (unfortunately but naturally) the highest softening point. Fused silica
would be the ideal material for a tube envelope if it were not so difficult
to work on conventional sealing machines, and if there were a metal which
matched its low expansion coefficient. Special power tubes have been made
of fused silica, and “quartz”* lamps are being made in ever-increasing
numbers for street, highway, and industrial lighting.
The melting point of cristobalite, the most stable form of crystalline
silica, is 1723°C—a temperature quite beyond the working range of com
mercial furnaces. Furthermore, molten silica has such a high viscosity that
it would be difficult to remove bubbles from the melt where they are formed
from volatile components. The addition of 25 per cent soda (Na20) lowers
the melting point of silica by nearly 1000°C, and also lowers the viscosity
of this melt, thus overcoming the handicaps to practical workability men
tioned above. Unfortunately, such a binary glass is soluble in water, and
other constituents must be added to overcome this difficulty; the soda
content is thus usually limited to 15 per cent. Lime (CaO) is generally
chosen as the second additive, and thus results the well-known soda-limcsilica glass which had its origin with the Egyptians, and has been used
with little modification since that time to the present.
The effect of various glass components on viscosity has been studied by
Gchlhoff and Thomas22, who summarized their results as follows:
1. Alkalies decrease viscosity more than any other oxide, especially at
high temperatures, and Na20 more than K2O.
2. Na2()-K2O glasses have a minimum viscosity in certain proportions,
which is particularly noticeable at lower temperatures.
3. MgO and ZnO increase viscosity, especially at lower temperatures.
4. CaO raises viscosity more than any other oxide at low temperatures,
but at higher temperatures it first decreases, then increases viscosity.
5. NaO and PbO decrease viscosity at all temperatures.
* “Quartz” is the name of a natural mineral which undergoes several transforma
tions under the influence of heat and turns into tridymite at 870°C, cristobalite at
1470°C, and vitreous silica at 1723°C, the melting point of SiO2 . Having been once
molten, fused silica exists as a glass at all temperatures below 1723°C and is thus an
unstable, undercooled liquid. “Fused Silica” is thus the proper term for all fabricated
ware which has been worked at high temperature; the name “quartz” nevertheless
persists in common use for lamps, tubing, and the like.
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TEMPERATURE °C

Figure 1.5(a). Viscosity-temperature curves for some glasses listed in Table 1.1;
After Douglas.24 (Courtesy Institute of Physics, London.)

6. Addition of B2O3 up to 15 per cent increases viscosity, but further
addition diminishes it, the effect being much greater at low temperatures.
7. AI2O3 increases, and Fe2O,3 decreases viscosity.
Figure 1.5(a) shows the change of viscosity as a function of temperature
for a number of glasses listed in Table 1.1, and Figure 1.5(b) gives similar
curves for various Corning glasses. The curves are generally hyperbolic
in form and can be described within limited temperature ranges by an
empirical expression suggested by Fulcher:23
1
<
B
login V = -A + ----------- —
I — I 0

(1.1)

where

g = viscosity at any temperature T
A, B = constants
To = a reference temperature

This formula is of the general type
v = A' eblT = A'eB'lBT

(1.2)
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TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 1.5(b). Viscosity-temperature curves for some Corning glasses. (Courtesy
Corning Glass Works, Bulletin B 81, 1957.)

where
B' = activation energy
R = gas constant
T = absolute temperature
and plots of log 77 vs 1/7’ give straight lines whose slopes are a measure of
the activation energy.
Referring again to Table 1.1, it is evident that one arrives at the following
main glass types which are useful for tube applications:
(a) Aluminoborosilicate glasses
(b) Borosilicate glasses
(c) Soda-lime silicate glasses (“crown”)
(d) Lead-alkali silicate glasses (“flint”)
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The first two groups are generally referred to as “hard glasses” and the
last two as “soft glasses.” Soft glasses are easily worked by mass-production
machinery; for this reason, receiving tubes and TV tubes are made of soft
glass. Power tubes, microwave tubes, and other special-purpose tubes which
are low-production items, relatively speaking, ultilize hard glasses in order
to permit outgassing on the pump at higher temperatures. Table 1.2* gives
the chemical composition of a number of glasses used for high-vacuum
devices under the main groupings of glass types and their applications.24,26
Addition of PbO, up to 50 per cent of the glass batch, greatly improves the
workability of the resulting glass. Because of the scarcity and high cost of
lead oxide in recent years, there has been a tendency to substitute barium
oxide for part of the lead oxide in these glasses.25
Gas Diffusion Through Glass

The impermeability of glass to gases of various kinds is generally taken
for granted, and is thus listed at the beginning of the chapter as one of the
principal advantages of glass for tube envelopes. More careful investiga
tion discloses, however, that gases do find their way through glass envelopes
and thus increase the pressure within. It naturally takes a considerable
period of time before such an increase of pressure becomes noticeable, and
the effect is much more pronounced for some gases than for others. Similarly,
certain types of glass are more subject to gas permeation than others, and
the structure of the glass has a decided bearing on this effect. Obviously,
the denser the structure of the solid, the less likely it will be that gas atoms
or molecules will penetrate it, and, by the same reasoning, the smaller the
gas atom, ion, or molecule, the easier it will be for it to enter. The atomic
diameters from the gas kinetic theory, which relies mainly on viscosity
measurements, are given in Table 1.3 for a temperature of 700°C.
Gas atoms which are too large to pass through the crystalline network
might well penetrate the glass network of fused silica. On the other hand,
when the open meshes of fused silica are occupied in part by network
modifiers such as sodium (Figure 1.4), it becomes again more difficult for gas
atoms to enter. These concepts have in general been confirmed by experi
ments conducted by Norton,27 who investigated the permeation of helium
through nine different types of glass, for which the compositions are given
in Table 1.4, where the glasses are arranged in the order of decreasing rate
of helium permeation; fused silica was investigated by Rayleigh, whose
data are included in the table by Norton; it shows the highest rate, and lead
borate the lowest.
* Some additional entries were made in this table by the present author to include
data kindly supplied by The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

Table 1.2. Approximate Chemical Compositions of Some Glasses used in High-Vacuum Devices24' 25

No.

Constituent Oxides (Weight Per cent)

Designation

Na2O

KaO

CaO

MgO

B2O3

A12O3

PbO

BaO

—
2.9

—
0.4

—
—

—
—

2.58
1.
1.8
4.
3.1
2.2
1.3

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—
SO3 : 0.20
—
—
—
1.7
—

30.0
21.
30.
58.

—
—
—
—

1
2

Fused silica
96% silica glass

99.5
96.3

—
0.2

—
0.2

—
—

—
—

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Soda-lime

70.12
73.6
70.5
69.
69.3
71.5
72.5

16.82
16.
16.7
17.5
16.8
14.
16

0.35
0.6
0.8
1.9
0.6
1.5
3

5.40
5.2
6.7
5.8
5.6
5.7
6.5

3.60 0.78
—
3.6
—
3.4
—
1.6
3.4
1.2
—
3.
3.
—

10
11
12
13

Lead silicate

56.0
63.
56.
35.

5.2
7.6
4.5
—

7.5
6.
8.
7.2

0.5
0.3
—
—

0.3
0.2
—
—

—
0.2
—
—

1.0
0.6
1.3
—

14

Borosilicate

65.5

4.3

3.1

1.0

—

16.0

5.5

75.5
71.
80.5
70.0
73.
67.3
65.5
75.3
72.2

4.0
5.3
3.8

2.0
2.4
0.4
0.5

—
0.3
—
0.1
—
—
—
—
3.0

—
■—
—
0.2
—
0.2
—
—
—

16.3
13.7
12.9
28.0
16.5
24.6
24.1
16.9
15.0

2.2
7.4
2.2
1.1
—
1.7
2.2
2.0
3.0

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

4. 5

4.6
4.1
4.0
3.5

1.0
4.1
1.8
3.0

—
2.5
ZnO: 1.9; F2 :0.2
—
—
—
—
—
—
Li2O: 1.2
—
6.
—
—
—■
—
—
—
—•
—

Uses

Quartz Lamps
Soft glasses
Envelopes for radio
tubes, lamps, and
fluorescent signs

Soft glasses
Stems for radio tubes
and lamps

Hard glasses

Power tubes, microwave tubes, diffusion
pumps,
chemical
apparatus
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SÍÜ2

24
25
26
27
28
29

Aluminosilicate

30

Aluminoborosilicate

31

54.25
54.5
58.7
57.
55.8
54.5

1.1

0.2

1.0

22.6

6.5

0.2

8.0

14.0

—

Corning Glass Works

2
4
11
13
17
18
19
20
27

7900, 7910, 7911
0080
0010
8870
7740
7070
7720
7050
1710, 1720

Notes
4
4

1
1
3
2

8.4
12.

7.5
7.4
3.
4.
5.1

«

22.0
21.1
22.4
20.5
23.0
23.5

P2O6: 3.8

3.1
6.3

3.5

—

37.

23.7

—

—

6.0

—

48.0

24.0

Fe2O3: <0.01

—

No.

British Thomson-Houston
Co.,* Ltd.

Notes

8
9
12
21
22
23
28
29

C94
C19
C12
C40
C 9
Cll
C37
C46

4
4
3
1
2
2
2

10.

Extra-hard glasses
High-temperature tubes
and mercury dis
charge lamps

Special glass for sodium
vapor lamps

No.

Osram-G. E. C.
Glass Works*

Notes

3
10
14
15
24
31

X8
LI
SBN124
W1
H26X
NA. 10

5
4,6
3
1
2

GLASS

No.

13.25
13.5
5.9
5.5
13.0
11.3

* According to data furnished by the manufacturer to the present author.
Detail of Notes: 1. Tungsten-sealing; 2. Molybdenum-sealing; 3. Kovar-sealing; 4. Dumet-sealing; 5. 28 Chrome-Iron-sealing;
6. 50/50 Nickel-Iron-sealing. (See Table 13.3 for further details.)

ic
Cl
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Table 1.3. Atomic oh Molecular Diameters (in AU) for several Cases, and
the Permeation Rate at 700°C (in cm3 (NTP) per sec, per cm2 area, per mm
THICKNESS, PER CM Hg GAS PRESSURE DIFFERENCE) FOR HELIUM*

Permeation Rate
(700°C)

Gas

2.1 X
2.1 X
1.7 X
4.2 X
under
under
under

Helium
Hydrogen
Deuterium
Neon
Argon
Oxygen
Nitrogen

A.U.t
1.95
2.5
2.55
2.4
3.15
3.2
3.4

10-«
109
IO-’
10-'°
1015
JO15
IO i5

* After F. J. Norton26
f From Landolt-Börnstein Tabellen, Vol. 1, 1950, p. 325.
Table 1.4. Glass Compositions Studied by Norton27

Glass No.
1

2
Vycor
brand
(C)

3
No.
7740
(C)

4
No.
650
(L)

5
Phos
phate
(H)

6
No.
0080
(C)

7
No.
1720
(C)

100

96
3

81
13

joo

72

62
5

1

2

3

0
5
77
11

1

IS

10

15

Fused
SÌO2
(G)
SiO2
B20s

P2O5
A12()s

CaO j
MgOJ
BaO
PbO
ZnO
Na201
K2O J

Sum of percentage
of glass-formers
SiO2 + B2O3 +
P2O5

8
9
Pb
X-ray borate
(P)
(G)
31

0
22

8
61

78

31

22

7

100

99

4

7

94

90

17

82

72

67

At the bottom of Table 1.4 the total percentage content of glass formers
(SiO2 + B2O3 + P2O5) is given for any one glass composition, and it is
apparent that the permeation rate increases rapidly with the increasing
content of glass formers. Figure 1.6 gives a graphical representation of this
trend.
The permeation of helium through crystalline quartz is ten million times
less than it is through silica glass. Hydrogen, deuterium, and neon, which
have a larger atomic size than helium, will permeate at a slower rate, and
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Figure 1.6. Permeation velocity K of helium diffusing through various glasses at
100°C. The permeation velocity K is in units of cm3 gas (N.T.P.)/sec/cm2 area/mm
thickness/cm Hg (gas pressure difference). (A) Lead borate glass (no Si()2); (B)
X-ray shield glass; (G) combustion tubing No. 1720; (D) soda-lime glass No. 0080;
(E) phosphate glass (no SiO2) ; (F) borosilicate glass No. 650; (G) chemical Pyrex
brand glass No. 7740; (H) fused silica; (I) Vycor brand glass. After Norton.26 (Cour
tesy American Ceramic Society.)

for argon, oxygen, and nitrogen the permeation rate at the same tempera
ture becomes less by a factor of 100,000 or more; hence glass may be con
sidered impermeable to these latter gases for practical purposes. Atomic
size is not the only factor which affects the permeation rate. The neon atom,
which is smaller than the hydrogen molecule, diffuses more slowly through
glass by a factor of five. Norton states that this difference is probably due
to surface and solubility effects. Weyl28 has emphasized the importance of
chemical interactions in trying to explain mechanical effects encountered
with glass; diffusion is one of these. Weyl thus explains the slower diffusion
of hydrogen through glass, in comparison to that of helium, by the greater
chemical affinity of H2 for the oxygen ions in the glass network, thus requir
ing a greater activation energy for the diffusion process.
“A distinction is drawn between the terms permeation and diffusion,
especially the permeation constant and diffusion constant. Permeation is
the overall steady-state flow process from the gas phase on one side of the
membrane or wall to the gas phase on the other side. Strictly speaking,
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the term diffusion in a solid applies to the internal process by which an
atom is handed on, or changed from one lattice position to another. In the
case of gases going through solids, diffusion as a separate process is difficult
to measure. The overall process of permeation is much easier to study.
“Permeation involves several steps as follows: (1) impact of the gas
atoms or molecules on the surface; (2) absorption; (3) possible dissociation
upon absorption; (4) solution of the gas in the wall material at the incoming
surface to some equilibrium solubility value; (5) movement of the gas
atoms from the saturated surface layer through the interior as atoms or
ions, under a concentration gradient, to the outgoing surface; this con
stitutes diffusion proper. The concentration gradient is the driving force
for diffusion and the process is given quantitative formulation in Fick’s
law;* (6) transfer of the dissolved gas to the outgoing surface layer with
possible recombination; (7) desorption of this gas and release on the lowpressure side of the membrane.”27
Item (3) leads to an important distinction between various diffusion
processes. When hydrogen diffuses through iron, it is absorbed at the
surface as a molecule but is then dissociated into atoms; i.e., it diffuses
through the iron in the form of atoms, or protons, and recombines on the
other side into molecules. In this case, the rate of hydrogen permeation
depends on the square root of the pressure difference on the two sides of
the solid wall. For glass and polymers, the rate of permeation varies directly
as the pressure, indicating that no surface dissociation takes place. Hydro
gen thus permeates glass as a molecule.
For the case of nondissociation and the rare gases, the total amount q,
of material permeating a membrane at constant temperature is given by
= KAt X (pi - ph

where
K
A
t
Pi
Pi
d

= permeation velocity constant
= area of membrane exposed
= time

= gas pressure on high side
= gas pressure on low side
= thickness of membrane
dn
d 2n
- = D —
at
ax2

where
n = number of atoms/cc
D = diffusion constant
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The equation relating the permeation constant K to temperature is
K = A e~^lRT

(1.4)

where
A
Q
R
T

= a constant

= activation energy in calories per gram atom
= the gas constant in calories per mole
= absolute temperature (°K)
From this equation it is evident that, if Q does not vary appreciably with
temperature, log K plotted vs 17' will yield a straight line, the slope of
which is proportional to the activation energy Q.
Plots of this kind are given in Figure 1.7 for the various glasses investi
gated by Norton. The activation energies obtained from the slope of these
lines are given in Table 1.5. If two values of the permeation velocity K

Figure 1.7. Permeation velocity K of helium diffusing through various glasses.
The permeation velocity, logic K, is plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute
temperature, 1000/T. The permeation velocity K is in units of cm3 gas (N.T.P.)/
sec/cm2 area/mm thickness/cm Hg (gas pressure difference). Curve (A) lead borate
glass; (B) X-ray shield glass; (C) combustion tubing No. 1720; (D) soda-lime glass
No. 0080; (E) phosphate glass; (F) borosilicate glass No. 650; (G) chemical Pyrex
brand glass No. 7740; (H) fused silica; and (I) Vycor brand glass. After Norton.26
{Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)
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Table 1.5. Activation Energy of the Various Glasses Studied by Norton2’

Glass

Activation energy
(cal/gm atom)

Vycor brand (C)
Fused silica (G)
Chemical Pyrex brand No. 7740 (C)
Borosilicate No. 650 (L)
Phosphate (H)
Soda-lime No. 0080 (C)
Combustion tubing No. 1720 (C)
X-ray shield (P)
Lead borate (G)

4,900
4,900
6,400
7,600
11,000
11,000
12,000
12,500
9,300

at two temperatures are known, the following equation will determine Q:
i

_

Q (1

°gl0 Ki “ 07

1\

Tj

r , -\
(1-5)

where 4.57 = 2.3 X R; R is the universal gas constant in calories per mole.
It must finally be noted that the permeation constant of the gas is
proportional to the diffusion constant D of the gas, according to the follow
ing relation:

K=

(1.G)

where N = solubility.
As a convenience to the reader interested in further details on gas diffu
sion and permeation, additional references (Ref. 29-43a) are given in the
bibliography at the end of the chapter.
The Mechanical Strength of Glass

Glass is a brittle material which ruptures suddenly without yield or
deformation; it always fails in tension. Tempered glass with compressive
strain in its surface is thus stronger than annealed glass. The strength of
glass depends to a very large extent on the residual stresses resulting from
previous thermal treatment, the physical size and shape of the article tested,
the surrounding atmosphere, and, above all, the condition of its surface.
Maximum strength is obtained when a virgin surface exists on the specimen
under test. Freshly drawn glass fibers (10~4 in. dia.) have shown a strength
of IO7 psi44 and thus exhibit the intrinsic strength of glass that has been
calculated by Orowan45 by assuming that a force of 0.2 E is required to
overcome the attractive forces in an interatomic plane (E is Young’s
modulus). Orowan thus arrived at a value of about 1000 kg/mm2 (1.4 X
106 psi).
These high strength values decrease rapidly for larger fibers, and “for
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Stress-Seconds

Figure 1.8. Stress-time characteristics of glass broken in flexure tests at room
temperature. Composite curves; A-Annealed glass, tested in air; B-Tempered glass,
tested in air; C-Annealed glass, tested in vacuum. After Shand.25' 1 06 (Courtesy Corn
ing Glass IForÄ’s.)

freshly drawn soda-lime glass, 0.25 in. in dia., they drop to 73,000 psi. If
such rods are etched with hydrofluoric acid, the strength increases to
250,000 psi; if fine sand is then dropped onto the rod from a height of 3 in.,
the strength decreases to 40,000 psi; more severe sandblasting will reduce
the strength to anywhere between 2,000 and 20,000 psi. The generally used
design figure for the strength of glass is 1000 psi.”*
It is obvious then that no general statement can be made on the strength
of glass but that the special circumstances of any particular application
will have a determining effect. There is also evidence that the strength
increases above and below room temperature,46 and it is known that the
strength decreases with duration of load application. Figure 1.8 illustrates
this effect and also brings out the influence of the surrounding atmosphere.
For loads of indefinite duration, in air, the breaking stresses are of the order
of 40 to 45 per cent of the 5-second breaking stresses of annealed glasses.26
It was first suggested by Griffith47 that all glass bodies are riddled with
a large number of small cracks, many of them of submicroscopic size, which
act as stress multipliers. The stress at the tip of the crack is greater than
the applied stress by a factor depending on the dimension and location
of the crack; this factor may reach a value of 100. f It is now believed that
these microscopic flaws arc confined to the surface and are produced in
manufacture and in subsequent handling. The absorption of moisture
* These data were presented by E. U. Condon during a lecture at Stanford Uni
versity on 11/10/55; see also Reference 8.
f A condensed review of and a bibliography to the many investigations of the
strength of glass is given by Lynch and Tooley.48
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from the atmosphere diminishes the surface energy and thus reduces the
*
strength.
Distinct from this short-term effect of water on glass strength, and op
posite in its consequence, is the prolonged immersion of glass fibers in water
for periods of 24 hours or more. Stockdale, Tooley, Yuig, and Moorthy60’ 51
have shown that the tensile strength of glass increases by as much as 30
per cent after such treatment and that the increase is dependent on the
temperature of the water and the composition of the glass. Lead glass
reaches a maximum strength increase at 60°C, soda-lime glass also near
60°C, and borosilicate glass above 90°C.
As pointed out above, the strength of glass may be increased by as much
as a factor of 10, by treating the surface with dilute hydrofluoric acid for
a short time, provided that care is taken not to touch the surface after this
treatment. For most purposes, the removal of a surface layer from 0.002
to 0.003 in. thick will be adequate to produce the desired strengthening
effect. This effect has been known since 1894,52 and the rinsing of tube
envelopes in dilute hydrofluoric acid is a common practice in the tube
industry today. The strength of the acid used varies anywhere from 1 to
25 per cent. The purpose of the treatment is not so much to strengthen the
glass as to leach off a surface layer of alkali hydrates which form on exposure
of the glass surface to the atmosphere; this layer is the source of a prolonged
gas release on the pump (p. 67).
Another method used to increase the strength of glass by surface treat
ment consists in heating the glass near to its annealing temperature in an
atmosphere containing sulfur dioxide and oxygen. The treatment produces
a reaction at the glass surface resulting in the formation of sodium sulfate,
which may be washed away easily with water, leaving a clean and stronger
surface. There is no doubt that this treatment diminishes the alkali con
tent, and that this surface composition difference will place a very thin
surface layer in high compression once the glass has cooled again to room
temperature after the heat treatment. This surface compression will tend
to prevent opening up of the surface flaw under applied tensile stress and
may, therefore, at least partly account for the effectiveness of the treat
ment.2
Richardson53 discusses the importance of having a controlled amount of
sulfur dioxide in the gas used on glass-working machinery, particularly for
the forming of flares and for stem-sealing. When the incandescent lamp
industry of Cleveland, Ohio, was notified, in 1929, that they would have
to change their equipment to adapt it for the use of natural gas because
* When setting out to break a piece of glass tubing or rod, an experienced glass
worker will scratch the glass with a glass cutter and then, before applying tension
to the scratch, briefly exhale on it or wet it with saliva.
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the supply of manufactured gas would be discontinued, it was soon found
that the flaring of glass tube ends was not successful after the changeover
because the flares were wrinkled and the tools wore out quickly, indicating
the absence of a lubricating ingredient in the gas. The manufactured gas
contained 20 grains of sulfur per 100 cubic feet of gas and the natural gas
had only 1 grain per 100 cubic feet. It is a common practice in the incan
descent lamp and radio tube industry today to add controlled amounts of
sulfur dioxide to natural gas used for glass forming. The content of free
sulfur in manufactured gas is generally kept below 15 grains per 100 cubic
feet of gas, or 0.025 per cent by volume.
Sulfur is, of course, a notorious poisoning agent for oxide-coated cathodes,
and great care must be taken not to have sulfur or sulfur dioxide present
in scaling fires.54 The action of water and of sulfur dioxide on glass surfaces
has been discussed in detail by Douglas and Isard.86
The Annealing of Glass

Before dealing with this subject in some detail, it may be well to introduce
some “Standard Definitions of Terms Relating to Glass and Glass Prod
ucts,” which are taken from the ASTM
*
Standard C 162-52 (revised 1956)
which was prepared jointly by the American Ceramic Society and the
American Society for Testing Materials (Committee C-14 on Glass and
Glass Products). Of the many terms defined in this Standard only a few
are presented here which have a bearing on annealing and glass working:
Annealing Range: The range of glass temperature in which stresses in
glass articles can be relieved at a commercially desirable rate. For purposes
of comparing glasses, the annealing range is assumed to correspond to the
temperatures between the annealing point (A.P.) and the strain point
(St. P.).
Strain Point (St. P.): The temperature at which the internal stress is
substantially relieved in 4 hrs. The strain point corresponds generally to
the lower end of the annealing range. The strain point corresponds to a
viscosity of 1014iM poises when measured by the Tentative Method of Test
for Annealing Point and Strain Point of Glass (ASTM Designation: C 336).
This test prescribes a linear extrapolation of the data obtained in the
annealing point determination to an apparent viscosity of 1014-50 poises, f
Annealing Point (A. P.): The temperature at which the internal stress
is substantially relieved in 1.5 min. The annealing point corresponds
* American Society For Testing Materials, 1916 Race Street , Philadelphia 3, Penn
sylvania.
t Glass is a solid body below the temperature for which the viscosity equals 1015
poises.56 It is interesting to note that this value approximately represents the vis
cosity of aluminum at room temperature.67
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generally to the upper end of the annealing range. The annealing point
corresponds to a viscosity of 1013 00 poises when measured by the Tentative
Method of Test for Annealing Point and Strain Point of Glass (ASTM
Designation: C 336). This test prescribes a rate of cooling of approximately
4°C per min. with a fiber approximately 0.0065 cm in diameter.
Deformation Point: The temperature observed during the measure
ment of expansivity by the interferometer method at which viscous flow
exactly counteracts thermal expansion. The deformation point generally
corresponds to a viscosity in the range from 1011 to 1012 poises.
Softening Point (S. P.): The temperature at which a uniform fiber,
0.55 to 0.75 mm in diameter and 23.5 cm in length, elongates under its
own weight at a rate of 1 mm per min. when the upper 10 cm of its length is
heated in the manner prescribed in the Tentative Method of Test for Soften
ing Point of Glass (ASTM Designation: C 338) at a rate of approximately
5°C per min. For glass of density near 2.5, this temperature corresponds
to a viscosity of 107-6 poises.
Working Range: The range of surface temperature in which glass is
formed into ware in a specific process. The “upper end” refers to the tem
perature at which the glass is ready for working (generally corresponding
to a viscosity of 103 to 104 poises), while the “lower end” refers to the
temperature at which it is sufficiently viscous to hold its formed shape
(generally corresponding to a viscosity greater than 106 poises). For com
parative purposes, when no specific process is considered, the working
range of glass is assumed to correspond to a viscosity range from 104 to
107'6 poises.
Melting Temperature: The range of furnace temperatures within
which melting takes place at a commercially desirable rate, and at which
the resulting glass generally has a viscosity of 101B to 102-5 poises. For
purposes of comparing glasses, it is assumed that the glass at melting
temperature has a viscosity of 102 poises.
The various temperatures and temperature ranges corresponding to the
terms described above are indicated for different glass types in Figure
1.5b and Table A3.
The purpose of annealing is the equalization of stresses which have
arisen in the glass body during cooling from a high temperature where,
owing to the low viscosity of the glass, no strains can be maintained. When
a glass body is cooled from the molten state, say when entering the mold,
or when being drawn from the tank, the surface will cool more rapidly than
the interior, so that the contraction of the surface will exert a force on the
interior. This interplay of forces sets up a hydrostatic pressure exerted by
the interior of the surface layer, which must flow to relieve the pressure.
As long as such flow is possible, no stresses will result. On further cooling,
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the interior body will become rigid, but will remain hotter than the surface
throughout the cooling cycle and maintain its stress-free condition as long
as the temperature gradient is constant.
The temperature distribution through the cross-section of a glass slab
which is being cooled at a constant rate is parabolic, as shown in Figure 1.9.
*
Assuming uniform cooling of the slab from both sides, the temperature of
the slab at the midplane, parallel to the surfaces, is higher by an amount
AT in comparison to the temperature at the surfaces. It can be shown that
the apex of the parabola lies above the mean temperature by an amount
T/3, and that the parabola intersects this mean-temperature reference line
at a distance of 0.298a from the midplane if a is the total thickness of the
slab. The temperature difference T is expressed by the relation
a X R
UK

(1.7)

where
a = the total thickness of the slab in cm
R = the cooling rate in degrees centigrade per sec
K = thermal diffusivity which equals k/c^ (e.g.s. units)! where
k = thermal conductivity
£ = density
cp = specific heat
When the temperature throughout the slab is finally constant at room
temperature, the vanishing of the temperature gradient will introduce a
permanent strain. The sequence of events discussed, so far, is illustrated
in Figure 1.10 a-c, where temperature distribution and stress distribution
through the slab is shown, one above the other, for three stages of the cool
ing cycle. Figure 1.10(a) applies to events above and within the annealing
range of temperatures, and Figure 1.10(b) to conditions below the annealing
range where the glass is completely set, for all practical purposes; a tem
perature gradient exists between the center of the slab and its surfaces but
there are no strains present. In Figure 1.10(c) the slab has assumed uniform
temperature throughout, and a parabolic stress distribution appears as a
consequence of the removal of the temperature gradient. The center of the
* For a more sophisticated mathematical treatment of this problem see Ref. 57a.
t Thermal diffusivity has the dimension L2 X 7' 1 ; it is commonly expressed in
cm2 per second. Values for K at room temperature, when expressed in these units,
are the following:
silica glass
0.009
soda-lime glass
0.005
borosilicate glass
0.007
high-lead glass
0.0026
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Figure 1.9. Temperature distribution through a section of glass being cooled at
a constant rate. After Shand.25 (By permission from “Glass Engineering Handbook”
by E. B. Shand-, Copyright 1958 (2nd ed.), McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.)

Figure 1.10. Stress distribution in glass slab on cooling, (a) Onset of cooling in
annealing range; (b) Continued cooling below annealing range; (e) Equalization of
temperature gradient within the glass slab at room temperature.

slab will tend to continue to contract when the surfaces cease to do so at
room temperature. The center is thus put into tension and the surface into
compression by reaction forces.
It is obvious that the magnitude of the permanent strain remaining after
cooling from the annealing range will depend on the magnitude of the
temperature gradient established in the annealing range, and therefore on
the rate of cooling. As there naturally is a limit to the compression strain
at the surface that a glass can safely withstand, the details of the annealing
cycle are of extreme practical importance.
It is of interest to note that the permanent strain remaining in the
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glass slab after cooling from the annealing range at a uniform rate is equal
and opposite in sign to the strain removed in the viscous state when the
temperature gradient was originally established.
Ordinarily, when a glass slab is cooled after it has attained uniform
temperature below the annealing range, where equilization of stresses can
not take place in a limited time, the interior is put into compression by the
contraction of the surfaces, so that the latter are left in tension as long as
the temperature gradient exists. On removal of the gradient, the stresses
will disappear; hence they are temporary strains. The reverse pattern devel
ops on heating a glass surface from room temperature to well below the
annealing range. The interior is then put into tension by the expanding
surfaces, and surface compression will result. Figure 1.11 illustrates the
development of temporary strains below the annealing range.

Figure 1.11. Development of temporary strains on heating and cooling of a glass
slab below the annealing range (a-c: cooling of surface; d-f: heating of surface).
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It was stated above that the strength of glass is much greater under
compression than under tension. From the experiment just described it
follows that rapid heating of a glass article is much less likely to cause
breakage than is rapid cooling. When a glass article is to be tested for its
thermal endurance, it is common practice to heat it by immersion in
boiling water and then chill it by immersion into icewater, or even liquid
nitrogen. If a joint between two different types of glass, or one between
glass and metal, successfully survives several such heat shocks in succession,
some assurance is gained about the realiability of the joint.
Redston58 has reported on tests performed on electron tubes with the
aim of establishing a correlation between tube failure on heat shock tests
and that occurring during life; he comes to the conclusion that “the chill
shock test has been found to reproduce more nearly the types of base
failures which are obtained in service and hence its results are considered
more functionally significant than those of the B test.” (The B test specifies
heating of the tube to 100°C while a metal cone is forced between the pins
of the base.)
As the permanent compression strain at room temperature is equal and
opposite in sign to the amount of strain released by viscous flow in the
annealing range when the temperature gradient was first established, i.e.,
when cooling began, the annealing schedule can be so chosen that not all
of this original strain is equalized by viscous flow, and some permanent
surface tension is retained at room temperature which counteracts the
permanent surface compression strain.
The magnitude of the hypothetical stress introduced at any point in a
glass slab by the establishment of a temperature gradient will be propor
tional to the difference between the temperature at this point and the
average temperature across the section (Figure 1.9). For a point in the mid
plane of the section, the strain is given by
Ea^T

3(1 - t)
By combining this expression with Eq. 1.7, one obtains
EaaR

24K(1 - 7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

where
<r = stress corresponding to temperature difference from average
value (psi)
= tensile stress at midplane after temperature equalization (psi)
E = Young’s modulus
T = temperature difference between midplane and surface
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a' = coefficient of expansion in the annealing range (°C)
a = coefficient of expansion below the strain point (°C)

7 = Poisson’s ratio
a = thickness of section (inches)
R = cooling rate (°C/sec)
K = thermal diffusivity (inch2/sec)
The rate of expansion in the annealing range is usually two to three
times that measured at lower temperatures. By assuming a = 2a and
substituting this value in Eq. 1.9, one obtains

This then is the amount of tension prevailing at the midplane after equaliza
tion of temperature. The amount of permanent compression at the surface
will be twice this amount (Figure 1.9), or
_

EaaR

~ 6X(1 - 7)

(1.11)

By introducing the following common values:
E = 107 psi
K = 0.00077 in2/sec

7 = 0.22

one obtains
<rt = 1.38 X 109a2R

(1.12)

n =_____
1.38(a X 109)a2

(1.13)

or

These expressions apply to the condition where the glass section is cooled
from both surfaces. In the case of a hollow vessel, or a tube, where cooling
is confined to the outer surface, the effective thickness will be doubled,
and will become 2a.
On the basis of these expressions, annealing schedules can be worked
out for glass sections of different thicknesses and different coefficients of
expansion. Table 1.6 gives an idealized schedule for commercial ware
worked out by Corning Glass Works;59 annealing data for various Corning
glasses are given in Table 1.7. These particular schedules are computed
for values of residual stress which are considerably lower than those which
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Table 1.6. Schedules (Ideal) for Commercial Annealing—Ordinary Ware*

Annealing periods
A—Heating to 5°C above annealing point.
B—Hold temperature for time t.
C—Initial cooling toa°C below strain point.
D—Cooling—next 50°C.
E—Final cooling.
Cooling or two sides

Cooling on one side
E

A

a?
cd
tx'c

Vs 3.2 130
A 6.3 30
8
A 12.7

5
15
30

5 12 24
130
6
10 3
30
20 0.8 1.6
8

400
130
30

5
15
30

5
10
20

39
12
3

78
24
6

400
130
30

50 X IO7

A 3.2
A 6.3
X 12.7

85
21
5

5
15
30

5
10
20

8 16
4
2
0.5 1.0

85
21
5

260
85
21

5
15
30

5
10
20

26
8
2

52
16
4

260
85
21

90 X 10 7

A 3.2
'A 6.3
A 12.7

50
11
3

5
15
30

5
10
20

4
8
1
2
0.3 0.6

50
11
3

140
50
11

5
15
30

5
10
20

14
4
1

28
8
2

140
50
11

1
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Glasses are annealed by raising their temperature t o the annealing point and then
cooling them gradually to a temperature somewhat below the strain point. The rate
of cooling within this range establishes the magnitude of the residual stresses in the
glass after it reaches room temperature. Below the strain point the cooling rate is
limited only by the transient stresses developed. Table 1.6 provides annealing sched
ules for glassware of different section thicknesses and rates of expansion. These
schedules are computed on a conservative basis and may be shortened considerably
in specific cases. As indicated in Table 1.6, cooling rates must be reduced when only
one surface of the glass is exposed to the lehr gases.
* Courtesy Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

are generally acceptable for ordinary commercial annealing. Consequently,
the cooling rate may be increased materially for the annealing of simple
geometrical shapes where it is not important to reduce the residual stresses
to low values.25
These general principles on annealing seem to be quite straight-forward
and may raise the question in the reader’s mind why so much mystery is
often attached to the establishment of successful annealing schedules for
given ware with given equipment. There are indeed many complicating
factors entering into this art which cannot be treated here in detail; they
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Table 1.7. Annealing Data fob Corning Glasses
of Various Thicknesses*
Glass thickness

in.

mm

Annealing time
min

sec

1.00
25.40
240
0
0.50
12.70
60
0
.25
6.35
15
0
.125
3.18
3
45
.062
1.59
0
56
.031
14
0.79
0
.015
0.39
0
3.5
2 X temp, interval to halve
viscosity
Strain point
Annealing point
Softening point

Annealing temperature (°C)

0010

0080

0120

7040

7050

7070

7720

7740

395
413
431
449
467
485
503
18

470
489
505
523
540
558
575
17.5

395
413
431
449
467
485
503
18

450
467
484
501
518
535
552
17

460
478
495
513
530
548
565
17.5

455
473
490
508
525
543
560
17.5

485
503
520
538
555
573
590
17.5

520
542
563
585
606
628
649
21.5

395
430
626

470
510
696

395
433
630

450

460
500
703

455
495

485
525
755

520
565
820

* Courtesy Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

are of two categories: one group comprises the specific features of the ware
(its shape, thickness, and initial stress distribution) and the properties of
the annealing furnace (its size, temperature distribution within the chamber
and heat control); the other group is concerned with the physical mecha
nism of annealing within the glass. From both categories arise factors which
cannot be taken into account by an idealized theory. The contribution
from the first group is fairly obvious. Large differences in thickness of the
ware, in any one piece, or variations from piece to piece, necessitate an
approximation of the value a to be entered into the equations given above.
If the furnace or lehr is not long enough, or of sufficient volume, tempera
ture gradients may exist in the ware while it is supposed to be soaking at a
uniform temperature, and additional permanent strains may thus be intro
duced on cooling. Lillie has evaluated these factors.59
Fundamental investigations on the theory of annealing were undertaken
in 1917 at the Carnegie Institute of Washington by Adams and Williamson
and coworkers60-62 when sudden demands for large quantities of optical
glass for the Armed Forces found the United States with little experience in
its manufacture.
“Adams and Williamson carefully worked out the permissible tempera
ture gradients within a block of cooling glass of any size and type (provided
the necessary physical properties of the glass were known) to give any
desired (usually low) final degree of stress in the block at uniform room
temperature. Adams and Williamson, however, were less successful in their
understanding of the mechanism by which the stress is released in a block
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Figure 1.12. Analysis of a shear stress acting on a glass body. After Stanworth.2
{Courtesy Oxford at the Clarendon Press.)

of stressed glass held at a constant temperature in the annealing range.
As we shall see, they had to devise a completely empirical equation for
the relation between stress and time at constant temperature.
“The simplest conception of the release of stress is that originally due
to Maxwell, and may be derived as follows: Consider (Figure 1.12) a body
of viscosity y and rigidity modulus G, subjected to a shear stress f. Then
the velocity of displacement v is equal to the sum v3 — v%, where Vi is the
velocity of the elastic displacement and tu that of the viscous displacement.
“Now,
du
dt

,

du
dy

,

’

(1.14)

from which,
dv3 _ 1 df
dy
G dt’

(1.15)

also,
dVj = f
dy
y

(1.16)

From the last two equations one obtains

dw _ / । 1 df
dy

y

G dt

(1.17)

In considering the release of stress in glass, during the annealing process,
we may consider that dv/dy = 0 and so

“+^{ = 0
7;
(j dt

(1.18)

from which, if Gr = y, we may write
f = fae~tlT

(1.19)

“Now, we have seen that for stabilized glasses in the annealing range,
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? = AeB,RT, so, assuming a constant value of G with change in temperature
(which is approximately true in that G varies much less rapidly than ?),

we have
t

= to

eB ‘T

(1.20)

“The relaxation time r should vary exponentially with the inverse of
absolute temperature, with a rate of change with temperature approxi
mately the same as that found for viscosity. This was expressed in an
approximate way by Twyman,63 who suggested that the relaxation time
was halved for each increase in temperature of c.8°.
“According to Eq. (1.19) above, the stress in glass held at a constant
temperature in the annealing range should decrease exponentially with
time. Adams and Williamson, however, found that the results of their
measurements could not be described in this way, but that a better straight
line was obtained by plotting the reciprocal of stress against time, their
equation being

J - y = At
J

(1.21)

Jo

“Adams and Williamson did not claim that their equation was anything
other than empirical, and stated that it was intended to apply only in the
restricted temperature range of greatest technical importance in the anneal
ing of glass. By way of illustration we may indicate (Figure 1.13) the results
obtained by Lillie64 for stress release in a soda-lime-silicate glass at 453°C.
It was Lillie’s work, however, which first indicated the major reason for
the failure of the stress-time data to fulfil the above simple exponential
law. For Lillie showed that, in ordinary chilled glass, the viscosity is

Time

( minutes) at 453°

Figure 1.13. The reciprocal of birefringence plotted against time. After Stanworth.2 (Courtesy Oxford at the Clarendon Press.)
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Figure 1.14. The relationship between — ¿(login/)/di and fluidity at 453°C. After
Stanw’orth.2 (Courtesy Oxford at the Clarendon Press.)

changing with time during the annealing process, which necessarily means
(the rigidity modulus remaining relatively constant) that the relaxation
time is also changing during the annealing process. Lillie made careful
checks of the change of viscosity with time in samples prepared so as to
have as nearly as practically possible the same previous thermal history as
the samples used for the determination of the release of stress with time.
This enabled him to determine the stress as a function of time and viscosity;
he found that a plot of — [d(log/)]/d( against the reciprocal of viscosity gave
a straight line, showing the results obtained at the same temperature and for
the same glass as in Figure 1.14. It was shown that
(122)

d (log/) _ M
dt
q

where M equals 5.5 X 1010 dynes/cm2, approximately.
“Lillie mentioned that the constant M had a value about one-quarter of
that of the rigidity modulus at room temperature, but did not attempt to
explain this fact. Taking the simple Maxwell Eq. (1.1) above, we may write,
however,
d (log/)
dt

_1 = _G
T

(123)

q

which is identical with Lillie’s equation if G = M, that is, if M is the rigidity
modulus at the temperature of stress release. It is known that the rigidity
modulus decreases with increase in temperature in the annealing range, so
that, qualitatively, the agreement is satisfactory.
“It is clear then, that the Adams and Williamson stress-release equation
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is one which embodies a change of viscosity with time. This fact was also
clearly recognized by Tool,65 who made use of his concept of a “fictive”
temperature in order to derive a new equation describing the rate of stress
release at a constant temperature, in a glass whose viscosity is changing
with time.”2
Redston and Stanworth66 suggested that M is very nearly equal to G
in the annealing range of the glass. On this basis, one arrives at the follow
ing relation by integration of Eq. (1.23).
t = 1 ln

G

(/)

(1.24)

For a stress release factor f0/f = 1000, the following expression results for
the time for which the glass must be held at the annealing temperature T:

5.5 X 1010

2.3 X 3 . ,
X —— minutes
bO

Assuming that y is invariant with time and equal to 1013 poises at T,
the annealing time becomes 21 minutes.
1 ‘The values used for T were based on measurements of the viscosity of
samples held for 30 minutes at the temperature of observation. For shorter
times than this, the viscosity of the chilled glass will be somewhat lower,
so that the stress release will be faster for these shorter times. This means
that the method of calculation gives a margin of safety, that is, somewhat
longer times than are actually required. More precise calculation would
have to take into account the marked differences between glasses of various
types in the rate at which viscosity changes with time.67 Such calculations
would needlessly complicate the present schedules. Again, for simplicity,
we assume that the glass viscosity decreases by half for every 10°C rise
in temperature, a value sufficiently correct for most glasses. The time of
holding will also become halved, as shown in Figure 1.15.”66
After stresses have been released at the annealing temperature T to a
sufficient extent, the ware must be cooled to room temperature at such a
rate as to strike a compromise between economical factors and the introduc
tion of permanent strains. Adams and Williamson derived the following
expression for the cooling rate h:
h = A
ca-

°C/min

(1.25)

where s is the strain introduced during cooling, measured as birefringence
in m/x/cm, a the half-thickness of the sample in cm, and c a constant
depending on the shape and composition of the glass. For a slab or disk of
soda-lime-silica glass, c ~ 13; for “Pyrex” glass, c ~ 3.
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HOLDING TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure 1.15. Relation between time and temperature of holding for 1000-fold stress
reduction in glass. Oo is the temperature at which the glass viscosity is 1013 poises.
After Redston and Stanworth.66 (Courtesy The Society of Glass Technology.)

Redston and Stan worth made the simplifying assumption that “the
cooling rate is independent of holding time and temperature. Actually, for
a given stress introduction, the glass may be cooled more quickly with
decrease in the holding temperature, particularly as the temperature drops
markedly below T. This fact again provides a margin of safety in the
annealing schedule adopted. The full expression of c is given by
aEß

6K(1 - a)

(1.26)

where a is the linear thermal expansion coefficient (per °C), E is Young’s
modulus in kg/cm2, 0 is the stress-optical coefficient in mg/cm per kg/cm2,
a is Poisson’s ratio, and K is the thermal diffusivity in cm2/min. Using
typical values for (1 — a)/E and for K, and assuming that these are prac
tically the same for all glasses, the cooling rates which leave a final strain
of 2.5 m/x/cm at the center are plotted in Figure 1.16 for slabs of various
thicknesses.” Taking the thermal expansion coefficient of the glass as a
parameter, a family of parallel lines is obtained from which it is apparent
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THICKNESS (CM)

Figure 1.16. Effect of thickness and linear expansion coefficient on cooling rate
necessary to produce 2.5 m/x/cm retardation at the center of a glass slab. After Redston
and Stanworth.66 (Courtesy The Society of Glass Technology.)

that a low-expansion glass of a given thickness can be cooled at a much
faster rate than a high-expansion glass of the same thickness.
It is apparent from Figure 1.15 that a wide choice of annealing schedules
is available. In Figure 1.17 six possible schedules are shown, all of which
would anneal the sample to about the same extent. It is evident that sched
ule 4 requires the least amount of time and is thus the most economical,
provided that the loss incurred from breakage is the same as in the others.
“To ensure that the total time of the schedule is a minimum, the holding
temperature must be that at which the slope of the holding temperature
against holding time curve equals the cooling rate required. Now the holding
time (i) at any temperature (0) is given by
t = ta X 2Wo^)/10
(1.27)
where t0 is the stress-release time at 0O°C.
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Figure 1.17. Six possible annealing schedules which produce the same degree of
annealing. Schedule No. 4 occupies the least time. After Redston and Stanworth.M
(Courtesy The Society of Glass Technology.)

“Hence
d(e0 - e)
io
dt
~ kX 2^-e)l10 In 2

(1.28)

must equal the cooling rate. It has already been shown that t0 = 21 minutes;
thus, for minimum annealing time, the holding temperature 0 is given by the
expression:
Calculated cooling rate

________ 10______
“ 21 X 2{"rIn 2

“The following table shows some calculated values which are plotted in
Figure 1.18.”
Cooling rate
°C/Minute

10
3
1
0.1

(0o — 0) optimum holding temperature
above the 1013 poise temperature

-39
-21
- 5.5
+28

According to Redston and Stanworth, a practical annealing schedule
can be set up from the graphs in Figures 1.15 to 1.18 provided the follow
ing data are given:
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Thermal expansion coefficient (a)
Annealing Point (Ta) (for ? = 1013)
Strain Point (Ts)
Thickness of the glass article (d)
First, the cooling rate (h) is obtained from Figure 1.16 then the optimum
holding temperature (Topt) from Figure 1.18 and finally the holding time (t)
from Figure 1.15. Following these steps for Corning 7720 “Nonex” glass and
assuming a thickness of 0.3 cm the following data are obtained:

= 36 X 10'7
Ts = 484°C
Ta = 518°C
d = 0.3 cm
From the graphs it follows that:
h = 20°C/min
Topt = T — 49° = 567°C
¿o = 0.7 min
Schedule A would thus be:
(1) heat to 567°C (at 400°C/min)
a

Figure 1.18. Dependence of optimum holding temperature for glass annealing on
cooling rate. After Redston and Stan worth.66 (Courtesy The Society of Glass Tech
nology.)
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(2) hold at 567°C for 42 see
(3) cool to 484°C at 20°C/min
(4) cool to room temperature (100°C/min)
The data given in Table 1.7 would suggest the following (Schedule B) :
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

heat to 523°C at 400°C/min
hold at 523°C for 5 min
cool to 479°C at 39°C/min
cool to 429°C at 78°C/min
cool to 25°C at 400°C/min

Depending somewhat on the cooling rate adopted in Schedule A, both
schedules take about 10 minutes. In practice, compromises are necessary,
depending on available facilities and temperature control gear. A uniform
rate of cooling from the holding temperature all the way to near room
temperature is generally advantageous. On the other hand, too short hold
ing times may be difficult to control, and nothing is gained by aiming at
optimum holding time when it turns out to be less than a minute. The
analysis of the remaining strain will in the end determine the feasibility of
any chosen schedule.
Strain Analysis

it was first observed by D. Brewster in 18136s that strained glass dis
plays the properties of a biréfringent crystal and that the birefringence is
proportional to the intensity of the stress. When viewed in polarized light
between crossed niçois or sheets of “Polaroid,” patterns of different light
intensity or different colors become visible from which the directions and
amounts of strain may be deduced.
Ordinary light, when it enters a biréfringent crystal, or strained glass,
behaves as if it were split into two components which are respectively
called the “ordinary ray” and the “extra-ordinary ray.” These two rays
have their electrical vibrations at right angles to each other and travel
through the specimen at different velocities. The orientation in space of
the planes of vibration depends on the orientation of the optical axis of the
crystal, which is defined as the direction in which light is transmitted with
out birefringence (i.e., the ordinary and extra-ordinary rays coincide along
the optical axis and travel with the same velocity). In the case of calcite
(CaCO3), the optical axis coincides with the axis of trigonal symmetry.
In certain other crystals, the ordinary and extra-ordinary rays can coin
cide and travel with equal velocities in two mutually perpendicular direc
tions in the crystal. Crystals of the first type, like calcite, are called “uni
axial”; crystals of the second type, for which mica is an example, are called
“bi-axial.”
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When light is incident on a crystal at an angle to the optical axis, the
direction of vibration at any point in the ordinary-wave front is perpendic
ular to the plane containing the extra-ordinary ray and the optical axis.
The relative intensities of the two beams depend on the direction of vibra
tion in the incident beam with respect to the optical axis. If this direction
of vibration in the incident beam is inclined 45° to the optical axis, the
intensities of the ordinary and extra-ordinary ray may be greater or smaller
than that for the ordinary ray (n„) and, therefore, its velocity less or more
(v = c/n) than that of the ordinary ray in different crystals. If the ordinary
ray travels faster than the extra-ordinary ray, one speaks of a positive
crystal; in the reverse case, of negative crystals. Quartz, according to this
definition, is a positive uniaxial crystal and calcite a negative uniaxial crys
tal. Glass in tension behaves as a positive uniaxial crystal, and in compres
sion as a negative uniaxial crystal.
Unfortunate terminology was established for polarized light before the
directions of vibration in a polarized beam were determined. The plane of
polarization is the plane normal to the plane in which the electrical vibra
tions of a plane-polarized light beam take place. A light beam is said to
be “polarized” in the plane of incidence when the vibrations of the electric
vector take place at right angles to the plane of incidence. As the electric
and magnetic vectors are mutually perpendicular to each other, and in
tensity is associated with the electric vector, one may say that the plane
of polarization, as defined above, is understood to be the plane containing
the magnetic vector. Whenever possible, the use of these terms will be
avoided; but they are firmly established in the literature.
The optical path difference 8, in m/r, can be measured by the observation
of the relative phase retardation in a polariscope equipped with a Babinet
compensator, or a quartz wedge, and is given by the following relation:
= An = F X B

(1.29)*

where:
An = the difference of the refractive indices for the ordinary and extra
ordinary ray, n, — n„
I = thickness of the glass specimen through which the light travels.
F = P/A = stress
B = stress-optical coefficient
Since refractive indices are pure numbers, the dimension of B is that of
reciprocal stress; a convenient unit for B is the brewster, defined as 10~13

cm2/dyne; the stress-optical coefficients of most glasses are then expressed
by numbers between 1 and 10. In these units, a retardation of 1 Ang* In equation 1.26, the symbol 0 was used for B by Redston and Stanworth.
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Table 1.8. Stress-optical Coefficients of Glasses25
Brewsters

Silica
96%. Silica
Soda-lime
Lead alkali silicate
Medium lead content
60% PbO
73%. PbO
80% PbO
Borosilicate, low expansion
Borosilicate, low electrical loss
Aluminosilicate

3.47
3.65
2.45-2.65
2.55-2.75
2.05
0.24
-1.05
3.9
4.8
2.65

strom per millimeter of light path is produced by a stress of 1 bar (106
dynes/cm2) in a material possessing a stress-optical coefficient of 1 brewster. A convenient form of Eq. 1.29 is the following:
Stress (kg/cm2)

retardation (mg)
0.981 X B (brewsters) X I (cm)

Table 1.8 gives values of B in brewsters for a variety of glass types after
Shand.
Several experimental procedures are available for the observation and
measurement of birefringence in glass70-76; the choice of any of these will
depend on the accuracy required. Common methods used in the electronics
industry permit the measurement of 3 to ±5 my. Refined methods will
allow the measurement of ±0.05 m^.76 For optical glass, an optical path
difference per cm equal to 5 mg is considered satisfactory. For electronic
glassware, a strain equal to /fo of the breaking strength is acceptable for
annealing. Taking the safe loading at 1 kg/mm2, or 100 kg/cm2, gives 3 =
300 m^ as an upper limit (1 kg/cm2 = 3 X 10” cm). Therefore, the range
of accuracy required for routine strain determinations is not excessive.
V. C. De Alaria77 has described a low-cost, portable polariscope that is
built from a standard two-cell flashlight and remarks: “Since portable
polariscopes have been assigned to our glass shop employees, rejects due to
detrimental stresses in the glass have been almost eliminated. Flaws are
discovered early in processing, and corrective annealing measures can be
taken. The polariscope has now taken its place with micrometers and cali
pers as a much used measuring tool in the glass industry.” This trend is to
be encouraged, to be sure, but the user of the common polariscope should
also be aware of the limitations of this tool, especially when odd-shaped
articles, or glass-to-metal seals, are to be judged by it.78-80
Photoelasticity is a rather involved subject and requires tensors for its
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proper treatment.81-86“ The relative retardation observed in the polariscope
is proportional to the resultant stress, but it gives no indication of the
magnitudes or signs of the principal stresses. A small resultant compressive
stress could arise equally from two large tension stresses, two compressive
stresses, or one compressive and one tension stress. To determine the abso
lute values of the principal stresses, additional measurements are required
which might give the sum of the principal stresses, or, by means of integra
tion of points along a stress-free boundary, permit the calculation of princi
pal stresses from the conditions of elastic equilibrium. These methods have
been described in great detail by Partridge.69
A polarimeter which permits observations at temperatures up to 800°C
is available from E. Leitz, Wetzlar, Germany. This instrument is specially
designed to cover the needs of the tube industry. Engel85b reports on its
use in determining hysteresis effects observed on taking stress-temperature
curves for glass-to-metal seals.
Electrolysis in Glass

Stresses in glass may arise not only by virtue of improper annealing
but also on account of a local change in chemical composition brought about
by electrolysis. This defect may have serious practical consequences and
deserves the particular attention of the tube designer. Electrolysis will
occur at elevated temperature when a voltage gradient is impressed on the
glass which permits the migration of alkali ions, particularly sodium ions.
The general mechanism of glass electrolysis in the presence of glass-em
bedded current leads has been known for a considerable time and was stud
ied by Becquerel86 and Thomson87 as early as 1854 and 1875, and, more
recently, by Gallup88 and Peysson,89 who came to the following conclusions:
(1) Positive sodium ions migrate toward the electrode which is at the
most negative potential (i.e., the “effective cathode”).
(2) At the “effective cathode” metallic sodium is released and accumu
lated, whereas the glass layers near the “effective anode” will be depleted
in sodium, resulting in a poorly conducting, silica-rich glass.
(3) Oxygen is released at the “effective anode” and hydrogen at the
“effective cathode.” It is known that all commercial glasses contain minor
amounts of CO2, SO3, and H2O, which, like the anions CO3 , SO4 , and
OH-, participate in the glass structure. These gases can be reduced electrolytically to CO, SO2, and H2—reactions which are more likely to occur
than the reduction of Na+, or Ca++. Passing a current through a soda-lime
glass, therefore, reduces its gas content.90 Molybdenum or tungsten seals
may become overoxidized by virtue of the water content of the glass, and
porous and leaky seals thus result under the influence of electrolysis.
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These primary effects may lead to the following discernible changes in
appearance:
(1) The vicinity of the “effective cathode” will develop a dark discolora
tion because of the reduction of lead oxide to lead by the released sodium.
In the absence of lead oxide, the colloidal dispersion of sodium in itself
will give a brown or blue appearance. “Dumet” (see Chapter 13) leads are
likely to become light-colored because of the reduction of cuprous oxide.
(2) The Dumet lead representing the “effective anode” will, by the same
token, take on a darker color because of the formation of higher copper
oxide.
(3) Gas bubbles will appear at the electrodes and be released into the
tube, spoiling the vacuum. Spectrometric analysis of the gas content, using
8160 glass stems, disclosed the presence of the following gases in order of
decreasing amounts: H2, H2O, O2, CO, CO2 and N2.
(4) The change in composition of the glass near the electrodes sets up
considerable strains leading to fracture.
It is important to realize that the anode lead of a rectifier tube will act
as the effective cathode during the inverse voltage half-cycle, and that the
magnitude of the inverse voltage frequently exceeds the operating forward
anode voltage by a large factor. Electrolysis effects can also be present
when symmetrical a-c voltages are applied, since surface effects at the leads
often cause a preferred conduction in one direction. Gallup88 also describes
an effect which shows that electrolysis of stems can occur between a current
lead and the surface of the glass stem when the latter is exposed to bom
bardment by stray electrons, thus leading to the creation of a virtual cath
ode. This condition was found responsible for the appearance of longitudinal
cracks along the filament leads of a rectifier tube. Electrolysis may also
occur between the turns of a helix in a traveling-wave tube if the glass
barrel is in contact with the helix, and ring patterns and cracks will result.
*
Volume Conductivity

Glasses are electrolytic conductors at all temperatures, and the resistivity
may range from 1019 ohm-cm at room temperature to 1 ohm-cm at 1200°C,
depending on the glass composition. This fact was established by the classic
work of E. Warburg (1884), who showed that Faraday’s law of electrolytic
conduction is satisfied. A distinction must be made between surface and
volume conductivity, and precautions should be taken during measurements
unless the presence of one overshadows the other. Figure 1.19 shows curves
for volume resistivity as a function of temperature for Corning Glasses
7740, 0010, and 0080. When resistivity is plotted on a logarithmic scale vs
the reciprocal of temperature, straight lines result, as shown in Figure
* Private communication from Sperry-Rand Corporation.
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GLASS TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 1.19. Volume resistivity as a function of temperature for Corning glasses
0010, 0080, 7070, 7900 and fused silica. (By permission from “Glass Engineering Hand
book” by E. B. Shand; Copyright 1958 (2nd ed.) McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.)

1.20 where data for some additional glasses are given. It is apparent that
the ohmic resistance in d-c fields drops rapidly with increasing temperature.
Lead glass 0120 has a higher electrical resistivity, by a considerable margin,
than either 7740 “Pyrex” or soda-lime glass 0080. It is, therefore, common
practice to make conventional stems for receiving tubes from 0010 or 0120
glass, while bulbs are made from soda-lime glass 0080, or its equivalent.
*
Electrolysis between lead wires at elevated temperatures is thus mini
mized. On the other hand, the use of a more conductive glass for the en
velope prevents the accumulation of charges deposited by stray electrons,
* This established practice does not imply, as Stanworth2 points out, that lime
glasses of even higher resistivity than lead glasses cannot be made. On a factory scale,
however, lead glasses are produced more easily, without difficulties arising from
devitrification and unfavorable viscosity-temperature relationships.
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IOOO/°K

Figure 1.20. Volume resistivity versus temperature of commercial glasses, directcurrent values. After Shand.25’ 106 (Courtesy Corning Glass Works.)

an effect which can lead to puncture of the envelope if the charges are not
leaked off.
The addition of soda increases the volume conductivity more than that
of any other oxide while the addition of lime decreases it. The fact that
sodium ions arc the carriers of conduction in all glasses is readily demon
strated by the formation of sodium films on the inside glass wall of an
evacuated bulb, when an electron emitter serves as cathode on the inside
and a sodium nitrate bath as anode on the outside of the bulb. The amounts
of sodium deposited agree with Faraday’s law. The effect of increasing
soda content on the volume resistivity of glass is illustrated in Figure
1.21, according to studies by Sedden, Tippett, and Turner.91 The introduc
tion of certain other modifying ions into the glass structure tends to reduce
the mobility of the sodium ion. Gehlhoff and Thomas92 and Stevels93 in
vestigated these effects in detail. Figure 1.22 shows plots of the tempera
ture at which a reference conductivity of 10 5 ohm-1-cm-1 is reached by a
glass of original composition 18 Na2O-82 Si()2 when an increasing weight
percentage of the Si()2 content is replaced by the oxide marked on the
curves. Soda, potash and alumina thus increase the conductivity progres
sively, while lime, magnesia and boron oxide decrease it by varying
amounts. BaO, PbO, ZnO, Fe2O:j have little effect. A combination of soda
and potash in proper proportions can reduce the alkali mobility below that
extant for either constituent by itself.
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Figure 1.21. Effect on volume resistivity of increasing the amount of Na2O in a
soda-silica glass. After Sedden, Tippett and Turner.91 (Courtesy The Society of Glass
Technology

The dependence of conductivity on temperature has been expressed by
two experimental equations:
In x = A + BT

(1.30)

In x = C — D/T

(1.31)

where x is the specific conductivity, T is the absolute temperature, and
A, B, C, and D are constants. Equation 1.31 is known as Rasch and Hinrichsen’s Law;94 it has also been derived from theoretical considerations of
the binding forces acting on the Na ions in the glass network. Glasses seem
to fall into two groups which satisfy either one or the other of the two
equations given above.
Kirby95 gives a review of the phenomena involved in the electrical con
duction in glass.
The measurement of the volume resistivity of glass is obscured by the
presence of “anomalous charging currents” or “dielectric absorption.”96'98
When a voltage is first applied, the charging current in glass is much larger
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Glass 18% Na20, 82% Si02

Figure 1.22. The temperature at which the specific conductivity becomes 10 8
mho/cm plotted against the percentage by weight of the indicated oxide replacing
Si()2 in the glass 18 Na2(), 82 SiO. After Gehlhoff and Thomas.92

Figure 1.23. Typical charge and discharge curves of a glass. After Guyer.99- 106
(Courtesy American Ceramic Society.')

than the normal conduction current and only after several hours does it
decrease to assume a constant value. Similarly, after removal of the applied
voltage, a discharge current is observed which is the reverse of the charging
current.
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Figure 1.24. Reversal of residual charge in a borosilicate glass. The charging cycle
is given in the figure; readings were taken after disconnecting the charging battery.
After Guyer.99' 1 05 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)

Time in minutes during which
voltage is applied

Figure 1.25. Effect of chilling and subsequent annealing on the charging current
in an opal borosilicate glass. After Guyer."■ 106 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)

On repetitive application of charging or discharging cycles, the principle
of superposition, stated by Hopkinson applies, according to which “the
variation in charging current resulting from several successive variations
in the applied voltage is the summation of the individual variations in
charging current which would have taken place if each voltage variation
had been separately impressed upon the uncharged condenser.”5 Guyer"
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has described measurements of these effects on various glasses; Figures 1.231.25 show his results. The differences between charge and discharge currents
will be constant at different time intervals for completely reversible charg
ing currents and also represent the true conduction current through the
glass. Absorption currents in annealed glass are smaller than those in un
annealed glass (Figure 1.25). An interpretation of anomalous charge and
discharge currents in glasses on the basis of their structure has been given
by Weyl.100
Surface Conductivity

The surface conductivity of glass is due partly to films of water101 and
other contaminations, which are determined by the surrounding atmos
phere and the relative humidity prevailing at the time, and partly to tem
perature and pressure. Different glasses are variously affected by these
factors. Figure 1.26 gives representative plots of surface resistivity for fused
silica, “Pyrex” 7740, and soda-lime glass 0080 at different relative humidi
ties at 20°C. The improvement obtainable by surface treatment is also
indicated by a dotted line. Such surface treatment may involve outgassing
at elevated temperature, or the application of nonhygroscopic films, as
outlined on p. 61. The effect of glass composition on the resulting surface
resistivity is very pronounced, and, so far, has escaped satisfactory theoreti
cal evaluation. Gehlhoff, Thomas92 and Fulda102 were among the first to
explore this field systematically.
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Figure 1.26. Surface resistivity as a function of relative humidity for fused silica
glass, borosilicate electrical glass (Corning No. 7740) and lime glass (Corning No.
0080). After Guyer99- 105 (Courtesy The Institute of Radio Engineers.)
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According to investigations by Green and Blodgett,103 surface conduc
tivity can be imparted to glasses containing sufficiently high contents of
lead, bismuth, or antimony oxides, or combinations of these, by reducing
these oxides in hydrogen during heat treatment of several hours’ duration.
The thickness of the conductive film thus produced on the glass surface is
of the order of 0.001 in., and the color of the treated surface is black. It is
also reported that lead glass coatings were applied to borosilicate glass as
a frit, which was then reduced in hydrogen. This search was extended by
Katherine Blodgett,104 and more recently by Funk104a, who studied borate
glasses in addition to lead glasses.
Surface conductivity of glass can be markedly reduced, particularly in
atmospheres of high humidity, by the application of certain synthetic
polymer films, such as silicones. Dow Corning 200, or Z-4141, are used for
this purpose.104b DC-200 is available in a wide range of viscosities; a 2percent solution by weight in methylene chloride, trichloroethylene, or
perchloroethylene is prepared and the glass or ceramic article dipped into
it and, on removal, air dried for one-half hour at room temperature. The
film must then be cured by heating in air at 300°C for one-half hour, or at
275°C for one hour. DC-2-4141 requires no solvent ; it is diluted with water
and can be sprayed onto hot or cold glass; air drying, or a low-temperature
bake, effect rapid curing.
Another method that is sometimes used for the surface treatment of
glass, but which is not as free from objections as the previous two, is the
application of chlorosilane solutions (e.g. dimethyldichlorosilane (CH3)2
SiCh) in an inert solvent. The glass can be dipped into this chlorosilane
solution, or the chlorosilane can be vaporized onto the glass surface. Films
of these materials, in thickness of the order of 100 molecular layers, react
very rapidly with the absorbed water film on the glass. Hydrochloric acid
gas is evolved, and a layer of dimethylsiloxane groups is left behind which
presents a layer of methyl groups toward the outer free surface.2 *
The surfaces of glasses can be made electrically conductive to any de
sired degree by applying thin films of semiconductors, or metals, to the
surface. Conductive glass is commercially available in the U. S. A. under
the trade names “Electrapane,” “Nesa,” and “E-C Glass” from LibbeyOwens-Ford Glass Company, the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, and
Corning Glass Works, respectively. These glasses have a thin film of tin
oxide with controlled additives applied to their surface by hydrolysis of
stannic salt vapors at elevated temperature. The films are very resistant to
* A symposium on the use of silicones in the glass industry was held in April 1958
by the Society of Glass Technology and the papers were published in the Journal of
the Society (Vol. 42) (August 1958)). The attention of the reader is also drawn to a review
paper on the surface treatments of glass.1015
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weathering and can be operated in air at several hundred degrees centigrade
without appreciably changing their resistance.
Dielectric Properties

Glass is a dielectric, which, like most of the common insulators, passes a
displacement current on application of intermittent or alternating electric
fields. In an ideal dielectric, the displacement current I is exactly 90 electri
cal degrees out of phase with the applied voltage and thus does not involve
a consumption of energy. Physical dielectrics never fulfill this condition,
and the amount of power, W, dissipated is given by the expression

IF = E X I X cos d

(1.32)

where E is the effective value of the alternating voltage E = Eo sin wt,
and I the resulting current which leads the voltage vector by the phase
angle 9. The complimentary angle 3 = 90 — 9 is called the loss angle, and
tan 3 is the dissipation factor of the dielectric, or the dielectric dissipation
factor D. The power factor

D

Vi - (PF)2

The loss factor (LF) is given by the product of the dissipation factor and
the dielectric constant K so that LF = tan 3 X K; it is proportional to
the energy loss per cycle per squared potential gradient F per unit volume,
as is apparent from the following equation:

IF (watts) = 0555 x
(cm3)

xf(MC) x ^(KV)

(J 34)

(cm)

which gives the energy dissipated per unit volume when the field F = E/d
is applied across the dielectric of thickness d and cross-section A.
The dielectric strength of a dielectric is given by the voltage gradient, F,
at which breakdown occurs, and may be expressed by the breakdown volt
age as long as all other experimental conditions are specified. The test
results obtained by different investigators often vary within wide margins
on account of the many variables which enter into the measuring pro
cedures. The dielectric strength of glass, in particular, is so much higher
than that of other substances, including air and oils, that, in measuring
breakdown on glass samples, one is likely to measure the breakdown of the
surrounding medium, or the corona resistance of glass in the presence of
bombardment by ions from localized discharges in the weaker gaseous or
liquid medium.105
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Figure 1.27. Breakdown voltage vs. thickness of glass for different comditions at
room temperature, 60 cycle voltage raised continuously. (A) Intrinsic dielectric
strength of borosilicate glass; (B) Intrinsic dielectric strength of soda-lime glass;
(C) Highest test values available for borosilicate glass; (D) Borosilicate glass plate
immersed in insulating oil; (E) Soda-lime glass plate immersed in insulating oil; (F)
Borosilicate glass plate immersed in semi-conducting oil; (G) Borosilicate glass pow
der line insulator immersed in insulating oil; (H) Borosilicate glass powder line in
sulator immersed in semiconducting oil. After Shand.26’ 106 (By permission from
“Glass Engineering Handbook,” by E, B. Shand; Copyright 1958 (2nd Ed.) McGraw Hill
Book Company, Inc.)

Figure 1.27 gives the peak breakdown voltage for various glasses, tested
with continuously raised 60-cycle voltage in different surrounding medj a,
plotted against specimen thickness.106 It is apparent from these curves a nd
measurements by other workers107 that the so-called “intrinsic dielectric
strength” in the absence of field concentrations caused by the electrodes
(edge effects) can amount to several million volts per centimeter. At higher
temperatures, the dielectric strength of glass diminishes rapidly, as is
shown by Shand’s measurements on Corning glasses in Figure 1.28. The
different effects of d-c and a-c voltages on breakdown at elevated tempera
tures are illustrated for lime glass in Figure 1.29.103 Moon and Norcross108
measured breakdown on glass samples 0.008 in. thick at room temperature
and at 300°C and found the values tabulated in Table 1.9 where the ob
served peak voltages for these specimens are extrapolated to KV/cm (d.c.).
These data are indicative of the two types of breakdown distinguished in
the theoretical treatment of the subject, i.e., “disruptive” or “electronic
breakdown” vs “thermal breakdown.” By changing the composition of
glass, the dielectric constant and the dielectric dissipation factor can be
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Temperoture °C

Figure 1.28. Dielectric breakdown of commercial glasses at higher temperatures.
1-minute breakdown for thickness of 2 mm at 60 cycles. After Shand.25, 106 (By per
mission from “Glass Engineering Handbook,” by E. B. Shand; Copyright 1958 (2nd
Ed.) McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc.)

separately altered (Figure 1.30); the variation of K is differently affected
by temperature and frequency of the applied voltage (Figure 1.31); loss
factor and power factor undergo corresponding changes with temperature
and frequency as shown in Figures 1.32 to 1.34.*
* The attention of the reader is directed to several papers by Vermeer133’1” which
have an important bearing on the subject discussed in the preceding paragraphs. It
is shown that at low temperatures, or extremely short rates of rise (10-6 sec) of the
applied voltage, the breakdown voltage of glass is indeed independent of specimen
thickness, or electrode material, and reproducible within the limits given by ordinary
experimental errors.
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Figure 1.29. Breakdown voltage as a function of temperature for direct current
and for 435 KC alternating current. After Guyer.99- 196 (Courtesy The Institute of
Radio Engineers.)
Table 1.9. Electric Breakdown on Glass Samples 8 Mils Thick

(Observed by Moon and Norcross108)
Glass type

Fused silica glass
Borosilicate glass
Lead glass
Lime glass

Dielectric stren;;th kv/cm (peak)
at 20°C
at 300°C

5,000
4,800
3,100
4,500

560
200
102
32

Outgassing of Glass

It is generally recognized that tube envelopes must be subjected to a
baking cycle to remove adsorbed and occluded gases. Water vapor and
carbon dioxide are the main constituents given off by glass on heating, but
the noncondensible gases, such as hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon
monoxide, are also present in varying amounts. An extensive series of
investigations of the gases and vapors evolved from glass was carried out
by Sherwood109 and Shrader;110 their work and that of other investigators
has been summarized by Dushman.111 The gas evolution on bake-out
reaches a maximum at a temperature of a few hundred degrees centigrade;
for lead glass, this occurs close to 200°C, for soda-lime glass at 150°C, and
for hard glass, such as Noncx, at about 300°C. The gas evolution then
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Glass Temperature °C

Figure 1.30. Dielectric constant of commercial glasses of 1 megacycle as a func
tion of temperature. After Shand.25, 106 (By permission from “Glass Engineering
Handbook”, by E. B. Shand; Copyright 1958 (2nd Ed.) MeGraw Hill Book Company,
Inc. )

drops off sharply at increasing temperatures and rises again steeply when
the softening point of a glass is approached. The general conclusion from
these observations is that adsorbed gases are effectively removed at the
lower temperatures where the first peak in the gas evolution occurs, and
that water vapor continues to diffuse to the surface from deeper layers
when the temperature approaches the softening point of the glass. Lang
muir1'2 first concluded that water vapor would be most effectively removed
from the glass wall by heating the envelope in steps, first, to a high tempera
ture, and then to a lower temperature.
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Figure 1.31. Dependence of dielectric constant, K, on temperature at various
frequencies. After Strutt.10“» (Courtesy Julius Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

Todd113 of the Corning Glass Works has recently carried out a series of
investigations intended to put the outgassing treatment of glass on a more
rational basis. He noted that water vapor constitutes by far the major
component of the gas released during bakeout. The initial burst of gas at
relatively low temperatures is due to a layer of hydrates on the surface
facing the vacuum. This surface layer can be effectively removed by washing
the glass envelope in a Ipercent solution of hydrofluoric acid; other rea
gents such as the widely used chromic acid cleaning solution, or hydro-
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Temperature °C

Figure 1.32. Power factor of commercial glasses at 1 megacycle as a function of
temperature. After Shand.26' 1 06 (Courtesy Corning Glass Works.)

chloric acid, sulfuric acid, ammonia, sodium hydroxide, all used in 2.5
molar solution, did not remove this critical surface layer of hydrates.*
The water which diffuses to the surface at higher temperatures increases
in amounts proportional to the square root of the bakeout time, and linear
plots obtained give the total volume of gas released against the square
root of time. These linear plots will have an increasing slope, m, for in
creasing temperatures and the intersect with the ordinate will be partly
determined by the gas released from the surface hydrate layer. The value
* Crawley111 of the British Thomson-Houston Co. has described a glass cleaning
solution which is much more effective than the conventional chromic acid solution;
the composition is 5% HF, 33% HNO3,2% Dreene (Teepol), 60% water. The solu
tion is to be used cold and its composition can be varied over wide limits. The present
author has used this solution to advantage in cleaning glass rods prior to the deposi
tion of tin oxide films and noted a marked improvement in the luster of the films.
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Frequency - Cycles / Sec.

Figure 1.33. Power factor at room temperature versus frequency for commercial
glasses. After Shand.26’ 1 06 (Courtesy Corning Glass Works.)

of the diffusion constant for water and the concentration gradients after
bakeout can be calculated, so that it is possible to obtain the amount of
water that will diffuse out with time at any temperature after some arbi
trary bakeout. It has further been shown by Todd that the diffusion of
water from glass is a reversible process. If the partial pressure of water in
the surrounding space is greater than a given equilibrium value, water
diffuses into the glass; if the partial pressure is less, water diffuses out. The
rate at which the diffusion occurs depends on the partial pressure difference
and also upon the temperature. By preheating a glass envelope in a dry
atmosphere, absorbed water can be driven out at atmospheric pressure;
a short vacuum bakeout will then effectively remove the water that has
been absorbed on the surface during the short time that follows the air
bakeout before the tube is connected to the pump.
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Figure 1.34. Variation of power factor (P.F.), loss factor (L.F.) and dielectric
constant (K) with frequency for borosilicate glass (Corning No. 7070), lead glass
(Corning No. 0010), and lime glass (Corning No. 0080). After Guyer.99- 1 05 (Courtesy
The Institute of Radio Engineers.)

Powdered Glass

The technique of forming various glass articles from powdered glass,
or glass frit, is used not only on the production line but serves well in the
laboratory when special glass shapes are required in small quantities.
Glass headers with a suitable number of imbedded lead wires are frequently
made in this manner. The molds may be made from graphite and heated by
induction, or from suitably selected ceramic bodies and passed through
a controlled-atmosphere furnace. A number of precautions must be ob
served if useful products are to result.
The inclusion of large air bubbles must be carefully avoided because
electric fields tend to concentrate in them, causing ionization and break
down; the uniform distribution of a large number of very small bubbles
(several thousand per cubic millimeter), presents no such danger.
The coefficient of expansion of the material from which the mold is
made should be smaller than that of the glass to permit easy removal of
the glass product. A mold lubricant is frequently used, i.e., molybdenum
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disuliidc, a suspension of colloidal graphite, or a coating of boron nitride.
A mixture of a suspension of kaolin in water and graphite has also been
suggested; it should have a suitable taper to facilitate removal of the molded
glass article. Graphite molds have the disadvantage of oxidizing in ordinary
atmosphere, and thus have a short life unless an oxygen-free atmosphere
is provided. When metal leads are to be molded into the glass header at
the same time, these leads are preferably prebeaded, or at least preoxidized.
When a feed-through atmosphere furnace is used for the production of
molded headers on a continuous schedule, the composition of the atmos
phere and its dewpoint must be carefully controlled. Natural gas may be
mixed with air in a ratio of 1.0:8.5 to obtain exothermic gas by partial
combustion; the approximate composition of this gas is 6% CO2, 5% CO,
3% H2 , the remainder being nitrogen.115 The temperature of the furnace,
or that to which the mold is raised, is of the order of 1000°C.
The glass powder, which is prepared by crushing glass cullet,* generally
has a particle size equivalent to —20 or —30 mesh, i.e. such that it will
not pass through a 20- or 30-mesh screen. It is very important to clean
the powder carefully to avoid contaminations which would cause excessive
bubbles and also hinder the sintering process. Washing in dilute hydrofluoric
acid, followed by rinses in water and acetone, or alcohol, and hot-air drying,
is one accepted procedure. The clean glass powder should not be stored
more than one or two days before use.f Similar care should be applied to
the cleaning of the metal leads, and they also should be used soon after
cleaning.
When glass is ground into a very fine powder and a small amount of
liquid binder added, it can be dry-pressed into various shapes and then
sintered at a temperature slightly above the softening point of the glass.
A vitreous body results which has roughly the same properties as the parent
glass, except that it will be translucent rather than transparent because of
the tiny voids which remain. Larger articles can also be produced by slip
casting, similar to the methods used in the forming of ceramic ware (Chap
ter 2).116-118 Powdered-glass molded articles can be made to a much closer
size tolerance (±5 mils) than is attainable for conventional glassware
where ±4152 in- 48 a realistic tolerance.119
Glass powder disks, about one-half in. thick and 4 in. diameter are used
for the lubrication of steel during extrusion. Thus a 5-in. diameter steel
bar may be extruded through a tapered die and emerge with a major di* Glass cullet is a term used for broken, excess, or faulty glass, which is remelted
in a subsequent furnace run.
f The preparation of glass powder samples for the measurement of resistance to
chemical attack is described under method P-W in ASTM Standard Method of Test
C 225-54, and serves to emphasize the need for great care in handling glass powder.
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mension in cross-section of about 1 in. A bar about 20 meters long and
weighing 100 kg is extruded in two or three seconds; during this operation,
about 100 gm of glass is melted and forms a 20-microns-thick film on the
extruded bar.120
Solder Glass

The method of joining two pieces of metal by a low-melting alloy, known
as solder, has been known for many centuries, but the technique of joining
two pieces of glass by a low-melting glass has been developed only during
the past decade and, until recently, had found very limited commercial ap
plication. Glass solder, or frit, as it is called, can be applied not only to
mating glass surfaces, where it produces a vacuum-tight seal, but also to
joints between glass and metal and between mica and glass.
One of the first frit seals described by Donal121 in 1942 used a low-melting
glass suitable for the joining of mica to glass or metal at a temperature of
600°C. This technique was logically developed to the sealing of glass to
glass by other workers, especially in Europe, and in recent years workers
in the U. S. have applied themselves to the perfection of this technique.122-132
Most of the solder glasses have a lead oxide content ranging from 70 to
85 per cent, boron oxide from 20 to 10 per cent and silicon oxide from 10
to 5 per cent, and their thermal expansion coefficient may range from 80 to
120 X 10+C. Frequently, a small addition of zinc oxide and aluminum ox
ide is also used to modify the desired properties and to improve the chemical
stability of the glasses. The expansion coefficient of the solder glass must
necessarily be matched to the expansion coefficient of the parent glasses,
but is generally chosen to lie somewhat below the expansion coefficient of
the glass to be joined.131
One of the principal advantages of solder glasses is the fact that seals
can be made at a substantially lower temperature, between 400° and 500°C,
than is possible with conventional flame-sealing techniques where tempera
tures from 800° to 1000°C are required. Seals can thus be made in an oven,
which obviates the use of flames and the danger of having objectionable
gases enter the tube. The lower temperature also minimizes the danger of
oxidation of the assembly. Miniature tubes and subminiature tubes, also
hearing-aid tubes, which are particularly sensitive to these effects, are
cases where solder glass sealing can be used to great advantage. The tech
nique has also been applied to large tubes; Figure 1.35 shows a flat picture
tube which has been sealed by this method. Mica windows for counter
tubes are attached to the envelope in this manner, as mentioned previously.
After the constituents of the solder glass have been prepared in a platinum
or silver crucible at a temperature of about 1000°C, the resulting solder
glass is poured into water and ground into powder of about +100 mesh.
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Figure 1.35. Flat picture tube. (Courtesy Kaiser Aircraft & Electronics Labora
tory.')

The powder is usually mixed with a volatile liquid and either sprayed or
flowed onto the part to be sealed. Binding agents such as nitrocellulose
are sometimes used to give strength to the powdered glass layer, but this
necessitates more careful firing to eliminate the organic matter. The powder
may also be preformed into a special shape such as a washer, bead, bar,
or disc, and lightly fired to give it strength. One of the best methods is to
flow the liquid glass onto the sealing surface at the time the article is fabri
cated. In this way the article comes already provided with a layer of solder
glass in the right place and requires only heating in an oven to complete
the seal.131 Generally, the powdered glass coating applied to the mating
surfaces is quite thin (about 5 mils thick) so that the surfaces to be sealed
must be originally prepared to a closer tolerance than is customary, or
necessary, for parts joined by flame sealing. This requirement makes solder
glass seals more costly.
Gallup and Dingwall132 have investigated a number of solder glass com
positions suitable for electron tube applications, and determined viscosity,
thermal expansion, density, and index of refraction; Tables 1.10, 1.11, 1.12,
and 1.13 are taken from their report.
“Glasses 2, 3, and 5 in Table 1.11 have been used as the cementing media
in permanent marking inks for stamping type numbers on different kinds
of electron tubes which used soft-glass envelopes having thermal expan
sion coefficients of approximately 90 X 10-7/C. Because no difficulty was
experienced with these three glasses, it appears that coefficient of thermal
expansion is not a critical factor in the use of solder glasses in marking
inks applied in thin layers over limited areas.
“Glasses 6 and 7 have been used in the sealing of lead-glass stems to
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Table 1.10. Solder Glass Compositions (p.c. by

PbO

No.

Chem.
analysis
71.4
84.8
76.3
82.8
88.3
71.9
85.1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Calc, batch
comp.
71.3
84.7
76.2
82.7
88.0
72.0
85.0

Chem.
analysis
—
—
23.7
17.2
11.7
14.2
—

B2O3
Calc, batch
comp.
—
—
23.8
17.3
12.0
14.0
7.5

weight)*

SÌO2
Calc, batch
comp.
28.7
15.3
—
—
—
14.0
■—

Chem.
analysis
28.6
15.2
—
—
—
13.9
—

* After Gallup and Dingwall.132
Table 1.11. Viscosity Data (Poises)
lO^Sf
Softening
point
(°C)

Mole Per Cent Composition

40 PbO, 60 SiO2
60 PbO, 40 SiO2
50 PbO, 50 B2O3
60 PbO, 40 B2O3
69.5 PbO, 30.5 B2O3
42.7 PbO, 26.5 B2O3 , 30.8 Si()2
62.0 PbO, 17.6 B2O3 , 20.4 SiO2

for

1014.6f
1Q134
Annealing Strain
point
point
(°C)
(°C)

568
429
435
383
330
477
371

444.0
357.5
376.5
327.0
281.5
406.5
311.0

421.5
344.5
365.5
317.0
272.5
393.5
300.0

Solder Glasses*
101»

10’

10’1

IO12

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

(°C)

535.5
410.0
419.0
368.0
317.0
458.5
355.0

512.0
397.0
408.5
357.5
308.0
445.0
344.5

490.5
384.5
398.0
348.0
300.0
433.0
333.5

471.0
373.0
389.0
339.5
292.0
421.5
324.0

* After Gallup and Dingwall.132
t Extrapolated from measured values.
Table 1.12. Comparison of Solder Glass and Standard
Glasses at Three Viscosity Levels’
Softening point Annealing point Strain point
(°C)
(°C)
(°C)

Glass

Solder Glass
Corning 0080 Lime
Corning 0120 Lead

477
696
630

393.5
478
400

406.5
510
433

* After Gallup and Dingwall.132
Table 1.13. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion for
High-Lead Glasses*
Composition
Mole (%)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

40 PbO 60 SiO2
60 PbO 40 Si()2
50 PbO 50 B2O3
60 PbO 40 B2O3
69.5 PbO 30.5 B2O3
42.7 PbO 26.5 B2O3
30.8 Si()2
(7) 62 PbO 17.6 B2O3
20.4 SiO2

Weight (%)

71.3 PbO, 28.7 SiO2
84.7 PbO, 15.3 SiO2
76.2 PbO, 23.8 B2O3
82.7 PbO, 17.3 B2O3
88 PbO, 12 B2O3
72 PbO, 14 B2O3 14 Si()2
85 PbO, 7.5 B2O3 , 7.5 Si()2

* After Gallup and Dingwall.132

Coefficient of thermal expansion
30° to 300°C

74
108
93
108
124
85
117

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10 7 in./in./°C
10~7
IO'7
107
10”7 (only to 280°C)
IO-7
IO'7
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steel shells. Glass 6 proved most generally satisfactory for this work because
of its intermediate working range (500 to 600°C). Glass 7 provides a better
thermal-expansion match for steel and, therefore, axial tension stresses are
lower when it is used.
“Glass 6 has also been useful in sealing mica to soft glass and to chromeiron-alloy metal cups. In the seals, thermal-expansion match was found
important because of the large external seal circumference. Glasses closely
similar to glass 6 have been used in the sealing of lime-glass diaphragms to
chrome-iron rings. For these seals close expansion matches are necessary.
“In brief, thermal expansions proved important in all seals except those
in which very thin films of solder glass covered small areas such as occur
with marking inks, and those in which the solder-glass seal was kept under
high compression by an external steel shell.
“None of the solder glasses investigated had either the mechanical
strength or the chemical stability of standard soft glasses. When the solder
glass seals are made properly, however, both their strength and weathering
resistance have proved adequate to maintain electron devices in a vacuumtight state for many years.”132
One of the disadvantages of the more conventional solder glasses de
scribed above is their thermoplastic nature. The softening point of these
frits lies below the bake-out temperature of glasses used for color TV picture
tubes and would thus permit shifting of the face plate if the tubes were
baked at the 450°C-level. For these reasons, thermosetting solder glasses
were developed at RCA with the cooperation of engineers at Corning Glass
Works and Kimble Glass Company.137 These glasses change their structure
on the application of heat during the sealing process and subsequently have
a higher softening point, of the order of 500°C, so that bake-out tempera
tures above 400°C can be used during exhaust. High dielectric strength,
resistance to weathering in humid atmospheres, and proper expansion
match to the glasses used for face plate and funnel have been achieved in
this development described by Becker et al.137 The Pyroceram cements
described at the end of the next chapter (p. 120) offer another approach to
this problem.
At the other extreme of the temperature scale, very low-melting glasses
have recently been developed by workers at the Bell Telephone Labora
tories138 for the protection of solid-state devices, such as crystal diodes and
transistors, against the harmful effects of atmospheric moisture. These
glasses* consist of binary or ternary mixtures of thallium, arsenic, and
sulfur which are fluid in the range of 200 to 400°C; they are available in
powder form or as preforms pressed from powder but can also be produced
by vacuum deposition as thin film on the order of 1 mil thick. For dip coat* Available from Baker and Adamson, 40 Rector St., New York 6, N. Y
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ing, the powder is molten in specially prepared f'used-silica containers to
preserve their purity, and the device to be coated is immersed in the molten
glass for 10 to 20 seconds and then withdrawn and allowed to cool to room
temperature. The operation is carried out in an inert atmosphere, such as
nitrogen, under a fume hood to remove any toxic vapors evolved during
heating. Satisfactory electric performance of coated semiconductor devices
has been demonstrated in exposure to 100 % relative humidity for several
months.
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CHAPTER 2

CERAMICS
Introduction

The widespread use of various typos of ceramics, not only in tube manu
facture but also for auxiliary equipment clearly establishes the need for
the tube engineer to have a working knowledge of this field- It would be
still better to have a trained ceramist at his side on whose experience he
could draw in developing his own designs. Obviously, the trained ceramist
will know everything that can possibly be said in this chapter; but the tube
engineer, especially a newcomer to the field, may derive some benefit from
a general introduction to the subject of ceramics, whereupon he can turn
to more specialized texts. For a general introduction, he should read the
section on ceramics by Thurnauer, contained in the book entitled “Dielec
tric Materials and Applications,”1 and then turn to a review article by
Robinson and Bloor2 and one by Navias3 on the more special applications
of ceramics to electron tubes, and consult references 4-5 where extensive
bibliographies are given. A book on “High-Temperature Technology”
edited by I. E. Campbell6 of Battelle Memorial Institute, and sponsored by
the Electrochemical Society, is an indispensable source of information on
materials which are to operate at high temperature, on methods of their
fabrication and techniques for the measurement of their properties.* A
survey prepared by Stanford Research Institute for the U. S. Air Force8
deals with the problems encountered in constructing all kinds of electron
tubes which are to operate in a thermal environment of 500°C and should
be of some interest to the reader.f A more recent report, also prepared by
SRI for the U. S. Air Force, deals with the “Mechanical and Physical
Properties of Refractory Nonmetallic Crystalline Materials and Inter
metallic Compounds.”9 Another valuable compilation of data has been
prepared by Bradshaw and Matthews10 of the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora
tion.
This chapter describes the physical properties of the various types of
* A series of papers on thermal conductivity of ceramic materials was published in
a separate section of the Journal of the American Ceramic Society, Vol. 37, No. 2,
Pt. 2 (Feb. 1954); see also Ref. (7).
t The author was connected with this project as a consultant at the time when the
first part of this revised edition was being prepared. Material originally written for
this book has found its way into the SRI Report , and, vice versa, reviews prepared
for the SRI report have in some cases been incorporated into this book.
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ceramics which are of interest in the construction of electron tubes; the
important subject of ceramic-to-metal seals is treated at some length in
Chapter 14.
The word “ceramic” is derived from the Greek word “Keramos,” mean
ing a “potter,” “potter’s clay,” or “pottery,” and is related to the older
Sanskrit root “to burn.”1 In its present-day usage, the word “ceramic”
refers to inorganic materials which are given permanent shape and hard
ness by high-temperature firing. Materials such as abrasives, cements,
enamels, glass, clay products, refractories, terra cotta, and whiteware are
covered by this definition. “Refractory metals” are not ceramics but are
often produced by methods akin to those used in the field of ceramics. The
term “powder metallurgy” covers these procedures when a metallic body
is the end product. “Cerametals,” “cermets,” or “ceramals” are metal
ceramics consisting of mixtures of metal powders and metal-oxide powders
processed into solids by the methods of powder metallurgy.11 ■ 12 These ma
terials are of great importance in the construction of turbine blades for jet
engines and other high-temperature applications.
Raw Materials and Body Compositions

The constituents of the classic ceramic whiteware bodies are clay, feld
spar, and flint, in varying proportions, depending on the desired character
istics of the end product. Clay is the plastic component which makes for the
desired workability; feldspar and flint are nonplastic. Flint is rock quartz
of high purity and provides the skeleton of the composite structure. Feld
spar is an alkali-aluminum silicate which fuses on heating and dissolves part
of the clay and flint, thus acting as a flux, while clay, or kaolin, may be re
garded as the filler of the skeleton of flint. All three components are in in
teraction during the firing process, which leads to a reorientation of the
crystal structure of the whole body. Table 2.1 gives the general composi
tion of typical whiteware bodies.13 The ceramist has his own nomenclature;14
he uses many terms which arc unfamiliar to the tube engineer. For example
he talks in terms of “cones” rather than of degrees Fahrenheit or centigrade.
Hence a student of electronics, or a physicist, will require some preparation
before he can read these publications with full understanding.
Feldspar, clay, and flint are not terms which specifically define the prop
erties of these materials; on the contrary, they differ widely in impurity
content and admixtures depending on their place of origin. They are thus
more or less suited for a given body preparation. It would lead too far afield
to go into these details; a number of texts may be consulted on the de
tailed procedures employed in the manufacture of ceramics.15-23
Table 2.2 lists the names of a number of minerals and compounds which
frequently occur in the discussion of ceramic bodies. Table 2.3 gives the
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Table 2.1. General Composition

Feldspar or Nepheline
Syenite
Whiting
Dolomite
Ball Clay
Kaolin, China Clay
Silica (200 Mesh
“Flint”)

of

Some Whiteware Bodies*

Chemical
porcelain

Normal
porcelains

Electrical
porcelains

Vitreous
china

Sanitary
porcelain

Fine
earthenware

Cone 12-14
(23902534F)

Cone 12-14
(23902534F)

Cone 11-13
(23452462F)

Cone 10-11
(20002345F)

Cone 9-11
(22822345F)

Cone 8-9
(22372282F)

20-25

20-28

28-38

10-18

30-36

10-16

0-1

0-1

0-3

0-5
50-58
10-15

40-50
22-35

15-35
20-35
15-25

0-1.5
0-3.0
10-20
20-30
30-38

16-25
20-30
20-30

20-35
20-35
32-36

* After J. H. Koenig.13
Table 2.2. Minerals, Refractory Rocks, Clays and Earths

Kaolinite, Kaolin, Clay
Gibbsite, Diaspore, Hydrargillite
Pyrophyllite
Sillimanite, Andalusite, Kyanite, Ben
tonite
Mullite
Corundum, Sapphire
Flint (Cristobalite, tridymite, quartz)
Magnesite
Magnesia
Steatite, Clinoenstatite
Forsterite
Talc
Cordierite
Feldspar
Zircon
Zirconia
Spodumene
Wollastonite
Spinel (Mineral)
Spinel-type
Magnetite

Al2O3-2Si()2-2H2()
A12O3-3H2O; Al2OrH2O; A12O3-11H2O
A12O 3 •4Si()2-H2O
Al2O3-4SiO2-9H2O

3Al203-2Si02
A12O3
SiO2
MgCO3
MgO
MgOSiO2
2MgO-SiO2
3MgO-4Si()2-H2O
2MgO-2Al2O3-5SiO2
Na2()/K2O-Al2O3-6SiO2
ZrO2-SiO2
ZrO2
Li2O-Al2O3-4SiO2
CaSiO 3
MgO-AI2O3
RT) • R2O3
Fe0-Fe203

properties of pure, single refractory oxides and Table 2.4 gives those of
some complex refractory oxides. The thermodynamic properties are pre
sented in Table 2.5.* Typical physical properties of ceramic dielectrics are
* The author is indebted to John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y. for grant
ing permission to reproduce Tables 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 as well as Figures 2.6 and 2.10 from
“High-Temperature Technology” by I. E. Campbell (see ref. 6).

00
o

Melting
Boiling Density
point, point, °C g-cm-3
°C

Hard
ness,
Mohs’
sc ale

Approx
imate Principal limitations
price,
$ per lb

Material

Formula

Aluminum oxide (corundum)
Barium oxide (baria)
Beryllium oxide (beryllia, bromellite)
Calcium oxide (calcia, lime)
Cerium oxide (ceria)
Chromic oxide
Cobalt oxide
Gallium oxide
Hafnium oxide (hafnia)
Lanthanum oxide (lanthana)
Magnesium oxide (magnesia, perielase)
Manganese oxide (manganosite)

A12O3
BaO
BeO
CaO
CeO2
Cr2U3
CoO
Ga2O3
HfO2
LaaUs
MgO

70.93

1780

4050t

5.40

5-6

__

Nickel oxide (bunsenite)
Niobium oxide

NiO
74.69
N b2Os 233.82

1950
1772

_
—

6.8
—

5.5
6.5

0.07
—

Silicon oxide (cristobalite)
Strontium oxide (strontia)
Tantalum oxide
Thorium oxide (thoria, thorianite)
Tin oxide (cassiterite)

SiO2
SrO
Ta2Oó
ThO2
SnO2

1728
60.06
103.63 2415
441.76 1890
264.12 3300
150.70 >1900

2950
3000
—
4400
1510$

2.32*
4.7
8.02
9.69
7.00

6-7
3.5
—
6.5
6-7

0.01
0.50
15.00
7.00
0.90

Titanium oxide (rutile)
Uranium oxide

TiO2
U02

79.90
270.07

1840
2280

2227f
4100

4.24*
10.96

5.5-6
—

0.18
3.00

Vanadium oxide
Yttrium oxide (yttria)
Zinc oxide (zincite)
Zirconium oxide (zirconia)

V2O3
Y2O3
ZnO
ZrO2

149.90
225.84
81.38
123.22

1977
2410
1975
2677

3000
4300
1950t
4300

4.87
4.84
5.66
5.56*

MnO

101.92 2015
153.37 1917
25.02 2550
56.08 2600
172.13 >2600
152.02 2265
74.94 1805
187.44 1740
210.6
2777
325.84 2305
40.32 2800

* Density depends on crystalline form.
SiO2 (low quartz)
(low tridymite)
(low cristobalite)
(vitreous)
TiO2 (brookite)
(rutile)
(anatase I)

2980
2200
4260
2850
—
>3000
—
—
—
4200
2825

2.65 g-cm-3
2.26 '
2.32
2.20
4.17 g-cm-3
4.24
3.84

3.97
5.72
3.03
3.32
7.13
5.21
6.46
5.88*
9.68*
6.51
3.58

9
3.3
9
4.5
6
—
—
—
—
—
6

0.05
0.10
9.00
0.01
0.82
0.40
2.00
—
25.00
14.00
0.05

_
—
4-4.5
6.5

_
12.50
0.15
0.90

ZrO2

__
Hydration, toxicity
Price, toxicity
Hydration
Price, reduction
Reduction
Price, reduction
Price, reduction
Price
Price, hydration
—

Percent
age of
metallic
element
in
earth’s
crust

Other oxides

7
0.08
0.47
3.47
—
0.062
0.001
10"«
0.002
_
2.24

A18O9 (2Ab3Al2OS)
BaO2
BeO2
CaO2
Ce2O3
CrO, CrO2 , CrO3
Co3O4, Co2O3
Ga2O
__
__
MgO2

Oxidation

0.10

Reduction
Price, oxidation

0.02
0.002

Mn3O4 , Mn2Os , MnO2 , MnO3,
Mn20?
Ni3O4, Ni2Os , NiO2
NbO (Nb2O2), NbO2 (Nb2Oi),
Nb2O5
SiO
SrO2
TaO2 , (Ta2O4)
Th2O7
SnO

__
Hvdration
Price
Price, radioactivity
Price, reduction,
volatility
Reduction
Price, oxidation,
radioactivity
Price, oxidation
Price
Volatility
Price

25.80
0.02
0.001
0.002
IO’3

0.46
8 X
IO"5
0.C38
_
—
0.017

(rhombic, cubic or trigonal)
(tetragonal)
(monoclinic)
GasOa; (monoclinic or rhombic)
(hexagonal)
HfO2 (monoclinic)
(tetragonal)

Ti2O3 , TÍ3O5 (Tí2O3 TÍO2), TiO
U3O8, UO3
V2O2 (VO), V2O4 (VO2), V2O5
__
ZnO2
ZrO3

6.27 g-cm 5
6.10
5.56
5.88 g-cm-3
6.44
9.68 g-cm“3
10.01
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M olecular weight

Table 2.3. Properties of Pure Single Refractory Oxides6
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Table 2.4. Properties of Some Complex Refractory Oxides6
Material

Aluminum silicate (mullite)
Aluminum titanate
Aluminum titanate
Barium aluminate
Barium aluminate
Barium silicate (orthosilicate)
Barium zirconate
Beryllium aluminate (chrysoberyl)
Beryllium silicate (metasilieate)
Beryllium silicate (phenacite)
Beryllium titanate
Beryllium zirconate
Calcium chromate
Calcium chromite
Calcium phosphate (orthophosphate)
Calcium silicate
Calcium silicate (orthosilicate)
Calcium silicon phosphate
Calcium titanate (perovskite)
Calcium titanate
Calcium titanate
Calcium zirconate
Cobalt aluminate (cobalt blue)
Magnesium aluminate (spinel)
Magnesium chromite
Magnesium ferrite (magnesioferrite)
Magnesium lanthanate
Magnesium silicate (forsterite)
Magnesium titanate
Magnesium zirconate
Magnesium zirconium silicate
Nickel aluminate
Potassium aluminum silicate (kaliophilite)
Strontium aluminate
Strontium phosphate (orthophosphate)
Strontium zirconate
Thorium zirconate
Zinc aluminate (gahnite)
Zinc zirconium silicate
Zirconium silicate (zircon)

Formula

3Al2O3-2SiO2
Al2O3-Ti()2
Al2O3-2TiO2
BaO-Al2O3
BaO-6Al2O3
2BaO ■ SiO2
Ba()ZrO2
BcO-A12O3

BeOSiOz
2BeOSiOz
3Be()-Ti()z
3BeO-2ZrO2
CaO-CrOs
CaO-Cr2O3
3CaOP2Oä
3CaO-Si()z
2CaOSiO2
5CaO-Si()2-P20s
CaO-TiOz
2CaO-TiO2
3CaO-TiOz
CaO-ZrOz
CoO-A12O3

MgO-Al2()3
Mg()-Cr2()3
Mg()-Fc2O3
MgO-La2O3
2MgO-SiOz
2Mg()-Ti()2
MgO ■ ZrO2
MgO-Zr()z-SiO2
NiO-AlzOz
K2O-AlzO3-2Si()2
Sr()-Al2O3
3Sr()-P2()5
SrOZrOz
ThOz-ZrOz
ZnOAl2()3
Zn()-ZrO2-SiO2
ZrO2-Si()z

Melting
point, °C

Density
g-cm“3

1830*
1855
1895
2000
1860
>1755
2700
1870
>1755
>1750*
1800
2535
2160
2170
1730
1900*
2120
1760
1975
1800
2135
2345
1955
2135
2000
1760
2030
1885
1835
2120
1793
2015
1800
2010
1767
>2700
>2800
1950
2078
2420*

3.16
—
—
3.99
3.64
5.2
6.26
3.76
2.35
2.99
—
—
3.22
4.8
3.14
2.91
3.28
3.01
4.10
—
—
4.78
4.37
3.58
4.39
4.48
—
3.22
3.52
—
—
4.45
—
—
4.53
5.48
—
4.58
—
4.6

* Incongruent melting.

tabulated in Table 2.6 after Thurnauer,1 and more recent values of thermal
expansion coefficients at high temperatures are given in Table 2.7 after
Whittemore and Ault.24
The materials listed in Table 2.6 are divided into two groups under the

Table 2.5. Thermodynamic Properties of Refractory Oxides6
Heat Capacity*

Aluminum oxide (a-corundum)
Barium oxide
Beryllium oxide
Calcium oxide
Cerium oxide
Chromic oxide
Cobalt oxide
Gallium oxide
Hafnium oxide
Lanthanum oxide
Magnesium oxide
Manganese oxide
Nickel oxide
Niobium oxide
Silicon oxide
(a-cristobalite)
(0-cristobalite)
(a-quartz)
(0-quartz)
(a-tridymite)
(/3-tridymite)
(vitreous)
Strontium oxide
Tantalum oxide
Thorium oxide

Formula

A^298 ,
kcabmole-1

AF298 ,
kcabmole-1

cab °C;1mole-1

Tempera
ture
range, °K

a

b

27.43
9.79
8.45
11.67
15.1
28.53
—
11.77
17.39
22.6
10.18
11.11
8.80
—

3.06
5.21
4.00
1.08
—
2.20
—.
25.2
2.08
5.44
1.74
1.94
6.00
.—

8.47
—
3.17
1.56
—
3.74
.—.
—
3.48
—
1.48
0.88
■—•
—

11,155
—
3,760
4,051
■—•
9,759
—
—
6,445
—
3,609
3,694
—
—.

4.28
14.40
11.22
14.41
3.27
13.64
13.38
8.70
—.
—
298-1800 15.84

21.06
2.04
8.20
1.94
24.80
2.64
3.68
0.16
■—
2.88

—
—
2.70
—
—
—
3.45
0.74
—
1.60

2,212
4,696
4,615
4,455
2,077
4,395
5,310
2,849
—
5,388

AI2O3
BaO
BeO
CaO
CeO2
Cr2O3
CoO
GaaOs
HfO2
La2O3
MgO
MnO
NiO
Nb2O3

-399.09
-133.4
-146.0
-151.9
-233
-269.7
-57.2
-258
-271.5
-458
-143.84
-92.0
-58.4
—.

-376.77
-126.3
-139.0
-144.4
-232
-250.2
-51.0
—
-259
-435
-136.13
-86.8
-51.7
—

12.186
16.8
3.37
9.5
28.8f
19.4
10.5
—
29.7f
39.9f
6.4
14.4
9.22
—

18.88
11.34
6.07
10.23
15.1
28.38
—
20
—
24.2
8.94
10.27
10.60
—

298-1800
298-1000
298-1200
298-1800
273-373
298-1800

SiO2
SiO2
SiO2
SiO2
Si()2
SiO2
SiO2
SrO
Ta2O6
ThO2

-205.0
0.2J
-205.4
0.29J
-204.8
0.04J
-202.5
-141.1
-499.9
-292

-192.1
—
-192.4
—
-191.9
—
-190.9
-133.8
-470.6
-296

10.19
—
10.00
—
10.36
—.
11.2
13.0
34.2
19.6f

10.56
—
10.62
—
10.66
—
10.60
10.76
32.30
20.38

298-523
523-2000
298-848
848-2000
298-390
390-2000
298-2000
298-2000

—

298-923
298-1800
273-2273
298-2100
298-1800
298-1400
—

c

d
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Material

Cp 298 ,

AS298 ,
cab°C-1mole-1

Calcium titanate (perovskite)

Ferrous chromite (chromite)
Magnesium chromite
Magnesium silicate (forsterite)
Zirconium silicate (zircon)

SnO2

-138.8

-124.2

12.5

12.57

298-1500 17.66

2.40

5.16

7,103

TiO2
TiO2
U02
V2O3

ZnO
ZrO2
3A12()3-Si()2
2BaOSiO2
BeO-Al2O3

-218.0
—
-270
-290
-450
-83.17
-258.2
—
-496.8
—

-203.8
—
-257
-271
-429
-76.05
-244.4
—
—
—

12.01
11.93
18.6
23.58
—
10.5
12.03
—

13.16
13.22
—.
24.83
23
9.62
—
—•
—
25

298-1800
298-1300
298-1500
298-1800
273-373
298-1600
298-1100
298-600
—
—

17.97
17.83
19.20
29.35
23.2
11.71
17.80
59.65
—
—

0.28
0.50
1.62
4.76
—
1.22
—
67.0
—
—

4.35
4.23
3.96
5.42
—
2.18
4.00
—
—
—

6,829
6,757
7,125
10,780
—
4,277
6,649
20,763
—
—

2BeO-SiO2
CaO-CrO3
3Ca()-P2O5
3CaO-P2O6
3CaO-SiO2
2Ca()-Si()2
2CaO- SiO2
CaO-TiO2
Ca()TiO2
FeO-Cr2O3
MgOCr2O3
2Mg()-SiO2
ZrO-SiO2

—
-329.6
-986.2
3.7t
-688.4
-538.0
0.35Î
—
0.55Î
-341.9
—
-488.2
—

-305.3
-929.7
—
—
—
—
—
—
-317.7
—
-459.8

22.84
—
55.35
54.45
—

—
—
298-1373
1373-1600
298-1800
298-948
948-1600
298-1530
1530-1800
298-1800
298-1800
—

—
—
48.24
79.00
49.85
27.16
41.26
30.47
32.03
38.96
40.02
—
—•

—•
—
39.68

—
—
5.00

—
—
17,824
18,600
18,651
8,969
15,570
11,389
11,197
14,409
15,304
—.
—

y2o3

* C„ = a + b X 10”37’ - c X 105T”2. HT -

—■

—■
—

15.4
32
57.6
56.4
—
—■

—.
22.4
—
34.9
25.3
22.7
20.1

—■
—

23.34
—
31.9
30.32
28.21
23.53

■—■

—■

—.

8.62
19.60
5.34
1.36
—
5.34
3.56
—
—■

10.15
—
—.
6.69
—
7.62
9.58
—
—•

= aT + ^X 10”37’2 + c X 106T~* - d.

f Calculated from data by Rossini et al. and Brewer.

I Heat of transformation at transformation temperature.
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Tin oxide
Titanium oxide
(rutile)
(anatase)
Uranium oxide
Vanadium oxide
Yttrium oxide
Zinc oxide
Zirconium oxide
Aluminum silicate (mullite)
Barium silicate (orthosilicate)
Beryllium aluminate (chrysoberyl)
Beryllium silicate (phenacite)
Calcium chromate
Calcium phosphate (orthophosphate)
Calcium silicate
Calcium silicate (orthosilicate)
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Table 2.6 Typical Physical Pro
Vitrified products

Material—»

Typical applications —»

Properties
1
Specific gravity (g/cc)
Water absorption (%)
Coefficient of linear
thermal expansion/°C
(20-700)
Safe operating temperature (°C)
Thermal conductivity
(cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C)
Tensile strength (psi)
Compressive strength
(psi)
Flexural strength (psi)
Impact strength (ft-lb;
^-in. rod)
Modulus of elasticity
(psi)
Thermal shock resistance
Dielectric strength (v/
mil; K-in. thick speci
men)
Resistivity (ohm/cm3)
at room temperature
Te-value (°C)
Power factor at 1 Me
Dielectric constant
L-Grade (JAN Spec.
1-10)

1

2

3

4

5

High-voltage
porcelain

Alumina
porcelain

Steatite

Forsterite

Zircon porcelain

Power line
insulation

Sparkplug cores, High-frequency High-frequency Sparkplug cores,
thermocouple
insulation,
insulation,
high voltageinsulation,
electrical
ceramic-tohigh tempera
protection
appliance
metal seals
ture insulation
insulation
tubes

2.3-2.5
0.0
5.0-6.8 X IO-”

3.1-3.9
0.0
5.5-8.1 X IO“6

2.5-2.7
0.0
8.6-10.5 X IO“3

2.7-2.9
0.0
11 X 10-6

3.5-3.8
0.0
3.5-5.5 X IO“6

1000

1350-1500

1000-1100

1000-1100

1000-1200

0.005-0.006

0.005-0.010

0.010-0.015

8000-30,000
80,000-250,000

8000-10,000
65,000-130,000

8000-10,000
60,000-100,000

10,000-15,000
80,000-150,000

20,000-45,000
0.5-0.7

16,000-24,000
0.3-0.4

18,000-20,000
0.03-0.04

20,000-35,000
0.4-0.5

15-52 X 106

13-15 X IO«

13-15 X IO«

20-30 X IO6

Excellent

Moderate

Poor

Good

250-400

200-350

200-300

250-350

1012-1014

1014-1016

1013-1015

1013-1015

1013-1Q15

200-500
0.006-0.010
6.0-7.0
L-2

500-800
0.001-0.002
8-9
L-2-L-5

450-1000
0.0008-0.0035
5.5-7.5
L-3-L-5

above 1000
0.0003
6.2
L-6

700-900
0.0006-0.0020
8.0-9.0
L-4

0.002-0.005
3000-8000
25,000-50,000
9000-15,000
0.2-0.3

7-14 X IO«
Moderately
good
250-400

0.007-0.05

headings “vitrified products” and “semivitreous and refractory products.”
For electron tube application, dense vitrified bodies are required for
tube envelopes, whereas ceramic components used within the vacuum en
velope may be less dense and have some degree of porosity for ease of
outgassing. Depending on the application of the ceramic part, a judicious
choice must be made between the physical characteristics that can be
attained with various bodies. The requirements are particularly severe
for high-frequency application where the dielectric loss factor (see p. 62)
is a measure of the usefulness of the ceramic body. The Armed Services
have set up specifications for low-loss, low-dielectric-constant materials
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Ceramic Dielectrics1
Semivitreous and refractory products

7

8

9

10

11

Li thia porcelain

Titania, titan
ate ceramics

Low-voltage
porcelain

Cordierite
refractories

Alumina, alumi
num silicate
refractories

Massive fired
talc,
pyrophyllite

Temperature
stable induct
ances, heat
resistant
insulation

Ceramic
capacitors,
piezoelectric
ceramics

Switch bases,
Low-voltage
wire holders,
light
receptacles

Resistor sup
ports, burner
tips, heat
insulation,
arc chambers

2.34
0.0
1 X 10-6

3.5-5.5
0.0
7.0-10.0 X IO“«

2.2-2.4
0.5-2.0
5.0-6.5 X 10-6

1.6-2.1
5.0-15.0
2.5-3.0 X 10-6

2.2-2.4
10.0-20.0
5.0-7.0 X IO“«

2.3-2.8
1.0-3.0
11.5 X IO"«

1000

—

900

1250

1300-1700

1200

0.004-0.005

0.003-0.004

0.004-0.005

0.003-0.005

1500-2500
25,000-50,000

1000-3500
20,000-45,000

700-3000
15,000-60,000

2500
20,000-30,000

3500-6000
0.2-0.3

1500-7000
0.2-0.25

1500-6000
0.17-0.25

7000-9000
0.2-0.3

6

—
—

0.008-0.01

High-frequency
Vacuum spacers,
insulation,
high-temperature
vacuum tube
insulation
spacers, ceramic
models

60,000

4000-10,000
40,000-120,000

8000
0.3

10,000-22,000
0.3-0.5

-

10-15 X 10,;

7-10 X IO«

2-5 X 10®

2-5 X 10s

4-5 X 106

Excellent

Poor

Moderate

Excellent

Excellent

Good

200-300

50-300

40-100

40-100

40-100

80-100

lOMOis

lOi^-lO11

1012-10H

10^-10’4

10’^-101^

200-400
0.0002-0.050
15-10,000
—

300-400
0.010-0.020
6.0-7.0
—

400-700
0.004-0.010
4.5-5.5
—

400-700
0.0002-0.010
4.5-6.5
—

600-900
0.0008-0.010
5.0-6.0

—

0.05
5.6
L-3

which call for certain flexural strengths, dielectric strengths, porosity, ther
mal shock resistance,26126 power factor, and dielectric constant. Grades
L-l to L-6 are established on the basis of the loss factor of the material,
and the ceramics are further graded as “A,” or “B,” according to their
ability to withstand thermal shock. The Joint Army Navy Specification
JAN-I-10, on “Insulating Materials,” Ceramic Radio, Class L, is repro
duced in Table 2.8 and the L grades of the various ceramic bodies are listed
in Table 2.6.
Conventional electrical porcelain is used for both low- and high-tension
insulation. The quality of the final product and its degree of vitrification
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Table 2.7. Thermal Expansion

of

Various Ceramic Materials to 1500°C*
Coefficient of expansion X 106/°C from 25°C to

Specimen!
600

300

AI2O3 , 99%, coarse fused grain
AI2O3 , 99%, sintered high density
AI2O3 , 88%, clay-bonded fused grain
MgO, coarse fused grain
CaO, coarse fused grain
SiO2 , fused
TiOa , coarse fused grain
ThO2 , fine fused grain
ZrO2 , 100% cubic, fused
ZrO2 , coarse fused stabilized
ZrO2 , coarse fused stabilized
ZrCVSiOs , fine grain
ALOs-TiO^ , fine grain
Lithium aluminum silicate, fine grain
MgO-AROs , coarse fused grain
SiC, re-crystallized (heating element)
SiC, clay-bonded
SiC, bonded glazed brick
B4C, hot-molded
CaF2 , sintered high density
MgF2 , fine grain

6.7
5.9
4.4
13.3
10.2
0.67
7.1
7.1
7.6
6.9
5.9
3.7
0
-2.9
5.2
3.8
3.6
5.0
5.2
22.3
10.7

900

8.1
7.6
7.2
8.2
6.0
6.9
13.5 13.9
11.6 12.8
0.60 0.53
8.2
7.7
8.5
9.0
9.2 10.0
8.4
8.9
7.4
6.9
4.2
4.7
0.2
1.7
-1.1 -0.6
8.4
7.5
4.3
4.5
4.7
4.9
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.8
24.8 26.1
13.0 14.5

1200

1500°C

9.0
9.0
7.7
15.0
13.7

10.2
9.6
8.7
16.0
14.7

8.7
10.3
10.8
9.5
5.6
5.6
3.4
0
9.1
4.8
5.1
5.5

9.1 (to 1450°C)
10.4
11.6
9.4
7.4
5.8 (to 1300°C)
4.4 (to 1450°C)
9.6
5.2
5.6
5.8

14 8 (to 1000°C)

* After Whittemore, Jr., and Ault.24
t High purity except where noted as bonded.
Table 2.8.1 Insulating Materials, Ceramic Radio Class L (JAN-I-10)
Properties

Requirements

1. Porosity....................... No penetration of liquid under 10,000 psi pressure
2. Flexural strength........ Not less than 3000 psi
3. Resistance to thermal
change
Grade............... A, 20 cycles; B, 5 cycles
Requirements.......... Boiling water to ice water
4. Dielectric strength. . . Not less than 180 rms volts per mil
5. Loss factor.................. (Power factor X dielectric constant)
Grade....................... L-l
L-2
L-3
L-4
L-5
L-6
Loss factor.............. <0.150 <0.070 <0.035 <0.016 < 0.008 <0.004
Dielectric constant . Not over 12 after immersion in water for 48 hours

depend upon the fineness of grinding, the method of forming, and the firing
temperature, which usually lies between 1300 and 1400°C. The fired prod
uct contains two main crystalline phases, namely mullite crystals and un
dissolved quartz crystals which are imbedded in a continuous glassy phase,
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Figure 2.1. Relationship of volume resistivity to temperature for several ceramic
insulating materials. After Russell and Mohr.27 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)

originating from the feldspar, and ranging in some bodies of this kind as
high as 40 per cent. By varying the proportions of the three main ingre
dients, clay, feldspar, and flint, it is possible to emphasize certain proper
ties, such as heat-shock resistance, dielectric strength, or mechanical
strength. In general, however, the loss factor of electrical porcelain is
rather high, its heat-shock resistance only fair, and its electrical resistivity
decreases rapidly with increase in temperature (Fig. 2.1).27 The high loss
factor of porcelains is due to the large glass content and the high polariza
bility of alkali ions. A decrease of the feldspar component generally lessens
the dielectric strength of the porcelain and calls for higher firing tempera
ture. New bodies were thus developed for high-frequency applications.
Low-loss steatite is widely used for electronic components; it is unsur
passed for economy in manufacture, especially in shapes which can be
produced by either automatic dry-pressing or extrusion methods; it can
be made to close tolerances and has good mechanical strength. These
bodies were first introduced in Germany in the late 1920’s under the
trade names “Frequenta,” “Steatit,” “Calit,” and “Calan.” Steatites were
introduced in the United States in 1930 and produced in very large quan
tity for military requirements during World War II.
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A typical batch composition for steatite may consist of 60 per cent, or
more, talc, 30 per cent, or less, clay to which alkali or alkaline-earth oxides
are added as flux. To obtain plasticity and strength before firing, temporary
organic binders, such as waxes, gums, dextrene, or polyvinyl alcohol, are
added. After forming, the material is fired to a temperature between 1300
and 1400°C, depending on composition. Fired steatite bodies consist essen
tially of closely knit crystals of magnesium metasilicate (MgSiOs) in the
form of clinoenstatite or one of its polymorphous phases. The bond between
the crystals consists of a glass high in alkali oxides.
Steatites are characterized by a very short firing range in which vitrifi
cation takes place. Staying below this range during firing will produce
porosity because of “underfiring,” and exceeding the prescribed firing range
will lead to distortion or vesicular development because of “overfiring.”
The firing range for steatite may vary from 10 to 20°C for ultra-low-loss
types to possibly 30 to 40°C for ordinary types. By comparison, many por
celains have firing ranges of from 50 to 90°C. Very accurate temperature
control is thus necessary during the firing of steatite.28
Forsterite ceramics (Mg2SiO4) are produced from compositions containing
talc to which magnesium oxide has been added to satisfy the stoichiometric
composition. Suitable fluxes are again alkaline-earth oxides; on firing at
about 1350°C, a ceramic body results which consists chiefly of forsterite
crystals. The high melting point of pure forsterite (1910°C) is an advantage
in making basic refractory products; these should not be confused with
vitrified forsterite ceramics for high-frequency applications. The thermal
expansion of forsterite ceramics is practically linear between room temper
ature and 1000°C, and the expansion coefficient rather high for a ceramic
material (110 X 10-7/C). Forsterite ceramics are thus quite sensitive to
heat shock.
Zircon porcelains (ZrO2-Si()2) have been extensively used for spark plugs
by virtue of their good mechanical strength and heat-shock resistance, prop
ties which, incidentally, make this material well suited for furnace trays
in high-temperature application. Zircon begins to dissociate, however, at
temperatures above 1730°C. Its heat-shock resistance suffers at this tem
perature because of a rather large volume expansion which is largely due
to the fact that one of the products of the dissociation, silica, has a much
lower specific gravity than the original zircon. At very high temperatures,
silica may be lost by vaporization, and the heat-shock resistance is then
permanently impaired because of the erratic thermal expansion behavior of
the excess zirconia. Despite this dissociation, new high-purity forms of
zircon have been used continuously at temperatures above 1870°C.6'27 ■29
The composition of zircon porcelain is compared with that of high-ten
sion porcelain and alumina porcelain in Table 2.9, and its physical charac-
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Table 2.9. Composition of Various Porcelain Bodies

(After Lindsay and Berberich)30
Constituent

SiO2
A12O3
TiO,
Zr()2
Fe2O3
Nad) + K2O
CaO
MgO
Total
Total flux
Main crystalline
constituent

High tension porcelain

68.72
23.90
—
—

1.80
5.46
0.25
0.12
100.25
5.83
Mullite (3Al2O3-2SiO2)
Quartz (Si()2)

Composition (%)
Zircon porcelain

36.96
6.08
0.24
49.72
0.25
0.13
6.48
0.14
100.00
6.75
Zircon (ZrO2SiO2)

Alumina porcelain

6.69
90.98
0.06
—

0.20
0.21
1.08
0.66
99.88
1.95
Alumina
(a-Al2O3)

teristics can be gleaned from Table 2.6. It is apparent that zircon has a
relatively high dielectric constant, which is offset, however, by its lower
power factor at high frequencies.27 Zircon bodies are generally rated as

Figure 2.2. Relationship of loss factor to frequency for several ceramic insulating
materials. After Russell and Mohr.27 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)

3.6

Figure 2.3. Relationship of loss factor to temperature for several ceramic insulat
ing materials at 1 mc. After Russell and Mohr.27 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)

Figure 2.4. Dielectric constant of various ceramic bodies as a function of tem
perature. After Russell and Berberich.28 (Courtesy McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,
Inc.)
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Figure 2.5. Dielectric constant of various ceramic bodies as a function of fre
quency. After Russell and Berberich.28 (Courtesy McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,
Inc.)

teristics after Russell, Mohr,27 and Berberich.28 Zircon bodies have found a
limited application as envelope materials for electron tubes.
Alumina (A12O3) is the most favored ceramic body for electron tube en
velopes. While this material has a substantially higher thermal expansion
coefficient than zircon and a lower thermal conductivity,31 its mechanical
strength and dielectric properties at elevated temperatures are far superior,
so that high-grade alumina bodies fall into the classification grade L-5 and
L-6. Figure 2.6 shows its electrical resistivity as a function of temperature
for a number of ceramic bodies; it can be seen that, at room temperature,
vitreous silica, beryllia and magnesia have a higher resistivity than alumina
and, at 600°C, only thoria magnesia, and beryllia exceed it.
A wide variety of high-alumina bodies is available from commercial
sources, and the number of suppliers who consistently furnish alumina
bodies suitable for vacuum tube envelopes has steadily increased in recent
years. The alumina content for such bodies may range from 85 per cent
to close to 100 per cent; the increased purity makes for increased hot
strength, higher electrical resistivity, and better dielectric properties (Table
2.10). Calcined and fused alumina are used as base materials for the fabri
cation of dense vitrified bodies, and extraordinary care must be exercised
by the manufacturer to insure a high quality of the end product.
Pure alumina exists in several forms at low temperatures; of these the
monohydratc diaspore (A12O3 ■ H2O) and the trihydrate gibbsite (A12O3 • 3H2O)
are present in commercial bauxite. This raw material is rendered free of

Temperature °G

Figure 2.6. Electrical resistivity of refractory oxides. After Campbell.6 {Courtesy
John Wiley & Sons, Ine., 1956.)

impurities by the Bayer process and converted to the high-tempcraturestable alpha-alumina by calcination at a temperature of at least 11OO°C.33
It is commercially available in the form of synthetic sapphire (see p. 100).
Beta-alumina can be formed when the molten alumina is slowly cooled in
the presence of certain impurities. Gamma-alumina can be prepared by
heating Al(OH)s and is metastable, transforming to a-Al2O3 at about
1000°C.31 *
Carruthers and Gill34 have attempted to explain why alumina bodies,
made of raw materials from identical sources and what appears to be under
the same processing, often show so widely different physical characteristics.
“It may be seen from the results described that it is only when calcined
to very high temperatures, probably considerably above those used indus
trially, that calcined aluminas from different sources are almost indistin
guishable from one another. Even when calcined at 1720°C, alumina derived
* a-AljOj containing traces of chromium is red and called ruby, while that contain
ing iron and titanium is blue and called blue sapphire.
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Table 2.10. Some Properties

High Alumina Ceramic Materials*

Mechanical

Material

% AhOa

Sapphire (single
crystal)
Alumina A
Alumina B
Alumina C
Alumina 1)
Alumina E

of

100

99 +
97
96
94
85

Compres
sive strength
(lb/sq. in.,
25°C)

X
X
X
X
X

104
104
104
104
104

Tensile
strength
(lb/sq. in.,
25°C)

3.4
2.7
2.6
1.5
1.8

Thermal

Electrical

30 X 104 6.5 X 104
42
28
30
19
20

99

X
X
X
X
X

104
104
104
104
104

Dielectric
constant
(1 me...
25°C)

Dissipation
factor
(1 me.,
25°C)

Coefficient
of linear
expansion
(25°-7OO°C)

10.3

0.00004 8.5 X 10~6

10.0
9.5
9.0
9.2
8.2

0.0001
0.0001
0.0003
0.0004
0.0009

8.0
9.0
9.0
7.3
7.9

X
X
X
X
X

10 e
IO“6
10~6
10-6
10"6

Softening
tempera
ture (°C)

2040
>1600
>1600
>1600
>1600
1400

* After Rigterink.32

from the monohydrate differs from that made from the trihydrate in having
a lower packing density. Examination under the microscope shows the
grains to be aggregates of small crystallites and indicates that the grains
of calcined monohydrate have larger void spaces within them than those
of the calcined trihydrate. The lower the temperature of calcination the
greater is the divergence of properties between the mono- and trihydrates.
The calcined trihydrates have a proportionately higher surface area and a
smaller amount of void space than the calcined monohydrates, and the
crystallites of both materials are smaller and less well developed at lower
temperatures.”
Sintering and grain growth of alumina have been investigated by several
workers.35-38 Cahoon and Christensen37 summarize their results as follows:
“The sintering (densification) and grain growth of alumina were studied
to determine the effect of the variables raw material, particle size, grinding
in acid media, molding pressure, various single additives in different
amounts, and firing temperature. Fine grinding promoted sintering and
the growth of large grains and caused the grains to be more elongated in
habit. Sintering was facilitated by additions of iron oxide, manganese oxide,
copper oxide, and titanium oxide, provided the amounts of these oxides
and the temperature of firing were within certain bounds. The growth of
large grains was facilitated by additions of iron oxide and manganese oxide.
Nineteen other oxides had no effect or retarded sintering and large-grain
growth. Both magnesium oxide and silica had a marked effect in inhibiting
the growth of large grains. The alkali metal oxides, added singly, were
especially deleterious to the production of strong alumina bodies. The
maximum density and maximum strength of the fired body were attained
approximately simultaneously with the onset of large-grain growth. The
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habit of the large grains was markedly altered by increasing amounts of
each additive; the grains lost their characteristic crystalline shape and be
came nearly spheroidal particles. It is suggested that two grain-growth
phenomena exist which are independent of each other. One is termed ‘small
grain growth’ and is associated with densification; the other is referred to
as ‘large-grain growth’ and occurs in certain specimens, depending on the
additions to the alumina, after the sintering (densification) is substantially
complete.”37
The effect of porosity on the physical properties of sintered alumina has
been investigated by Coble and Kingery,39 who also give numerous refer
ences to earlier work on the properties of sintered bodies in general.
Sapphire is a particularly pure form of aluminum oxide which is grown
in the form of single crystals according to a method developed by A. Verneuil in the 1890’s.* The purity of sapphire ranges from 99.98 to 99.99 per
cent, and it is interesting to note that this form of alpha-alumina has been
designated as a heat capacity standard over the range of temperatures from
10 to 1800°K.31 Sapphire rod can be obtained either in the as-grown form
with a tolerance of —5 mils on the diameter, or as centerless-ground rod
with a diameter tolerance of ±0.5 mil in lengths ranging up to 16 in. in
the larger sizes, as disks in various thicknesses up to 5)^ in. dia., as domes
and hemispheres, and as spheres as small as ^4 in. dia. up to 1 in. dia.
with a size tolerance of ±0.1 mil and a sphericity of .025 mil in the
dia. range. The applications of sapphire in various shapes have been mani
fold in the tube industry, although its relatively high cost limits its applica
tion to special-purpose tubes, t Sapphire rods are being used quite ex
tensively for supporting gun and helix structures in travelling-wave tubes
where the great dimensional accuracy and fairly good dielectric properties
of sapphire are appreciated. Such rods can be attached to the helix by
various glazes, or by ceramic metallizing techniques. Flame-polished sap
phire rods can be obtained in diameters up to 0.150 in. This treatment
should reduce surface voltage breakdown difficulties which have been trou
blesome at times; the mechanical strength of flame-polished rods is in
creased by 30 per cent. Sapphire disks are being used for windows in
klystrons and magnetrons. The great high-temperature stability of sap
phire in contact with molybdenum and tungsten contributes to its useful
ness in such applications.
Navias41 reports that a sapphire rod can be heated in vacuum by a sur* Linde Company, a Division of Union Carbide Corporation, is the only producer
of synthetic sapphire in the U. S. A.; various bulletins on the properties of sapphire
and its applications can be obtained from this company.40
f Windows Us in. thick, 3-in. dia. cost $288, each, 1-in. dia. $17.50; centerlessground rods,
in. dia., cost $0.75 per inch length; sapphire balls l±in. dia. cost
$1.20; all items quoted for minimum lots (1959).
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rounding tungsten heater tube which is not in contact with the rod to a
temperature of 1900°C for several hours without signs of reaction or disin
tegration. Kohl42 has described a method for supporting long, narrow
cathodes in the form of U-channels formed from cathode nickel on a 7-inchlong sapphire rod and maintained a grid-to-cathode spacing of 3 mils in
this manner.* The same author has utilized a squirrel-cage structure of 12
sapphire rods to support the tungsten heater in a combination vacuum or
hydrogen furnace which had a heat zone 10 in. long and 3 in. diameter. A
conventional ceramic muffle always contains some impurities which will
migrate into the heater if the latter is wound onto a muffle; the heater will
have a much longer life if this contact area is reduced by a large factor.
Such a structure also has a very much lower heat capacity so that it was
possible to bring this furnace up to a temperature of 1800°C in 45 minutes.43
Sapphire is completely elastic at moderately low temperatures up to
900°C where creep sets in according to Wachtman.44 Creep of more than 2
per cent is easily obtained in favorably oriented sapphire crystals at 1000°C.
Sapphire can be sealed to glass and matches Corning glass No. 7530. The
coefficient of expansion of this glass is 71 X 10-7/°C, its strain point is
525°C, and its annealing point is 557°C.46-47
Sapphire sections, 2 mm thick, transmit radiation over the wave length
range from .17 to 6.0 microns with 40 per cent of the incident radiation
being transmitted within these wave length limits. The infra-red transmis
sion of sapphire is superior to that of fused silica windows in infra-red cells
and optical elements in radiation detectors are thus made from sapphire.48
The physical characteristics of sapphire are compiled in Table 2.11.
Wollastonite (CaSiOs). “One of the most recently developed ceramics in
the group of low-loss dielectrics is a material which is based on the mineral
Wollastonite. The dielectric losses are sufficiently low to rate this material
as L-6. Vitrification occurs at 1200 to 1250°C, considerably lower than for
steatite, zircon, and similar bodies. The mechanical strength is good, and
this material may find some uses in high-frequency applications.”1
Beryllia (BeO), Magnesia (MgO), Thoria (ThO/), Titania (TiOi), and
Zirconia (ZrOi) are other pure-oxide ceramics with properties that make

them interesting for special applications; they are not generally used for
vacuum tube components, partly on account of their high cost, partly on
account of the presence of crystalline inversions, or other disadvantages
such as the health hazards involved in handling Beryllium compounds. The
reader is referred to the literature describing these materials.60-68
* The U-channel was brazed onto square-cross-section tubing of A-nickel in such
relationship that a rectangular-cross-section interspace permitted the insertion of
the heater. The square cross-section tubing fitted closely around the sapphire rod.
See U. S. Pat. 2,857,543 (Oct. 21, 1958).
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Table 2.11. Physical Properties of Sapphire40’ 44’ 49

Specific gravity
3.98
Hardness, Mohs’
9
Knoop
1525-2000
Melting point
2040°C
Crystal structure
hexagonal
Water absorption (%)
0
Compressive strength
300,000 psi (at 25°C)
Elastic modulus in flexure for c-axis of
30°
55 X 106 psi
45°
51 X 10"
60°
50 X 10"
75°
56 X 10"
Maximum bending strength (Modulus of rup
ture) for c-axis orientation of
30°
100,000 psi; 7000 Kg/cm2
45°
78,000
5500
60°
65,000
4600
75°
94,000
6600
Elastic modulus in torsion (Rigidity modu 21.5 to 27.5 X 10° psi
lus)
Specific heat at 25°C
0.18 cal gm 1 deg 1
Thermal conductivity*
120 °C
0.008 cal sec 'em '°C- 1
300°C
0.010 cal sertnU’C-1
500°C
0.015 cal sec 'em '°C' 1
Perpendicular
to c-axis

Te Point,
Dielectric constant e /m
at 25°C
from 100 cy to 10 Mc
loss tangent

Dielectric strength
Electrical resistivity

300 Mc
10 KMc
300 Mc
10 KMc

1,231 °C
10.6
—
10.55 ± 0.2
<0.0001
0.0002
480 KV/cm
log R = 0.3 + 7800/T“k (ohm-cm)
at 500°C—10" ohm-cm
1000°C—10" ohm-cm
1500°C—104 ohm-cm

Ultra-Violet
(Sample 2mm. thick)

Optical transmission

Chemical resistance

Parallel
to c-axis

1,214°C
8.6
11.0
8.6 ± 0.2

Infra-Red
(Sample 1mm thick)

66% at 2000 Angstrom
92% at 3 microns
20% at 1500 Angstrom
50% at 6 microns
not attacked by common acids; re
sistant to attack by HF at 300°C,
10 p.c. and 50 p.c. H2SO4 , 30 p.c.
NaOH at 80°C.
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2.11.—Continued
Mean Linear Thermal Expansion Coefficient from 20°C to Temperature Indicated*
Table

Temperature °C

Parallel to c-Axis

Perpendicular to c-Axis

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800
850
900
950
1,000

6.66 X 10" '
6.87
6.92
7.22
7.60
7.78
7.84
7.94
8.14
8.33
8.37
8.44
8.65
8.72
8.77
8.78
8.79
8.86
8.94
9.03

5.0 X 10-«
5.5
6.0
6.21
6.52
6.86
7.01
7.31
7.51
7.70
7.74
7.84
7.93
8.01
8.05
8.10
8.17
8.23
8.28
8.31

* After Austin.49

One interesting application of a mixture of titanium dioxide, zirconium
oxide, and small percentages of magnesium and barium titanates and zir
conates has been described by Rudy69 who proposes to replace the com
monly used mica sheet, on which the photo sensitive mosaic is deposited
in a television camera tube of the iconoscope-type, by a sheet of ceramic of
a thickness between 10 to 12 mils. The dielectric constant of this ceramic
sheet is adjusted to a value near 28 by choosing the proper amount of ti
tanium oxide. Since the ceramic target sheet has roughly five to six times
the dielectric constant of mica, the ceramic need not be limited to the one
to two mils required for the mica in order to provide the proper signal pulse
when the scanning electron beam discharges the target surface. It is claimed
that the use of a ceramic sheet in place of mica increases the photosenistivity
of the target and provides a higher signal strength.
Boron nitride (BN), sometimes called white graphite because of its similar
hexagonal structure and talc-like nature which gives it lubricating proper
ties, has high insulation resistance and good dielectric properties at elevated
temperatures of the order of 500°C and is much less brittle than other
ceramic bodies; it can be easily machined to close tolerances. While its cost
is relatively high, it offers interesting properties for vacuum tube construc
tion and electric components.60
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Figure 2.7. Total emissivity of some pure oxides at various temperatures cor
rected for thickness. After Sully, Brandes, and Waterhouse.61 (Courtesy Institute of
Physics, London.)

Temperature Measurement. It is at times important to know the
radiation emittance, generally called thermal emissivity, for a ceramic body;
a distinction must be made between spectral emissivity e\ and total emissiv
ity et. Data given in the literature differ widely for these quantities because
they are difficult to measure and depend on surface texture and grain size.
The substantial corrections to be applied to temperature readings obtained
with an optical pyrometer under other than black-body conditions make it
necessary to know the spectral emissivity of the sighted body with reason
able accuracy.
*
The book by Campbell6 contains valuable discussions on
high-temperature measurements.! Specific data on emissivities of ceramics
are given by Sully, Brandes, and Waterhouse,61 by Pattison,62 and by
Michaud.63 Figure 2.7 shows total emissivity values obtained by Sully et al
for various pure oxide ceramics and Fig. 2.8 corresponding values for alu
mina according to Pattison and Heilmann.64 In Figure 2.9, spectral and total
emissivities for various alumina bodies are compared, after Michaud;63 the
chemical compositions and densities of these bodies are given in Table 2.12.
Metal-ceramic Interactions. “The stability of refractories in contact
with different materials cannot be predicted with accuracy because the
amount of reaction, or attack, which occurs depends upon physical factors
as well as thermodynamic properties. It often is possible, therefore, to use
materials in contact with each other at high temperatures which thermo
dynamically are not stable.
* The true temperature is always higher than the brightness temperature obtained
from a pyrometer reading in this case. See Figure A2 for required corrections.
f See also Chapter 8 (p. 252) for data on high-temperature thermocouples.

Surface Temperature

Figure 2.8. Total emissivity of alumina at elevated temperatures. After Pattison,62
and Heilmann.64 (Coxirtesy British Ceramic Society.)

Figure 2.9. Spectral and total emissivities of alumina refractories. After Mi
chaud.63 (Courtesy Silicates Induslrieles, Brussels.)
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Table 2.12. Chemical Compositions of Refractories
Investigated by M. Michaud63
SiO2

R. A. 98
R. A. 360
R. A. 84
1194 S
Body “F”

8.63
12.00
18.90
2.7

A12O2
89.74
85.38
78.45
96.7
99.5

Fe2Oa
0.64
0.95
1.10

TiO2

CaO

MgO

Alkalies

Ignition
loss

0.24
0.35
0.36

0.56

0.14

0.74

0.12

Table 2.13. Temperatures at which Stability No Longer Exists in Surface
to-Surface Contact of Some Refractory Materials in Vacuum *

BeO
MgO
ZrO2
ThO2

C

w

Mo

ThO2

ZrO2

MgO

2300
1800
1600
2000

2000
2000
1600
2200

1900
1600
2200
1900

2100
2200
2200
—

1900
2000

1800

—

—

—

2000
2200

1800
1900
2100

2200

BeO

* After Johnson.67

“For general stability with metals at very high temperatures some of the
most refractory of the oxides may be listed in the following order of increas
ing reactivity: ThO2, BeO, ZrO2, A12O3, and MgO. This order does not
hold for all metals, by any means, and is completely changed for contact
with some nonmetallic materials. Thoria, beryllia, and zirconia, however,
not only have high chemical inertness but also have relatively low vapor
pressures at high temperatures, and they may be used in many applications,
particularly under vacuum, where other refractories fail.
*
“Johnson67 gives the tabulated data on the temperatures at which stabil
ity no longer exists in surface-to-surface contact of some refractory ma
terials in vacuum (0.1-0.5 micron) (Table 2.13).
“Mallett,! found fused silica (vitreous SiO2) to be superior to A12O3
and comparable to BeO in contact with carbon in a high vacuum (IO6
mm Hg) at about 1500°C. He rates the refractory oxides in the following
order of stability at 1700°C under these conditions: BeO, ThO2, MgO,
ZrO2, and A12O3. Fused silica cannot be used at 1700°C because it softens.
“Economos and Kingery68 give the relative degrees of reaction between
materials at 1800°C in an inert atmosphere as shown in Table 2.14.
“Although none of these refractories was satisfactory for containing
* Navias65 concludes from experiments with different insulating materials for
high-temperature hydrogen furnaces that zirconia insulation in contact with alumina
may only be used for lower temperatures than 1800°C, or for short lengths of time at
higher temperatures. Von Wartenberg and Reusch66 found a broad eutectic band at
about 1900°C in the system ZrO2-Al2O3 .
f M. W. Mallett, personal communication to P. D. Johnson.
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Table 2.14. Relative Degrees
at

Al2()3
BeO
MgO
ThO2
TiO2
ZrO2

1800°C

in an

of Reaction Between
Inert Atmosphere*

Materials

Mo

Ni

Nb

Ti

Zr

Be

Si

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A

A
BCD
AB
ABC
AC
AB

BC'
BC'
BC'D
AB
C'
BC'

BC'
B
C'
AB
C'
AB

BD
AB
BD
AB
C
AB

BD
BC
D
BC
—

D

A. Showed no physical alteration of the metal-ceramic interface.
B. Showed penetration along the grain boundaries and alteration of the oxide
phase.
C. Showed some corrosion of the oxide.
C'. Showed considerable corrosion of the oxide.
I). Formed a new phase at the interface.
* After Economos and Kingery.68

molten titanium, Brace69 rated Th()2, BeO , and AI2O3 in decreasing order
of stability in contact with molten titanium under vacuum but found all of
them to be far more reactive with titanium than was expected from calcu
lated oxygen dissociation pressures. (Fig. 2.10)
“At very high temperatures, the vapor pressures of some of the refrac
tory oxides become appreciable and may limit their usefulness. Magnesia,
for example, with a melting point of 2500°C cannot be used in vacuum at
temperatures above 1600-1700°C because of volatilization.67 Zinc oxide,
with a melting point of 1975°C, volatilizes readily at temperatures above
1700°C and decomposes at atmospheric pressure at 195O°C;70 tin oxide,
with a melting point over 1900°C, sublimes at about 1510°C. Very few data
on the vapor pressures of refractory oxides have been published, however.
“Mott71 estimated the relative volatilities* of some refractories at high
temperatures as shown in Table 2.15.
“Johnson67 studied the behavior of refractory oxides in vacuum (0.35
micron) and obtained comparative data on volatilization as indicated by
weight losses of the samples during firing (Table 2.16).
“Equations relating vapor pressure and temperature for some refractory
oxides are given herewith.”6 (Table 2.17)
Kieffer and Benesovsky77 have more recently reported on the stability of
the furnace heating elements molybdenum, tungsten, and tantalum in the
presence of graphite and various refractory oxides which are being used for
the construction of furnaces. Table 2.18 gives their tabulation. These data
assume physical contact of the respective materials. It has been demon* Determined by volatilizing these substances in an electric arc and observing the
distances from the arc at which their vapors condensed.
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Temperature, °C
2000 1300 900

25OOI5OOIIOO

Dissociation

700

500

300

pressures of metal oxides

Figure 2.10. Dissociation pressures of métal oxides. After Campbell.6 (Courtesy
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1956.)
Table 2.15. Relative Volatilities of Some
Refractories at High Temperatures.*
Material

BeO
MgO
CeO2
SiO2
A12O3
CaO
SrO

Temperatures of vaporization, °C

2400
1900
1875
1800
1750
1700
1600

* After Mott.71

strated by the present author by tests performed at the Sylvania Mountain
View Components Laboratory in 1958 that alumina will be reduced by
tantalum when heated in vacuo at temperatures on the order of 1000°C
while both materials are in contact with each other. A film of aluminum
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Table 2.16. Comparative Data on the Volatizatiox of
Refractory Oxides in Vacuum.*
Material

Temperature of appreciable volatility, °C

2300
2300
2100
1600

ThO2
ZrO2
BeO
MgO

* After Johnson

67

Table 2.17. Relations Between Vapor Pressure and Temperature
for Some Refractory Oxides.*
Material

Ref.

Temperature range, °K

logioPmm

ThO2
72
-3.71 X 104/T +
BeO
73
-3.22 X 104/T +
CaO
74
-2.74 X 104/T +
SrO
74
-3.07 X 104/T +
BaO
74
-1.97 X 104/T +
ALO 3
75
-2.732 X 104/T +
MgO
76
-2.732 X 104/T +
* From “High Temperature Technology,” I. E.
(Courtesy John Wiley & Sons, Ine., N. F.)

11.53
(2050-2250)
10.93
(2223-2423)
9.97
(1600-1750)
13.12
(1500-1650)
8.87
(1200-1500)
8.415
(2600-2900)
13.13
(1800-2200)
Campbell,11 Editor in Chief

Table 2.18. Stability of High-Temperature Heating Element
Materials towards Oxides and Furnace Parts* 77
Material

Molybdenum

Graphite...... . . Strong carbide formation beyond
l,200°C
ALO 3............ . . Up to l,900°C
BeO.............. . . Up to l,900°Cf
MgO............. .. Up to l,800°Ct

ZrOg.............. . . Up to l,900°Ct
(Strong molybdenum
evaporation)
ThO2............ . . Up to l,900°Ct
Sillimanite. . . . Up to about l,700°C
Firebrick. . . . . . Up to about 1,200°C
Magnesite
brick........
. . Up to about l,600°C

Tungsten

Tantalum

Strong carbide for- Strong carbide formamation beyond
tion beyond
1,400°C
1,000 °C
Up to l,900°C
Up to l,900°C
Up to 2,000°Ct
Up to l,600°C
Up to 2,000°Cf
Up to l,800°C
(Strong magnesia
evaporation)
Up to l,600°Cf
Up to l,600°C

Up to 2,200°Cf
Up to 1,900°C
Up to about l,700°C Up to about l,600°C
Up to about 1,200°C Up to about l,200°C

Up to about 1,600°C

Up to about l,500°C

* Courtesy Kennedy Press, Ltd.
t In vacuum of 10* Torr; under protective gas about 100-200°C lower tempera
tures.

is produced on the wall of a glass envelope in about one hour. Navias41 has
more recently shown that such a reaction takes place in the gaseous phase
and sets in at 1600°C without tantalum and sapphire being in contact with
each other. Tungsten does not show this reaction, as mentioned above.
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Fabrication of Raw Materials and Processing Techniques*

The fabrication of the raw materials into finished ware comprises a num
ber of steps which are critical in their influence on the quality of the end
product. The raw materials are first reduced to a powder of suitable particle
size distribution and freed of undesirable impurities. The critical amounts
of constituent powders are then intimately mixed, either in the dry or wet
state, and sufficient amounts of water, alcohol, organic or inorganic binder
added to produce the desired plasticity.79 A prolonged kneading process
generally achieves this objective. In mechanized operations, this process
is performed by a muller, which often removes occluded air at the same
time to obtain a denser body.80 In order to produce a desired object of a
given shape, one has recourse to one of three principal techniques which
are known as wet forming, slip casting, and dry pressing. These procedures
will now be briefly described.
Wet forming implies shaping the clay by hand, or with simple tools, on
the potter’s wheel, pressing it into a plaster of Paris mold in its wet condi
tion, at which time the cake usually contains about 25 per cent of water.
This may be done by rotating the mold on a potter’s wheel and pressing
the clay against its surface by means of a contour-shaping tool (jiggering).
The porous wall of the mold will then absorb some of the moisture of the
body and cause it to set dry and to shrink away from the mold. After
removal from the mold, the body is in the “green” state, and preliminary
oven-drying will make it “leather hard” and permit trimming to dimension
and removal of mold marks. Firing or “maturing” at the requisite tempera
ture for the proper duration (bisque-fire), and controlled cooling, will trans
form the body into a hard permanent form, after which it may then be
glazed and subjected to a second firing (glost-fire), if desired.
The extrusion of tubes, or cylinders, or rods, from dies is another wet
forming process. This may be done in auger machines or hydraulic
presses.81'85 During the firing or sintering of the body, substantial shrinkage
in volume occurs, depending on the composition and to some extent on the
shape of the body. Allowance must naturally be made for shrinkage when
shaping the body before firing. Common tolerances are established for
different body types. Finish grinding is necessary when closer tolerances
are required.
Slip-casting, or casting, of ceramics requires a creamlike fluidity of the
raw material. To obtain a uniform distribution of the components in the
suspension medium and maintain its colloidal nature, deflocculants, such
* A special summer program at MIT was devoted to this subject in July 1956, and
the presentations of some 20 experts were later published in book form after the fol
lowing paragraphs had been written. Professor Kingery’s “Ceramic Fabrication
Processes”78 is an indispensable text for anyone interested in this subject.
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as silicates of soda and soda ash, are added. The proper preparation of slip
is still an art which depends to a large extent on established formulas and
on the know-how of the operator. The water content of the slip varies from
23 to 40 per cent depending on composition. The slip is poured into a mold
of plaster of Paris, which takes up moisture from the slip and causes a solid
shell to form. The slip in the center is then poured out (drain casting), and,
after further drying, the mold is removed from the body, whereupon the
subsequent treatment is essentially the same as for wet-forming. The thick
ness of the body is controlled by the time allowed for the slip to stand in
the mold.86-87
Dry-pressing refers to the pressing of a relatively dry granular mass,
containing from 0.5 to 5 per cent water, in steel dies under considerable
pressure. The processes of drying and firing are again similar to those used
with wet forming.
IFet-pressing utilizes a paste-like consistency of the mixed raw materials
to which more water (15 per cent) and some organic binder such as starch
or flour paste has been added.
In dry- or wet-pressing by conventional presses, the pressure is applied
to the work primarily in a vertical direction, only from top and bottom, so
that greater densification takes place in the axial and lesser in the radial
direction; shrinkage on firing is therefore more pronounced in the radial
direction, leading to hour-glass shapes of an originally cylindrical body. A
similar condition prevails with extrusion.
Isostatic pressing of dry powders refers to the compacting of powders in
rubber molds. These molds are immersed in a liquid to which hydrostatic
pressure is applied, so that a uniform compressive force acts on the mold
from all sides and uniform densification of the body results in the green
stage.88,89 Shrinkage on firing is correspondingly uniform and closer toler
ances of the finished product can be achieved without the need for finish
grinding.90
Injection molding consists of combining the ceramic powder with a tem
porary plastic binder, molding the heated and soft mass, and burning out
the binder before sintering.91
Firing. The ceramist refers to the temperature ranges in which the vari
ous ceramic bodies mature in terms of cone numbers. A cone is a trihedral
pyramid made of a mixture of materials such as are used in the classical
whiteware bodies described in Table 2.1; the cones thus behave similarly
in a thermochemical sense and provide useful pyrometric guides for the
proper firing of ceramics in terms of time and temperature. ASTM Speci
fication C-24-46 covers the details of preparation, the technique for mount
ing the cones, and the definition of the pyrometric cone equivalent (P.C.E.),
based on the work of Fairchild and Peters92 and tentative revisions of the
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1946 Standard in 1955. In the case of refractories, the pyrometric cone
equivalent is the number of that standard pyrometric cone whose tip would
touch the supporting plaque
*
simultaneously with the cone of the material
being investigated when tested in accordance with the standard method of
test for pyrometric cone equivalent of refractory materials of the American
Society For Testing Materials. The characteristics of pyrometric cones are
given in Table 2.19, but it is to be noted that the equivalent temperatures
given are only approximate values which apply for the heating rate of
150°C per hour for cones 022-37, 100°C per hour for cone 38 and 600°C
per hour for cones 39-42. The temperatures do not apply to the slower rates
of heating common in commercial firing, and the use of refractory mate
rials. f
The great importance of carefully controlling the firing temperature for
various ceramic bodies has been emphasized on preceding pages. The cor
rect choice of the maturing temperature and the time for which the body
is held at this temperature determine to a large extent the microstructure
of the resulting body, the absence of voids, and the density of the part.
Janssen and Rigterink94 have demonstrated that holding the fired density
to very close tolerances ensures optimum performance of ceramics in micro
wave communication equipment and components. Centerless-ground
steatite rods for the support of helices in travelling-wave tubes, to give
an example, were required not to deviate by more than ±0.02 from the
nominal value of their fired density in order to get uniform adherence of
the glaze by which the helix turns are attached to the rods.
Fired ceramic bodies can be markedly affected in their physical properties
by a post-firing treatment followed by exposure to an air blast at room
temperature. Such a treatment is similar in principle to the tempering of
glass which results in a great increase of its strength by virtue of the com
pression strain thus imparted to its surface. Hummel and Lowery95 have
demonstrated that the transverse strength of compacts of lead bisilicate
and alumina can be almost doubled by the use of a quench technique simi
lar to that employed by the glass industry. Rawson96 has shown that the
tangent of the loss angle, measured at a frequency of 30,000 Me, can be
materially reduced when a number of ceramic bodies, such as low-loss
steatite, forsterite, and wollastonite, were subjected to an arbitrary heat
treatment at 1000°C for 60 hours followed by rapid cooling. Smoke and
Koenig97 have more recently described the effects of “thermal condition* Freke93 has described a method whereby the contact of the sagged tip with the
base is indicated electrically, thus making for a more accurate determination of the
softening point.
f Cones 022 to 11 are not listed in the ASTM Standard but still appear in the liter
ature and are thus included for reference.
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Table 2.19. Pyrometric Cone Equivalents (PCE)92
End point for heating
rate 150°C/hr

Cone no.

022
021
020
019
018
017
016
015
014
013
012
011
010
09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

End point for heating
rate 150°C/hr
Gone no.

°C

°F

605
615
650
660
720
770
795
805
830
860
875
905
895
930
950
990
1015
1040
1060
1115
1125
1145
1160
1165
1170
1190
1205
1230
1250
1260
1285
1305
1325
1337

1121
1139
1202
1220
1328
1418
1463
1481
1526
1580
1607
1661
1643
1706
1742
1814
1859
1904
1940
2039
2057
2093
2120
2129
2138
2174
2201
2246
2282
2300
2345
2381
2417
2439

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
26
27
28
29
30
31
311/
32
32^
33
34
35
36
37

°C

°F

1349
1398
1430
1491
1512
1522
1541
1564
1605
1621
1640
1646
1659
1665
1683
1699
1717
1724
1743
1763
1785
1804
1820

2460
2548
2606
2716
2754
2772
2806
2847
2921
2950
2984
2995
3018
3029
3061
3090
3123
3135
3169
3205
3245
3279
3308
—
100°C/hr

38

3335

1835
600 Ohr

39
40
41
42

1865
1885
1970
2015

3389
3425
3578
3659

ing” on the transverse strength, impact strength, and modulus of elasticity
for a number of hydraulically extruded specimens of steatite, mullite, and
alumina in the form of one-half-inch-diameter rods six inches long. The
specimens were heated at a rate of 260°C per hour to a temperature within
100 to 425°C of their maturing temperature, maintained at this temperature
for one-half hour and then exposed to a blast of room temperature air.
Table 2.20 is taken from their report and indicates the very substantial
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Table 2.20. Effect of Thermal Conditioning on Modulus of
Rupture and Impact Strength37
Impact strength

Modulus of rupture

Type of body

Steatite
Mullite
Alumina
original
surface
Alumina
centerless
ground

As
received
MOR
(psi)

Thermal
condi
%
tioned increase
MOR
(psi)

Quench temp.

°F

°C

Quench temp.

Ther
As
received mal con
%
ditioned
(in.-lb/
increase
(in.-lb/
in.2)
in.2)

°F

°C

17000
18700
35100

20600
27700
47800

21.0
48.5
36.2

1900
2640
2400

1038
1449
1315

22.5
21 .4
29.3

23.1
32.1
38.2

2.6
50.0
30.4

1700
2640
2400

927
1449
1315

21900

42500

94.1

2200

1205

26.6

39.8

47.7

2200

1205

Table 2.21. Effect of Thermal Conditioning on HighAlumina Bodies vs. Alumina Content97
AhOs

Modulus of rupture (psi)
as received
thermal-conditioned
increase (%)
Impact strength (in.-lb/in.2)
as received
thermal-conditioned
increase (%)

85%

95%

30,800
52,400
70

31,900
67,400
11

30.0
42.0
40

38.0
46.4
22

increase obtained for the modulus of rupture and the impact strength of a
number of ceramic bodies. It was also found that the impact resistance of
alumina rods was decreased by centerless grinding, and that thermal con
ditioning increased the values up to 48 per cent above the “as-received”
value. 95-per cent alumina rods showed a greater increase in modulus of
rupture and impact strength on thermal conditioning than did 85-percent
alumina rods as shown in Table 2.21.
Glazing. Glazing of ceramic ware may serve to seal the pores, to provide
impermeability to gases on less dense bodies, reduce water absorption and
thus increase volume resistivity (although the surface resistivity may be
decreased), or just add luster and color. Glazes are also used to increase
the mechanical strength of ceramics. For this purpose the thermal expansion
coefficient of the glaze is chosen to be less than that of the body to which it
is applied so that the glaze is in a state of compression. This compression
must not be excessive; otherwise “chipping” or “peeling” will occur. In
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the opposite case, with the glaze having a higher expansion than the body,
it will be in tension and tend to develop numerous cracks (crazing). Varia
tions in glaze fit can affect the mechanical strength of porcelain by 300 to
400 per cent.98’ 99 Self-glazing bodies (cordierites) have also been developed.
“For best results in thermal shock tests, the glaze should be in slight com
pression rather than in tension. Provided the glaze has the proper pyro
chemical bonding, the very thin layer of glaze will exert enough bonding
strength to the body to enable it to pass heat shock tests that the body
could not pass without its help.”100
The various steps involved in the production of electronic ceramics, par
ticularly ferrites, have recently been critically reviewed by Economos101
who says: “There is still considerable inertia in the industry which keeps
it from discarding some of the older methods. Present difficulties show the
necessity for employing newer and even novel techniques without regard
to what is the generally accepted practice.” Some of these newer techniques
are then briefly described and should be of interest to the reader of this
chapter.
Die Construction and Design Considerations

“To form the simplest article, the die consists of a stationary block, or
die case, with a movable top and bottom punch. A solid article, round or
square in cross-section, as the requirements may be, needs these three parts.
If holes are required, stationary pins are added running up through the
bottom punch and into the top punch. If several steps in thickness are
required in an article, this necessitates moving parts within the bottom
punch to distribute the pressure evenly to the various thicknesses. The
cross-section of the die case and the punches are shaped to the design re
quired by the customer, allowing for the shrinkage of the body in the firing
operation. The finest die steels are used and the various die parts are ma
chined and polished to a high degree of accuracy.”100'102
Figure 2.11, gives in diagrammatic form the basic die components which
arc generally incorporated in a commercial tabletting machine, or press.
The abrasive nature of ceramics will lead to rapid wear of ordinary tool
steel, hardened to a Rockwell “C” hardness of 58 to 60, so that only 100
to 200 parts can be pressed before the ceramics show objectionable fins
and laminations on ejection from the die. Figure 2.12, illustrates the wear
of poor quality dies, taking the form of an enlargement of the die cavity,
so that the pressed part must be forced through a narrower channel on
ejection. The use of “Carboloy” or tungsten carbide for the die and punches
reduces the degree of wear to a considerable extent so that many thousands
of parts can be pressed before any wear is noticeable.90 Die and punch faces
should be given a mirror finish and the clearance between them kept to a
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Figure 2.11. Ceramic die. After Reimann.90 (Courtesy Power Tube Department,
General Electric Company.)
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Poor condition

Die, punch, core rod assembly.

Figure 2.12. Illustration of the wear of poor-quality ceramic dies. After Reimann.90
(Courtesy Power Tube Department, General Electric. Company.)

minimum, usually about 0.001 in. Excessively tight fit will prevent the
escape of air from the die area and make satisfactory press operation im
possible. The close fits required in the engaged position can naturally be
relieved in the remainder of the assembly.
The available depth to which an available press can be filled limits the
maximum length of the part that can be produced in such a press. Most
commercial presses permit a range from f/fG in- t° 4 in. for depth of fill.
Since the compression ratio of most ceramic powders is 2.5:1, the maximum
length of the unfired, pressed part is of the order of 1.5 in. Gleason100 has
compiled a few suggestions to the prospective purchaser of die-pressed
parts which may aid in the intelligent design of ceramic parts and facilitate
their economical manufacture.*
(1) “Give the ceramic supplier full information as to the size of parts
that fit into or around the ceramic. Whenever possible, the supplier should
be furnished with a sample assembly so that the economical design may
be checked. Usually, the metal stamping dies are cheaper than the steatitepressing dies and can be altered more easily.
(2) “Always allow as liberal toleral tolerances as possible. It may seem
paradoxical that the ceramic manufacturer boasts of his ability to hold ex
acting tolerances and then asks for broad tolerances, but it reduces to this:
The supplier can furnish ceramics to close tolerances; but when they are
* Reproduced with the permission of the editor of the Journal of the British Insti
tution of Radio Engineers.
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more restrictive than ordinary commercial tolerances, he must resort to
costly individual gauging.
(3) “Bevelled edges are very helpful. As the die parts wear, the material
crowds into the resulting crevice between punch and block and forms a fin
or flash on the ceramic. Where a bevel is allowed, the supplier will profile
his punch faces and the ceramic will be neater and the dies last longer.
(4) “Bosses, counterbores, or depressions should be kept as low or shal
low as possible, and their walls should be tapered about three degrees.
(5) “The number of different levels should be kept at a minimum.
(6) “Wall thickness between the edge of the ceramic and holes or de
pressions should be as substantial as possible, else cracks will have a tend
ency to result.
(7) “Avoid very small pins, and all designs that necessitate dies of weak
construction.
(8) “Holes can only be pressed-in when parallel to the axis of pressing.
Other holes must be drilled into the article individually after pressing.
(9) “Pressed ceramics should not be too long in direction of pressing.
They will have a tendency to have a center section smaller than the ends.
(10) “Thin sections, no matter where, should be avoided. They tend to
crack, warp, or blister, thus making the ceramic hard to control.
(11) “Bosses should be used wherever flat, ground, parallel surfaces are
required, thus keeping the ground area at a minimum.
(12) “Threads of tapped holes cannot be pressed in. Unless special
binders are used, the pressed ceramic crumbles to some extent in the tap
ping operation, especially with fine pitches; so a thread as large and coarse
as possible should be chosen. If the screw must enter the ceramic quite a
distance, it would be advisable to counterbore a fraction of the hole so that
any variation in firing shrinkage and its accompanying variation in pitch
will still allow the screw to enter. Holes tapped into a ceramic perpendicu
lar to the pressing axis will invariably fire out oval-shaped.”
Precision Ceramics. A plea was made in the previous paragraph to
design ceramic parts with as liberal tolerances as are possible within the
limitations imposed by the use of the part. This request still holds for the
regular run of commercial ceramics which can be made on a large scale to
tolerances of about ±0.005 in. for dimensions up to 0.5 in. and ±1 per
cent on larger dimensions. Unfortunately, these tolerances are far too wide
for parts to be used in electron tubes in which critical spacings of the order
of a fraction of a thousandth of an inch rely on the critical dimensions of
the part. The producers of commercial ceramics will furnish parts for such
tolerances by resorting to finish-grinding on diamond wheels.
Such finish-grinding operations can be performed fairly easily on flat
surfaces or round corners, but they become next to impossible, or prohibi-
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lively costly, when complex shapes such as undercuts and ridges are to be
controlled to close dimensions of the order of less than one thousandth of
an inch. Several electron tube manufacturers have established their own
ceramics division in recent years in order to produce ceramic products of
greater uniformity in characteristics and they have also learned to produce
fired parts to close tolerances without the need of finish grinding. By these
carefully controlled techniques it has been possible to produce parts in
the laboratory with minimum tolerances of ±0.0025 in. on dimensions up
to 0.5 in. and ±0.5 per cent on larger dimensions. Some very small parts
have been made to within 0.25 mil on the fired dimensions.
It is claimed by a number of workers in this field that objectionable
strains are imparted to the ceramics by the process of finish grinding. Other
laboratories have gone to great length in improving the grinding techniques,
the machinery and fixtures employed, and the kind of abrasives used,
thereby producing parts to close tolerances without any obvious harmful
effects of the grinding operation.103 High-alumina bodies, in particular, have
enough inherent strength to be able to withstand a certain degree of weaken
ing without harm, but steatites and zircon may well be seriously harmed
by grinding.104
Similar precautions must be taken in cleaning ceramics. Air firing is
adequate in many cases and avoids the danger of cleaning agents either
attacking the skin in which strength resides (like in glass), or becoming
absorbed in pores from which they may be difficult to remove. Cleaning
with nitric acid has been found to be definitely harmful, and alkaline rinses
are preferable. Etching ceramics by ion bombardment has been described
by Bierlein, Newkirk, and Mastel106 and may well be used for cleaning in
critical applications.
“Pyroceram”* (Glass Ceramics). The high cost involved in preparing
conventional ceramics to close tolerances may well be avoided by using a
new material which was announced by the Corning Glass Works of Corning,
New York in May, 1957. Under the leadership of Dr. S. D. Stookey, the
originator of “Photoceram,” a process was developed by which a specially
prepared glass can be converted into a crystalline ceramic by heat treat
ment at about 1250°C. In order to bring about this transformation, suitable
crystal seeds are incorporated into the glass and result in a very fine-grained
structure where crystallites are less than 400 AU in size as compared with
one to two microns for conventional ceramics. The glass is melted in plati
num-lined containers and can be fabricated into desired shapes by the
conventional processes of molding and casting. The conversion into the
crystalline state after the glass has solidified entails a shrinkage in linear
* Trade mark, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
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dimensions of the order of one to two per cent while the corresponding
shrinkage on firing of ceramic bodies is as much as 15 per cent and fre
quently not uniform in different directions. There is thus hope that intri
cate shapes made of Pyroceram can be produced on a large scale much
more economically because finishing operations such as diamond grinding
will not be necessary.
“While more than 400 types of Pyroceram have been experimentally
melted, only four have been fully investigated and melted in pilot runs to
date. Two of them, Pyroceram Code numbers 9607 and 9608, are handled
and formed in their glassy state similar to borosilicate glass. They can be
formed by conventional glass-forming methods, i.e., blowing, drawing,
pressing, and rolling.
“The two other Pyroceram materials, Code numbers 9605 and 9606, are
very fluid at high temperatures, and can most easily be formed by centrifu
gal casting. Experiments indicate that these latter two Pyroceram materials
lend themselves to forming by investment casting techniques. Pilot runs
indicate that all four of these new materials are adaptable to mass produc
tion techniques.”106
Table 2.22 is a reproduction of a table issued by Corning Glass Works
describing the properties of the four different types of “Pyroceram” and
comparing these with the properties of various glasses, ceramics, and metals.
It is apparent that the two types of “Pyroceram,” numbers 9605 and 9606,
are able to compete with conventional high-alumina bodies on the basis of
their superior dielectric properties at high temperature and their exceed
ingly high resistance to thermal shock (Table 2.23). The other two types
of Pyroceram, i.e., numbers 9607 and 9608 have electric characteristics
about equivalent to those of lime glass and will find applications in areas
where dielectric losses are not critical.
The thermal expansion coefficients of “Pyroceram” materials can be
varied over a wide range, from slightly negative to 200 X 10 7 per "C.
Bodies with expansion coefficients from 90 to 100 are under development
to make them suitable for seals to stainless steels. It must be added, how
ever, that so far the problem of metallizing “Pyroceram” has not been
solved, but solderglass seals arc possible and some seals with zirconium
hydride as a bonding agent have been made at the Westinghouse Tube
Plant at Elmira where the suitability of “Pyroceram” for magnetron output
windows is under investigation and studies to use “Pyroceram” for small
high-temperature receiving-tube envelopes are underway.
Ductile Ceramics

Ceramics are customarily considered to be materials which show brittle
fracture when a tensile load exceeds the cohesive forces of neighboring

Table 2.22. Comparison

of

Properties

of

Pyroceram, Glass,

Pyroceram

Specific gravity (25°C)
Water absorption (%)
Gas permeability

and

Ceramic*
Ceramic

Glass

9605

9606

9607

9608

Fused sil
ica 7940

Vycor
7900

Pyrex
7740

Lime
glass 0080

High-purity
alumina
(93%+)

Steatites
MgO-SiO2

Forsterite
2MgO-SiO2

2.62
0.00
0

2.61
0.00
0

2.40
0.00
0

2.50
0.00
0

2.20
0.00
0

2.18
0.00
0

2.23
0.00
0

2.47
0.00
0

3.6
0.00
0

2.65 to 2.92
0 to 0.03
—

2.8
0 to 0.01
0

1350
0.185
0.230
0.0100

1260
0.185
0.230
0.0087

1250
0.190
0.235
0.0047

1584
0.176
0.223
0.0028

1500
0.178
0.224
—

820
0.186
0.233
0.0026

696
0.200
0.235
—

4 to 20<2)

5.5

8.

32.

92.

10.2
0.24
—

Thermal

Softening temp. ("Cp)
Specific heat (25°C)
Specific heat mean (25-400°C)
Thermal conductivity (cgs) 25°C
mean temp.
Linear coeff. of thermal expansion
X 10^ (25-300°C)

14

57

19.8
—

17.3
0.245
20.

12.5
0.25
16 to 23

10.5
0.17
—

9.6
0.17
5 to 9

9.5
0.20
6 to 10

720.

698.
619.

703.
588.

—
—

532
477

481
442

—
—

(6.1)
(6.3)
—
(6.1)
(6.1)
(6.1)
(0.0017)
(0.014)
—
(0.0002)
(0.0008)
(0.0025)
(0.010)
(0.078)
—
(0.001)
(0.005)
(0.015)

5.58
5.60
8.80
5.45
5.51
5.53
0.0015
0.0154
—
0.00033
0.00075
0.00152
0.008
0.086
—
0.002
0.004
0.008

6.78
—
—
6.54
6.65
6.78
0.0030
—
—
0.0068
0.0115
0.040
0.02
—
—
0.045
0.077
0.27

3.78
—
—
3.78
3.78
3.78

3.8
3.9
—
3.8
—
0.0005
0.0042
—
0.0009
—
—
0.0019
0.0164
—
0.0036
—
—

4.6
5.9
—.
4.5
—
—
0.0046
0.0130
—
0.0085
—
—
0.0212
0.0566
—
0.0282
—.
—

7.2
—
—
6.71
—
—
0.009
—
—
0.017
—
—
0.065
—
—_
0.114
—
—

9.7
8.1

8.1
6.6

6.4
5.1

—7

1700
1349
—
0.181
__
0.241
0.052 to 0.058 0.0062 to 0.0065
73 (20 to
500°C)

81.5 to 99.
(20 to 500°C)

1349
—
—
0.010

99.
(20 to 500°C)

Mechanical

—
20.«)

—
—
19.(3)

—
—

—.
—

8.81
—
9.03
8.79
—
9.03
0.00035
—
0.012
0.0015
—
0.0021
0.0031
—
0.108
0.0132
—
0.019

5.9
—
—
5.8
—
__
0.0013
—
—
0.0014
—
—
0.0077
—
—
0.0082
—
—

6.3
—
—
5.8
—
—
0.0003
—
—
0.0010
—
—
0.0019
—
—
0.0058
—
—

14.0 (100°C)
12.95 (300°C)

14. (20°C)
—

14. (20°C)
—

40.
0.32
40 to 50'3)
1880
1530

15.

Electrical

25°C
300°C
500°C
10 KMC 25°C
300°C
500°C
Dissipation factor— 1 MC
25°C
300°C
500°C
10 KMC 25°C
300°C
500°C
Loss factor—
1 MC
25°C
300°C
500°C
10 KMC 25°C
300°C
500°C
Volume resistivity Log 10 (ohmcm)
250°C
350°C
Dielectric constant—1 MC

10.1
8.7

10.
8.6

—
—

8.1
6.8

12.0
9.7

—
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Modulus of elasticity X 10“6 (psi)
Poisson’s ratio
Modulus of rupture (abraded) X
10-3 (psi)
Hardness: Knoop 100 gm
500 gm

.

Notes:

,

(1) Softening temperature; method of evaluation, a. Pyroceram: comparable to ASTM C 24-46. b. Glass: ASTM C 338-54T. c. Ceramics: ASTM C 24-46.
(2) Expansion coefficients depend on heat treatment.
(3) Unabraded values.

to
i—»

* Courtesy Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York: Bulletin on Pyroceram (May 1957) and PY-3 (1959).
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Table 2.23. Thermal Stress Resistance Factor R" For Various
Materials Calculated from Published Values for K, a, T, and E

(After Priest and Ruth Talcott™)
Material

Beryllium oxide
Fused silica
Pyroceram 9605
Sapphire (Linde)
Coors A1200
Zircon (Coors Z1 4)
Pyroceram 9606
Aluminosilicate glass
(Corning 1723)
Steatite (Alsimag 228)
Forsterite (Alsimag 243)
Soda-lime-silica glass
Fireclay

K
C.G.S.

a

X IO-3

T
p.s.i.

E
p.s.i. X IO-6

R" =
KT/aE

0.53
0.004
0.01
0.065
0.05
0.009
0.007
0.005*

9.0
0.5
1.4
6.7
6.7
3.36
5.7
4.6

10,000
15,500
20,000*
35,000
26,000
11,500
20,000*
10,000

40.0
10.9
20.0
50.0
40.2
19.4
18.0
6-13

14.7
11 .4
7.0*
6.8
4.8
1 .6
1.36*
1.1*

0.006
0.008
0.004
0.0027

6.4
9.1
9.0
5.5

10,000
10,000
10,000
750

10*
10*
9.5
2.3

0.94*
0.88*
0.47
0.16

* Estimated values.
The thermal stress resistance factor

is a simplified form of the formula

_ KT(1 - M)
aE
where :
K =
T =
E =
=
a =

the thermal conductivity.
the tensile strength.
the modulus of elasticity.
Poisson’s ratio.
the coefficient of thermal expansion.

lattice planes; deformation, or plastic flow, is thus normally not observed
prior to fracture. Another class of materials usually considered to be brittle
are ionic solids, such as sodium chloride and potassium chloride and other
cubic crystals. It has been shown, however, that such crystalline solids can
exhibit ductility when freshly cleaved in air, or when cleaved while sub
merged in a suitable liquid, which excludes access of oxygen and nitrogen
to the crystal surface. This earlier work by a number of investigators, not
ably Joffe and Stepanov, has been extended more recently by Gorum,
Parker, and Task107 at the University of California at Berkeley to cover
ceramic bodies, such as magnesium oxide, which, when freshly cleaved, show
considerable ductility. This work is still in progress, and a full understand
ing of the factors which cause brittleness under ordinary conditions has not
been gained as yet. The degree of purity of the material, apart from afore
mentioned environmental conditions, seems to be a determining factor.
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CHAPTER 3

MICA
Introduction

The universal use of mica spacers for the relative positioning of the ele
ments of the internal tube structure, and their insulation from each other,
has made mica nearly as indispensable for the mass production of receiving
tubes as glass which is used for their envelopes. While ceramic spacers were
used by some few manufacturers as long as 20 years ago, this practice could
not survive for economic reasons because ceramic parts are of necessity
more costly and, in days gone by, could not be produced in quantity to the
accuracy required. Natural mica is thus being used for spacers in all massproduced receiving-type tubes. ASTM Specifications* for grading and test
ing of mica and mica products are listed in Table 3.1.
Mineralogy. “Mica is found in all parts of the world, but commercially
important deposits occur in India, Madagascar, the United States, Canada,
South America, South Africa, and the U.S.S.R. The useful varieties are
complex silicates:
Muscovite (white mica).............................. KA12(OH)2(AlSi3Oio)
Phlogopite (amber mica).............................KMg3(OH)2(AlSi3On)
“Part of the aluminum of muscovite has been replaced by magnesium
in phlogopite. About 4 % water of constitution occurs in the molecule, and
other atoms, notably fluorine, are often included in the structure. These
complex silicates may be considered as polymers based on (Si2O6)2- chains
in which partial replacement of silicon by aluminum has occurred. The
chains are cross-linked laterally by extensive sharing of oxygen, producing
plane-polymerized layers, with weak bonding between layers through potas
sium ions. This structure permits cleavage of crystals into very thin laminae.
“Muscovite occurs in pegmatite veins (usually associated with feldspar)
and is also common in metamorphic rocks such as gneiss and schist. Phlogo
pite is found in crystalline limestones, dolomites, and schists. Both micas
form monoclinic prismatic crystals and possess excellent basal cleavage. In
sheets at least 0.030 in. thick, micas show marked color; muscovite may be
clear, green, yellow brown, or ruby, while phlogopite appears amber, brown,
or ruby. Stains or spots in mica may be harmful if they are red or black;
this indicates iron or manganese oxide, which impairs the dielectric proper* American Society For Testing Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. Re
prints of these specifications can be obtained for a very nominal fee; users of mica
should have copies on file. For general information on mica see references 1-7.
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Table 3.1. ASTM Specifications for Grading
of Mica and Mica Products

and

Testing

D 351-57T Natural muscovite mica, based on visual quality.
D 352-56T Testing pasted mica, used in electrical insulation.
P 652-51
Measuring mica stampings, used in electronic devices and incandes
cent lamps.
D 748-54T Natural block mica and mica films, suitable for use in fixed mica-dielec
tric capacitors.
D 1039-58 Glass-bonded mica, used as electrical insulation.
D 1082-54 Power factor and dielectric constant of natural mica.
D 149-55
Tentative methods of tests for dielectric breakdown voltage and di
electric strength of electrical insulating materials at commerical power
frequencies.

ties. Yellow and green stains are clay or vegetable matter and affect only
the clarity. Muscovite mica is somewhat harder than phlogopite, but the
latter withstands exposure to higher temperature before losing the water
of constitution. When this happens, both varieties turn silvery white and
lose their physical strength. Both are chemically inert and unaffected by
water, solvents, alkalies, and acids (except hydrofluoric and sulfuric). They
are vulnerable to oil, however, which works its way into the laminae and
separates them.”7
Mining and Preparation. “Mica-bearing rock is blasted, and the crys
tals are removed by hand from the adhering material and then separated
into two groups according to size. Pieces with a laminar area smaller than
1 sq. in. are set aside as scrap for grinding; the remainder are delaminated
into pieces 0.007 to 0.040 in. thick and further separated. Punch and circle
mica is that from which circles up to 2 in. in diameter can be punched.
The balance is further trimmed of edge imperfections and graded by size
and quality. It is then ready for sale as block or film mica, depending on
thickness, or for separation into splittings ranging in thickness from 0.0006
to 0.0012 in.
“Splittings of various sizes are made by hand. Successive laminae are
peeled off a block by inserting a pointed knife tip into the edge of the crys
tal. This process is established as a large-scale home industry in several
sections of India, the major source of supply for the American electrical
industry. While domestic muscovite mica is of suitable quality, the cost of
splittings prepared in the United States would be much higher than that
of the imported material. Mica-splitting machines have been developed
over the past years, but none has come into successful commercial operation.
“The larger sizes of splittings are prepared in “book” form—each one
being the same shape and size as the block from which it was split. A book
may have 10 to 30 splittings. Small splittings are usually “loose,” each one
being of different size and shape.”7
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Fabrication. “Each mica pattern or part requires a special precision
die to produce clean-edged parts, free from burrs, delaminations, and cracks.
This die, even for the .simplest design, must be made of special steel, and
requires expert tool-making and precision equipment in its manufacture.
A new die is required not only for each change in pattern, but also for each
change in thickness. For instance, a die which has been designed to stamp
out condenser films 3 mils thick cannot be used for films 1.2 mils thick; of
course, the reverse is also true. Mica dies are so highly specialized in their
design and construction that ordinary tool-making experience is insufficient
to make a die capable of producing parts accurately and in satisfactory
quantities.
“The physical characteristics of mica make it impractical to have toler
ances less than 0.0005 in. The cost decreases as the tolerance increases. Since
a mica die cannot be lubricated and mica must be punched dry, dust par
ticles and mica flakes tend to distort the holes that have been punched,
and, therefore, make inspection difficult for closer tolerances. Several
punched parts must be checked in order to arrive at a satisfactory average
reading.
“Holes in sheet metal may be pierced and other operations performed
before the blanks are cut, but not so with mica, which comes in individual
pieces. For this reason, compound dies must be used for fabricating the
mica patterns. A compound die punches the outside shape and all the inside
holes with one stroke of the press.
“Since the design of the die has direct bearing on the cost of the fabri
cated part, it is recommended that either a mica fabricator or a mica diemaker be consulted before designs are adopted. The limitations of the
material necessitate that certain factors in design be considered by die en
gineers. Although, for the most part, problems of design vary with each
pattern, there are certain rules that should apply to all designs.
“One rule is that the maximum thickness should not exceed 50 per cent
of the diameter of the smallest hole. Holes cannot be placed too close to
the; outside edge because the material will break down through cracking
and delamination. The distance, however, depends on the thickness of the
mica and the size of the hole. The minimum wall, either between the hole
and the edge of the blank, or between two holes, should be 80 to 100 mils
for condenser films, and on other parts not less than 20 to 25 mils.”6
Physical Properties. While mineralogists recognize eight distinct species
of pure mica, only five of these are commercially important, of which the
two mentioned above are being used in the electronic industry.1 For spacers
in electron tubes, muscovite has been used almost exclusively, and users
have come to look upon India ruby mica as the most desirable grade, al-
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Table 3.2. Properties of Natural Mica“
Property

Muscovite

Specific gravity
2.6-3.2
Hardness, Mohs scale
2.8-3.2
Modulus of elasticity, psi (10 mils thick)
25 X 10s
Coefficient of thermal expansion per °C
3.6 X 10“5
Specific heat
0.207
Water of constitution, %
4.5
Dehydration temp, °C
625
Refractive index
1.56-1.60
Optic axial angle, degrees
50-75
Permittivity
6.5-8.7
Volume resistivity, megohms per cu. cm.
2 X 107-1 X 1011
Dielectric strength in air, volts per mil (1-3
mils thick)
3,000-6,000
Power factor
0.0001- 0.0004
* Somewhat less than for muscovite.

Phlogopite

2.6-3.2
2.5-3.0
25 X 10s
5.5 X 10“2
0.207
3
1000
1.58-1.61
5-25
5-6
*

3,000-4,200
0.004-0.07

though Brazilian muscovite is of equal quality and therefore coming into
steadily increasing use.
Phlogopite, or amber mica, is mainly imported from Madagascar and
Canada. Its chief uses are for domestic and industrial heating appliances.
The physical properties of muscovite and phlogopite are compared in
Table 3.2.6 Phlogopite stands out by its higher heat resistance but its di
electric properties are inferior to those of muscovite.
H. S. Endicott and G. E. Ledges of the General Electric Company Engi
neering Laboratories* recently discovered that certain naturally occurring
micas could have their high-temperature electrical properties considerably
improved by appropriate heat treatments. The majority of micas crumble
when heated above 500 or 600°C, as combined water is released from within
the lattice structure. Certain domestic micas (Canadian phlogopite) were
not subject to such disintegration when heated for 4 hrs at 1000°C. The
low-frequency resistivity of the material was increased by such heat treat
ment. At 500°C, the resistivity of the baked material was found to be four
times that of the unbaked material. Capacitors have been produced which
will operate successfully at temperatures as high as 800°C. This process
should be of considerable interest for application in electron tubes.
Earlier investigators concluded that muscovite and phlogopite micas
withstand heating between 400 and 600°C without appreciable change in
their characteristics. Hidnert and Dickson2 find that this statement is essen* General Electric Company Press Release No. 6, September 10, 1956. See also
Electronics, Oct. 1956, p. 10. This work was performed on a subcontract under a
prime Air Force Contract for the Electronic Components Laboratory of the Wright
Air Development Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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tially true for muscovite mica, but that appreciable changes in physical
characteristics occurred when some samples of phlogopite were heated to
600°C. Powell and Griffiths8 investigated the thermal conductivity of some
muscovite and phlogopite micas up to 600°C. However, Canadian and
Madagascan phlogopite micas indicated a pronounced decrease in thermal
conductivity between 150 and 250°C, which was only partially reversible
on cooling. Hidnert and Dickson9 also investigated the effect of heat treat
ment on the power factor of mica and report as follows:
“The power factors of nearly all specimens of muscovite mica from Brazil
and Guatemala were slightly greater at 100 kc than at 1,000 kc. The power
factor of each specimen of phlogopite mica was considerably greater at 100
kc than at 1,000 kc. The power factors of the samples of phlogopite mica
from Madagascar and Mozambique are considerably larger than the power
factors of the samples of muscovite mica from Brazil and Guatemala. Heat
ing the samples of phlogopite and muscovite micas to 600°C, with or with
out a load on each sample, caused considerable increases in the power fac
tors of the phlogopite micas and only slight changes in the power factors of
the muscovite micas. The power factors of the phlogopite mica from Mada
gascar which was heat-treated without a load, are less than the power fac
tors of this mica heat-treated with a load. However, the power factors of
the phlogopite mica from Mozambique heat-treated without a load are
considerably greater than the power factors of this mica heat-treated with
a load.”
Roy10 studied the effect of various heat-treating cycles on the weight loss
of four species of mica which were pulverized and then decomposed by
heat, water vapor under pressure, and electrodialysis. Figure 3.1 shows
the weight loss of pulverized muscovite (80 per cent passing through a 200mesh sieve) as a function of the heating time when exposed in a platinum
crucible in air to the various temperatures indicated on the curves. It is
apparent that dehydration at 450°C continues even after 100 hours and
that only a heat treatment at 1050°C brings about total water loss in one
hour. This observation must be correlated with the fact that the mica
lattice breaks down between 940 and 980°C.n If the temperature is kept
below 940°C, no phase change occurs, and the dehydration consists en
tirely of the expulsion of the hydroxyl ions. A baking treatment at about
900°C is thus indicated as most effective, but for tube applications it is gen
eral practice not to exceed 600°C.
The gas evolved by mica of unspecified origin was analyzed with the aid
of the omegatron spectrometer at very low pressures and elevated tempera
tures by Wagener and Marth.12 Table 3.3 gives their results.
Sudden heat shock is likely to affect the mica structure adversely, and the
effect of heat treatment on the physical characteristics, such as thickness,
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Figure 3.1. Change of total percentage weight loss as a function of time for musco
vite held at various temperatures. After Roy.10 (Courtesy The American Ceramic
Society.)

thermal and electrical conductivity, transparency and color, must be borne
in mind in critical applications such as windows for Geiger counters, target
plates for storage tubes, and signal plates for television camera tubes. Fired
micas should be stored in a dust-free, dry atmosphere and be used within
not more than two days.
It is perhaps of some interest to quote here remarks made by Rudy13 in
a patent disclosure which had as its object the replacement of mica sheet
used in iconoscopes by thin sheet of ceramic in order to avoid the inherent
faults of mica.
“The target of such a tube has been made with a thin sheet of mica,
upon one surface of which is formed a mosaic of photo-synthesized material.
On the opposite surface of the mica sheet is applied a conductive coating
of a suspension of carbon in a binder, or a commercial coating such as
‘Aquadag.’ The mica sheet used for the target electrode is one which is
formed from a high-grade type of mica found principally in certain regions
of Africa and India. This mica must conform to critical specifications in
that it must not have any organic inclusions. It must have no gas bubbles
Table 3.3. Percentage Composition of Gas Evolving
Temperure,
°C

200
300
350

Total

p,

Torr

8.8 X 10”8
3.2 X 10 «
5.9 X IO”6

from

h2o

CHr

co

N

3
13
10

0.5
3
2

67
50
34

26
22
14

Mica12
U2

3
11
39
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between its surfaces.* The mica sheet must have no irregularities such as
waves in the mica formed in any way. To be used for a target, the mica
sheet must be carefully split so that the surfaces of the sheet present no
jumps in laminations. Lastly, such a mica sheet must be one which, when
subjected to a baking temperature in the order of 900°C, will not blister.
The presence of any of the above effects tends to produce spurious signals
in the output signal of the tube. These critical requirements entail expen
sive and careful processing to obtain proper targets . . . The mica target
sheets used in iconoscope tubes, of the type described, normally have a
thickness of between one to two mils, and a dielectric constant of about
5.5. These parameters provide the requisite capacity between the signal
plate and the mosaic of the target for the electron beam of around 0.2
microampere to discharge each elemental area on each end of the beam
across the target.”
The sorting of trimmed mica into various grades according to existing
specifications used to be, and to a large extent still is, a highly specialized
art which requires long years of training. Highly skilled operators can
judge the thickness of mica within a tolerance of ±1 mil by feel alone. In
addition, many shades of color must be distinguished, and an account
taken of the amount of stains present. The grading by color is complicated
by the fact that mica from a single mine exhibits more or less variation in
color from specimen to specimen, and from spot to spot within the same
specimen.
In order to distinguish ruby mica from nonruby micas of the same quali
ties which tend to be brittle and have undesirably high power factors,
Judd13 has established a color standard for ruby mica on the basis of care
fully controlled optical measurements.
At the beginning of World War II, the War Production Board inaugu
rated a mica conservation program with the object to search for new sources
and stimulate the development of test methods that could be used at mine
locations for rapidly classifying the electrical quality of mica for capacitor
and electrical use so as to supplement the visual quality classification ASTM
D351. This endeavor resulted in two portable, battery-operated instru
ments for (a) measuring the Q of mica at one megacycle and (b) locating
conducting inclusions and mechanical faults that might adversely influence
the dielectric strength of block mica or splittings. ASTM Specification
D748 was issued as a result of these investigations conducted by Coutlee.16
The results showed that mica previously judged unsuitable for use in highest-quality, as well as less-critical types of capacitors, by visual tests, can
* Mica contains interstitial cavities which are a prolific source of gas if distorted,
or otherwise damaged by vibrational stresses, or shock.14 (Footnote added by present
author.)
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be used on the basis of fast, reliable electrical tests which increased the
supply of critical mica by 60 per cent.
Agreement on Q classification by the rapid methods of test was quite
close when a wide variety of types of mica were submitted for test by this
method to seven different laboratories. Muscovite mica from widely differ
ent sources gave uniform readings for the dielectric constant at one mega
cycle. India ruby mica maintained its top rating, but green-type mica which
was on the basis of visual classification not acceptable for capacitor use in
the past, now rated as a satisfactory material for critical applications. It is
only natural, that the acceptance of these more scientific methods of grad
ing by the industry, and particularly by the mica producers, will be slow,
and that the human element of pride in a long-established skill for selecting
mica grades and using them on that basis will be difficult to overcome. Con
sidering the strategic importance of mica, however, it seems that we can
ill afford outmoded inspection methods.
The Material Laboratory of the New York Naval Shipyard at Brooklyn,
New York is now conducting an extensive investigation under the sponsor
ship of the Bureau of Ships with the object to establish quantitative tests
for the physical properties of mica and mica-like materials suitable for elec
tron tube spacers.17 Special equipment has been constructed to determine
such parameters as tensile strength, vibrational resistance, modulus of
elasticity, hardness, dielectric properties, electrical resistivity, and thermal
decomposition at elevated temperatures. There can be no doubt that this
work will result in the establishment of greatly improved test procedures
which will eliminate many of the uncertainties to which reference was made
above.
Process Techniques. Efforts have been made in recent years to perform
the operations of splitting of mica by automatic machinery but no real
success has been achieved along these lines, as mentioned above.18 Mica
can be split into extremely thin and uniform layers which are still strong
enough to withstand atmospheric pressure over a considerable area. Wu,
Meaker, and Glassford19 report that mica of a thickness corresponding to
a weight of 5 mg/cm2 has been found to withstand atmospheric pressure
over an area of one and one-eighth inch diameter very well. For the labora
tory worker who undertakes his own fabrication of mica, Strong20 has de
scribed a method for obtaining thin mica splittings without tearing; after
the edge has been pried open with a sharp dissecting needle, a drop of
water is introduced which prevents tearing on parting the layers. Aharoni
and Frei21 have carried this method one step farther by performing the
whole splitting operation under water and observing the mica sheet while
it is illuminated with polarized light. Good layers equivalent to 0.8 mg/
cm2 were easily cleaved by using this method.
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An “air-flow” classification system for separating mica parts of required
thickness from those which do not meet thickness specification has been
recently developed by Ford Radio & Mica Corporation.22 Tube spacers in
the thickness range from 0.006 to 0.015 in. are separated with a tolerance
of 0.002 in. by regulated air streams which float the parts into bins for
over-size, under-size, and normal lots. An additional electronic inspection
for 0.002 in. thickness tolerance then follows.
To reduce surface leakage, an insulating coating is frequently sprayed
onto mica and dried with hot air at about 80°C. The coating mixture con
sists of magnesium oxide in distilled water, zirconium oxide, or aluminum
oxide, in methyl alcohol or polyvinyl alcohol, or mixtures of these constit
uents. Elaborate conveyor-belt furnaces have been built for spraying and
drying on a mass-production basis, but barrel-coating seems to be generally
preferred. The micas are tumbled in a barrel made from wire mesh and ex
posed to the spray material at the same time. A hot-air blast takes care of
the drying during spraying, which is followed by a baking cycle.
Leakage resistance of natural mica spacers has been found to be fre
quency dependent by workers at the Arinc Research Corporation.23 As
predicted by theoretical investigations conducted earlier by James and
Humphreys,24 r-f leakage resistance above 10 KC drops sharply with in
creasing frequency. In the megacycle range of frequencies, the r-f leakage
is smaller than the measured d-c leakage resistance by factors varying from
103 to 106.
In order to secure the tube mount firmly within the glass bulb and at
the same time make allowance for the varying internal diameter of the
bulb, it has been common practice to provide the top mica spacer with
teeth at its periphery which can bend on insertion of the mount into the
bulb if the latter is slightly undersize. This crushing of the mica teeth is
naturally conducive to the formation of loose mica flakes which can lodge

Figure 3.2. Old form (a) and new form (b) of mica spacers. The new form reduces
the incidence of flaking and chipping. After Rodenhuis, Santing, and van Tol.25 (Cour
tesy Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Netherlands.)
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between critical elements, become conductive by being coated with cathode
material, cause shorts or noise, and poison the cathode if deposited on it.
An improved contour of the mica spacer (Figure 3.2) circumvents this effect,
especially if the glass envelope is accurately narrowed at the height of the
spacer to an inner diameter about 0.1 to 0.2 mm smaller than the largest
diameter of the spacer, as shown in Figure 3.3.2’ One might assume that
the use of wire snubbers, which are inserted into the mica, would produce
the same result except that the wires may wear loose in the holes and pro
duce mica dust in the process of doing so. Raytheon Manufacturing Com
pany26 reports on an evaluation of “bulb pinching”intended to ensure good
contact between spacer and bulb and concludes that this technique did not

Figure 3.3. Type E80F pentode, fitted with mica spacers as in Figure 3.2. The
upper spacer fits tightly in a constricted region of the envelope. After Rodenhuis,
Santing, and van Tol.26 (Courtesy Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Nether

lands.')
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indicate advantages in terms of vibration noise or vibration life. The use
of micas with ears is still common practice in U. S.; a premium is being
paid, however, for bulbs that have a constant internal diameter. The case
where the bulb has a sufficiently small diameter at the bottom to crush
the mica ears on insertion of the mount and then a larger diameter at the
final location of the mount in the upper region is particularly objectionable
as it causes a loose fit.
Bulbs for critical subminiature tubes are given a specially flared rim by
some manufacturers so that the mount can be easily inserted into the bulb
without damage to the mica spacer points which, for critical tubes, are
more numerous than on micas for regular tubes.27 Figure 3.4a, b illustrates
this measure. In order to further minimize the danger of vibration on ex
posure to mechanical shock, critical tubes are provided with two micas on
each side of the mount, as shown in Figure 3.5a, so that the number of
contact points is correspondingly enlarged. The clearance holes for support
rods and cathodes are larger on the inner micas than they are on the outer
micas so that leakage paths are interrupted and heat conduction loss of
the cathode sleeve is minimized. Figure 3.5b gives a view of the inner mica
backed up by the outer mica. Anti-leakage slots in both micas are also ap
parent. Figure 3.6 illustrates the use of an additional mica which serves as

Figure 3.4(a, b) Mica spacers for critical tubes are provided with additional con
tact points, as shown at bottom, in comparison to regular spacers, shown at top.

(Courtesy General Electric Co. Receiving Tube Department.21)
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.5(a, b) Illustration of the use of double spacers for reliable tubes. (Cour

ies y General Electric Co. Receiving Tube Department.21)
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Figure 3.6. Tube mount with additional mica below getter to prevent conductive
deposits on top mica of electrode structure. (Courtesy General Electric Co. Receiving

Tube Department.”)

a getter flash shield to prevent conductive deposits on the outer mica at
the top of the mount.
A detailed review article on the applications of mica in electron tubes has
recently been published by Espe.28 The recent book by Knoll and Kazan29
also contains a section on mica.
Synthetic Mica. The strategic importance of natural mica and its
shortage of supply in times of emergency in countries where natural mica
is not found have stimulated efforts to produce mica synthetically. The
possibility of such a process was demonstrated in France by Moisson in
18G5, and workers in Germany conducted active research on synthetic mica
during the second World War with sufficiently promising results that a
pilot plant was set up for production. Active research on the development
of synthetic mica was taken up in the United States after World War II
under sponsorship of private and government agencies. These efforts have
been successful to a considerable extent. Phlogopite mica can be crystallized
from a melt at atmospheric pressure by replacing the hydroxyl ion found
in natural phlogopite mica with the fluorine ion. A few single crystals four
by four inch in area and almost one-eighth inch thick have been grown.
The details of the manufacturing procedures have been described in the
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Table 3.4. Properties of Micas*
Muscovite1

Chemical composi
tion

KAl2-AlSi3Ow(OH)2

Maximum tempera
ture of use, °C
600
Purity
Fair-good
Fair-good
Transparency
Electrical properties
0.0001-0.0004
Power factor
Dielectric constant 6.5-8.7
Dielectric strength
v/mil5
3,000-6,000
Good-excellent
Splittability
Good
Punchability
Nuclear-radiation
Excellent
resistance
Crystal or sheet
2X3 in.-3 X 5 in.
sizes
(common); 8 X
12 in. (rare)
Sheet; powder
Forms available

Phlogopite2

Fluor-phlogopite3

KMg3AlSi3Oio(OH)2

KMg3AlSi30)oF2

850
Poor-fair
Nil-poor

870-1010
Excellent
Excellent

0.004-0.07
5-6

0.0002
6.3

3,000-4,200
Good
Good6

4,000 (approx)
Fair-good**
Fair-good

Excellent

Excellent

2X3 in.-3 X 4 in. 1 X Up in. (com
(common); 9 X
mon); 4X4 in.
11 in. (rare)
(very rare)
Sheet; powder
Sheet; reconstituted
sheet; 2 different
ceramics; powder
* After Humphrey35 by permission from “Engineering Materials Handbook,” by
C. L. Mantel], editor; Copyright 1958 McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc.
*
* See footnote.
1 Potassium, or ruby, mica.
2 Magnesium, or amber, mica.
3 Fluorine, or diamond, mica.
4 Pure synthetic mica.
5 1-3 mils in air.
6 Less delamination than with other varieties.

literature.30’34 Table 3.4 compares some of the more important properties
of natural and synthetic mica.* Fluor-phlogopite has excellent dielectric
properties which are equivalent to those of natural muscovite; its heat
resistance is much greater, and its vapor pressure is exceedingly low. A
report by Hanley36 of the Naval Research Laboratory gives the following
results from tests made on synthetic fluor-phlogopite mica:
1. “The material when pressed to 2.73 grams per cc was vacuum tight
and maintained a constant pressure of 2.2 X Hf 9 Torr after baking at
390°C (for 12 hrs.) and 5 X 10-7 Torr after air-baking at 800°C (for one
hour).
* The splittability of synthetic mica is given as fair to good in Table 3.4. This seems
to be an over-optimistic statement; it is generally very poor. The flakes adhere to each
other firmly and resist separation; moreover they crack easily.
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2. “The material was machinable to 10-mil disks with an ordinary high
speed cutoff tool and could be ground to 2.5 mils. However, attempts to
punch holes in samples of 10 and 30 mils thickness were unsuccessful on
the initial attempt. (“It was concluded that for production applications
molding techniques would have to be used.”)
3. “Synthetic fluor-phlogopite could be brazed at 820°C in vacuum with
titanium-core solder to copper to form a vacuum-tight joint. Better wetting
of the mica was obtained when titanium hydride was used in addition to
the brazing material. (“The linear coefficient of expansion of the synthetic
mica is 135 X 10 7 in the range of 0 to 800°C.”)
4. “A dielectric constant of 5.72 was determined at 9375 Me with a loss
tangent less than 0.005.” (“From measurements made also at 34,750 Me,
one can infer that the dielectric constant is essentially the same as that of
natural mica.”)
In a later report,37 Hanley gives further data on the vacuum properties
of synthetic mica which have been incorporated with the statements listed
above but set apart in parentheses. When a 0.400-inch-dia. disk, 0.010-in.
thick, was brazed onto a recessed shoulder of a metal cylinder and the
assembly evacuated, the synthetic mica disk withstood atmospheric pres
sure, while a similar disk only 0.005-in. thick cracked. A rectangular sample
(0.074 X 0.148 in.), such as might be used for a waveguide window at
X = 5 mm, withstood atmospheric pressure when 0.0025-in. thick.
“Some measurements were also made on the loss of weight of a sample of
synthetic mica when heated in air. Figure 3.7 illustrates the effect of heat
ing a powdered sample at 800°C in air. It is observed that the sample lost

Heating

time (hrs)(800°C)

Figure 3.7. Effect of heating a powdered sample of synthetic mica at 800°C in air.
After Hanley.37 (Courtesy American Ceramic Society.)
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about 11.7 mg/g during the first one and one-half hours and about 1 mg/g
in the following 20 hours. Immersing the sample in boiling water for one
and one-half hours had little effect. From these results it is concluded that
air firing of the sample is desirable but that water absorption is small.”37
The bulk of a melt of synthetic mica is in the form of small flakes and
microscopic crystals which can be processed into one of the following three
forms:
1. hot-pressed mica
2. ceramoplastics
3. reconstituted synthetic mica sheet.
Fluorine mica has the peculiar property of bonding to itself under heat
and pressure (1). By mixing the mica powder with phosphoric acid, glass
or ceramics, and molding the mass at about 600°C, one arrives at hard
bodies which can be produced to tolerances in size close to 0.001 in., or be
readily machined in the cold state (2). Reconstituted mica sheet, (3), syn
thetic or natural, is made by disintegrating scrap mica by hydraulic or
mechanical force, heat, and/or chemical action and then recombining the
small particles to form continuous, flexible sheets.7 Additional data on
these materials can be obtained from manufacturers* and in recent review
articles.38
Glass-bonded natural mica is known under the trade names “Mycalex”
400, 410, 410X, and 385. Corresponding materials made by compounding
synthetic mica with glass frit, or other inorganic materials, are marketed by
the Mycalex Corporation of America under the trade name “Supramica
Ceramoplastic,” and several grades are available as Supramica 500, 555,
560, and 620 which are characterized by higher temperature stability.
These materials can be machined to very close tolerances, or molded
(555, 560). Supramica 620 is a machinable grade which is dimensionally
stable up to 850°C. Table 3.5 gives its properties. In the preparation of
this material, a glass frit is first formed into which synthetic mica flakes
are completely dissolved at elevated temperature. The glass is then
quenched and ground to a fine powder which is formed into disks, or sheets,
and subsequently fired at temperatures as high as 1000°C. During the
heating cycle, the synthetic mica precipitates from the glass as an extremely
fine, interlocked crystal phase which greatly contributes to the improved
properties. By improved processing techniques and slight composition
changes, it has been possible to obtain a dissipating factor as low as 0.0006
and a loss tangent at 8,600 MC as low as 0.0003, values which compare
favorably with those of high-purity aluminas and steatite, f
* Mycalex Corporation of America, Clifton, N. J.
f The author is indebted to Messrs. Backus and Hessinger39 for providing him with
an advance copy of their paper.
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Table 3.5. Properties oe Supramica 620 Ceramoplastic*

Electrical
Dissipation factor—1 megacycle............................................................... 0.0015
Dielectric constant—1 megacycle............................................................. 7.2
Loss factor—1 megacycle........................................................................... 0.011
Dielectric strength—volts/mil, in. thickness.................................. 250.
Arc resistance—seconds.......................................................................... 300.

Thermal
Maximum operating temperature....................................................... 1550°F (850°C)
Thermal expansion coef./°C. X IO“6, 0-300°C...................................... 11.6
Te value—temp/106 ohm. cm.............................................................. 550°C.
Thermal conductivity—cal/cm.2 sec °C./cm at 100°C........................... 0.0012
Mechanical
Tensile strength—psi........................................................................... 5,000.
Compressive strength—psi................................................................. 35,000.
Flexural strength—psi........................................................................ 10,000.
Modulus of elasticity X 106—psi static loading................................... 12.5
Impact strength, Charpy—ft-lb................................................................ 0.5
Specific gravity............................................................................................ 3.2
Rockwell M hardness.............................................................................. 110.

* Courtesy Mycalex Corporation of America

Ceramoplastics are easily outgassed and are being used for structural
members in vacuum tubes.34 Gould40 has reported on the use of synthetic
mica in the design of a keep-alive electrode for TR tubes and found it
satisfactory at high peak-power levels for operation in excess of 1000 hours.
Synthetic mica has been used successfully for high-temperature vacuumtight windows which could be baked out at 700°C when a 0.015-in. thick,
annealed copper gasket was used in compression, to accomplish a seal to a
stainless steel flange according to Sterzer.41 The technique for making mica
window seals described by Donal, Jr.42, 43 made use of a glass frit (solder
glass) which cannot be outgassed above 400°C. The same limitation, to a
more marked degree, applies to mica seals to metal or glass made with the
aid of silver chloride. Especially for demountable tubes, the copper gasket
seal thus offers distinct advantages.
Reconstituted natural mica has been evaluated for use in electron tubes
at the Receiving Tube Department of the General Electric Company at
Owensboro, Ky. McNees44 finds that all of the different samples tested
evolve more gas than natural mica up to 600°C; at 800°C, however, natural
mica spacers become very gassy, and reconstituted mica spacers show less
gas evolution by comparison. Tubes Type 6201 were made with these
spacers and life tested. Samples of reconstituted mica from different sup
pliers showed greatly varying performance; the best of these approached
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natural mica spacer tubes up to 320 hrs. life but, thereafter, deterioration
of emission, transconductance, and plate current became apparent.
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CHAPTER 4

CARBON AND GRAPHITE
Introduction

Carbon and graphite find many direct and indirect applications in the
electrical industry; carbon brushes for commutators are a familiar item and
so are carbon electrodes in electrolytic cells, or graphite electrodes in arc
lamps. By far the largest tonnage of carbon and graphite is being used in
the metallurgical and electrochemical industry in arc-melting furnaces.
The largest carbon electrode made for submerged-arc furnaces was recently
described as weighing seven tons and being more than five feet in di
ameter.1 Carbon or graphite blocks, pipes, and beams are used as struc
tural members; carbon blocks serve a useful purpose in block brazing.
Diamond, another modification of carbon, is used for wire-drawing dies,
as mentioned in preceding chapters, and as an abrasive for grinding ceram
ics. The abrasive properties of carbon and diamond stand in contrast to
the lubricating quality of graphite which is used in a colloidal suspension
to lubricate diamond dies.
These widely varying applications of carbon in its different modifications
suggest a correspondingly wide range of physical properties which are
brought about by different atomic arrangements. This story has been told
by Kingswood2 who gives a review of the role of carbon in the engineering
and metallurgical industries. Other principle sources of information on
carbon and graphite are listed in references 3-10.
The more specific applications of carbon and graphite in the electron
tube industry have been described in an exhaustive review article in two
parts by Espe11 which is profusely illustrated and contains 85 references on
the applications of carbon and graphite in high vacuum technique.
“Carbon black is a generic term for a group of intensely black, finely
divided pigments made by thermal decomposition, or partial combustion,
of the vaporizable portion of any carbonaceous material. Common soot
produced by a smoky oil or coal fire is a form of carbon black similar to
lamp black.”10 Depending on the method of manufacture and the raw
material used, a great number of different carbon blacks with different
properties are known. The present author well remembers investigating a
variety of lamp blacks for the coating of tuning indicator targets to reduce
the socalled “blocking effect” at low incident electron energies. The soot
deposited onto the nickel target from an acetylene flame proved to be most
effective, and the willemite powder was then sprayed on top of this soot
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layer.12 - 13 Admixture of carbon to the willemite powder, or carbonization
of a nitrocellulose spray carrier in a vacuum furnace, has also been practiced
to impart a degree of conductivity to the luminescent coating.14
When carbon black is heated for a prolonged period to a temperature of
3000°C, graphite is formed which has a distinct crystalline structure;10 its
physical properties differ markedly from those of carbon black. Carbon
which has been transformed into graphite at high temperature is known
as electrographite. Just as in the case of carbon black, many varieties of
electrographite are commercially available and differ in their properties
depending on the raw materials used and the details of the graphitizing
process. A very high degree of purity can be attained, and it is for this
reason that graphite is used almost exclusively for electron tube compo
nents, or for surface coatings which are prepared from colloidal suspensions
of graphite.
Physical and Chemical Properties

Figure 4.1 shows the phase diagram of carbon after Bundy and Hall,15
and Table 4.1 gives the physical characteristics of carbon and electrograph
ite.
Manufactured carbon products are predominantly of two types, both of
which may be made from the same raw materials. When these materials

TEMPERATUR • K

Figure 4.1. Phase diagram of carbon. After Bundy et alP (Courtesy Macmillan and
Co., Ltd., London.)
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Table 4.1. Physical Characteristics of Carbon and Electrographite
Carbon

Atomic number: 6

Atomic weight: 12.010
Atomic valence: 1, 2, 3, 4
Valance orbitals: 2 s2 2 p2

Graphite

Diamond

Lattice type: A4
*
diamond
Lattice constant:10)
ao = 3.56696 ± 0.00005A
No. atoms/unit cell: 8
Closest approach of
atoms:1 1.54A

A9: hexagonal
a0 = 2.4612 ± 0.0001A
c0 = 6.697A
4
1.415A (within layer)
3.35A (across layers)

Isotopes: (10), (11), 12, 13, (14)
„„
mbarn16
Thermal neutron cross-section: 3.3 ± 0.2------atom
(1 barn = 10-24 cm2)
Density (g/cm3):17’ 18 1.7-1.9
3.51

Hardness (Mohs):10
Dielectric constant:4 2.4
Index of refraction :
Melting point (°C) :19 subi. 3,6523,697
Boiling point (°C) :19 4,200
Sublimation temp. (°C): (4,350)

10
16.5 (10KC)6
5.5 (100MC)
2.40242-2.45922
>3,500
4,200

mbarn
AGOT:2 4.35 -------atom
(Reactor graphite)
1.70
AGW: 1.65-1.68
0.5-2.0
1.93-2.07
subi. 3,652-3,697
3700 (100 atm)
3700 (100 atm)
3400 (1 atm)
Triple Point: 4000 (100
atm) (NCCRes.Lab.)
1433
171.8 ± 0.24

Heat of vaporization (Kcal/mole) :
Heat of sublimation
(Kcal/mole):2129
Enthalpy AHim (Kcal/mole):
-0.454 ± 0.03
0
0.583 ± 0.005
Entropy S29s (cal/deg/mole) :
1.361 ± 0.005
Vapor pressure :22 •21-24 Fig. 4.2
IO-8 10-7 10-6 10-5 IO-4 IO-3 10-2 10-1
10°
101
102 Torr
1950 2030 2140 2250 2380 2520 2700 2900 3140 3420 3800 °K
Rate of evaporation (gm/cm2/sec)21 (Acheson graphite):
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
"K
4.4 X 10’ 1.8 X 10-7 7.2 X 10-7 3.0 X 10-6 1.2 X IO-5 5.0 X IO-5 ToriSpecific heat, Cp (cal/mole/°C)3 (graphite):
25
127
327 527 727 927 1127 °C
2.066 2.851 4.03 4.75 4.15 5.42 5.67
Thermal conductivity (cal/cm2/cm/°C/sec):
Varies widely (0.02 to 0.5 at 20°C)25'28 depending on type of material, crystallite
size, and direction of measurement; see Figure 4.3

* Symbols used by Ewald and Hermann for the classification of crystal structures
in their “Strukturbericht.”
fIf more than one reference is given, the first one is the source of the quoted fig
ures.
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Table
Carbon

4.1—(Continued)
Diamond

Graphite

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion (cm/cm/°C); see Figure 4.4
Varies widely (10 to 50 X 10 7 at 20°C) for polycrystalline material and differs
markedly in two directions of crystallites.18
Mean coefficient for polycrystalline material: 90 X 10-7 (0 — 2500°C)
Thermal emissivity29 ' 30:
Graphite: ex = (0.745 ± 0.012) + (1.88 ± 0.72) X 10-5 Tn for X = 0.653 p
Carbon: ex = (0.789 ± 0.005) - (1.40 ± 3.24) X 10 7 Tn
Polished high-density graphite at 1480°K: ex = 0.780
After repeated “sublimations” at 1480 and 2030°K, ex of originally polished,
medium-density graphite rises from 0.75 to 0.905.
Thermal electron emission:31-33' 19
Electron work function: 4.62 ± 0.02 e.v.
Richardson constant A: 60 ± 2 a/cm2/deg2 (4632, 3033, 45-24019)
J = 0.5 to 2.2 ma/cm2 at 2000°K32
Electrical resistivity (microhm, cm) (at 20°C):
Varies widely (800 to 1300 for graphite; 3500 to 4600 for carbon) depending on type
of material, heat treatment and direction of measurement; see Figures 4.5 and
4.6
Mechanical Properties:36' 3 7■ 35 (see Figures 4.7-4.10)

Modulus of elasticity in tension (psi X 106)
Tensile strength (psi)
Compressive strength (psi)
Flexural strength (psi)
Hardness (Scleroscope)

Carbon

Graphite

1.6-2.3
900-1100
6300-9000
2500-3000
60-90

0.8-1.4
440-2000
1700-7500
800-4000
20-45

are heated to a temperature of the order of 1000°C, the resulting product
is known as “industrial carbon” which is extremely hard and has low values
of thermal and electrical conductivity. On heating to higher temperatures
of the order of 2500°C, or more, “electrographite” results which is also
known as “artificial graphite,” or simply “graphite.” Graphite is compara
tively soft and can thus be easily machined. The conversion from carbon
into graphite results in a 20-fold increase in thermal conductivity and a
four-fold increase in electrical conductivity; graphite also has a lower tend
ency toward oxidation.5 The combination of low thermal expansion rate
on heating and high thermal conductivity results in an unusual resistance
to heat shock; cracking or spalling of graphite is thus practically unknown.
It had been assumed at one time that carbon black was amorphous in
distinction to graphite and diamond which show well-developed crystal
lattices. Recent investigations have shown that carbon black also has a
microcrystalline structure similar to that of graphite but probably much
more irregular in nature.2 According to Houska and Warren, “a typical
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TEMPERATURE, °C

Figure 4.2. Vapor pressure of graphite. After Udy and Boulger.3 (Courtesy United
States Atomic Energy Commission.)

carbon black consists of parallel layer groups made up of individual graphite
layers which are stacked roughly parallel to one another but random in
orientation about the normal to the layer. The diameter of the layer is of
the order 20 30A, and the thickness of the parallel layer groups, measured
normal to the layers, is of the order 12-20A. On heat treating carbon blacks,
the dimensions of the parallel layer groups increase, and the X-ray pattern
sharpens. In the early stages, the layer diameter grows, and the number of
layers in a parallel layer group increases, but the orientation of the layers
about the layer normal remains random. When the layer diameter gets
above a certain size (La = 100A), the layers begin to position themselves
with respect to a neighboring layer in the graphite relation.”
Diamond crystallizes in what is often called the “diamond-like lattice”
in which each carbon atom is surrounded by four other carbon atoms which
are located at the corners of a tetrahedron as shown in Figure 4.11. This
structure is known as the diamond cubic lattice (A4) which is also charac
teristic for the structure of germanium. Graphite, on the other hand, forms

Figure 4.3. Thermal conductivity of carbon and graphite. After Castle.26 (Courtesy
University of Buffalo.)
(a) Schematic temperature dependence of the lattice heat conductivity, (b) Ex
pected temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline car
bons as a function of crystallite size. Case of absence of intercrystalline resistances,
(c) Same as b, but case of presence of intercrystalline resistances at high tempera
tures.
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Final

temperature °C

Figure 4.4. Mean coefficient of thermal expansion of National Carbon Company
graphite grades. After Campbell.6 (Courtesy John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

Fig. 4.5. Electrical resistivity vs. temperature for carbons of different heat treat
ment. After Mrozowski.34 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)

sheet-like hexagonal lattices. The carbon atoms lying in the plane of a sheet
are much more strongly bound than those belonging to different sheets.
This fact explains the markedly different values observed for physical
properties of graphite when measured in the direction of the sheet on the
one hand and at right angle to the layer on the other.
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Figure 4.6. Electrical resistivity vs. temperature for National Carbon Company
graphite grades C-18 and AGX, measured perpendicular to the direction in which
molding pressure was applied. After Malmström, Keen, and Green, Jr.35 (Courtesy
American Institute of Physics.)

Figure 4.7. Young’s modulus vs. temperature for National Carbon Company
graphite grade EGA. After Malmstrom, Keen, and Green, Jr.35 (Courtesy American
Institute of Physics.)

Since the manufacturing process favors the alignment of individual crys
tallites, the graphite part resulting on heating to high temperature will
also exhibit distinctly different values for physical properties, such as tensile
strength and electrical conductivity, depending on whether they are meas
ured in the direction of extrusion or at right angle to the direction in which
pressure was applied. Large values are obtained for the two quantities just
mentioned in the direction of extrusion and much smaller values at right

Figure 4.8. Short-time breaking strength vs. temperature for various grades of
National Carbon Company graphites. After Malmström, Keen, and Green, Jr.36
(Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)

and Green, Jr.35 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)
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angle to this direction. Similar preferred directions exist in parts molded
under pressure in a die.
The high radiancy of graphite results in a substantially lower temperature
of operation than that attained by other materials at equal power input.
This behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.12 and Table 4.2 which give data
of radiated power and vapor pressure at different temperatures for graphite,
tantalum, and molybdenum. It is evident that graphite has a much superior
power dissipating capacity than either molybdenum or tantalum at a given
temperature. The vapor pressure of graphite is somewhat higher than that
of tantalum or tungsten but lower than that of molybdenum; for a given
power input where the vapor pressure of tantalum reaches 6 X 10“5 Torr
at an operating temperature of 2527°C, graphite reaches a temperature of
only 1200°C, and its vapor pressure is consequently lower by nearly 10
orders of magnitude. For these reasons, graphite is a favored anode material

Figure 4.10. Steady creep rate as a function of stress for various temperatures
measured on EGA graphite. After Malmstrom, Keen, and Green, Jr.35 (Courtesy
American Institute of Physics.)
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Figure 4.11. The diamond structure. After Shockley.38 (By permission from “Elec
trons and Holes in Semiconductors.” Copyright 1950. D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.)

Figure 4.12. Comparison of radiation capacity of graphite, molybdenum, and
tantalum. (By permission from “Engineering Materials Handbook,” C. L. Mantell,
Editor. Copyright 1958. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.)2

in power tubes, high voltage rectifiers, and ignitrons where large overload
capacities are required.
Graphite is a poor emitter of thermal electrons, as illustrated in Figure
4.13, and also gives one of the lowest yields of secondary electrons when
bombarded by a beam of primary electrons (Figures 4.14 and 4.15). Sur-
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Table 4.2. Comparison of Vapor Pressure of Anode Materials
with Radiated Energy and Temperature*
Anode material

Total energy radi
ated, watts/cm2

Vapor pressure,
mm Hg

Temp,
°C

Graphite
Tantalum
Molybdenum

253.0
19.0
80.0

7 X IO“4
9 X IO“6
5 X KT3

2400
2400
2400

Graphite
Tantalum
Molybdenum

92.0
6.0
22.0

7 X 10~8
6 X 10“1»
1 X 10“6

1800
1800
1800

Graphite
24.0
3 X 10~16
1200
Tantalum
24.2
6 X 10“5
2527
Molybdenum
24.0
3 X IO“6
1830
* By permission from “Engineering Materials Handbook,” Ch. L. Mantell, Editor.
Copyright 1958. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.6

Temperature

Figure 4.13. Electron emission of graphite. After Kramâr.39’ 11 (Courtesy Rudolf A.
Lang Verlag, Berlin-Charlottenburg.)
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Primary Voltage

Figure 4.14. Secondary electron emission yield of graphite. After De Boer, Kramär,
and Espe.11 (Courtesy Rudolf A. Lang Verlag, Berlin-Charlottenburg.)

Figure 4.15. Secondary electron emission of various metals. After R. Warnecke.40
(Courtesy Journ. de Physique et le Radium.)
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face coatings of graphite suspensions are thus used as a means to minimize
secondary electron emission from metallic elements in tubes, such as grids
and beam collectors.21 •22
The chemical properties of carbon (Table 4.3) are characterized by high
resistance to attack by all common solvents and a relatively low resistance
to oxidation.
Graphite Anodes

The choice of a suitable anode material for a particular tube structure
is affected by many factors which have been discussed at various times by
different authors;4’ 11 ■ 30■46-49■ 61 a list of the desirable properties of anode
materials is presented in Table 4.4, and more specific data are given in
Table 4.5. A compromise will have to be made in general between the
desirability of certain properties and the economics of production. Receiv
ing tubes for the entertainment industry thus generally contain anodes
made of iron, aluminized iron, nickel-plated iron, and only in special cases
pure nickel. Reliable tubes for critical environments may have anodes
consisting of Kovar,* Monel,f or titanium. Molybdenum, tantalum, and
graphite are most generally used in power tubes with glass envelopes, and
OFHCJ copper is the common material for power tubes with external
anodes that are cooled either by forced air or water circulating through a
cooling jacket.
Some of the advantages of graphite as an anode material have been
pointed out above; a good many of its disadvantages which were prevalent
in the past have been overcome in recent years. Electronic-grade graphite
can now be obtained with an impurity content as low as 0.003 per cent so
that the formerly objectionable content of calcium compounds is virtually
eliminated.48 Another difficulty which was frequently encountered with
graphite parts in the past was the danger of having loose carbon particles
released during the operation of the tube by abrasion of the graphite surface
where it is in contact with metal parts, or by the action of high voltage
gradients. Such loose carbon particles might then find their way to the
cathode and cause poisoning of the emission, or produce noise in the tube.
These difficulties have now been largely overcome. Not only is graphite
now being produced from a finer and more uniform grade of carbon so that
it takes on a hard surface and can be polished, but it is also possible to
electroplate the surface with chromium, or apply a coating of zirconium,
* Registered Trademark of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Fabricated
Kovar parts and assemblies are available from The Carborundum Company, Refrac
tories Division, Latrobe, Pa.
t Registered Trademark of the International Nickel Company, Inc.
t Registered Trademark of American Metal Climax, Inc.
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Table 4.3. Chemical Properties

of

Carbon and Electrographite

Valence 4

Electrochemical equivalent:19

Valence 2

0.03111 mg/Coul. 0.06223 mg/Coul.
32.13989 Coul/mg 16.06994 Coul/mg

A. Reactions with gases and vapors:
air, dry or moist, up to 170°C: none; (direct formation of surface oxide at 25°C
requires many days).43 Carbon begins to show noticeable signs of oxidation
above 350°C and graphite above 450°C although the rate of oxidation is not
rapid even at 600°C; (see Figure 4.16/17.) Above 500°C, the rate of oxidation
of graphite increases with time, below 475°C it decreases.43
nitrogen: none up to 3000°C;3 when heated in an inert atmosphere, such as
helium, diamond will readily convert to graphite at 1800°C.6
oxygen: charcoal ignites above 400°C, graphite at 700°C, diamond at about
800°C.
hydrogen, dry: formation of CH4 in range of 1100 to 1500°C (0.1 p.c. yield which
decreases with increasing temperature).45 In presence of catalyst (Ni), CH4
is formed at 900°C.3 (at 500°C)4
hydrogen, wet (bubbled through water at 25°C) : above 1000°C, conversion into
CO + H2 at about 3 p.c. yield; (yield of same reaction above 1000°C becomes
12 p.c. for water at 50°C)45
water vapor: above 1000°C nearly complete conversion into CO + H2;46 negli
gible reaction below 800°C.3
carbon dioxide: negligible below 800°C; formation of CO above 800°C.3
chlorine: none up to 2300°C.3
bromine: formation of interlamellar compounds at 20°C.3
fluorine: formation of interlamellar compounds at 20°C.3
potassium vapor: formation of interlamellar compounds at 20°C.3
sulfur vapor: formation of CS2 at 20°C.10
B. Reactions with liquids:
water: up to 100°C none.
dilute acid or alkali: none below boiling point.3
aqua regia: none.
HC1 up to boiling point: none.
HF (15%) up to boiling point: none; anodic etching possible, however.11
H2SO4 (98%) : causes swelling of graphite but not of carbon.3
HN()3 , cone: attack; formation of mellitic acid, C6(C()()H)6 , hydrocyanic
acid, HCN, or CO2 + N2O.3
KOH (50%) : dissolves graphite above 350°C?
H2Cr2O7 + H2SO4 : oxidation.
20 c.c. HNO, (cone.) + 40 c.c. H2SO4 (cone.) + 20 gr KC1O3 dissolves 1 gr graph
ite with formation of graphitic acid.4’ 46
carbon tetrachloride: none up to boiling point.
trichloroethylene: none.
C. Reaction with solids:
Alkali hydroxides (in inert atmosphere): at fusion no attack.3
Sodium sulfate: at fusion no attack.3
Sodium carbonate: formation of CO at fusion.3
Most metals: formation of carbides above 1500°C.3
Metal oxides: formation of metal carbide and carbon oxides.3
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Figure 4.16. Combustion rate of carbon and graphite vs. temperature in terms of
relative weight loss per hour. After Bemis and McKnight.44 (Courtesy Speer Carbon
Company and International Graphite & Electrode Corporation.)

or metallize the surface with molybdenum or a combination of molybdenum
and vanadium.52' 53
In the past, it was not possible to weld or braze graphite to metals so
that it was necessary to provide screw threads or channels through which
leads could be passed and locked at the ends. In recent years, new processes
have been announced by which carbon can be soldered or welded to metals
so that this former difficulty also seems to have been overcome.
The mechanical strength of graphite is relatively low although it in
creases with temperature and reaches about twice the room temperature
value at near 2400°C.35 For this reason, relatively large wall thicknesses
must be used for structural elements. Since the density of graphite is quite
low, a substantial increase of wall thickness can be tolerated without greatly
increasing the weight of the part. The wall thickness of anodes is usually
held to the range from 60 to 80 mils but very small anodes have been made
with a wall thickness as low as 16 mils; delicate grid structures have also
been made from graphite.11
When graphite is used in contact with glass or ceramic, some thought
must be given to the very strong reducing action of carbon which, at ele
vated temperatures, may lead to the formation of free alkali or alkaline
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Figure 4.17. Effect of different atmospheres on the oxidation rate of graphite; a)
normal air flow; b) air flow velocity doubled; c) oxygen content of air reduced to onetenth normal at normal flow rate. After Bemis and McKnight.44 (Courtesy Speer Carbon
Company and International Graphite & Electrode Corporation.)
Table 4.4. Desirable Properties

of

Anode Materials

Mechanical strength at highest operating temperature
Ease of fabrication and good weldability
Ready availability and low cost
High rate of power dissipation
Ease of outgassing
Low vapor pressure
High melting point
Low thermal expansion on heating
High thermal conductivity
High electrical conductivity
Low sputtering rate
Good getter action
Suitable magnetic properties
Suitable secondary emission
Chemical inertness to filler gases or vapors
Compatibility with cathode material
Resistance to atmospheric corrosion (external anodes)
Ease of joining to ceramic or glass (external anodes)
Resistance to nuclear radiation

Table 4.5. Physical Characteristics
Physical property

of

Power Tube Anode Materials

Copper

Molybdenum

Tantalum

Melting point22,5
Outgassing temperature
Typical operating temperature
Total thermal emissivity5

°C
°C
°C
% B.B.

1083
800
60 to 120
2 (100°C)

2997
2000
700
20 (1400°C)
25 (2000°C)

Power dissipation

W/cm2

2577
1800-2000
500
9.4 (687°)
14.4 (1047°C)
See Table 10.3
0.6 (727°C)
1.4 (927°C)
3.2 (1127OC)
6.2 (1327°C)
11.3 (1527°C)
19.5 (1727°C)
0.346 (17°C)
0.259 (927°C)
0.159 (1627°C)
0.065 (20-100°C)
0.075 (475°C)
Ref. 19
49 (20°C)
10 8 (1582°C)
10“6 (1837°C)
10~5 (1987°C)
IO“4 (2167°C)
some
0.173 (27°C)
10.2

Thermal conductivity16

0.0022 (100°C)
12 (1200°C)

cal/cm2/cm/
sec/°C

0.918 (18°C)

cal/g/°C

0.092 (20°C)

Linear thermal expansion coeff.5
Vapor pressure22

cm/cm/°C X 10“7
Torr

Getter action
Electrical conductivity16
Percent electrical conductivity of
IACS (weight basis)5
Magnetic susceptibility19

—
micromhos-cm
%

165 (20°C)
10“8 (732°C)
10“6 (862°C)
10“5 (942°C)
10“4 (1032°C)
none
0.5910 (20°C)
100.00

Specific heat5

Electron work function
Apparent or bulk density16
Young’s modulus5

10“6 cgs

e.v.
g/cc
psi X 106

7.0 (1327°C)
13.0 (1527°C)
21.5 (1727°C)
34.0 (1927°C)
51.0 (2127°C)
Ref. 53a
0.13 (20°C)
0.174 (1700°C)
0.036 (20°C)

Electrographite

37005
1800-2200
350
89
at all tempera
tures
24.0 (1200°C)
92.0 (1800°C)
253 (2400°C)
Ref. 4

0.2
0.165 (20°C)

(20°C)
(1957°C)
(2237°C)
(2397°C)
(2587°C)
good
0.065 (20°C)
16.6

90 (0-2500°C)
10“8 (1677°C)
10“6 (1867°C)
10“5 (1977°C)
IO“4 (2107°C)
none
0.00125 (20°C)
1.2

-3.5 (20°C)
-2.0 (600°C)
4.62
1.65-1.68
(AGW)
0.7

65
10“8
10“6
10“5
10~4

-0.086 (18°C)
-0.075 (500°C)
4.9
8.89 (20°C)

0.04 (18°C)

4.2
10.2

0.87 (18°C)
0.77 (820°C)
4.1
16.6

16

40-50

27
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earth metals of low work function that may cause breakdown during inverse
voltage cycles in rectifier tubes. For this reason, these areas of contact be
tween graphite and glass, or ceramic, should not be exposed to the electrical
field.
Outgassing of Graphite

Owing to the porous nature of graphite, considerable quantities of gas
are absorbed by this material, and parts made from it must thus be sub
jected to a special outgassing treatment before they are mounted in the
tube. The principal gases released are CO2, CO, N2, and H2 ; in addition,
the surface will contain adsorbed gases so that the outgassing treatment
must aim at the removal of both these constituents. The various gases are
bound to the external and internal surfaces to varying degrees, and com
plete outgassing thus requires exceedingly high temperatures. According
to Norton and Marshall,54 graphite heated in vacuo at 2150°C will not
release further gas on subsequent heating at higher temperature. The gas
evolved in the range from 1700 to 2200°C is predominantly nitrogen. A
piece of graphite which has been completely degassed in this manner will
absorb oxygen on subsequent exposure to air and release this oxygen as
carbon monoxide only on heating to 2150°C; it should thus be stored in an
evacuated container or in a rare-gas atmosphere such as argon. A less
rigorous outgassing treatment may be permissible when the operating tem
perature of the anode during service is kept at low values. Firing in hy
drogen at 1000°C for a period of from one-half to one hour is a practice
used for small graphite anodes which can then be raised to higher tempera
tures by induction heating on the pump. The carburizing of thoriated tung
sten filaments by flashing in a hydrocarbon atmosphere must be done before
the graphite anodes are mounted because the removal of absorbed hydro
carbons from the porous graphite body would require a much longer pump
cycle.11
Less pure grades of graphite may require special treatment to remove
remaining binders and volatile impurities. Air-firing by furnace- or induc
tion-heating is used to bring the graphite part to a high temperature which
is maintained while a film of burning gases remains. Some manufacturers
quench the red-hot graphite part in boiling distilled water or other liquid
to dislodge loosely adhering particles.56
In order to eliminate the release of gas from graphite anodes used in
transmitting tubes containing thoriated tungsten cathodes, Espe11 de
scribes a method by which a layer of zirconium hydride is applied to the
graphite electrode by cataphoresis and then transformed into zirconium
carbide by heating in a vacuum furnace at 2000°C. A second layer of zir
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conium hydride is then applied cataphoretically and reduced to zirconium
metal by heating to 1500°C for a period of one-quarter to one-half hour.
Special Techniques and Applications

In addition to its use as an anode material, graphite finds many other
applications in the tube industry. Surface coatings of colloidal graphite
suspensions are commonly used on the internal wall of cathode ray and
picture tubes to remove wall charges and serve as an extended anode to
provide a field-free region within which the electron beam travels.
In order to render graphite impervious to liquids and gases, “Karbate”*
carbon and graphite products are produced by impregnating the more
conventional products with synthetic resins and phenolic or modified phe
nolic type and polymerizing these resins within the normal pore structure.
Porosity is reduced to a minimum in this manner, and imperviousness even
to gases under pressure results.6 These Karbate products find extensive
use in the chemical industry but, owing to the presence of organic fillers,
they naturally have no place within a vacuum tube. By replacing the afore
mentioned resins with finely divided carbon, a truly impervious graphite
results which can be subjected to temperatures as high as 3000°C. This
material is marketed under the trade name “Graph-I-Tite” by Graphite
Specialities Corporation of Niagara Falls, New York, and as grade ATJ-82
by National Carbon Company, Division of Union Carbide Corporation,
Cleveland, Ohio. While these materials are still permeable to gases to some
degree, it should not be difficult to render them vacuum tight by metalliz
ing their surface.
Electrolytically polished graphite anodes have been described by Bakker57
who uses a bath of molten potassium hydrofluoride KHF2 in which the
graphite part is immersed and made the anode of a 130-volt supply; 15
amperes are passed for one-half hour after which time the graphite anode
is as smooth as a mirror. The current density ranges from 0.1 to la/cm2.
When such anodically polished anodes are used in rectifier tubes, the
danger of arc-back is greatly minimized according to the claim of the in
ventor.
Protective coatings for graphite have been described by Lynch, Slyh,
and Duckworth58 who apply a coating of molybdenum disilicide in the form
of powder suspended in a phenolic-resin vehicle which is cured and then
heated in a neutral or reducing atmosphere to 2150°C. A dense, adherent,
glaze-like surface results which protects graphite in a hot, high-velocity
stream of oxidizing gases such as are encountered in the use of rocket mo* “Karbate” is a registered trade name of National Carbon Company, Division of
Union Carbide Corporation.
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tors. Under oxidizing conditions, the upper temperature limit of the coat
ing is given as 1930°C. The major phase of the matured coating is molyb
denum silicon carbide.
The use of graphite in the atomic energy program has been described
by Fletcher and Snyder25 and also by Currie, Hamister, and McPherson.''9
Graphite is valuable both as a neutron moderator and as a structural com
ponent for reactors; its high neutron moderating efficiency, low neutron
absorption cross-section, its extreme chemical purity, high mechanical
strength, its refractory properties and its resistance to thermal shock make
it particularly suited for this purpose. Like other materials, graphite suffers
radiation damage on exposure to nuclear radiation which, in the case of
graphite, causes primarily the displacement of carbon atoms from the
graphite lattice by collisions with energetic neutrons, or with previously
displaced, energetic carbon atoms. These lattice distortions bring about an
expansion of the graphite parts and an increase in electrical resistivity
and thermal resistivity which are dependent on neutron flux density and
temperature during bombardment. The changes incurred by irradiation at
a given temperature may be annealed by heating the graphite to higher
temperatures; by heating to temperatures approaching graphitization tem
perature (over 2000°C), virtually complete recovery of properties may be
realized.60-64
Electrographite for nuclear reactors is being produced to an exceptionally
high degree of purity by a classified process, known as the “F” process,
developed by United Carbon Products Company; it results in a maximum
total ash content that will, in general, not exceed 10-20 ppm. Boron con
tent is kept so low that it cannot be detected by the most sensitive spectro
graphical methods, according to Alsopp.64“
Graphite is a suitable material for molds both for metallurgical applica
tions and the production of special glass shapes in the laboratory. A hard,
dense graphite of the pitch-treated grade is recommended, and high thermal
conductivity, toughness, and resistance to thermal shock are necessary.8
The ready machinability of graphite* makes it possible to produce intricate
shapes, but on repeated usage such graphite molds tend to oxidize and take
on a rough surface. The techniques mentioned above for electropolishing
and plating of graphite may well recommend themselves to improve the
wear resistance of graphite molds. Graphite is also used extensively as a
die material for the hot pressing of ceramics, cermets, and refractory mate
rials made by powder metallurgical techniques.66
Furnace boats made from graphite are useful for many applications in
the tube shop as well as in the factory; they should not be used, however,
when decarburizing is the main object of the furnace run. When Kovar
* Alumina ceramic bits are recommended for this purpose.
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Figure 4.18. Improved Czochralski crystal pulling furnace; a) graphite heater; b)
crystal, crucible, heater, and radiation shields. After Marshall and Wickham.67
(Courtesy Services Electronic Research Laboratory, Baldock, Herts, England.)
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parts are supported on graphite during the customary firing in wet hydro
gen for the purpose of stress relief and decarburization, subsequent seals
made with such parts will be full of bubbles.
The use of graphite for high-temperature furnace elements is another
application of great interest. Many such furnaces have been described in
the literature;66 Figure 4.18 shows a crystal-pulling furnace described by
Marshall and Wickham.67
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CHAPTER 5

IRON AND STEELS
Introduction

Knowledge of the basic properties of iron and steel is of some importance
to the tube maker since these materials are used extensively. From aluminum-clad iron for receiving tube anodes, to stainless steel gun structures
in travelling-wave tubes (TWT), steel housings for thyratrons, ignitrons,
mercury-vapor rectifiers, alloy support rings for color masks in TV tubes,
glass-sealing alloys, steel foil windows for counter tubes, etc., iron and
steels are found in many different tube components.
In view of the very extensive literature on the subject, the following ex
position must be brief and limited to highlights which have a special bear
ing on problems encountered in the manufacture of tubes. Nevertheless, a
few terms commonly used in describing the strength of materials will be
defined for the benefit of those who have not been exposed to them before,
or who, in spite of such prior treatment, are not fully aware of their sig
nificance. The best way to fill such gaps, naturally, is to consult some of the
textbooks devoted to these subjects.1-9
The strength of materials

The strength of materials is usually determined by applying a load (P)
to the material under study and observing the resulting deformation (e).
In the case of a static load, the external forces acting on the system are in
equilibrium, and the deformation may take the forms of elongation, con
traction, or shear. The forces which act in small domains in the interior
of the body are known as stresses; they resist the deformation induced by
the load and result in strain. Depending on whether the forces acting on
the system take the form of thrust or traction, there are two kinds of prin
cipal stresses, i.e., pressure and tension, and the corresponding strains are
compression and extension. When referred to axes oblique to the principal
stresses, there are furthermore shear components of stress and strain.
As long as the elastic range of the material is not exceeded, the balance
of the force reactions is governed by Hooke’s law which states that stress
<S is proportional to total strain e, i.e.,
S = E Xe

where the proportionality constant E is charistic for the material under
test and known as the modulus of elasticity. Depending on the type of load
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applied, one speaks of a modulus of elasticity in tension (Young’s modulus),
in compression, or in shear (Et, Ec, Es). The readings taken with a tensile
strength testing machine give the load vs. the elongation, but are generally
presented as stress-strain diagrams in which the unit stress, S, is plotted as
a function of unit elongation, Et, referred, respectively, to the original
cross-section, Ao, of the testpiece and its original length, l0. The following
relations thus apply:
St = P/Ao ;

et = «t X lo; Et = St/et

The fact that the cross-section of the testpiece decreases after the onset of
necking is neglected in most engineering tests, but is taken into account in
more refined tests where reference is made to the true tensile stress, 3 =
P/A, and true strain, e, defined by the incremental change de = dl/l.
Figure 7.8 (p. 222) is an example of a conventional stress-strain diagram;
following the curve from the origin, one encounters in succession the fol
lowing important points:
(1) the proportional limit; up to this point Hooke’s law applies, according
to which a linear relationship exists between load and elongation in the
elastic range.
(2) the elastic limit, just beyond the proportional limit; curvature sets in
but, on release of the load, the body still returns to its original shape with
out suffering a permanent deformation.
(3) the yield point, to which corresponds the yield stress, Sy , where an
increase in elongation is obtained without increase in load. It may decrease
in some materials so that an upper and lower yield point can be distin
guished; in the latter case, the lower yield point is quoted as Sy. In the
absence of a lower yield point, Sy is determined by drawing a line parallel
to the straight-line portion of the curve at a preselected off-set, usually
0.2 per cent, and calling the intercept with the measured curve the yield
point. Other values of offset may be chosen, or Sy be determined by the
tangent to the curve drawn parallel to a line with 1.5 times the slope of the
lower part of the measured curve. The yield strength so determined is
known as Johnson’s Apparent Elastic Limit (Figure 7.8), but is rarely used.
(4) the ultimate tensile strength, Su , also referred to as just tensile strength,
which is given by the maximum of the curve, or the highest value attained.
(5) the breaking strength or rupture strength given by the end point of the
curve -where the material breaks; this point is generally lower than the
tensile strength.
Examples of curves where the true tensile stress is plotted vs. true strain
are Figures 9.7 and 9.8; in these cases, no maximum is observed when the
load is referred to the decreasing instantaneous cross-section of the testpiece, rather than to the original cross-section
.
The general engineering data for materials quoted in handbooks refer to
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measurements taken at room temperature. In the construction of electron
tubes and of many other critical devices, account must be taken of the fact
that the strength of materials rapidly diminishes with increase in tempera
ture. An effort has thus been made to present high-temperature data for
many of the physical and mechanical properties of metals and alloys treated
in the following chapters. The properties of materials are also seriously af
fected by the presence of impurities, by their grain size, by recrystalliza
tion and grain growth, and by phase transformations which may take place
at elevated temperature. Creep—the plastic flow of a material in the pres
ence of a continuous load applied over a long period of time—and fatigue—
the deterioration of mechanical properties in the presence of repetitive
loads—are also important factors that must be taken into account if a
structure is to survive under adverse conditions of operation.
Extensive studies in recent years have led to the realization that “real”
materials behave in a much more complex manner than had been assumed
in the past when the “ideal” isotropic continuum was the basis for engineer
ing calculations of strength properties. Imperfections in the submicroscopic
structure have been shown to exist by the methods of x-ray diffraction,
electron microscopy, and electron diffraction, as well as by etching tech
niques, or the effect of the associated strain fields. Grain boundaries, dis
locations, vacancies, and particles of a second phase are examples of such
imperfections, which can produce internal stresses on which the micro
scopic behavior of a test member under load largely depends. The stress
strain curve is thus at best a coarse representation of material properties.
The distinction between ductile and brittle materials, long used as an
engineering classification, must also give way to a more subtle treatment
when it is realized that all engineering materials possess inherent propensi
ties of brittleness as well as of ductility. Under sufficiently large cyclic
stresses, all materials give evidence of brittle behavior by the formation of
cracks. Brittle fractures can also occur in apparently ductile materials
under steady stress. The phenomenon of creep-to-rupture at high tempera
tures provides still another evidence of brittle behavior in circumstances
which might be expected to cause large-scale yielding. At the end of the
process, however, fracture occurs in brittle fashion, particularly in tests of
long duration at lower stress.10’11
Examples of the transition from ductile to brittle fracture on lowering
the ambient temperature are given in Chapters 9 and 10. For high-purity
iron and some steels, this transition takes place at —200°C in a simple
tensile test, while these materials fail by brittle fracture below — 15°C in
the V-notch Charpy impact test. The type of loading thus has a marked
effect on the type of failure encountered.12
The physical properties of pure iron13 are tabulated in Table 5.1. Pure
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iron is ductile and, in its commercial form, is known as ingot iron. The
question arises, how pure is pure? To avoid the discontinuous behavior
of the stress-strain curve of low-carbon steel when increasing values of
strain are measured, the carbon and nitrogen
*
content in fine-grained poly
crystalline steel must be well below 0.01 per cent and below 0.003 per cent
Table 5.1. The Physical Chahacteristics

of

Pure Iron4- 13

Atomic number: 26
Atomic valence: 3, 2
Atomic weight : 55.85
Valence orbitals: 3dG4s2
Isotopes: 54, 56, 57, 58
Lattice type: b.c.c. (a); f.c.c. (7);
Density (gm/cc): 7.871 (19°C)
b.c.c. (5).
Lattice constant (A): 2.86645 (a);
Melting point (°C): 1537 ± 1
3.64 (7); 2.94 (5).
Boiling point (°C): 3070
As transformation (a —> 7); (°C): 910
Atomic diameter: 2.52 A
A4 transformation (7 —> 3); (°C): 1386 5 Atomic volume (cc/gm atom): 7.10
Closest approach of atoms: 2.476 A
Curie point A2 (°C): 760
Heat of fusion, AHm (Kcal/mole): 3.6
Heat of vaporization, AH (Kcal/mole):
Entropy of fusion, ASm (cal/mole/deg K): 2.0
Entropy of vaporization, ASV (cal/mole/deg K):
Entropy at 298.16°K, AS (cal/mole/deg K): 6.491
Specific heat (cal/gm/°C):
0
20
50
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
0.104 0.106 0.109 0.114 0.125 0.133 0.144 0.159 0.180 0.220 0.200
Thermal conductivity (cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C):
30
100 200
800 100-727 100-912 100-1245
0.173 0.163 0.147 0.071 0.202
0.184
0.191
Thermal expansion coeff. (cm/cm/°C):
-100-0 0-20 20-100 20-300 20-600
20-900
°C
104
116
121
134
147
150
X 10”7
Vapor pressure (mm Hg) :3
log p = (-21,080/7’) + 16.89 - 2.14 log T (900-1812°K)
log p = ( —19,710/T) + 13.27 - 1.27 log T (1812-3000°K)
10“8 IO”7 10 fi IO”5 1(T4 IO3 I0 2 10“1 mm Hg
1150 1220 1290 1380 1480 1595 1740 1910 °K14
Spectral emissivity (25°C) :4
0.5
0.6 1.0 2.0 3.0
4.0 5.0 7.0 micron
0.45 0.43 0.35 0.22 0.16 0.12 0.09 0.07
Total emissivity:3
25
100 500 1000 1200 1400 °C
0.05 0.05
0.08 0.11 0.13
Electrical resistivity (microhm• cm):
0 50 100
150 200 °C
8.8 11.5 14.5 17.8 21.5
Maximum permeability: 250,000 CH, = 0.04 oersted) Pure iron treated in hydrogen
at 1350°C
Electron work function: 4.5 e.v.
Richardson constant A: 26 a/cm2deg2

* The influences of carbon and nitrogen on the properties of iron are similar in
many respects.
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Mechanical Properties: These depend to a large extent on the degree of purity of
“pure” iron, on grain size and lattice defects, and on heat treatment as shown
below for typical high-purity iron furnace-cooled (F.C.), air-cooled (A.C.), and
water-quenched (W.Q.) from 950°C to room and sub-zero temperatures:13
20°C
F.C.

Lower yield stress (103 psi)
Tensile strength (103 psi)
Elongation (% on 4-\/area)
Reduction of area (%)
Grain size (grains/mm)

A.C.

— 196°C

—73°C
W.Q.

F.C.

A.C.

W.Q.

F.C.

A.C.

W.Q.

13.02 15.71 21.32 34.78 34.78 46.45 75.85 78.09 —
36.13 36.58 39.49 48.25 48.70 56.55 80.56 87.29 61.71
61
55
52
61
63
0.5 2
0
31
54
0
87
90
91
87
86
0.5 2
—
—
—
7.2 8.5 —
—
—
6

Young’s modulus (106 psi): 28.5 ± 0.5
Poisson’s ratio: 0.29

in a single crystal of iron.9 Only then is a continuous transition from elastic
to plastic yielding encountered. If carbon is added to carbon-free iron in as
small an amount as 10 parts per million (ppm), the yield strength will in
crease by at least a factor of 2.12 Other “impurities,” in the sense suggested
above, will have a similar effect on strain hardening. Typical chemical
compositions of commercial iron are listed in Table 5.2.1 Reactions of iron
with chemical reagents are given in Table 5.3.
The solubility of carbon in ferrite at 20°C is about 0.006 per cent and
that of nitrogen at the same temperature is less than 0.001 per cent. Both
elements form solid solutions of the interstitial type with iron. If carbon or
nitrogen segregate on ageing or as a result of mechanical shock, the mag
netic properties of ferrite are seriously impaired. Pure iron is less subject to
corrosion than are carbon steels. Gas absorption and sputtering rate for iron
electrodes in gas discharge lamps are higher for impure iron. “Svea iron”*
has been widely accepted for such electrodes and other applications where
its high purity gives superior performance and warrants the extra cost.
Armco ironf is another ferritic iron of low carbon content which finds ap
plication for magnetic shields in tube structures, and so is Core Iron! and
“Ingot Iron”§ tubing which is also known as “Globe Iron.”||
Trademarks:
* Swedish Iron & Steel Corporation, Westfield, N. J.
f Armco Steel Company, Middletown, Ohio.
I Carpenter Steel Company, Reading, Pa. (The same alloy is known as Miromold
when used for plastic molds.)
§ Superior Tube Company, Norristown, Pa.
|| Globe Steel Tubes Division, Newport Steel Corp. Newport, Ky.

Table 5.2. Typical Chemical Composition of Commercial Irons1, 29
Composition (weight percent)

Mn

p

0.012
0.005

0.030
0.028

0.004
0.004

0.018
0.006

0.005

0.028

0.004

<0.003

—

—.

0.005

0.004
trace
0.003

0.005
0.015
0.0012

t

t

—
—
t

0.002
0.01

<0.002
0.001

0.006
■—■
0.005
0.0007
0.00016
Bureau of Standards
<0.001
Ferrovac-E (Vacuum Metals
0.01
Corp.)§

0.001
0.028

t
t
0.001

—
0.004
t

<0.0005
0.001

0.002
0.003

Si

0.002
—•

n2

pmax

Cu

Ni

—
■—■

—
—

0.030
0.003

0.0018
0.0003

7,000
30,000

■—•

—

0.003

0.0001

227,000

0.004

—
0.004
—
t
t
0.015

02

—
■—•
0.003
<0.01
0.003
0.01

—
—
0.0001*
•—

0.0002
0.0002 (H2)

* Total reported impurities 0.024%.
t Unable to identify; also Cr, Co, Mo, Zn.
J Unable to identify; also Ag, As, Au, B, Ba, Bi, Ca, Cb, Cd, Ce, Co, Cr, Ga,Ge, Hf, Hg, In, Ir, K, Li, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni,
Os, Pb, Pd, Pt, Rh, Ru, Sb, Sc, Sn, Sr, Ta, Th, Ti, TI, U, V, W, Y, Zn, Zr. Total impurity content: less than 0.010%.
§ All values given for Ferrovac-E are maximum; in addition: Pb: 0.001; As: 0.0005; Sn: 0.001; Al: 0.001; Co: 0.001; Cr: 0.001.
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Armco ingot iron29
After 3 hrs at 1475°C in
dry H2
After 18 hrs at 1475°C in
dry H2
Electrolytic iron
Kahlbaum iron
Hj-purified iron
Carbonyl iron

s

c
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Table 5.3. Chemical Properties
Electrochemical equivalent:
Valence: 3

of

Pure Iron

2

0.19291 mg/Coul. 0.28938 mg/Coul.
5.18353 Coul./mg 3.45568 Coul./mg

A. Reactions with gases and vapors:
dry air at room temperature: none; finely divided iron will ignite.
moist air: rapid corrosion by forming hydrated ferric oxide, Fe2()3 X H2()
water vapor: 3 Fe + 4 H2O —> 4 H2 + Fe3O4 ; red hot iron and steam interact
to form an adherent, nonporous black coating
oxygen: combustion to ferroferric oxide, Fe3O4
carbon monoxide: formation of iron tetracarbonyl, Fe(CO)4 , a gas, at 80°C;
formation of iron pentacarbonyl, Fe(CO)5 , a yellow liquid (B.Pt. 103°C) by
reaction of finely divided iron with CO at room temperature; decomposed
by light, air, and moisture at R.T.; decomposes above 200°C16
B. Reactions with liquids:
H2O: none if water is absolutely pure and free of dissolved oxygen
H2SO4 , cold, dilute: formation of ferrous sulfate with evolution of H2
H2SO4 , hot, cone.: formation of ferrous sulfate with evolution of H2
HC1, cold, dilute: formation of ferrous sulfate with evolution of H2
HN03 , cold, dilute: dissolution
HNOs , hot, cone.: dissolution
HNO3 , cold, cone.: formation of passive surface
alkalies: none, except with hot solutions of high concentration
mercury: none up to elevated temperatures
gallium: attack above 200°C on stainless steel
C. Reactions with solids:
alkalies: none
carbon: formation of Fe3C, cementite, at elevated temperature
1). Iron oxides: removed by hydrogen or vacuum firing at 900-950°C15
FeO—protoxide, ferrous oxide, black; M.Pt. 1420°C, changes rapidly to Fe2()3
at R.T.
Fe3O4—magnetite, ferroferric oxide, triirontetroxide, black; decomposes at
1538°C
Fe2O3—hematite, sesquioxide, ferric oxide, red; M.Pt. 1565°C.

The Iron-Carbon Equilibrium Diagram1, 17

Apart from other alloying constituents which are present in varying
amounts in the numerous types of steel, carbon is the determining element;
it affects not only the predominant microstructure of the alloy but also
the resulting physical characteristics of plain carbon steels. Ingot iron, as
previously mentioned, has the lowest content of carbon and other alloy
ing elements; it is used largely for sheets on account of its corrosion-re
sistant properties. Extra soft or dead soft steel contains from 0.08 to 0.12%
carbon (AISI1010) and finds application where ductility, toughness, welda
bility, or ease in cold-working are desirable, and strength or stiffness is a mi
nor consideration. Structural grade, or mild steel, contains from 0.15 to 0.25 %
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carbon (AISI 1020); medium grade ranges from 0.25 to 0.35 % carbon con
tent (AISI 1030) and is harder and stronger than mild steel, yet it may be
hot-forged without difficulty. Medium hard steel contains from 0.35 to
0.65 % carbon (AISI 1040) and enters into the range where the final condi
tion and reliability is much dependent upon the past mechanical and heat
treatment. Hard steel ranges from 0.65 to 0.85 % carbon (AISI 1075) and
is used only after it is heat-treated to a correct combination of strength
and ductility. Spring grades range from 0.85 to 1.05% carbon and are
likewise used in a heat-treated condition as are high-carbon tool steels
which contain from 1.05 to 1.20% carbon; each additional 0.01 % carbon
increases the ultimate strength in the annealed condition by approximately
1,000 psi, but at the expense of ductility or toughness, the latter property
being expressed by the product of strength and ductility and measured in
impact tests.5 Cast irons contain from 2.2 to 4.5% carbon and show little
or no ductility; the ratio of compressive strength to tensile strength for
gray iron is 4:1. By special treatment, malleable iron and ductile, nodular,
or spheroidal graphite iron is obtained, the latter having a compressive
to tensile strength ratio of 2:1.
The wide range of compositions between iron and carbon is represented
in the iron-carbon phase equilibrium diagram (Figure 5.1). Familiarity
with this diagram is a prerequisite to the understanding of the properties of
steel and special glass-sealing alloys described in Chapter 13. When pure
iron is heated to higher and higher temperatures, it undergoes several
phase transformations; the various phases exist within a limited range of
temperature and enter into solid solution with carbon in different concen
trations. The terminal solid solution at the left-hand side of the diagram
is known as alpha iron which crystallizes in the body-centered cubic sys
tem; a-iron becomes nonmagnetic at 769°C (Curie point); this temperature
is given the designation A2, represented by the A2 line drawn parallel to
the abscissa.
At 906°C, a-iron transforms into y-iron which crystallizes in the facecentered cubic system.* At 1404°C, y-iron transforms into 3-iron, which is
again body-centered cubic and exists up to the temperature of 1535°C,
where it melts (Point A). The liquidus is given by the line connecting points
A, B, C, D. At a carbon content of 6.67 per cent, the compound cementite
(FesC) is formed, which has an orthorhombic crystal structure, is very hard
and brittle and weakly magnetic; it loses its magnetism on heating at 200°C,
as shown by the Ao line. All irons and steels of practical interest contain
less than 6.67 % carbon, and it is for this reason that only this section of the
iron-carbon phase diagram is shown. A eutectic exists at Point C where
* The phase between 769 and 906°C is designated as /3-iron and represents non
magnetic a-iron.
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Figure 5.1. Iron-earbon equilibrium diagram.1, 17

molten alloy, a single phase, separates into the two phases of austenite and
cementite. The solidus line E-C lies at the temperature of 1130°C, and the
carbon content at Point C is 4.30 per cent.
A eutectoid is formed when a solid phase separates into two new solid
phases on cooling; this happens when austenite, which is a solid solution
of carbide in gamma-iron, is cooled to a temperature of 723°C where aus
tenite is in equilibrium with a-iron and cementite (Point S); the carbon
content of the eutectoid is 0.80 per cent. Corresponding to the area where
liquid and austenite coexist (JBCE), there is an area GSP where a-iron
and austenite are in equilibrium. The line G-S has the designation A3 , and
the line P-S is known by the symbol Ai, while the symbol Ai.s is given to
the line S-K; similarly, the line SE is given the symbol cm indicating the
limit of solubility for cementite in a-iron. The various border lines for limits
of solubility change somewhat on heating and cooling; they are affected
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only slightly by the rate of heating, but very much so by the rate of cool
ing. A distinction is thus made when discussing transitions from one area
to another by adding the suffix “c” (chauffage) for transitions on heating
and the suffix “r” (refroidissement) for transitions on cooling. One then
speaks of the Ar3, Ac3 and Arcm , Accm lines, respectively. The letter e
(equilibrium) is used to indicate extremely slow cooling, e.g., Ae3, Aecm .
The eutectoid formed at S is known as pearlite, and the eutectic at point
C bears the name ledeburite. Alloys formed to the left of points S and C
bear the prefix hypo and those formed to the right of these critical points
have the prefix hyper, so that one speaks of hypoeutectoid steels and hypo
eutectic cast irons, and hypereutectoid steels. To clarify a few additional
terms which frequently occur in describing phase transformations, it should
be said that a peritectic transformation occurs at point J in Figure 5.1
when, on cooling, the two phases liquid plus 3-iron transform into the solid
phase y-iron. Where a mixture of two solid phases transforms into a new
single solid phase on cooling, one speaks of a peritectoid. When one phase
changes directly into another phase without any alteration in composition
during the transformation, the phase change is said to be congruent. Con
versely, an incongruent phase change is one which requires either a tran
sient or a persistent composition change such as occurs in the freezing of
eutectic-type alloys.
It should be emphasized that the phase diagram presented in Figure 5.1
applies only to plain carbon steels at conditions of equilibrium when suffi
cient time has been allowed to establish uniform temperature throughout
the system and completion of the phase changes that are expected to occur
at that temperature. This condition is difficult to achieve in practice and is
often avoided for the purpose of carrying phases that exist at a higher tem
perature into lower temperature ranges by rapid cooling, or quenching, to
take advantage of desirable physical characteristics resulting from such
treatment. Tempering may follow a quenching treatment to partially neu
tralize an excessive precipitation of hard and brittle components.
Tempering refers to heating of a quenched ferrous alloy to a temperature
below the transformation range and then cooling at any rate desired, while
normalizing is heating to a temperature above the transformation range
and then cooling in still air to room temperature. The heat treatment of
steels is of necessity a complicated subject which requires detailed study of
special texts devoted to this subject. The effects achieved by such treat
ment are often presented in the form of TTT diagrams, or S-curves, which
give the time-temperature-transformation for austenitized steel if held at
a constant temperature below the transformation range. A typical TTT
diagram, such as shown in Figure 5.2, gives the time required for transfor
mation to start, to proceed halfway (the dotted line marked 50%), and to
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Figure 5.2(a). Typical TTT diagram.
A—austenite; F—ferrite; C—cementite. After Everhart.18 (Courtesy U. S. Steel
Corporation.)

Figure 5.2(b). TTT diagram with different continuous cooling curves. After Ever
hart.18 (Courtesy National Bureau of Standards)

be complete at any constant temperature in the range covered by the
curve. It is thus possible with the aid of such a diagram to predict the
response of a steel to any type of cooling from the austenitic condition.
The diagram also shows the temperature at which austenite starts to
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A-Martensite

B-Martensite (with trace of
very fine pearlite,
shown dark)

D-Fine pearlite

C-Martensite (and very
fine pearlite)

E-Coarse pearlite

Figure 5.2(c). Structures resulting when austenite is cooled at the rates shown in
(b). After Everhart.18 (Courtesy National Bureau of Standards.)

transform to martensite on rapid cooling (Ms), the temperature at which
transformation is half complete (M6o), and the temperature at which trans
formation is 90 per cent complete (M90). In continuous cooling, the struc
ture will depend on the time that the steel remains in the various trans
formation regions, i.e., the cooling range.
Figure 5.2b has several different cooling curves superimposed on the
TTT diagram, and the resulting structures are illustrated by photomicro
graphs in Figure 5.2c.18- 19 Pearlite forms within the bay of the S-curve
when austenite is cooled fairly slowly; it is characterized by a structure of
platelets consisting alternately of ferrite and cementite (see Figure 5.2c at
D and E). While pearlite always contains about 0.85% carbon, finergrained structures known as sorbite and troostite can be obtained by more
rapid cooling, and these have widely differing carbon contents. The trans
formation product obtained below the nose of the S-curve is called bainite,
which is characterized by a feather-like microstructure which at lower
temperatures turns into a needle-like or acicular structure which gives great
ductility, resilience, strength, and impact toughness.
When cooling below the horizontal lines shown at the bottom of the
S-curve in Fig. 5.2a, b, a structure known as martensite results. The trans
formation to martensite is not time-dependent and occurs almost instan
taneously. As previously stated, M8 indicates the start of the martensite
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transformation and Mf the finish, or completion, of this transformation. It
is not possible to cool metal fast enough to prevent the martensite reaction.
Martensite has the same chemical composition as the parent solid solution;
all the carbon present initially in the y-iron is still dissolved interstitially
in the a-iron. Martensite is thus thermodynamically unstable and this ab
normal supersaturation severely strains and distorts the a-iron cubic lattice
into the body-centered tetragonal lattice of martensite. The strain thus pro
duced is likely responsible for the unique mechanical properties of marten
sitic steels. The strained and distorted lattice interferes with the mobility
of the structure in deformation, so plastic flow is very low and the hardness
is very high. The great elastic stress locked within the martensite lattice
causes steels that are wholly martensitic to break in a brittle manner under
relatively light impact. Steels with martensitic microstructures retain mag
netization well and are ideal for permanent magnets.7
The location of the critical lines shown in the iron-carbon equilibrium
diagram (Figure 5.1) is notably affected by the addition of alloying elements
which may shift the lines to the right or left, or up, or down. The addition
of manganese or nickel generally causes a lowering of the critical range
Ai.s. As the eutectoid point S is lowered and shifted, the steel may be
quenched from lower temperature for hardening, and less strain will be
suffered. It will also not be necessary to cool so rapidly, as the recrystalliza
tion involved in the formation of pearlite from austenite progresses more
slowly at the lower temperature. By sufficient alloy addition, the steel may
fully harden even on air-cooling, and one then speaks of air-hardening steel;
oil-hardening and water-hardening steel are other terms that apply to par
ticular alloys. With increasing depression of the critical range, steel may
remain untransformed, or austenitic, at room temperature so that freezing
to low temperatures is necessary to bring about the transformation. Most
alloying elements raise the critical range; aluminum, cobalt, and copper
shift the eutectoid point to the right, and chromium, tungsten, vanadium,
molybdenum, and silicon shift it to the left.7'8
Stainless Steels6-8■ 20-21

Thirty-seven types of stainless steel are designated by code numbers is
sued by the American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI), and several hundred
additional stainless alloys are commercially available under various trade
designations. The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) and the Alloy
Casting Institute (ACI), have separate number specifications for various
alloys and some are covered by Aeronautical Materials Specifications
(AMS). The various branches of the Armed Services have their set of
specifications for alloy steels, and there are Federal specifications. Com-
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parative tabulations of these codes are given in various handbooks; in the
discussions to follow, the AISI designations will be used.
To provide the corrosion-resistant properties for which stainless steels
are known, a minimum of 12 per cent chromium must be added to plain
carbon steels. Chromium forms a thin, strongly adherent coating of oxide
on the steel surface and very effectively prevents further oxidation. Strongly
oxidizing conditions thus promote corrosion resistance. Reducing atmos
pheres, on the other hand, deprive the steel of the oxide film and lead to
attack of the metal, especially if it is exposed to such reducing conditions
for a long period of time. As it is known that carbon lowers the resistance
to corrosion, carbon content of stainless steels is kept generally below 0.2
per cent. Steels of this type are known as ferritic stainless steels; they can
be hardened to some extent by cold working but not by heat treatment and
they are always magnetic. AISI Type 430, containing nominally 17 %
chromium, is a representative of this series. In addition to chromium, these
steels contain various amounts of manganese, silicon, phosphorus, and sul
fur.
Martensitic steels also contain chromium as the main alloying element, in
addition to those! previously mentioned and present in smaller amounts
(Table 5.4). It will be appreciated from the discussion of the martensite
transformation that these steels can be hardened by heat treatment; they
are always magnetic.
Austenitic steels, on the whole, contain somewhat larger percentages of
chromium and in addition a fair percentage of nickel; the manganese con
tent is of the order of 2 per cent. AISI Type 302, also known as “18-8”
stainless steel, containing 18% chrome and 8% nickel, is a representative
of this class. The critical range has been depressed to temperatures below
room temperature by the addition of nickel as described earlier. As the name
implies, the austenitic steel is nonmagnetic, but when these alloys are coldworked at room temperature, some of the 7-phase is transformed to the
a-phase, and an increase in magnetic susceptibility results.
The critical demand for nickel in times of national emergency has en
couraged development of stainless steels, which have properties similar to
those exhibited by the members of the “300” series without containing as
much nickel. The “200” series is the result of these efforts.
The austenitic chromium-nickel-manganese stainless steels are non
magnetic and cannot be hardened by heat treatment, like their counter
part the “300” series.
Application of Stainless Steels. Austenitic stainless steels of the “300”
series are being used extensively in the tube industry for the construction
of electron guns and other components. It is important to realize that Type

Table 5.4 Some Typical Stainless Steels20

AISI
Type No.

Cr

Hardenable chromium steels
(martensitic and magnetic)

410
420
440A
440B
440C

11.5-13.5
12-14
16-18
16-18
16-18

—
—
—
—
—

.15 max.
Over .15
.60-,75
.75-,95
.95-1.2

1
1
1
1
1

Nonhardenable chromium steels
(ferritic and magnetic)

405
430
446

11.5-14.5
14-18
23-37

——
—

.08 max.
. 12 max.
.2 max.

1 max.
1 max.
1.5 max.

Nonhardenable chromium-nickel
and chromium-nickel-manganese
steels (austenitic and nonmagnetic)

201
202
301
302
303**
304
305f

16-18
17-19
16-18
17-19
17-19
18-20
17-19

3.5-5.5
4-6
6-8
8-10
8-10
8-12
10-13

max.
max.
max.
max.
max.
max.
max.

5.5-7.5
7.5-10
2 max.
2 max.
2 max.
2 max.
2 max.

Group

c

Ni

Mn

Tensile
strength
(psi)

. 15
. 15
. 15
. 15
. 15
.08
.12

max.
max.
max.
max.
max.

Yield
strength Elongation Rockwell
(% in 2-) hardness
(psi)

35,000
50,000
60,000
62,000
65,000

25
25
20
18
14

B-80
B-92
B-95
B-96
B-97

65,000 40,000
75,000 45,000
80,000 50,000

25
25
20

B-75
B-80
B-83

55,000
55,000
40,000
40,000
35,000
35,000
38,000

55
55
60
50
50
50
50

B-90
B-90
B-85
B-85

65,000
*95,000
*105,000
*107,000
*110,000

115,000
105,000
110,000
90,000
*90,000
85,000
85,000

—

B-80
B-80

* Annealed bars and plates.
f Added by present author.
** Type 303 contains a minimum of 0.15% sulfur and should not be used in vacuum tubes; all other steels listed have a maximum
sulfur content of 0.03 per cent.
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Annealed sheets and strip
*Annealed bars and plates
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303 contains an excessive amount of sulfur, a minimum of 0.15 and as much
as 0.25 %, and for this reason it cannot be used in a vacuum tube, particu
larly one containing an oxide cathode. Types 302 and 304 stainless steel are
in common use for electron tube components but they are not as suited as
Type 305 for the reason given earlier. When Types 302 or 304 are coldworked, their magnetic susceptibility increases, and when they are heavily
cold-worked they may become fairly magnetic. Spot welding can also cause
the formation of sufficient ferrite in Type 304 to produce magnetic proper
ties; Type 305 contains more nickel and is thus free from these harmful ef
fects.
The high degree of permeation of hydrogen through iron and steel, espe
cially in humid atmospheres, should be borne in mind when using stainless
steel for envelopes for vacuum tubes. Hydrogen diffuses through iron in its
monatomic state and is thus taken up the more readily when atomic hy
drogen is available at the surface, as supplied by electrolysis. For large
sealed-off rectifiers made of steel, cooling with liquids which do not contain
hydrogen ions is thus recommended. The permeation of hydrogen through
steel increases markedly with increasing carbon content; a low-carbon steel,
such as Armco iron, is thus preferred as envelope material.15 It is also ad
visable to guard against gas leaks through microscopic fissures that may
exist in the direction of rolling of the original ingot by arranging fabricated
parts which form part of the envelope in such a way that the rolling grain
does not provide a direct path from the inside to the outside of the tube.
Iron and steel are very difficult to outgas; even after heating these
metals to a high temperature for several days, they continue to liberate a
small amount of gas at operating temperatures in the range of several hun
dred degrees centigrade.22 The gases released by iron and steel consist pri
marily of carbon monoxide, nitrogen, and hydrogen, and the rate of evolu
tion increases both with increase in temperature and with decrease in the
partial pressure of the evolved gases in the surrounding atmosphere. Iron
contains about 10 to 50 times as much oxygen as nickel does; most of the
oxygen is combined with iron in the form of FeO, and, in view of the ex
tremely low dissociation pressure of the oxide even at 1400°K, this oxygen
content is not harmful. Within the limitations mentioned above, an out
gassing temperature of 1000°C is recommended for general-purpose appli
cations.
Aluminum-clad Iron

To alleviate the critical dependence on imports of nickel, the German
metal industry expended considerable effort shortly before World War II
to develop a substitute that might serve for anodes in receiving tubes. The
result of this effort was the introduction of “P2-Iron”; this consists of a
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low-carbon steel clad with aluminum containing from 1.0 to 1.5% silicon
and from 0.3 to 0.6% iron by cold-rolling to a thickness of less than one
mil on one side. When this clad sheet is heated in hydrogen, it takes on a
black finish and becomes ductile. Heating in air or vacuum will also produce
this dark surface finish, which is due to a reaction between the aluminum
and the base iron, resulting in the formation of FeAl3, or a more complex
compound. Large tonnages of this material were produced in Europe during
World War II either in the form of sheet iron coated on both sides with
aluminum (P2), on one side only, the other side being coated with nickel
(PN-Iron), or one side coated with aluminum and the other with a very
low-carbon spheroidized iron containing 0.05% carbon (PI). Similar ma
terials were introduced on the American market after the war and are
now in common use for anodes of many types of receiving tubes. ASTM
Tentative Specification F2-57T covers these materials.
It is worthy of note that in addition to the composition ranges given
above for carbon and silicon, the maximum phosphorus and sulfur contents
for the carbon steel base material are given as 0.040 and 0.050%, respec
tively, and the maximum sulfur content for nickel used to clad one side of
the composite strip as 0.008%. Espe and Steinberg22 have described in some
detail the manufacturing procedures, the properties, and the applications
of these composite materials. The spectral emissivity (X = 6650A) of the
converted aluminized steel surface is 0.85 compared to 0.75 for carbonized
nickel. The degassing properties are stated to be excellent, and some “get
ting” action is suggested during the conversion of the surface when this
process is performed in the tube itself by induction heating. Spot welding is
somewhat difficult. One tube manufacturer reports that aluminum-coated
steel cannot be used in r-f amplifier pentodes designed for 12-volt anode
supply. While the reason for this behavior is not clearly established, it ap
pears that a “surface impedance” of some sort makes for low plate resistTable 5.5. Cooling Rates

Various Plate Materials at 300°C.*

Material

Test

A
B
C
D
E
E
G
H

of

Permanickel
Steel—nickel-plated
Armco iron
Steel—nickel-plated, nickel-coated
Nickel—gas-carbonized
Steel—aluminum-clad
Permanickel—nickel-coated, carbonized
Steel—nickel-plated, nickel-coated, carbonized

* After Horsting et al.23

Cooling rate,
°C/sec (300°C)

2.40
2.46
2.62
3.72
5.46
6.00
6.06
6.58
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ance; at higher anode voltages this effect disappears, but at 12 volts the
plate current vs. plate voltage characteristic does not properly saturate.
When carbonized nickel is used in the cases, the difficulties disappear.*
The relative cooling rates of various plate materials were determined at
300°C by Horsting et al.23 by mounting a small test cylinder to which a
thermocouple was attached in a vacuum tube, heating it to 900°C and then
measuring the temperature during cooling on a recording potentiometer.
By drawing tangents to these curves, the cooling rates recorded in Table
5.5 were obtained. While these values do not represent absolute values but
apply only to the particular experimental conditions employed in this case,
the technique could be used to determine total emissivity from the follow
ing relation:
6t

_ dT
Cp
dt Aa(TX - Tt^

where et = total emissivity of sample
..

dT

,

— = specific cooling rate

A
a
Cp
Tw
Ti

=
=
=
=
=

radiating area
Stefan-Bolzmann constant
heat capacity of sample material at T t
absolute temperature of envelope
absolute temperature of sample

It is apparent from the table that aluminum-clad steel presents a high rate
of cooling which, within the reservations just made, is somewhat higher than
that of gas-carbonized nickel and only slightly less than that of carbonized,
nickel-coated “Permanickel.”
A still further refinement along these lines aiming at uniform heat dissipa
tion of receiving tube anodes has been recently described by Miller and
Millis.24 In cooperation with the General Electric Company Receiving Tube
Division at Owensboro, Kentucky, the General Plate Division of the Metals
and Controls Corporation of Attleboro, Massachusetts, has developed a 3or 5-layer material consisting of aluminum on steel on copper which pre
sents an improvement over their former “Aliron.” A 5-ply material results
when a copper core is coated on both sides with iron and aluminum. The
reason for this development is of course the high thermal conductivity of
copper, which will equalize any temperature gradients that might develop
on ordinary “Aliron” and lead to hot spots. OFHC copper is used in con
junction with a low carbon steel (0.08 %C) and Alcoa C-22 aluminum alloy
* Personal communication from Dr. A. K. Wright.
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containing 1.0 to 1.5 % silicon. The copper content of the composite material
is held to a minimum of 40% by volume for “Copper Cored Aliron” and to
60% by volume in the “Copper Base Aliron.” The thickness of the strip is
0.007 ± 0.0003 in. The thickness of the steel layers is not less than 1.7 mils
and that of the aluminum is on the order of 0.5 mil. “Copper-Cored Aliron”
is preferable for the amplifier types of tubes, while “Copper-Base Aliron” is
preferable for rectifiers. No poisoning effect on cathode emission has been
noted when copper was facing the cathode. Gas evolution was measured for
the various materials at 850°C after they had been fired in hydrogen for 10
minutes at 500°C before assembly; “Copper-Cored Aliron” was lower than
“Aliron,” which was lower than “Copper-Base Aliron,” which in turn was
materially lower than gas-carbonized nickel in terms of gas evolution.
Superior performance characteristics are reported after life tests on a num
ber of different types of tubes.
Magnetic Properties of Iron and Steel

The design of magnetic circuits is necessary in some special tube applica
tions such as permanent-magnet focussed travelling-wave tubes, Brillouinflow electron guns, crossed-field devices, and others. Magnetic lenses play
an important role in electron optics. Magnetic shielding is necessary where
extraneous stray fields would interfere with desired performance characteris
tics of electrodynamic systems. In most cases, the magnetic materials are
arranged outside the vacuum tube.
It would be outside the scope of this book to attempt a treatment of
ferromagnetism or that of ferrites which have replaced conventional per
manent magnets in many cases.
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CHAPTER 6

COPPER AND COPPER ALLOYS
Introduction

The prime reasons for the use of copper in electron tubes are its high
electrical conductivity and its high thermal conductivity, which distinguish
it from other metals; in addition, it has high resistance to corrosion. Copper
is readily available at reasonable cost and can be formed and machined
into all conceivable shapes, it can be plated onto other base metals to im
part desirable characteristics to their surfaces and thus make it possible to
use stronger materials for structural members while maintaining high elec
trical and thermal conductivity at the surface.
A great number of copper alloys is available for different industrial ap
plications, and their composition is described in the metals handbooks,1-3
several texts on copper,4-6 catalogues issued by copper producers, and
treatises sponsored by trade associations.*7,8 Specifications governing the
various copper products are compiled in the 1958 Book of ASTM Standards,
Part 2, Non-Ferrous Metals; a Copper and Copper-Alloy Specifications
Index9 is available which correlates all applicable specifications issued by
professional societies, as well as Federal and military agencies.
When copper is used for vacuum tube envelopes or internal structural
components, a special brand of oxygen-free, high-conductivity copper,
known as “OFHC”f must be specified. A very limited number of copper
alloys, such as cupro-nickel, is used for internal components; these are dis
cussed later in this chapter. For external components, such as radiators,
which are separately attached to the envelope, other grades of copper may
be used. Copper finds very little application in receiving tubes, but large
power tubes and the whole family of microwave tubes make most extensive
use of it for anodes, cavity structures, and collectors. We will thus be mainly
concerned in this chapter with the properties of OFHC copper.
OFHC Brand Copper

The American Metal Climax, Inc.10 has published a very carefully pre
pared survey on the properties of this material, and copies of this attractive
* Copper and Brass Research Association, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17,
N. Y.; Brass and Bronze Ingot Institute, 300 W. Washington St., Chicago 6, Ill.;
British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association, London, England.
t Registered trademark, American Metal Climax, Inc.
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book are available; it is profusely illustrated and contains 180 references to
the literature. This study, the excellent monograph on copper by Butts,4
and the extensive review article on applications of copper in high vacuum
technique by Espe,11 afford a complete background of literature for reference
purposes. To have some of the highlights gathered together in this chapter,
however, may be a convenience for the student of electron tube technology.
Table 6.1 gives the ASTM classification of coppers. The better grades of
ordinary commercial copper such as electrolytic tough pitch copper (ETP),
lake copper, and deoxidized or phosphorized copper have a minimum
specified copper content of 99.90 per cent. The tough pitch coppers contain
enough oxygen in the form of copper oxide to form voids and intergranular
cracks when they are hydrogen-fired; the hydrogen combines with the re
maining oxygen to form steam under very high pressure which literally
tears the copper apart on a microscopic scale so that leaks result when such
coppers are used for a vacuum envelope. The photomicrographs shown in
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate this point.
There are two grades of OFHC copper, i.e., regular grade and “certified”
OFHC. The quality of OFHC copper is governed by ASTM Specification
B 170-47. When buying “certified” OFHC, one has the assurance that any
particular shipment has been checked for its conformity not only with this
specification but also with additional stipulations essential for electronic
use. A premium must naturally be paid for this certification because analy
ses must be run on a sample; this extra cost is well worth while. The greatest
possible care must be taken by a tube manufacturer to keep such certified
OFHC, or for that matter, regular OFHC copper, apart from other com
mercial grades of copper that may be used for other purposes in the manu
facturing operations. Very costly failures will result if lower grades of cop
per, including electrolytic copper, find their way into departments where
tube components are fabricated.
Table 6.2 gives the composition of copper grades which are acceptable
for vacuum tube components. In addition to the OFHC coppers, vacuum
cast, gas-free, high-purity copper, (GFHP), manufactured by the Vacuum
Metals Corporation,* is also listed. OFHC copper is produced from elec
trolytic copper cathodes by continuous melting in an electric induction
furnace and then cast in water-cooled copper or steel molds; a reducing at
mosphere is maintained during the melting and casting operations. Any
remaining traces of oxides or free oxygen dissolved in the electrolytic copper
are thus eliminated by chemical action. In vacuum casting, free oxygen will
be removed by the pump, and remaining oxides broken down by thermal
decomposition.
* Syracuse 1, N. Y.
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Table 6.1. Classification

of

Coppers

(ASTM Designation B 224-58)
Letter code

CATH

ETP
FRHC
FRTP
ATP
STP
SATP
CAST

OF
OFP
OFPTE
OFS
OFTE
DHP
DLP
DPS
DPA
DPTE

Type of copper

Electrolytic cathode
Tough Pitch Coppers
Electrolytic tough pitch
Fire-refined, high-conductivity tough pitch
Fire-refined tough pitch
Arsenical, tough pitch
Silver bearing tough pitch
Silver bearing arsenical tough pitch
Casting
Oxygen-Free Coppers
Oxygen-free without residual deoxidants
Oxygen-free, phosphorus bearing
Oxygen-free, phosphorus and tellurium bearing
Oxygen-free, silver bearing
Oxygen-free, tellurium bearing
Deoxidized Coppers
Phosphorized, high residual phosphorus
Phosphorized, low residual phosphorus
Phosphorized, silver bearing
Phsophorized, arsenical
Phosphorized, tellurium bearing

*
Notes

1
2
2, 3
3
4
2, 3
4

5
2

2
6
4
2
4, 7
4, 8
4, 9

* Notes have been rearranged and extended by the author of this book.
1. Tough-pitch coppers are fire refined and given a controlled oxygen content to
improve castability and mechanical strength.
2. High-conductivity copper, in the annealed condition, has a minimum electrical
conductivity of 100% LA.C.S. (p. 200) Types ETP, FRHC, STP, OF, and OFS are
high-conductivity coppers; DLP can be so classified if agreed upon between supplier
and purchaser.
3. Low-resistance lake copper is included under Types FRHC and STP.
4. High-resistance lake copper is included under Types ATP, SATP, DHP, DPS,
DPA, DPTE, and FRTP.
5. Copper which has been refined by electrolytic deposition and is free from
cuprous oxide; produced without the use of metallic or metalloidal deoxidizers.
6. Copper cast in the form of refinery shapes, free from cuprous oxide through
the use of metallic or metalloidal deoxidizers.
7. Silver is added to raise the softening temperature and increase the creep re
sistance; electrical conductivity drops close to 0.15 per cent for each ounce per ton
silver tenor.
8. Addition of arsenic (0.25 to 0.50 per cent) increases corrosion resistance and
also the recrystallization temperature; not acceptable for use in vacuum.
9. Addition of tellurium, about 0.5 per cent, greatly increases machinability (freecutting copper) without decreasing electrical conductivity to any extent; not ac
ceptable for use in vacuum.
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(b)
Figure 6.1. Photomicrographs of copper taken to detect inclusions of C112O. a)
“good” copper, magnification 250X; b) “bad” copper, magnification 405X. (By per
mission from “Microwave Magnetrons,” edited by George B. Collins.'2 Copyright 1948.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.2. Photomicrographs of copper, a) OFHC ingot (1O00X); b) gas-free highpurity copper (1000X). After Stauffer et al.13 (Reprinted by permission, The American
Chemical Society and National Research Corporation.)

Another high-conductivity copper, known as “PDCP Copper,”* is also
obtained from electrolytic copper but not by remelting. The desired shapes
of bar, rod, and strip are produced from pressed compacts of nodules of
electrolytic copper cathodes by exposing them to very high pressure at
elevated temperature in a reducing atmosphere. PDCP copper compares
favorably in its analysis with that of certified OFHC, but the latter has a
higher ductility.
Electrolytic tough-pitch copper generally contains from 0.03 to 0.06
per cent oxygen, OFHC copper has an oxygen content of 0.0002 per cent,
* Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corporation, New York, N. Y.
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Table 6.2. Chemical Composition oe Vacuum Tube
Coppers (in Weight Percent)

OFHC copper10

Fe: 0.0005; S: 0.0025; Ag: 0.0010; Ni: 0.0006; Sb: 0.0005; As:
0.0003; Se: 0.0002; Te: 0.0001; Pb: 0.0006; Sn: 0.0002; Mn:
0.00005; Bi: 0.0001; O2 : 0.0002; Cu: Bal.
P: 0.0003 max.; S: 0.0040 max.; Zn: 0.0003 max. ; Hg: 0.0001 max.;
Pb: 0.0010 max.; Cu + Ag: 99.96 min.

OFHC copper10
(Certified grade)
(ASTM B170-47)
Vacuum-cast cop- N2 : <0.0001; O2 : <0.0001; H2 : <0.0001; Fe: <0.002; Ni:
per (GFHP)*
<0.0005; As: 0.001 max.; Pb: 0.0001 max.; Ag: 0.003 max.;
S: 0.0001 max.; Bi: tr.; Sn: tr.; Zn: tr.; Cu: Bal.

* Vacuum Metals Corporation, Division of Crucible Steel Company of America,
Syracuse 1, N. Y.

GFHP copper less than 0.0001 per cent and PDCP coalesced copper a
similarly low oxygen content to make it suitable for glass-to-metal seals
and resist hydrogen embrittlement.4 It is particularly important that cop
per intended for glass-to-metal seals be low in phosphorus so that the oxide
scale will be firmly adherent. The extra specifications for certification call
for a maximum phosphorus content of 0.0003 per cent.11
Several tests are available to ensure that the quality of a given lot of
copper comes up to the required standard. In the hydrogen bend test
(ASTM Specification B 170-47), a strip of copper sheet, not thicker than
one-sixteenth inch, is chemically cleaned and fired in dry hydrogen at
850°C for 30 minutes and then quickly removed from the furnace and
quenched in water. The sample, if oxygen-free copper, should be flexible
and not break when clamped between jaws having edges with a radius
2.5 times the diameter of the wire, or the thickness of the strip, and bent
through 90° and back to its original position at least four times, the bends
being performed in opposite directions. Copper suitable for seal making,
when heated in air at 820°C for 30 minutes and subsequently plunged into
cold water, should be coated with a film of black matt oxide, lying on the
surface of red cuprous oxide, which adheres very tenaciously to the metal.
A loose oxide film indicates unsatisfactory material, arising from the pres
ence in the copper of deoxidizers which reduce the cuprous oxide to spongy
copper.14 A more refined test to detect the presence of cuprous oxide is that
by microscopic examination of a polished and etched sample as described
by Collins.12 The possibility exists, however, that other compounds may
be found which look like oxide inclusions under the microscope but never
theless are not harmful. It is thus more general practice in the industry
to rely on the hydrogen bend test and correlate results from it with actual
test seals to glass; this will give a reliable check on the quality of the copper.
It is also possible to distinguish high-purity copper from other grades by
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its electrical resistivity. The International Electrotechnical Commission
defined in 1913 the International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS) ac
cording to which a copper wire of a density equal to 8.89 grams/cc has a
resistance of 0.15328 ohm at 20°C for a specimen one meter long and weigh
ing one gram. If the conductivity of the IACS is taken as 100 per cent,
various types of commercial high-conductivity copper generally fall be
tween 100.5 and 101.8 per cent; OFHC copper has a conductivity on this
scale equal to 102 per cent, while deoxidized copper with a residual phos
phorus content ranging from 0.015 to 0.035 per cent will result in a con
ductivity range of 80 to 90% IACS.4 As little as 0.05 per cent arsenic will
lower the electrical conductivity by about 14 per cent, and the same amount
of iron will reduce it by about 19 per cent.16 Corresponding figures for other
commercial copper grades are entered in Table 6.3.
The physical characteristics of pure copper are given in Table 6.4. Some
comparative stress-strain relations for tough-pitch and OFHC copper ap
pear in Table 6.5 after Butts,4 and comparative yield-strength data for the
same materials are given in Table 6.6. Figure 6.3 presents the tensile
strength of OFHC copper as a function of percent reduction and tempera
ture on progressive reannealing after Yokelson and Balicki;20 the same
authors have investigated the uniform elongation of OFHC copper as a
Table 6.3. Comparison of Several Types of Copper with Respect to Tensile
Properties and Electrical Conductivity at 21°C (70°F) and Creep Strength
at

150, 200,

Temper
ASTM
Designation

Annealed, Drawn,
avg. grain reduction,
size, mm
per cent

and

Tensile
strength
at 70°F,
psi

260°C (300, 400,
Yield
strength
at 0.5 per cent
extension
under load
at 70°F, psi

and

500°F)4

Creep strength, stress, psi,
for creep rate of 0.01 per cent
per 1000 hr

300°F

400°F

Electrical
conductivity
at 70°F, per
cent IACS

500°F

ETP

0.025

35,100

7,200

2,950

1,300

350

100.9

OF

0.025

34,500

7,900

3,600

1,500

400

101.3

0.013
[0.015
(0.032

36,500

12,000

7,200

2,100

700

100.1

34,800

8,600

5,100

2,550

650

89.0

33,300

5,850

5,400

2,650

900

89.0

(0.070

32,200

4,550

7,200

4,000

2,000

88.6

0.045

35,000

6,100

8,400

5,200

2,600

45.3

DLP
DHP
DPA

ETP

84

55,400

50,000

9,400

2,100

OF

84

54,500

49,500

8,300

1,750

DLP

84

57,500

54,000

21,000

DHP

84

56,400

52,000

33,500

DPA

84

60,900

55,500

40,000

5,200
2,500*

27,500

* By extrapolation of log stress-log creep-rate curve.
f Produces third stage of creep, accelerating creep rate.

99.1
99.5

600

98.3

1,000*

88.5

2,000f

46.0
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Table 6.4. Physical Characteristics

Atomic number: 29
Atomic weight: 63.54
Isotopes: 63, 65
Density (gm/cc):8.93 (theoretical)
8.9436 (GFHP)

of
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Pure Copper3, 16

Atomic valence: 1.2
Valence orbitals: 3d24s4
Lattice type: f.c.c. (Al)
Lattice constants: a = 3.6147 ± 0.0020 A
Atomic diameter: 2.551 A
Atomic volume (cc/gm atom) : 7.09

Melting point (°C): 1083 ± 0.1
Boiling point (°C) :17 2578
Heat of fusion, AH„ (Kcal/mole): 3.110; (48.9 cal/gm)
Heat of vaporization, All, (Kcal/mole): 72.8
Entropy of fusion, ASm (cal/mole/°K) : 2.29
Entropy of vaporization, AS» (cal/mole/°K) : 25.4
Entropy at 298.16°K, AS (cal/mole/°K) : 7.97
Specific heat (20°C), (cal/gm) :4 0.092; for solid from 0 —> ¿°C: 0.092 + 0.0000250/
Thermal conductivity (20°C), (cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C) :4 0.934 (for 101% IACS) (tem
perature has very little effect)
Thermal expansion coeff. (20°C), (cm/cm/°C) : 165 X 10 7
0
300°C: Lt = JCofl + (16.23/ + 0.00483/2) X IO“6] cm
0 -> 1000°C: Lt = L0[l + (16.733/ + 2.626 X 10~3/2 + 9.1 X 10~7i3) X 10“6] cm
Vapor pressure (Torr) :2
log p = (—17,870/7) - 10.63 - 0.236 log T - 0.167; (298-1356°K)
log p = -17,650 - 13.39 - 1.273 log 7; (1356-2870°K)
10~8 IO“7 IO“6 IO'5 IO"4 103 10-2 10-1 Torr
1005 1065 1135 1215 1305 1415 1545 1700 °K47
Spectral emissivity:4
X
500
550 600 650
700
1000°C: 40.4 31.3 18.5 11.2
8.7 %
1125°C: 38.7 29.3 20.5 14.8
11.8 %
Total emissivity (at 100°C) :2 0.02
(at 1200°C) : 0.12
Electrical resistivity (20°C), (microhm-cm) :18 1.647 (99.999% Cu)
Temperature coeff. of resistivity (microhm-cm/oC) :4S 0.0043
Magnetic susceptibility (c.g.s.):
18°C = -0.086 X IT 6
1080°C = -0.077 X 10“6
1090°C = -0.054 X 10 6
Electron work function (e.v.): 4.6 (Table 15.3)
Richardson constant A(a/em2deg2) : 16.7 (at melting point)19
Mechanical Properties: (see also Tables 6.3, 6.5, 6.6 and Figs. 6.3, 6.4)
Poisson’s ratio:4 0.33 ± 0.01

function of percent reduction and temperature of exposure reached on
progressive reannealing as shown in Figure 6.4. Table 6.7 gives the chemi
cal properties of pure copper and its reaction with solids, liquids, and
gases.
It has been demonstrated by Landauer26 and Rutter and Reekie27 that
isotropically cold-worked copper displays an increase in its electrical re
sistivity which amounts to about 2 per cent compared with the d-c resis-
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Table 6.5. Some Comparative Stress-Strain Relations of
Tough-Pitch and Oxygen-Free Copper4
Tough-pitch copper
Hard
Annealed

Modulus of elasticity, million psi
0.0002% offset—stress, psi
Initial
Strained*
0.002% offset—stress, psi
Initial
Strained*
0.0002% permanent set—stress, psi
Initial
Strainedf
0.002% permanent set—stress, psi
Initial
Strainedf
Yield strength (0.5% strain), psi
Tensile strength, psi
Elongation in 2 in., %
Reduction of area, %

Oxygen-free copper
Hard
Annealed

16.95

15.82

17.54

16.20

8,300
13,400

1,150
3,300

8,300
15,000

1,400
3,300

12,850
21,500

1,900
4,720

15,400
24,800

1,950
4,500

5,000
21,000

5,500
21,000

13,500
34,800
46,000
46,900
14.8
58.5

14,200
38,200
47,000
47,500
20.5
86.4

5,500
31,500
53.0
71.4

5,000
30,900
60.0
92.1

* Stress for stated offset after prestraining to 0.5 per cent extension.
t Stress for stated permanent set after prestressing to produce a permanent set
of 0.10 per cent.
Table 6.6. Some Comparative Yield-Strengtii Data for
Tough-Pitch and Oxygen-Free Copper4

0.5% total strain
Stress at 0.5% strain
Offset at 0.5% strain
Resulting permanent set
0.1% set
Stress for 0.1% permanent set
0.1% offset
Stress
Total strain
0.2% offset
Stress
Total strain

Electrolytic copper

OFHC copper

46,000 psi
0.229%
0.212%

47,000 psi
0.232%
0.222%

44,300 psi

45,000 psi

43,700 psi
0.359%

44,600 psi
0.355%

45,700 psi
0.473%

46,800 psi
0.468%

tivity of fully annealed copper. This small decrease in conductivity will
rarely have any practical importance. The corresponding decrease in r-f
conductivity, however, is much more serious, especially at high frequencies
when a large part of the r-f current flows in a thin skin.
Machining processes are known to destroy the perfection of the crystal
lattice and thus result in surface layers which have a much lower conduc
tivity. Thorp28 has investigated this effect on hobbed cavities at a wave
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length of 8 mm. The copper used had the following analysis: Cu: 99.95 per
cent plus, S: 0.002 per cent, Fe: 0.001 per cent, Ag; 0.001 per cent, Sb:
0.0007 per cent, As: 0.0002 per cent. The conductivity of copper of this
purity, which is equivalent to OFHC copper, is 5.917 X 106 mhos/cm
(102% IACS). Hobbed cavities with extremely smooth surfaces showed a
ratio of d-c conductivity to r-f conductivity a/a' = 0.58 without hydrogen
cleaning and 0.57 with hydrogen cleaning, these figures representing aver
age measurements on six cavities made with an accuracy of ± 1 per cent.
An annealing treatment in hydrogen at 500°C for a period of from one to
two hours caused the a/a' value to rise to 0.64. When hobbed cavities were
etched by immersing them for 30 seconds in either nitric acid or a mixture
of phosphoric and acetic acid, or by deplating them in sulfuric acid, the
r-f conductivity reached 78 per cent of the d-c conductivity without anneal
ing treatment. When etched cavities were annealed in hydrogen, 98 per cent
of the d-c conductivity was achieved. The skin depth at 8 mm is 3.5 X 10 5
cm; the etching treatment removed about 10 4 cm of the surface.

TEMPERATURE (DegreesCentigrade)
Figure 6.3. Tensile strength of OFHC copper as a function of percent reduction
and temperature on progressive reannealing; heating rate employed, 10.8°C per min
ute. After Yokelson and Balicki.20 (Courtesy Quinn-Brown Publishing Corp.)
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Figure 6.4. Uniform elongation of OFHC as a function of percent reduction and
temperature of exposure reached on progressive reannealing; heating rate employed,
10.8°C per minute. After Yokelson and Balicki.20 (Courtesy Quinn-Brown Publishing
Corp.)

“The r-f conductivity of copper cavities can also be improved by an
oxidation and reduction process. The hobbed cavity is silver plated, heated
in hydrogen at 780°C, cooled and reheated to 700°C, first in air and then in
hydrogen. This treatment first forms a copper-silver layer. The copper
content of this layer is selectively oxidized, and a surface layer of copper
oxide is built up because copper diffusing into the silver from the base is
oxidized on reaching the surface. On heating in hydrogen, the copper oxide
is then reduced and a copper layer is formed on the cavity surfaces. Micro
scopic studies have shown that the thickness of the copper layer is several
times greater than the skin depth. This type of processing increased a/a'
from 0.56 to 0.85 of the d-c value. Annealing produced no further increase,
which suggested that the copper layer was strain-free. Chemical analysis
showed that the surface layer was almost pure copper; it consists of glob
ules; the surface path was thus increased slightly by this processing as
compared with the hobbed surface; the calculated reduction of a/a' due
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to this was 0.24 which was sufficient to account for the observed departure
from unity.”28
The hobbing of cavities is an example of cold-working which results in
strain-hardening effects. Hot-working, on the other hand, implies the elas
tic and plastic deformation of metal above the recrystallization tempera
ture, and work-hardening effects are not observed when the metal is cooled
to room temperature. There is a danger that metals will crack excessively
Table 6.7. Chemical Properties of Pure Copper

Electrochemical equivalent:21 0.3294 mg/coul for Cu++ (3.0360 coul/mg)
0.6588 mg/coul for Cu+ ( 1.5180 coul/mg)
A) Reactions with gases and vapors:
dry air at room temperature:22 none
dry air at 100°C:22 formation of invisible protective oxide, Cu2O
dry air at 200° to 600°C: formation of mixed oxides, Cu2() + CuO; oxidation
colors: brown-orange, rose-red, violet, steel-blue, brass-yellow, red, greenishgray, gray, black.
moist air at 20°C: practically none in absence of CO2 ; formation of 2 CuCO3Cu(()H)2 in presence of C()2 .
sulfurous atmosphere at 20°C: tarnishing to a purplish color in 1 to 2 weeks when
concentration of reactive sulfur corresponds to 1 vol. H2S in 35 X 10G vols. of
air. Formation of copper basic sulfate CuSO4-3 Cu(OH)2 (verdigris or green
patina).
steam at 500°C: very slight oxidation
hydrogen: solubility increases with temperature (see Fig. A4)23 oxide films
will form at about 100°C at a dew point of —20°C.24
alkali-metal vapors: none
B) Reactions with liquids:
water at 20°C: practically none
salt water at 20°C: slow corrosion
dry CC14 : practically none
moist CC14 : some corrosion
dry trichloroethylene: practically none
moist trichloroethylene: some corrosion
HC1, unaerated, dilute or concentr., cold: practically none
HC1, unaerated, dilute or concentr., warm: very slight attack
H2SO4 , unaerated, dilute or concentr., cold: practically none
H2S()4 , unaerated, dilute or concentr., warm: very slight attack
HNOs , dilute, cold or warm: dissolution, especially in 25% concentr.
HNO3 , cone.: passivation
Aqua Regia (1 pt HNO3 + 3 pts HC1): dissolution
HF: none
HF + HN03 (1:1): rapid dissolution
NH4C1, warm, dilute, with access of oxygen: dissolution
NH4OH: rapid dissolution
Na(OH) or K(0H) solutions: slight attack
Cyanides: rapid dissolution
Hg: amalgamation and stress corrosion
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Table 6.7—(Continued)
C) Reactions with solids:
sulfur: corrosive attack (beware vulcanized rubber and sulfur-bearing hydro
carbon oils!)
D) Oxides of copper:
Cu20—cuprous oxide, red, octahedral or cubic; d = 6.0; M.P. = 1235°C; insoluble
in water, dissolves in NH4C1
CuO—cupric oxide, black, tetragonal, cubic, triclinic; d = 6.4, decomposes at
1026°C; insoluble in water, dissolves in NH4C1, KCN, and acids
CuOa-HzO—monohydrated copper dioxide, brownish black; insoluble in water, dis
solves in acids, insoluble in alcohol
E) Cleaning solutions, etching and polishing:" ■ 25
I. Removal of heavy oxide:
a. HN03 (d = 1.40 gm/cc)—400 cc\ pour H2SO4 slowly into HNO3 , not
vice versa!
H2SO4 (d = 1.83 gm/cc)—300 cc/
Pour acids into water, not vice versa!
HC1 (d = 1.16 gm/cc)—5 cc
H2O—295 cc
Wear gloves and goggles when
Immerse part in bath at R.T.
handling acids!
Rinse in flowing water.
b. HNOs (65%)—1000 cc\immerse parts for 2 3 sec and rinse in flowing
HC1 (37%)—10 cc
j water immediately.
IT. Bright dip:
immerse part and rinse in free
a. HNOs (d = 1.40 gm/cc)—250 cc
flowing water very thoroughly,
H2SO4 (d = 1.83 gm/cc)—600 cc
then rinse in solution of:
HC1 (d = 1.16 gm/cc)—20 cc
NaCN—15 to30gm; H2O—1000cc
H2O—130 cc
/ rinse in water, distilled water,
b. HN03 (65%)—500 cc \
see note under la j methyl alcohol, dry in warm
H2SO4 (cone.)—500 cc/
/ air.
immerse part for 2-3 sec and rinse in flowing dis
HC1 (37%)—10 cc
tilled water. Transfer to plating bath while
Soot—5 gm
parts are wet if plating is to follow.
heat bath to 80°C and im
III. Matt dip: HN()3 (d = 1.4 gm/cc)—650 cc
H2SO4 (d = 1.83 gm/cc)—350 cc
merse parts, rinse and dry
as under lib above.
ZnSO4 (tech.)—120 gm
IV. Electrolytic polishing:
Current density
Time
a. HPOs—630 cc
H2O—370 cc
0.02 to 0.05 a/in2
5 min
Bath temp.—20°C
b. HPO3—580 cc
0.5 to 0.7 a/in2
10-15 min
H2O—420 cc
Bath temp.—20°C

on hot-working; such a condition is called “hot shortness.” Copper exhibits
this effect at times, especially in the presence of impurities. Small quan
tities of lead, bismuth, and sulfur are especially harmful in this respect;
the purer the copper the more easily it can be hot-worked with a minimum
of cracking.
Cracking which occurs as a result of internal and external stresses while
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the metal is exposed to a corrosive environment is called “stress corrosion.”
Pure copper is not susceptible to stress corrosion. Copper alloys and deoxi
dized copper such as phosphorized copper may show this effect in the
presence of ammonia or ammonium compounds and also when in contact
with mercury or solutions of mercury salts.
When various shapes of copper anodes are produced by spinning of
OFHC copper disks, special precaution in regard to cleanliness must be
observed. If the surfaces are not clean, impurities may be entrapped and
“plowed under” during the spinning operation. Subsequent hydrogen firing
may produce a shiny surface, but heat treatment on the pump results in
severe discoloration when impurities diffuse to the surface. Even under
clean conditions, oxide films are known to form rapidly at room tempera
ture. After rupture of the oxide at points of critical plastic flow, adhesion
to the stylus occurs, and the resulting deformation in the surface layers is
sufficiently severe for oxide particles to be included. On further sliding,
successive layers of oxide are broken up and entrapped. Moore and McG.
Tegart29 have investigated these effects and taken photomicrographs of
the surface, which clearly demonstrate the severe tearing of the surface
layers. With lubricated sliding, no evidence of oxide inclusions was found.
The lubricant used consisted of a 10 percent solution of oleic acid in paraf
fin oil. If the increase in r-f resistivity which results from the cold-working of the surface is to be avoided, the measures recommended by Thorp
should be applied. Cocks30 has recently commented on the debris formed
by sliding contacts.
Copper-Base Alloys

Of the many compositions which fall in this category, only a few find
application for structural components to be used within the tube envelope.
We are here concerned with alloys that consist mainly of copper and con
tain up to 30 per cent additions of other metals. The reader is referred to
Chapter 7 for alloys where these proportions are reversed and copper itself
is the smaller additive.
Cupro-nickeF1 ■32 is commercially available in two compositions, i.e., 90
Cu-10 Ni and 70 Cu-30 Ni, but other compositions can be obtained on
special request. A 5 percent cupro-nickel has thus been used for shadow
masks in color kinescopes and a nonmagnetic 45/55 Cu/Ni alloy is used
for cathode ray tube deflection systems. The physical characteristics of
cupro-nickels are tabulated in Table 6.8. It should be noted that the
typical analysis of these alloys permits a maximum content of 1.0 per cent
zinc and 0.05 per cent lead. Freedom from these two undesirable elements
should be specified for vacuum tube application. Cupro-nickels are charac
terized by their superior hot strength, higher yield point, and recrystalliza-

Table 6.8. Physical and Mechanical Properties of Wrought CuproNlCKELS31'32

Commercial designation:
Nearest ASTM specifications:

Cupro-Nickel,
30%
Blll-58,
B122-55T,
B171-58

Cupro-Nickel,
20%
Blll-58,
B122-55T

Cupro-Nickel,
10%
Blll-58,
B171-58

Nominal composition, per cent

Ni: 30, Cu: 70

Ni: 20, Cu: 80

Ni: 10, Fe: 1.3,
Cu: 88.7

Commercial limits, per cent

Pb: 0.05 max.
Fe: 0.4-0.7
Zn: 1.0 max.
Mn: 1.0 max.
Ni: 29.0-33.0
Cu: 65.0 min.

Mn: 0.6
Ni: 21
Cu: Bal.

Pb: 0.05 max.
Fe: 0.5-2.0
Zn: 1.0 max.
Mn: 1.0 max.
Ni: 9.0-11.0
Cu: 86.5 min.

1240 (2264°F)
1170 (2138°F)
8.94 (0.323)

1200 (2192°F)
1150 (2102°F)
8.94 (0.323)

1150 (2102°F)
1100 (2012°F)
8.94 (0.323)

162.0/°C
90/°F

163.8/°C
91/°F

171.0/°C
95/°F

Physical Properties:
Liquidus (°C—°F)
Solidus (°C—°F)
Density (gm/cc—Ib/cu. in.)
Coeff. therm, exp.
(20-300°C) X 10’
(68-572°F) X 10’
Therm, conductivity
(20°C) (cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C)
(68°F) (Btu/sq ft/ft/hr/°F)
Specif, heat
(20°C) (cal/gm/°C)
(68°F) (Btu/lb/°F)
Electr. resistivity (20°C)
(microhm-cm)
Electr. conductivity % IACS
Young’s modulus (tension)
(106 psi)
(kg/mm2)
Modulus of rigidity (106 psi)
(kg/mm2)
Mechanical Properties:
Tensile strength, 1000 psi
Annealed strip*
Half hard strip
Hard strip
Annealed tube*
Light-drawn tube
Yield strength (0.5% ext.),
1000 psi
Annealed strip*
Half hard strip
Hard strip
Annealed tube*
Light-drawn tube
Elongation (2 in.), %
Annealed strip*
Half hard strip
Hard strip
Annealed tube*
Rockwell hardness
Annealed strip*
Half hard strip
Hard strip
Annealed tube*
Light-drawn tube

Fe: 0.5

0.07
17.

0.087
21.

0.091
22.

0.09
0.09
37.

0.09
0.09
27.

0.09
0.09
15.

4.6

6.4

9.1

22.0
15,500
8.3
5,800

20.
14,100
7.5
5,200

18.0
12,700
6.8
4,800

54-60
73
80
54-60
75

45-51
—
—
49
80

44
—
—
44
60

20-22
68
73
25
.—.

—
—
.—.
14
75

15
—
—
16
57

40-45
12
5
45

27
—
—
40

40
—
■—
42

—
—
—
B 25
B 81

B 10
—
—
B 15
B 72

B
B
B
B
B

37-50
80
85
36-45
85

* Properties of annealed materials vary with grain size.
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tion temperature; for commercial applications, their high resistance to
corrosion is another attractive feature. Cupro-nickels can be readily formed
and joined to other metals by brazing and welding; carbon-arc welding,
however, is not recommended.
Chrome copper containing from 0.2 to 0.6 per cent chromium is soft and
ductile in the as-received condition, and its electrical conductivity is low.
By a suitable heat treatment at about 500°C for two hours or more, the
chromium precipitates as a separate phase, and both mechanical properties
and electrical conductivity are markedly improved. Tensile strength is

Temperature —►

Figure 6.5. Brinell hardness and electrical conductivity of a 0.48 percent chrome
copper alloy after homogenizing and age-hardening for 5 hours in the temperature
range from 20 to 1000°C. After Petri and Vosskiihler.33 (Courtesy Verband Deutscher
Elektrotechniker [VDE].)
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doubled, elongation reduced to about one-third, hardness more than
doubled, and electrical conductivity increased from 45 to 85 per cent I ACS.3
Petri and Vosskuhler33 have reported on the properties of chrome copper,
and their paper contains references to the recent literature. Figure 6.5,
Table 6.9. Physical and Mechanical Properties of Chrome-Copper33-31
(containing 0.6 pct. chrome, being homogenized, quenched, precipitation-hardened,
and work-hardened—compared to electrolytic copper)
Chrome-Copper

Electrolytic Copper

Physical properties:
1076
1083
Melting point (°C)
8.92
8.92
Density (gm/cc)
0.092
0.092
Specific heat (0-20°C) (cal/gm/°C)
Temperature coeff. of thermal expansion
158.
168.
0 to 100°C (1O’/°C)
170.
175.
0 to 300°C (107/°C)
Electrical conductivity (20°C) (Fig. 6.9)
>56.
(m/ohm. mm2)
~50.
0.5
>0.56
Gumho. cm-1)
86.2
101.
% IACS
Thermal conductivity (20°C) (cal/cm2/
~0.8
>0.9
cm/sec/°C)
-0.09
0.03
Magnetic susceptibility (X 10~G)
17.
19.
Young’s modulus (tension) (10G psi)
Mechanical properties:31 (amount of chrome content not specified)
Yield strength (0.5%) (psi)
Rod, 1 in. dia.
57,000
40,000-45,000
hard-drawn
15,000
8,000-10,000
soft
—
61,000
heat-treated, hard
—
45,000
heat-treated, soft
Tensile strength (psi)
Rod, 1 in. dia.
62,000
45,000-48,000
hard-drawn
35,000
32,000
soft
—
72,000
heat-treated, hard
—
63,000
heat-treated, soft
Elongation, % (2 in.)
Rod, 1 in. dia.
20.
15-16
hard-drawn
40.
45-55
soft
—
25.
heat-treated, hard
—
25.
heat-treated, soft
B
F
B
F
Rockwell hardness (Fig. 6.9)
Rod, 1 in. dia.
70
47-50
hard-drawn
50
35-40
soft
—
—
77
heat-treated, hard
—
—
65
heat-treated, soft
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Figure 6.6. Tensile strength, ultimate strength, and elongation of 0.6%-chromecoppcr (curve 1), electrolytic copper SE-Cu F37 (curve 2), and phosphor deoxidized
copper SF-Cu F30 (curve 3) in the temperature range 20 to 800°C. After Petri and
Vosskiihler.33 (Courtesy Verband Deutscher Elektrolechniker [EOT?].)

taken from this paper, shows the increase of hardness and electrical con
ductivity during an age-hardening treatment at various temperatures for a
period of five hours. Figure 6.6 shows tensile strength, ultimate strength,
and elongation of chrome copper (0.6 per cent) which have been age-hard
ened and subsequently exposed to various test temperatures; corresponding
properties of electrolytic copper and copper deoxidized by phosphorus are
also shown.
Figure 6.7 shows how the electrical conductivity decreases with increas
ing test temperature both for electrolytic copper and chrome copper, and
Figure 6.8 portrays the change in Brinell hardness with increasing tempera
tures up to 800°C for these two materials after they have been annealed
for five hours in a range of temperatures from 100 to 800°C. The electro
lytic copper had been work-hardened by cold-forming. The benefit of this
process is lost for electrolytic copper above 200°C, while age-hardened
chrome copper can be exposed to high temperature of the order of 400°C
without any noticeable annealing effect. This property makes chrome
copper most attractive for vacuum tube components.
Copper alloys containing 1.1 per cent nickel and 0.22 per cent phosphorus
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Temperature

Figure 6.7. Electrical conductivity of electrolytic copper and ~0.6% chrome-cop
per in the temperature range 20 to 800°C. After Petri and Vosskühler.33 (Courtesy
Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker [VDE].)

Temperature

Figure 6.8. Effect of a 5-hr annealing treatment at temperatures ranging from 100
to 800°C on hardness at room temperature after cooling for ~0.6%-chrome-copper
and electrolytic copper. After Petri and Vosskühler.33 (Courtesy Verband Deutscher
Elektrotechniker [EDE].)

are known under the trade name “Phosnic” *; similarly, alloys containing
1.0 per cent nickel, 0.2 per cent phosphorus, and 0.5 per cent tellurium have
the trade name “Telnik.”* Both these alloys have been used for internal
components in the construction of magnetrons. The presence of phosphorus
and tellurium, respectively, would suggest that such components have to
be maintained at a low temperature during operation to prevent harmful
effects of the high-vapor pressure components.
Finally, it should be pointed out that a substantial increase in tensile
* Registered trade names by Chase Brass & Copper Company.
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strength, creep strength, and hardness can be obtained with various metals,
including copper, by internal oxidation. If small percentages of additives
which have a greater affinity for oxygen than the parent metal are uni
formly dispersed throughout the parent metal, a heat treatment at a few
hundred degrees below the melting point in an atmosphere with a con
trolled oxygen content will bring about the preferred oxidation of the
additive by diffusion from an oxide surface layer. These oxides will retard
grain growth and thus increase the recrystallization temperature. For
copper, internal oxidation is carried out at 950°C, and the additives may
be 0.5 per cent aluminum, 0.2 per cent beryllium, or 0.3 per cent silicon.
In contrast to the hardening effect obtained by cold-working or precipita
tion-hardening, that resulting from internal oxidation is not destroyed to
any great extent by subsequent heat treatment.34
Special Processes

The low yield point of fully annealed OFHC copper makes it possible to
effect a cold joint between two mating copper surfaces when these are
pressed against each other under high pressure. Copper tubes serving as
exhaust tabulations can thus be pinched off by means of cutting shears
which have been provided with rounded jaws. This operation is quite
straightforward for small tubes, but can be applied to tabulations of as
much as one-half inch diameter. A pinch-off tool has been described by
Neher and Johnston35 and more recently by Neher and Prakash.36 Pinch
off seals can also be performed with gas pressures of several hundred psi
inside and—what is most useful to the experimentalist—these seals can be
depinched according to the authors just mentioned. Furthermore, by either
not quite closing the pinch-off, or just slightly depinching, controlled gas
leaks can be achieved. In commercial production, automatic pinch-offs are
made by hydraulically operated jaws. Perfect cleanliness of the internal
surfaces is essential, and the reliability of the seal can be improved by pre
heating the copper. Hermetic seals on copper housings for power transistors
are effected in the same manner.
The strength of copper envelopes can be materially improved by shot
peening, an operation which exposes the metal surface to a blast of small
steel shot or spheres. The story is told that a second source of supply was
to be established at one time for a power tube with a water-cooled anode.
All specifications were thus furnished by the original producer, A, to the
second producer, B. During the high-temperature bakeout on the pump,
the copper anodes oxidize severely, and this black oxide scale must of
course be removed before mounting the tube in its cooling jacket. No speci
fication had been forwarded as to the method of cleaning the anode. While
the tubes made in plant B performed satisfactorily when tested on the
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pump, it was found that the anodes collapsed when the tubes were mounted
in the cooling jacket and the water pressure applied. It turned out that the
removal of the black oxide scale from the anode was achieved in plant A
by shot blasting whereas in plant B it was done by chemical cleaning. The
thickness of the copper anode was so marginal that the strengthening effect
of shot-peening made the tubes survive in plant A while they failed in
plant B.
The present author on one occasion had a copper housing for a cyclotron
resonance tube of unusual shape37 made by electroforming. In general, this
procedure results in vacuum-tight structures, but the one referred to had a
large number of very small leaks. By shot-peening the envelope, many of
these leaks were closed; those remaining were sealed by coating the outside
surface of the copper housing with copper oxide powder and pass it
through a hydrogen furnace; this caused the copper oxide to be reduced to
copper and permitted the copper to flow over the surface.
The permissible power dissipation of copper anodes depends on the type
of cooling employed and also on the wall thickness. For water cooling of
smooth surfaces values of 50 to 60 watts/cm2 are common, whereas with
axially, tangentially, or spirally grooved anodes 100 watts/cm2 can be ob
tained. If the cooling water is supplied under pressure, the dissipation can
be increased to values ranging from 500 to 1000 watts/cm2. Under ordinary
conditions, for an inlet water temperature of about 15°C, the water con
sumption runs to about 1 meter3/minute/kilowatt.
Air cooling of power tubes is generally facilitated by providing fins which
increase the surface area. Normally one aims at a surface temperature
somewhere near 200°C. The required volume of air is of the order of 1 m3/
minute/kilowatt dissipated at a loading of 50 to 60 watts/cm2 and an anode
temperature of i80°C."
The machining of OFHC copper requires some special precautions on ac
count of the great toughness of the metal. Dalzell38 recommends the follow
ing procedures:
“In preparing the metal for further machining in volume production
carbide-tipped standard slitting or high-speed steel saws are recommended.
For cutting with carbide-tipped tools, a top rake angle of 20 to 30 degrees
and a 5- to 8-degree side-clearance angle are best; cut at 250 to 300 feet
per minute.
“Precision-ground taps should be used for internal threading, maintain
ing close tolerances on the pitch diameters of the tap. In some cases stand
ard gun taps can be used. External threading can be done with self-opening
die heads on which the chasers have a 15-degree radial hook to facilitate
chip clearance. (Landis, Geometric or Jones and Lampson tapping heads
have been used with success.) Coolants must be free of sulfur to avoid con-
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lamination. (Paragon Lard Oil, Cutrite, and sulfur-free Acorn No. 10 cut
ting oils give good results; others can be used.) Spiral milling cutters are
preferred, four flute-fast spiral-end-mills producing the best results for end
milling.”
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CHAPTER 7

NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS
Introduction

Nickel and its alloys are the most favored materials for the construction
of almost all components of receiving tubes and power tubes of small and
medium output range. Cathodes, grid laterals and side rods, anodes, shields,
getter flags and supports, all these tube components can and in many cases
are being made of nickel and nickel alloys owing to their favorable proper
ties. Nickel not only is available in grades of controlled purity at reasonable
cost, but it can be easily fabricated into all conceivable shapes and is readily
spotwelded to itself and other metals, or brazed. The mechanical properties
of nickel and its alloys are adequate for most applications, it can be readily
outgassed, and its high resistance to corrosion permits storing for prolonged
periods without tarnishing. Nickel is magnetic at room temperature; this
property may militate against its use in certain applications.
Nickel-clad iron and nickel-plated iron were introduced before World
War II and reached a position of great importance during the war when
nickel was difficult to procure. Aluminum-clad iron was developed at the
same time, as described in Chapter 5. These materials are now being used
for receiving-tube anodes on a fairly large scale.
Nickel anodes, pure or clad, are usually carbonized to increase their
thermal emissivity and thus permit larger power dissipation, as discussed
later in this chapter. Anodes which operate at 800°C, or higher, are made
of more refractory materials, such as molybdenum, tantalum, or graphite,
which are described in separate chapters. The danger of depositing nickel
films by sublimation during the outgassing treatment on the pump, or
when nickel parts are used as electrodes or shields in too close proximity to
cathodes operating at high temperatures, should be kept in mind.
Nickel alloys for oxide-coated cathodes are described in Chapter 15 and
those used for glass-to-metal seals in Chapter 13. The properties of nickel
have been the subject of many publications.1-12 Special attention should be
given to the many technical bulletins available from the International
Nickel Company.3-5 Jackson and Jenkins6 discuss at some length the con
siderations which govern the selection of the most suitable grade of nickel
for various components of electron tubes.
Table 7.1 lists the approximate percent compositions of nickel and nickelbase alloys. Tables 7.2 and 7.2a give the physical characteristics and me
chanical properties of pure nickel, and Table 7.3 gives the chemical proper
ties of pure nickel. A number of the physical constants of nickel and
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Table 7.1. Percent Compositions

0.40 max

0.35 max

0.35 max

0.15 max

0.01 max

0.20 max

0.15 max

0.35 max

0.15 max

0.008 max

max
max
max
max

0.35 max
1.00 max
0.15
0.02-0.06

0.35
0.50
0.50
0.20

0.02
0.30
0.40
0.10

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.008

0.10 max
0.10 max
0.10 max
0.75 max
0.75 max
2.50 max
1.00 max
2.50 max
2.00 max
2.00 max
6.0-10.0
5.0-9.0
20.00
5.00
5.00

0.01-0.05
0.15-0.25
0.03 max
0.04 max
0.04 max
0.50 max
0.75 max
0.50 max
1.00 max
1.00 max
0.50 max
0.50 max
1.00
1.00
1.00
10.0
0.65
0.45
0.20
0.20
1.00

“A” Nickel (Commercial) t
“A” Nickel (Electronic Grade)!
Low-carbon nickel
Duranickelf
Permanickel!
“202” Nickel!

99.0 min

0.25 max

99.00 min

0.15 max

99.00
93.00
97.00
94.0

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.20

“220” Nickel!
“225” Nickel!
“330” Nickelf
“D” Nickel
“E” Nickel!
MONEL!
MONEL “403”!
“R” MONELf
“K” MONEL!
“KR” MONEL!
INCONEL!
INCONEL “X”f
Hastelloy AJ
Hastelloy BJ
Hastelloy CJ
Hastelloy DJ
Illium G§
Nimonic 75!
Nimonic 80A!
Nimonic 90!
80 Ni 20 Cr alloy,
wrought
60 Ni 15 Cr alloy,
wrought

99.00 min
99.00 min
99.00 min
93.70 min
97.00 min
63.0-70.0
55.0-60.0
63.0-70.0
63.0-70.0
63.0-70.0
72.0 min
70.0 min
57.0
65.0
55.0
85.0
56.0
77.9
74.5
57.0
78.0

*
t
t
§

60.0

0.10 max
0.10 max
0.10 max
0.25 max
0.25 max
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
Bal.
0.50 max
0.50 max

3.00
6.50
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.40
0.60
0.60
0.20

6.50
0.50
0.55
0.45
1.00 max

Bal.

Including cobalt
Trademark, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
Trademark, Haynes Stellite Company
Trademark, Burgess-Parr Company

Cr

Mo

14.0-17.0
14.0-17.0

16.5

22.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
19.0
15.0

20.0
28.0
17.0
6.4

1.00

max
max
max
max

max
max
max
max

max
max
max
max

Others

0.01-0.05

4.00-4.75

0.20 max
0.20 max
0.30 max
4.25-5.25
1.75-2.25
2.00 max
1.25-2.25
2.00 max
1.50 max
1.50 max
1.00 max
1.00 max
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.25
0.45
0.55
0.50
2.50 max

0.08 max
0.08 max
0.10 max
0.20 max
0.20 max
0.30 max
0.30 max
0.30 max
0.25 max
0.20-0.30
0.15 max
0.08 max
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.20
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.25 max

0.008 max
0.008 max
0.008 max
0.015 max
0.015 max
0.024 max
0.024 max
0.025-0.060
2.0-4.0
0.01 max
0.01 max
2.0-4.0
0.015 max
0.40-1.00
0.01 max

3.00 max

0.25 max

0.03 max

0.25-1.0
0.20-0.60
0.02 max

0.01-0.05
0.01-0.05
0.005 max

Mg
Mg
W
Mg
Mg
Mg

0.20-0.50
0.01-0.10
3.50-4.50
0.01-0.08
0.01-0.08
0.01-0.10

0.25-1.00
0.25-1.00
2.00-2.75

Cb 0.70-1.20
(includes
Ta)
W 5.0

1.00

0.007
0.007
0.007
0.03 max

0.15
1.25
1.65

0.35
2.40
2.60

Co 16.9
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C

Cu

Ti

Al

Mn

Ni*

max
max
max
max
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Si

Material

min
min
min
min
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Table 7.2. Physical Characteristics and Mechanical
Properties of Pure Nickel1

Atomic number: 28
Atomic weight: 58.69
Isotopes: 58, 60, 61, 62, 64

Atomic valence: 2, 3
Valence orbitals: 3d84s2
Lattice type: f.c.c. (Al)
Lattice constant:10 3.52394 A (25°C)
(99.99% Ni)
Atomic diameter:10 2.49 A
Atomic volume (cc/gm atom) :2 6.59
Closest approach of atoms: 2.486 A

Density (gm/cc) : 8.908 at 20°C (theoret.)
8.907 at 23°C—cast
8.901-8.903 (25°C)—
cold swaged, annealed
Melting point (°C): 1453 (fixed point, ITS 1948)
1440 ± 5 (“A” Nickel)
Boiling point (°C) :13 2839
Heat of fusion, AH™ (Kcal/mole) :l° 4.2
Heat of vaporization, AH0 (Kcal/mole):10 91.0
Entropy of fusion, AS™ (cal/mole/°K) :10 2.4
Entropy of vaporization, AS„ (cal/mole/°K) :10 29.6
Entropy at 298.16°K, AS (cal/moIe/°K) :14 7.12
Specific heat (20°C), (cal/gm/°C): see Fig. 7.1
Thermal conductivity (cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C): see also Fig. 7.2
100
200
300
400
500 °C
0.198 0.175 0.152 0.142 0.148
Thermal expansion cocff. (cm/cm/°C) :10 average from 25°C to
100 300 600 900 °C
(see also Fig. 7.3)
133 144 155 163 X 10“7
Vapor pressure (mm Hg) :8' 17 log p = —22,100/7' + 10.75 - 0.131 7'(1000-1728°K)
log p = -18,000/7’ + 8.17
(1728-2500°K)
IO“8 10“’ 10“6 10“5 10“4 10-3 19“2 10“1 Torr
1185 1260 1330 1415 1520 1630 1770 1940
Spectral emissivity:10 X = 0.655,u
= 0.355
(22°C)
1.0
0.27
0.12
for variation with
3.0
0.06
temperature see ref. 18
5.0
0.04
9.0
Total emissivity:
25
100 500 1000 °C
0.045 0.06 0.12 0.19 (Black body = 1.0)
Electrical resistivity (microhm •cm) : (see also Figs. 7.4, 7.5)
20
100
200
400
600
800
1000
-200 -100 0
Rt :
0.49 2.82 6.141 6.844 10.3 15.8 30.6 37.2 42.8 48.3
Rt/R„ : 0.08 0.46 1.00 1.11 1.68 2.57 4.99 6.06 6.97 7.86
Temperature coeff. of resistivity :3 0.0067/°C (0-100°C)
Magnetic transformation temp.: 353°C (Curie Point) (see Fig. 7.6)
Magnetic saturation value: 6,394 gauss (0°K) 6,084 gauss (15°C)
Permeability: 2,000 to 3,000 (H = 1 oersted)
Electron work function: 5.0 e.v. (see Table 15.3)
Richardson constant A: 50 a/cm2deg2
Mechanical Properties: (see also Figs. 7.7-7.10)
Modulus of elasticity in tension (20°C) (10° psi) :3 30
Modulus of elasticity in torsion
(10° psi) :3 11
Poisson’s ratio:3 0.31
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Figure 7.1. Specific heat of high-purity nickel. After J. G. Thompson.1 (Courtesy

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure 7.2. Thermal conductivity of high-purity and commercial-purity nickel.
After Van Dusen and Shelton.15 (Courtesy National Bureau of Standards.)

nickel-base alloys are presented in Table 7.4 and their mechanical property
ranges are given in Table 7.5. Some of the ASTM Specifications on nickel
which apply in the manufacture of electron tubes are presented in Table
7.6.
Commercial Wrought Nickel and Powder

Carbonyl nickel powder, produced by the Mond Nickel Co., Ltd., is the
purest powder available; it can be sintered into a bar and rolled to thin
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Figure 7.3. Thermal expansion of pure nickel. After Thompson.1 (Courtesy Na
tional Bureau of Standards.)

Figure 7.4. Electrical resistivity5 of high-purity nickel. After Thompson.1 (Cour
tesy National Bureau of Standards.)

strip. In this form, it is marketed as “HPM nickel” and used for hydrogen
thyratron parts and as a reference standard for cathodes and anodes in
experimental studies of the behavior of other nickels.27
Nickel produced by electrodeposition, according to a process developed
by Wesley28 at the International Nickel Company Laboratory, also is of
high purity but will normally contain slightly less than 0.10% cobalt which
has no harmful effect in vacuum tubes. This electrolytic nickel is the melting
stock used in producing most wrought nickel and nickel alloys.
499 nickel, well known as a passive cathode nickel of high purity (see
Table 15.11), is made by melting the electrolytic cathode, deoxidizing with
0.35 % carbon, rolling to intermediate gauges, and removing the carbon by
prolonged treatment in moist hydrogen according to a process developed
by Wise and Schaefer.3
INCO* Low-carbon nickel has a maximum carbon content of 0.02 per cent
and is therefore soft and ductile owing to its low rate of work hardening.
This property makes this material suited for spinning and cold-coining op
erations, but it is not recommended for deep drawing where a special grade
of “deep drawing” “A” nickel is preferred.
* Trademark, The International Nickel Company, Inc.

Figure 7.5. Effect of alloying additions on the resistivity of nickel at 20°C. After
Wise and Schaefer.3 (Courtesy Reinhold Publishing Corporation.)

Figure 7.6. Effect of single alloying additions on the Curie point of nickel. After
Wise and Schaefer.3 (Courtesy Reinhold Publishing Corporation.)
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Figure 7.7. Effect of temperature, from —196 to 834°C, on the mechanical proper
ties of annealed 99-85-percent nickel. After Jenkins and Digges.19 (Courtesy National
Bureau of Standards.)

Elongation — % in 2 inches

Figure 7.8. Stress-strain diagram for a cold-drawn nickel rod.4 (Courtesy The In
ternational Nickel Company, Inc.)

Per Cent Cold Reduction

Figure 7.9. Increase in hardness of various metals with cold working.4 (Courtesy
The International Nickel Company, Inc,)

Rockwell "B"
io 15 20
RockwelCc"

Figure 7.10. The approximate relationship of tensile properties to hardness for
hot-rolled, forged, and cold-drawn nickel.4 (Courtesy The International Nickel Com
pany, Inc.)
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Table 7.2a. Mechanical Property Ranges

F orm and temper

Wire
Cold-drawn
Annealed
No. 0 temper
No. 1 temper
Regular temper
Spring temper
Rod and bar
Cold-drawn
Annealed
As-drawn
As-rolled
Forged, hot-finished
Plate
Hot-rolled
Annealed
As-rolled
Sheet
Annealed
Hard
Strip
Annealed
Spring
Tubing
Cold-drawn
Annealed
Hard, stress-relieved
Condenser and evaporator
Annealed
Stress-relieved
Castings
Nickel, as cast
“G”* nickel, as cast
“S”* nickel, as cast
annealed and aged

of

225
“A” Nickel4

Tensile
strength,
1000 psi

Yield
strength
(0.2%
offset),
1000 psi

Elongation
in 2 in.,
per cent

55-85
80-95
70-95
105-140
125-145

15-50
—
40-75
105-135
105-135

50-30
—•
40-20
15-4
15-2

55-80
65-110
60-85
65-90

15-30
40-100
15-45
20-60

55-80
55-85

Brinell
hardness
(3000 kg)

Rockwell
hardness,
B

—
■—
—

—
—
—
—
—

55-40
35-10
55-35
55-40

90-120
140-230
90-150
100-170

45-70
75-98
45-80
55-85

15-40
20-50

60-40
55-35

90-140
100-150

45-75
55-80

55-75
90-115

15-30
70-105

55-40
15-2

—
—

70 max.
90 min.

55-75
90-130

15-30
70-115

55-40
15-2

—
—

64 max.
95 min.

55-75
65-110

20-30
40-90

60-40
35-15

—
—

70 max.
75-98

55-75
65-90

15-30
40-75

60-40
35-20

—
—

65 max.
75-92

50-65
50-60
70-100
75-105

15-30
25-35
50-70
55-75

30-15
25-15
6-2
6-2

90-130
90-125
185-250
200-280

45-72

■—■

—

45-70
89-1G0
92-104

Electronic “A”* nickel is produced by melting electrolytic cathodes and
deoxidizing with fractional percentages of silicon, manganese, titanium and
a trace of magnesium which reacts with any sulfur that is present, or which
may be acquired during processing. While electronic “A” nickel is suitable
for many tube applications, it is better practice to use one of the passive
* Trademarks, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
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Table 7.3. Chemical Properties of Nickel

Electrochemical equivalent: 0.30409 mg/coul
3.28846 coul/mg
A) Reactions with gases and vapors:
dry air at room temperature: none
dry air above 400°C: slow oxidation (visible, protective film of NiO at 400°C)
clean moist air at room temperature: practically none
sulfurous atmosphere at 20°C; relative humidity > 70%: formation of NiSOi film
steam, up to 425°C: none; at red heat: Ni % H2O
NiO + H2
hydrogen: none; for data on sorption, desorption, and permeation sec Figures A4
and A6
nitrogen: none
ammonia: none
dry chlorine: none up to ~ 540°C
wet halogens, SOa , NHj : corrosion
dry CC14 : none
moist CCI4 : corrosion; blue and yellow spots develop on surface.
Trichloroethylene: none
SO2 : onset of reaction at about 460°C to form nickel sulfide, Ni3S2
reaction complete at about 700°C; may reverse at higher temperatures
B) Reactions with liquids:
water at 20°C: practically none; corrosion is less than 0.001 in. penetration per
year (ipy) when exposed on one side only
salt water at 20°C: very little corrosion; less than 0.005 ipy; some pitting
neutral and alkaline salt solutions, cold or hot: corrosion less than 0.005 ipy
alkalies, cold or hot: practically none (0.0001 ipy)
H2SO4 , cold: less than 0.05 ipy for concentrations up to 80% (b.wt.)
max. corrosion at about 5 p.c. acid concentr. b.wt. and decreases
uniformly with increasing concentr. up to 80%
hot: corrosion above 25 p.c. acid concentration (0.05 to 0.1 ipy)
HCI, cold, dilute: air-free 0.005 ipy; air-saturated 0.10 ipy
cold, cone.: air-free 0.06 ipy; air-saturated 0.08 ipy
hot, dilute, or cone.: severe attack above 2 p.c. cone, (b.wt.)
HNO3 , cold, dilute: rapid dissolution
HPOs , pure, free of oxidizing impurities such as ferric compounds : 0.015-0.04 ipy
cold, dilute (commercial grade): slow dissolution
hot, concentr. (commercial grade): rapid dissolution
HF, dilute (20-110°C): 0.010-0.110 ipy
anhydrous (20-150°C): 0.002 ipy
HF % HNO3 : rapid dissolution
acetic acid, 20°C, air-saturated: max. rate 0.4 ipy at 85% cone.
0.01 ipy in 0.1% cone.
oxide-coated cathodes can be stripped of the coating by boiling in
10 p.c. solution of acetic acid
Mercury: no amalgamation up to 370°; stress-relief anneal as a safeguard against
cracking; do not remove oxide
Molten metals: do not use in contact with Al, Sn, Pb, Bi, Sb, Zn
C) Reactions with solids:
Tantalum—forms brittle alloy with nickel nearl400°C when Ta content > 40 p.c.
Zirconium—forms eutectic with nickel above 1000°C
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Table 7.3—Continued
D) Nickel oxides:
NiO—nickel monoxide,17, 20-23 olive green to greenish yellow, or grayish black;
somewhat harder than Ni24
d = 7.45; M.P. = 1960°C; soluble in acids and NH4OH; readily reduced in hy
drogen; reacts with A12O3 at about 900°C to form nickel spinel25
400
500
800
900
1000°C
Color: black gray gray-green greenish yellow
100
99.91
NiO%: 99.15 99.61
100
Mellor, Vol. 15(1936)26
sp. gr.: 5.668 5.745
6.265
6.305
6.310
(5500-6650):
.89 (1000°C)
.69 (1450°C)
Higher oxides of variable composition can be produced by electrolysis of aque
ous solutions.
E) Cleaning solutions, etching and polishing:
HNOs (cone)—33 c.c. immerse in solution, rinse in water and methyl alcohol
II2()
—67 c.c.
in succession, air-dry
HC1 (cone) —10 c.c.
electrolytic cleaning: H2S()4 (50% b.vol.); current density: ~la/cm2
time: 30 sec to 2 min; use nickel cathode, work as anode
Note: Many polishing and etching solutions are listed in two tables of Ref. 1,
pp. 12-13.
The Jewitt-Wise reagent consists of equal volumes of 10% ammonium per
sulfate and 10% potassium cyanide and is recommended for etching
of metallographic specimens after careful polishing with flat silk crepe
and very fine alumina as the abrasive for the last stage.

nickels, especially when the components in question operate at elevated
temperature.
“A”* nickel is the commercial wrought nickel and differs from the elec
tronic “A” nickel in regard to the limits of the deoxidizing elements (Table
7.1). The present author would not recommend its use for internal tube
elements.
“330”* nickel differs from the grades described above in containing slightly
more magnesium and substantially no titanium; while this nickel was orig
inally designed to be used for anodes, as it is, Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. utilized selected lots of 330 nickel for oxide-coated cathodes under the
code Sylvania “A” nickel some ten years ago; N4 nickel is now the Sylvania
code for selected 330 nickel, and RCA uses the code N109. The recently
announced “230” nickel (INCO) meets this situation by giving the selected
“330” nickel for cathode use a special number and making it to the closer
tolerance to start with. “330” nickel is also widely used for magnetostriction
transducers although 4% cobalt nickel offers some advantages for this ap
plication.
“D”* nickel is characterized by its higher manganese content which ranges
* Trademarks, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
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T orsional m odulus of
elasticity, 106 psi

T ensile m odulus of
elasticity, 106 psi

(0°C),

¡J.

ohm.cm

E lectrical resistivity

i

(0-100°C),

cal/cm 2/cm /sec/°C

T herm al conductivity

10^

cm /cm /°C X

T herm al expansion

(20-400°C)

coefficient (0-100°C),
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M elting point, °C

Material

D ensity, gm /cc

Table 7.4. Physical Constants
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“A” Nickel (Commercial)
Low-carbon nickel
Duranickel
Permanickel
“D” nickel
“E” nickel
Monel
“R” Monel
“K” Monel
“KR” Monel
Inconel
Inconel “X”
Hastelloy A
Hastelloy B
Hastelloy C
Hastelloy D
Illium G
Nimonic “75”
Nimonic “80A”
Nimonic “90”
80 Ni 20 Cr Alloy,
wrought
60 Ni 15 Cr alloy,
wrought

8.89 1435-1446 0.13

129.6

0.145

9.46

30

11

8.89 1435-1446 0.13
8.24 1400-1438 0.104
8.74 1400-1438 0.106
8.78 1426 0.13
8.86 1426 0.13
8.83 1300-1450 0.127
8.84 1300-1350 0.13
8.46 1315-1350 0.127
8.46 1315-1350 0.127
8.43 1393-1426 0.109
8.31 1393-1426 0.105
8.80 1300-1330 0.094
9.24 1320-1350 0.091
8.94 1270-1305 0.092
7.80 1110-1120 0.109
8.58 1255-1338 0.105
8.35 1390-1420 0.110*
8.25 1360-1389 0.103*
8.27 1360-1389
8.36 1232 0.104

129.6
129.6
129.6
133.2
133.2
136.9*
136.9*
140.4
140.4
115.2
127.9*
109.8
100.8
113.4
109.8
122.4
160.Of
158.Of
170.Of
176.4t

0.145
0.047
0.138
0.115
0.115
0.062
0.062
0.045
0.045
0.036
0.030
0.037
0.027
0.030
0.050
0.029
0.032
0.029
0.030
0.036

8.30
43.12
15.69
18.26
14.11
48.14
48.14
58.10
58.10
102.
124.5
126.7
135.
132.8
113.1
123.3
108.9
123.8
114.9
107.9

30
30
30
30
30
26
26
26
26
31
31
27
30
28
28
26
30
31
31
31

11
11
11
11
11
9.5
9.5
9.5
9.5
11
11

8.24

169.2t

0.032

112.1

1350

0.107

* 20-100°C
t 20-900°C
Í 20-982°C

from 4.25 to 5.25 per cent. The strength and base hardness of “D” nickel,
when fully annealed, are slightly above those of “A” nickel. The annealing
temperature is also higher, and greater hardness is retained after degassing
when this material is used as a structural part in a vacuum tube. The high
manganese content imparts some tolerance to attack by sulfur compounds
at elevated temperatures. For this reason, it has been used for supports
sealed into glass where embrittlement by sulfur in the heating flame is a
factor. However, the resulting oxidation is somewhat greater than with
“A” nickel or “E”* nickel, so that the latter is more generally used under
* Trademark, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
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Alloy

Available formst

Y ield strength, 1,000
psi 0.2 % offset

Table 7.5. Mechanical Property Ranges* of Nickel and Nickel-Base Alloys2

Elon
Tensile
Reduc
strength, gation, tion in
1,000 psi % in area, %
2 in.

“A” Nickel
ABCDEFG 15-135 50-145 60-2 75-50
Duranickel
ACE
30-175 90-240 55-2 65-15
“D” Nickel
ACE
25-125 75-140 50-2 75-60
Monel
ABCDEFG 25-130 65-140 50-2 75-50
“K” Monel
ABCDEF 40-190 90-210 45-2 70-25
“KR” Monel
AC
40-125 90-180 45-13
“R” Monel
AC
25-100 70-110 50-45 70-50
Inconel
ABCDEFG 25-175 70-185 50-2 70-30
Inconel “X”
ABCDEFG 50-240 110-275 45-2 60-20
Hastelloy B
ABCDEFG 55-68 75-140 55-6 50-301
Hastelloy C
ABCDEFG 52-60 73-140 50-5 54-20Î
Hastelloy D
G
110-125 1
Illium G
G
60-73 4-9.5 8-11
Type 80 Ni 20 Or ABCDEFG 50-190 95-200 35-0 55-0
Type 60 Ni 15 Cr ABCDEFG 40-160 80-175 35-0.5 70-40

Hardness

Rockwell

Impact
stand
ard,
izod

(3,000 kg)
Brinell

45B-104B 90-230 120
75B-46C 135-380 120-25
60B-100B 110-230
<60B-27C 110-250 120-75
75B-40C 140-340 90-20§
75B-37C 140-350
60B-100B 110-240 99-96
65B-34C 120-300 120-70
80B-47C 150-437 40
92B-21C 190-240 62-10
92B-22C 190-245 40-8
46C-49C 452-496 1-2
160-210 40§
85B-30C 150-320
83B-24C 120-250

* Lower values for annealed or hot-finished condition; higher values for coldworked or age-hardened condition.
t Forms: A, rods and bars over 0.5 in. diameter; B, forgings; C, wire, less than
0.5 in. diameter; D, sheet; E, strip; F, tubing; G, castings.
t Wrought forms only.
§ Charpy.

Table 7.6. Selected ASTM Specifications on Nickel

F 1-57T
F 2-57T

Clear Nickel-Clad and Nickel-Plated Steel Strip for Electron Tubes
Aluminum-Clad Steel Strip and Nickel-Steel-Aluminum Strip for Elec
tron Tubes
F 3-57T
Clear Nickel Strip for Electron Tubes
F 4-57T
Carbonized Nickel Strip and Carbonized Nickel-Plated and Nickel-Clad
Steel Strip for Electron Tubes
F 239-57T Nickel Alloy5 Cathode Sleeves for Electronic Devices
F 175-50
Nickel Wire, Round, for Lamps and Electronic Devices
F 290-57T Round Wire for Use as Electron Tube Grid Laterals and Verticals
F 128-56T Sleeves and Tubing for Radio Tube Cathodes
F 278-55T Sublimation Characteristics of Metallic Materials by5 Electrical Re
sistance
B 39-22
Nickel
B 160-58T Nickel Rod and Bar
B 161-58T Nickel Seamless Pipe and Tube
B 162-58T Nickel Plate, Sheet, and Strip
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these circumstances. The electron emission from “D” nickel, even when it
is contaminated with barium, is lower than that of “A” nickel, so that it is
useful for grid wires which may become contaminated with barium from
the cathode. The electrical resistivity of “D” nickel is 18.26 microhm-cm at
0°C (110 ohms/circular mil foot). When “D” nickel is drawn to sizes suit
able for winding grid laterals, trade names such as “Mangrid” and “Magnonickel” wire are used.
“E”* nickel contains from 1.75 to 2.25 per cent manganese and has there
fore mechanical properties which are intermediate between those of “A”
nickel and “D” nickel. Its corrosion resistance at moderate temperature is
comparable to that of “A” nickel. “E” nickel is widely used for support
wires in incandescent lamps and also for grid laterals under the trade name
“Mangrid-E” wire.
Duranickel* alloy is an age-hardenable wrought uickel-aluminum alloy
with mechanical properties between those of “K” Monel* age-hardenablc
nickel-copper alloy and Inconel “X”* age-hardenable nickel-chromium al
loy. The properties of the alloy in the soft condition may l e increased by
cold work, and this may be supplemented ly the ageing treatment. In the
annealed and aged condition, Duranickel alloy exhibits lew relaxation and
thus is useful for spring parts subjected to relatively 1 igh stress for pro
longed times at temperatures as high as 350°C, or, at low stress and short
exposure times, as high as 400°C. The alloy is slightly magnetic at loom
temperature in the soft condition and magnetic after age-hardening. The
corrosion resistance of Duranickel alloy is comparable to that of “A” nickel.
For the attainment of the best surface condition, ageing in dry hydrogen is
recommended, hut, even in this gas, a thin, tenacious aluminum oxide film
is formed which must be removed prior to welding or soldering. The electri
cal resistivity of this material is about 45 microhm-cm (270 ohms/circular
mil foot) at 20°C.
Permanickel* alloy is the original age-hardenable, high-nickel alloy de
veloped for applications where high strength and corrosion resistance are
required. This alloy requires a different annealing and ageing treatment
than Duranickel and has different physical characteristics. Permanickel
alloy is magnetic at room temperature in all conditions and has a lower
electrical resistivity than Duranickel alloy. The mechanical properties of
the two materials arc about the same, and the resistance to corrosion of
Permanickel alloy is comparable to that of “A” nickel. Permanickel alloy
has a somewhat lower resistance to relaxation at elevated temperatures
and should be used in place of Duranickel alloy only when higher electrical
conductivity and magnetic properties are essential. After ageing, the sur
face must be cleaned prior to welding or soldering, a condition that applies
to all age-hardenable nickel alloys. The electrical resistivity of Permanickel
* Tradenames, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
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alloy is about, 1G.G microhm • cm at 0°C (100 ohms/circular mil foot at,
32°F).
Monel* nickel-copper alloy is the typical representative of a series of
wrought nickel-copper alloys which combine high strength, ductility, weld
ability, and excellent corrosion resistance; its composition is about twothirds nickel and one-third copper. The strength of Monel nickel-copper
alloy can be increased by mechanical working, although it cannot be agehardened by thermal treatment. Monel is somewhat magnetic at room
temperature; its permeability will vary to some degree with variations in
composition and ambient temperature. Its electrical resistivity is about 48
microhms-cm (290 ohms/circular mil foot at 32°F).
Monel “403”*M low-permeability nickel-copper alloy has a slightly lower
nickel content, contains less iron and more manganese than Monel nickel
copper alloy. The permeability of Monel “403” alloy in any of the commer
cial forms, sizes, and tempers furnished will not, exceed a value of 1.1 at
room temperature and a field strength of 200 oersteds; a typical value at
room temperature is 1.004. Normal processing operations, such as hotrolling, forging, cold-drawing, or cold-rolling, annealing, stress-relieving,
etc., have little, if any, effect on the permeability of this material. The alloy
has substantial strength at elevated temperatures and is comparable in this
respect to stainless steel as shown in Figure 7.11. The thermal expansion

_I

I__ I__ I__ I__ 1__ 1—J__ I__ I

90 200 3IO 420 530 640 760 870 980 °C

Temperature

Figure 7.11. Tensile strength and yield strength of annealed Monel “403” as a
function of temperature compared to stainless steel 302 and copper.29 (Courtesy The
International Nickel Company, Inc.)
* Tradenames, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
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Temperature

Figure 7.12. Thermal expansion of Monel “403,” “OFHC” Copper, and Type 302
Stainless Steel.29 (Courtesy The International Nickel Company, Inc.)

of Monel “403” is comparable to that of stainless steel and OFHC copper,
as shown in Figure 7.12. It is thus practical to construct assemblies from
these various materials without running into the danger of mechanical dis
tortion on heating.
Alloys of somewhat higher ratio of copper-to-nickel, such as Monel “401”
alloy, Constantan, etc. also find use for similar purposes in vacuum tube
construction. However, precautions should be taken to ensure that these
alloys are free from volatile impurities such as zinc or cadmium.
Because of freedom from formation of refractory oxides, which form on
some of the other nonmagnetic alloys, the nickel-copper materials are read
ily brazed, welded, or soldered and are comparable to elemental nickel in
this respect.
“R” Monel* freely machinable alloy differs from Monel alloy mainly in
having a higher sulfur content; for this reason, it cannot be used for tube
structures.
“K” Monel* age-hardenable nickel-copper alloy contains aluminum and
possesses the excellent corrosion-resistant properties of Monel nickel-copper
alloy combined with greater strength and hardness. The alloy develops a
strength level ordinarily found only in heat-treated alloy steels. “K” Monel
alloy is nonmagnetic at temperatures as low as —100°C. The permeability
at room temperature is of the order of 1.0015 at field strengths from 10 to
* Tradenames, The International Nickel Company, Inc.
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300 oersteds. Hot strength is good up to near 600°C, but where creep at
maximum temperature is of controlling importance, Inconel or Inconel “X”
is recommended. Owing to the presence of aluminum and titanium in the
alloy, a thin oxide film is likely to form even on heating in fairly dry hydro
gen; this oxide film must be removed before welding or brazing operations
are performed. The electrical resistivity of “K” Monel at 0°C is 58.1
microhm.cm (350 ohms/circular mil foot).
“KR” Monel differs from “K” Monel in having a slightly higher carbon
content to improve its machinability by a thermal treatment in the unaged
condition for the purpose of precipitating small amounts of graphitic car
bon. Parts may be machined in the annealed or cold-drawn condition and
subsequently age-hardened. Like “K” Monel, “KR” Monel is nonmagnetic,
and its physical and mechanical properties, after ageing, are comparable to
those of annealed and aged “K” Monel.
“Inconel” nickel-chromium alloy is nonmagnetic and resistant to oxida
tion at elevated temperatures and not attacked by a wide variety of inor
ganic and organic compounds as well as many heat-treating atmospheres.
The alloy work-hardens more rapidly than nickel or Monel alloy, as shown
in Figure 7.9. The permeability of Inconel alloy at 20°C is approximately
1.007, and at — 100°C it is 1.1. The electrical resistivity at 20°C is about
98 microhm-cm (590 ohms/circular mil foot).
Inconel “X” alloy is a wrought, nonmagnetic, age-hardenable modifica
tion of Inconel alloy, developed primarily for gas turbines and jet engines
in which high rupture strength and low creep rates under high stress at tem
peratures up to 815°C are essential. For springs subjected to relatively high
stresses, the soft, or mildly cold-worked and aged, material shows low re
laxation for prolonged times at temperatures up to 540°C. For minimum
creep at the highest temperatures, cold work must be avoided. In the heav
ily cold-worked and aged condition the alloy has a tensile strength of about
250,000 psi. In this condition, the alloy has low relaxation up to about
400°C and offers useful characteristics at higher temperatures for short-time
exposure. The permeability at room temperature is about 1.003 and the
Curie temperature is approximately — 175°C. Its electrical resistivity at
20°C is about 120 microhm-cm (740 ohms/circular mil foot).
It would lead us too far afield to enumerate the many other nickel alloys
containing chromium, molybdenum, silicon, copper, and iron in various
proportions. The composition of some of these is given in Table 7.1, and
the reader is referred to handbooks and trade bulletins for further informa
tion.
Nickel Alloys for Grids. Very special properties are required of the fine
wires employed for grids; some of these are incompatible, so that com
promises must be made and the optimum grid wire will not be the same for
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widely different types of tubes. The first requirement is that the wire pos
sess reasonably good mechanical properties and great uniformity so that
it can be wound into uniform grids with little shrinkage and will withstand
stretching and other processing steps without difficulty. Subsequently the
grid should retain its shape despite heating and should emit a minimum
number of electrons, even after it is contaminated with barium from the
cathode; it must do all of these things at a cost that is appropriate for the
class of tube involved.
The low mangancse-nickel alloys are widely used for grids in small tubes,
as in Permanickel. Chromium-nickel and molybdenum-nickel alloys are
employed where better strength properties are needed and where the de
creased thermal conductivity is acceptable. At higher temperatures, plati
num-clad molybdenum, or platinum-clad tungsten, are best suited; pure
molybdenum and tungsten are used for still higher temperatures. The coat
ing of platinum reduces the grid emission, not only because of the high work
function of platinum but also because of its ability to blot up and sequester
considerable quantities of thorium or barium that might come from the
cathode. At lower temperatures, nickel alloys may be coated with gold or
with palladium to accomplish the same result. Gold works well as long as
the grid is not heated too hot during manufacture or use. Palladium is more
tolerant and platinum permits even higher processing and operating tem
peratures (see Chapter 8). A number of the more important grid alloys are
listed in Table 7.7.
Special Materials and Processes
Carbonized nickel is extensively used for receiving tube anodes but has
been replaced by carbonized nickel-plated cold-rolled steel and nickel-clad
steel and, more recently, by aluminum-clad iron, which takes on a dark
color on firing at about 700°C in vacuum and thus does not require a car
bonizing treatment. (See Chapt. 5). The total emissivity of bright nickel
is about 0.16 at 727°C whereas for carbonized nickel it is 0.85.
According to Briggs30 “the carbonization of nickel is accomplished
through formation of a very thin green oxide by heating the nickel in air
to about 925°C, then almost immediately placing it in another furnace at
the same temperature in a hydrocarbon-gas atmosphere. The nickel oxide
is reduced and may act as a catalyst and crack the gas into its carbon and
hydrogen components. The carbon deposits on the active nickel surface.
The oxidation and reduction of the nickel surface itself tends to open up
the grain boundaries and generally roughen the nickel surface. Other rough
ening is frequently used, such as by mechanical or chemical means, or an
earlier carbonization and oxidation.”
The quality and adherence of the carbon coating on the nickel base metal

Table 7.7. Nickel Alloys for Grid Laterals (L) and Siderods (S)
Materials*

Permanickel*

Suppliers

INCO

Use

Composition
(Wt. Pct.)

M. Pt.
(°C)

Sp. Gr.
+/cc)

Resistivity (microhm-cm)
20°C
800°C

14

L,S

1+

Gridnic-E*
Mangrid*
Permacarb)
Gridnic A*
Gridnic C*

DHC
WBD
WBD
DHC
DHC

L,S
L,S
L.S,
L
L

Gridnic D*
Gridnic F*

DHC
DHC

L

Gridnic T*
“E” Nickel*
“A” Nickel*
(Electronic gr.)
“330” Nickel*
HB Alloy
(Hastalloy B)

DHC
INCO
INCO

L
S
S

Ni: 50.5, Bal: Fe
Fe: 1.0, Mn: 1.75,
Cr: 15.0, Bal: Ni
Cr: 20.0, Bal: Ni
Ti: 2.25, Fe: 7.5, Co:
17.0, Bal: Ni
Ni: 98.0 min.
See Table 7.1
See Table 7.1

INCO
Sylvania

s
L

See Table 7.1
See Table 7.4

L

1426

8.78

See Table 7.1

18.26
20.0
18.3

57.9
43.9

4,200-7,700(a)
8,750-12,250(11)
5,270
6,050

—

—

2,530
—

1425
1390

8.25
8.53

43.2
94.3

115.9
99.4

4,950
7,740

—
1,760

1400
1450

8.41
8.59

108.0
35.0

114.7
100.

9,200
2,770

850
■—

1450
1426
1440

8.75
8.86

48.2

7,030

—

—

—

4,200-6,650(a)
8,050-ll,200(h)

—
—
—

—

16.6
14.11
—

* Names listed are Registered Trademarks of the respective companies:
INCO—International Nickel Co., Inc., 67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.
WBD—Wilbur B. Driver Company, 1875 McCarter Highway, Newark 4, N. J.
DHC—Driver Harris Company, 201 Middlesex Street, Harrison, N. J.
t Carbonized Mangrid
(See Chapter 8 for plated grid wires; WBD supplies silver-plated Mangrid and Permagrid with a 5 pct. by weight coating.)
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WBD
INCO

(kg/cm2)
850°C

5,250-10,500(a)
11,200-18,200(h)

See Table 7.1
Permagrid*
“D” Nickel*

Tensile Strength
20°C
a-annealed h-hard
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may be tested by exposing a sample to a hydrogen atmosphere in a furnace
at 1000°C for 1 to 2 minutes, or by heating it for 30 minutes in a vacuum
furnace at from 1100 to 1300°C. Good material will show little or no damage
in color under this test, while poor material will be partially or entirely
carbonized. A variety of different finishes are available from commercial
suppliers; anodes may be carbonized on both sides, or on one side only; the
excess carbon may be removed leaving either a dull black, or a polished
carbon surface. Any oxide remaining on the nickel, or oxygen released from
the nickel itself at elevated temperature, will react with carbon to form
CO. It has been found that passive nickel, such as Type 499, will release
less CO than carbonized “330” nickel.
High-purity nickel: Nickel for spectroscopic standards has been made by
chemically purifying a nickel solution and electrodepositing the nickel on
a surface from which it can be stripped. This process avoids the contamina
tion that will result from melting under most conditions. Other methods of
conversion into rod can be employed but, in general, the method just men
tioned has proved most suitable and was used by Wesley28 of the Interna
tional Nickel Company Laboratory in the production of nickel having an
extraordinarily high purity which makes it suitable for a spectroscopic
standard. The electrical and various other properties of this material have
been determined and reported by Wise and Schaefer.3
Vacuum cast nickel is available from the Vacuum Metals Corporation*
under the code Nivac-P and will be produced to order by electron beam
melting in vacuum by Temescal Metallurgical Corporation, f A series of
extremely high-purity nickels, containing controlled fractional percentages
of single additions, has been reported by K. M. Olsen31, 32 of the Bell Tele
phone Laboratories; he selected the high-purity carbonyl nickel as the base.
Using such nickel for oxide coated cathodes, the emission activity obtained
was twice that available from HPM nickel.
Rolled-powder nickel in the form of sheet and wire is being produced on
an experimental scale in various laboratories by compacting carbonyl nickel
powder or reduced nickel powder by rolling and sintering. This process
offers the advantage of close control over the resulting purity of the product
and the amount of purposely added activating agents in the case of cathode
nickels. Lund33 of the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada
has recently reported on his work on this process and Fig. 7.13 shows the
ultimate tensile strength and the elongation as a function of percent reduc
tion in the thickness for the finest powder used after the green strip was
sintered 15 minutes at 1232°C, cold-rolled 50 per cent, annealed 25 minutes
at 870°C, and then rerolled by the amount indicated on the abscissa.
* P. O. Box 977, Syracuse 1, N. Y.
f 1201 South 47th Street, Richmond, California.
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% Reduction in thickness of strip

Figure 7.13. Effect of cold rolling on tensile strength and elongation of densified
strip. F-100 strip, sintered 15 min. at 1230°C, cold rolled 50 per cent, annealed 25 min.
at 870°C, then rerolled by amounts indicated. After Lund.33 (Courtesy The American
Institute Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers.)

Outgassing of Nickel: Summaries of the gas properties of nickel can be
found in the well-known book by Dushman34 and in review articles by
Espe26 and Waldschmidt.3'’ (Figures A3 6 in the appendix contain a num
ber of graphs from Waldschmidt’s paper.) Depending on its method of
fabrication, nickel may contain very substantial amounts of gases of which
hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and carbon monoxide are the principal con
stituents released during outgassing; these gases do not exist in the molecu
lar state within the nickel lattice, but combine from hydrogen, carbon, and
oxygen atoms at the surface during outgassing, and, in turn, dissociate from
the molecular state into atomic components when sorbed by the metal
from the surrounding atmosphere. The permeation of hydrogen through
nickel increases rapidly with rising temperature (Figure A6), and the
amount of hydrogen dissolved also increases with increasing temperature
(Figure A4), rising from 111 to 419 micromoles/100 grams in the tempera
ture range from 300 to 900°C.36 The solubility of hydrogen in nickel is
greater than it is in iron, molybdenum, silver, platinum, or copper (Figure
A4).
Solubilities of hydrogen in nickel-iron alloys are intermediate between
those observed for either nickel or iron alone. Owing to the high rate of
diffusion of hydrogen in nickel,37 this metal can be readily purged by hydro
gen-firing at relatively low temperatures, of the order of 500°C, although
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firing near 1000°C is common practice. Any hydrogen remaining in the
nickel is then readily released during a vacuum-firing treatment, or during
bake-out on the pump. The removal of carbon monoxide from nickel, in
the sense stated above, is a slow process and requires temperatures of the
order of 1000°C. It is desirable, therefore, to limit the amount of carbon
monoxide to be formed by using nickel of a low oxygen and carbon content.5
An abnormal enrichment of nickel with hydrogen has been reported by
Morrison and Lander20, who find that nickel tubing used as a cathode in a
glow discharge in a hydrogen atmosphere will take up a very much larger
amount of hydrogen when the surface is covered by a visible film of nickel
oxide or a thin white film of barium oxide than is the case for clean nickel.
The oxide film was maintained during the discharge by providing for an
adequate partial pressure of water vapor. Dry hydrogen was used for meas
urements on nickel coated with barium oxide. The concentrations of hydro
gen observed in the presence of oxide films not only were substantially
higher than those observed with pure nickel, but also increased with de
crease of temperature from near 200°C to near 100°C. For equal numbers
of atoms striking the surface, the increase in concentration near 100°C
amounts to about four orders of magnitude. The transport mechanism in
both surface films is believed to have been proton migration in imperfect
hydroxides. The energetic hydrogen ions penetrate the outer surfaces effi
ciently and are then trapped in the interior by surface barriers which
amount to about 0.35 ev for both nickel oxide and barium oxide on nickel.
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CHAPTER 8

PRECIOUS METALS; SILVER, GOLD, AND
THE PLATINUM FAMILY
Introduction

The precious metals play an important role in the electron tube industry
not as structural materials by themselves, but as brazing filler metals for
the joining of metals and as thin films to impart desirable properties to the
surfaces of other metals used within the tube. For general applications, the
precious metals are widely used in the form of corrosion-resistant coatings,
for high-temperature thermocouples, high-temperature furnace windings,
electrical contacts, and highly reflective surfaces, such as mirrors in optical
systems. Platinum crucibles of considerable size are used for the melting of
optical glass and in other critical chemical processes, where contamination
would result from the use of more conventional containers. In the produc
tion of fiber glass for electrical insulation and other purposes, platinum
trays, or bushings, with hundreds of small orifices are used through which
the molten glass passes to form threads.
The precious metals and their alloys which are used for brazing are listed
in Table 12.1 (p. 360). The use of pure platinum cathodes is mentioned in
Chapter 15 (p. 563). Gold diffusion seals are described in Chapter 12 (p.
382), and the application of gold films to metals used in glass-to-metal
seals is described in Chapter 13 (p. 458). Having thus relegated the de
scription of many of the principal applications of the precious metals to
other chapters, it remains to describe the physical characteristics and chem
ical properties in the present one; this is done in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. Addi
tional information on the precious metals is easily available in references
1 to 6. The Platinum Metals Review^ is especially recommended as a current
source of information and a guide to the international literature on all pos
sible applications, including electronics, where platinum, palladium, rho
dium, iridium, osmium, and ruthenium play a part.
Suppression of Primary Electron Emission

One of the difficulties which hampers the successful operation of highfrequency tubes is the thermal emission of electrons from control grids and
screen grids when barium, barium oxide, or thorium have been deposited
onto them by evaporation from the cathode; this is an unavoidable effect
which takes place in all tubes which contain oxide cathodes or dispenser
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Table
Property

Unit

Atomic number
Atomic weight
isotopes
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Atomic valence
Valence orbitals
Lattice type
Lattice constants
Atomic radius
Atomic volume
Closest approach of atoms
Density (20°C)
Melting point
Boiling point
Specific heat (20°C)
Thermal conductivity
Thermal expansion coeff.
(0-I00°C)
Vapor pressure temp, at which
p(Torr) = 10^8
10-6
IO"“
10-2
Spectral emissivity (%)

Total emissivity (%)
Electrical resistivity (20°C)

Angstroms
Angstroms
cc/gm atom
Angstroms
gm/cc
°C
°C
cal/gm
c.g.s.
cm/cm/°C
x io ;
°K

at 0.650 r
100°C
500°C
1000°C
ohm-cm X IO-6

8.1.

Physical Characteristics of Precious Metals7'14

Ag

Au

Pt

Pd

Rh

47
107.880
107, 109

79
197.0
—

3, 1
6s
f.c.c. (Al)
4.0781
1.439
10.2
2.878
19.29
1063
2600
0.031
0.71
142

46
106.4
102, 104, 105, 106
109, 110
2, 4
4d10
f.c.c. (Al)
3.8902
1.3725
8.89
2.745
12.0
1552
—2200
0.058
0.17
117

45
102.91
103

1
4d105s
f.c.c. (Al)
4.086
1.4415
10.28
2.882
10.492
960.5
1950
0.056
1.0
197

78
195.09
190,192, 194,195,
196, 198
2, 4
4fi“5d96s
f.c.c. (Al)
3.9237
1.3845
9.102
2.769
21.45
1769
4300
0.032
0.17
89

3, 4
4d85s
f.c.c. (Al)
3.8044
1.35
8.273
2.684
12.41
1960
>2500
0.059
0.36
85

8527
961
1105
1305
5.5s
26
3
—
1.59

10457
1180
1355
1605
14 (1000°C)6
26
3
—
2.44

103413
1179
1371
1637
337
—
—
—
10.7

1550 est.7
1745 est.
1980 est.
2300 est.
297
—
—
—
4.7

15607
1755
2015
2350
337
56
10
15
10.6

Ir

Os

Ru

44
76
190.2
101.1
184,186,187,188, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101,
102, 104
189, 190, 192
3, 4, 6
4, 6, 8
3. 4, 6, 8
4f145d76s2
4fl45de6s2
4d75s
c.p.h. (A3)
c.p.h. (A3)
f.c.c. (Al)
a = 2.72; c = 4.314 a = 2.70; c = 4.27
3.8389
1.3545
1.350
1.335
8.58
8.33
8.46
2.670
2.644
2.709
22.54
22.5
12.3
2450
2442
2700
>4800
4900
>5300
0.032
0.031
0.031
—
—
0.35
96
65
66
77
192.2
191, 193

1720 est.7
1950 est.
2220 est.
2580 est.
307
—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—
—

5.3

9.5

—
—
—
—
9.5

Temp, coeff. of resistance

ohm/°C

0.0038

0.004

(o-ioo°C)

Magnetic susceptibility
Electron work function
Richardson constant A
Secondary emission coeff.

X 10-5
e.v.
a/cin2/°K2
8

-0.20
4.5
—
1.5

-0.15
4.9
—

1.5

Mechanical Properties:1

Proportional limit annealed (a)
Ultimate tensile strength
Young’s modulus (tension)
Elongation annealed
Hardness (annealed)

psi X 103
psi X 103
psi X 10B
% on 2 in.
V.P.H.

18 (a)
11
52
50

19 (a)
11
45
50

Ag:5 log pTorr = (-14,710/T°K + 11.66 - 0.755 log r(298-1234°K)
Pt:5 log PTorr = (-27,100/r°K) + 9.40(298-2042°K)
Au:5 log PTorr = ( -19.820/r°K) + 10.81 - 0.306 log T - 0.167’(298-1336°K)
Pd:13 log PTorr = (-16.860 ± SS/T^k) + 8.30 ± 0.04

0.003927

+ 1.10
5.32
32
1.8

2-5
42 (h) 20-24 (a)
22
24-30
110

0.0038

+5.4
4.99
60
>1.3

4
55 (li) 20-25 (a)
16
30-40
40

0.0046

+1.11
4.80
33
—
__

0.004

+0.15
5.40
63
—
__

365 (h),138 (a) 290 (h),80 (a)
40
74
35
9
100
370 (melted)

0.0042
+0.05
4.7
—
—
__
—
(81)
—
800 (melted)

0.0042
+0.50
(4.52)
'—
—

__
—
(60)
—
455 (melted)

Table

Electrochemical
equivalent
A)

Reactions

8.2.

Chemical Properties of Precious Metals

Ag

Au

Pt

Pd

Rh

Ir

Os

Ru

1.11793 mg/Coul.
0.89451 Coul./mg

0.68117 mg/Coul.
1.46805 Coul./mg

0.50578 mg/Coul.
1.97716 Coul./mg

0.27642 mg/Coul
3.61762 Coul./mg

0.26661 mg/Coul.
3.75085 Coul./mg

0.50026 mg/Coul.
1.99896 Coul./mg

0.49611 mg/Coul.
2.01567 Coul./mg

0.26347 mg/Coul.
3.79548 Coul./mg

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

none

>1000 (slightly)

750

1100 -► Rh2Q3

>1000

200 —► OsOi

600°C

none

none

none

none

none

none

none up to 1400°C
no permeation
up to 1425°C»a
permeation
>700°C

absorption—hot
absorbs >900 X
its vol.
permeation
at
100-300°C

none at 1000aC

attack when hot
attack when hot

attack

attack

with

gases and va 
pors:

dry air at room
temperature
oxidation in dry
air at
sulfurous atmos
phere
oxygen

B)

200
tarnish at R.T.(AgS2)
copious diffusion
600°C

ihydrogen
,

none

nitrogen
chlorine
sulfur dioxide

attack

Reactions

IrO2

with

liquids:

HC1

H2SO4

HNO3
HF
HzSeCh
aqua regia
fused alkali hy
droxides
fused alkali car
bonates

hot, conc: none

none

none

none

hot, conc: attack

none

none

none

hot, conc: none

none

none

none

none

hot:
dissolves
slowly
hot:
dissolves
slowly
hot, cone: dis
solves
none

none

none

none

none

dissolves
attack

dissolves
attack

none

none

slow attack

none

dil. surface only
none
cone, slow attack
hot, <60%: none none
hot, 80%: dissolves
dissolves
none

none

hardly any
dissolves
none

none

none
dissolves
dissolves
attack

none

none

none

fused alkali cya
nides
fused KHSOa
fused (NaOH +
NaNCh)
Hg

C)

Reactions

none

dissolves in pres
ence of air

attack
amalgamates

dissolves

attack

dissolves
attack

attack

attack

attack

none (wets)

with

solids:

carbon

graphite dissolves
in Pd several
hundred degrees
below M.P. of
Pd

silicon
phosphorus
lead
tantalum

eutectic at 830°C
eutectic at 588°C
attack

D)

Oxides:

none at high temp.
intermetallic com
pound

tungsten
MgO

g;

none at high temp.

alloys
Ag2O—brown
AgiO2—black

AuzO—gray-violet
AU2O3—d. br.«
black

PdO—black

IrO2

OsO

RU2O3—black

Pd20s—brown

Ir20s

OS2O3

RuOi—gold-yell.

OsOi M.P. 40°C

RuO2—green

PdO2—black
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cathodes. The work function of the grid wires is then lowered by substan
tial amounts so that these grids become electron emitters when their tem
perature is raised by heat radiation from the hot cathode, or by electron
bombardment.14-17 When the grid bias is applied through a high resistance,
a small amount of grid emission can reduce the bias sufficiently to cause
the tube to run away, so to speak, because, once the control grid is bom
barded by electrons, its temperature will rise and the primary emission
increase farther and farther, thus causing a higher and higher potential
at the grid and producing more bombardment by electrons from the cathode
until the grid is destroyed. This situation is particularly critical in close
spaced grids which are apt to run quite hot and are also quickly covered
with evaporation products from the cathode. The successful operation of
such tubes thus depends on the extent to which grid primary emission can
be suppressed.
A large number of different types of treatment of the grid surfaces has
been suggested throughout the years, and many proprietary processes are
being used and carefully guarded. The applied coating should have a high
work function by itself and be able to absorb the activating agents so that
the latter are not able to build up low-work-function surface films. The sur
face coating on the grid wire should be chemically stable at elevated tem
perature, have a low vapor pressure, and adhere tightly to the wire so that
it is not damaged during the fabrication of the grid. It also should have a
low diffusion rate and should not form low-melting alloys with the grid
metal. Very few, if any, of the now commercially used coatings satisfy all
these conditions, regardless of the claims made for their excellence. Some
coatings are better for oxide cathodes and others are preferred for thoriated
tungsten emitters. The type of processing used on the pump will also have
a bearing on the choice of the grid coating. The maximum temperature
at which a given coating can effectively operate is a critical factor and
seriously limits the ambient temperature to which even ceramic envelope
tubes can be exposed.
One of the earliest techniques for the suppression of primary grid emis
sion consisted of the application of a film of graphite, or carbon, to the sur
face. While such a coating is quite effective, not only in the suppression of
primary emission, but also in greatly lowering the secondary emission from
the grid, it is difficult to get a hard and smooth coating unless pyrolytic
carbon films are used. Champion18 has more recently reported on studies
in which a colloidal suspension of graphite was applied to molybdenum;
he concludes that such coatings may be satisfactory for screen grids. Con
trolled amounts of barium and barium oxide were evaporated onto the
graphite-coated molybdenum surface, and the emission therefrom measured
at various temperatures. Below 900°C, the emission actually increased with
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time corresponding to activation of the surface, while at temperatures
above 900°C the emission decayed rapidly to a negligibly small value. It is
suggested that barium oxide is being reduced to barium by the carbon
during the initial period of decay which takes place at a faster rate than
that following when the remaining free barium is evaporated from the
surface. Considering the fact that screen grids usually operate at a temper
ature of 600 to 700°C, the decrease of primary emission in time above 900°C
would thus not be effective, and the much lower value of the emission from
a fully activated carbon-coated molybdenum surface compared with that
of molybdenum by itself would have to be relied upon. No data are given
for the performance of actual tubes in which the grids were treated in this
manner.
Gold plating of grid wires is by far the most widely used technique for
the suppression of primary emission in the presence of oxide-coated cath
odes. The beneficial effect of such coatings has been known since 1930 ac
cording to Baker19 who has described carefully controlled experiments
with gold-plated molybdenum and gold-plated manganese-nickel wires to
which a coating of gold resinate was applied by a continuous process and
then heated in air to 500°C to produce a thin layer of gold. In addition to
tests performed in specially constructed tubes in which two straight fila
ments were located on opposite sides of an oxide-coated cathode, largescale factory trials were also run on triodes and tetrodes which were life
tested for periods of 600 hours and, in one case, up to 2600 hours. Uncoated
5 % manganese-nickel wire showed a much smaller amount of grid primary
emission than uncoated molybdenum wire both at 450 and at 590°C. All
gold-coated wires tested during these experiments showed no primary
emission up to 600°C when a test limit of 0.2 ma/cm2 was applied. A coat
ing thickness of at least one micron was required for effective suppression.
Micrographs of wires which had been used at different temperatures for
various periods of time disclosed that, in the case of manganese-nickel
wires, diffusion of the gold into the body of the wire takes place above
450°C, but no such diffusion was observed with gold-coated molybdenum.
While these gold-coated wires have been shown to be effective in suppress
ing grid emission up to temperatures in the range of 550 to 600°C, as men
tioned above, the safe temperature from the point of view of gold evapora
tion is given as 500 to 550°C. When misaligned grid wires are bombarded
by electrons and run excessively hot, gold is evaporated and will rapidly
poison the emission from the cathode.
“It should be recognized that the melting point of the interface between
nickel and gold is rather low, 960°C, and it is probable that transient melt
ing can occur during processing steps. In the case of palladium-clad nickel,
the melting temperature is considerably higher, about 1250°C, so that no
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trouble will be encountered; it is also possible to interpose a layer of palla
dium between the gold and the nickel to achieve a higher melting point.
“In considering gold coatings, the possible presence of sulfur in some of
these, both electrodeposited and fired types, must be kept in mind, as sulfur
would be highly detrimental to cathode activity.”*
As Baker19 points out in his paper, it is very difficult to lay down definite
temperature limits because so many factors enter into play. Some of the
figures which have come to the present author’s attention as upper limits
for the safe operating temperature of gold-plated grids are substantially
lower than those given by Baker. The method of fabrication used by Baker
is not plating in the proper sense of the word which usually implies elec
trolytic deposition from a bath. Rhodium has also been used for the sup
pression of grid primary emission in the presence of oxide-coated cathodes,
and it is claimed that more uniform coatings can be obtained than is the
case with gold. Silver was tested by Baker and found to be unreliable al
though it did prevent primary emission in some cases.
Etter28 has recently reported on the most suitable method of cleaning
molybdenum wire prior to plating with nickel and gold and finds that ca
thodic treatment at room temperature in 65 to 75% (b.vol.) sulfuric acid
for 20 seconds at 6v was effective in removing all contaminants, including
oxides of mercury which were present on some wires. (Some vendors use
mercury pools for electrical contacts during annealing of the hot-drawn
wire.) The electro-cleaned wire is fired in dry hydrogen at a temperature
of 900 to 1050°C for at least five minutes to remove all absorbed gases; a
film of nickel corresponding to not less than 0.1, nor more than 0.4 per cent
by weight of the wires is then laid down by plating in a conventional nickel
chloride bath. After thoroughly rinsing in demineralized water, the wire is
transferred to the final cyanide gold plating bath, rinsed again and hydrogen
fired near 1000°C to flow the gold into a bright lustrous surface.
According to information from other sources, the cathodic cleaning in
H2SO4 described above, is not applicable to tungsten wire; electrolytic
etching in a 20 percent solution of KOH for 30 seconds, or longer, by apply
ing 7.5v ac, using a graphite electrode, was found effective at Stanford in
preparing tungsten or molybdenum parts for subsequent nickel and gold
plating.
Russell22“ described the step plating recommended by Etter in a patent
disclosure according to which the strike is produced to a thickness of from
10 5 to 10~4 in. on a molybdenum base metal, such as a grid wire, by using
a gold electrode submerged in a solution of potassium gold cyanide, potas
sium cyanide, and potassium hydroxide. The wire is then heated in form* Personal communication from Dr. E. M. Wise of the International Nickel Com
pany, Inc., Development and Research Division.
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Molybdenum
Zr*Zr 0? After IOOOhours
with 15 W/cm2
Pt-Clad moly after 1000 hours
with l5W/cm2

Pt-Clad moly after 0 hours
Zr+Zr 02 after 0 hours

K-Material after 2000 hours
with 30W/cm2
K-Material after 1000 hours
with l5W/cm2

K-Material after 1000hours
with 15 W/cm2

GRID DISSIPATION

(W/cm2)

Figure 8.1. Comparison of various types of surface films on molybdenum wire for
the suppression of primary electron emission. After Dorgelo.24 (Courtesy Société
Française Des Ingénieurs Du Vide.)

ing gas at near 1200°C for about five minutes, and a thicker layer of gold
then plated onto the first one.
Freeman and Briggs22b have recently reviewed the various procedures
which have been evaluated in industrial and government laboratories where
electroplating on molybdenum was studied. Both, compositions and pro
cedures are described for plating a variety of metals.
In the presence of thoriated tungsten emitters, the members of the plat
inum family have been found most effective as grid coatings. While grids
made from platinum wire show’ negligible grid emission even at high oper
ating temperatures, the hot strength of platinum is inadequate. Platinumclad tungsten wire, containing 25 to 30 % platinum by weight, or a 0.6 mil
coating on a 10-mil-dia. wire, is commercially available from Baker Plati
num Division, Engelhard Industries, Inc.23* Thorium deposited on the
platinum surface diffuses into the platinum so that the high work function
of platinum is not impaired. Platinum-clad molybdenum wire is also being
used but such wires sag seven times as fast as do platinum-clad tungsten
wires at 1200°C according to a statement by the supplier. Tungsten-plati
num alloys, containing 4% tungsten have also been used, especially for
high-temperature operation.2
Dorgelo24 of the Philips Laboratories in Eindhoven has reported on the
effectiveness of various types of grid coatings for the suppression of pri
mary emission, and Figure 8.1 is reproduced from his paper. The K-mate* 113 Astor St., Newark 2, N. J.
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rial is essentially a platinum surface which is separated from the molyb
denum base by an intermediate layer of very fine carbon particles. These
different layers are sintered at appropriate temperatures and result in a
surface which has all the advantages of platinum and, in addition, a high
thermal emissivity (85% B.B.). No harmful chemical or physical change
has been observed after running such K-grids at 1600°K for several thou
sand hours. Even at a grid loading of 40 W/cm2, the emission measured
after 1000 hrs was less than the initial value obtained from a platinized
molybdenum surface. If Pt is replaced by gold, similar results are observed
in the presence of barium contamination from oxide-coated cathodes or
dispenser cathodes.
In addition to the aforementioned precious metals, zirconium, titanium,
silicon, boron carbide, tungsten carbide, alumina, titania, and various
combinations thereof, sometimes with precious metals, have been described
in the patent literature.25
The superior properties of titanium as a grid material with negligible
primary and secondary emission have been described by Espersen and
Rogers,26 and more recently by Champion.27 It is reported by Espersen and
Rogers that titanium has the lowest grid emission of all materials investi
gated in the presence of an impregnated Philips cathode. Other grid mate
rials tested were plain tungsten, plain molybdenum, plain zirconium, mo
lybdenum wire coated with zirconium, calcium, and magnesium, manganese
nickel, gold-plated molybdenum, and titanium dioxide. In the presence of
thoriated tungsten cathodes, titanium grids also were found to suppress
grid emission better than any other material. Champion,27 in pursuing his
earlier work on grid coatings suitable for the suppression of primary emis
sion, studied titanium wire grids onto which barium and barium oxide
were separately deposited and the emission obtained therefrom compared
with that of tungsten treated in a similar way. He confirmed the observa
tions by Espersen and Rogers in many respects but does not concur in the
assumption that barium reevaporates from titanium at temperatures as low
as 327°C. When barium was deposited on tungsten and titanium wires at
different rates while the wires were at a temperature of 700°C, the primary
emission from titanium was always about two orders of magnitude lower
than that measured from tungsten wires. For a deposition rate of one monolayer per minute, which corresponds to the rate of evaporation of barium
from an oxide-coated cathode when the latter is run under very onerous
conditions, the emission from titanium amounted to 0.18 ma/cm2 while
for tungsten it was 15 ma/cm2 after a period of 10 minutes. At higher tem
peratures up to 1000°C, the emission from titanium was very substantially
lower, being less than 0.00002 ma/cm2 both at 850 and 1000°C, while the
emission from tungsten first increased and then settled down to a value
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just slightly lower than that measured at 700°C. Similar results were ob
tained for the evaporation of barium oxide. The possible poisoning effect
of hot titanium wires in the proximity of oxide-coated cathodes was also
investigated by Champion. The conclusion was reached that it is generally
necessary to limit the operating temperature of titanium to 900°C to avoid
poisoning the emission from an oxide cathode. When a shield was interposed
between the titanium wire and the cathode, gas released from the titanium
at temperatures between 900 and 1100°C had only a negligible poisoning
effect.
High-temperature Thermocouples

There is a continuous need in our rapidly advancing technology to meas
ure higher and higher temperatures with accuracy. Thermocouples made
from combinations of refractory metals, and particularly those of the plat
inum family, serve this purpose, as shown in Figure 8.2, which is taken from
a summary review of this subject by Sanders.29 The reader is referred to
this very excellent article for additional references to the literature, in ad
dition to those separately listed at the end of this chapter.30-34 A thermo
couple which has pure platinum as one leg and an alloy consisting of 10
per cent rhodium and platinum for the other leg is referred to as the Pt/
Pt-10 Rh couple which serves as a standard for temperature measurements
between the freezing point of antimony (630.5°C) and the gold point
(1063.0°C). For industrial applications, this couple can be used continu
ously without special precautions in air up to about 1500°C, and the max
imum temperature for intermittent use is usually given as 1700°C. A Pt/
Pt-13 Rh couple is used at times; it gives a slightly higher thermal emf,
but the difference in performance is slight. At temperatures above 1500°C,
the standard Pt/Pt-10 Rh couple is subject to a number of harmful effects
which interfere with its stability. It has been shown by recent investiga
tions, that platinum evaporates at a rate which is four times as high as
that for rhodium; a migration of rhodium, the mechanism of which has not
been fully established, also takes place at high temperature, and recrystal
lization and grain growth cause embrittlement which lead to eventual
mechanical failure of the wires. To reduce harmful reactions at the surface
of the wires when operating the couple in various types of furnace atmos
pheres, for example, it is common practice to protect the couple by a sur
rounding protective tube generally made from ceramic, and the most
favorable choice of a ceramic material that does not interact with the mate
rial from which the couple is made presents another serious problem.
High-temperature thermocouples, for the purpose of this review, are
those giving useful service at temperatures above 1500°C. A couple con
sisting of Pt-20 Rh/Pt-40 Rh has been calibrated up to 1884°C, and a max-
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imum variation of measurement is stated to be ±10°C at 1800°C.
*
Recrys
tallized alumina was found to be a satisfactory material for the sheath. For
still higher temperatures, tungsten is utilized as one of the thermal elements
which is coupled with molybdenum, tantalum, tungsten-molybdenum al
loys, iridium, rhenium, and others which are described in the review by
Sanders. The present author has used a W/Mo couple with great satis
faction in a high-temperature furnace calibrated up to 1900°C; other work
ers have used this particular couple up to 2400°C. The W/Ta thermocouple
has been calibrated to 3000°C, the highest temperature for all known com
binations although the thermoelectric output undergoes a maximum near
2000°C which precludes accurate measurements in this region. A W/Re
couple is useful up to 2400°C where about 33 mv is obtained. The highest
known output for metallic pairs in the high-temperature range is obtained
from W/Ir thermocouples which give 40 mv at 2100°C.
“A more recent development in the thermocouple field has been the in
troduction of the all-noble-metal couple with a high thermal emf approxi
mating that of Chromel-Alumel.
“The iridium vs. iridium/rhodium couple can be used in air to 2000°C
for limited periods; it is usable continuously in vacuum and neutral at
mospheres, such as nitrogen and helium.
“The iridium vs. tungsten couple has been used to 2,100°C in vacuum
or inert atmosphere.”!
Miscellaneous Applications

Precious metals and alloys are also used for a variety of instruments and
in microwave gear, especially for surface coatings. Table 8.3 gives the prop
erties of such materials used for precision wire-wound potentiometers after
Willis35 with two new materials added.
Electronic components are plated with gold, or platinum group metals,
where the maintenance of a clean unoxidized surface is required. These metals
are also substantially free from the tendency to develop whiskers. The latter
are particularly troublesome with the low-melting base metals where
whiskers cause short circuits between closely spaced conductors.36 Thin
silver plate and, occasionally, gold plate may be applied to parts to facili
tate subsequent soft soldering, particularly after long storage.
Relays and switches handling low currents and low voltages are best
surfaced with platinum, palladium, or gold. Silver is useful for higher cur
rents and higher voltages, but its tendency to develop sulfide films which
* Introduced by Johnson, Matthey & Company, Inc. available from Sigmund
Cohn Corp., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
f Personal communication to the author from Hanovia Liquid Gold Division,
Engelhard Industries, Inc., East Newark, N. J.
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Table 8.3. Properties of Noble Metal Resistance Materials*
Resistivity at 20°C

Ohms
Microhm- per circ.
cm.
mil. ft.

Rhodium-platinum
Iridium-platinum
Iridium-platinum
Ruthenium-platinum
Ruthenium-15% rhodiumplatinum
8% Tungsten-platinum
5% Molybdenum-platinum
40% Silver-palladium
10%
10%
20%
10%
5%

Temperature
coefficient of
resistance per °C
(0 to 100°C)

Ultimate tensile strength
as fine wire, psi X 103f

Annealed

Hard
drawn

19
24.5
32
42
31

114
147
192
252
186

0.0017
0.0013
0.00085
0.00047
0.00070

67.2
78.4
100.8
112.
45.6

168.
179.2
235.2
201.6
246.4

62
64
42

372
384
252

0.00028
0.00024
0.00003

134.4
134.4
53.8

212.8
201.6
156.8

* After Willis.®
t Converted from tons/sq. in. given in the original on the basis of 1 ton/sq. in. =
2,240 psi.

have nonlinear resistance characteristics render it undesirable in the lowcurrent, low-voltage field.
Where contacts are operated in the presence of organic vapors emanat
ing from insulating materials, the rate of wear is sharply increased when
the contacts handle fairly high voltages. Where the contact is employed
in the “dry” circuit, organic films may develop which can cause occasional
failure to close. Gold is least sensitive in this respect, although it is some
what disturbed, but the platinum metals are disturbed to a greater extent.
Where this problem is important, a thin layer of gold may be applied to
the palladium to handle the “dry” circuit situation. When the contacts
handle appreciable energy, the organic film is no problem. Where electrical
contacts are required to withstand rubbing, special combinations may be
come necessary. These often utilize one of the hard palladium-silver-coppergold alloys, or rhodium electroplate for one of the elements. In potentiome
ters, individual attention is required to develop the proper combination
between the wire and slider to meet the torque, jitter, and other require
ments.
A peculiar difficulty is experienced when silver is used in contact with
fibrous insulation. “Silver migration”37-40 results when appreciatable voltage
exists between two silver electrodes and is particularly troublesome where
humidity is high. Under these circumstances, little silver threads grow from
one of the electrodes and ultimately result in considerable leakage. This
effect seems to be limited to silver, as gold and platinum are free from it,
and the more reactive metals, such as copper, do not show it. Copper, how
ever, when made the anode in contact with the usual organic insulating
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materials, and in hot, humid atmospheres, may corrode, causing destruc
tion of fine-wire windings and connections.
*
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CHAPTER 9

TUNGSTEN
Introduction

Tungsten is now officially called wolfram* but, on account of the firmly
established use of the older term, the more familiar name will be used
throughout this chapter. This highly refractory metal is of the greatest
importance to the electron tube industry; the bulk of the ore used for its
production is imported from foreign countries, principally Korea, Burma,
Portugal, and Australia, and to a lesser extent from the South American
countries Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia; tungsten is thus one of the strategic
materials.! About 85 per cent of all the tungsten ore processed in the United
States finds its way into the production of alloy steel and cemented or
sintered carbides for dies and tools; the remainder is fabricated into lamp
filaments, grid wire, and filaments for power tubes and receiving tubes.
Anticathodes for x-ray tubes, helices for travelling-wave tubes, lead wires,
and welding electrodes are other applications.
The preferred position with tungsten occupies among the commercially
available metals is due to its high melting point and its comparatively
high mechanical strength at elevated temperatures. Tungsten also combines
strength with ductility to a greater degree than any other metal. The
operating temperature of tungsten in various applications ranges from 2000
to 3000°C.
The extreme refractoriness of tungsten makes it necessary to employ
for its fabrication procedures different from those that are common for
the molding and shaping of ordinary metals. It is not possible to melt
tungsten in a furnace and pour it into molds, because furnace materials
which would withstand such high temperatures are not available. The tech
niques of powder metallurgy are thus used to produce solid ingots of
tungsten. According to a process developed by Coolidge in 1909, tungsten
powder is compressed under pressures of the order of 25 tons/sq. in. and
then presintered into porous bars in a hydrogen furnace at temperatures
ranging from 1000 to 1250°C. Further sintering takes place in hydrogen by
* Recommendation by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
f Two types of tungsten ore are used as source material for the production of
tungsten, i.e. wolframite and scheelite. In the United States, practically all non
sag tungsten wire is made from wolframite, which is imported, while tungsten for
the steel industry is made from scheelite, of which a great amount is mined in the
United States.
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passing several thousand amperes through the bar and thus raising its tem
perature to near its melting point; the maximum temperature reached
during sintering is about 3000°C.
As recrystallization sets in at about 1500°C, this treatment results in a
coarse crystalline structure and a densification which is accompanied by
linear shrinkage of the bar by about 17 per cent. The bar is now quite
strong but very brittle; it is then made ductile by a specialized forging
process, called “swaging,” which takes place at an elevated temperature,
initially at about 1500°C, in a series of passes through sets of dies that
permit hammers to strike from 3000 to 15,000 blows per minute from all
sides, closer each time to the axis, thus gradually reducing the diameter;
the temperature is gradually lowered as this treatment proceeds. The
originally randomly oriented grains are elongated in the axial direction
during swaging of the rod, and a fibrous structure results which is easily
apparent on fracture. Figure 9.11 shows an electron micrograph of a 0.010in.-dia. wire, as drawn from 0.040-in.-dia. swaged rods; wire can be drawn
by the use of tungsten carbide and diamond dies, and ribbon can be hotrolled from wire. Drawing temperatures are gradually reduced from 1000
to 400°C as the wire becomes progressively finer in size; graphite is used
as a lubricant.2-4
An excellent treatise on the metallurgy of tungsten, its properties and
applications, is that by Smithells5; Li and Wang6 have described history,
geology, oredressing, metallurgy, chemistry, analysis, applications, and
economics of tungsten; a condensed summary of these items is contained
in a bulletin by Reed.7 Additional information is available in books on
powder metallurgy,8, 9 general metallurgy,10, 11 and rare metals.12 The
ASTM specifications listed in Table 9.1 apply to the use of tungsten in its
various shapes in the electronic industry. In the Lhiited States, tungsten,
in its various fabricated shapes may be purchased from the companies
listed below.* Some of these suppliers specialize in the fabrication of very
fine wires and ribbons, while others supply heavy rods and tungsten sheet.
The manufacture and fabrication of tungsten is still to a large extent an
* Cleveland Tungsten, Inc., 10200 Meech Ave., Cleveland 5, Ohio
Elmet Division, North American Philips Co., Inc., Lisbon Rd., Lewiston, Maine
Fansteel Metallurgical Corp., 2200 Sheridan Rd., North Chicago, Illinois
General Electric Co., Lamp, Wire and Phosphors Dept., 21800 Tungsten Road,
Cleveland 17, Ohio
H. Cross, Inc., 15 Beekman St., New York 7, N. Y.
Kulite Tungsten Co., 1040 Hoyt Ave., Ridgefield, N. J.
The Rembar Co., Inc., 67 Main St., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. ,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Chemical & Metallurgical Div., Towanda, Pa.
Union City Filament Corp., 540 39th St., Union City, N. J. (Callite Bldg.)
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Lamp Div., Bloomfield, N. J.
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Figure 9.1. Electron micrograph of cold-worked tungsten wire drawn to 10 mil
diameters; 19,600 X, Parlodion-carbon replica shadowed with platinum. After Nel
son.1 (Courtesy Sylvania Electric Products Inc,, Metallurgy Research Laboratory4

Table

F 113-41
F 155-50
F 157-50
F 180-50
F 203-50
F 204-50
F 205-56T

F 219-50
F 269-52T
F 288-57T
F 290-57T

9.1. ASTM

Specifications for Testing Tungsten
Wire and Wire Products

Bend Testing of Wire for Radio Tubes and Incandescent Lamps
Test for Temper of Strip and Sheet Metals for Electronic Devices
(Spring Back Method)
Testing Wire for Supports used in Electronic Devices and Lamps
Test for Density of Fine Wire and Ribbon for Electronic Devices
Test for Strength of Welded Joints of Lead Wires for Electronic Devices
and Lamps
Test for Surface Flaws in Tungsten Seal Rod and Wire
Tentative Method of Test for Diameter by Weighing of Fine Wire Used
in Electronic Devices and Lamps
Testing Fine Round and Flat Wire for Electronic Devices
Tentative Method of Test for Sag of Tungsten Wire
Tentative Specifications for Tungsten Wire for Electronic Devices and
Lamps (under 20 mils in diameter)
Tentative Specifications for Round Wire for Use as Lateral Winding
Wire in Electron Tube Grids.
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art, and some suppliers have mastered this art better than others when it
comes to the fabrication of unusual shapes.
It is of some importance to come to an agreement with the manufacturer
on acceptable size tolerances and elongation expected under a given load.
The applicable ASTM specifications should be made the basis of acceptance
tests. On account of the difficulty of fabrication, unusual shapes of tungsten,
be they large or small, are necessarily expensive, and some consultation
with the supplier is desirable before a design is carried too far.
Tungsten is bought in units of kilograms for both rods and wires, and
lengths are measured in meters. Fine wires, up to 0.030 in. diameter, are
designated in terms of weight per specified length of 200 mm, where the
weight, W, is expressed in milligrams. The value of W depends on the
density of the tungsten processed by any one manufacturer, and it is
necessary to obtain this information on the basis of which orders are to be
placed. In general, the following relation applies:
W = 0.1034 Dd2

where D = density in grams/cc and d = diameter in mils.
Using D = 19.17, according to ASTM Specification F 288-57T,
W = 1.943 X d2 (mg/200 mm)

Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Tungsten

The physical characteristics of tungsten are tabulated in Table 9.2, and
the chemical properties are listed in Table 9.3. As tungsten is principally
used in the form of wire, its properties are dependent to a large extent on
the purity of the wire, the presence or absence of additives, the prior
mechanical and thermal treatment during manufacture and fabrication,
and the temperature of operation. Many of the special circumstances which
affect the properties of tungsten will be described later in this chapter.
Chapter 13 should be consulted for problems arising in connection with
glass-to-metals seals.
The mechanical properties of drawn wires given in Table 9.2 are supple
mented in Table 9.4. Figure 9.2 gives a graphical representation of the
tensile strength of tungsten wire as a function of diameter; it is apparent
from this semi-log plot that the tensile strength increases exponentially as
the diameter of the wire decreases from a value of 2 mm. Curve B in the
same figure shows the decrease in tensile strength that occurs when the wire
is annealed at the stage in the drawing operation where its diameter has been
reduced to 0.13 mm and the subsequent increase in tensile strength when
this annealed wire is drawn to smaller sizes. The effect of the annealing
temperature on the tensile strength of fine, drawn tungsten wire is shown
by the curves in Figure 9.3. Annealing below 600°C produces a very slight
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Tabel 9.2. Physical Characteristics of Tungsten13, 14

Atomic number: 74
Atomic Valence: 2, 4, 5, 6
Atomic weight: 183.92
Valence orbitals: 5d4 6s2
Isotopes: 180, 182, 183, 184, 186, 187 Lattice type (0-tungsten): b.c.c. (A2)
Density: 19.3 gm/cc (0.697 Ib/cu in.) Lattice constant a» : 3.1647A (25°C)
Melting point: 3395 ± 15°C
Atomic volume: 15.848 A3 (9.53 cc/g. atom)
Boiling point: 5530°C 12
Closest approach of atoms: 2.7407 A
Heat of fusion: 61 cal/gm
Atomic radii: 1.41 (coordination No: 12)
1.37 (coordination No: 8)
Thermal-neutron-absorption cross-section: 19.2 ± 1.0 barns/atom
Vapor pressure :15
10-« 10-’ IO"6 IO“6 IO-1 10“3 Hi2 10“1 Torr
2340 2480 2640 2820 3030 3280 3570 3915 °K
Specific heat (cal/gm/°C): 0.032 (20°C)
0.036 (1000°C)
Enthalpy (cal/gm): 1102 (25°C)
Entropy (ca!/mole/°C): 8 (condensed phase at 25°C)
41.5 (gaseous phase at 25°C)
Electrical resistivity (microhm-cm): 5.5 ( 20°C)
25.5 ( 750°C)
40 (1200°C)
85 (2400°C)
Temperature coeff. of resistivity: 5.1 X 10 3/°C (0 to 170°C)
Coeff. of linear thermal expansion (cm/cm/°C) : 44.4 X IO“7 ( 27°C)
51.9 X 10“7 (1027°C)
72.6 X 10“7 (2027°C)
Thermal conductivity (cal/sec.cm.°C) : 0.46 (—183°C)
0.40 (0°C)
0.39 ( 100°C)
0.28 ( 1250°C)
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 °K
Spectral emissivity (0.665^) :5 0.466 0.456 0.445 0.435 0.425 0.415
Spectral emissivity (0.467/x): 0.498 0.486 0.476 0.469 0.462 0.455
Total emissivity:
0.042 0.105 0.192 0.259 0.301 0.334
Total radiation intensity:
0.015 0.600 5.54 23.65 67.2 154.5
(W/cm2)
(See also Ref. 16, 17)
2400
2600
°K (Tb)
2000 2200
Thermal yield of electrons (ma/W): 0.042 0.348
2.01
8.55
Surface yield of electrons (ma/cm2): 1.0
13.3
116
716
Electron work function: 4.55 e.v.
Richardson constant Aoe““/k: 70 a/cm2/°K2 (for Ao = 40 a/cm2/°K2)18
Magnetic susceptibility: —0.28 X 10“6
Mechanical properties:
Density (gm/cm8): presintered at about 1500°C: 10 to 15
sintered at
3000°C: 16.5 to 17.5
swaged
18 to 19
drawn
18 to 19.3
most probable lattice density
19.3
reference value for wire table
19.17
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Table 9.2.— Continued

Hardness (Vickers Dismond No.—VDN; Rockwell C—RC)
Sintered bar, 9X9 mm
255 VDN
Swaged to 8 mm
400 “
Swaged to 5 mm
407 “
Reheated to 2700°C
392 “
Swaged to 3.5 mm
474 “
Swaged to 2.7 mm
483 “
Swaged to 1.8 mm
488 “
Sheet 0.04 in. thick
45 RC
Sheet 0.01 in. thick
67 “
Rod 0.25 in. dia.
37 “
Rod 0.10 in. dia.
40 “
Ultimate tensile strength:19- 20 (See also Table 9.4)
Wire 0.6 mm dia. (24 mils)
400°C120-160 kg/mm2 170,000 to 227,000 psi
800°C 80-100
“
113,000 to 142,000 “
1200°C
40-60
“
57,000 to 85,000 “
1800°C
10-30
“
14,000 to 42,000 “
Young’s modulus of elasticity: 50 X 166 psi
Modulus of torsion (single crystal) 150,000-22,000 kg/mm2
Poisson’s ratio:21 independent of temperature: 0.17
for a single crystal: 0.284
High-temperature tensile strength of tungsten single crystals (values probably
represent optimum for pure tungsten)22
1500 1750 2000 2250 °C
10,700 8,250 5,800 3,400 psi

increase in strength, but above this temperature the tensile strength falls
rapidly, and in the fully recrystallized condition the value is only onetenth of that for the fibrous drawn wire. This behavior is an important
consideration in the design of tungsten springs.
The very marked effect of mechanical and thermal history on the tensile
strength of tungsten wire is illustrated in Fig. 9.4 after Goucher.35 Drawn
wire, curve (A), has the highest tensile strength; if the same wire is heated
for one minute to 3000°K, long crystals are developed which occupy the
full cross-section of the wire and cause a much lower tensile strength as
shown by curve (B). Curve (C) for 1’intsch single-crystal wire containing
2 per cent thoria indicates a tensile strength about three times that of
pure tungsten crystals at low temperature. All three curves show a marked
drop of tensile strength with increase in temperature.
For the study of the physical properties of tungsten, single-crystal wires
are particularly suited.35-42 Fonda43 has made measurements on the hot
tensile strength of several types of commercially produced tungsten wire
as well as on Pintsch wire; these are reproduced in Figure 9.5. Type 218
wire, developed by the General Electric Company for gas-filled lamps, is
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Table 9.3. Chemical Properties

of

Tungsten

Electrochemical equivalent: 0.3178 mg/Coulomb
(for valence 6)
3.147 Coulomb/mg
A) Reactions with gases and vapors:
Air, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, chlorine at room temperature: none
Fluorine at room temperature: forms volatile fluoride
Air above 400°C: onset of oxidation; slight tarnish at 300°C
Air above 500°C: rapid oxidation
Water vapor above 500°C: rapid oxidation
Dry chlorine above 250°C: formation of hexachloride
Nitrogen up to 2000°C: none; but there are three energy levels of absorption at
temperatures up to 1700°C23
Nitrogen absorbed in tungsten: formation of dinitride at 2300°C
Carbon monoxide: formation of W2C4 at 1000°C
Carbon dioxide: oxidation at 1200°C
Hydrocarbon vapors: carbide formation above 1200°C (increase of emissivity;
carbides decompose at 2430°C)
Hydrogen: none; very low absorption below 1200°C
Oxygen: formation of WOs at low pressure at 530°C
B) Reaction with liquids and molten salts:
Mercury: none
Water, hot or cold: none; at red heat, rapid oxidation (WO, % W2Os)
HC1, H2SO, HF, cold, dilute or cone.: practically none
HC1, H2SO4 , hot, dilute or cone.: slight attack
HF, warm, dilute or cone.: none
H2SO4 , hot, cone.: formation of blue liquid, SO2 , and intermediate tungsten
oxides6
HNO3 , warm: very slight solubility and formation of W()3
HF + HNO3 (4:1 by vol.) hot: rapid dissolution
Aqua regia, warm: slight solubility and superficial oxidation
Aqueous ammonia: none
NH4CI, NH4(0H), K(0H), Na(OH): none in aqueous solutions
Molten K(OH) or Na2CO3 with access of air: slow oxidation
Molten K(0H) or Na2CO3 plus KN03 or KNO2 or KC1O3 or PbO2 : rapid attack
C) Reactions with solids:
Carbon and graphite: carbon absorption from 850°C to 1410°C
carbide formation from 1410 to 1600°C
Alkaline earth carbonates: formation of R3WO6 + CO + CO2 (in vacuo)24
Strontium oxide: reduction from 375°C to 1275°C (in vacuo)25
Magnesia: reduction above 1000°C26
Zirconia: decomposition above 2300°C27
Thoria: slight reduction above 2200°C27
Molybdenum: sintering above 2000°C27
Beryllia: unstable above 2000°C27
Alumina: reduction above 2000°C2G
D) Cleaning solutions:
1. Boil in 20% Na (OH) for 15 min.
2. 5 pts. HNOs + 3 pts. H2SO4 + 2 pts. H2O (by vol.) followed by rinse in
chromic acid and water
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Table 9.3.—Continued
3. 305 gm K3Fe(CN)3 + 44.5 Na(OH) + 1000 ml. H2O: very rapid attack suit
able for removal of tungsten from assemblies containing stainless steel and
copper; when immersed for 24 hrs. at 90°C, 25 mil.-dia. tungsten wire was
thus removed. (E. R. L. Stanford University)
4. Molten NaNO2-NaNO3 at 340°C: rapid etching
5. Boiling solution of 5 p.c. solution of 27% H2O2 : slow etching
6. Electrolytic with tungsten as anode in 20% Na (OH): rapid att ack
7. Electrolytic with tungsten as anode in 250 gm K(OH) + 0.25 gm CuSO4 (or
CuCl2) + 1000 ml. H2O: uniform etching
8. Removal of graphite coating from wires:28, 29
9. Electrolytic polishing: anodic in 0.1 N Na(OH) at 0.045 a/sq. in.30- 31
10. Pointing tungsten wires electrolytieally :32, 33
E) Oxides of Tungsten:
WO3—Tungsten trioxide—yellowish green; M.P. 1478°C; d = 7.1634
W2O6—Tungsten hemipentoxide—blue (W40n)
WO2—Tungsten dioxide—brown; M.P. 1580°C; forms at 700°C; d = 12.11
Vapor pressure of WO2 + W:34a
1324 1375 1507 1593
1595
1603
1658
°K

0.565 3.04 78.51 151.85 177.69 259.84 979.64 microns
Vapor pressure of WO3 :34a
1314 1340 1388 1464 1503 1560
1581
°K
0.735 0.846 8.094 31.27 56.07 580.94 629.2 1microns
Table 9.4. Mechanical Properties of Drawn Tungsten Wire*
Wire diam.
mm

Mils

Sintered bar
5
197.5
3
118.5
2
79
1
39.5
0.5
19.75
.3
11.85
.15
5.925
.10
3.95
.05
1.975
.03
1.185
.02
0.790
.015
.5925

Tensile strength
Kg/mm2 Tons/in.2

13
40
75
100
140
185
220
270
300
345
385
425
470

9.24
28.44
53.33
71.10
99.54
131.54
156.42
191.97
213.10
245.60
273.74
302.18
334.17

Modulus of elasticity

Psi

18,486
56,880
106,650
142,200
199,080
263,070
312,840
383,940
426,200
490,590
547,470
604,350
668,340

Kg/mm2

9,000
26,000
31,500
33,200
34,000

Modulus of rigidity

Psi

Kg/mm2

Psi

12,798,000
38,172,000
44,793,000
47,210,400
48,348,000

13,000
15,200
16,000
16,800
17,200
17,800
18,400

18,486,000
21,614,000
22,752,000
23,889,600
24,458,400
25,311,600
26,164,800

* After Smithells.5 (Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.)

a “non-sag,” doped wire which permits the growth of long-grained crystals;
this type of wire is now made by various suppliers and commonly used for
heaters in receiving tubes and cathode ray tubes. Sodium oxide, potassium
oxide, calcium chloride, aluminum oxide, and silicon oxide in amounts
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Figure 9.2. Tensile strength of tungsten wire; (A) Normal drawing; (B) Inter
mediate anneal at 0.13 mm. After Smithells.5 (Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd., Lon
don.)

Figure 9.3. Effect of annealing on the tensile strength of pure tungsten wire. After
Smithells, Agte, and Becker.5 (Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.)

totaling about 1 per cent are added to the tungsten powder, and the mixture
is sintered in the usual way. “E” wire contains 1.5 per cent of thoria and
has a fine-grain structure. The Pintsch wire used in this experiment also
contained 2 per cent of thoria.
The successful growth of tungsten single crystals is extremely sensitive
to the presence of just the right amount of impurities, and most of the

Figure 9.4. Tensile strength vs temperature for (A) Drawn tungsten wire; (B)
Drawn tungsten wire recrystallized; (C) Pintsch single crystal wire. After Smithells.5
(Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.)

Figure 9.5. Hot tensile strength of tungsten filaments. After Fonda.43 (Courtesy
General Electric Company.)
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single-crystal wires have been grown from type-218 wire. Gifford and
Coomes30 have demonstrated that single crystals can be grown much more
successfully, and with wires from any source, if a torsion strain is first
imposed on the filaments before they are heated to a temperature of about
2000°K for a number of hours, or subjected to a temperature discontinuity
which is moved along the length of the wire at a fixed rate. Wires ranging
in diameter from 3 to 10 mils, and being 19 inches long, were given twists
up to 20 turns per inch, and this treatment resulted in single crystals well
over 2 inches long. These results could be produced either with tungsten
or molybdenum wire. An interesting result of this treatment is the presence
of a screw pattern on the wire which cannot be removed by etching or
polishing and corresponds to the number of twists imposed on the wire
before its thermal treatment; the spiral can be made visible on a surround
ing luminescent screen owing to the unusually high electron emission which
originates at the “screw” dislocation.
The tensile and creep properties of bulk tungsten, machined into standard
test bars from sintered rod, were recently investigated by Pugh.44 Figure
9.6 gives true stress vs true plastic strain (flow curves) for tungsten re
crystallized at 2900°F (1594°C) for one hour. The ultimate tensile strength
vs temperature is plotted in Figure 9.7, where values obtained by Bechtold

Figure 9.6. Flow curves for recrystallized tungsten. After Pugh.44 (Courtesy Ameri
can Society For Testing Materials.)
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Figure 9.7. Ultimate tensile strength and yield strength as a function of tempera
ture for recrystallized tungsten. After Pugh.44 (Courtesy American Society For Test
ing Materials.)

in an earlier investigation are also indicated. The corresponding curve for
unrecrystallized tungsten, annealed one hour at 1000°C and having the fibrous
structure of drawn wire, is presented in Figure 9.8. Figure 9.9 permits
comparison of the different values for elongation as a function of tempera
ture obtained for recrystallized and unrecrystallized tungsten (treated at
the temperatures stated above). Figure 9.10 gives curves for the tempera
ture dependence of the ultimate tensile strength of tungsten, molybdenum,
and chromium, where temperature is expressed as percentage of the respec
tive melting point of the metal under test; test conditions were identical
in all three cases. Observe that the contribution to strength caused by the
fibrous (cold-worked) structure is considerable for both tungsten and
molybdenum, but more significant for tungsten at the lower temperatures.
The comparison is obscured at higher temperatures by the strain-aging
effect in both metals. In the recrystallized condition, the three metals
compare quite favorably on the homologous temperature scale. All the
short-time tensile properties evaluated by Pugh are summarized in Table
9.5.
Table 9.6 gives a number of properties of tungsten which depend solely
on temperature, and Fig. 9.11 shows the trend of emissivities of tungsten

Figure 9.8. Ultimate tensile strength as a function of temperature for unrecrystal
lized tungsten. After Pugh.44 (Courtesy American Society For Testing Materials.)

TEMPERATURE

Figure 9.9. Elongation as a function of temperature for recrystallized and unre
crystallized tungsten. After Pugh.44 (Courtesy American Society For Testing Materials))
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HOMOLOGOUS TEMPERATURE
Figure 9.10. A comparison of strength for chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten.
Homologous temperature is testing temperature in per cent of the melting point.
After Pugh.44 (Courtesy American Society For Testing Materials.)

vs temperature, as listed in Table 9.6. More recent measurements have
been published by Larrabee.16
Tungsten and Oxygen

The principal oxides of tungsten are listed in Table 9.3; the reactions
which take place when these oxides are reduced in hydrogen are indicated
in Table 9.7, according to Smithells.5 The lowest temperature at which
complete reduction of the oxides is practical is thus 700°C. The oxidation
of tungsten has most recently been investigated by Webb, Norton, and
Wagner46 who find the following behavior:
“Two oxide layers form during the oxidation of tungsten between 700°C
and 1000°C. The outer layer is porous, powdery, yellow tungstic oxide,
WO3, and the inner layer is a dense, thin, dark-blue, tightly adherent
oxide of uncertain composition. The oxidation reaction follows initially
the parabolic rate law, but eventually there is a transition to the linear
rate law. The rate of formation of the inner oxide is presumably inversely
proportional to its thickness. The inner oxide seems to transform to the
outer oxide at a constant rate. Upon combining the rate laws of the two
individual processes, an overall rate equation covering the whole range is
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Table 9.5. Tension Test Parameters for Tungsten*

Treatment

Annealed
1 hr
at 2900 F

Annealed
1 hr
at 1830 F

Tempera
ture,
deg.
Fahr.

202
600
798
1000
1203
1395
1610
1790
1995

80
206
309
405
599
798
1007
1195
1408
1600
1803
2000

Yield
strength
0.02 offset,
per cent

28
22
17
15
13
14
14
12

800
000
900
200
000
500
400
900

Ultimate
tensile
strength,
psi

Strain
Elongation, hardening
per cent coefficient,
m

79
59
54
47
44
41
36
36
33

600
700
100
200
500
200
600
500
500

16.4
62.4
51.0
55.3
57.1
57.9
56.8
52.0

215
145
146
125
103
85
80
76
77
66
61
58

000
000
000
400
000
100
800
579
900
200
500
969

0.2
3.3
26.4
30.0
24.5
24.5
18.2
16.0
13.6
13.5
15.5
14.5

0.244
0.299
0.288
0.292
0.308
0.327
0.304
0.306

Strain rate
sensitivity
exponent,
n

0.0104
0.0061
0.0065
0.0053
0.0072
0.0066
0.0038

Slope of cr
— e curve at
« = 0.1 psi

157
160
164
127
129
116
111
81

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

* After Pugh.44

obtained. The thickness of the inner layer tends to a limiting value when
the rate of its formation is equal to the rate of transformation to the
outer layer.”
Reference to earlier work on the oxidation of tungsten may be found in
this article. Tungsten oxides do not volatilize to any significant extent in a
dry atmosphere of oxygen up to 1000°C and in a good vacuum only above
800°C, according to Gulbransen and Wysong.47 The controlled oxidation
of tungsten is of considerable importance in electron tube technology. High
electron emission has been observed from barium films adsorbed on oxy
genated tungsten, and this phenomenon has a bearing on the mechanism
of operation of impregnated tungsten matrix cathodes (See Chapter 15).
Tungsten-to-glass seals rely on the presence of a well-adhering oxide layer
(See Chapter 13). Conversely, the electron emission from clean tungsten
is adversely affected by the presence of very small amounts of oxygen.48-50
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Temperoture

Figure 9.11. Emissivities of tungsten. A, Normal spectral emissivity for X =
0.467 microns; C, Normal spectral emissivity for X = 0.665 micron; B, Average normal
luminous emissivity; D, Total emissivity. After Smithells.5 (Courtesy Chapman &
Hall, Ltd., London)

The Applications of Tungsten
Electron Emission from Pure Tungsten. When heated to a tempera
ture of 2300°K or more, tungsten is a copious emitter of electrons and does
not require any activation other than outgassing by a preliminary flashing at
temperatures of the order of 2600°K for about thirty minutes to prevent
gas evolution at still higher temperatures if these should be encountered
in operation.61 Inorder to ensure an adequate life of the emitter, the diam
eter of the filament must be of adequate size, and the operating tempera
ture must be kept at a reasonable value. As the power required to heat the
filament to the necessary temperature increases with the increase of the
filament diameter, one might be tempted to keep the diameter as low as
possible. As the endpoint of life owing to burn-out is reached when the
diameter of the filament has been reduced by 6 per cent, a careful balance
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must be arrived at between power consumption, filament diameter, and
operating temperature.
It has been customary for many years to refer the endpoint of life of a
tungsten filament to the reduction in diameter by evaporation when this
quantity reaches 10 per cent of the original diameter. In order to determine
the number of hours required to bring about this reduction in diameter,
accurate data on the rate of evaporation of tungsten at a given temperature
must be available. Unfortunately, published values show a wide scatter as
evident from Table 9.8, taken from a recent paper by Bloomer52, who
studied this long-standing controversy and resolved it by careful analysis
of the early literature data. The evaporation rates published by Jones and
Langmuir53 should not be used as a basis for calculation of filament lives,
because these figures are in error for reasons explained by Bloomer. The
figures given by these same authors for currents and voltages at various
temperatures are satisfactory. Reimann’s54 figures for evaporation rates of
tungsten are found in agreement with life test data when the end-of-life
point is defined by a 6-percent reduction of the filament diameter. Zwicker’s55 data give different values.
Table 9.9 gives the specific characteristics of an ideal tungsten filament,
1 cm long and 1 cm in diameter, according to Jones and Langmuir, corrected
to agree with the 1927 temperature scale.5 In order to obtain the values
of resistance, voltage, current, or power, for filaments of given diameters
other than 1 cm, and different lengths, it is only necessary to set up the
dimensional equations with the aid of factors given in the second line at
the top of Table 9.9. To give an example, one finds that it takes 1526
amperes to heat a 1 cm-dia. wire to 2500°K, if end-cooling is neglected.
From the relation (A/d)3/2 = 1526, one obtains the value A = 42.2 amperes
for a 0.040-in.-dia. wire. In a similar manner, all other transformations
can be performed.* Figure 9.12 gives the data of Table 9.9 in graphical
representation according to Spangenberg.56 In practical designs of tungsten
emitters, such as are used in power tubes, it is necessary to apply correc
tions to the values obtained from Table 9.9 in order to take account of
thermal losses occurring at the leads, and, conversely, to allow for backheating of the filament which may occur owing to reflected radiation from
surrounding structures.57-66
Another important consideration in the design of tungsten filaments,
particularly those which carry a heavy current, is the presence of magnetic
forces caused by the passage of these currents. Electrostatic forces acting
on the filaments in the presence of high voltages also tend to distort the
filaments and must be guarded against.67' 68 The fact that the filament
* It must be borne in mind, however, that emission densities, rates of evaporation,
and other surface effects are given lor pi cm2 in the Jones and Langmuir table.

Table 9.6.—Properties of Tungsten.*
(2)
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(6)
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Spectral Average
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300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1006

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
966

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
581

0.470
0.468
0.466
0.464
0.462
0.460
0.458
0.456

0.505
0.501
0.498
0.495
0.492
0.490
0.488
0.486

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.464

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.396

0.024
0.034
0.042
0.052
0.062
0.074
0.089
0.105

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000

1108
1210
1312
1414
1517
1619
1722
1825
1929
2033

1058
1149
1240
1330
1420
1509
1597
1684
1771
1857

659
738
819
905
991
1080
1167
1254
1342
1428

0.454
0.452
0.450
0.448
0.445
0.443
0.441
0.439
0.437
0.435

0.484
0.482
0.480
0.478
0.476
0.475
0.473
0.472
0.470
0.469

0.463
0.462
0.460
0.459
0.457
0.456
0.455
0.454
0.453
0.452

0.393
0.391
0.388
0.386
0.383
0.381
0.378
0.376
0.373
0.370

0.121
0.138
0.156
0.174
0.192
0.207
0.222
0.236
0.248
0.259

2100
2200
2300

2137
2242
2347

1943
2026
2109

1514 0.433 0.467
1601 0.431 0.466
1688 0.429 0.464

0.450
0.449
0.448

0.367 0.269
0.364 0.278
0.362 0.286

(9)
Normal
brightness.
Candles
per cm.2

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
0.000126

0.00107
0.00631
0.0276
0.0104
0.333
0.94
2.30
5.15
10.40
20.00
35.9
61.0
100.1

(10)
Total
radiation
intensity.
Watts
per cm.2

(11)
Luminous
efficiency
lumens
per watt.

(12)
Rate of
evaporation
gm./cm.2/sec.

m.

—
0.00110
—
0.00495
—
0.015
—
0.0385
—
0.0850
—
0.173
—
0.333
0.600
0.000693

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

(13)
Vapour
pressure,
baryes.

—
•—
—
—
—
—
—
—

(14)
(15)
Atomic
Relative
heat. cals.
at
per gm. lengths
different
atom/
tempera
degree
tures.
Cp

(16)
Resis
tivity.
Mi
crohm.
cm.

p-

6.03
6.05
6.09
6.14
6.20
6.24
6.30
6.36

1.0000
1.0005
1.0010
1.0014
1.0018
1.0023
1.0028
1.0032

5.65
8.00
10.48
13.07
15.75
18.51
21.35
24.26

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
X IO”12 1.32 X IO”8

6.43
6.52
6.67
6.80
6.95
7.10
7.25
7.40
7.55
7.70

1.0036
1.0041
1.0046
1.0052
1.0057
1.0063
1.0069
1.0075
1.0081
1.0088

27.23
30.26
33.29
36.37
39.50
42.67
45.88
49.12
52.40
55.71

1.58 X IO“12 1.22 X 10 7
1.25 X 10 11 9.89 X IO”7
7.82 X 10”11 6.32 X IO”6

7.85
8.00
8.15

1.0094
1.0101
1.0108

59.05
62.42
65.82

1.01
1.63
2.54
3.82
5.54
7.74
10.58
14.15
18.45
23.65

0.00344
0.0126
0.0355
0.0899
0.199
0.395
0.724
1.19
1.94
2.84
1.75

29.85
37.2
45.7

4.08
5.52
7.24

2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000

2452
2557
2663
2770
2878
2986
3094

2192
2274
2356
2437
2516
2595
2673

1775
1859
1945
2031
2116
2202
2286

3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
36551

3202
3311)
3422)
35331
3646 f
3817)

2750
2827
2903
2978
3053
3165

2371 0.413 0.454
2455 f 0.411 0.452
2538) 0.409 0.451
262 It 0.407) 0.450)
2704f 0.405) 0.449)
— 0.402) 0.447)

0.427
0.425
0.423
0.421
0.419
0.417
0.415

0.463
0.462
0.460
0.459
0.458
0.456
0.455

* After Smithells.5
t These values are extrapolated.
J Melting-point.

0.294 156.0
0.301 234.0
0.309 345
0.315 495
0.321 690
0.329 950
0.334 1270

0.447
0.446
0.444
0.443
0.442
0.441
0.440

0.359
0.356
0.353
0.350
0.347
0.345
0.343

0.438
0.437
0.436
0.435)
0.434)
0.433)

0.341 0.337 1640
0.338) 0.341) 2105
0.335) 0.344) 2685
0.332) 0.348) 3370
0.329) 0.351) 4220
0.324) 0.354) 5740

55.7
67.2
i 80.6
i 95.6
112.5
132.5
154.5

9.39
11.72
14.34
17.60
20.53
23.64
27.25

4.36
2.03
8.79
3.17
1.12
3.45
9.69

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10“1» 3.52
10-’ 1.71
10~9 7.57
IO'8 2.77
10"7 9.99
10-’ 3.18
10-7 9.09

177.5
203
¡232
264f
¡300t
360f

30.95
34.70
38.90
43.20
47.15
53.10

2.66
6.67
1.60
3.55
7.57
2.28

X
X
X
X
X
X

10“6
10"«
10-5
10“6
10-5
IO“4

10~5
10-4
10J
10“3
10“3
102
10-2

8.30
8.45
8.60
8.75
8.90
9.05
9.20

1.0116
1.0124
1.0132
1.0140
1.0149*
1.016*
1.017*

69.25
72.71
76.20
79.71
83.25
86.81
90.40

2.51 X ¡O1
8.06 X IO"1
1.55
3.49
7.55
23.3

9.35
9.50
9.65
9.80
9.95
10.18

1.018*
1.019*
1.020*
1.021*
1.023*
—

93.9
97.4
101.1
104.9
108.5
114.2*

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Table 9.7. Stages in

Temperature, °C

400
500
550
575
600
650
700
800
900
1000

the

Reduction

Appearance

of

Tungstic Oxide5
Approximate Composition

Green-blue
Intense blue
Violet
Purple-brown
Chocolate-brown
Brown-black
Gray-black
Gray
Metallic gray
Coarse metallic

WO3 + W404I
WO3 + W4O1,
W40n
W4O41 + WO2

wo2
wo, + w
w
w
w
w

Table 9.8. A Selection of Published Evaporation Rates
Very High Temperatures (gm/cm2/sec)52
Temp.
°K

Zwicker55

Jones and
Langmuir*53

Wahlin and
Whitney45

2800
2900
3000

8.33 X 10’
3.09 X 10“7
1.05 X IO“6

1.12 X 10“7
3.45 X 10“’
9.69 X 10“’

5.9 X 10“8
2.0 X 10“7
6.4 X 10“7

for

Tungsten

at

Reimann54

7.20 X 10“8
2.36 X 10“7
7.15 X IO“7
* The values in this column have been obtained by dividing the Jones and Lang
muir figures by pi.

increases in length on heating must be allowed for. Adding up these many
requirements for a reliable filamentary emitter poses a problem of no small
magnitude to the tube engineer.
Pure tungsten emitters can be operated near current saturation, but it
is customary to allow a reserve of about 10 per cent so that the filaments
are designed for a peak emission of about 110 per cent of that required in
service.
The many possible geometrical arrangements for filamentary cathodes
must naturally be adapted to the requirements of a specific design; they
vary from spring-loaded single hair-like filaments used in battery-operated
receiving tubes to spring-loaded, V-shaped hair-pins, W-shaped structures,
single, or double-helical filaments, catenary designs,69-70 freely supported
squirrel cage structures, or filament baskets of various designs.71'73
Figure 9.13 illustrates a variety of such cathode structures. Self-support
ing structures are generally preferred in large power tubes because the
introduction of springs or spring-activated supports invariably leads to
complications that result in premature failures.74 -75
Figure 9.14 is a graph of percentage of normal life and electron emission
vs operating temperature of the filament. The intersection of the two curves
corresponds to the rated filament voltage which is indicated as 100 per cent,
and the corresponding life of the filament also is indicated as 100 per
cent. It is evident that a 5-percent increase in filament voltage, which
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Table 9.9. Specific Characteristics of Ideal Tungsten Filaments

(For a wire 1 cm in length and 1 cm in diameter)
117
T,

°K

’ Id

watts per cm2

273
293
0 0
300
0 000100
400
0 00624
500
0 0305
600
0 0954
700
0 240
800
0 530
900
1 041
1,000
1.891
1,100
3.223
1,200
5.210
1,300
8.060
1,400
12.01
1,500
17.33
1,600
24.32
1,700
33.28
1,800
44.54
1,900
58.45
2,000
75.37
2,100
95.69
2,200
119.8
2,300
148.2
2,400
181.2
2,500
219.3
2,600
263.0
2,700
312.7
2,800
368.9
2,900
432.4
3,000
503.5
3,100
583.0
3,200
671.5
3,300
769.7
3,400
878.3
3,500
998.0
3,600 1,130
3,655 1,202

R' X 10«,
7x

ohm. cm

A'

A

amps per
cm3/2

v

x io3,
v^d x io3,

i

volts per
cm1-'2

R' T -

R'mQ>

amp per ir :m2

6 37
0.0
0.0
6 99
3.727 0.02683
7 20
24.67
0.2530
10 26
47.62
0.6404
13 45
75.25
1.268
16 85
2.218
20 49 108.2
3.581
24 19 148.0
5.393
27 94 193.1
7.749
3.36 X
31.74 244.1
10.71
4.77 X
35.58 301.0
14.34
3.06 X
39.46 363.4
18.70
1.01 X
43.40 430.9
23.85
2.08 X
47.37 503.5
29.85
2.87 X
51.40 580.6
36.73
2.91 X
55.46 662.2
44.52
2.22 X
59.58 747.3
53.28
1.40 X
63.74 836.0
63.02
7.15 X
67.94 927.4
73.75
3.15 X
72.19 1,022
85.57
1.23 X
76.49 1,119
98.40
4.17 X
80.83 1,217
112.4
85.22 1,319
1.28 X
127.5
0.364
89.65 1,422
143.6
0.935
94.13 1,526
161.1
2.25
98.66 1,632
179.7
5.12
103.22 1,741
199.5
11.11
107.85 1,849
220.6
22.95
112.51 1,961
243.0
117.21 2,072
44.40
266.7
83.0
121.95 2,187
291.7
150.2
126.76 2,301
318.3
265.2
131.60 2,418
346.2
446.0
136.49 2,537
375.7
141.42 2,657
732.0
406.7
1,173
146.40 2,777
423.4
149.15 2,838
1,505

g per 7r cm2 per
sec, evaporation

10“15 1.16
IO“13 6.81
10~41 1.01
10 3 4.22
IO“8 7.88
10-’ 7.42
IO“6 3.92
10 5 1.31
10-“ 2.97
10-“ 4.62
10 3 5.51
10 2 4.95
10 2 3.92
10“1 2.45
1.37
6.36
2.76
9.95
3.51
1.08
3.04
8.35
2.09
5.02
1.12
2.38
4.86
7.15

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Rt

R^

0.911
1.00
1.03
1.467
1.924
2.41
4.93
3.46
4.00
IO“33 4.54
10 30 5.08
10 26 5.65
IO“24 6.22
10“22 6.78
IO“2» 7.36
IO“18 7.93
10~4S 8.52
IO“15 9.12
10“14 9.72
IO"13 10.33
10~12 10.93
10 H 11.57
10“1» 12.19
IO“9 12.83
10“9 13.47
IO“3 14.12
IO“’ 14.76
10"’ 15.43
IO“6 16.10
10-« 16.77
IO“« 17.46
10-5 18.15
10-5 18.83
10-4 19.53
IO“4 20.24
10-“ 20.95
10-4 21.34

* After Jones and Langmuir.53 Emission density I' and evaporation rate M' are
given for an area of r cm2.
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----------------------------- ► Voltage Drop (V/cm)
Figuie 9.12. Characteristics of ideal tungsten filaments, one centimeter long, according to data by Jones and Langmuir.53
Adapted from curves given by Spangenberg,56 but dashed lines for filament life were recalculated on the basis of recent findings bv
Bloomer’2 according to which end-of-life point occurs after six percent reduction of filament diameter by evaporation. Data by Rei
mann54 were used for rates of evaporation.
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Figure 9.13. Representative types of filamentary cathodes.

roughly corresponds to a temperature rise of 40°C, will reduce the life
expectancy by almost one-half, and a 1 O-percent voltage increase will cut
the filament life by a factor of 4.76 In order to preserve the life of power
tubes when equipment is in a stand-by condition, the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association (NEMA) and the Joint Electron Devices
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Figure 9.14. Electron emission and cathode life vs temperature for tungsten fila
ments. After Frankel.76 (Courtesy Machlett Laboratories, Inc,)

Engineering Council (JEDEC)
*
have prepared recommendations giving
the amount by which the operating filament voltage should be reduced
during stand-by conditions for various types of filamentary cathodes, and
the voltage reduction to be applied for various periods of stand-by condi
tion.
Thoriated Filaments." Thoriated filaments are prepared by adding from
0.5 to 2.0% thoria to the tungsten. Usually, the addition is made in
the form of a water-soluble thorium compound to a slurry of tungstic acid
in water. In this manner, intimate mixture of the constituent compounds
is accomplished. The dried, thoria-doped WO3 is then reduced to metal in
hydrogen. The method generally adopted is to begin this reduction at
* Formerly J ETEC.
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about 550°C and complete it in the range of 780-1100°C, according to the
particle size required2 (see Table 9.7). Thoria is not reduced at these
temperatures and is uniformly distributed throughout the tungsten powder;
during the subsequent sintering treatment at substantially higher tempera
tures, described previously, thoria still remains distributed throughout
the tungsten bar from which thoriated filaments are produced by swaging
and drawing.
By “flashing” such filaments in vacuo to a temperature variously given
as high as 2500°K for a period of from 30 to 60 seconds, some of the thoria
is reduced to metallic thorium. As the melting point of thorium is 2118°K,
any thorium on the surface of the filament is thus evaporated. By reducing
the filament temperature to near 2100°K for a period of about thirty min
utes, metallic thorium formed in the interior of the filament is given a
chance to diffuse to the surface and there form a monatomic film. The
filament may then be operated in service at a temperature ranging from
1800 to 2200°K, depending on the particular application, and an emission
yield of approximately 3 a/cm2 can be obtained.
A most significant contribution to the understanding of the activation
of thoriated tungsten filaments has recently been published by Schneider.78
By developing methods for the quantitative chemical analysis of the con
stituents of thoriated tungsten, both uncarbonized and carbonized (see
below), the thermal emission obtained from such filaments could be cor
related with the methods used in .their preparation and the chemical com
position resulting from it. Many of the trial-and-error methods practiced
in the past have thus become unnecessary. Tests were performed on 0.60mm-dia. filaments, 25 cm long, which had a combined (ThO2 + Th) content
by weight equal to 2.09 per cent in the as-received condition. Filaments
were flashed'at a fixed temperature for a given time and then chemically
analyzed; with the aid of several groups of filaments, each mounted sep
arately in a vacuum tube, the temperature range of 1700 to 2900°K was
covered. Figure 9.15 gives Schneider’s results, which he describes as follows:
“Curve I gives the measured thoria remaining in each filament of one
group after 5 min. at the temperature indicated by the abscissa. Curve IV
gives the measured amounts of thorium metal in each filament. Curve II
gives the calculated total amounts of thorium metal produced in each
filament by reduction; each ordinate of this curve is 2.09% by weight
(the original total content of thoria plus thorium) minus the proper ordinate
of Curve I. The difference between Curves II and IV represents thorium
metal which evaporated. Comparison of Curves I, II, and IV shows that
treatment for 5 min. below about 2150°K produces thorium metal without
causing appreciable evaporation.
“Curves III and V give the measured thorium metal content of filaments
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Figure 9.15. Reduction of ThOa to Th in uncarbonized samples as a function of
duration and temperature of heating. Curve I. Measured weight percent of ThOa
retained. Curve II. Amount of Th formed. This was calculated by subtracting the
ordinate of Curve I from 2.09%. Curve III. Measured content of Th metal after 1
min of heating. Curve IV. Measured content of Th metal after 5 min of heating.
Curve V. Measured content of Th metal after 10 min of heating. After Schneider.’8
(Courtesy The American Institute of Physics.)

treated for 1 min. or 10 min., respectively. The thoria content was measured
but is not shown because it was substantially the same as shown by Curve 1
for the filaments treated for 5 min. These results suggest that above about
2000°K, all the thoria which can be reduced, is reduced in less than 1 min.
and that additional treatment tends to evaporate the available thorium
metal. Smithells has also found that tungsten will not reduce all thoria
to thorium even at 2800°K for 24 hr. His analyses, which seemed qualita
tive, led him to suggest the formation of thorium-tungsten bronzes of the
form Th(W03)„ with n = 3 to 10, approximately. However, we did not
observe any bronzes.
“Emission measurements indicate the behavior of thorium on the tung
sten surface. Figure 9.16 shows results of a typical test. The filament was
first operated at 1800°K for 10 min. and emission measured at 1-min. in
tervals. Emission increased almost exponentially during this 10-min. period.
Increasing the temperature to 1900°K, and measuring the emission again
at 1-min. intervals, causes the specific emission to decrease with time.
Increasing the temperature to 2100, 2300, and 2500°K, each for a similar
10-min. interval, decreases the emission permanently. This decrease is more
rapid at high temperatures. If it is assumed that emission in these systems
is a function only of the total amount of thorium metal on the filament
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Heating time in minutes

Figure 9.16. Emission efficiency of uncarbonized filament as function of heating
temperature and time. After Schneider.’8 (Courtesy The American Institute of Physics)

surface, we conclude that, above about 1800°K, thorium diffuses rapidly to
the surface and that, above about 1900°K, the evaporation is more rapid
than diffusion.
“Study of both Figures 9.15 and 9.16 suggests that the irreversible loss
of emission on heating above 2000°K represents depletion of the thorium
metal, and that good practice in handling commercial uncarbonized fila
ments requires heat activation for less than 1 min. at temperatures below
about 2250°K, with subsequent operation at about 1800°K to conserve the
available thorium metal. This conclusion is justified by the evidence in
Fig. 9.15 that all of the thoria reducible by a filament is reduced in not
over 1 min.”
Plain thoriated filaments are sensitive to poisoning by oxygen and sput
tering by gaseous ions which will remove the thorium from the surface of
the filament and thus revert its properties to those of pure tungsten. These
difficulties are alleviated by carburizing* the thoriated filaments.
Carburized thoriated tungsten filaments’3are produced from plain thori
ated tungsten filaments but subjecting the formed and mounted filaments
to a heat treatment in a hydrocarbon atmosphere consisting of benzene,
acetylene, naphthalene, or xylene vapors which are usually carried to the
treating chambers by a stream of hydrogen under controlled flow conditions.
When heating a filament in this atmosphere to a temperature as high as
2500°K, the hydrocarbon is decomposed at the hot filament surface to
* The term “carbonizing” is also used in the literature but is not strictly correct
because elemental carbon is fed into the filament from an external source.
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form tungsten carbide, W2C, which diffuses into the tungsten. The details
of the process will vary from case to case as a compromise has to be made
between the creation of a relatively thick carbide shell on the filament,
which is desirable, and the embrittlement of the filament which results
from this treatment. Figure 9.17 shows a photograph of the cross-section
of a carburized, thoriated tungsten filament and also some curves indicat
ing what life may be expected for different percentages of carburization as
a function of wire diameter. In practice, the percentage of the wire cross-sec
tion which is transformed into carbide ranges from 15 to 50 per cent of the
total cross-sectional area; great care has to be taken in processing to avoid
longitudinal and radial cracks in the carbide shell.
Schneider78 also studied carbonized thoriated filaments by chemical
analysis after various periods of flashing in a benzene-hydrogen atmosphere
of different concentrations and correlated the measured composition with
the observed electron emission.
“Figure 9.18 shows the reduction of thoria in carbonized filaments as a
function of temperature. Comparison of Figures 9.15 and 9.18 show that
reduction of thoria is complete at 2600°K in carbonized thoria compared to
2900°K in uncarbonized; again the heating time is relatively unimportant.
Very little reduction of thoria occurs below about 2300°K, probably because
very little thorium evaporates below 2300°K, as suggested by Figure 9.19.
Every sample of Figures 9.18 and 9.19 was carbonized for 2 min. at 1900°K
using a constant flow of 0.42 g of benzene in 10 1 of hydrogen.
“Six filaments were then carbonized at different temperatures but for
constant time (2 min), with emission shown in Fig. 9.20. Note that the
emission, always measured at 1930°K, increases significantly for carbon
izing temperatures of 2100°K to 2200°K but decreases seriously when
carbonizing temperature reaches 2400°K.
“Curve I of Figure 9.21 shows the percentage change of resistance for
these 6 filaments, as a function of carbonizing temperature, and Curve II
gives the weight-percent of elemental carbon. Note that above 2300°K,
very little change in resistance occurs, but that the content of elemental
carbon increases rapidly. Up to 2200°K, the specific resistance increases
in proportion to the amount of carbon present. The emission also reaches
its maximum at about 2200°K, as Fig. 9.20 shows. Apparently a chemical
change occurs for carbonizing temperatures above about 2200°K, and
impairs emission. This undesirable chemical change occurs at lower tem
peratures for either a lengthier carbonizing period, or for higher benzene
content in the hydrogen.
“Figure 9.22 gives analytical results for this group of filaments all car
bonized for 2 min. with a benzene content of 0.42 g per 10 1 of hydrogen.
This shows that:
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Figure 9.17. Cross-section of a carburized thoriated tungsten filament and curve
showing life for different thicknesses of carbide shell. After Ayer.85 (Courtesy Ameri
can Institute of Electrical Engineers.')
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Temperature

Figure 9.18. Reduction of ThO2 to metallic Th in carbonized thoriated tungsten
filaments as a function of temperature. Heating time = 2 min. Curve I. Measured
percent by weight of ThO2 remaining. Curve II. Amount of Th produced, calculated
by subtracting ordinate of Curve I from 2.09% by weight . After Schneider.78 (Courtesy
The American Institute of Physics.)

Time

in minute

Figure 9.19. Emission efficiency of a typical carbonized filament as a function of
heating temperature and heating time. After Schneider.78 (Courtesy The American
Institute of Physics.)

“(a) W2C content increases up to 2200°K and then decreases rapidly.
“(b) W content decreases with increasing temperature and disappears
above 2200°K.
“(c) ThO2 behaves similarly.
“(d) Th content increases with temperature at least up to 2400°K.
“(e) WC, ThC2, and C are first observed at 2200°K and their content
increases with temperature, at least up to 2400°K.
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Figure 9.20. Emission efficiency of 6 carbonized filaments as a function of testing
time. Filament No. 1, carbonized at 1600°K; filament No. 2, carbonized at 1800°K;
filament No. 3, carbonized at 1900°K; filament No. 4, carbonized at 2100°K; filament
No. 5, carbonized at 2200°K; filament No. 6, carbonized at 2400°K. After Schneider.78
(Courtesy 'The American Institute of Physics.}

Figure 9.21. Curve I: percentage increase of specific resistance as a function of
carbonizing temperature. Curve II: Corresponding content of elemental carbon by
weight percent. After Schneider.78 (Courtesy The American Institute of Physics.}

“(f) The emission efficiency, indicated by Fig. 9.20 resembles the curve
of W2C.
“From these results, we conclude that formation of WC and C causes
a sharp decrease of emission for carbonizing temperatures above about
2200°K, probably because ThC2 forms by reaction with elementary Th.
Experiments with a synthetic ThC2 sample showed it to be inactive thermionically.”
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Temperoture

Figure 9.22. Composition of outer tenth of filament as a function of carbonizing
temperature. Each filament was carbonized for 2 min in atmosphere of 0.42 g of C6H6
in 10 1 of H2 . (Note: the ordinate scale is high by a factor of 10 for Th()2 . Th, and
ThC2 ; it is high by a factor of 20 for C.) After Schneider.78 (Courtesy The American
Institute of Physics.)
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Figure 9.23. Effect of benzene concentration during carbonizing on structure and
emission of filaments. Region I. Retarding effect of laminated W2C maintains equality
of rates between diffusion and evaporation of elementary thorium. Emission effi
ciency is high and stable. Life is much longer than for noncarbonized filaments.
Region II. Retarding effect is increased because of some formation of WC. Diffusion
is slowed so surface layer of Th is less dense than in Region I, decreasing emission
efficiency slightly. Region III. WC becomes a major component and greatly decreases
diffusion, causing further reduction of emission efficiency. Region IV. Formation of
complete layer of WC and elemental carbon. This prevents emission characteristic
of Th layer because: (a) diffusion of Th is very much retarded; (b) formation of poorly
emitting ThC2 . After Schneider.78 (Courtesy The American Institute of Physics.)

The effects of vapor concentration during carburization and that of its
duration are illustrated in Fig. 9.23.
“When the benzene content is below 0.18 g per 10 1 of H2, the emission
resembles that of noncarbonized filaments (Figs. 9.15 and 9.16) regardless
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of time and temperature of carbonizing. Tests showed that the carbide
shell was too thin to prevent rapid evaporation of thorium; the emission
increases rapidly to its maximum value but drops rapidly after a few min
utes of heating.
“To investigate duration of carbonizing, several sets of filaments were
carbonized at 2000°K and at various benzene concentrations; for each
set, a given concentration of benzene was employed and the individual
filaments were carbonized for a period between 2 and 10 min. Within this
interval, duration above 2 min. decreases emission only slightly; the effect
is too small to justify detailed presentation. The carbide shell penetrates
deeper with increased exposure to benzene and the filaments become very
brittle.
“The following chemical reactions are significant for thermionic emis
sion:
ThO2 + W -> Th

ThO2 + W2C -> Th
Th + WC

ThC

Th +

C ThC2

W+

C W2C

W2C +

C WC

“Various secondary reactions are also conceivable, such as solution of vari
ous constituents in each other, or reactions of one or more constituents
with products of the above reactions.
“These results, together with those published by others, lead to the
following conclusions relating preparation and performance:
For uncarbonized filaments:

“(a) Below about 2900°K, only a fraction of the ThO2 can be reduced
by tungsten; the reaction first proceeds rapidly and then ceases, leaving
unreduced thoria. Additional heating merely drives away the thorium metal
produced.
“(b) Above about 2900°K, all the thoria is reduced to thorium which
rapidly leaves the filament.
For carbonized filaments:

“(a) Carbonizing below about 2200°K gives desirable emission charac
teristics. The surface layer consists of a monatomic film of thorium metal
on a matrix of W2C; this film is more stable at higher temperatures than
on pure tungsten and can be replenished from the reservoir of thorium
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inside. This diffusion is relatively easy through the laminated structure
of the W2C.
“(b) Carbonizing above about 2200°K gives undesirable emission charac
teristics. The surface layer then becomes a mixture of thorium metal and
thorium carbide on solid WC, having graphite inclusions. The high carbon
content of the wire causes the formation of ThC2 which is a poor electron
emitter. The WC is not porous and thus prevents diffusion of internal
thorium to the surface.”78
Carburization reduces the rate of thorium evaporation from the filament
to approximately one-sixth of that for an uncarburized filament at the same
temperature and thereby insures a much longer life in service. The small
amount of thorium which evaporates during service life is replaced by
diffusion of fresh thorium from the interior of the filament; this is facili
tated by the presence of carbon in the form of tungsten carbide. The useful
life of the filament comes to an end when the supply of thorium has been
depleted.
The termination of life of a carburized, thoriated tungsten filament thus
depends on a mechanism which is completely different from that of a pure
tungsten filament. Evaporation of tungsten is not a factor in the determina
tion of the endpoint of life of a carburized thoriated filament, because it
operates at a very much lower temperature, anywhere between 1800 and
2200°K, where the rate of evaporation is negligible. For the same reason,
it is not necessary to reduce the filament voltage in stand-by operation.
A life of 30,000 hours is now not uncommon. The thermal yield of electron
emission is of the order to 300 ma/w at 2000°K, and the surface yield of
electron emission is about 3 a/cm2 (peak emission).
It is customary to design thoriated tungsten filamentary cathodes with
a safety factor of 2 to 5, so that saturated emission is never drawn in serv
ice. Until the end of World War II, thoriated tungsten emitters were not
used in the presence of high fields exceeding a few thousand volts per cm,
and emission currents were held below one ampere. Refinements in process
ing of the tubes have made it possible in recent years to produce reliable
power tubes and rectifiers for inverse voltages up to 200 kv and current
ratings of several amperes. Another important and fairly recent advance is
the production of thoriated tungsten sheet so that indirectly heated cathode
structures can be made in the form of drawn cups and other configurations.89
Non-sag Filaments. The fibrous structure of pure tungsten wire, which
results from the processes of swaging and drawing during its manufacture,
will give way to equi-axed crystals when the wire is heated to about 1000°C
(Figure 9.24). The size of the crystal grains will increase with increasing
temperature, and there is a critical range from 2600 to 2800°C where de-
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Figure 9.24. Electron micrograph of “flashed” tungsten wire drawn to 10 mil
diameter; 7,810X. I’arlodion-carbon replica shadowed with platinum. After Nelson.1
(Courtesy Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Metallurgy Research Laboratory.)

velopment of large grains is most pronounced (Figure 9.25).90 Equilibrium
of grain growth is usually established in 10 to 15 minutes, and prolonged
heating does not appear to alter the structure. Such crystal grains may as
sume sufficient size to extend across the full diameter of the wire, and slip
may occur along the crystal boundaries at right angles to the axis of the
wire, leading to hot spots and burnouts. This effect is known as “offsetting,”
and is illustrated in Figure 9.26 in diagrammatic form. It would of course
be very harmful if such offsetting was likely to occur at any time during
life; fortunately, measures can be taken to prevent this.
The admixture of thorium oxide to tungsten, which has been described
above as a measure to obtain increased electron emission, was originally
introduced by Langmuir77 to prevent excessive crystal growth in tungsten
filaments used for incandescent lamps. Various other additives, which have
the beneficial effect of reducing excessive grain growth, have been used
since that time. The mechanism of this effect91-93 is not at all well under
stood, particularly since many of the additives are volatilized during the
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Temperature

Figure 9.25. Effect of temperature on the grain size of tungsten bars. After Jeffries.90

Figure 9.26. Changes in the structure of pure tungsten filaments heated by al
ternating current. After Smithells.5 (Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.)

sintering process. Only about 0.01 per cent Si and Al can still be detected
in a processed filament. Nevertheless, these small amounts appear to be
adequate to influence recrystallization in the desired manner.
Meijerling and Rieck92 have recently proposed several mechanisms by
which the effect of the additives can be better understood. Reid94 has
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pointed out that improper use of phosphorus as a getter in lamps can seri
ously interfere with the desired grain growth by reducing the additives in
tungsten. Speir and Wanmaker93 have shown that the additives also have
a distinct influence on the particle size of tungsten powder produced by
reduction of WO3 with hydrogen. Addition of potassium silicate and po
tassium silicotungstate results in a marked growth of the tungsten parti
cles, while calcium nitrate or magnesium sulfate tend to give a small parti
cle size.
Figure 9.27 illustrates how grain growth is retarded in tungsten rod
by the admixture of 0.75 per cent of thoria ; the rod was flashed in hydrogen
for two minutes at 2700°C. Different types of additives, such as alkali
oxides, alumina, and silica, bring about exaggerated grain growth; these
are used for wires from which coiled lamp filaments are made. Crystals,

(a)
(b)
Figure 9.27. Metallurgical sections of tungsten rod, annealed at 2700 C for 2 min
utes (X100). (a) Pure tungsten; (b) Tungsten containing 0.75% ThOs . After Smithells.5 (Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd,., London.)
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several millimeters or even centimeters long, are developed in such coils
after a few seconds of flashing and remain substantially unchanged after
long periods of heating above the recrystallization temperature. Such coils
remain ductile after recrystallization and have many properties of the
single-crystal wires (Pintsch wires). The strain introduced in the wire during
coiling increases the likelihood of exaggerated grain growth, while straight
wires do not show the desired long grain growth as easily. There is evidence,
however, that grain growth is favored in straight filaments of the order of
.040- to .050-in. dia. by the presence of strain existing between the inner
and outer crystals and resulting from the drawing process.5*
To summarize the rather complex situation which exists in regard to
the proper selection of suitable tungsten wire for various applications,
one should bear in mind that tungsten filaments made for the lamp indus
try are not necessarily suited for heater wire or electron emitters. The
intended application of the wire should thus always be clearly stated in
any purchase order. Statistical investigations have disclosed that wire
under 35 mils in diameter is not very likely to sag.
The procedure described in ASTM Specification F269-58T for testing
the sag of tungsten wire consists in heating a hairpin filament at a constant
rate to a true temperature of 2600°K in 1 minute, holding the wire at that
temperature for 5 minutes, and then lowering the temperature at a con
stant rate in 1 minute. During this treatment, which is carried out in a
hydrogen atmosphere, a weight is attached to the hairpin at its apex by
means of a tungsten wire hook, the weight being 3 pounds for a wire diame
ter from 30 to 35 mils, 4 pounds for a wire from 35 to 40 mils diameter,
and 6 pounds for wires from 45 to 55 mils in diameter. The hairpin filament
has been mounted in a suitable fixture so that its plane is vertical. After
the heat treatment, which is known as flashing, or setting, the weight is
removed, and the hairpin turned by 90° so that it is in a horizontal plane.
The flashing treatment is then repeated according to the same schedule as
described above, and, after the filament has again reached room tempera
ture, it can be determined from a previously determined zero position
how much the apex of the wire has moved above or below the horizontal
plane.
It is the purpose of this flashing of tungsten filaments to develop a fi
brous, or long-grained, structure with the grains aligned parallel to the
wire axis. The grains should be from six to ten times as long as they are
wide, and there should be between 25 and 40 grains per millimeter when a
cross-section of the wire is inspected under a metallurgical microscope.95
The rate at which the current is raised to the flashing temperature of the
wire has a pronounced effect on the result obtained.
* Note the effect of torsion strain, mentioned above on p. 267.
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Fabrication and Processing of Tungsten

While some methods of fabrication and a few processes relating to the
treatment of tungsten have been described above, the following pages will
be devoted to a description of the variety of operations that may properly
be considered under this topic. It has already been said that tungsten is
available in the form of rods, and these can be centerless-ground when
necessary. Ribbon can be hot-rolled from wire, but 2 inches is about the
maximum width available; sheet can be purchased in sizes measuring 6 in.
x 15 in. x 0.005 in and 8 in. x 20 in. x 0.025 in. Strips measuring 2 in. x 10
in. x 0.060 in. have been used as septums in cyclotron deflection chambers.
Strips 2 in. wide x 0.100 in. thick, and 18 in. long are available. The prepa
ration of thin tungsten fibers has been described by Bockris and Parsons.96
An ingenious process by which ribbon grids with the configuration shown
in Figure 9.28 could be fabricated in very minute sizes is described by
Reed97, according to suggestions by engineers of the Sperry Gyroscope
Corporation and contributions by members of the Bell Telephone Labora
tories.
“The principal steps in the preparation of the ribbon grid are illustrated
in Figure 9.29. Copper-plated ribbons of tungsten and iron—the tungsten
0.3 mil thick and the iron 3 mils thick—are wound and brazed into a tight
spiral as shown in Figure 9.29a. Upon removal of the mandrel, the brazed
spiral is face-ground on both sides to a thickness of perhaps 10 mils and
20 MILS DIA. FOR G,
30 MILS DIA. FOR Gj

Figure 9.28. Sketch showing basic configuration of grid used in final version of
M1805. The tungsten vanes, which present a thickness of 0.3 mil to the electron stream
but are 3 to 4 mil deep parallel to the electron flow, are butt-brazed into the outer
platinum rim. Their initial curvature serves to define the direction of expansion
during operation at elevated temperatures. After Reed.” (Courtesy The American
Telephone and Telegraph Company.)
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Figure 9.29. Basic steps in the fabrication of a ribbon grid. After Reed.97 (Courtesy
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company.)
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chromium-plated, the chromium serving as a thin barrier layer against
subsequent brazes. The ground and plated spiral is then parted into several
segments as shown in Figure 9.29b. Each segment is edge-ground to form a
small, solid “pill” with a diameter corresponding to the inside diameter
of the desired grid as indicated in Figure 9.29c. The grid pill is inserted
and brazed into a short length of tightly fitting, thin-walled platinum
tubing which, for ease of handling, has previously been brazed into an iron
disk; this is shown in Figure 9.29d. This entire assembly is then machine
lapped on both sides as in Figure 9.29e to a thickness of 3 to 4 mils, i.e.,
to a thickness equal to the desired depth of the final grid. It merely remains
to remove the iron both from outside and inside the platinum by etching.
In the early stages of development, the etchant used was hot concentrated
hydrochloric acid. Grids made in this manner, however, were not satisfac
tory because the acid did not completely remove the metallic deposits from
the laterals. In addition to excessive electron interception, there was danger
of these etching residues vaporizing at the high operating temperature.
Deposition on the smooth cavity walls would cause increased RF losses
while deposition on the insulation would cause electrical leakage. Moreover,
hydrochloric acid also tended to attack the brazing fillets and thereby often
gave rise to loose laterals.
“A much more elegant process of iron removal was evolved by D. E.
Koontz of the Chemical Department of the Laboratories. This process has
consistently resulted in a high yield of ribbon grids of excellent quality.
Briefly, it operates as follows: if iron is placed in a solution of aqueous copper
chloride, the surface layer of iron goes into solution and is replaced by
metallic copper. Ordinarily this reaction stops when the surface has been
completely covered. The only way of maintaining this reaction is to con
tinuously remove the deposited copper in order to expose the underlying
metal to further attack. In Koontz’s process, this is achieved by immersing
the specimen of Figure 9.29c in an ultrasonically agitated copper-chloride
solution to which has been added a quantity of ‘Carborundum’ powder. The
action of the suspended powder is twofold. It grinds off the surface layer
of copper, as it is being formed, thereby providing the necessary condition
for the complete dissolution of iron and it is quite effective in freeing the
ribbon grid from any burrs which may have been raised in preceding lapping
and grinding operations.”
The forming of filaments, or the winding of coils from wire, is generally
done in accordance to the following rules. Pure tungsten wire, from the
smallest size up to 10-mil dia., can be wound cold on a mandrel of the same
diameter as the wire, but it is customary to use a mandrel ratio 2:1; for
wire diameters ranging from 10 to 15 mils, the minimum mandrel diameter
should be three times the wire diameter; for wires from 15 to 20-mil dia.,
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the mandrel diameter should be 4 times the wire diameter (mandrel ratio
4:1). Wires larger than 20 mils in dia. should not be wound cold. With the
application of heat, all sizes of pure tungsten can be coiled on a mandrel
of the same diameter as the wire, and the temperature required will natu
rally depend on the wire size, larger wires requiring higher temperatures
which may range anywhere from 300 to 1000°C. Even a slight increase in
temperature above room temperature will at times greatly facilitate the
winding of wires.
Thoriated tungsten wire, from the smallest size up to 10-mil dia., can
be wound cold on a mandrel not less than 1.5 times the wire diameter.
Thoriated wires from 10 to 20 mils in diameter can be wound cold on
mandrels having a diameter five to ten times that of the wire; larger thori
ated wires should be wound hot according to the recommendations made
for pure tungsten filaments.
These general recommendations must be adapted to the particular wire
on hand, and the optimum conditions be determined by trial and error. The
writer recalls an occasion where a fairly heavy tungsten rod, approximately
6-in. dia., had to be wound into a fairly tight helix; it was found by ex
periment that this could be done successfully either at a white heat or at
a fairly moderate, almost dull red heat; if the helix was formed in an in
termediate temperature range, it turned out to be extremely brittle, while
at the very low, or the very high temperatures, quite satisfactory coils
could be obtained.
Tungsten springs are frequently used to hold tungsten filaments taut.
The considerations entering into the design of tungsten springs have been
described by Blodgett and Langmuir.98 Springs are at times made from
molybdenum, but it should be emphasized that molybdenum and tungsten
show slight adherence to each other owing to sintering at 2000°C, and more
so at higher temperatures.27
An alloy of tungsten and tantalum is available on special request from
Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation under the trade name “Tantaloy.”
While this material has unusual elastic properties at elevated temperature,
it is difficult to manufacture, very costly, and its use therefore discouraged
by the manufacturer. Further data on “Tantaloy” are given on p. 351.
Inconel “X” is a good substitute in many cases (See Chapter 7).
The winding of helices for travelling-wave tubes is a particularly critical
operation because such a high degree of accuracy is required of the finished
product; the pitch of the helix should be as uniform as possible along the
length of the helix, and deviations should not exceed 0.5 mil. In general,
tungsten helices are wound on an arbor of accurate dimensions made from
stainless steel or molybdenum. It is important to apply sufficient tension
to the wire during winding; the strain introduced in the wire during the
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winding operations is released by firing the helix in a hydrogen atmosphere
at about 900°C while it is still on the mandrel. Depending on the material
chosen for the mandrel, allowance must be made for the differential thermal
expansion between the mandrel material and that from which the wire is
made. Stainless stell mandrels are fired in wet hydrogen prior to use in
order to produce a coating of chrome oxide, which prevents binding or
sintering of the helix onto the mandrel and facilitates its removal from the
helix after it has been set by heat treatment. Molybdenum mandrels may
be removed from the helix by dissolving them in a hot solution of nitric
acid, sulfuric acid, and water (50:30:2 vol. pts). Iversen" has described a
procedure for winding travelling-wave tube helices of great accuracy and
obtained pitch uniformity within 0.3 mil.
As an example of the delicate nature which such helices for travelling-wave
tubes may assume, the dimensions of an experimental tape helix for a
millimeter-range backward-wave oscillator may be quoted from a recent
paper by Blattner and Sterzer"“ who used tungsten tape 0.002 x 0.0045
in. wound at 109 T.P.I. to an internal dia. of 0.021 in. for a length of several
inches. To obtain tape without camber is a major difficulty, and recourse
had to be taken to edge grinding on several occasions at the Stanford Tube
Laboratory.
Heaters for indirectly heated cathodes are generally made of tungsten
wire and deserve the greatest care in their fabrication. The wire is usually
of the doped or non-sag variety, such as GE Type-218 wire, in order to
retain ductility and prevent recrystallization. Heaters for receiving tube
cathodes are either of the folded type in which straight wire is formed to
take on the shape of a hairpin, an M, or a multiple thereof. The tools used
for producing the folds of the wire must be carefully rounded in order to
avoid splitting of the wire, and the rules stated above for the forming of
wires should be observed.
Alloys of tungsten and molybdenum are used at times for heater wires
because they have a much higher electrical resistivity than either one of
the constituents by itself; such alloy wire is also formed into various shapes
more easily. Figure 9.30 gives the graphs for the resistivity and the tem
perature coefficient of resistivity for various alloy compositions. The re
sistivity of the alloys rises to a maximum at about 45 per cent molybdenum
content; a 50:50 tungsten-molybdenum alloy wire is being manufactured
by RCA under the tradename “Dowmo,” and by Sylvania under the tradename “50/50 molybdenum-tungsten.” Experience with W/Mo alloy heater
wire has been unfavorable especially on account of erratic burnout; never
theless, the material is still being used in isolated cases.
Heater wire should be designed to operate at an average temperature of
1450°K in order to ensure a satisfactory life; much higher values have been
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Molybdenum, percent.

Figure 9.30. Resistivity and Temperature coefficient of tungsten-molybdenum
alloys. After Smithells.5 (Courtesy Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.)

in use until it was realized by systematic tests that a great gain in life
could be had by dropping the heater operating temperature by a few hun
dred degrees from previously used values which ranged from 1600 1800°C.
During the activation of the cathode on the pump, the temperature of the
heater naturally reaches much higher values for short periods of time. For
an oxide-coated, directly heated filamentary cathode, the operating tem
perature is less than 1300°K.
Heaters for indirectly heated cathodes must be insulated to prevent
shorting of adjacent legs and also to prevent electrical contact to the sur
rounding cathode; a coating of alumina is used for this purpose, and the
method of coating has been described by Bidgood and Kent.100 Suitable
heater coating mixtures either for drag-coating, spray-coating, or catathoric application can be purchased.
*
Alumina 38-500 has particles up to
* Levigated alundum, Type R500 or R900, is widely used and purchased from
Norton Company, Refractories Division, Worcester, Mass.
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about 40 microns in diameter with an average of 15 to 18 microns; alumina
38-900 has particles up to 24 microns with an average of 7.5 to 8.5 microns.
An average particle size of 15 to 16 microns was found to give the most
satisfactory results for suspensions used in continuous-coating operations,
and 38-500 and 38-900 are therefore blended to give the desired size range.
If heaters are sprayed, rather than coated by passing the wires through a
cup containing the coating solution, either R500 or R900 alumina is used
by itself, and not the mixture. A typical coating suspension for heater
wires may contain 54.5 per cent 38-500 alundum, 22.8 per cent aluminum
nitrate and 23.5 per cent water. After a preliminary baking operation to
dry the coating and give some adherence adequate for handling, the coated
wire is rapidly passed through a hydrogen furnace at a temperature of
approximately 1650°C; wet hydrogen is generally used for this operation.
The thickness of the coating rarely exceeds 2 mils. The desired shapes of
the heater are then produced by winding the coated wire on a drum which
has carefully rounded and raised metal strip inserts which protrude from
the surface of the drum so that the wire, when it is being wound on this
surface, is slightly kinked, and the coating partially chipped off in this
process.
When the drum is completely covered with closely wound heater wire, a
sharp-edged wheel is used to cut the several turns by passing it through
a groove provided in the surface of the drum. The diameter of the drum
is chosen so that one turn around its surface provides one heater, and the
number of metal inserts along the surface of the drum equals the number of
desired bends. The final shape of the heater has to be formed by hand with
the aid of tweezers, which are used to press two adjacent heater legs close
to each other where the bend is indicated by the kink produced on the
metal insert of the winding drum. Spade winding has to a large extent
replaced drum winding. Some observations on the practical aspects of
electrophoretic deposition of heater coating, or for that matter of emissive
coating, have been made by Kinney and Festa101 and also by Troelstra.102
It might appear on first thought that the coating of heaters is a straight
forward proposition, particularly since this technique has been in use for
such a long time. Actually, there are many problems as yet unsolved,103 and
the Armed Services have sponsored very extensive investigations by vari
ous tube manufacturers to do fundamental research on the causes for heater
wire-coating breakdown in operation, and to develop improved heater-wire
coating methods and materials.104,106
When the heater is positive with respect to the cathode sleeve by more
than a few volts, say 100 v, breakdown caused by “electrolysis” of the
insulating coating is a more serious danger than for the opposite polarity.
Negative oxygen ions are drawn to the tungsten wire where they cause
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oxidation; the oxide thus formed dissolves in the alumina and produces an
aluminum tungstate which has a lower resistance than pure alumina. After
a time, determined by the voltage Vkf and the temperature of the heater,
the insulation will suddenly break down, and a short circuit, or fusing of
the heater to the sleeve, may result. If the cathode is positive with respect
to the heater, the nickel sleeve becomes oxidized, but this reaction pro
ceeds about ten times as slowly as for tungsten. To avoid both effects,
workers at the Philips Laboratories in Holland have found it beneficial to
coat the inside of the cathode sleeve with alumina.106 Several manufacturers
in the United States also apply such coatings to the inside of the sleeve;
coating the inside with aluminum metal and then oxidizing it is one practi
cal method.
As very small amounts of impurities can be responsible for substantial
leakage currents, alumina as furnished by the supplier may require addi
tional heat treatment before being suited as coating material for critical
applications. A small carbon content in the form of graphite to the extent of
a fraction of a per cent can be very offensive. Norton alumina has a total
alkali impurity content of 0.1 per cent by weight, maximum, while Linde B
alumina has an alkali content of 0.001 per cent; these alkali impurities
are driven out of the coating in a reasonably short time by flashing the
heater; in testing the two types of coating material, no correlation could
be found between the alkali content and the leakage level in the tube.107
The presence of longitudinal cracks, seams, or fissures in tungsten wire
is most harmful to reliable service in most applications and thus must
be guarded against. Conventional tensile tests do not disclose the presence
of such faults, because the fissures run parallel to the direction of stress.
White108 has described a method of test for detecting longitudinal fissures
in fine wire. One end of the wire sample is attached to a given load, and
the other end is pulled over an inclined wedge that is carefully polished
and rounded at the edge; the wire is thus subject not only to a 90°-bend
but at the same time to a rotation about its axis owing to the inclination
of the wedge. After suffering this bend, the wire is then straightened again
and subjected to tension which, in 5 to 10 per cent of the specimens tested,
will give low values of tensile strength, whereas flawless wire, when sub
jected to this same treatment, will be consistently high in tensile strength.
On larger wires, particularly on seal rod, fissures and cracks are easily
detected by making a glass bead seal and observing it under a low-power
microscope according to ASTM Method of Test F204-50. Faulty wire
will sometimes disclose a line of small bubbles at the interface between
metal and glass. Such bubbles seem to occur when the cracks are sufficiently
wide to entrap carbon or organic material.
Seamless tungsten tubing is not a regular commercial item, but it can
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be produced by vapor plating, electrodeposition, or hydrostatic pressing,
and sintering of powder. The deposition from the vapor phase was first
used by Van Arkel, Geiss,21 and Van Liempt;109 a summary description of
the process is given by Smithells6 and Powell, Campbell, and Gonser110 in
their respective books. Extensive work on vapor-deposited coatings of
tungsten and molybdenum on alloy steels has been done at the Department
of Metallurgy of M.I.T.111 and at Battelle Memorial Institute for Project
RAND. Quoting from one of the earlier disclosures originating from the
N.V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken in Eindhoven:112
“The method consists in depositing the metal by electrochemical means
or by thermal decomposition on a core and then dissolving the core away
chemically. By this means small seamless tubes can be made from W, Mo, C,
Tp, Ti, Zr, Hf, and others. W can be deposited from WCh vapor at 2000°C
on a Mo core. The rate of deposition is 5 to 25 microgram per minute, and
there is practically no diffusion between the metals. The Mo core is then
dissolved in 85 per cent HNO3 plus 15 per cent concentrated H2SO4 at
90°C. The specific gravity of the W tubes is about 19.22 and the tubes are
vacuum-tight. Tubes from 1 mm diameter x 3 cm long x 0.1 mm wall
thickness to 12 mm diameter x 35 cm long x 1 mm wall thickness can be
made. A single crystal W tube can be made by depositing on a single crys
tal Alo core. Very thin tubes can be made by depositing from a WC16 and
H2 mixture on a copper core and melting out the Ou core. The tubes can
also be drawn to smaller size before removing the copper core.”
Tungsten and other refractory metals can also be deposited on a suitable
core from the vapor phase of the appropriate carbonyl in an atmosphere of
CO2, according to a process developed by Commonwealth Engineering
Company of Dayton, Ohio, under the name of “Gas Plating.”113
“Tungsten carbonyl W(C0)6 exists in the form of white orthorhombic
crystals which decompose at 150°C without melting. The vapor phase
deposits on any object held at the proper temperature in a metallic form.
‘Gas Plating’ dates back to the discovery by Ludwig Mond, in 1890, that
metallic nickel can be obtained from the decomposition of nickel carbonyls,
a process which bears his name. In its improved form, gas plating is applied
to the plating of conductors or nonconductors of intricate shapes onto which
coatings of considerable thickness and density can be deposited in much
shorter periods of time than conventional electroplating permits. Con
tinuous wire coating has also been perfected. If the core mandrel is dissolved
by chemical means, tubing naturally results. Alloy coating is also possible.”
The production of tungsten tubing by hydrostatic pressing of powder con
tained between an inner and outer rubber hose was first described by
Fehse.114 Hoffman and Scheel116 more recently replaced the rubber by lead
pipes one of which is contained in a steel pipe that serves as the inner or
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outer liner depending on whether the hydraulic fluid (glycerin) is applied
from the outside or inside. Pressures of the order of 14,000 kg/cm2 (100
tons/sq.in.) were applied, and the tube, after removal from the mold, was
sintered in hydrogen at temperatures ranging up to 1900°C. Wall thickness
as low as 0.2 mm was achieved, and this could be varied to produce heavier
walls at the ends of the tube, if desired. A process for making small metal
tubes with diameters ranging from one millimeter to 0.1 mm, or less, has
been described by Gezelius116, who deposits the metal on silver-coated
nylon fibers which can later be removed.
A protective coating in the form of a porcelain enamel has been described
by Horsfall,117 who extends the usefulness of tungsten into fields where
operation in air is required at elevated temperatures up to 1650°C. The
batch of the enamel consists of the following ingredients:

9 parts by weight ZrO2-SiO2

1.5 parts by weight A12O3
0.5 parts by weight Co3O4

0.02 parts by weight H2MoO4-H2O
0.3 parts by weight Dextrose
to which a few drops of formaldehyde are added to prevent fermentation
while in storage. The tungsten rod to be coated is cleaned by flashing in
a helium atmosphere and then coated with the enamel and fired again ac
cording to a prescribed schedule. A firmly adherent coat of enamel is said
to result.
Radiation damage

Makin and Mrs. Gillies118 recently investigated the effect of neutron
irradiation on the mechanical properties of molybdenum and tungsten in
the form of 0.040-in.-dia. wire of commercial purity. The specimens were
irradiated for 6 months in a reactor at approximately 100°C in a flux at
6 X 1012 slow neutrons/cm2/sec, the total dose of slow neutrons being 5 X
1019 neutrons/cm2 (nvt*). Tensile tests were then performed at a strain
rate of 8.2 X 10-5/sec. A stain rate of 8.2 X 10-6/sec was used in all the
experiments which were carried out at 100° and 200°C both before and
after irradiation. At 100°C, both the irradiated and unirradiated material
fractured without any plastic extension. The fracture stress of the irradi
ated specimens was about 152,000 lb/in2 and that of the unirradiated
* The symbol nvt refers to the integrated neutron flux through the sample where
n = number of neutrons/cm3, v = velocity in cm/sec, t = time in seconds, so that
nvt has the dimension neutrons/cm2.
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137,000 lb/in2, an increase due to irradiation of 15,000 lb/in2. At 200°C
both the irradiated and unirradiated specimens were ductile. The yield
stress was slightly decreased by irradiation, but there was no significant
difference in the ultimate tensile strength of the irradiated and unirradiated
specimens.
The ductilc-to-brittle transition temperature (see p. 320) was increased
from 118 to 126°C after irradiation.
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CHAPTER 10

MOLYBDENUM
Introduction

Molybdenum shares a preferred position as a structural material for elec
tron tubes with tungsten and tantalum because these three materials have
exceedingly high melting points, reasonable strength at high temperatures,
and low vapor pressures. Nevertheless, the properties of these three refrac
tory metals are sufficiently different from each other that each has its special
field of usefulness where neither of the other two could successfully compete
on the basis of cost, availability in a desired shape or size, or as a result of
its deficiency in certain physical characteristics.
Molybdenum is much less expensive than tungsten but its hot strength
is not as great; nevertheless, grids for power tubes are generally made from
molybdenum wire which has sufficient ductility to permit cold drawing.
On the other hand, molybdenum is rarely used as a heater wire for indi
rectly heated cathodes and never as an electron emitter in spite of the fact
that the work function of molybdenum is lower than that of tungsten. In
order to draw a desired amount of electron emission from a molybdenum
surface, it would be necessary to operate this metal much closer to its melt
ing point than is the case for a tungsten surface. While the temperature for
tungsten would be higher, it would be far enough removed from the melt
ing point of tungsten to keep the rate of evaporation of tungsten within
bounds. In the case of molybdenum, the rate of evaporation at the equiva
lent temperature to give the desired emission would be prohibitively high.
Molybdenum has the advantage over tungsten of being more readily
fabricated into sheets of large size and drawn into cups and other shapes.
It is thus widely used as a material for anodes in microwave tubes and
power tubes where large amounts of power must be dissipated, and the
temperature of the anode is quite high in operation. Heat shields, corona
shields, and miscellaneous supporting structures are also frequently made
of molybdenum. Helix structures in traveling-wave tubes and cathode sup
port structures for impregnated matrix cathodes are other examples for
the application of molybdenum.
Molybdenum is frequently used in high-temperature electric furnaces
as a heater element and for heat shields, but a neutral atmosphere must be
provided to prevent the formation of oxides. Molybdenum is a suitable ma
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terial for welder tips on spot welders and for thermocouple protection tubes.
The glass industry employs large amounts of molybdenum for electrodes
in glass tanks. One of the most important applications of molybdenum is
its use as an alloying element in steel. As a minor additive to nickel, molyb
denum greatly contributes to the mechanical strength of cathode sleeves
for receiving tubes for critical applications (See Chapter 15). Molybdenum
by itself, or in combination with other metals, or ceramics, has a great po
tential usefulness in the construction of gas turbines for guided missiles
and rockets, but the protection of these materials against oxidation at high
temperature remains a major problem.
Like tungsten, molybdenum ingots are made by powder metallurgical
techniques from molybdenum powder of high purity and small particle
size. The powder is pressed in steel dies under pressures of the order of 20
tons per square inch to form bars varying from 0.5 to 2.0 sq in. in section
and 12 to 18 in. long. The average weight of these ingots ranges from seven
to 14 lb.; ingots six inches in diameter and four feet long weighing 1500 lb
have been produced recently.
These bars are sintered in hydrogen at a maximum temperature of 2340°C
by passing several thousand amperes through the bar; sometimes the
pressed compact is baked or presintered by heating in a dry hydrogen
atmosphere at about 1000°C before the final sintering at the higher tem
perature takes place. The sintered bars are then swaged at 1250°C, or
higher, or hot-forged, and finally converted by working to sheet or wire.
During swaging, the temperature is continuously reduced to insure that
the material is worked below its recrystallizing temperature. For wire
manufacture, drawing commences at about 2 mm diameter and at a tem
perature of about 750°C, using carbide dies and a graphite lubricant; from
about 0.3 mm diameter on to smaller sizes, diamond dies replace carbide
dies. Further drawing, down to 0.015 mm diameter, may be carried out at
approximately 400°C, or cold.*
A modified procedure of producing molybdenum metal by powder metal
lurgical techniques was introduced by the Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion in 1947. It differs from the conventional practice by sintering the com
pacted metal powder at considerably lower temperatures, of the order of
1500 to 1700°C. Water-saturated hydrogen is used instead of dry hydrogen.
The presence of water vapor induces crystallization and accelerates sinter
ing of the molybdenum particles into dense workable ingots in about two
or three hours. Density values up to 10 gm/cm3 have been obtained as com* Purity of the metal is an essential condition for successful working of molyb
denum. The presence of as little as 0.04 per cent carbon makes drawing to fine wire
almost impossible.33
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pared with the more usual 9.6 to 9.7 gr/cm3 resulting from the conventional
powder metallurgy technique. As the sintering operation takes place at so
much lower temperatures, it is possible to use conventional high-tempera
ture furnaces and produce parts to the final shape required without the
need of additional machining. Hydrostatic pressing may be used for the
production of larger sections.
Fabricated molybdenum is available in many different shapes and sizes.
Forgings can be obtained up to 2)^ in diameter; pipes 2 in. dia. with a 0.250in. wall are available in three-foot lengths, and tubes with thin walls, of the
order of one inch dia., in six-foot lengths. Seamless tubing is being produced
in diameters from 1 inch to 0.010 in., the wall thickness running approxi
mately 20 per cent of the outside diameter; the available lengths range from
about four feet for 0.250-in.-dia. tubing to three feet for 0.063-in. dia.
Molybdenum wires are made to a standard tolerance of ±1J^% of diame
ter and ±3% of milligram weight down to 0.001 in. diameter.
The physical and chemical characteristics of molybdenum are summa
rized in Tables 10.1 and 10.2. For a more detailed study of many of these
properties the reader is referred to the references listed at the end of the
chapter. Table 10.3 gives true temperature and brightness temperature,
spectral and total emissivity, current and voltage parameters corresponding
to those established for tungsten by Jones and Langmuir, and electrical
resistivity as a function of temperature after Coomes.30
Mechanical Properties

“The tensile properties of molybdenum are dependent upon the amount
of hot and cold work, the amount, kind, and distribution of impurities, the
annealing temperature, and very probably the interactions between these
variables.
“In general, the yield and tensile strengths (in the direction of working)
are increased as the amount of working increases. The yield and tensile
strengths are decreased with an increase in annealing temperature, but
annealing above 2500°F (1371 °C) may (although not always) cause low
ductility at room temperature. This type of embrittlement is usually ac
companied by a change from a fibrous structure to a recrystallized (equiaxed
grain) structure. It appears that purity is a significant determinant of
response to annealing, but the particular elements responsible for the re
crystallization embrittlement and the concomitant effect of working have
not yet been determined.”3
This statement sharply puts into focus the many uncertainties encoun
tered when the mechanical properties of a given piece of molybdenum are
to be correctly appraised. These properties may vary distinctly depending
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Table 10.1. Physical Characteristics of Molybdenum

Atomic number: 42
Atomic weight: 95.95
Atomic valence: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Valence orbitals: 4d65s1
Isotopes (stable): 92, 94, 95, 96. 97, 98, 100 10
Density: 10.2 gm/cc (0.369 Ib/cu in.)10 9.0111
Melting point: 2620 ± 10°C10 2577'214
Boiling point: 5560°C10 5687°C15 4827°C12“14
Heat of fusion: 50 cal/gm1, 2 7016
Heat of vaporization: 1340 cal/gm2
Lattice type: b.c.c. (A2) (up to 2123°C)1
Lattice constant: 3.1403 A (20°C)4
Atomic volume: 9.4 cc/gm atom16
Atomic radius: 1.36 A (coordination No.: 8)1
Closest approach of atoms: 2.72016
Thermal-neutron-absorption cross section: 2.4 ± .02 barns/atom3
Specific heat:
-257 -181.5
0
100
475
°C 10
0.0004 0.0300 0.0589 0.065 0.0750 cal/gm/°C
Vapor pressure:14
IO“8 IO7 IO“6 IO5 IO1 10“3 10“2 10“1
1
10 Torr
1855 1970 2110 2260 2440 2650 2900 3200 3570 4040 °K
log PTorr = (-31,060/7)- 0.2 log T + 9.4112 Range: 298°K to M.P.
Enthalpy (HT — H26°c)3
Temp. °C: 127 527
927 1327
cal/mole:
610 3105 5825 8740
Entropy (Sr — S!5°c)3
Temp. °C: 127 527 927 1327
cal/mole:
1.76 6.07 8.82 10.91
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion (cm/cm/°C)
-173 - 23 27 500 1000 1500 20003 25-100 25-500 °C10
28 50
51 51
55
62
72
49
55 X 10“’
(see also Ref. 17)
Thermal conductivity3
Temp. °C:
-183 -78
0 1473 2173
cal/cm/sec/°C: 0.44 0.33 0.32 0.26 0.17
Electrical resistivity3, 18
Temp. °C:
0
27 727 1127 1527 1927 2327 2622
Microhm, cm 5.17 5.78 23.9 35.2 47.2 59.5 71.8 81.4
Temperature coefficient of resistivity: 5 X 10“3/°C (0 to 170°C)19
Surface yield of electrons (ma/cm2): 2000 2200 2500 °K
4
40
800
Electron work function: 4.1 e.v.
Richardson constant Aoe““/k: 55 a/cm2/deg2
Magnetic susceptibility: +0.04 X 10“6 (c.g.s.)
Spectral emissivity (0.66g): 1000 1700 2500 °C
0.378 0.353 0.332
See Table 10.3

Table 10.1—Continued

Mechanical Properties:3
Density (gm/cm3):
powder, bulk density:
3.0
cold-pressed bar:
6.0
sintered bar:
9.8
rolled sheet, or drawn wire <10.3
arc-cast
10.2
Hardness: Varies over a wide range depending on amounts of cold work, recrystal
lization and temperature. Values for annealed polycrystalline molybdenum
obtained by Engl, Katz, and Folmar20 are given below:
Temp. °C:
-189.5 -88.5
+20 520
1243
1663
1857
Diamond cone:
373
237 159.2 89.1
40.6
19.5
12.6
Modulus of elasticity: 40 to 50 X 106 psi at 21°C2
Modulus of rigidity:2
17 X 106 psi at 24°C
16.1 X 10« psi at 593°C
Poisson’s ratio:1“
0.324 at 27°C
0.321 at 871 °C

Table 10.1a. Effect of Prior History on the Room Temperature Tensile

Properties of Molybdenum*
Condition

Structure,
grain/mm2

As cast
Hot-forged and recrystallized
Cold-reduced 35% and recrystallized
Cold-reduced 90% and recrystallized

—
200
170

As sintered
Cold-reduced 35% and recrystallized
Cold-reduced 90% and recrystallized

Upper yield
point,
lb/in2

Ultimate
tensile stress,
lb/in2

Reduction
in area,
%

Arc-cast molybdenum
43,000
45,000
60,000
73,600
77,000
53,000

0-1
8
8

1200

49,000

70,000

72

5400
170

Sintered molybdenum
72,000
72,000
77,500
54,000

0
8

1650

65,000

76,500

72

Table 10.1b. Effect of Rolling Temperature on the Tensile Properties of

Work-Hardened Sintered Molybdenum*
Rolling
temperature,
°C

Hardness,
VPN

Yield stress,
lb/in2

Ultimate
tensile stress,
lb/in2

Redction
in area,
%

800
950
1100
1300

252
236
238
224

106,000
100,000
100,000
87,500

108,000
102,000
103,000
88,000

36
42
16
3

* After Northcott.1
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Table 10.2. Chemical Properties

of

Molybdenum

Electrochemical equivalent: 0.16580 mg/coul.
6.03125 eoul./mg
A) Reactions with gases and vapors:
Air, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide at room tem
perature: none; tarnishing in moist air
Air or oxygen at 200°C : onset of slow oxidation
Air or oxygen above 400°C: ready formation of MoO321
Water vapor at 700°C: rapid oxidation
Nitrogen: dissolves in Mo slowly at 600°C and very rapidly at 1200°C resulting in
brittle compound22
nitride formation above 1500°C23
Carbon monoxide: carbonization sets in at 1400°C
Carbon dioxide: oxidation above 1200°C
Hydrogen: none up to M.P.
Hydrocarbon vapor: partial carbide formation at 1100°C23
complete carbonization at 1300 to 1400°C23
Sulfur dioxide: oxidation to MoO2 at 600°C
Dry fluorine: attack at room temperature2
Dry chlorine: reaction above 250°C2
Dry bromine: reaction above 250°C2
Dry iodine: none at 800°C2
Nitrous oxide and nitric oxide: oxidation to MoO3 at 600°C
Ammonia: none
Hydrogen sulfide: MoS2 forms at 1200°C2
B) Reactions with liquids:
Water: very slight attack at room temperature
Mercury: no amalgamation; solubility of Mo: 2 X 10”7
dilute, at 20°C: very slight attack
H2SO4
dilute, at 100°C: slow attack
cone., at 20°C: slow attack
cone., at 110°C: slow attack
HC1
dilute, at 20°C: very slight attack
dilute, at 110°C: slow attack
cone., at 20°C: very slight attack
cone., at 110°C: slight attack
HNO3
25 per cent, at 20°C: rapid attack
cone., at 20°C: formation of protective film of MoO3
cone., at 100°C: rapid attack
Aqua Regia
dilute or cone., at 20°C: none
dilute or cone., at 100°C: rapid attack
HF
dilute or cone., cold or warm: slight attack
HF + HNOs
(50:50 by vol.) at 20°C: rapid attack
H3PO4
(10 per cent) at 20°C: attack
at 100°C: rapid attack
NH4(OH)
solution at 20°C: very slight attack
Na(OH), or K(OH) (10 per cent solution), cold or hot: none
fused salts : rapid attack
KNO3 , KNO2, NaO2 , K2CO3, Na2CO3 + KNO3, KC13 , PbO2 : violent reaction
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Table 10.2—Continued
C) Reaction with solids:
Carbon and graphite: partial carbide formation at 110°C
complete carbonization at 1300 to 1400°C45’ 46
Dry sulfur: attack at 600°C
Magnesia: reaction above 1600°C24
Zirconia: reaction above 2200°C24
Thoria: reaction above 1900°C24
Beryllia: reaction above 1900°C24
Alumina: none up to 1900°C (see Table 2.18)
Tungsten: reaction above 2000°C24
D) Cleaning solutions, etching and polishing:
Removal of oxides by cathodic treatment it dil. H2SO4 at approx. 100 a/sq. ft.21
Immersion in 90 p.c. KOH + 10 p.c. NaNO2 (hot) removes oxides and reduces
thickness26
Uniform etching: a) 1000 ml H2O + 250 gm K(OH) + 0.25 gm CuSO4 (or CuCl2)
anodic treatment
b) NH4(0H) + H2O2
Rapid etching: a) dilute NaNO2 or K(OH)—anodic
b) 1000 ml H2O + 305 gm K3Fe(CN)6 + 44.5 gm Na(OH)
c) 50 pts HNO3 + 30 pts H2SO4 + 20 pts H2O; use at 90°C
Etching prior to resistance welding or brazing with tantalum foil:
96 pts cone. H2SO4 + 3.5 pts HF + 0.5 pts cone. HNO3 + 18.0 gm/liter
Cr2O3-immerse 10 sec. at 90°C
Electrolytic polishing: 1 pt. H28O4 + 7 pts. methyl alcohol—anodic at about 16
a/sq. in. for about 30 sec.26
E) Oxides of Molybdenum:27^29
MoO2 : Mo-dioxide: lead-gray; stable with metal substrate from 300 to 700°C;
d = 6.47; slightly soluble in hot, cone. H2SO4
MoO3 : Mo-trioxide: whitish-yellow; volatile above 600°C; M.P. 795°C; d = 4.69;
forms eutectic with MoO2 melting at 778°C; vapor pressure at500°C: 10-6 Torr;
at 800°C: 10 Torr; at 1150°C: 1 atm; sublimation is significant below 700°C
Mo2O3 : Mo-sesquioxide, black
MoiOs : Mo-pentoxide, violet-blue
MoO2-4MoO3-xH2O: blue, soluble in alcohol26
Mo4On : stable solid at 607°C
Vapor pressure of MoO3 :27°
808
850
880
904
940
958
°K

0.148

1.154

12.145

22.22

153.6

392.6

micron

on the process used in its manufacture,* the amount of hot working and
annealing, the temperature at which the characteristics are measured,
and the measuring technique. In forming-operations which require inter
mediate annealing treatments, it has been a common experience to encoun
ter embrittlement, if certain time-temperature limits are exceeded during
* Arc-melted molybdenum is severely embrittled by as little as 0.0025 per cent
oxygen.31
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Table 10.3. Thermal, Optical,

°K
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
T,

Tb , °K
960
1142
1320
1494
1664
1830
1994
2152
2300
2460

642^
.396
.388
.380
.372
.364
.356
.350
344
.399
.334

Co.

and

Electrical Properties
ei

.094
.119
.144
.171
.190
.209
.228
.248
.266
.280

A'

236
344
471
618
771
942
1130
1330
1542
1761

of

v'

Molybdenum*

x io3

7.08
12.81
20.80
32.4
46.0
63.5
84.5
110.2
141.0
175.2

p,

ptohm.cm
23.5
29.2
34.9
41.0
46.8
52.8
59.0
65.1
71.6
78.0

T = True temperature.
TB — Brightness temperature.
A', V = Current and voltage parameters corresponding to those used by Jones
and Langmuir for tungsten (see Table 9.9).
p = electrical resistivity.
* After Coomes.30

annealing. A typical recrystallization time-temperature curve for 0.002-in.
rolled molybdenum sheet is shown in Figure 10.1, according to Harwood.2
A more detailed analysis of the recrystallization behavior of both powder
metallurgically sintered and arc-cast molybdenum was carried out by
Bechtold,5 whose results are given in Figure 10.2 for arc-cast materials;
the results found for sintered molybdenum were very similar.
The arc-cast sample was obtained as a 114-in.-square, hot-forged billet
which was annealed for three hours at 1650°C to obtain a completely re
crystallized initial structure of about 10 grains/mm2 prior to final rolling.
After annealing, the billet was reheated to 1000°C and rolled in grooved
rolls with several reheats at this temperature, and samples with 17, 33, 59,
and 89 per cent total reduction in area were obtained. The examination of
samples taken at various stages of the rolling process showed no evidence
of recrystallization during rolling. Samples cut from each test piece were
treated for various times at temperatures between .1000 and 1750°C in dry
purified hydrogen.
“Figure 10.2 shows the relationship between time, temperature, and de
formation for the beginning and completion of recrystallization. As with
other metals, the temperature at which recrystallization occurs, depends
upon the time at temperature and the amount of prior deformation. The
temperatures and times below and to the left of the curves for the beginning
of the recrystallization give the limiting conditions for cold-working molyb
denum. If molybdenum is rolled, forged, swaged, or in any other way de
formed under conditions of temperature, time, and amount of deformation,
so that the beginning of the recrystallization curves is not exceeded, elon-

1,920

2,010

2,100

2,190 °F

Temperature

TEM PERATURE

(°C )

Figure 10.1. Typical recrystallization-timc-temperaturc data for 0.002-in. rolled
molybdenum sheet. After Harwood.2 (Courtesy McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.)

Figure 10.2. Time-temperature relation for recrystallization range of molybdenum.
After Bechtold.5 (Courtesy American Society For Metals.)
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gated work-hardened grain structures are obtained. According to the cur
rent definition for hot working, temperatures and times above and to the
right of the end of the recrystallization curves give the conditions for hotworking molybdenum.”6
While the effect of time on the grain size after recrystallization is signifi
cantly different for arc-cast and sintered molybdenum, it is possible to ob
tain almost identical grain structures in most materials by carefully con
trolling the annealing conditions. Bechtold and Scott6 prepared specimens
in this manner and determined the mechanical properties over a range of
temperatures. Figure 10.3 shows the results obtained for powder metallurgy
molybdenum tested at a strain rate of 2.8 X 10“4 per second. Comparing
the curves for fracture stress and total reduction in area, a marked change
in the tensile properties of molybdenum is apparent which occurs at about
— 25°C. The “transition temperature” is defined as that temperature at
which the total reduction in area attains a value half-way between the
maximum and minimum values. For arc-cast molybdenum the transition
temperature is found at +5°C. Below the transition temperature, fracture
occurs with very little reduction in area and it is thus called brittle fracture;

Figure 10.3. Tensile properties of molybdenum. After Bechtold and Scott.6 (Cour
tesy Electrochemical Society.)
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above the transition zone, where substantial reduction in area is indicated,
the material is ductile.
“An abrupt transition from ductile to brittle behavior is not a unique
characteristic of molybdenum. Iron and ferritic iron-base alloys show a
similar behavior at a much lower temperature, near — 150°C, and tungsten,
tantalum, chromium, and other metals that have a body-centered cubic
crystal structure will undoubtedly exhibit this behavior when tested under
comparable conditions. An abrupt transition from ductile to brittle fracture
has not been observed in metal and alloys that have a face-centered cubic
crystal structure such as copper, aluminum, and austenitic stainless steels.
The reasons for this behavior of body-centered cubic metals have not been
determined but many of the factors which affect the temperature at which
this transition occurs have been identified. Increased strain rate, stress con
ditions that restrain the flow of the metal, or an increase in the grain size
will raise the transition temperature. Strain hardening induced by rolling,
forging, or drawing, lowers the transition temperature in the direction of
metal flow, or at least results in retaining some ductility below the transi
tion temperature. However, the ductility normal to the direction of flow
is reduced by strain hardening. Nonmetallic impurities, such as carbon, oxy
gen, and nitrogen, that form interstitial solid solutions probably raise the
transition temperature.”6
Figure 10.4 compares the tensile strength of molybdenum over a range of
temperatures with that of other heat-resistant metals according to Bech-

Figure 10.4. Effect of temperature on tensile properties of annealed ingot iron,
molybdenum, and tungsten. After Bechtold.34 (Courtesy American Society For Metals.)
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told.34 Pugh32 has carried out a detailed analysis of the tensile properties
of molybdenum at temperatures ranging up to 1100°C and suggests that a
strengthening phenomenon, such as strain ageing, depending on tempera
ture and strain, is responsible for the very attractive high-temperature prop
erties of molybdenum. Test bars were prepared from arc-melted 4-in.-dia.
ingots, extruded and swaged to 0.345-in. dia. and annealed for four hours
at 1400°C which produced a recrystallized structure having an average of
500 grains per square millimeter. Short-time constant-rate tests were made
at two strain rates, 0.2 and 0.02 inches per inch per minute, and constant
load creep rupture tests were conducted in an argon atmosphere at 870,
980, and 1095°C. Figures 10.5 and 10.6 give mechanical properties of asswaged and recrystallized molybdenum from this extensive investigation.
Tensile requirements for “Molybdenum wire under 20 mils in diameter”
are covered in ASTM Specification F 289-56T. Additional data for wires
from 0.001 in. to 0.050-in. dia. are contained in Specification F 290-54T
entitled “Round wire for use as electron tube grid laterals and verticals.”
Fabrication of Molybdenum

Forged or rolled billets of molybdenum can be subsequently rolled into
rods, bars, rounds, sheets, strips, or directly extruded into tubing by the
Ugine-Sejournet process developed in France, which employs glass as a
lubricant between the die and the workpiece.2 Drawing, spinning, and ma-

Figurc 10.5. Strength and ductility vs temperature for as-swaged molybdenum.
After Pugh.32 (Courtesy American Society For Metals.)
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Temperature

Figure 10.6. Strength and ductility vs temperature for recrystallized molybdenum.
After Pugh.32 (Courtesy American Society For Metals.)

chining operations can be applied to molybdenum, and it can be joined by
the methods of welding and brazing (Chapter 12).
In all forming operations careful attention must be given to the transi
tion from the brittle to the ductile state, which occurs near or below room
temperature, and to the onset of recrystallization delineated by the curves
shown in Figure 10.1. Many forming operations which result in cracks when
conducted at room temperature are entirely feasible and readily performed
at temperatures even only slightly above room temperature. It has been
reported that the forming of molybdenum wire which was difficult in an
air-conditioned room was done easily when the work was placed under a
heat lamp. Cross-rolled* molybdenum sheet less than 0.020-in. thick can
be bent 180° in any direction around a radius equal to the thickness of the
material (1-T bend radius). Between 0.020- and 0.040-in. sheet thickness,
working should take place within the temperature range of 200-325°F
(93-163°C), and, for heavier stock, temperatures from 900-1000°F (482538°C) should be employed, and dies be heated to these temperatures.
Similar recommendations also hold for blanking, punching, or shearing.
Straight, cold-rolled sheet has a tendency to fail by brittle fracture when
bent along a line at 45° to the rolling direction.f
* Rolling molybdenum sheet from ingot can be done in different ways and is de
scribed by the following terms: (1) Straight rolling: All conducted parallel to the origi
nal longitudinal axis of the ingot. (2) Cross rolling: Rolling in two perpendicular di
rections, i.e. alternate rolling parallel to the longitudinal axis of the ingot and at
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In drawing molybdenum, the number of draws should be held to a mini
mum to avoid the possibility of cracking. Bell and Hillier,86 and Duckworth37
have described a new drawing technique by which it was possible to form
0.010-in. sheet into cylindrical cups with a length-to-diameter ratio of over
two to one without the need for annealing of the metal either before or dur
ing the drawing operations. As long as deep-drawing tools were used which
called for the cup to be drawn right through the die, splits occurred along
the walls of the cup at the first and second draw and extended on further
drawing so that it was difficult to produce cups whose length was as great
as the diameter. Splitting always occurred when the molybdenum wrinkled,
or was subjected to compression, which always happened during the last
stages of the drawing operation with the normal type of tool. When special
tools were designed to keep the material under tension while being drawn,
no failures occurred up to the sixth draw and only 10 per cent of the sam
ples failed on the seventh draw. Fansteel has recently announced the avail
ability of deep-drawn molybdenum anodes with a rolled rim at the open
end to minimize corona in high-voltage applications. The cups are drawn
from 0.015-in. sheet and are 2// in. deep and 1/^ in. in dia. Aluminum
bronze is used in all drawing dies which are heated with strip heaters and
lubricated with castor oil.88 Additional information on the fabrication of
molybdenum is given in references 33, 39-41.
For turning and milling as well as for cutting, tapping, or threading,
various authors recommend the use of sulfur-base cutting oil lubricants.
If the parts so treated are to be used within a vacuum tube, sulfur-base oils
should be avoided and a suitable substitute be used, as harmful effects to
the operation of cathodes will otherwise result. As a matter of fact, a sulfurfree soluble oil will do a much better job on grinding molybdenum with
much less need for frequently dressing the wheel.42
Special Processes

The great importance of small percentages of impurities on the mechani
cal properties of molybdenum has been repeatedly pointed out. Apart from
oxide inclusions and dissolved oxygen, the formation of oxide films on the
right angles to the ingot; sufficient passes are made in one direction to reduce the
sheet thickness about 25 per cent before changing the rolling direction. (3) Compres
sion rolling: During the rolling operation, the sheet is rotated 10 to 20 degrees between
each successive pass. A reference direction is arbitrarily selected for compressionrolled sheet and all manipulation of the specimen is based on this direction.34
f For severe sheet-forming operations, Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation sup
plies Molybdenum “D” sheet which is annealed, cross-rolled, and treated to impart
maximum ductility. Fansteel Molybdenum “G” wire is recommended for severe wire
forming operations for grids, hooks, and support members; it contains small controlled
quantities of cobalt and has superior mechanical properties.35
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surface of molybdenum is of great importance in the use of this material
for tube components. Such films form in air, or oxygen, at relatively low
temperatures of the order of 200°C (Table 10.2), and they will have a
marked effect on contact potential between grid and cathode when molyb
denum is used for grid laterals, lead to cathode poisoning if these films are
later decomposed by electron bombardment, and impair the vacuum.
Gulbransen and Wysong28 have investigated thin oxide films on molyb
denum in oxidizing and reducing atmospheres and in high vacua at ele
vated temperatures. It was found that the oxides of molybdenum are es
sentially nonprotective to the base metal and that the rate of oxidation
follows the well-known parabolic law up to 450°C, where deviations from
this law set in. The stable oxides formed are MoO2 and MoOs, and the rate
of formation depends much more markedly on the gas pressure than is the
case for the oxides of tungsten. The oxides are volatile at relatively low
temperatures, but are stable in high vacua at 10 6 Torr up to 1000°C;
MoO2 may be formed at such high vacuum and high temperature; it then
tends to inhibit further reaction. At pressures as low as 300 microns at
1000°C, the volatile oxide MoO3 is rapidly formed. A previously formed
oxide film will begin to evaporate in a vacuum of 10“6 Torr when heated
to 415°C, but at 400°C the rate of vacuum oxidation overcomes the evapo
ration phenomena and increases with increasing temperature. The reduc
tion of molybdenum oxides in hydrogen is difficult to carry to completion.
Three equations govern the possible reactions:

(1)

MoO2(s)+ 2H2(g)

Mo(s) + 2H2O(g)

(2)

MoO3(s)+ 3H2(g)

Mo(s) + 3H2O(g)

(3)

MoO3(s)+ H2(g)

MoO2(s) + H2O(g)

Gulbransen and Wysong state that, from a thermodynamic point of view,
reactions (2) and (3) above are favorable both in dry and wet hydrogen,
while reaction (1) is feasible if the water-vapor concentration is maintained
below the equilibrium value. Oxide films formed on molybdenum during a
two-hour exposure to oxygen at a pressure of 7.6 cm and a temperature of
400°C were completely reduced when the sample was exposed to a hydrogen
atmosphere at 2.2 cm pressure and a temperature of 550°C. Figure 10.7
gives plots of the equilibrium pressure ratio log pH2O/pH2 vs temperature
for the three reactions. The decomposition pressures of MoO3 and MoO2
as a function of temperature are shown in Figure 10.8; they are negligibly
small for practical considerations.
The outgassing of molybdenum has been studied by Norton and Marshall,43
who found it necessary to heat the metal to 1760°C (true temperature) in a
vacuum of 10“6 Torr for a time depending on the thickness of the metal
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Figure 10.7. Equilibrium pressure ratio H2O/H2 vs temperature for hydrogen
reduction of molybdenum oxides. After Gulbranson and Wysong.28 (Courtesy Ameri
can Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers.)

TEMPERATURE (°C)
Figure 10.8. Decomposition pressure for MoO3 and MoO2 vs temperature.
After Gulbranson and Wysong.28 (Courtesy American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical
and Petroleum Engineers.)

(J4 to 1 hour). The gases given off were nitrogen (over 60 per cent), car
bon monoxide (15 to 36 per cent), carbon dioxide (3 to 65 per cent), and
hydrogen in a negligible amount. Molybdenum parts which have been out
gassed in this manner may be stored in dry air at atmospheric pressure
without absorbing gas from the air if they are wrapped in cellophane or
paper bags and not handled. Only a monatomic surface film is absorbed
during storage and is readily given off after a short heating in vacuo. Hydro
gen firing at atmospheric pressure is also a suitable degassing process be
cause the absorbed hydrogen is readily given off in vacuo at relatively low
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Table 10.4. Analysis of (Jases Released BY Molybdenum43

Filed clean and washed in
benzol
Caustic dipped
Electrolyzed in cone. H2SO4

Time of
degassing
at 1760°C,
(min)

Amount of
gas per gm
sample, mm3
(N.T.P.)

70

7.8

35

65

24
20

4.4
3.3

79
88.5

16.5
10.5

Gas composition (%)

Na

CO

cOa
4.5
1

temperatures. The purity of the hydrogen used in the furnace has a marked
effect on the amount of gas left in the metal; the furnace atmosphere should
be free of N2, CO, CO2 . Norton and Marshall found that molybdenum
from different sources responded to outgassing quite uniformly, but noted
a marked difference in the time of treatment required and in the amount
of gas given off depending on the method of prior cleaning of the metal.
Table 10.4 thus reproduces results obtained for 0.070-in. samples.
The outgassing of molybdenum anodes is of critical importance in the
manufacture of voltage regulator tubes, which are generally filled with one
of the noble gases, such as helium. In order to obtain stable operation of
the tube, it is necessary that the filler gas have an impurity content of less
than 1 ppm, or less than can be detected spectroscopically by a factor of 10
to 100. Extreme measures are thus necessary to obtain this degree of purity
of the filler gas and maintain it in operation.
It has been found that the impurity content of the gas can be decreased
by sputtering metal from the electrodes within the tube, and molybdenum
was found to be most suited for this purpose. Todd, Drennan, and Klein
schmidt44 investigated this technique, which had been suggested earlier
by Penning and Moubis.45 In order to clean the filler gas by sputtering ac
tion, it is of course essential that a minimum of gas be given off by the
molybdenum electrodes. By separately degassing the molybdenum elec
trodes for at least six hours at a temperature of about 1900°C and a pres
sure of 5 X 10 5 Torr, or less, the time required for conditioning the VR
tube by sputtering was reduced by a factor of 20 to 60. The authors recom
mend that the molybdenum parts should be heated to the high temperature
just mentioned in a few minutes rather than in a few seconds. They warn
that vacuum-firing should not be extended for too many hours, or the tube
be treated on the pump for a very long time, because back diffusion of oil
from the evacuating pumps, even at a theoretical back pressure of 10 "
Torr, may cause oil to impinge on the hot electrodes and thus result in for
mation of molybdenum carbide. Unsatisfactory tubes showed evidence of
such carbide formation on the electrodes when analyzed.46’47
Efforts to protect molybdenum against oxidation at elevated temperature
in ordinary atmosphere by plating, cladding, or vapor deposition have been
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most extensive but not entirely successful, so far.48 This activity is naturally
directed toward the application of molybdenum for jet aircraft, which is
beyond the scope of this book. In so far as molybdenum is an important
component in ceramic-to-metal seals, serious thought must be given, how
ever, to the protection of the metallizing layer if it is exposed to moderately
high temperatures of the order of several hundred degrees centigrade in
humid atmospheres. More will be said about this in Chapter 14.
When sealing molybdenum to aluminosilicate glasses or to fused silica
(see p. 426), the excessive oxidation at the required high sealing tempera
tures is a serious handicap. Molybdenum disilicide coatings are capable of
protecting the base metal for several hours at 1400°C, according to Rawson,49 who found that seals to several aluminosilicate glasses can be made
successfully. A tendency toward formation of bubbles at the glass-metal in
terface could be greatly minimized by heating the silicided material in
hydrogen above the siliciding temperature, i.e. 1000°C.
Nickel-plated molybdenum disks, in diameters from % to % in., are
available for semiconductor devices, where such plated disks are inserted
between the copper leads and the silicon or germanium wafer and brazed
to form the final assembly. Molybdenum sheet clad with platinum, nickel,
or copper is used in some electronic devices.33
Radiation Damage

The physical characteristics of molybdenum are materially affected by
exposure to nuclear radiation. An increase in tensile strength and yield
point by 50 per cent on exposure to thermal neutrons (1020 nvt) at 80°C
ambient temperature is reported by Varley.60 Young’s modulus did not in
crease up to 5 X 1018 nvt. Bruch, McHugh, and Hockenbury51 of the
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory tested arc-cast molybdenum rods, swaged
to //-in. dia., after an exposure to radiation in a reactor for 22 days at from
1.9 X 1020 to 5.9 X 1020 thermal nvt at 90°C. There was no visible change
in microstructure as a result of the irradiation. The hardness, which origi
nally was 264 VPN, or 99.2 RB , increased by 35 BHN regardless of the
position of the specimen in the horizontal plane of the reactor. Prior to ir
radiation, the material had a sharp yield point and considerable ductility.
After irradiation, it was completely brittle, and each specimen fractured in
two places. Irradiation changed the transition temperature (see p. 321)
from approximately —30 to about +70°C—an increase of 100°C. The tran
sition temperature of the irradiated material corresponds to that of unir
radiated material having a grain count of 200 rather than the actual value
of 5000 grains per square millimeter in the transverse direction. As no
changes in structure could be detected microscopically, the authors con
cluded that radiation embrittlement was caused by submicroscopic changes.
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CHAPTER 11

TANTALUM AND NIOBIUM
TANTALUM

Introduction

As tantalum is very much more expensive than its two high-melting sister
metals, tungsten and molybdenum, a word of warning is in order for the
novice in the field not to order this material in quantity without having ob
tained proper authorization. Reasons of economy restrict the use of tanta
lum to power tubes and microwave tubes where the cost of a material is
offset by some unique properties.
Tantalum is highly ductile, and can thus readily be worked into various
shapes more easily than molybdenum; on the other hand, while molyb
denum is available in very large sheets, tantalum sheets are limited in
width to a maximum of 12 inches in thicknesses ranging from 10 to 40 mils,
or less for heavier stock. Tantalum is also available in the form of tubing,
either seamless or welded, so that almost any part can be made of tantalum
if the need arises. Tantalum strips up to 6 inches wide can be obtained in
thicknesses down to 0.5 mil with a ±0.1 mil tolerance.* Three-inch diame
ter tantalum ingots of very high purity, especially low in oxygen, nitrogen,
and carbon content, can be rolled to 0.5-mil foil without intermediate an
nealing. f
One of the main advantages of tantalum over molybdenum is its lower
vapor pressure at elevated temperatures and its ability to absorb oxygen
and nitrogen when operating in the vicinity of 700°C and above, thus acting
as an effective getter (see p. 591). For a number of years, medium-sized
power tubes were made with tantalum anodes which were operating at a
red heat; the availability of other, more effective, getter surfaces on molyb
denum has mitigated against the widespread use of tantalum anodes in
recent years.
The high corrosion resistance of tantalum has made it a valuable material
in the chemical process field. In acid solutions, tantalum becomes immedi
ately covered with a stable oxide film which is exceedingly thin and tena
ciously bound to the base metal. The oxide film has unidirectional properties
* American Silver Company, Flushing, New York.
f National Research Corporation, 70 Memorial Drive, Cambridge 42, Massachu
setts. (Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 29 (Sept. 1958), p. 814.
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to the passage of electric current and thus forms the basis of the tantalum
rectifier. Self-healing electrolytic condensers made from sintered tantalum
powder also take advantage of this thin oxide film. Rectifiers and condensers
consume by far the largest part of the tantalum tonnage.
Like tungsten and molybdenum, tantalum is made by the methods of
powder metallurgy, but owing to the great affinity of tantalum for oxygen,
nitrogen, and hydrogen it must be prepared in a vacuum. After being
worked into the required shape at room temperature, annealing and re
crystallization must likewise be performed in a high vacuum; these compli
cations in processing, coupled with the scarcity of high-grade ore, and the
difficulty of its purification explain the high cost of tantalum.
The most important mineral source of tantalum and niobium is a ferrous
niobate-tantalate, Fe(NbTaO3)2 • When niobium predominates, the mineral
is called niobite, and when tantalum predominates, tantalite. Australia,
Brazil, the Belgian Congo, and Nigeria are the principal sources—a fact
which makes tantalum a strategic material. Pure tantalum powder is ob
tained from the ore by several different reduction and refining processes1
and then pressed into bars 24 or 30 in. long and up to 1 sq. in. in cross-sec
tion by cold-swaging. The bars are then held between water-cooled termi
nals in a vacuum furnace and heated to temperatures of 2600 to 2700°C
by the passage of thousands of amperes. After this sintering treatment, the
bar has attained about 90 per cent of the theoretical density of the pure
metal in bulk, and is then subjected to rolling or forging operations at room
temperature. A second high-vacuum sintering operation at close to the melt
ing point of the metal leads to grain growth and liberation of remaining
impurities and gases, thus resulting in a highly ductile ingot of high purity
which has a bluish-white appearance like platinum. Ingots are rolled into
sheet; rod and wire are fabricated by rolling and drawing, carbide and
diamond dies are used for smaller wire sizes.
The physical characteristics of tantalum are tabulated in Table 11.1 and
the chemical properties in Table 11.2. The references indicated under the
various entries will serve as guides to the literature.
The rate of evaporation of tantalum as a function of temperature was
determined by Langmuir and Malter14 from weight measurements and
expressed by the following relation

.
,,
„„„
39,310
logic M = 7.86 - ’

where M is the rate of evaporation in grams per square centimeter per
second, and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin. Figure 11.2 shows the
corresponding graph, and Table 11.3 gives the values of M and P. The vapor
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Table 11.1—Physical Characteristics

of

Tantalum2

Atomic number: 73
Atomic valence: 5
Atomic weight: 180.95
Valence orbitals: 5d36s2
Isotopes: 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, Lattice type: B.C.C.
184, 1853
Density: 16.6gm/cc (0.600 Ibs/cu.in.)
Lattice constant: 3.3026 ± 0.0003 A
17.1 “ (single crystal, calc.)
Atomic volume: 10.89 cc/gm atom
Melting point: 2996 ± 50°C
Atomic diameter: 2.94
Boiling point: 5427°C4
Closest approach of atoms: 2.854 A
Heat of fusion: 5,900 ± 700 cal/mole5
Heat of sublimation: 189.8. ± 7.0 cal/mole (25°C)5
Heat of combustion: 1380 cal/gm
Thermal-neutron-absorption cross-section: 20 barns
Specific heat (at 0°C): 0.036 cal/gm; 6.512 cal/gm atom
Vapor pressure:4 log p = —41,600/7' — log T + 13.98
10“8 10 7 Kt 6 10~5 10~4
10~3 nr2 IO“1
1
Torr
2230 2360 2510 2670 2860 3080 3340 3645 4010 °K
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion:6 (cm/cm/°C)
8271227 1627 1827 20272227
°C
72.9 78.9 84.9 87.9 90.9 93.9 X 10-’
mean value3
0° to 1000°C: 65 X 10 7
20 to 500°C: 66 X 10-’
27 to 1400°C: 73 X 10“7
27 to 2400°C: 78 X IO“7
Thermal conductivity :3
Temp. °C:
20-100 1700 1900 2100
Cal/cm/°C/sec: 0.130 0.174 0.186 0.198
Electrical resistivity:7
Temp. (°C): 203 927 1127 1327 1527 1727 1927 2127 2327 2527 2727 2927
Microhm-cm: 15.5 51.0 59.0 65.8 72.5 78.9 85.2 91.3 97.3 102.9 108.7 113.9
Temperature coefficient of electrical resistivity: 3.82 X 10 3/°C (0-100°C)
Total thermal emissivity:8
Temp. (°C): 1400 1500 2000
e, : 0.20 0.21 0.25
Spectral thermal emissivity:8
Temp. (°C):
900 1100 1800 2500;
20
ex(X = 0.66m) : 0.459 0.442 0.416 0.392; 0.493 (X = 0.665
Total radiated power:10
Temp. (°C): 1330 1530 1730
Watts/cm2: 7.3 12.8 21.2
Surface yield of electrons:
Temp. (°K):
1273
1500
2000
ma/cm2: 1 X IO“5 4.7 X IO“3 19.5 X IO“3
Thermal yield of electrons: 6 ma/w at 2200°K
Electron work function: 4.1 e.v.
Richardson constant Aoe_“/k: 37 a/cm2/deg2 (Ao = 40 a/cm2/°K2)
Magnetic susceptibility: +0.93 X 10“6 (c.g.s.)
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Mechanical Properties:
Tensile
strength psi

Sheet-annealed
Sheet-worked
Wire-annealed
Wire worked
Plate-hardened

0.010
0.010
0.002
0.002
0.010

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

50,000
110,000
100,000
180,000
145,000

Elongation
p.c. (2 in.)

40
1
11
1.5
18

Hardness
Rockwell

85 (E)
95 (E)

103 (B)

Young’s modulus of elasticity: 27 X 106 psi
Poissons’s ratio: 0.36

pressure of tantalum at various temperatures, expressed in dynes/cm2 and
mm Hg, is derived from the relation
P = 17OOMT1I2

Electrical resistance, thermal emissivity, melting point, and rate of evapo
ration of tantalum were determined by Malter and Langmuir7 in 1939 when
these authors repeated earlier measurements of some of these quantities
by Worthing16,16 and Utterback and Sanderman17. The values for specific
resistance at a given power radiation were found to be about 4 per cent
lower than those reported by Worthing. This discrepancy was ascribed to
an advance in processing techniques making available a purer grade of
tantalum; a similar change took place in the properties of tungsten between
1932 and 1934 as reported by Forsythe and Watson18.
Some of the results from Malter and Langmuir’s work on tantalum are
here reproduced for convenience of reference. Figure 11.3 gives the true
temperature (T°K) vs. brightness temperature 5(°K) at X = 0.665 micron.
Table 11.4 summarizes data on resistivity, emissivity, and thermal ex
pansion for tantalum. The curve shown in Fig. 11.3 can be represented by
the following equation:
T = 0.9919S + 37.14 X IO-«#2 + 5.74 X 10-9S3

The error at any point within the measured range is less than 0.5 percent.
The spectral emissivity (0.665 micron) as a function of the true tempera
ture T was determined from the curve of Figure 11.3 by means of the re
lation

1
T ~ S ~

> i
(0.665 micron)
6 0Se
0.434C2

C2 is the Wien-Planck constant, which equals 1.433 centimeter degrees.

A smooth curve was drawn through the values thus plotted and the re-
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Table 11.2. Chemical Properties

of

Tantalum

Electrochemical equivalent: 0.3749 mg/coul.
2.6675 coul./mg
A) Reactions with gases and vapors:
Air or oxygen at 20°C: practically none
Air or oxygen at 400°C: weak oxidation—blue film10
Air or oxygen at 600°C: weak oxidation—grey film10
Air of oxygen at >600°C: formation of Ta2O6—whitish;10 M.P. 1470°C11
Water vapor at 700°C: rapid oxidation
Nitrogen: absorption below 600°C with ensuing embrittlement; nitride TaN
formed in pure N2 at 1100°C; nitrogen liberated at 2000°C in vacuo. TaN is an
interstitial compound;11 a substantial volume change accompanies its forma
tion.11“
Hydrogen: absorption below 700°C with ensuing embrittlement; practically all
absorbed hydrogen released in vacuo at 1300°C12 (Fig. 11.1)
Carbon monoxide: absorption at 600°C
Carbon dioxide:
Hydrocarbons: partial carbide formation above 1200°C; complete carbonization
at about 1400°C
Hare gases: none
Halogens: attack
B) Reactions with liquids:
Water: none
Mercury: none
H2SO4 or HC1, cold, dilute or cone.: practically none in absence of SO3
warm, dilute or cone.: practically none in absence of SO3
HNO3 or aqua regia (1HNO3-2HC1), cold, dilute or cone.: practically none;
warm, dilute or cone.: formation of protective surface layer.
H3PO4 , 85 per cent, cold to 145°C: practically none
100 per cent, above 200°C: attack
HF, cold or warm; dilute or cone.: attack with absorption of hydrogen
HF + HN03 , cold or warm; dilute or cone.: strong attack, rapid dissolution.
Na(OH) or K(0H), cold: slight attack
warm: strong attack
H2O2 : practically none
C) Reactions with solids:
Carbon: partial carbide formation above 1200°C; complete at ~1400°C
SO3 : attack
D) Oxides of Tantalum:
Ta2O4 : Ta-tetroxide, dark grey powder
Ta2O3 : Ta-pentoxide, white or colorless rhombic crystals; decomposes at 1470°C;
d = 8.74
E) Cleaning solutions, etching and polishing:
General cleaning: Saturated solution of K2Cr2O7 in cone. H2SO4 at 110°C (keep
solution red at all times) Saturated solution Cr2O3 in cone. H2SO4 preferred.
Metallurgical polishing on felt: use following mixture:8
levigated alumina:
35 gm
HF (60 per cent):
20 ml
(NH4)F:
20 gm
distilled water:
1000 ml
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Table 11.2.—Continued
Electrolytic polishing, or electroetching:13
solution: H2SO4 (cone.): 90 ml
HF (cone., 48 per cent): 10 ml; temp. 35 to 45°C
cathode: graphite or platinum
for polishing use 0.10 amp/cm2 for 9 min.
for etching use 0.02 amp/cm2 for 10 min.
Etching reagents:8 A) 20-per cent solution of NH4F in water
1) A above, used for 5 to 6 min. at 80°C: grain structure of matrix is developed
but Ta2S5 is not affected.
2) 10 ml of A ± 10 ml HF (60 per cent), used at 50 to 60°C for 1 min. Develops
grain structure without discoloring Ta2S6
3) 10 ml of A + 20 ml H2SO4 , used at 60°C for 1 to 2 min. Effects similar to
No. 1
4) 10 ml of A + 10 ml HN03 , used at 60°C: Ta2S5 is blackened
5) 20 ml of A + 10 ml H2O2 , used boiling, colors Ta2S6 brown
6) H2()4 (95%) + HN03 (70%) + HF (48%) in volume ratio 5:2:2.lla

Temperature °C
Figure 11.1. Tantalum-hydrogen isobar at one atmosphere. After Barrington.12
(Courtesy Services Electronics Research Laboratory.)

sultant figures entered in the tabulation given in Table 11.4; the probable
error of emissivity values is 0.1.
Electrical measurements were made on wires of diameter d0, and the
values A' = A/d03/2, V = W/2Ao, V'A'1/3 = VA^/k determined. (A is
the current in amps., V the measured difference of potential along the wire,

1000

T(°K)
Figure 11.2. Rate of evaporation of tantalum as a function of temperature. After
Langmuir and Malter.14 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics)
Table 11.3 Rate of Evaporation M and Vapor Pressure P for Tantalum
at Various Temperatures

(After Langmuir and Malter, Ref. 14)
T (°K)

2,000
2,200
2,400
2,600
2,800
3,000
3,200
3,269
(M.P.)

M

(g/cm2 sec)

1.63
9.78
3.04
5.54
6.61
5.79
3.82
6.80

X
X
x
X
X
x
X
X

—-----------------------------------------------Dynes/cm2
mm Hg*

IO“12
IO“11
io-°
IO“8
10-’
io-«
10'5
IO“6

* This column added by present author.
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1.27
8.01
2.58
4.90
6.07
5.40
3.77
6.75

X
X
X
X
X
X

10-’
10"6
10-4
10-3
IO“2
10-1

9.53
6.01
1.94
3.68
4.55
4.05
2.83
5.06

x
x
x
x
X
x
X
x

io-1»
10-9
10-7
io-°
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-3
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BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE (S at X = 0.665p.)-°K

Figure 11.3. True temperature T vs brightness temperature 8 for the effective
wavelength X = 0.665 microns. After Malter and Langmuir.7 (Courtesy American In
stitute of Physics.)

da the filament diameter in centimeters at room temperature, and lo the

distance between the potential leads in centimeters at room temperature.)
A', and V thus become specific characteristics independent of filament di
ameter and have the same meaning as the corresponding quantities for
tungsten shown in Table 11.8. The quantity V X Ml/3/Z0 should be kept
constant if the temperature of the filament is to remain constant while its
diameter is being reduced by evaporation during prolonged operation at
elevated temperature.*
The Mechanical Properties of Tantalum

Tantalum is twice as heavy as steel and, in the unannealed state, its
strength is comparable to that of cold-rolled steel. The annealed metal
may be compared with annealed steel. Fine wire and thin sheet have an
* This relation of constant Vs X A for constant temperature was later questioned
by Worrell.19
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Table 11.4. Data

on

Resistance, Emissivity, and Thermal Expansion
of Tantalum.’

T is the true temperature; p is the resistivity corrected for thermal expansion;
IF is the total radiation intensity not corrected for thermal expansion and et is the
power emissivity corrected for thermal expansion; M and L are the results of Malter
and Langmuir; W are those of Worthing, and U and S those of Utterback and Sander
man. The spectral emissivity at 0.665 p is indicated by eo.ccs^ • The thermal expansion
given by Worthing is designated by l/lo •

T

p

(°K)

Ohm-cm

1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3269

Brightness
temperature

w

watts/
cm2

et

44.1 X 10“6 0.793 0.136
47.3
1.23 .144
51
1.84 .153
54.8
2.73 .163
59
3.95 .174
62.4
5.47 .184
65.8
7.36 .194
69.3
10.10 .205
72.5
13.28 .215
75.8
17.12 .223
78.9
21.63 .232
82
27.11 .240
85.2
34.18 .247
88.3
42.23 .254
91.3
51.27 .261
94.4
62.38 .269
97.4
75.37 .276
100.2
89.89 .282
102.9
105.5
.288
105.6
123
.293
108.7
144.4
.298
111.4
167.4
.302
113.9
194.2
.306
115.5
214.5
.309

A’

F'

V'A'^

211 0.0118 0.0702
254 .0152 .0963
299 .0193 .1291
352 .0244 .1723
408 .0304 .2255
469 .0368 .2855
528 .0438 .3540
602 .0527 .4450
676 .0617 .5415
751 .0716 .6508
828 .0821 .7709
910 .0936 .9071
1002 .1072 1.080
1095 .1212 1.250
1189 .1357 1.437
1288 .1522 1.656
1394 .1699 1.989
1502 .1880 2.153
1606 .2064 2.417
1715 .2257 2.699
1830 .2479 3.032
1948 .2700 3.367
2075 .2940 3.749
2164 .3110 4.025

M and
L

w

967
1060
1152
1242
1332
1421
1508
1596
1682
1767
1852
1933
2018
2099
2181
2261
2341
2421
2499
2575
2652
2727
2803
2855

966
1149

1250
1329 1337
1506 1508
1682 1678

1851 1843
1926
2018

2181
2339
2495

2647

«0.665/X

l/h

0.481
.476
.469
.462
.456
.449
.442
.437
.432
.426
.421
.417
.413
.409
.405
.402
.400
.397
.394
.391
.388
.386
.384
.383

1.0047
1.0055
1.0063
1.0071
1.0079
1.0087
1.0095
1.0103
1.0111
1.0119
1.0127
1.0135
1.0144
1.0152
1.0161
1.0170
1.0179
1.0188
1.0197
1.0206
1.0216
1.0225
1.0235
1.0242

U and
S

ultimate strength similar to that of steel. The brittle fracture strength of
tantalum is higher than that of iron, molybdenum, or tungsten.20
The tensile strength of tantalum is increased only a small amount by
working, i.e., 20 per cent, which explains the ease with which tantalum can
be rolled to thin sheet and foil as thin as 0.4 mil. The absence of work-hard
ening makes deep drawing more difficult because tears are likely to occur.
The hardness of tantalum can be increased by suitable heat treatment in
vacuum at a temperature of about 1500°C. Rapid heating to a temperature
not higher than 1600°C brings about a fine crystalline structure which is
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Table 11.5. Time-Temperature Data for the Recrystallization
of 40-Percent Cold-Rolled Tantalum.*21
Annealing temp., °K

Annealing time, min.

State of tantalum

1520
1520
1570
1570
1620
1620
1670
1670

110.00
140.0
30.0
35.0
12.0
14.0
3.0
3.5

Partial recrystallization
Full recrystallization
Partial recrystallization
Full recrystallization
Partial recrystallization
Full recrystallization
Partial recrystallization
Full recrystallization

Penultimate grain size 0.030 mm diameter.

correlated with maximum tensile strength at adequate workability; above
1600°C, a coarse crystalline structure results which has a lesser strength10.
The time and temperature required for the recrystallization of cold-rolled
tantalum were investigated by Wensch, Bruckart, and Deibler,21 and their
results are given in Table 11.5. By plotting the logarithm of time against
the reciprocal of temperature, a straight-line relationship obtains as shown
in Figure 11.4.
In the preceding chapter reference is made to the fact that the mechani
cal properties of metals with the body-centered-cubic crystal structure un
dergo marked changes at low temperatures, and some curves were shown
which Bechtold had obtained for molybdenum. The same author investi
gated tantalum in this respect and found that this metal does not exhibit a
transition from ductile to brittle fracture at temperatures as low as — 195°C.
Fully annealed and recrystallized test rods were subjected to a constant
rate of elongation, and load-elongation curves plotted autographically. The
proportional limit was used as the criterion for yielding and referred to as
the yield strength; reduction in area determined from measurements after
fracture was taken as the criterion of ductility.
“The load-percent-elongation curves in Figure 11.5 reveal the marked
temperature dependence of the tensile properties of tantalum. The rapid
increase in yield strength is readily evident from the curves of tests below
room temperature. The percent elongation at fracture also varies signifi
cantly with temperature, being a maximum at about 25°C and decreasing
at both higher and lower temperatures. The reduction in area at fracture,
however, does not change greatly with temperature (Figure 11.3). The
fractures at all temperatures were dull, fibrous, ductile types of failures.
“One of the more striking effects of test temperature is on the over-all
shape of the load-elongation curves. The curves at — 78°C and above are
similar to those usually observed for annealed, polycrystalline body-cen
tered cubic metals. Yielding is discontinuous, as revealed by upper and
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Reciprocal absolute temperature

Figure 11.4. Time-temperature plot for the recrystallization of 40-percent coldrolled tantalum. After Wensch, Bruckart, and Deibler.21 (Courtesy American Insti
tute of Mining Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers.)

lower yield points at most temperatures, and a distinct yield-point elonga
tion at all temperatures. The yield-point elongation increases with decreased
test temperature. After the yield-point elongation, the load increases as
the specimen elongates uniformly until a maximum, the ultimate tensile
strength, is reached. Additional elongation occurs at decreasing load as the
specimen necks down.
“Below — 130°C, the pronounced upper and lower yield points again
indicate that initial yielding is discontinuous. At the lower yield point
stress, several per cent elongation occurs at essentially constant load and
then the load decreases rapidly instead of increasing as it does at higher
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Percent Plastic Elongation
Figure 11.5. Nominal stress-percent elongation curves for annealed tantalum.
After Bechtold.20 (Courtesy Pergamon Press, Inc.)

temperatures. A load-elongation curve of this type indicates that there was
no uniform elongation of the gage-length section of the specimen, and di
ameter measurements after test along the gage-length section revealed that
all the deformation was concentrated in a relatively narrow necked-down
region adjacent to the rupture. This type of stress-strain curve has not been
observed in previous studies of molybdenum and tungsten. Although the
percent elongation at fracture was considerably less than at higher tempera
tures, the reduction in area in the necked-down region was not significantly
smaller than at high temperatures and the fractures at all temperatures were
dull, fibrous ruptures. In iron, molybdenum and tungsten, bright, brittle
fractures are always observed at low temperatures.
“The effects of temperature on the yield strength and ductility of tanta
lum and of several other metals are compared in Figures 11.6 and 11.7.
The curves in Figure 11.6 show the marked temperature-dependence of the
yield strength of body-centered-cubic metals and the relatively small effect
of temperature on the yield strength of nickel, which is representative of
face-centered-cubic metals. The yield strengths of iron, molybdenum and
tungsten cannot be determined by the tensile tests below about —195°C,
— 75°C and 150°C respectively, since brittle fracture will occur before plas
tic yielding.”20
Fabrication of Tantalum

Detailed instruction sheets on all aspects of the application of tantalum
are available from the Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation* so that there
* North Chicago, Ill.
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Figure 11.6. Effect of temperature on yield strength of tantalum. After Bechtold.20
(Courtesy Pergamon Press, Inc.)
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Figure 11.7. Effect of temperature on ductility of tantalum. After Bechtold.20
(Courtesy Pergamon Press, Inc,)

is no need to repeat this information here; some data on joining, welding,
and brazing of tantalum will be found in Chapter 12. It may be helpful,
however, to emphasize the difficulties that may be encountered when tanta
lum is joined to metals with which it may form brittle alloys at elevated
temperatures; this may lead to warpage and fracture. The same effect will
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Figure 11.7(a). Tensile properties of tantalum over a wide temperature range.
After Bechtold,20 Pugh,20» and Kattus and Dotson.2011 As presented by Tietz, Wilcox,
and Wilson.20e (By permission, The Department of the Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics.)

ensue when tantalum members are operated in the vicinity of hot bodies,
such as tungsten filaments, and gases are given off by the surrounding struc
tures and absorbed by the tantalum member; this also may result in warp
age and severe embrittlement.
A striking example of this kind of difficulty came to the author’s atten
tion several years ago. In the construction of a large power tube which was
continuously exhausted, 15-in.-long tungsten strips about 0.10 in. wide and
probably about 0.40 in. thick were used to form a ribbon beam of electrons;
tantalum channels of U-shaped cross-section 0.200 in. wide, and 0.250 in.
deep, made from 0.005-in. tantalum sheet were intended as reflectors be
hind these long strip filaments. In operation, the U-channels closed up and
shortened to the tungsten strips as a result of continuous evolution of gases
from massive metallic members that could not be properly outgassed. This
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difficulty was overcome by substituting molybdenum for tantalum and
making the channel from several different sections rather than in one 15-in.
piece.
The difficulties which may result from the alloying of tantalum with
nickel were effectively demonstrated in a project at the same laboratory
where resnatron filament baskets similar to the type shown in Figure 9.1.3
(p. 279) would fail where tantalum tabs were attached to a nickel ring.
The tabs were folded around flat tungsten filaments at their free end and
were intended to provide some measure of heat insulation owing to the low
thermal conductivity of tantalum; substantial currents were passed through
the junction. Figure 11.8 shows several photomicrographs of this joint

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 11.8. Alloy formation between nickel and tantalum, (a) Cross-section of
tungsten ribbon (0.010" X 0.050") (X42) clamped and spot welded in a tantalum tab
which in turn is spot welded to a nickel support ring (not shown). (X200.) (b and c)
Enlarged detail of (a), (d) Void of (a) filled with nickel after operating assembly at
2400°C for 30 seconds, (e) Enlarged detail of (f) (where symbol Ni appears in (f)). (f)
Same as (a) after operation at 2400°C for 30 seconds. Note: Temperature value ap
proximate only. (Courtesy Collins Radio Company.)
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Figure 11.9. The constitution diagram of nickel-tantalum alloys. After Therkelson, Berlin, 1932. (Courtesy Longmans Green and Company,)21a

before and after operation. It is clearly evident how the voids between fila
ment and tab were quickly filled by a lower-melting nickel-tantalum alloy.
Figure 11.9 gives the nickel-tantalum phase diagram according to Therkelson21a. When the tantalum content is greater than 36 per cent, brittle inter
metallic compounds are formed. Figure 11.10 shows the variation of hard
ness, tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and electrical conductivity of
nickel-tantalum alloys as a function of the tantalum content.
Outgassing of Tantalum

Tantalum has a high activity for various gases, especially in the tempera
ture range 600 to l,000°C where it acts as a getter when used for structural
components of a vacuum tube. To take advantage of this property, it is of
course necessary that the tantalum has been previously outgassed, and that
the tube is designed to make possible the operation of the tantalum element
at an elevated temperature. In order to drive out previously absorbed gases,
it is necessary to raise the tantalum components to a temperature of at
least 2000°C. For more critical applications, still higher outgassing tem
peratures are required.
Gebhardt and Preisendanz22 recently investigated the solubility of oxy-
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Figure 11.10. Hardness, tensile strength, and electrical conductivity of Ni-Ta
alloys. After Therkelson.21“ (Courtesy Reinhold Publishing Corporation.)

gen in tantalum and the changes of physical properties related to it. To
establish clean conditions, these authors found it necessary to heat tantalum
to a temperature ranging from 2600 to 2800°C in a vacuum of less than
5 X 10“6 Torr, and state specifically that at temperatures between 2200 and
2300°C complete degassing was not obtained, especially in regard to oxy
gen. After this careful degassing of the tantalum samples, which consisted
of wires, rods or strips, they were exposed to oxygen atmospheres at various
pressures and temperatures ranging from 750 to 1500°C. Figure 11.11 gives
the results obtained.
It is important to note that the oxygen absorbed at these temperatures
was not released when the temperature of the samples was lowered to room
temperature. At low oxygen pressures, the surface of the samples retained
its metallic appearance, whereas at higher oxygen pressures a very thin sur
face oxidation became apparent; this changed the emissivity of the surface,
which was measured by means of a selenium photocell. The saturation limit
for oxygen is 3.7 atomic percent at 1500°C, 2.9 atomic percent at 1200°C,
2.3 atomic percent at 1000°C and 1.4 atomic percent at 750°C. When these
limits are exceeded, a surface oxidation becomes noticeable.
The absorption of oxygen has a marked effect on a number of physical
properties of tantalum as found by various earlier investigations. The log
arithmic decrement for damped oscillations at 1.4 cycles per second in
creases linearly with increase of oxygen content; the modulus of elasticity
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Figure 11.11. Sorption of oxygen by tantalum, as a function of pressure at various
temperatures. After Gebhardt and Prcisendanz.22 (Courtesy Dr. Riederer Verlag
GM BH-Stuttgart.)

likewise increases, and so do the hardness and the tensile strength. The spe
cific magnetic susceptibility decreases linearly with increasing oxygen con
tent; ductility and reduction of cross-section likewise decrease with in
creasing oxygen content. Another interesting effect of oxygen content of
tantalum is the increasing solubility in 40 percent hydrofluoric acid, as
shown in Figure 11.12.
The widely differing values for the hardness of tantalum which have been
published from time to time no doubt can be ascribed to the different oxy
gen contents. Gebhardt and Prcisendanz find that the hardness increases
from about 40 kg/mm2 for carefully outgassed material to a value of 630
kg/mm2 at an oxygen content of 4.4 atomic percent (Figure 11.13). The
pronounced discontinuity at 2.9 atomic percent oxygen content indicates
the solubility limit for exposure at 1200°C. The electrical conductivity as
a function of oxygen content shows a similar discontinuity at this point,
according to the same authors.
When cold-worked tantalum is reheated in vacuo, a marked increase of
hardness takes place at 1800°C, according to Greenwood and Myers.23 The
authors remark that hard tantalum becomes soft again if the heating is
carried to 2400°C, followed by quick cooling, whereas slow cooling at the
rate of 7°C per minute to 1100°C results in hard and brittle tantalum. The
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Exposure to corrosive medium

Figure 11.12. Weight loss of tantalum of different oxygen contents in 40 percent
HF. After Gebhardt and Preisendanz.22 (Courtesy Dr. Riederer Verlag GMBH-Stuttgart.)

Absorbed Oxygen (atom %)

Figure 11.13. Vickers hardness of tantalum as a function of oxygen content. After
Gebhardt and Preisendanz.22 (Courtesy Dr. Riederer Verlag GAIBH-Stuttgart.)

heating was carried out in a vacuum of the order of 1 to 10 microns by pass
ing a current through the test sample. The authors express the view that
some absorption of gases at these relatively low pressures is responsible for
this strange behavior. Figure 11.14 gives the results of their measurements.
The tensile strength of tantalum can be increased to a value of 200,000
psi by heating sheets in air for prescribed times and temperatures followed
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Temp, of re-heating

Figure 11.14. Annealing temperature and hardness of tantalum. After Greenwood
and Myers.23 (Courtesy Macmillan & Co. Ltd., London.}

by heating in vacuo at temperatures between 1150 and 1400°C. Bursting
or pressure-indicating diaphrams are designed on the basis of this treat
ment.24
While the vapor pressure of tantalum is exceedingly low, even at ele
vated temperatures, that of the oxides of tantalum is much higher, and
great care is thus required not only in properly cleaning tantalum parts be
fore they are assembled but also in avoiding oxide contaminations in the
remaining tube structure; such oxides may be decomposed at the high tem
peratures required for outgassing the tantalum itself. Tantalum oxides will
be decomposed or volatilized at a level of 1800°C. Tantalum nitrides are
decomposed at much higher temperatures than the oxides. If the full value
of tantalum is to be realized in transmitting tubes containing tantalum
electrodes, they should be heated to at least 2000°C for the purpose of
proper outgassing, and preferably to 2600°C for a long time in an exceed
ingly good vacuum.
Alloys of Tantalum

An alloy of tantalum and tungsten is commercially available under the
trade name “Tantaloy”; this material contains 7.5 per cent tungsten and
is available in form of sheet and wire; it has the property of maintaining
its elasticity at red heat and is thus useful for the fabrication of springs
and tension members in vacuum tubes. Such parts can be made from an
nealed or unannealed alloy and can then be heat-treated to a point where
the yield strength is equal to the tensile strength. Annealed “Tantaloy”
wire, 0.010 in. diameter, has a tensile strength at room temperature of
about 90,000 psi and a yield strength of about 85,500 psi. In the unannealed
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or cold-worked state, the tensile strength is about 250,000 psi and the yield
strength about 245,000 psi.
The alloys of molybdenum and tantalum have been investigated by
Geach and Summers-Smith.25 The two metals crystallize in the same struc
ture, (body-centered cubic), have similar electrochemical properties, and
their atoms differ in size by less than 5 per cent; thus it is to be expected
that they will form extensive solid solutions with each other. The alloys
were produced by arc-casting in a purified argon atmosphere, or by powder
metallurgical procedures; commercial applications have not become known.
Tantalum together with tungsten or molybdenum forms a thermocouple
which is useful in the high-temperature range up to 3000°C for W-Ta, and
up to 2600°C for Ta-Mo junctions. The Ta-W couple has a reasonably
linear range from about 300 to 2000°C giving a thermal emf of 22.9 mV
at 2000°C.26'27 Such couples must naturally be operated in a neutral atmos
phere or vacuum, or they may be protected by a beryllium oxide ceramic
tube (Chapter 8).
NIOBIUM

In the near future, this metal may well assume an important role in
vacuum tube construction. Niobium is now available in form of sheet,
bars, rod, tubing, wire, foil, powder, ingot, and can be readily fabricated
and welded. In many respects its properties are similar to those of tanta
lum, but its density is about one-half that of tantalum and its neutron ab
sorption cross-section is very much lower. The metal thus offers advantages
for tubes to be used in critical environments where shock and vibration
and radiation damage are likely causes of failure.
Sailer, Stacy, and Porembka29“ have reported on an “initial investigation
of niobium and niobium-base alloys.” Several papers on the production,
purification, and fabrication of niobium were published in a special issue
of the Journal of the Institution of Metals by O’Driscoll, Miller, and Wil
liams.38, 39 A symposium on the technology of niobium was held in Washing
ton in May 1958, and the papers were recently published by Gonser and
Sherwood.29b A substantial body of up-to-date literature on this metal is
thus available.
The physical properties of niobium are given in Table 11.6. At room tem
perature, it has a high resistance to corrosion by liquids and gases, a prop
erty which makes it attractive to the chemical process industry and par
ticularly to the designers of nuclear reactors on account of its superior
resistance to corrosion from liquid sodium and sodium-potassium alloy at
temperatures up to 660°C.29,30 However, its reactivity with oxygen, hy
drogen, and nitrogen at elevated temperatures is a major difficulty associ
ated with its use as a high-temperature material. Gulbransen and Andrew36

Table 11.6 Physical Characteristics

of

Niobium29

Atomic valence: 5, 3
Valence orbitals: 4d45s
Lattice type: B.C.C.
Lattice constant (20°C) :30 3.3004 ±
0.0003 A.U.
Isotopes: 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, (98), 99 Closest approach of atoms:28 2.853
A.U.
Density: 8.66 gm/cc30 (0.313 lb/in.3)
Thermal-neutron-absorption cross
section: 1.1 ± 0.1 barns
Melting point: 2415 ± 15°C31 2468 ± 10°C32
(4380 ± 30°F) (4475 ± 18°F)
Oxygen content causes a depression of the melting point; earlier values are
probably lower for this reason.
Boiling point: 3300°C
Heat of combustion: 2379 cal/gm31
Heat of sublimation: 170.9 Kcal/gm-atom31
Heat of vaporization: 171.2 Kcal/gm-atom
1.84 Kcal/gm
Specific heat (0°C): 6.012 cal/gm-atom
0.065 cal/gm/°C
Thermal conductivity (20°C): 0.13 cal/cm2/cm/°C/sec
0
100
200
300
400
500
600 °C
0.125 0.13 0.135 0.140 0.145 0.151 0.156 32,33
Coefficient of linear thermal expansion33 (cm/cm/°C)
Temp. T: 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
°C
Avg. 18° to T: 73.1 73.9 74.7 75.6 76.4 77.2 78.0 78.8 X HI 7
Inst, at T: 73.8 75.4 76.1 78.7 80.3 82.0 83.7 85.2 X IO”7
L = Lo(6.892 X lO-oT + 8.17 X 10-107'2)
(20°C) : « = 71.0 X I0 7 28
(0-1000°C) : a = 68.9 X 10”7 33
Vapor pressure:3311 log P^lm = ( — 40,169/I’M — 8.872
2304
2358
2404
2463
2485
°K
2.6311 X 10”9 8.0977 X 10”9 1.6526 X IO”8 4.0512 X 10”8 5.8069 X IO”8 atm
Electrical resistivity microhm-cm33
0
100 200
300
400
500
600 °C
15.22 19.18 23.13 27.09 31.04 35.00 38.96
Temperature coefficient of electrical resistivity
0-600°C : 0.00396 microhm. cm/”C
Spectral thermal emissivity (X = 0.650 micron): 0.37 (T = 1730°C)
Total radiation (Watts/cm2): 22(1880°C); 30(1980°C)34
Electron work function: 4.01 e.v.31
Richardson constant A(le”“/k: 37 a/cm2/°K2 (Ao = 40)35
Magnetic susceptibility: +2.28 X 10”° (e.g.s.)
Mechanical Properties33 • 33“ (see also Fig. 11.7a)
Atomic
Atomic
Atomic
Atomic

number : 41
weight: 92.91
volume: 10.83 (cc/gr-atom)
diameter: 2.94

°C

Proportional
limit
1000 psi

Tensile
strength
1000 psi

Elongation
(in 4 Varea)
%

Modulus of
elasticity
106 psi

20
200
300
400
500
550

24.2
14.6
14.1
14.6
15.2
10.5

39.4
33.6
34.7
33.2
35.6
32.3

49
48
38
28
35
24

12.4
10.9
8.0
7.5
6.4
4.7
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Table 11.6—Continued
Typical values29

Sheet annealed
Sheet worked

Tensile strength
1000 psi

Elongation
in 2 in. %

Rockwell
hardness e

48-59
96-130

30
5

80
100

R

have recently extended their studies of this problem into ranges of higher
temperatures (375-700°C) and have reevaluated earlier work by several
investigators.
Niobium forms three oxides with limited regions of homogeneity, i.e.,
Nb2O5, NbO2, and NbO. A transition in the rate of oxidation from the
parabolic rate law to the linear rate law occurs at oxide film thicknesses of
50 to 67 Mgm/cm2 in the temperature range of 400 to 430°C. After the tran
sition, the oxide is not adherent to the metal.
Like tantalum, niobium acts as a getter when operated at an elevated
temperature (500°C) in a vacuum tube, either as a structural component or
in the form of a getter flag.
An outgassing temperature of 2000°C has been reported.29'1 Oxygen, ni
trogen, and hydrogen are rapidly absorbed.38’ 39
Specific applications of niobium in the construction of vacuum tubes have
been described by workers of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.40’41 It was
stated by Bondy and McClure40 that outgassing at 1650°C for 30 minutes
rather than at 1250°C did not further improve the performance characteris
tics of their tube. The niobium parts (0.220-in.-dia. disks) were etched in
AM KOH, HF, and boiled in hydrogen peroxide to pass the atomizer test
for clean surfaces. Niobium was found to maintain its shape better after
forming, and not to sputter as much as molybdenum; its use in discharge
tubes also resulted in more consistently low sustaining voltages, i.e., 98.7 ±
0.35 volts at 10 ma. Measured breakdown voltages were 146.3 ±1.7 volts.41
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CHAPTER 12

JOINING OF METALS BY BRAZING
Introduction

The various materials which have been described in the preceding chap
ters are interesting to the designer of electron devices only to the extent to
which they can be used for the design of structures that perform a desired
function. The joining of materials thus becomes an important subject. The
present chapter will deal with the joining of metals, and the following two
chapters will describe the joining of glass and ceramics to metals and to
themselves, respectively.
Metals can be joined to each other in many different ways, and much
ingenuity has been devoted to this subject1'7. In the present chapter, we will
limit ourselves to the discussion of permanent joints which remain sound
on exposure to temperatures of the order of 500°C and which can withstand
adverse conditions of shock and vibration. As we are primarily concerned
with vacuum tube structures, the joints must be vacuum-tight and must
not contain components that would interfere with the quality of the vac
uum. The fulfillment of these conditions eliminates soldered joints for in
ternal components of vacuum tubes and limits the discussion to welded or
brazed joints.
The American Welding Society defines the following terms:
“Welding, used by itself, is a generic term which describes a variety of
metal-joining processes whereby a localized coalescence of metal is pro
duced by heating to suitable temperatures, with or without the application
of pressure, and with or without the use of filler metal. The filler metal, if
used, either has a melting point approximately the same as the base metals
or has a melting point below that of the base metals but above 800°F.”
(426.7°C)*
“Braze Welding is a method of welding whereby a groove, fillet, plug, or
slot is made using a nonferrous filler metal, having a melting point below
that of the base metals but above 800°F. The filler metal is not distributed
in the joint by capillary attraction. (‘Bronze Welding,’ formerly used, is a
misnomer for this term.)”
* It is unfortunate that the Fahrenheit scale of temperature is commonly used in
engineering circles, and the centigrade scale among scientists; the fraternity of tube
engineers generally prefers the centigrade scale, which is used throughout this text,
except in direct quotations where the centigrade equivalent is added in parentheses.
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“Brazing: a group of Avoiding processes where in coalescence is produced
by heating to suitable temperatures above 800°F and by using a nonferrous
filler metal having a melting point below that of the base metals. The filler
metal is distributed between the closely fitted surfaces of the joint by
capillary attraction.”
The term “brazing filler metal,” or just “filler metal,” is the name used
to describe the nonferrous metal, or alloy, which is either placed between
the abutting surfaces of the parent metals to be joined, or caused to flow
into the interspace of the parent metals by capillary forces. The names
“hard solder” and “silver solder” were formerly used to describe filler metals
in distinction to the “soft solders.” The American Welding Society and the
American Society for Testing Materials have established a joint Tentative
Specification for Brazing Filler Metals (AWS Specification A 5.8-52 T;
ASTM: B 260-52 T) in which the composition of various filler metals is
designated by a letter code in combination with the chemical symbols for
the metal or alloy components; these codes appear in Table 12.1, where
the filler metals commonly used in the construction of electron tubes are
tabulated.
Many of the commercial brazing filler metals for ordinary applications
contain zinc and cadmium; such alloys cannot be used for vacuum-tube
joints on account of the excessively high vapor pressure of these metals.
Filler metals containing phosphorus are an exception; while the vapor
pressure of phosphorus is very high, the phosphorus primarily acts as a
flux while making the joint at high temperature and does not cause any
difficulty in high-vacuum applications. The present author has verified this
fact repeatedly on critical tubes, and references from the literature seem
to confirm this experience8.
Brazing processes are usually classified, according to the particular tech
nique used for supplying heat to the joint, as follows:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Torch brazing
Twin-carbon arc brazing
Furnace brazing
Induction brazing

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Resistance brazing
Dip brazing
Block brazing
Flow brazing

Furnace brazing is usually performed in a reducing atmosphere, such as
hydrogen, but it can also be done in a vacuum furnace, and one might
thus distinguish between hydrogen brazing and vacuum brazing. Similarly,
induction brazing is frequently done in a vacuum chamber, or a hydrogenfilled bell jar, so that these classifications are not mutually exclusive. In
the present chapter we will concern ourselves exclusively with brazing op
erations that are performed either in a vacuum or in a reducing atmosphere,
so that the application of brazing fluxes is not necessary. Details on the

TABLE 12.1 BRAZING FILLER METALS FOR ELECTRON TUBES*
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Liquid Solid
Deg.C Deg.C

1

3180
2996
2468
2480
2500
2450
2150

3180
2996
2468
2480
2500
2450
2120

8
9

2080
1990

2000
1950

10
11

1966
1950

1966
1935

Composition in Weight Percent1

3452

3083

2993

3320
2826

3320
2826 4B

2651

2633

2647
2624

2647
2601

2570

2516

2570

2210

2426

2426

Mo;W

2408

2408

Mo; W; Ni; (NM)

1900

1852
1769

1852
1769

1645 Gold-Palladium Platinum
5
20
Bal.
1660 Titanium
1552 Palladium

1695
1660
1552

18

1445

19
20

1453
1440

21

1410

22

1410

23

1330

24

1320

25

1320

26

1305

27

1300

28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35

1445 Nickel Iron
36 64
1453 Nickel
1427 Palladium-Gold
35
65
1380 Palladium-Gold
25
75
1210 Platinum-Gold
25
75
1330 Molybdenum Cobalt
37
63
1320 Molybdenum Nickel
46.5
53.5
1290 Palladium Nickel
30
70
1260 Palladium Gold
13
87
1230 Nickel Copper
45
55

-1260 >1232 Chrome-Nickel-Palladium
10 36
Bal.
1250 1200 Platinum Copper
40
60
1240 1190 Palladium-Gold
8
92
1240 1170 Iron-Nickel-Copper
0.6 30
Bal.
1238 1238 Nickel-Palladium
40
60
1232 1149 Manganese Palladium-Silver
3
33
Bal.
1220 1220 Cobalt-Palladium
35
65
1205 1150 Nickel-Copper
25
75

36

1160

37

1160

38

1160

Applications
and Comments'

Alloy Designations
and Suppliers2

3366
3216

1900

13
14
15

Notes

Rhenium
Tantalum
Columbium (Niobium)
Tungsten Carbide (W.C)
Ruthenium
Iridium
Silicon-Molybdenum
10
90
Dimolybdenumboride
Iridium Platinum
40
60
Rhodium
Rhodium Platinum
40
60
Ruthenium Molybdenum
20
80
Zirconium
Platinum

12

16
17

Liquid Solid.
Deg. F Deg. F

1070 Palladium -Silver
20
80
995 Platinum-Silver
27 73
971 Carbon-Boron Silicon iron0.45 max 2
2.5 2.5
Chromium-Nickel
10
Bal.

5756
5425
4474
4496
4532
4442
3902

5756
5425 4B
4474 4B
4496
4532
4442
3848

CBC;(GPD)
FMC
FMC
CC
BPD;SCC;(GPD); (HH)
BPD; SCC; (GPD); (HH)
TMC;VMC

W
W
Mo,
Mo,
Mo,
Mo,

3776
3614

3632
3542

BC
BPD;SCC;(GPD)

Mo, W

3574
3542

3574
3515

BPD; SCC; (GPD); (HH)
BPD;SCC;(GPD)

Mo, W
Mo, W

3452

BPD;SCC

Mo, W

3366 4B
3216

CC;FMC

Mo, W
Mo; W

LFA etal
APW; BPD; HH
INCO; WGP; (GPD)
ASC
DHC
Inco
SEP
DHC; INC0;WBD

Ceramic seals
Mo;W

APW; BPD; HH Platinum VTG;
INCO; SCC; WGP; (GPD)
HH Premabraze 205 VTG

Palladium VTG;
Ascovar 36; Nilvar;
Invar;

ASC Ascobraze 6SAC; JMN;
(HH); (GPD); (WGP)
HH Premabraze 201 VTG
ASC Ascovar 75AD;JMN;

W
W, W2C
W
W

Mo;W

(NAHg)
Mo;W

Mo; W
Mo;W

(GPD); (HH); (WGP)

2408

2354

2381

2300

2372

2246

2300 >2250
2282

2192

2264

2174

2264

2138

2260

2260

2250

2100

2228

2228

2201

2102

2120

1958

2120

1823

2120

1780 4A, B

Ascobraze 70EC; (BPD);
Premabraze 210 VTG
ASC Ascobraze 55FE;
DHC Advance; WBD Cupron;
Constantan, Eureka
HH Premabraze 101; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 60FD;
WGP Cuplat; (GPD) (HH)
ASC Ascobraze 92AC;
WGP Paloro; (GPD); (HH)
ABC Cupro Nickel 30%-702;
ASC Ascobraze 70FE
APW APW 129; BPD Alloy
No. 940; (GPD); (HH)
APW APW 441; BPD Alloy
No. 1170; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 65CG;
WGP Palco; (GPD); (HH)
ABC Cupro Nickel 25% 705;
ASC Ascobraze 75FE;
ASC
(GPD); (HH)
HH

Mo;W;(NM)

Mo;W;SS

Mo; W;(NM);Watch forZn

SS; Inconel
SS; Inconel

Mo;W;SS; Inconel
Mo;W;(NM)

Coin Nickel
(GPD); (HH); (WGP)

Ascobraze 73BD; (GPD);
Nicrobraz 160

ASC
(HH);(WGP)
APW;WCC

’Copyright 1954 by WALTER H. KOHL, Electronics Consultant on Materials and Techniques, P.O. Box 426, Los Altos, Calif.
Revised 1959 tor “MATERIALS and TECHNIQUES for ELECTRON TUBES," by W. H. Kohl, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Separately printed copies of this table are available as wall charts or file copies from the author.
Manufacturers of Brazing Materials have generously cooperated in the preparation of this table; their help is gratefully acknowledged. The
data published in this table must, however, not be construed as committing the respective manufacturers in any way or form.
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SS
Mo; W

Mo;W
SS; Inconel

No.

Liquid. Solid.
Deg. C Deg.C

39

1150

40

1135

41

1135

42

1121

43

1105

44

1105

45

1094

46

1090

47

1090

48

1083

49

1083

50

1083

51

1077

52

1075

53

1070

54

1065

55

1065

56

1065

57

1063

58

59
60

61
62

63
64

65

66

Composition in Weight Percent1

1100 Iron Nickel Copper
1.3 10
Bal.
1080 Iron-Silicon-Chromium Nickel
3 10
19
Bal.
1080 Carbon-Silicon-Chromium-Nickel
0.15 max 10
19
Bal.
1071 Manganese Palladium Silver
5
20
Bal.
977 Carbon-Boron Silicon Iron
0.55 2.5 3.25 3.75
Chromium Tungsten Nickel
11.5
¡6
Bal.
Manganese Nickel Palladium-Copper
10 15
20
Bal.
971 Carbon Boron-Silicon 1 ron
0.15 max 3
3.5 3.5
Chromium Nickel
11.5
Bal.
Manganese-Nickel-Palladium-Copper
15 20
30
Bal.
1080 Palladium-Copper
18
82
1083 Copper
1083 Nickel - Copper- Tungsten
3 35
Bal.
1083 Silicon Copper
0.3
Bal.
971 Carbon Boron-Silicon-Iron
0.15 max 3.5 4.5 4.5
Chromium-Nickel
13.5
Bal.
965 Nickel Gold
35
65
1070 Tin Platinum
29
71
1002 Palladium-Silver
10
90

Liquid Solid.
Deg.F Deg.F

2102

2012

Alloy Designations
and Suppliers2
Cupronickel 10%

2075

1975 4A, B, C

CM

Notes

2075

1975

2050

1960

2020

1790 4A, B

Alloy No. 60
APW; WCC Nicrobraz 30
APW APW 440; BPD Alloy
No. 1795: (GPD)
APW; WCC Nicrobraz 170

1780 4A, B

Alloy No. 1804; (GPD)
APW; WCC WG Nicrobraz

2020
2000

Alloy No. 1803; (GPD)
Alloy No. 1800; (GPD);
OFHC Copper-120;
Ascobraze OFHC;
EWA EutecRod 184
MWP Runnot C
ABC, RCB Silicon Copper-107;
ASC Ascobraze 99FH
APW; WCC LC Nicrobraz
BPD

1994

1976

1981

1981

1981

1981

1981

1981 Cu Base H
(SAE)
1780 AMS 4776
4A, B

B Cu

BPD
(HH)
ABC
ASC

1958

1958

1950

1835 5

974 Chromium-Nickel-Gold
6
22 Bal.
954 Boron Silicon Chromium
3 max 5 max 20 max
Manganese Nickel
30 max 60-85
1063 Gold

1950

1785

1950

1750

Premabraze 131 VTG;
Ascobraze 70DJ; (GPD)
APW Alloy No. 431;
ASC Ascobraze 90BC;
HH Premabraze 901 VTG;
(GPD); (WPG)
APW Alloy No. 265; HH
Premabraze 128; (WGP)
SAC Solobraze NXI

1945

1945

APW

1000 Silver-Copper
5
95
1055 1055 Carbon-Boron-Chromium Nickel
0.15 max 3.5
15
Bal.
(1055) 1041 Boron Silicon Nickel
1.9 3.5
Bal.
Manganese Palladium Silver
1050
5
20
Bal.
1050 1030 Nickel-Manganese
30
70
1038 1027 Carbon Boron Silicon-Nickel
0.15 max 3
4.5 Bal.
1038
977 Carbon Boron Iron Silicon
0.8 3.5 4.5 4.5
Chromium Nickel
13.5
Bal.
971 Carbon Boron Iron Silicon
1038
0.60 3.85 4 4.5
Chromium Nickel
16.5
Bal.
1035 1015 Gold Copper
30
70

1940

1832 5

1930

1930 4A, B

1060

67

1032

68

1030

69

1025

70

1021

Carbon Silicon Manganese Nickel
0.15 max 8
17
Bal.
975 Nickel Gold Copper
3 35 Bal.
970 Silicon Copper
3 97
1005 Boron Nickel Cobalt-Manganese
1 16
16
Bal.
1010

1967

1769 5

SS; Inconel
SS; Inconel

Mo; W; SS; Inconel

1922

1886

1900

1800 4A, B

1900

1790

APW; WCC Nicrobraz 120

1900

1780

1895

1859 5

1890

1850 4A, 8, C

(WGP)
APW; WCC Nicrobraz 60

1886

1787

HH

1877

1778

1870

1840

1905 7

1922

[B NiCr]

SS; Inconel

SS

Fe; Kovar; Monel

Fe; Kovar; Monel; Contains
W powder
For Fe-Ni alloys

Inconel; SS

HH
(GPD); (WGP)
ASC

Alloy No. 200; ASC
Ascobraze 99,99A; HH Fine Gold
VTG; WGP24 Karat Gold; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 95FB; HH Braze
052 VTG; (GPD); (WGP)
APW, WCC Nicrobraz 150
CM Alloy No. 50;
HH Handy Hi-Temp 93
BPD No. 1168; (GPD)
HH Handy Hi-Temp 30
APW; WCC Nicrobraz 130

(1930)

SS; Inconel

BPD

1994

1970

Applications
and Comments3
(NM); Watch for Zn

Mo;Ni;SS;W

SS

Diffusion seals; Cu; Mo

Differs in mesh size from
Standard

Cu
Inconel; SS

Inconel; SS

SS
Inconel; SS

No. 56; CSC Rexweld 64; Inconel; SS
EutecBor 9;
Standard Nicrobraz
ACS Ascrobraze 70FA;
Cu; Fe; Kovar, Ni
HH Premabraze 404 VTG; (GPD);

CM
AMS-4775 EWA
4A, B
WCC

361

Premabraze 129 VTG
EWA EutecRod 182; RCB
CM Alloy No. 62

Inconel; SS

Cu; Kovar; Mo; Monel;
Ni; W
Cu

SS

TABLE 12.1—Continued
No.
71
72

Liquid. Solid.
Composition in Weight Percent1
Deg.C Deg.C
1020 1000 Gold-Copper
35
65

1025

73

1019

74

1018

75

1015

76

1015

77

1010

78

1010

79

(1005)

80

999

81

(996)

82

(993)

990 Nickel-Gold-Copper
3 35 Bal.
950 Manganese -Silicon-Copper
1.1
3.1
Bal.
1018 Nickel Manganese
40
60
990 Gold-Copper
37.5 62.5

Liquid Solid.
Notes
Deg.F Deg,F
1868 1832 5,8
1877

1814 5,8

1866

1742

1864

1864

1859

1814

Alloy Designations
and Suppliers2
APW
ASC

Alloy No. 260;
Ascobraze 6SFA; HH Premabraze
406 VTG; WGP Wesgo; (GPD)
APW Alloy No. 243;
ASC Ascobraze 62FAE;
WGP Nicoro; (GPD)
ABC Everdur 1010

Applications
and Comments3
Cu; Fe; Kovar; Ni
Cu; Inconel; Kovar; Mo;
Ni; Steel; W

SS

|BCuAu-1] APW Alloy No. 242; ASC
Ascobraze 62FA; HH Premabraze
401 VTG; WGP; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 77FAK;
WGP Incuro 20
ASCAscobraze60FA;
8
WGP Wesgo; (HH); (GPD)
BPD Alloy No. 868; (HH)
7
HH Handy Hi-Temp 72

Cu; Fe; Kovar; Ni

5; 9 Karat
red gold

970 Indium-Gold-Copper
1859 1778
3 20 Bal.
985 Gold-Copper
1850 1805
40 60
970 Palladium Silver
1850 1778
5
95
996 Boron-Silicon-Chromium-Nickel-Iron (1840) 1825
3.50
5
16
72.50 Bal.
971 Carbon-1 ron-Bo ro n-S 11 ico n
1830 1780
0.15 max 2.5 3
4.5
Chromium-Nickel
6.5
Bal.
979 Boron-Silicon-Chromium-Nickel-Iron (1825) 1795
2.90 4.50
7.00
82
Bal.
979 Boron-Silicon Nickel-Iron
(1820) 1795
2.90 4.50 91.25' Bal.
979 Titanium Boron Silicon -Iron
1820 1795
0.75 3
4.5 BaL
965 Copper-Gold
1814
1769
6 94

83

993

84

990

85

985

664 Silver-Tin Copper
7 8 Bal.

1805

1225

86

975

950 Copper Gold
50 50

1787

1742

87

971

960 Manganese -Silver
15
85

1780

1760

88

963

962

90

961

91

960.5

924 Silver Gold Copper
2.8 41.7 Bal.
Nickel Silver Tungsten
3 35
Bal.
961 Manganese-Silver
4
96
960.5 Silver

1765

89

92

950

93

950

94

950

95

950

96

942

97

921

98

913

99

910

100

910

1695
1764

1762

1762

1761

1761

950 Nickel -Gold
18 82

1742

1742

779 Silver Copper
30 70
Palladium-Copper-Silver
10 22.5 Bal.
901 Copper-Palladium-Silver
21
25
Bal.
942 Nickel Titanium
28.5
71.5
905 Silver Copper Gold
2.1 39.6 Bal.

1742

1434

1742

1742

1654

AMS 4777
4A, B

APW;WCC LM Nicrobraz

Cu; Kovar; Ni
Cu; Fe; Kovar; Ni

Inconel; SS
Inconel; SS

SS
CM Alloy No. 53;
HH Handy Hi-Temp 82
Cu;SS
CM Alloy No. 52;
HH Handy Hi-Temp 91
CM Alloy No. 59
APW Alloy No. 259;
ASC Ascobraze 94AF;
(HH); (GPD); (WGP)
APW D-275; ASC Ascobraze
5
85FJB; GSR GB07; HH Braze 071
VTG; UWS SN-7T;
WEC Co-Silver 7T; (GPD)
Cu; Kovar; Ni
5,8
APW Alloy No. 241; ASC
Ascobraze 50AF; HH Premabraze
402 VTG; WGP Wesgo
Inconel; SS
[BAgMn] APW Silvaloy 850;
ASC Ascobraze 85BL; ARS
Aircosil P; EWA EutecRod 1807;
GSR GB No. 85; HH Braze 852;
UWS Sil 85 M; WEC Co-Silver
85;(GPD)
Cu; Kovar
5
ASC Ascobraze 55FAB; HH
Premabraze 031 VTG; (GPD)
MWP RunnotS
Contains W powder
ASC Ascobraze 96BL;
(HH); (GPD)
Very ductile
APW; ASC Ascobraze 99.9B;
HH Fine Silver VTG; WGP; (GPD)
Cu; Inconel; Kovar; Mo;
5
APW Alloy No. 255;
Ni; W; SS
19.8 Karat ASC Ascobraze 82AE;
White Gold HH Premabraze 130 VTG;
WGP Nioro; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 70FB; (GPD);
(HH); (WGP)
BPD Alloy No. 1802; (GPD); (HH)
BPD Alloy No. 1799; (GPD); (HH)

7
7

1728

1728

LEA Ni-clad-Ti

1690

1660 5

871 Copper Cobalt Phosphorus
5
7.5
11
Nickel Iron
42 Bal.
900 Nickel Copper Gold
3.0
15.5 Bal.

1675

1600

ASC
HH
(GPD); (WGP)
CM

1670

1652

779 Silver Copper
40 60

1670

1434 5

Ascobraze 59AFB;
Premabraze 032 VTG;
Alloy No. 57

Ascobraze 82AFE;
Nicuro 80;
Premabraze 409 VTG; (GPD)
Ascobraze 60FB; HH Braze
401 VTG; (GPD); (WGP);

ASC
WGP
HH
ASC

(German BTL)
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Ceramic seals; (NM)
Ferrous and nonferrous
alloys

Cu; Kovar; Mo; Ni; W;
Steel
Ferrous and nonferrous
alloys

No.
101

102
103

Liquid. Solid.
Composition in Weight Percent1
Deg. C De&C
900
860 Indium Copper Gold
3.0
37
Bal.
900
850 Palladium -Copper Silver
15 20
Bal.
900
714 Phosphorus Copper
5
95

Liquid Solid.
Deg. F Deg.f
1652 1580

Alloy Designations
and Suppliers2

Notes

Applications
and Comments5

1630

1630

1634

1490

780 Lithium Copper-Silver
0.2 7.3
Bal.

1635

1435

889

889 Copper Gold
20
80

1632

1632

885

779 Nickel-Copper-Silver
5 32.5 Bal.
800 Manganese-Silver-Copper
10 40
Bal.
877 Carbon-Phosphorus Nickel
0.15 max
11
Bal.
779 Copper Silver
50
50
779 Copper-Silver
10
90
824 Palladium-Copper-Silver
10 31.5
Bal.
752 Nickel-Manganese Copper Silver
2
5
28
Bal.
835 Silver Copper Gold
20
20
Bal.

1625

1435

Cu; Fe; Kovar; Ni
Ascobraze 60AFK;
WGP Incuro 60:(GPD)
BPD Alloy No. 1798; (GPD); (HH
[BCuP-11 ARS, WEC Phos Copper Strip; Ag; Cu; Mo; W; Not for Fe
CuBase B BSR Belmont BCuP 1
or Ni alloys
(SAE)
BPD Alloy No. 1801; (GPD); (HH)
5
APW Alloy No. 261;
ASC Ascobraze 75AFB;
HH Premabraze 060 VTG;
WGP Silcoro 75; (GPD)
Inconel; SS
APW, WCC Nicrobraz 50
4A, B, C
5
ASC Ascobraze 92BF;
HH Sterling Silver VTG;
(GPD); (WGP)
Inconel; SS; Extremely
APW, ARS AE 100;
fluid
ASC Ascobraze 92BFN;
HH Lithobraze 925; (GPD)
¡BCuAu-2| APW Alloy No. 288; ASC
Ascobraze 80AF; HH Premabraze
5; 19.2K
403 VTG; JMN .800 Fine; (GPD)
red gold
APW Silvaloy T 50; (GPD); (HH) Inconel; SS

1472

(GPD); (HH); (German Kusiman) Ag; Fe; Steel

104

898

105

896

106

888

107

890

108

890

109
110

111
112

877

113

875

114

870

115

852

116

849

117

845

118

843

119

830

120

824

121

827

122

821

123

815

124

879 Palladium Copper Silver
20 28
Bal.
885 Silver-Copper-Gold
5
20 Bal.
888 Carbon Phosphorus Chromium-Nickel
0.15 max
10
13
Bal.
810 Copper-Silver
7.5 92.5

1652

1562

1653

1317

1648

1614

1645

1625

ASC

1610

1610 4A-D

1607

1434 5

1598

1434 5

1566

1515

1560

1385

1553

1535 5

1550

1500

1525

1435

1515

1520

1460 12 Karat
Gold
1480

1510

1460 5

641 Phosphorus-Silver-Copper
5 15
Bal.

1500

1185

805

644 Silver-Phosphorus Copper
5
6.25
Bal.

1480

1190

125

810

126

802

807 Palladium Copper Silver
5 26.6 Bal.
719 Nickel- Tin -Copper-Silver
2.5 6 28.5 Bal.
780 Nickel-Copper-Silver
0.75 28.1 Bal.
640 Silver- Phosphorus-Copper
2
7
Bal.
660 Indium Copper-Silver
10
27
Bal.

815 Copper-Silver-Gold
17.7
24 Bal.
779 Nickel-Copper-Silver
2 21
Bal.
794 Copper-Silver-Gold
23.5 27.5 Bal.
805 Copper-Silver-Gold
23.5 23.5 Bal.
794 Copper-Silver-Gold
20.5 29.5 Bal.

1490

1485

1475

1325

1463

1436

1450

1185

1436

1220

127

795

128

788

129

780

130

779

779 Copper-Silver (Eutectic)
28
72

1435

1435

131

770

714 Phosphorus-Copper
7
93

1418

1317
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Nicrobraz 10;
Cu; Fe; Inconel; Kovar;
Niphos
Mo; Ni; W; SS
Ascobraze 50BF; Braze
502 VTG; (GPD); (WGP)
ASC Ascobraze 90BF; HH Coin
SS
Silver VTG; (GPD); (WGP)
BPD Alloy No. 1797; (GPD); (HH)
ASC Ascobraze 65BF LE; GSR 65 Stellites, carbides, and re
Mn; HH Braze 655; (GPD)
fractory metals containingW
ASC Ascobraze 60AFB;
Cu; Fe; Ni; Very short
HH Premabraze 408 VTG;
melting range
WGP Silcoro 60; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 58ABF; (HH); Cu; Fe; Ni
(WGP)
APW Silvaloy T 52; (GPD); (HH) Inconel; SS
ASC Ascobraze 49ABF;XGPD);
Cu;Fe; Ni
(HH); (WGP)
APW, WCC
INCO
(German)
ASC
HH

JMN No. 5087; (GPD); (HH);
(WGP)
ASC
HH
(GPD); (WGP)

Cu; Fe; Ni

Cu; Fe; Ni
Ascobraze 50 ABF;
Premabraze 202 VTG;
[BCuP-S] APW Silvaloy 15; ARS Aircosil 15; Not for Fe or Ni alloys.
Wide melting range.
6
ASW $-115; EWA EutecRod
1803; GSR 15; HH Sil-Fos; UWS
Phoson 15; WEC Phos Silver 15 M
|BCuP-3| APW Silvaloy 5; ARS Aircosil 5; Ag; Cu; Mo; W;
6
ASC Ascobraze FOS-5;
Not for Fe or Ni alloys
HH Sil-Fos 5; UWS Phoson 6;
WEC Phos-Silver 6M
BPD Alloy No. 1796; (GPD); (HH)
Inconel; SS 430
5
ASC Ascobraze 63 BFJE;
HH Braze 630 VTG; (GPD)
5
ASC Ascobraze 71BFE; HH Braze Inconel; Mo; SS; W; Better
720 VTG; WGP Nicusil 3; (GPD) wetting than Cu Ag
ARS Phos-Silver 2; ASW 23; For nonferrous metals and
alloys
GBS 02
5,8
ASC Ascobraze 63 BFK;
HH Premabraze 630 VTG;
WGP Incusil 10; (GPD)
I8AHI APW Silvaloy 301; ARS Aircosil Cu; Inconel; Kovar; SS
M; ASC Ascobraze 72BF; EWA
EutecRod 1806; GPD ML; GSR
72; HH Braze BT VTG; SC Nu
Braze; UWS Sil-72; WEC Co-Silver
72-28; WGP Cusil-Decarbonized;
(GPD)
(BCuP-21 ASW 21; ARS, WEC Phos Copper Ag; Cu; Mo; W; Very free
6
Rod; BSR Belmont BCuP-2; CLA flowing; Not for Fe or Ni
Lo-Melt Copper; EWA EutecRod alloys
800: UWS Phoson 0

TABLE 12.1 — Continued
No.
132

133

Liquid. Solid.
Composition in Weight Percent1
Deg-C Deg,C
760
743 Tin-Copper Silver
5 27
Bal.
730
604 Manganese Tin-Copper -Silver
3 7 32.7 Bal.

134

721

135

718

136

705

137

685

138

485

193

425

140
141

232
230

142
143

157
117

Liquid. Solid.
Deg. F Deg.F
1400 1370

Applications
and Comments3

905

883

797

797

ASC Ascobraze 68 BFJ; GPD
SI-1; (HH)
ASC Ascobraze 57BFJL;
EWA EutecRod 1602; HH Braze
580;(GPD)
ARS Phos-Silver 6; GSR 06;
WEC Phos Silver
APW Silvaloy 60; ASC Ascobraze
60BFJ; GSR 160; HH Braze 603
VTG; UWS SH-60T;
WEC Co-Silver 60T
ASC Ascobraze 60BFK; GSR 260;
(GPD); (HH)
ASC Ascobraze 61BFK;
HH Premabraze 615 VTG;
WGP Incusil 15; (GPD)
ASC Ascobraze 80AK; ICA
19.2K
ASC Ascobraze 75AK; ICA 18K

450
446

450
331

ICA Indalloy No. 3

315
225

315
225

ICA Indalloy No. 4
ICA Indalloy No. 1

1345

1120

640 Silver-Phosphorus Copper
5.5
7.25
Bal.
602 Tin Copper Silver
10 30
Bal.

1330
1325

1190 [BCuP-4]
6
1115 5

635 Indium Copper-Silver
13 27
Bal.
630 Indium-Copper-Silver
15
24
Bal.

1300

1175

1265

1166 5

473 Indium-Gold
20
80
425 Indium-Gold
25
75
232 Tin
166 Silver-1 ndium
10
90
157 Indium
117 Indium—Tin
50 50

Alloy Designations
and Suppliers2

Notes

Chrome carbides

Ag; Cu; Mo; W; Not for Fe
or Ni alloys

Cu; Fe; Ni; Hard, brittle
joints
Hard, brittle joints
Rarely used, poor wetting

NOTES
1—Alloy constituents are given in this sequence: the smallest additive first,
others in increasing order, with the bulk constituent last, as balance.

not marked VTG are not available from HH at this controlled level but as
commercial alloys only. It might be well to emphasize Vacuum Tube
Application when ordering alloys from other suppliers and to watch im
purity content in all cases.

2—Code letters signify suppliers and are alphabetically listed below. Names
following code letters and in bold face are registered trademarks of the
supplier. Code letters in parentheses signify that the alloy is not a stock
item but can be custom-made. Omission of a supplier does not imply that
the quality of his products is inferior.

6-The liquidus temperatures of the Ag-Cu-P alloys Numbers 123 and 124 are
1480-1500°F; their working temperatures are near 1300°F.

3—The chemical symbols for metals (Mo -- molybdenum, W - tungsten,
W>C
tungsten carbide, Ni - nickel, Fe - iron, Cu = copper, Ag =
silver) and the names of alloys, or abbreviations (SS = stainless steel),
suggest parent metals which may be joined by the filler metal in question.
(NM) = nonmagnetic; (NAHg) = not attacked by mercury.

7—The temperatures listed as liquidus temperatures for B-Si alloys No.’s
60, 81, and 82 are working temperatures rather than liquidus temperatures.

8—Alloys -68 and c72 are a duplication, and different values are given for
liquidus and solidus. Entry c68 presents data recently released by Handy
& Harman, while -72 is close to values published by Western Gold &
Platinum Company. Similarly, the HH values for alloys -71,75,77,86,129
are higher than those given by WGP who believe on the basis of their
own extensive tests, substantiated by others, that their data are correct.
The author of this chart does not intend to discriminate against these
claims. Similar discrepancies may exist in other cases. Double entries
contained in the original manuscript were eliminated to avoid confusion.

4—Brazing operations for electron devices must be performed in inert or
reducing atmospheres, or in vacuum: a-Pure dry hydrogen or inert gases,
b-Vacuum, c-Dissociated ammonia (—60°F dew point or better),
d-Exothermic; rich, unpurified 6:1 air to gas ratio, or purified and dried.

5—Handy & Harman alloys marked “VTG” are produced as “Vacuum Tube
Grade” with specially controlled, low impurity content, if so ordered. Items

SUPPLIERS
ARS

Air Reduction Sales Company
150 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N. Y.

ASW

All-State Welding Alloys Company, Inc.
249 55 Ferris Avenue
White Plains. N. Y.

ABC

American Brass Company
414 Meaoow Street
Waterbury 20. Conn.

APW

American Platinum & Silver Division
Engelhard Industries. Inc.
231 New Jersey Railroad Avenue
Newark 5, N. J.

CC

CBC

CM

CSC

American Silver Company, Inc.
36 07 Prince Street
Flushing 54, N. Y.

BPD

Baker Platinum Division
Engelhard Industries. Inc.
113 Astor Street
Newark 5, N. J.

BSR

BC

CLA

Canadian Liquid Air Company Limited
1111 Beaver Hall Hill
Montreal, P. Q.

SAC

Chase Brass & Copper Company
236 Grand Street
Waterbury 20, Conn.

Coast Metals, Inc.
199 Redmck Avenue
Little Ferry, N. J.

Goldsmith Bros. Smelting & Refining Co. SCC
1300 W. 59th Street
Chicago 36, III.

Handy & Harman
82 Fulton Street
New York 38. N.Y.

)cA

Crucible Steel Company of America
Oliver Bldg., Mellon Square IMrn
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
IIKU

The Indium Corporation of America
1676 Lincoln Avenue
Utica 4, N.Y.
The International Nickel Co., Inc.
67 Wall Street
New York 5, N. Y.

JMC

EWA

Eutectic Welding Alloys Corporation
40 40 172nd St.
Flushing 58, N. Y.

Johnson, Matthey & Company, Inc.
608 5th Avenue
New York, N. Y.

LPA

FMC

Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation
2200 Sheridan Road
North Chicago, III.

Little Falls Alloys, Inc.
189 Caldwell Ave.
Paterson 1, N. J.

Belmont Smelting & Refining Works, Inc.
330 Belmont Avenue
FMC
Brooklyn 7, N. Y.
The Borei ite Corporation
Box 337
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

GSR

Dr i ver-Ha rris Company
201 Middlesex Street
Harrison. N. J.

DHC

ASC

The Carborundum Company
P. O. Box 337 .
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

GPO

Foote Mineral Company
18 W. Chelten Avenue
Philadelphia 44, Pa.
General Plate Division
Metals and Controls Division
Texas Instruments Incorporated
34'Forest Street
Attleboro, Mass.

S[p

TMC

Sigmund Cohn Corporation
121 S. Columbus Avenue
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Solar Aircraft Company
2200 Pacific Highway
San Diego 12, Calif.

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Chemical and Metallurgical Division
Towanda, Pa.
Temescal Metallurgical Corporation
1201 S. 47th Street
Richmond, Calif.

UWS

United Wire & Supply Corporation
Providence 1, R. I.

VMC

Vacuum Metals Corporation
Div. of Crucible Steel Co. of America
P. O. Box 977
Syracuse 1, N. Y.
Wall CoImonoy Corporation
19345 John R Street
Detroit 3, Mich.

MWP

Metallwerk Plansee
Reutte, Tirol
Austria

WGP

Western Gold & Platinum Company
525 Harbor Boulevard
Belmont, Calif.

JMN

J. M. Ney Company
P. O. Box 990
Hartford 1, Conn.

WEC

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 868
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

RGB
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Revere Copper and Brass Incorporated. WBD
230 Park Avenue
New York 17, N.Y.

Wilbur B. Driver Company
1875 McCarter Highway
Newark 4, N. J.
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other brazing techniques just listed above will be found in the “Brazing
Manual” or other literature sources.3-7
In addition to the conventional heating methods, listed above, heating
by electron bombardment has recently been practiced for fusion welding9 • 9a
and vacuum melting of refractory metals. Kohl suggested use of this method
of heating for the brazing of large components as early as 1952. Electron
bombardment heating must necessarily be performed in a high vacuum,
requires an electron gun and associated focusing system, a high-voltage
source, and means of passing the workpiece under the focused beam, unless
a ring source of electrons is used for a circular braze mounted coplanar with
the source. The investment required in special equipment is thus quite
formidable. Shielding from X-rays must also be considered, but in special
cases this method offers advantages in flexibility, speed, and resulting quality
of the braze that could not readily be obtained by more conventional means
of heating.
Brazing Metallurgy

In order to get a clear understanding of the mechanism of brazing, it is
essential to have some knowledge of physical metallurgy and the principles
which govern the formation of alloys. Just as some liquids, as for example
water and alcohol, will enter into solution with each other in all propor
tions, and others, such as ether and water, will not do so if certain limits
are exceeded, but will separate into two visibly discernible layers because
they have only a limited solubility in each other, so will various metals enter
into solution with each other in the molten state and form a solid solution
on cooling, or do this only partially because their mutual solid solubility
is limited.
In the case of binary alloys, this behavior is best illustrated by constitu
tional diagrams, which are also called phase diagrams; for alloys containing
three or more components, a graphical representation becomes a little more
involved but is still possible for ternary systems.
Figure 12.1a shows the constitutional diagram for a binary alloy consist
ing of components A and B, which are completely soluble in each other in
all proportions. The ordinate of this diagram represents temperature, and
the abscissa gives the relative composition of the alloy in weight percent.
At point A, only one component is present, and at point B only the other,
so that the temperatures TA and TB represent the melting points of the two
pure components. If an increasing amount of B is added to molten A, the
melting point of A is raised in this particular example, and the liquidus line,
L, for the alloy is traced until it reaches the melting point of the pure com
ponent B at Tb . The area above the liquidus line represents the liquid
phase of the various alloy compositions. On lowering the temperature from

Figure 12.1 a-c. The constitutional diagram of a binary alloy system. (See text
for explanation.)
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the liquid state, an alloy of a given composition does not freeze until the
temperature indicated by the solidus line, S, is reached.
A melting range is thus indicated for any alloy composition by the verti
cal distance between the liquidus and solidus lines in Figure 12.1. All alloy
compositions are solid in the area below the solidus line. An alloy of given
composition can be represented by a vertical line; such an “isopleth” is
indicated in Figure 12.1 by a dotted line at composition X, which represents
50 per cent A and 50 per cent B. It is then apparent that the first solid crys
tallites will appear at temperature TL when the temperature of the liquid
melt is gradually lowered, and that very little of the liquid phase remains
when the temperature Ts has been reached. Below this temperature Ts ,
all the melt has solidified into a solid solution of A plus B. During the tran
sition of the area enclosed by the liquidus and solidus lines, both liquid and
solid phases are present, and the composition of this mixture of phases is
determined by the intersection of the horizontal temperature line with the
liquidus and solidus, respectively.
Figure 12.1b illustrates the conditions where the original composition X
of the melt is 25 per cent B and 75 per cent A. On lowering the temperature
from the molten state, crystallites of the composition Xi appear when the
temperature TL has been reached, and at temperature Ts , solid-phase
crystals of composition X are in equilibrium with a small amount of re
maining liquid phase which has the composition X2 , as determined by the
intersection of the horizontal Ts with the liquidus line.
Figure 12.1c illustrates how the relative composition of the liquid and
solid phases can be determined by means of the “lever rule.” At a tempera
ture T\, the liquid phase of an original composition X of the alloy has the
composition X2, and the solid phase has the composition X . The relative
amounts of liquid and solid at temperature T\ can be expressed by the rela
tion L/S = pr/pl.
Figure 12.2 illustrates a condition where the melting point or freezing
point of metal A is lowered on addition of metal B rather than raised, as
was the case in Figure 12.1. Likewise, the melting or freezing point of metal
B is lowered on addition of metal A. Another peculiarity of this diagram is
the fact that the liquidus and solidus lines have a point E in common where
the alloy has a uniquely defined melting point X at temperature TE and
composition F. At this composition and temperature the liquid phase and
the solid phase are in equilibrium and the alloy behaves like a pure metal
(congruent melting). Between the temperatures TE and Tr, the two alloy
components A and B are again soluble in each other in all proportions. Be
low temperature T\ , the solubility is restricted by the area CGD.
On lowering the temperature of an alloy of the original composition F
from the molten state, solidification will occur at temperature TE , and the
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Figure 12.2. The constitutional diagram of a binary alloy system showing con
gruent melting at E and limited solid solubility below temperature T, .

composition of the solid solution remain unchanged until temperature 7/
is reached. Below Ti , say at T2, two separate solid phases appear which
have the composition X3 and X2, and their relative proportions are again
determined by the lever rule. An alloy composition outside the area of
limited solid solubility will not encounter the separation into two solid
phases on cooling. Compositions X3 or Xi, on cooling from the molten
state, will pass through a mushy range between liquidus and solidus and
then form a single solid solution. Alloys with compositions given by points
falling within the interval C-D in Figure 12.2, such as Ai and X2, will
exist as a single solid solution only between TK and the temperatures de
lineated by curve CGD. Below this boundary, these alloys separate into a
mixture of two solid solutions.
When the area of limited solid solubility becomes larger and larger, a
constitutional diagram like that shown in Figure 12.3a results, which repre
sents a simple eutectic system. At composition F, the liquid and solid phases
are in equilibrium, and an alloy of this composition will have a sharply de
fined melting point. The areas denoted by a and fl are called terminal solid
solutions and represent single phases. At room temperature To, C per cent
of metal B can be dissolved in metal A as a solid solution, either substitutionally or interstitially. With increasing temperature, increasing amounts
of metal B can be dissolved in metal A until temperature TK is reached,
above which the solid solubility of B in A decreases. Similarly, a small
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amount of metal A is soluble in metal B at room temperature, and this
amount again increases with temperature up to TK and then decreases with
further increase in temperature. When a melt of eutectic composition F
is slowly cooled from the molten state to temperature TE , the liquid phase

100%

100%

Figure 12.3a. The constitutional diagram of a simple eutectic system.
At % Cu

Wt. %Cu

Figure 12.3b. The constitutional diagram of the silver-copper system.
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of composition F will be in equilibrium with the solid solution a of composi
tion m and solid solution d of composition n.
Constitutional diagrams for most of the common alloys have been com
piled in the literature.10-12 Examples for specific brazing alloys will appear on
the following pages. It is of course an intriguing problem to determine what
factors influence the behavior of given alloys and make them perform ac
cording to one diagram or another. Certain guiding principles have been
established, and the electronic theory of the solid state has made great
progress in recent years in its efforts to explain the mechanism of alloy
formation.
The size of the atoms of component A and component B is an important
factor, which determines whether the two metals will form a complete solid
solution in each other such as represented by Figure 12.1. Solid solutions
are generally formed between metals that have atoms of similar size and
which crystallize in the same crystal system, such as silver and gold, or
copper and nickel. When the relative size of the atoms differs by more than
15 per cent, limited solid solubility sets in, such as shown in Figure 12.2, and
eutectic alloys are formed when the size factor is still more unfavorable.
Other factors, such as electron affinity and the number of valence electrons
per atom, play an important role. The reader is referred to texts on physical
metallurgy and solid state physics for more detailed information.13’16
It should be emphasized that constitutional diagrams are equilibrium
diagrams; this term imposes the condition that sufficient time is allowed at
any temperature to permit establishment of complete equilibrium between
the various phases present in the system. At the eutectic point E in Figure
12.3a, for example, liquid phase of composition F is in equilibrium with the
a and ¡3 solid solutions, as explained above. On cooling below temperature
Te , the liquid phase solidifies and must have time to change its original
composition F to that of the terminal solid solutions. If temperature changes
take place too rapidly in a practical process, deviations from the idealized
phase diagram will take place, and advantage is taken of this fact in proc
esses such as precipitation-hardening.
The point just made should not be taken to mean that brazing operations
must be carried out very slowly; just the opposite is true. Brazing operations
should in general be performed quickly after the joint assembly has reached
a uniform temperature which is high enough to insure melting of the filler
metal. Figure 12.3b gives the phase diagram for a silver-copper binary al
loy which forms a eutectic according to the diagram shown in Figure 12.3a.
If two pieces of copper are to be brazed with a eutectic composition of
silver and copper which melts at 779°C, one will generally raise the tempera
ture of the assembly about 50°C above the liquidus point, i.e., to 830°C.
At this temperature, liquid and solid phases of the terminal solid solution
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are in equilibrium, and there is also a tendency of copper to dissolve in the
silver of the filler metal and silver from the filler metal to dissolve in the cop
per of the joint. Both these effects tend to shift the isopleth to the copperrich side of the diagram so that the liquidus temperature is raised if these
effects are allowed to take place. This erosion of the joint area is minimized
by performing the braze quickly and staying at the brazing temperature
not longer than necessary. Apart from the time factor, the relative amounts
of filler metal and parent metal present at the joint will have a determining
effect on the extent to which erosion can take place. Very thin members can
be seriously damaged by erosion, especially when an excessive amount of
filler metal is used.
The increase of the liquidus temperature by enrichment of the filler metal
with parent metal, to which reference was made above, can at times be
used to advantage when a second braze is to be made with the same filler
metal after the first braze has been completed. It is then necessary, how
ever, that the second braze be made faster than the first, so that the liquidus
temperature in the second braze cannot rise as much as in the first.16*
Figure 12.4 gives the phase diagram for the copper-gold system; this
looks very similar to the one shown in Figure 12.2 but the area of limited
solid solubility is further complicated by the appearance of intermetallic
compounds Cu3Au and CuAu when the alloy contains from 37 to 88 per
cent gold. These compounds are brittle and should therefore be avoided
when ductility of the joint is important. The formation of intermetallic
compounds can be circumvented by quenching from 500°C to room tem
perature so that sufficient time is not available for these compounds to form.
A copper-gold brazing alloy should thus not contain more than 37 per cent
gold. If larger amounts of gold are present in the alloy, the formation of in
termetallic compounds can be avoided by quenching from 500°C to room
temperature so that not sufficient time is available for these compounds to
form. In vacuum-tube practice, such a procedure would be very awkward
in most cases, and it is thus better to avoid alloys which have a tendency
to form brittle compounds. In any case, it is most advisable to have a good
look at the phase diagram not only for the alloy composition chosen for the
filler metal, but also for the possible reaction that may take place between
a pure filler metal and the parent metal from which the joint is made.
Another important consideration in selecting materials for a brazed joint
is the content of gas and impurities. Filler metals should not only be care
fully cleaned before use, but also outgassed by separately firing them in
vacuum. It is obvious that gas released during the brazing operation may
cause porosity of the joint. For the same reason, filler metals should have as
low a carbon content as possible because traces of oxides would be reduced
by it, leading to the formation of carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide.
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MX Au

Wt.% Au

Figure 12.4. The constitutional diagram of the copper-gold system showing the
formation of intermetallic compounds.

When a brazed joint is rapidly cooled to room temperature, the filler
metal may become supersaturated in the a and 3 terminal solid solution on
account of the decrease of solubility with decreasing temperature. Similar
effects may take place in the parent metal if this is an alloy in which phase
transformations take place. An ageing treatment may be necessary after
the completion of the braze in order to reestablish the desired structure.
The strength of brazed joints is of particular interest when structural mem
bers are joined in this manner and exposed to mechanical stresses in service,
either by having to support substantial loads, or by being exposed to shock
and vibration. It is probably safe to say that brazed joints used in the con
struction of tubes arc rarely exposed to static stresses that approach the
yield stress; but vibration and shock may well endanger the soundness of a
joint unless some consideration is given to the stress limit that can safely
be tolerated. When tubes are expected to operate at elevated temperatures,
normal stress limits decrease rapidly for many materials. It is generally de
sirable to design a joint in such a way that it is in compression rather than
tension. Strength tests are usually performed in tension. Shear strengths
are materially lower than tensile strengths, and fatigue strength is generally
proportional to the tensile strength.
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The strength of a joint depends on many factors,17 and, unless one refers
to an ideal joint, it is misleading to compare results obtained under different
conditions of test. The tensile strength of the completely sound joint will be
approximately equal to the cast strength of the brazing filler metal, irrespec
tive of the joint clearance. The joint clearance usually will have definite
bearing on the soundness of the joint achieved, however, and thus will in
directly affect its strength.6 The smoother and more perfect the surfaces,
the smaller is the joint thickness at which the peak strength is reached.
When materials are joined which are softer than the filler metal, tension
failure usually occurs outside the joint; but for a joint consisting of ma
terials which are harder than the filler metal, failure occurs within the joint
at loads greatly in excess of the strength of the brazing alloy itself. For soft
materials, the thickness of the joint is relatively less important, but for
strong materials it is a major factor. Copper-brazed mild steel and medium
carbon steels are an exception in this respect and give greatest strengths
with moderate interference fits. When a butt joint is made between two
steel rods with the aid of silver as a filler metal, and axial tension is applied,
the silver will tend to yield shortly after the load is applied. In order to be
able to yield, the silver would have to suffer a lateral plastic deformation
and reduce its cross section; the adjacent steel will prevent it from doing so
and constrain the silver, with the result that shear stresses are built up at
each steel-silver interface. These shear stresses act in planes normal to the
axis of the specimen under test and induce tensile stresses within the silver
and compression stresses within the steel.18
Figure 12.5 illustrates the interplay of forces at the joint in diagrammatic
form.19 The net effect of this state of stress is to raise the yield, and hence
the ultimate strength of the brazing alloy in the joint to a value consider
ably above that of the bulk brazing alloy. It is apparent that, other things
equal, the strengthening effect on the brazing alloy produced by the restric
tion imposed by the adjacent base metal is more pronounced the smaller
the joint thickness.
Moffatt and Wulff20 have recently demonstrated that the ultimate tensile
strength of butt joints of mild steel rods brazed with pure silver is a linear
function of the thickness-to-diameter ratio rather than only of the thickness
of the filler metal for constant specimen diameter. (Figure 12.6)
When the joint clearance is made too small, on the other hand, and the
surfaces are not perfectly smooth, the filler metal may find it difficult to
fill the joint completely on account of the presence of “capillary dams.”
The maximum strength obtained on butt joints of steel with silver alloys
for a joint clearance of 1.5 mil is frequently explained in this manner. Other
tests performed in different laboratories disclose that the ultimate tensile
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Figure 12.5. Interface force diagram for a butt joint. After Udin, Funk, and
Wulff.19 (Courtesy John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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Table 12.2. Mechanical Properties of Some Filler Metals*
Metal or Alloy

Annealing
Temperature °C

Yield Strength
(1% offset) psi

Tensile Strength
psi

60 Ag, 30 Cu, 10 Sn
65 Ag, 28 Cu, 5 Mn,
2 Ni
72 Ag, 28 Cu
85 Cu, 8 Sn, 7 Ag
99 Ag, 1 Zr
85 Ag, 15 Mn
Cu (OFHC)
Ag

563
724

51,000
39,500

71,900
53,900

752
635
927
924
1038
927

33,600
29,100
16,200
12,700
5,575
4,330

45,600
62,400
21,600
40,000
33,000
22,500

* After Bender.21

strength of the bulk silver alloy can be realized in a joint between steel rods
for clearances ranging from 0 to 20 mils.
Mechanical properties of some filler metals used in the construction of
electron tubes have been described by Bender;21 Table 12.2 gives his re
sults.
Different filler metals show a varying affinity for various parent metals
and thus display a different degree of “wetting.” The distance which filler
metals can be counted on to travel within a given joint is also affected by
their wetting ability. This subject has been treated in some detail by Funk
and Udin,22 who give the following equation for the distance x which a given
filler metal of viscosity p and surface tension y will travel in a horizontal
joint of clearance D during time t:
X = -\/ytD/3p .

It is evident from this equation that the distance over which the filler metal
flows in a horizontal joint depends on the physical properties of the braz
ing alloy, plate separation, and the time allowed above liquidus tempera
ture. In order to fill a given joint in a minimum of time, the filler metal
should thus be as fluid as possible (low viscosity) and have as high a surface
tension as possible. The ratio y/p increases quite rapidly with temperature.
The vertical distance which a filler metal is able to travel in a capillary
joint is given by the following equation:
y™* = 2y/pgD

where p is the density of the liquid and g is the gravitational constant.
While the horizontal distance traveled is theoretically not limited and will
increase in time indefinitely as long as there is an adequate supply of filler
metal available, the vertical distance has an upper limit determined by the
balance between driving capillary force and the weight of the liquid column.
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Milner23 discusses this subject very thoroughly and his article is highly
recommended to the reader.
Brazing Techniques and Joint Design

The remarks made in the preceding paragraph will make it apparent
that the design of a joint and the techniques chosen to realize it deserve a
good deal of thought. Much has been written on the subject, which cannot
be covered in detail here. The reader is referred to the “Brazing Manual”5
and the Handy and Harman “Technical Bulletins on Silver Alloy Braz
ing”.18 Other manufacturers of brazing alloys also have issued very attrac
tive bulletins from time to time which cover the fundamentals of braz
ing.23-25
Before embarking on the design of a joint, the designer should not only
know what equipment is available to him, but also be familiar with the
characteristics of this equipment. The following questions arise:
(1) What is the power output of available spot welders and induction
heating units?
(2) How many furnaces are available, what type are they, what is their
maximum temperature, and what is the maximum size of the workpiece
they can handle?
(3) How much time does it take each furnace to get up to temperature
and how uniform is the temperature within the heat zone?
(4) What atmosphere is being used in the furnace, and what dew point
can be maintained?
(5) Are there provisions for separate preheat and cooling chambers, or
must the work rise and fall in temperature with the furnace? Is it possible
to use two furnaces in tandem so that the workpiece can quickly be passed
from one furnace at a lower temperature into a second furnace which has
been preheated to a higher temperature?
(6) Finally, and probably most important, is good housekeeping being
enforced so that furnaces intended for electronic components cannot be
contaminated by zinc, cadmium, and other high-vapor-pressure materials
which are constituents of filler metals used for conventional brazing jobs?
After these questions have been answered, suitable parent metals and
filler metals can be chosen, and the method of feeding the filler metal to
the joint established. Figure 12.7 illustrates some of the conventional joints.
It is strongly recommended to try out the chosen design in a test braze
so that optimum time-temperature cycles can be determined, and unfore
seen difficulties do not ruin a costly final assembly.
When brazing thin members to heavier structures, it is desirable, if not
essential, to feed the filler metal from a location within the heavier part
to the thin member by capillary forces rather than placing it in close prox-
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Figure 12.7a. Examples of good and bad designs of brazed joints. Reproduced
from Brazing Manual.5 (Courtesy Reinhold Publishing Corporation.)

imity to the thin member; this is necessary to avoid erosion by prolonged
exposure of the thin member to the filler metal.25* (See also Figure 14.12).
As illustrated in Figure 12.8, it thus becomes necessary at times to enlarge
the structure and machine off part of it after the braze has been completed.
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Figure 12.7b. Examples of different placements of a filler metal wire preform.
Methods a) and d) do not require machining of the parts but may entail some run
ning of the filler metal on the surface of the lower part. Staking of the rings may be
necessary to prevent their springing out of contact with the outer or inner wall of
the upper cylinder, respectively. Methods b) and c) locate the rings securely and
ensure their being consumed in the joint; b) is a more expensive machining job than
c). Reproduced from Brazing Manual.6 (Courtesy Reinhold Publishing Corporation.)

The filler metal is usually located at the joint to be made in the form of
rings, washers, disks, or foil, or applied in paste form with provision to
prevent the alloy from “running off” before entering the joint. Sometimes
the parent metal may be electroplated with the filler metal when it is diffi
cult to place the filler metal in any other way, or when very close control
over the amount of filler metal used is required. Metal salt solutions, such
as platinum chloride, silver chloride, and others may be used for very deli
cate parts which do not withstand much heating, or for repairing micro
scopic leaks after an assembly has been made and found to be defective,
and a rerun is not possible in the furnace. The salt, or salt solutions, may
be reduced by local application of heat by means of a torch, if necessary.
In attempting to realize a desired joint clearance, of which examples are
given below, the relative thermal expansion of the joint members must be
considered so that the desired joint clearance exists at the brazing temper
ature.2515 If the joint components materially differ in mass and thus have
different thermal capacities, they will not reach the same temperature at
the same time, and the clearance at brazing temperature calculated on the
basis of thermal expansion alone will not hold unless this factor is taken
into account. It may become necessary to soak the assembly at a lower
temperature for a longer time to insure equalization of temperature in the
assembly, and then proceed rapidly to the brazing temperature by trans
ferring the work to a preheated furnace for a short time and remove the
work into the cooling zone thereafter. Recourse has been taken at times
to the construction of special brazing retorts which can be water-quenched
after the braze has been completed, to avoid effects of erosion at the joint
interface or oxidation.26
Very short times at brazing temperatures and very small joint clearances
are required when parent metal and filler metal have a tendency to form
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brittle intermetallic compounds by diffusion; the strength of a joint would
be materially lowered if such effects were allowed to take place.
Intergranular corrosion of the parent metal in the presence of strain may
also weaken the structure and, in the extreme, produce cracks that cause

Criticol Joint

Critical Joint
Critical Joint

Required
Assembly
Required
Assembly

Cover

Filler
Metal

Execution
of Braze

Cut off along
line A-B to
eliminate eroded
area of joint

Execution
of Braze
Drill hole to
full aiameter
to eliminate
eroded area

Figure 12.8. Brazing of thin members to heavy stock. After Rose and Lewis.25“
(Courtesy American Welding Society.)
(a) Brazing of stainless steel members by allowing molten filler metal to rise by
capillarity to a height of 8 in. above level of liquid. The immersed part and about 2
in. of the joint above the liquid level is eroded and unfit for use; the upper part of
the joint is of high quality. BNiCr is used for filler metal, brazing is done at 1205°C
(2200°F). A porcelain crucible may be used for the container.
(b) A T-joint between a 0.010-in. thick partition and a 0.050-in. thick wall, using
0.015-in. thick flanges. By placing the BNiCr filler metal on the outside of the flanges,
as shown, excessive erosion of the thin member is avoided.
(c) A sandwich joint between a 0.032-in. thick sheet and 0.250-in. thick bars.
BNiCr filler metal powder is placed in a channel on excess stock which is machined
off after the braze is completed, thus removing the eroded part of the joint. Gap
width: 0.003 in. The cover provided over the groove prevents premature heating of
the filler metal.
(d) Brazing two 0.250-in. thick washers onto 0.032-in. thick AISI Type 410 steel
sheet. The hole in the upper disk and the matching well in the lower disk are drilled
undersize and enlarged after completion of the braze.
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gas leakage. The mechanical strains that must be present before stress
corrosion cracking occurs may be locked in the material if it has not been
properly annealed, or they may be produced by stresses resulting from im
properly designed fixtures. Stress-corrosion cracking can be induced by the
filler metal itself, or by gases present in the furnace atmosphere27 as im
purities in the form of sulfur and nitrogen compounds; sulfur or lead-bear
ing lubricating oils used for machining the parts, or sulfur-containing paper
in which the parts may be wrapped for storage after machining can be
sources of such injurious effects and must be carefully avoided. The great
stress put on rigorous cleaning of all components and the need for clean
fixtures and tools used during assembly as well as clean conditions for the
furnace itself are thus brought into focus.
The brazing of electronic components is often achieved most conveniently
by means of induction heating in a bell jar that is either filled with hydrogen
or forming gas, or evacuated. The induction coils can be mounted either
within the bell jar or outside, provided that enough power is available to
achieve close coupling of the electromagnetic energy to the work piece.
Heating the workpiece by convection in the presence of an atmosphere, or
by radiation alone in an evacuated bell jar from specially constructed ovens
that surround the work, is another practical approach.27“ In all types of
brazing, it is desirable to mount a flag made from the filler metal close to
the joint so that the temperature of fusion can be observed.
It is frequently desirable to concentrate the heat within the joint area
without overheating adjacent parts; this can readily be achieved by eddycurrent concentrators which have been described in the literature and of
which some examples are given in Figure 12.9.28 ■29
Very short heating times can be achieved by pulse techniques where the
power is concentrated in the joint area for a matter of seconds, or less, so
that critical components in close proximity of the joint, such as a glass seal,
will not have time to heat up sufficiently to become damaged.30
Examples of typical metal combinations and filler metals commonly
used for such joints will be given in the following paragraphs. An extensive
tabulation of metal combinations and possible filler metals has been pub
lished by Espe.31 It should be borne in mind, however, that special circum
stances may preclude direct application of any of the examples to a given
structure.
It will always be most desirable that the chosen filler metal should wet
the parent metal to a high degree and therefore flow readily in the joint.
As pointed out above, this condition calls for a high surface tension and a
low viscosity of the filler metal at brazing temperature; but it also seems
desirable that the molten filler metal should be able to dissolve a small
amount of the metal on which it flows without increasing its liquidus tem-
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Figure 12.9. Different types of Eddy-current concentrators. The flux concen
trators shown under c-e are derived from a single-turn transformer and act as such.
By visualizing the right-hand extension of the single turn at a) flipped to the inside
at b) with the exciting coil put outside and filling in the gap where opposite currents
flow, the form at c) results with its solid internal platform. The platform may be
arranged externally as at d), or extended downward as at e). After Babat and Losinsky28 and Kohl.29

perature very much, when its composition has been altered by the addition
of the metal which it has dissolved. The excellent wetting properties of
copper when used as a filler metal for joining steel parts is tin example of
this mechanism. Molten copper will dissolve up to 2.8 per cent iron and
thereby increase its liquidus temperature by only 11°C. The surface layer
of this iron-enriched copper thus remains liquid and is quickly saturated
with iron, thus permitting the pure molten copper to flow onto adjacent
joint surfaces and there repeat the process just described. Molten silver, on
the other hand, wets pure nickel but flows on it very poorly.
An inspection of the appropriate constitutional diagram will disclose that
silver dissolves a very small amount of nickel, but in the process of doing
so raises its liquidus temperature by several hundred degrees. The liquid
silver alloy film in contact with pure nickel will thus immediately freeze
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and form a barrier to the further spreading of pure silver. A silver-copper
alloy such as the commonly used eutectic composition, on the other hand,
will wet nickel and flow on it very well. Copper and nickel form continuous
solid solutions in each other in all proportions, and the addition of copper
to nickel lowers the liquidus temperature of nickel slightly when a small
enrichment of nickel with copper occurs. When the filler metal has a very
large tendency to alloy with the base metal and lowers its liquidus tempera
ture in the process, as is the case for silver on copper, the silver will pene
trate into the copper part rather than flow on the surface. These examples
may suffice to illustrate that good flow properties of the filler metal are
observed when it has a small solubility in the parent metal and the alloy
thus formed has a liquidus temperature which differs from that of the pure
filler metal by only a small amount.32
1. Copper-to-copper. For this combination, the silver-copper eutectic
is ordinarily very suitable; its liquidus point of 780°C is sufficiently far re
moved from the melting point of copper (1083°C) to allow a wide margin
in temperature. The remark made earlier in the chapter on erosion of joints
should be clearly kept in mind. For step-brazing of copper assemblies, a
wide variety of alloys is available as shown in Table 12.1. Silver-copper-gold
alloys or nickel-gold alloys will serve for brazes at the higher temperatures,
and some of the copper-tin-silver alloys or copper-indium-silver may be
used at lower temperatures.
Gold diffusion seals between copper members can be achieved at 450°C
by placing a gold washer, or wire ring, between flat surfaces of well-an
nealed OFHC copper and clamping the assembly during the heat treatment
which usually calls for a period of two hours; a vacuum-tight joint thus
results by virtue of diffusion of gold into the copper, and the clamp can be
removed after completion of the joint. An alloy containing 37.5 per cent
gold and 62.5 per cent copper can be used as a gasket for diffusion seals
under the same conditions of heat treatment, as described by Nelson.33'36
Joint clearances for copper or copper-base-alloy members may range
from 1.5 to 10 mils for silver-base alloy filler metals, from 2 to 12 mils for
silver-copper-phosphorus filler metals, and from 3 to 15 mils for copper
phosphorus filler metals.6
2. Copper-to-nickel. Joints between these two materials may be made
with silver-copper eutectic, gold-copper, or gold-copper-nickel alloys. A
nickel-bearing gold alloy which has a lower solubility for copper and nickel,
and therefore better flow characteristics, is to be preferred to a straight
gold-copper alloy when good penetration into a long joint interface is de
sired.
3. Copper-to-steel. It is frequently desirable to copper-plate the steel
and sinter this coat in hydrogen at about 1000°C for 30 minutes; brazing
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can then be achieved with any of the filler metals mentioned above for cop
per joints. Gold diffusion joints can also be made on copper-plated steel.*
Phosphorus-containing filler metals cannot be used on iron or ferrous alloys
because brittle compounds are formed.
4. Copper-to-Kovar. Some precaution is necessary when using silver
or silver-bearing filler metals for this combination, because “Kovar” as
well as stainless steels is subject to stress corrosion cracking. By copperplating the “Kovar,” as described above, this danger can be materially
reduced. Gold, copper, nickel, and gold-nickel alloys flow better on “Kovar”
than do the binary copper-gold alloys. The reason for this behavior is not
fully understood, but it has been suggested that the solubility of oxygen
and nickel oxide in molten nickel may enhance the flow properties of nickelbearing filler metals.32
5. Nickel-to-nickel. These joints can be made with silver-copper eutec
tic alloy or the gold-copper and gold-copper-nickel alloys; pure copper can
also be used. Recommended joint clearances range between 0.5 and 6 mils
for silver-alloy brazing of nickel parts and from a light press fit to 2 mils
maximum clearance in the case of brazing with copper. Copper alloys very
readily with nickel and raises its liquidus temperature in the process of
doing so. Copper will thus not flow as far in a joint between nickel members
as it does when used for steel assemblies.
Nickel and nickel alloys are subject to corrosion cracking at elevated
temperatures in the presence of sulfur and lead. Oil, grease, paint, marking
pencils, drawing or cutting lubricants, and some papers contain enough
sulfur or lead to cause embrittlement of nickel and nickel alloys; careful
cleaning procedures are thus in order. Like “Kovar” and other high-alloy
steels, nickel and nickel alloys also show stress corrosion cracking in the
presence of molten silver, as pointed out above. The design of the joint
must thus be such that stresses are avoided. Silver-brazing should be done
only on annealed material, and stresses should not be reintroduced by
poorly designed fixtures, steep thermal gradients in heavy parts caused by
very rapid heating, or poorly chosen companion materials for nickel, where
disregard of thermal expansion differences may introduce stresses at the
joint during the brazing operation.
The strength of silver-brazed nickel joints decreases rapidly when the
temperature during operation exceeds 150°C, and cannot be relied on above
260°C; copper-brazed nickel joints will lose their strength rapidly by oxi
dation of the filler metal above 500°C. Several nickel-base alloys are avail
able which can be used as filler metals for high-nickel alloys and stainless
steels for high-temperature service where such joints will maintain adequate
strength and have good oxidation resistance up to 1100°C. These filler
* Gold diffusion joints are also possible between “Kovar” and nickel.35“
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metals are generally applied in the form of powders or pastes because the
ductility of these alloys is low and they cannot be drawn into wires; they
contain nickel, chrome, boron, and silicon in varying amounts as shown in
Table 12.1. Nickel vanes have been brazed onto a nickel base plate for a
thyratron cathode by using molybdenum powder which forms a eutectic
of Mo and Ni at about 1315°C.43c
6. Stainless Steel Joints.26“’ 36-43 Apart from the nickel-chromium-boron and nickel-chromium-silicon alloys just mentioned, an 82 gold-18 nickel
alloy which can be obtained in the form of wire and sheet is most suited
to the brazing of stainless steels. Chang43 has investigated these heat-re
sisting brazing filler materials in some detail. Careful study of this report
is recommended to any reader particularly interested in the intricacies of
brazing, because many of the observations made in the present chapter are
elucidated by Chang in a most searching manner. The following highlights
are taken from his paper.
Table 12.3 describes the filler metal used by Chang and Table 12.4 gives
the chemical composition of the base metals which were brazed with the
filler metals in the form of rectangular butt-type specimens,
x 2 x 3 in.
in over-all dimensions; the filler metal was placed in a small cavity at the
center of the rectangular joint. Provisions were made to produce joint
clearances of 0, 2, 4, and 6 mils during the various tests. Brazing was per
formed in a hydrogen furnace by placing the test assemblies in a low-carbon
steel box provided with gas entrance and exit ports, and the dew point was
held at — 62.2°C ( —80°F). A brazing temperature of 1204°C (2200°F) was
chosen for Ni-Cr-B alloy number 1 and the Ni-Cr-Si alloy, and 1093°C
(2000°F) for Ni-Cr-B alloy number 2. In the case of the Au-18 percent Ni
Table 12.3. Description
Filler material

Ni-Cr-B Alloy No. 1
Ni-Cr-B Alloy No. 2
Ni-Cr-Si Alloy
Au-18% Ni Alloy

of

Brazing Filler Materials Used by Chang43

Nominal composition, %

Approximate
liquidus, °F

Applied form

15 Cr, 4 Si, 3.5 B, 1.0C.4.0 Fe,
Bal. Ni.
7 Cr, 4.5 Si, 3B,3Fe, Bal. Ni
19 Cr, 10 Si, 5.0 Fe, Bal. Ni.
82 Au, 18 Ni

1925

— 325 mesh powder

1825
2035
1742

— 250 mesh powder
— 200 mesh powder
J/32-in wire

Table 12.4. Composition of Base Materials Used by Chang43
Base material

N-155
AISI 347
AISI 405

Nominal composition, %

0.15 C, 20 Ni, 20 Cr, 20 Co, 3 Mo, 2.5 W, 1 Cb + Ta, 0.15 Al, Bal. Fc
0.08 C, 2.0 Mn, 0.75 Si, 10 Ni, 18 Cr, 0.8 Cb + Ta, Bal. Fe
0.09 C, 0.5 Mn, 0.5 Si, 12 Cr, 0.5 Ni, 0.2 Al, Bal. Fe
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b) Clearance (0.001 in.)

Figure 12.l0a,l>. Tensile strength and percent elongation of brazed AISI 405
joints. After Chang.43 (Courtesy American Welding Society.)

alloy, a temperature range of 1037 to 1093°C (1900 to 2000°F) was used.
The brazing time was fixed at 30 minutes for all the filler materials except
the gold-nickel alloy, for which a brazing time of 10 minutes was chosen.
The mechanical properties of the joint were measured at room temperature
after completion of the braze, and metallographic sections were also made
in order to obtain microphotographs of the joint.
The results obtained from these measurements indicate that the tensile
properties of the joints made with the first three types of filler metal listed
in Table 12.3 are markedly dependent on joint clearance whereas this is
not the case for the gold-nickel filler metal. Figure 12.10 illustrates this
statement for N-155 joints, showing how both tensile strength and percent
elongation drop rapidly when joint clearance takes on values greater than
zero for the first three of the listed filler metals while joints made with goldnickel alloys are not affected in this manner. The reason for this behavior
is the formation of brittle phases in the joint when complex filler metals
are used in combination with complex parent metals. The alloying elements
boron, silicon, or carbon in the first three filler metals tend to diffuse from
the joint into the base material and the extent of diffusion will be governed
by the volume and geometry of the space between the joined surfaces.
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At “zero” clearance, the diffusion distance is so short and the amount
of the B, Si, or C in the joint so small that sufficient diffusion takes place
during the brazing time to change the complex filler metal into essentially
a solid solution of Cr in Ni. On the other hand, when the intended clear
ance was 2 mils or more, the diffusion distance was lengthened and the
amount of B, Si, or C initially present in the joint was too large for the
brittle phases to disappear completely during the cycle. If a filler material
neither contains brittle phases nor forms such phases with the base mate
rial, the tensile properties of the resulting joint will not be appreciably
affected by joint clearance, as demonstrated by the joints made with gold-18
nickel alloy which showed excellent strength and ductility over a clearance
range from 0 to 6 mils.
The gold-nickel alloy is of course much more expensive, and its rather
low melting point in comparison to that of the other filler metals tested
limits service temperature of the joint; it also presents difficulties in cer
tain heat treatments of the brazed part because the heat-treating tempera
tures must necessarily lie below the melting range of the brazed joint. On
the other hand, gold-nickel alloy filler metal does not show the effect of
liquation which is pronounced in the other three filler metals tested in the
series of experiments just described.
In order to evaluate the erosion of stainless steel Type 304 by various
brazing alloys, a number of tests were performed by Handy and Harman18
and described in their Technical Bulletin No. T-ll. Very severe test con
ditions were imposed in order to obtain significant results. Type 304 stain
less steel cylinders, % in. round and % in. long were made into small cru
cibles by drilling a /^-in.-dia. hole to a length of % in. and filling these
holes with filler metals in the form of powder or chips. The loaded speci
mens were then heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen at a dew point of
— 62.2°C and soaked at a temperature of 1121°C (2050°F) for a period of
one hour. Metallographic sections were then taken and the joint penetra
tion by the filler metal measured under the microscope. Table 12.5 sum
marizes the results; the last column gives the combined effect of solution
of the parent metal in the filler metal and penetration of the filler metal
into the base metal. While a joint will in practice never be exposed to the
brazing temperature for a period of one hour, as was the case in these tests,
one should nevertheless exercise caution when brazing thin members of
stainless steel25“ where some penetration is indicated in the table. Huschke
and Hoppin III42 have reported on the relative advantages and disadvan
tages of brazing jet engine material with NiCrSi and NiSiB filler metals
in extremely pure hydrogen or vacuum and evaluate the different methods
for joint preparation and application of the powders to super alloys con
taining titanium and aluminum.
7. Tungsten and Molybdenum Joints. In brazing the refractory
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Table 12.5. Joint Corrosion of Stainless Steel Type
304 by Various Filler Metals*
Filler Metal Composition (%)

Fine silver
99.5 Ag-0.5 Li
85 Ag-15 Mn
84.5 Ag-15 Mn-0.5 Li
72 Ag-28 Cu
72 Ag-27.5 Cu-0.5 Li
68 Mn-32 Ni
72 Au-22 Ni-6 Cr
Pure copper
91.25 Ni-4.50 Si-2.90 B-Bal. Fe
22.00 Ni-4.50 Si-2.90 B-7.00 Cr-Bal. Fe
56.0 Ni-24.0 Pd-10 Cr-10 Si

Combined solution and penetration

None
None
None
None
<0.001 inch
<0.001
0.003
0.003
0.004
0.0135
0.014
0.0065

* Handy & Harman Technical Bulletin No. T-ll (.Dec. 1956).

metals to themselves or to each other, the temperature encountered in
operation will to a large extent determine the choice of the filler metals
used. Whether the joint should have some ductility during its use, is an
other important consideration. It is very difficult to avoid embrittlement
of the joint by oxide inclusion during the brazing operation even after all
possible precautions have been taken to ensure clean conditions. Severe
conditions of vibration and shock will thus naturally endanger such joints.
Sound joints between tungsten and molybdenum can be made by brazing
in a hydrogen atmosphere with copper or copper-silver eutectic as a filler
metal. Spot welds between tungsten and molybdenum are commonly made
by inserting a thin foil of nickel or platinum; brazing can similarly be
achieved by using nickel or platinum as a filler metal when operating tem
peratures exceed the melting points of copper or copper-silver eutectic;
numerous alloys are listed in Table 12.1 from which a selection can be made
which suits particular conditions. Espersen43b reports using finely divided
nickel oxide powder for brazing porous tungsten to molybdenum in L and
in impregnated Philips cathodes (see Chapter 15). A satisfactory joint is
achieved by firing in hydrogen at 1400°C when the oxide reduces to nickel
which melts and forms alloys with molybdenum and tungsten having lower
vapor pressures than pure nickel. Molybdenum disks have been brazed to
0.031 in.-thick copper cups with Au/Ni eutectic in high-power thyratrons.430
Thoriated tungsten wire has been brazed to molybdenum with tungsten
carbide. Rhodium wire is a suitable brazing filler metal for tungsten, ac
cording to J. F. Gittins,* and can also be used for molybdenum. Ruthenium
* Services Electronics Research Laboratory, Baldock, Hertfordshire, England;
Ann Arbor IRE Tube Conference, June 1950.
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powder or mixtures of ruthenium and molybdenum powders give sound
joints for high-temperature operation, according to Jasionis and Cline.44 A
mixture of 80 Mo/20 Hu powder suspended in a nitrocellulose lacquer was
painted to the joint surface and presintered in hydrogen at 1150°C, and
the final braze made at 2100°C in forming gas by induction heating.
The possibilities of arc-welding in an atmosphere of hydrogen, helium,
or argon should not be overlooked.45
8. Titanium Joints. The great affinity of titanium for oxygen, hydro
gen and nitrogen (see Chapter 16) makes it necessary that brazing opera
tions involving this metal be carried out in a very pure, neutral atmosphere,
such as argon, or in a vacuum of the order of 10-6 Torr, or less. To ensure
these conditions, it is generally advisable to place some Ti sponge or fine
clean swarf in the furnace so that traces of water vapor are absorbed by
this “getter” rather than cause contamination and discoloration of the
components.
“Filler alloys of silver can be used where brazing cycles are short. With
longer brazing cycles, however, marked alloying occurs and the resulting
joints are usually brittle. For large components there is not much possi
bility of speeding up the brazing cycle, and considerable effort has been
directed towards the development of alternative filler materials. In this
connection the use of eutectiferous alloys of titanium of suitable composition
has proved of value in certain applications, while another approach in
volves the use of nickel or copper as the brazing foil, which alloys with the
titanium to form the bond. With nickel or copper fillers some eutectic is
formed, but by suitable choice of brazing cycles it is possible to free the
joint from this by promoting diffusion into the titanium components. In
these circumstances extremely high joint strengths can be obtained, but
ductility is low. Joints made using titanium alloys, nickel, or copper as
fillers are more suitable for use at elevated temperatures than those pro
duced with silver or aluminum alloys.
“The use of filler metals favoured for other materials might also be pos
sible if the brazing operation could be carried out sufficiently quickly to
prevent harmful alloying effects. Indeed, some of the results obtained from
silver solders in induction brazing experiments indicate quite significant
changes in joint properties with variation of the brazing cycle. In general,
joints made with a long brazing cycle are stronger but less ductile than
those made with a short brazing cycle.
“Resistance brazing also offers attractions for certain types of work, and
joints of high strength have been obtained with a variety of brazing alloy
shims, including silver, silver solder, aluminium and aluminium alloys.
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Flux dip brazing is another method in which high working speeds are pos
sible, but so far experience with this method is limited.”46*
Long and Ruppender47 found it almost impossible to furnace braze tita
nium with silver-base alloys because the time cycle required to prevent
formation of brittle intermetallic compounds by diffusion would be shorter
than commercially practical. By substituting Ti/Ni alloys for silver-base
alloys and lowering their flow point by proper additives, they succeeded in
keeping the brazing temperature below 1070°C and brazing periods within
30 minutes. Of some 15 different alloy compositions that seemed to give
promising results, the one most fully tested had the following analysis:
Ti: 28; Ni: 52; Cu: 15; Co: 5. A gap clearance of 2 mils was used, and com
pressive and tensile shear strengths in excess of 40,000 psi were obtained.
Lynch, Feinstein, and Huggins47“ have recently discussed brazing by the
diffusion-controlled formation of a liquid intermediate phase and applied
this technique to the joining of titanium parts. A nickel shim, 0.010 in.
thick, is placed in the joint, as practiced previously by Beggs for ceramic-to
titanium joints (see Chapter 14). The authors show how a joint can be
made at lower temperatures than given by the melting point of the inter
spersed metal, if the components of the joint form a liquid phase at such
lower temperature.
9. Beryllium Joints. Beryllium is extensively used for x-ray tube win
dows which are generally brazed in vacuum by induction heating to a re
taining ring made from Monel. Brazing in a pure hydrogen atmosphere is
also possible, but calls for more extensive precautions in the preparation
of the beryllium surface; electroplating the joint areas with silver or copper
prior to brazing with either copper, silver, or copper-silver eutectic is fre
quently practiced. Good vacuum-brazed joints have been made without
electroplating the beryllium when inserting thin zirconium or titanium
washers between the beryllium and the brazing metal washers. Sometimes
titanium and zirconium, to the extent of 5 to 15 per cent, are added to the
brazing material itself.48
“No applications of beryllium should be planned without a full appreci
ation of the toxicity of this metal and its compounds. A Materials Advisory
Board Panel on the Toxicity of Beryllium, headed by Professor Harold
Hodge of the University of Rochester, has recently prepared a report on
this subject, from which the following remarks are abstracted.
“In contrast to former beliefs, no reasonable doubt now remains that
small amounts inhaled have produced an acute disease (pneumonitis)
and/or a chronic disease (granulomatosis), the latter having a high mor* Quotation by permission of Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., Metals Division,
Birmingham, England.
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tality rate. Contact with certain beryllium compounds can produce a der
matitis which may be serious with respect to lost time, but which can be
combatted with suitable protective clothing or skin creams.
“Protection against beryllium poisoning is largely a matter of controlling
the dust evolved in the operations on the metal. As a target figure for the
average allowable concentration of beryllium in the air, 2 micrograms per
cubic meter may tentatively be acceptable. This does not constitute a
guarantee that no chronic illness will develop; there are cases in which a
lag time as long as 16 years intervened between exposure and symptoms.
“To keep air-borne beryllium at the required low level, the following
principles are suggested:
(1) Manual handling should be reduced to an absolute minimum.
(2) Every implement which has been in contact with beryllium should
be regarded as contaminated, and therefore, a potential dust source.
(3) Every process step should be examined critically to determine
whether by arrangement or substitution it can be made less dusty.
(4) Essentially every process step must be provided with some degree
of ventilation. The only effective method of control is to contain and re
move the dust at its source.”49
Ultrasonic Welding60-62

During the past several years, a new method of metal joining has been
developed under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Aeronautics principally
at Aeroprojects, Inc. The parts to be joined are held in alignment under
mechanical pressure between support members which have the appearance
of electrodes used in a spot welder. To one of the rods, ultrasonic energy
is fed from a transducer which imparts a vibratory motion to the rod in
contact with the joint. The vibrational energy delivered to the weld zone
produces a sliding motion on a microscopic scale and thus a temperature
rise owing to friction which produces a plastic flow of the metal and results
in an intimate bond between the two components in contact with each
other. The joints thus produced are mechanically sound. A wide variety
of similar and dissimilar metals can be joined to each other; these include
copper, steel, platinum, molybdenum, Inconel, tungsten, and tantalum.
The technique has been applied, so far, mostly to sheet stock limited in
thickness up to 0.090 in. in the case of “Alclad” aluminum, and thinner
stock for other metals. The time for which the ultrasonic energy is applied
to the joint must be carefully controlled and rarely exceeds three seconds.
Examples are quoted in the literature according to which 1.5-mil tungsten
wire has been welded across two 25-mil copper posts and, in another case,
a bond has been made between two 3-mil sheets of nickel- and gold-plated
“Kovar.”
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The technique is still under development but commercial units are avail
able from several sources.
*
The ultrasonic transducers range in power from
300 to 6000 watts. While this method of joining does not properly fall into
the category of brazing in so far as no external heat is applied, and no filler
metal is fed to the joint area, it is nevertheless mentioned in this chapter
because it promises to be of considerable interest to the electronics industry.
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CHAPTER 13

GLASS-TO-METAL SEALING
Introduction

The reason for the widespread use of glass for tube envelopes has been
explained in Chapter 1. In order to make electrical connections to the in
ternal electrodes of the tube, it becomes necessary to seal metallic leads
into the glass so that they become an integral part of it. These seals between
glass and metal must be vacuum-tight and remain so under the fluctuations
of temperature encountered during processing of the tube on the pump
and during its operational life. The various types of glass-to-metal seals
now being used for this purpose and the techniques by which they are made
will be described in this chapter. The treatment of this subject must of
necessity be very condensed; the exhaustive monograph on glass-to-metal
seals by Partridge1 is available for a more detailed study of the subject.
The manipulation of glass by itself is a skill which must be mastered
before any seals to metal can be made, and the reader is again referred to
competent books and articles on this subject.2'4 The commercial production
of glass-to-metal seals is highly mechanized and thus does not require a
knowledge of bench-working of glass in the blow torch. The experimenter
in the laboratory, however, should be familiar with this technique.
The formation of a strong bond between glass and metal is due, in general,
to the presence of an oxide layer which is formed on the metal just before
the seal is made; this layer partly diffuses into molten glass when it is
brought into physical contact with the oxidized metal under slight pressure.
A bridge, which is firmly anchored at each end by atomic forces, is thus
formed between the metal and the glass. If this bridge has too wide a span,
i.e., if the oxide layer is too thick, it will collapse in the middle in spite of
the firm foundations at its ends. Careful control of temperature and time
is thus important in order to obtain an oxide layer of the right thickness
and texture (see also p. 455).
The color of the finished seal usually is a good indication of its quality.
For most metals, overoxidized seals have a dark color and underoxidized
seals appear too light in color. With some experience, it is possible to judge
the quality of the seal by its color within reasonably close limits. Metals
which oxidize readily must be protected from over-oxidation during prep
aration of the seal. The nature of the oxide depends, to a large extent, on
the composition of the metal and glass and the presence of impurities and
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admixtures. The presence of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and sulfur com
pounds in the gas flame, if used, also have an effect.
The expansion coefficients of the oxide layers differ markedly in some
cases from those of the base metal; for this reason, it is advisable not to
let the metal cool after the oxide has been formed until the glass has been
laid down on the oxide and the seal assembly will cool as a unit. Partridge
has made a number of observations on the structure of oxides on different
metals and has reviewed the various mechanisms which have been proposed
from time to time for the formation of a bond. Other investigations of this
subject of bonding are given in references 5-9.
Classification of Seals

The classification of seals can be undertaken from several different view
points. Glass-to-metal seals can be made by different techniques and thus
be classified accordingly as
flame seals
induction seals
seals made by high-frequency resistance welding
pressure diffusion seals
powder glass seals
frit seals
silver chloride seals
The geometry of the metal parts leads to the following classification:
bead seals
tubular seals
disk seals
ribbon seals
feather-edge seals
Depending on whether the metal surrounds the glass, or vice versa, one
speaks of “outside seals” and “inside seals” according to a terminology
introduced by Monack.10
A broad classification of seals into the two categories of “matched seals”
and “unmatched seals” refers to the attempt of having seal partners of
equal thermal expansion coefficients in the first group and the absence of
such agreement in the second group. Coaxial pressure seals (Druckglaseinschmelzungen) are an example of the second class.
Finally, the type of metal or alloy used for the metallic component and
the type of glass can be used for the description of the seal, so that one
speaks of soft-glass seals and hard-glass seals to metal, or “quartz”-tometal seals,* as the case may be, and, in specific cases, of Dumet seals,
* See footnote p. 20.
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iron alloy seals, “Kovar” seals, tungsten seals, molybdenum seals, platinum
seals, copper seals, and so on. These different types of seals will be discussed
in more detail later in the chapter; but first some general observations will
be made that govern all seals between metal and glass.
Stresses in Seals

When two bars of the same kind of metal are joined by cold-welding, or
brazed with a very thin film of pure metal at the interface by methods
described in the preceding chapter, the assembly will expand on heating
in a uniform manner, without any tendency to warp. No stresses will arise
in the interface as long as the heating is carried out uniformly by placing
the part in an oven where the temperature is constant, or rises uniformly,
so that the heat penetrates the assembled bar at a constant rate from all
sides.
If two strips of different metals with different thermal expansion co
efficients are joined, and the temperature of the resulting bimetallic strip
is raised, one component tends to become longer than the other. As the
interface of the two strips must remain common to both metals, a curvature
of the biform results because the higher-expansion metal is free to grow
in length in the layers at its surface and less so at layers closer to the inter
face. A considerable force acts on the interface at elevated temperature,
and permanent deformation will result if the elastic limit of shear is ex
ceeded. If it is not exceeded, the curved biform will return to its original
shape when the temperature has fallen to its initial value. Such bimetallic
strips are widely used for temperature compensation or translation of
motion by the application of heat in thermostats. One may similarly vis
ualize two coaxial cylinders of dissimilar metals being brazed together at
their common cylindrical interface. Assuming a tight fit to begin with, and
assigning the larger expansion coefficient to the outer cylinder, considerable
radial tension will be exerted on the interface during heating.
These examples serve to illustrate the problems that arise in joining
metals to glass. Ideally, one would wish glass and metal in a seal to have
identical values of thermal expansion over the entire range of temperatures
to which the seal is exposed during sealing, annealing, and operation
(matched seals). Unfortunately, this ideal situation cannot be realized in
practice. Pure metals expand at a uniform rate so that their specific thermal
expansion is a constant which, for practical considerations, is independent
of temperature as long as no phase changes take place. Glasses, on the
other hand, grow in length at an increasing rate when they are heated
because their specific thermal expansion usually increases with tempera
ture, as shown in Figure 13.1.
The expansion coefficient of glasses depends on the composition and the
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Figure 13.1. Thermal expansion characteristics for metals and glasses (sche
matic); (a) elongation vs temperature, (b) expansion coefficient vs temperature.

thermal history of the glass. In the lower range of temperatures, up to the
vicinity of the annealing point, the expansion coefficients of glasses are
fairly constant, but at higher temperatures they rise rapidly. For this
reason, expansion coefficients of glasses given in reference tables are referred
to this lower temperature range, usually from 0 to 300°C (see Appendix
Table A3). Referring to Figure 13.1a, it is evident that the joint between
the two materials will be free of strain at temperature Tj where both have
increased in length by the same amount, and the expansion curves cross
at point P. During further heating above , and cooling below Ti , strains
will be introduced which are proportional to the differential expansion
shown by the shaded area between the two curves. If point P should lie
within the annealing range for the glass, as is often the case, and the strains
introduced during cooling do not exceed the breaking strength of the glass
in question, a sound joint will result at room temperature To . These condi
tions are not always attainable in practice so that compromises become
necessary.
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TEMPERATURE C°O

Figure 13.2. Thermal expansion of various metals as a function of temperature.

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Figure 13.3. Thermal expansion of various Corning glasses as a function of tem
perature. (Courtesy Corning Glass Works.)

Figure 13.2 shows the thermal expansion of various metals as a function
of temperature, and Figure 13.3 the corresponding curves for various
Corning glasses. It is apparent that the curves for metals are nearly straight
lines while those for glasses show a marked curvature. Later illustrations,
such as Figure 13.17 (p. 434), give superimposed elongation for metal and
glass of a given joint corresponding to Figure 13.1a.
Rather than plotting elongation curves in this manner, it is at times
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convenient to show the difference between metal and glass expansion such
as shown by the shaded area in Figure 13.1a as a function of temperature.
Figure 13.21 (pp. 439) is an example of this method of portraying the
expansion differences. As these expansion differences between metal and
glass usually result in strains, either tension or compression, plots of strain
vs temperature can be obtained w’hen these strains have been separately
measured or calculated. Engel10“ reports on measurements made with the
high-temperature polarimeter (see p. 53) and discusses the significance of
different traces obtained with rising and falling temperature (hysteresis).
This effect is related to the “fictive temperature” of a glass, introduced by
Tool and described in Chapter 1.
The stresses encountered in cylindrical configurations of glass and metal
combinations are of three kinds, i.e., axial (longitudinal), radial, and cir
cumferential (tangential); each of these may assume the form of compres
sion or tension, as the case may be. The manner in which these stresses
arise is illustrated in Figure 13.4a-g. Assuming that two slabs of glass and
metal are of equal length at a high temperature (a), it is obvious that they
will both be smaller in length by different amounts if they are allowed to
contract freely while cooling to room temperature. If the two slabs are
joined while hot, so that they become an integral unit, and then allowed to
cool, the tendency of the metal to contract by a greater amount than the
glass will be counteracted in part by the glass which “likes” to remain
longer than the metal (b). To some extent, however, the glass will have to
follow the metal; it is thus compressed into a shorter length than it would
have assumed if it had been free to contract in a natural way by itself. The
glass is thus in compression while the metal is in axial tension when the
seal has cooled to room temperature. If the thermal expansion coefficient
of the glass had been larger than that of the metal, the reverse conditions
would apply.
The radial strains which arise in a cylindrical seal are illustrated in
Figure 13.4d-f, again for a case where the metal has the higher expansion
and the two parts are in contact when hot, but sealing is prevented by some
artificial means. The central metal rod is thus free to shrink away from
the surrounding glass cylinder, and a gap will form. If the two parts are
actually sealed at a high temperature, the same argument as given above
for the two slabs applies so that the glass cylinder and the central
metal rod will be in radial tension (f). Similarly, a circumferential stress exists
as indicated in Figure 13.4(g), because the metal tries to pull the glass into
a smaller compass, so that a tangential compression resides in the glass,
and tangenital tension in the metal, by induction.
Table 13.1 tabulates the different kinds of stresses that arise in cylindrical
seals for glasses and metals of different expansion coefficients.1 The intensity
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(a) Hot

(b) Cold: if
specimens were free
to contract.

(c)Cold:
Specimens joined,

(e ) Cold: if specimens
were free to contract
Circumferential

(f )Cold-.
specimens joined

Compression

Tension

Glass Metal

(g)Cold:
specimens joined

Figure 13.4. Diagrammatic representation of stress in glass due to differential
contraction of glass and metal; expansion of metal higher than that of glass. After
Partridge.1 (Courtesy The Society of Glass Technology, Sheffield, England.)

Table 13.1. Dependence of Stress Character in Bead Seals on Relative
Thermal Expansion of Metal and Glass1
Relative thermal expansion

Stresses at glass/metal boundary
Pz (axial)
q (tangential) Pr (radial)

P

ax > (XG
otM < <XG

aM
ag
C
T

=
=
=
=

expansion coefficient of metal
expansion coefficient of glass
compression
tension

T

T
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Distance from wire surface (r/a)
(b)
Figure 13.5. Types of stresses in glass bead seals. After Hull and Burger.11 (Cour
tesy American Institute of Physics.)

of the stresses actually depends not only on the kind of metal and glass
used, but also on the geometry of the seal assembly. Hull, Burger, and
Poritsky11' 12 have made an analysis of the stress conditions in cylindrical
seals, and Figure 13.5(a,b) gives a graphical representation of the stresses
at the surface of the metal as a function of the relative diameters of glass
and metal and the distribution of the stresses within the glass for increasing
distances away from the wire surface.
It is apparent from Figure 13.5(b) that the longitudinal strain is in
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dependent of the distance from the surface of the wire for a given configura
tion and drops off rapidly for seals in which the diameter of the metal rod
is an ever-smaller fraction of the diameter of the surrounding glass bead.
It is also apparent that the circumferential strain can be very much larger
than the longitudinal strain. The fact that the observation of the strain
pattern in the polariscope when viewing a bead seal at right angles to the
axis is only an indication of the longitudinal strain must thus be clearly
kept in mind. When it is said that a seal is in compression or tension,
reference is made to the longitudinal or axial stress unless other types of
stresses are clearly mentioned.
The amount of strain that remains in a seal at room temperature can
be estimated from a knowledge of the expansion curves of the particular
types of glass and metal used for the seal (Figure 13.6). It should be men
tioned here that, for the case of glass, contraction rather than elongation
is actually measured because it gives the more reliable data that are not
affected by the thermal history of the glass, or remaining strains. As the
seal between metal and glass is actually made at high temperature, it is
also more logical to consider the events that occur during cooling. When
the glass is molten and has contacted the metal, it is in a viscous state and
will not sustain any strains. After the glass has been attached to the metal,
it is allowed to cool; it will thus pass through the annealing range where
stresses can still be released by viscous flow provided that the rate of cooling
is slow (1°C per minute). When the glass has reached a temperature about
20°C below the annealing point, it can be considered as rigid, and this

Figure 13.6. Differential free contraction of glass and metal after being sealed
together, as determined from their expansion curves. By permission from “Glass
Engineering Handbook’’ by E. B. Shand.'3 Copyright 1958, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
Inc,, New York (Jnd ed.).
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temperature is called the setting point. From then on, the different contrac
tion rates of metal and glass come into play.
By shifting the expansion curve of the glass (B) parallel to itself so that
the setting point E coincides with point K on the expansion curve for
metal, the distance DK will reappear as distance GH at room temperature
and indicate the magnitude of the stress. Obviously, glass and metal are
in intimate physical contact at room temperature just as they are at the
setting point. The shifted contraction curve K-H for glass indicates that
the glass would have “liked” to be longer than the metal at room tempera
ture and is thus in compression. The tangential stresses encountered in
annealed cylindrical joints between common glasses and between glasses
and metals can be calculated according to a simplified formula given by
Lillie14 and Rawson,16 i.e.,

S = ED/2
where

(13.1)

= tangential stress
E = the average of the values of Young’s Modulus for the two

glasses in the same units, e.g. kg/mm2
D = the differential contraction Nl/l between the two materials

at the lower setting point, if two glasses are joined, or at the
setting point of the glass, if glass and metal are joined.
While a minimum value of stress will result when the two glasses have
the same elastic moduli, it can be shown that the two moduli can differ
greatly from each other without introducing much change in the resulting
stress value. The accuracy is thus impaired only slightly by introducing
the average E = 7000 kg/mm2 for glasses commonly used for seals. Table
13.2 gives the tangential stresses encountered in glass-to-glass and glass-tometal seals according to Lillie’s formula. Stresses from 0.5 to 1.5 kg/mm2
can be tolerated in tubular butt seals of glasses, depending on size and
perfection of fusing. The lower figure is safe under quite unfavorable condi
tions.* The physical characteristics of metals and alloys used for glass-tometal seals are given in Table 13.3; various glasses recommended for
matched seals are also listed.
The expansion differentials in parts per million at the setting point of
glass, in the case of a glass-to-metal seal, or at the setting point of the softer
glass, in the case of a glass-to-glass seal, are a useful guide in appraising
the practicality of a seal combination. Table 13.4 gives these differentials
for commonly used combinations of Corning glasses and metals, according
to Hagy. The setting point has been arbitrarily defined as the temperature
midway between the annealing and strain points. A number with a dash
* For “Standard Method for Measuring Residual Stress in Cylindrical Metal-toGlass Seals” see ASTM Standard F 218 - 50.
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Table 13.2. Stresses in Glass-to-Glass
7050

7050
7052
7070
7040
3320
7720
7740
7750
Tungsten
Kovar

0
+0.9
-1.7
+0.7
-1.8
-1.9
-3.1
+0.1
-2.1
+ 1.9

and

7052

7070

7040

3320

-0.9
0
-2.7
+0.3
-2.4
-2.7
—
-0.7
—
0

+ 1.7
+2.7
0
+2.5
-0.2
-0.2
-1.4
+2.0
+ 1.2
+

-0.7
-0.3
-2.5
0
-2.4
-2.6
—
-0.5
-3.2
-0.4

+ 1.8
+2.4
+0.2
+2.4
0
+0.5
-1.6
+ 1.6
+0.7
+

Glass-to-Metal Seals (kg/mm2)*
7720

+ 1.9
+2.7
+0.2
+2.6
-0.5
0
-1.9
+ 1.9
+0.1
+

7740

+3.1
+
+ 1.4
+
+ 1.6
+ 1.9
0
+2.7
+3.5
+

7750

-0.1
+0.7
-2.0
+0.5
-1.6
-1.9
-2.7
0
-1.5
+ 1.4

Tungsten

+2.1
+
-1.2
+3.2
-0.7
-0.1
-3.5
+ 1.5
0

Kovar

-1.9
0
—
+0.4
—
—
—
-1.4

0

This table represents the approximate amounts of stress that can be expected
with more or less normal treatment in seals of common sizes and types, and with
both materials having nominal properties. Since the stress depends on geometry and
on the annealing treatment, the table can be taken only as a guide to the expected
final condition. In addition, the experimental error in determining the expansion
curves, and inferring the stress, is equivalent to about ±0.2 kg/mm2; accordingly,
stress values of this order represent a very close match.
Values less than 1 kg/mm2 indicate a satisfactory match. If the value is 1-2 kg/
mm2, greater care must be taken in producing a good bond, and the danger of break
age increases with the size of the article. Stresses up to 3 kg/mm2 can lie tolerated
under ideal conditions if the seal is not expected to have to withstand subsequent
minor abrasion. Values in excess of 3 indicate an undesirable condition and are
generally omitted from the table, being indicated by an algebraic sign to show direc
tion of stress; the positive sign means that the material in the left-hand column con
tracts more on cooling and vice versa.
* After H. R. Lillie, Coming Glass Works, Corning, N. Y. By permission from
MIT Tube Laboratory Manual, 2nd ed. (1956); Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy, Research Laboratory of Electronics, Cambridge, Mass.

above it indicates that the material listed in that row has a lower effective
expansion than the material listed in that column. Values in excess of 1000
ppm are indicated by a large plus or minus sign (±). Metal-to-metal
combinations are indicated by a large X.
As a general rule, any differential smaller than 100 ppm can be interpreted
to indicate a very good sealing condition. Good seals can be made between
materials with differentials ranging from 100 to 500 ppm, but at the higher
end of this range the risk of failure is of course greater, and more care should
be exercised in making the seal. Materials with differentials from 500 to
1000 ppm can be used for progressively smaller and thinner seals.
“Caution should be observed in any attempt to predict residual stress
in a seal from the differentials given in these tables, since in any particular
seal the setting is a function of
(a) The geometry of the seal
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(b) The cooling rate used in the annealing of the seal. (The cooling rate
used in the determination of the expansion curves was one degree
per minute.)
(c) The difference in the annealing ranges in the case of a glass-to-glass
seal. A seal made between glasses having similar annealing ranges
will, in general, have a lower setting point than that assumed in the
tables.” (H. E. Hagy)
Looking at a few examples in Table 13.4, it is of interest to note that
7720 glass is a better match to tungsten than glass type 3320, the “canary
glass,” which so many glass blowers still prefer. Chemical “Pyrex” type
7740 is not suited for tungsten sealing unless one deals with fine wire.
In concluding these remarks on stresses in glass-to-metal seals, it should
be emphasized that only the simpler concepts have been introduced in this
discussion. It is, for example, a simplification of the physical phenomena
which actually take place to say that viscous flow ceases at the setting
point. Actually, a certain amount of viscous flow takes place during cooling
at temperatures below the setting point, and the amount of this fractional
equalization of stress may not be the same in all directions. The amount of
strain remaining in a seal at room temperature is thus usually less than
indicated by the contraction curves, but markedly depends on the geometry
of the seal and the rate of cooling. A faster rate of cooling introduces stress
at a higher temperature but causes viscous flow to persist to a lower tem
perature. For the more detailed theory of these effects the reader is referred
to references 16-22.
Another complication appears when glass-to-metal seals are baked for
prolonged periods of time for purposes of outgassing the tube envelope.
Such outgassing treatment may take place initially in dry air at elevated
temperature (see page 69) and is always followed by an oven-bake on the
pump where the temperature is limited by the deformation of the glass
under atmospheric pressure, unless an auxiliary vacuum jacket is built
around the tube to prevent such deformation and make higher bake-out
temperatures possible (see also p. 427). 450°C is thus a maximum tempera
ture at which common commercial glass envelopes can be baked on the
pump, 425°C being a more practical and safe value.
It has been known for some time that the density of glass increases in
the transformation range on rapid heating (Fig. 1.1) but the influence of
heat treatment on stresses in glass-to-metal seals at temperatures more
than 50°C below the strain point of the glass has not been investigated
very widely. Turnbull22“ has studied this effect for thin glass coatings on
AISI 430 alloy, and Oldfield,22b more recently, has reported on the effect
of prolonged heating on Kovar seals.
An increase in density of the glass results in contraction which is counter-

Table 13.3. Physical Characteristics

Metal or Alloy

A) Pure Metals:
Copper (OFHC)

Typical Percent Composition

Cu + Ag: 99.92/99.96

of

Metals and Alloys

Thermal Expan
sion Coefficient
Al/l/At
cm/cm/°C X 107

Thermal
Conductivity
cal/cm2/cm/
sec/°C

168 (25-100)
178 (25-300)
182 (0-500)

0.918 (18)
1.043 (100-197)
0.969 (100-268)

Molybdenum

49 (25-100)
55 (25-500)

0.32 (0)

Rhenium

67 (20-500)

0.111 (0-100)

94 (20-400)

0.036

Titanium (A-40)

Si: 0.10 max.; Fe: 0.25 max.; Mn:0.15
max.; N: 0.05 max.
C: 0.10 max.; Bal.: Ti

Electrical
Resistivity
ohm. cm
X 10«

for

Glass-to-Metal Seals

Sealing Glasses

Other
Data

Hard

Soft

Code Numbers

1.724 (20)

H

s
s

Almost any glass for Houskeeper seals
GEC: CSG3 for matched seal with copper
Glass expansion coeff.
149.5 ± 1.5 (20-350°C)
152.5 ± 1.5 (20-400°C)
176.0 ± 2.0 (20-480°C)
CGW: 7295

5.78 (27)

H

CGW: 7510, 7052, 7040, 8830, 7742, 7050, 7750,
7060, 7055, 1720, 1723, 7331, 7720
KGC: 51-26
BTH: C37, C46, Cil, C14;
GEC: H26X, HH
P & T: Kodial

21.1 (20)
52.6 (500)

H

GEC: HH, H26X

s

BTH: C77, C78

101 (20-800)

Tungsten

46
47
52
58

Zirconium

54 (20-200)
61 (20-400)
71 (20-700)

(0-500)
(27-1000)
(27-1750)
(27-2400)

0.476
0.249
0.272
0.294
0.313

(17)
(1600)
(2000)
(2400)
(2800)

0.0505 (25)
0.0488 (100)
0.0469 (200)

5.5 (20)

41.0 (0)

H

CGW: 7720, 7780, 3320, 7741, 7070, 7750, 7331,
5420, 7252, 7251, 7760, 7991, 7050
KGC: K-772
BTH:C9, C14
GEC: W1

H

BTH: C40

Platinum

92

(0-300)

96 (0-500)
102 (0-1000)

Iron

C: 0.004, Fe: 99.996

Nickel

B) Alloys:
Cold-rolled
(SAE-1010)

Nickel-Iron

122
129
134
138
142
145
146
146

(18-100)
(18-200)
(18-300)
(18-400)
(18-500)
(18-600)
(18-700)
(18-800)

133 (25-100)
155 (25-600)

steel

Mn: 0.30/0.50; C: 0.08/0.13; S: 0.050
max.; P: 0.040; Bal.: Fe

Superior #42:
Ni + Co + Cu: 40.25/41.75; C: 0.10
inax.; Mn: 1.00 max.; Si: 0.15/0.35;
Bal.: Fe
Driver Harris 142; Carpenter 42
Allegheny AL42: similar
Nilo 42 (Br.)* Nilo 40 (Br.)*

Superior #52:
Ni + Co + Cu: 50.0/51.0; C: 0.08
max.; Mn: 0.60 max.; P: 0.02 max.;
S: 0.01 max.; Si: 0.20/0.35; Bal.: Fe.

126 (25-100)
135 (25-300)
142 (25-500)
143 (0-500)

48 (20-100)
53 (20-400)
130 (20-1000)

93 (20-100)
95 (20-500)
130 (20-1000)

0.1664 (18)

9.83 (0)

S
0.1733 (100)
0.18 (20)

9.71 (20)

CGW: 0280, 0041, 7570, 7560, 0120, 0080, 0050,
8870, 0281, 0010
KGC: R-5, R-6
Ch: PWD, PWL
GEC: L15
BTH: C12, C19, C94

Magnetic

S

CGW: 7290, 1990, 1991
KGC: R3
BTH: C41, C76
GEC:ISG20
a = 117 ± 1.5 (20-350°C)
130 ± 2.0 (200-Tg)
ISG30
a = 125 ± 1.5 (20-350°C)
139 ± 2.0 (200-Tg)
NSG2
a = 127 ± 1.5 (20-350°C)
147 ± 2.0 (200-Tg)

0.198 (100)
0.148 (500)

6.844 (20) Magnetic
37.2 (600)

S

GEC: NSG2
a = 127 ± 1.5 X 10’7°C (20-350°C)
136 ± 1.5 X 10"V°C (20-450°C)
147 ± 2.0 X 10-7/aC (20-500°C)

0.144 (25-500)
0.121 (25-300)
0.098 (25-500)

12.0

Magnetic

S

CGW: 1990, 1991, 0110
GEC; ISG20, ISG30
BTH: C41, C76

0.038

66.5

Magnetic

S

0.025
0.026

72
66

0.04

43.2

CGW: 0010, 0120, 0080, 8160
Ch: PWD, PWL

Magnetic

S

GEC: LI

Table 13.3—Continued

Metal or Alloy

Typical Percent Composition

Driver Harris 52: Similar
Driver Harris 146 (Ni: 46.0)
Niron 46 (WBD)
Niron 52 (WBD)
Allegheny AL 4750 (Ni: 57/50)
Carpenter 49 (Ni: 49)
Vacovit 540 (Ger.)* (Ni: 54.)
Nilo 50 (Br.)*

408

Dumet:
Core: Ni:42; Bal.: Fe
Sheath: Cu (25 p.c. of total wt.)
Nilo 42 (Br.)*

Chrome-Iron (AISI- Superior #430:
430)
Cr: 16.00/18.00; Mn: 1.00 max.; Si:
0.75 max.: Ni: 0.50 max.: Bal.: Fe
Superior # 430 Ti
(AISI-430 Ti)
Cr: 16.00/18.00; Mn: 1.00 max.; Si:
1.00 max.; S: 0.03 max.; Ti: 5 X C
min: Bal.: Fe
AISI-446 (ASC al Cr: 25.00/30.00; Mn: 1.5 max.; C: 0.20
loy 446)
max.; P: 0.03 max.; S: 0.03 max.; Si:
0.75 max.; N2 : 0.10/0.25; Bal.: Fe
Sealmet 1
Carpenter 27
Dil ver 0 (Fr.)*
Novar B (Ger.)*
Allegheny Telemet

Cr: 28.00; Mn: 0.60; Ni: 0.50 max.;
Si: 0.40; C: 0.15 max.; Bal.: Fe
Nb: 0.5/1.0; Cr: 19; Ni: 0.25; Mn:
0.25
Cr: 16/23; Mn: 2. max.; C: 0.25 max.;
S: 0.03 max.; P: 0.040 max.; Si: 1.0
max.; Bal.: Fe

Thermal
Conductivity
cal/cm2/cm/
sec/°C

Electrical
Resistivity
ohm. cm
X 10®

80 (25-425)

0.037

45.7

98 (20-500)
97 (20-530)

0.037
0.032

50.
48.

92 (radial)

0.4

Thermal Expan
sion Coefficient
Al/l/At
cm/cm/°C X 107

4.6

Sealing Glasses

Other
Data
Hard

Soft

Magnetic

S

Magnetic

S

65 (axial)

Code Numbers

CGW: 0010, 0120, 0080, 7570, 8160, 9010
KG: R-5, R-6, KG-12, KG-1
Ch: PWD, PWL
BTH: C12, C19, C94
GEC: LI.
CGW: 9019

S

(0-500)

0.057

61 (20-500)

0.057

105 (25-300)

0.06

98 (20-300)

0.059

63

105 (20-500)
108 (21-482)
106 (20-300)

0.054

63

CGW: 0050, 0080, 0240, 9012,9010 KGC: R6,
K-51
GEC:X8
Ch: PWD
BTH: C31
Osram M a = 96 X KT7/°C (20-300°C)

104 (20- 300)
110 (20-500)

0.057

60

GEC: X4/3

115

Magnetic

GEC:X8

s

CGW: 9019

s

Superior:
Ni: 41.50/42.50; Cr: 5.40/5.90; Al:
0.15 max.; C: 0.07 max.; Mn: 0.15/
0.25; P: 0.025 max.; Si: 0.15/0.30;
Bal.: Fe
Sealmet 4
Similar
Driver Harris 14
Ni: 42; Cr: 6; Bal.: Fe
Carpenter 426
Ni: 42.50; Cr: 5.75; Mn: 0.50; Si: 0.25;
C : 0.10 max.; Bal.: Fe
Nilo 475 (Br.)*
Ni: 47; Cr: 5; Bal.: Fe
Vacovit426(Ger.)* Ni: 42; Cr: 6; Bal.: Fe
VacovitSU (Ger.)* Ni: 51; Cr: 1; Bal.: Fe
VacovitöOl (Ger.)* Ni: 49; Cr: 1; Bal.: Fe

Ni-Cr-Fe
Sylvania 4

O

Ni-Co-Fe
Kovar
Therlo(DH)*
Rodar (WBD)*
Sealvac-A (VMC) *
Nilo K (Br.)’
DilverP (Fr.)*
Vacon (Ger.)*
Fernico II
Ni-Co-Cr-Fe
Fernichrome

85 (25-300)

0.032

0.029

98 (20-565)

0.032

Ni: 29.0; Co: 17.0; Mn: 0.50
57.1-62.1 (30-500) 0.0395
Si: 0.20 max.; C: 0.06 max.; Bal.: Fe

Ni: 29.0; Co: 17.0; Bal.: Fe

50-60 (30-500)

Ni: 31; Co: 15; Bal.: Fe

Ni: 30; Co: 25; Cr: 8; Bal.: Fe

Company Codes

BTH—British-Thomson-Houston Co. (Br.)
CGW—Corning Glass Works
Ch—Chance Brothers Limited (Br.)
CSC—Carpenter Steel Company
DH—Driver Harris Company
GE—General Electric Company (U.S.A.)
GEC—General Electric Company Ltd. (Br.)
KGC—Kimble Glass Company
P &T—Plowden and Thompson (Br.)
VMC—Vacuum Metals Corp.
WBD—Wilbur B. Driver Company

Br.—British
Fr.—French
Ger.—German

I
I

S

Magnetic

94

S

95

CGW: 8870, 0080, 0014, 0120, 0010, 8160, 0050,
9010, 7570, 0014
GEC: LI
BTH: C12
KGC: KG12
Ch: PWD, PWL

82-88

49

Magnetic

H

CGW: 7052, 8800, 7520, 7040, 7055, 7750, 7050,
7510, 7340, 7060, 8830, 1720, 1723
KGC: K-650, K-704, K-705, EN-1
BTH: C40
GEC: FCN, SBN 475, SBN 124 (espe
cially for humid conditions)

44-50

Magnetic

H

GE: 7060

Magnetic

H

CGW: 0050, 0080
Ch: PWD

GEC: FCN

BTH: C40

KGC:R6

’ .1.20 for X8, “Pyrista Steel” for X4/3, “Staybrite” F.D.P. for CSG3
'irth-Vickers Stainless Steels Limited, Sheffield 9, England
‘Telcoseal”—The Telegraph Construction & Maintenance Co. Ltd.
‘Nilo”—Henry Wiggin & Company Limited, Birmingham 16, England
‘Dilver”—Aciéries d’Imphy, Imphy (Nièvre), France
‘Novar”—Stahlwerk Hagen, Germany
‘Vacovit”—Vakuumschmelze AG, Hanau/Main, Germany

Table 13.4(a). Expansion Differential Table. Low Expansion Range.*
GLASS
METAL

7720

702P

TUNGSTEN
725 1
5420

720WH
542P

410

7780

GT-70

774 1
7252

726YM
726XP

3320
775 0

37IBN
705R

17 2 0
733 1

I72AJ
I08PN

7052
7Ö5Ö

705FN

7742

705AJ
726ABE

MOLYBDENUM

7040

705BA

7510

750AI

8830

866LC

7055

7I0HY

KOVAR

8800

G80

7520

750AJ

7340
7530

733 B
805F

0 400 245 55 1 75 2 40 1 95 35 2 10 1 75 50 565 195 155 770 480 325 585 700 525 0625 760 645 970 970 — —
———— —
400 0 230 555 505 265 330 475 345 235 460 780 560 770 — 8 80 — 98 5 — — — —
245 230 0 305 345 1 0 45 305 20 5 185 670 375 380 895 725 560 780 890 835 900 — 995 — — — —
55 555 305 0 20 335 275 105 340 335 135 540 50 60 760 540 240 460 730 535 690 865 715 925 925 — —
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1 55 7 70 380 60 230 4 1 0 3 35 95 460 535 (85 260 190 0 485 320 190 230 485 450 505 — 610 900 900 — —
770 4- 895 760 4 40 875 825 7 1 5 825 785 675 200 430 485 0 260 325 50 80 145 1 (0 5 65 300 300 6 1 0 825
480 880 725 540 300 720 455 68 5_ 655 525 40 285 320 260 0 1 55 1 1 0 205 50 1 35 275 1 60 495 495 805 —
325 A 560 240 590 595 265 675 8 1 0 370 95 530 190 325 155 0 105 3 1 5 275 335 7 1 5 435 700 700 — —
585 985 780 460 X 750 690 525 645 740 555 175 210 230 50 1 10 105 0 50 -45 80
200 840 840 — —
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525 + 835 535 480 840 785 480 850 835 650 80 455 4 50 145 50 275 45 125 0 115 330 175 405 405 725 980
625 + 900 690 495 905 855 580 880 850 715 105 475 505 1 10 1 35 335 80 65 1 15 0 145 5 32 5 325 6^0 8?0
760 + + 865 X 4- + 720 + + + 2 00 + + 5 275 7 15
60 330 145 0 140 10 10 3 45 575
645 + 995 715 630 4- 955 595 4- 9 90 8 20 155 605 610 65 160 435 200 30 175 5 140 0 240 240 560 8 05
970 —I- 4- 925 + + 4- 920 4- + + 525 + 900 300 495 700 840 320 405 325 10 240 0 0 280 585
970 4* -f- 925 4- + 4- 920 4- 4- 4- 525 4“ 900 300 495 700 840 320 405 325 io 240 0 0 260 5B5
4- + 4- — 4- 4- 4- H“ 4- 4- —I— 830 4- —|— 610 805 4- 4- 630 725 640 345 560 280 280 0 2 95
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After H. E. Hagy. (Courtesy Corning Glass Works, Research and Development Division, 1956)

Table 13.4(b). Expansion Differential Table. High Expansion Range.*

870 — 830 940 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
—— ———
—
—
66 5 845 680 785 930 —
0 260 230 520 5 8.) 580 685 — 895 84 0 — 710 740 735 830 895 785 960 — — — — —
—_ ——
260 0 65 400 400 330 440 715 730 665 985 550 590 570 670 660 6 30 730 975
230 65 0 100 95 255 3?0 xc 420 360 X 240 275 255 360 465 320 5 1 0 xc 890 825 — . xc
520 400 1 00 0 270 265 200 350 25 50 150 65 10 80 35 85 20 35 485 330 540 — — —
585 400 95 270 0 220 135 565 440 340 355 330 390 3 1 5 435 1 5 4 1 5 80 700 955 990 — — —
580 330 255 265 220 cr 1 30 510 5 60 490 710 390 430 400 5?0 385 470 465 740 — 990 — — —
685 440 3 10 200 1 3 5 130 0 450 480 4 1 0 605 310 355 325 430 2 60 395 3 50 680 955 920 — — —
+ 7 1 5 X 3 50 565 510 450 0 1 85 250 xc 340 285 335 225 270 255 215 xc 3Õ0 335 — x —
895 730 420 25 440 560 480 185 0 120 65 70 10 100 25 340 20 270 340 535_ 7 1 0 — — —
840 665 360 50 340 490 410 250 120 0 30 20 95 0 125 265 1 1 5 195 420 635 745 — — —
4- 985 X 150 355 7i0 605 X 65 30 0 40 30 60 60 365 50 280 xc 575 7?0 —
7 1 0 550 240 6 5 3 3 0 3 90 3 1 0 340 70 20 40 0 80 20 90 1 75 100 1 1 5 500 575 770 — — —
740 5 90 275 10 3 9 0 4 ¿ C 35 5 2 85 to 95 30 80 0 100 220 J_0_ i 60 440 465 700 — — —
735 570 255 80 3 ! 5 4 OO 325 (335 1 00 0 60 20 100 0
f 90 1 2 0 1 20 485 635 7 70 — — —
0
0
830 670 360 35 435 5 1 0 430 225 25 1 25 60 90
1 25
290 10 230 380 500 720 — — —
895 660 465 85 15 3 85 260 270 340 265 365 175 220 190 2 90 0 255 90 495 825 800 — — —
785 630 320 20 415 470 395 255 20 1 1 5 50 1 00 10 120 1 0 255 0 1 95 4 1 0 4 70 7 10 — — —
960 730 510 35 80 465 350 2~5 270 195 280 175 1 60 1 20 230 90 1 95 0 430 755 745 — — —
4- 975 xc 485 700 740 680 xc 340 420 xc 500 440 485 380 495 4 10 430 0 1^5 1 90 9 25
9K0
4- 4- 890 330 955 + 955 300 535 635 575 575 465 635 500 825 470 755 1 45 0 320 85 5 885 —
4~ -4“ 825 540 990 990 920 335 7 1 0 745 770 7 70 700 770 720 8 00 7 i 0 745 1 90 320 0 425 690 930
4- + + + + -4- 4- 4- + + 4- 4- + + 4- 4- -4 + 925 855 425 0 85 4*45
-4 xc -4- -4- + 4- + 4- 4- X B85 690 85 0 140
4- -4- xc -4- 4“ 4- + xc
4- -4- 4- 4- 44- +1+ —I- -4- 4~ 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 950 4- 930 445 1 40 0
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* After H. E. Hagy. (Courtesy Corning Glass Works, Research and Development Division, 1956}
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acted by the bond to the metal so that tension stresses arise in the glass.
For the case of Kovar seals, Oldfield has shown that, in the temperature
range from 300 to 450°C, a stabilization of the alloy results in a volume
increase which further contributes to tension stresses in the glass-metal
interface. After only six hours at 400°C, a change of stress of approximately
40 kg/cm2 can occur and after 17 days the total change in stress is about
200 kg/cm2. Fracture of the seals may result when the geometric factors
are unfavorable (see Table 13.2). The cause of the instability of the iron
nickel-cobalt alloy in the temperature range 300-450° C appears to be
dependent upon the transformation in the alloy of the austenitic iron
phase to the ferritic iron phase, the latter having the larger expansion
(see Chapter 5).*
Houskeeper Seals

At-a time when glass-to-metal seals were restricted to wire and ribbon
seals, W. G. Houskeeper,23 introduced a very ingenious technique which
made possible, for the first time, the production of large tubular seals and
disk seals and thus the construction of large water-cooled power tubes for
the broadcasting industry, w’hich was in its early stages at that time.t
High-purity copper (OFHC) is used in these seals. Cooper is readily worked
into any desired shape even in large sizes, whereas the other sealing metals
available at that time, such as molybdenum and tungsten, could be used
only in wire and rod form. A glance at Figure 13.2 will reveal that copper
has an extremely high expansion coefficient, i.e., 165 X 10 7 °( / so that a
matched seal to any of the known glasses was impossible. On the other hand,
copper has a very low yield point (Table 6.6.).
By providing the end of a copper tube with a taper, or “feather-edge,”
and sealing the glass to the thin edge of the taper, the flexibility of the
feather-edge will permit sufficient movement to equalize any difference in
contraction between the glass and the metal after the seal has been made.
Similarly, when glass is sealed to both sides of a thin copper disk, such
difference in contraction will be taken up by plastic flow of the copper under
the radial strains present. Houskeeper seals can thus be made to any kind
of glass, either soft or hard. This possibility immediately suggests transition
members from soft-glass systems to a hard-glass tube, or vice versa, by
using a copper tube with a feather-edge on each end and sealing the respec
tive glasses on each side. It is not practical, however, to seal a soft glass to
* The author is indebted to Dr. L. F. Oldfield for providing an abstract of his
paper before it became available in printed form.
t In the German literature, copper-to-glass seals are called “Kruh seals” after the
German originator of feather edge seals, O. Kruh, who filed his disclosure in 1917
(DRP 424,133 (1926)).
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Figure 13.7. Copper flange transition seal from soft glass to hard glass.

one side of a copper disk and a hard glass in juxtaposition on the other side,
because the copper in the disk would then be in a difficult position to
please both partners at the same time. A flange can be used, however, as
shown in Figure 13.7; the author took advantage of this configuration
many years ago.
The techniques used for making Houskeeper seals of the feather-edge
type have been described in several texts.1' 10■24 One generally speaks of
inside seals or outside seals, depending on whether the metal is on the
inside of the glass cylinder or on the outside, and there may also be inside
outside seals as illustrated in Figure 13.8. Such seals may be produced in
the manner illustrated in Figure 13.9.
On an inside-outside feather-edge seal, the glass on the inside generally
covers the taper twice as far as it does on the outside. The physical di
mensions of the feather-edge itself are quite critical; the thickness at the
edge should be from 1 to 2 mils, and a taper of about 5 degrees should
extend back from the edge until the wall is about 40 mils thick. These
dimensions will depend a great deal on the diameter of the tube and must
be chosen so as to form a practical compromise between strength and
elastic yield. Outside tapers may be rolled or machined against a steel
arbor, and the excess material cut off with a sharp steel roller. Inside tapers
may be ground, but they are less common. Table 13.5 gives the typical
dimensions of different commercial Houskeeper seals after Düsing.25 It will
be noticed that the angle of the taper can be changed to larger values as
the distance from the edge increases in order to avoid an excessive length
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Figure 13.8. Various tubular Houskeeper seals, (a) Inside seal; (b)Outside seal;
(c) Inside-outside seal; (d) Push-in or edge seal.

Figure 13.9a. Schematic outline of the production of an inside-outside tubula
Houskeeper seal by prebeading of the feather edge.

Figure 13.9b. Schematic outline of the production of an inside-outside tubular
Houskeeper seal by a combination of centrifuging and spading.
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Table 13.5. Typical Dimensions
Thickness of the taper—
Diameter of the
1 mm distance from
copper ring (mm)
the edge (mm)

10
11-50
51-100
101-125

0.08
0.08
0.12
0.14

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

of

Commercial Hocskeeper Seals*

Taper of the
feather edge (mm/mm)

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.06

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

Width of glass
coating (mm)

2.5
3.0
3.5
4.5

+
+
+
+

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

* After Düsing.26 Courtesy Telefunken A. G.

of the tapered section; 0.375 in. is about the shortest length within which
one can accommodate a Houskeeper seal. Short seals are especially desirable
in high-frequency tubes to minimize induction losses. It is also important
to avoid electrical field concentrations at the copper edge, and guard rings
are therefore an indispensable requirement whenever such seals are used
in the presence of high voltages.25
The surface of the copper at the feather-edge should be highly polished,
and it must of course be oxidized before the glass is attached to it; this is
usually done by heating the thicker portions of the copper tube with the
torch when the seal is made on the glass lathe, to prevent burning the thin
part of the feather-edge. The amount of oxidation is also critical, as ex
plained above. Some workers prefer to borate the copper by heating the
metal to a bright red heat and then immersing it immediately in a con
centrated solution of sodium borate; this is a sensitive test for the surface
condition of the copper; any impurities or contaminations will show up as
dark spots. A properly treated part will have a uniformly deep red to purple
sheen of cuprous oxide. McCarthy26 has described the details of cleaning
and borating copper for such seals.
In oxidizing copper disks, the author27 has found it convenient to utilize
induction heating in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide or nitrogen; he has
also found it advisable to have the copper disks hydrogen-fired after chemi
cal cleaning and to use the disks for sealing fairly soon after this treat
ment, preferably on the same day. The strength of such seals has been
materially improved by chrome plating by a procedure described by Davis.28
Feather-edge seals are necessarily weak in critical environments where
mechanical shock and vibration and corrosive atmospheres are encountered.
For this reason, many power tubes are now made with Kovar seals which
will be discussed later in this chapter. Many of the vacuum condensers are
still made with feather-edge Houskeeper seals. Disk seals are widely used
in microwave tubes of the lighthouse type, and most of the TR/ATR tubes
employ disk seals; these are made on the production line by induction
heating, and it may be in order to insert a section on this subject.
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Induction Seals

Conventional flame-sealing is performed by applying the heat from an
air-gas or oxygen-hydrogen flame to the glass and metal either by manip
ulating a hand torch or the fires of a glass lathe. Induction-sealing by radio
frequency heating (r.f.-sealing) produces heat in the metal part by creation
of eddy currents (E.C.-heating) when a copper coil carrying alternating
current of high frequency is placed around the seal assembly which is
vertically supported in a suitable fixture. If the metal has been previously
oxidized, the glass part may be in physical contact with the metal part at
the beginning of the heating cycle; but if oxidation of the metal and sealing
is performed in the same cycle, the fixture must provide for some slight
vertical movement so that the glass contacts the metal after the latter has
been oxidized. Heat is then transferred from the hot metal to the glass,
which will soften at the seal area and flow under gravity on the metal un
less a slight mechanical pressure is applied. This method lends itself par
ticularly well to the fabrication of disk seals. Figure 13.10 gives a schematic
outline of the procedure, which can of course be applied to multiple as well
as to single-disk seals. An array of thirteen apertured disks for an external
circuit travelling-wave tube made at the Stanford Electronics Laboratories
is shown in Figure 13.11.
While the principle of induction-sealing was suggested by Houskeeper,
this technique was not applied on a large scale to the production of various
types of microwave tubes until the beginning of World War II when
workers in England and the author in Canada developed the details of this
procedure.29-33
In making multiple-disk seals, it is advisable to use a flux concentrator
in conjunction with the induction coil so that the major part of the electro
magnetic field is concentrated in the plane of the disk. The concentrator
assembly can then be moved up or down along the stack, and any one
double-sided seal be made without excessively heating the previously made
seal. Such “eddy current concentrators,” “focus inductors,” or “applica
tors” have been described in the literature and also in a Technical Data
Bulletin by Kohl.34-40 Concentrators may take on various physical shapes,
as shown in Figure 12.9; they are useful not only for induction-sealing but
for induction-heating in general, for the purpose of brazing without over
heating adjacent parts, or for flashing of getters.
Induction heating has also been used for sealing glass components by
interposing thin copper rings as, for instance, in the case of sealing a stem
to a glass bulb;23’27■41 a method of sealing polished glass members by silver
plating their surface and heating the interface by induction heating has
been described by Bleuze and Dussaussoy.42
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C
Figure 13.10. Disk seals by induction heating.

Figure 13.11. 13-disk multiple seal. (Courtesy Stanford Electronics Laboratories.)
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Sometimes flame-sealing and induction-sealing are combined.33 When a
short glass ring is sealed to the metal disk by induction, thus laying down
an annular bead, the main glass member can then be sealed to this glass
bead on reheating the metal disk. This procedure permits closer control
over the oxidation of the metal in a controlled-atmosphere chamber.
Induction-sealing has many advantages over conventional flame-sealing
because the process can be mechanized to a high degree and thus be per
formed by unskilled labor. Apart from this economic factor, better control
can be exercised over the time-temperature cycle, and the uniformity of
the product thus be greatly improved. If the metal part has been pre
oxidized, the seals can be made in a neutral atmosphere, thus preventing
the oxidation of other metal parts which may be present. After completion
of the seal, the metal outside the seal area can be deoxidized by bubbling
the gas for the sealing chamber through methyl alcohol for a few seconds.
Robinson et aL^ have described an interesting technique for the introduc
tion of multiple leads into a glass tube by means of the copper disk seal
technique. As illustrated in Figure 13.12, radial slots (0.75 mm wide X 5
mm long) are punched into a copper disk and then swaged with a suitable
tool so that the edges of the slots take on a 20-degree taper. During this
operation, the width of the slots is reduced to less than 0.5 mm. After the
glass tubes are sealed to the copper in the usual manner, the copper disk
is cut along the periphery determined by the end of the slots showing on
the outside, so that separate sections result which can be utilized as current
leads.
Brief reference was made above to the possibility of sealing glass to glass
by induction heating when the end faces of the glass surfaces have been
metallized. Glass can be heated in any one of several ways, or by a combina
tion of them. The conventional flame heating imparts heat to the surface,
and adjacent areas then become hot by conduction. When the glass mem
bers to be joined are relatively thick, the surface temperature may have to
be raised to such a degree that the glass surface boils and loses volatile
components. Uniform heating throughout the body of the glass can be
achieved by dielectric heating, in which the glass is placed between the plates
of a condenser activated by a high-frequency alternating field in the mega
cycle range. On the other hand, if the glass is preheated to a temperature
where it becomes sufficiently conductive, a surrounding induction coil will
cause eddy currents that will heat the glass body as if it were metallic.
Another technique, known as electric welding of glass and chiefly de
veloped at Corning Glass Works,44'49 permits joining heavy-wall glass
members, or punching smooth holes, by causing conduction currents to
flow through the glass in confined regions. The area to be worked is pre
heated by sharp oxy-hydrogen flames which are connected to a source of
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Figure 13.12. Multiple leads by disk seal. After Robinson et al.i3 (British Patent
627,289)

high-frequency current. When the glass is hot enough to be conductive, the
two opposing torches are switched into the electrical circuit formed by the
conducting flames and the conducting glass. For tubular joints, the glass
members may be caused to rotate by supporting them in the chucks of a
lathe. Special r-f generators are required, which compensate for the wide
range of impedance encountered during sealing and produce square-wave
currents that seem to be most suited for this technique. The process has
found extensive commercial application.
The use of flames for preheating the glass can be circumvented alto
gether by passing a spark discharge between two electrodes along the sur
face of the glass in the region where heating is required. When the resistance
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of the glass becomes lower than that of the air gap along the surface, the
discharge path will move into the body of the glass and effect uniform
heating.44 This technique has more recently been aDolied to the encapsula
tion of transistors as described by Whitney.49“
Sealing to Pure Metals
Platinum seals were used as early as 1821 by Davy, and they served
in Edison’s incandescent lamp in 1879, in the early x-ray tubes, and later
in electron tubes and lamps until more economical substitutes were devel
oped. The thermal expansion coefficient of platinum is 90.0 X 10 7/°C,
a value which lies close to that of the soft glasses for which the expansion
coefficient ranges from 89 to 91 X 10~7/°C. A special technique for sealing
platinum to chemical Pyrex brand glass Code 7740 was described by
Wichers and Saylor60 and also by Kraus.61 While ordinary lead seals to
soft glass employ platinum in the form of wire, seals to hard glass, as de
scribed by these authors, utilized platinum tubing to minimize the strains
that would ordinarily develop between hard glass and platinum. Such seals
stood up satisfactorily if the outside diameter of the platinum tube was at
least twelve times its own wall thickness; in the particular case described,
the platinum tubes were 2 mm in diameter and had a wall thickness from
0.075 to O.t5 mm. Such tubular seals take advantage of the principles
embodied in Houskeeper seals and require that the metal have a sufficiently
low yield point—a condition which is well satisfied by copper and platinum.*
In the next chapter, seals of molybdenum tubing sealed through ceramics
will be described.
Copper seals were, until quite recently, possible only in the form of
Houskeeper seals, as described earlier in this chapter. In 1958, both the
General Electric Company, Ltd., at Wembley and Corning Glass Works at
Corning, New York, announced the availability of high-expansion glasses
which match copper and are supplied in the form of rod, powder, or sin
tered beads. The G.E.C. glass bears the code “C.S.G.3 Copper Sealing
Glass,” and the Corning glass is known under the designation “7295 Copper
Sealing Multiform Glass.” Table 13.6 gives some of the characteristics of
these glasses.
According to Oldfield,61“ the main application of C.S.G.3 glass is the
hermetic sealing of electronic components, such as crystal diodes, where
the use of copper conductors as lead wires, instead of the nickel-iron or
iron-nickel-cobalt alloy leads sealed to conventional glasses previously
employed, has permitted higher power ratings to be obtained without
harmful heat dissipation within the sealed units. This glass may also be
* Rawson52 has pointed out that the equation given by Wichers and Saylor for the
radial stresses at the metal-to-glass interface in a seal of this type is not correct.
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Table

13.6.

Thermal expansion/°C
Working point (°C)
Softening point (°C)
Annealing point (°C)
Strain point (°C)
Density (g/cc)
Log resistivity
Log resistivity (350°C)
Durability in water

Characteristics

of

Copper-Sealing Glasses

C.S.G.3

7295

176 X 1(F7 (20-480)

154 X IO*7 (25-300)
655
465
366
344
2.56
6.78 (250°C)
5.01
0.05 (like 0080)

570
430
2.78
11.1 (100°C)
5.2
like X8

Figure 13.12(a). Three seals to bulk copper made with CSG3 glass confronted
with a conventional feather edge seal (M 1765) at lower right. (Courtesy The General
Electric Company, Ltd., Wembley.)

sealed to high-expansion stainless steel, so that combination seals of copper
and steel may be made when it is preferable to use copper for the conductor
while employing steel for the housing, where good mechanical strength is
required (Fig. 13.12a).
Nickel seals also have not been known until recently when a nickelsealing glass was announced by G.E.C. under the code NSG2 (February
1958). It is a high-expansion glass that may also be used for alloy steels with
similar expansion characteristics. Electrical insulation, durability, and
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Figure 13.12(b). Upper row: Three electron devices encapsulated by copper shells
to which leads are sealed with CSG3 glass. Lower row: Nickel-to-glass seal with
NSG3 glass at center, sintered beads of CSG3 glass at either side. Enlargement: 2X
(Courtesy The General Electric Company, Ltd., Wembley.)

working properties are said to be good. The rapid annealing range is from
500-450°C and the preferred upper annealing temperature for the rapid
annealing of small glass-to-metal seals is 490°C (Figure 13.12b).
“Seals made with an oxide-free interface between the glass and metal
are very weak. Oxide seals which show a ‘gherkin’ green color owing to a
tenacious layer of nickelous oxide are strong and vacuum-tight. Prior to
the preparation of the seals, the nickel should be cleaned in a cold nitricsulfuric acid mixture consisting of 900 ml distilled water, 750 ml sulfuric
acid, 1000 ml concentrated nitric acid, and 50 gm sodium chloride, until
the metal gases freely. All traces must then be removed with water. After
rough drying, the nickel is cooked in wet hydrogen at 1050°C for about 30
minutes. Preoxidation of the nickel is carried out by heating it in a reduc
ing hydrogen flame to approximately 1000°C for a few seconds followed
by cooling in air to about 650°C. The preferred oxide is formed during cool
ing. The sealing of the glass to the prepared nickel is then carried out with
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an oxidizing flame at a working range from G50-750°C. To avoid embrit
tlement of the nickel, sulfur-containing flames should not be used.”*
Iron seals, like those previously mentioned, require high-expansion
glasses of which several are listed in Table 13.3. Pure iron is rarely used
for electron tube seals, but the various steels fall into the same category
and find application in a variety of electronic devices which are hermetically
sealed for exclusion of atmospheric moisture.
“With pure iron and with those alloys which are easily oxidized during
glassing, it is recommended that the metal components should be chromium,
copper, or nickel-plated before sealing. Alternatively, a nickel ‘dip’ made
by dipping a clean, grease-free component into a hot nickel ammonium
sulfate aqueous solution may be used. It is often beneficial to decarburize
the surface of irons and steels before glassing to avoid seals having bubbles
at the metal-glass interface. This may be carried out by heating the com
ponent in wet hydrogen at approximately 1000 to 1050°C for a short period;
30 minutes is usually satisfactory before treatment with nickel, copper, or
chromium.
“Glass-to-metal seals in which much iron oxide is present at the interface
due to over-oxidation are usually porous, and must not be used when
hermetic seals are needed. The chromium, copper, and nickel-treated seals
are hermetic; the chromium-treated seal makes an unusually strong glassto-metal bond.
“An alternative technique is to use preoxidized seals to a predetermined
and controlled amount of oxidation and to effect glassing in an inert at
mosphere.”*
Seals comprising iron, low-carbon steel, and stainless steel are commonly
used for terminals, instrument housings with high-voltage feed-throughs,
and enclosure of crystal diodes, wherever a “hermetic seal” is required to
exclude the harmful effects of the atmosphere, or maintain a protective
filler gas within the enclosure. In the manufacture of ignitrons, thyratrons,
and high-powcr, gas-filled rectifiers, where the housing often is made of
steel, the need for suitable seals to insulate the electrodes is evident.
Instead of trying to match the expansion coefficients of the seal com
ponents, such as the metal housing (1), the current lead (2), and the insulat
ing glass button (3), in the case of a straight feed-through (Figure 13.13a),
compression seals are frequently used. The steel ring (1), which may be
part of the housing, is chosen of sufficient thickness (~3 mm, or more)
* Quoted text material on copper, nickel, and iron seals has been extracted from
the respective bulletins on sealing glasses issued by the Research Laboratories of the
General Electric Company Limited, Wembley, Middlesex, England (1957/1958), with
the Laboratory’s kind permission.
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Figure 13.13. Examples of glass compression seals, (a) simple rod seal, (b) mul
tiple rod seal, (c) excentric rod seal. After Adam52b and additional data submitted
to the present author. (Courtesy Lancashire Dynamo Nevelin Ltd., England.)

that no plastic deformation occurs in the temperature range encountered
during operation of the device, and the glass (3), which has a lower thermal
expansion coefficient than the outer ring, is thus kept in compression at all
times. This condition must be fulfilled regardless of whether the central
conductor is matched to the glass, or made of the same material as the sur
rounding pressure ring. In the latter case, (ai = a2 > as), the tension which
would result at the interface between rod and glass button on cooling must
be compensated by an additional compression increment calling for added
thickness of the ring.
Multiple-lead headers, (Figure 13.13b), or eccentric leads (Figure 13.13c),
can be made on this principle. The design principles of such compression
seals have been given by Adam52“ and Adam, Espe, and Schwarz-Bergkampf.52b While the fabrication of such seals follows more or less conventional
techniques, it has been pointed out by Fischer62“ that oxidation of the
metal surfaces is not a necessary prerequisite for the attainment of vacuumtight pressure seals, which thus can be made in a neutral or reducing
atmosphere.* In practice, oxide seals are usually made. Pressure seals are
mechanically rugged, withstand temperature-cycling, as long as the entire
seal is heated or cooled in such a way that the temperature is kept higher
at the center than on the outside ring—a condition which naturally results
in the operation of feed-throughs. It has not been possible, so far, to stand
off voltages in excess of 5000 v because, regardless of size, the electrolytic
decomposition of the glass at the inner conductor sets an upper limit.
Tungsten seals readily to special hard glass as indicated in Table 13.3,
* Personal communication from Dr. H. Adam.
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and wide use is made of this material for lead seals in power tubes. The
methods of production for such lead seals are straightforward and involve
chemical cleaning, oxidation and beading, after which another chemical
cleaning operation must follow to remove the oxide layer outside of the
glass bead. The main seal is then made between the beading glass and the
glass stem. A number of pitfalls exist, however, which make tungsten seals
most unreliable unless special precautions are taken. The difficulties are
twofold. The tungsten rod or wire may be of an inferior quality and may
contain cracks and fissures that lead to gas leakage after the seal has been
made. Microscopic inspection of tungsten rod and bend tests on wires may
be used to discover such defects.63 In general, such faulty wire will be dis
carded, but there may be cases, especially in the laboratory, where the wire
must be salvaged for economic reasons, or where the inspection methods are
not trusted, and a second line of defense is needed rather than taking the
risk of having a very expensive tube fail on account of a leaky seal.
Reimann66 has described a method by which cracks and fissures in tung
sten rod or wire can be filled with copper. After cleaning the tungsten
chemically, preferably by immersing the barely red-hot tungsten in a solu
tion of sodium nitrite several times in succession, the rod is copper-plated
in a bath consisting of 160 gm copper sulfate, 28 gm sulfuric acid and one
liter of water using a current density from 25 to 35 ma/cm2. After rinsing
thoroughly in distilled water, the plated wire is hydrogen-fired at 1130 °C
for 10 to 15 minutes. This treatment will permit the copper to flow into the
cracks and also leave a firmly adhering film of copper on the surface of the
rod, which is then built up to a thickness of about one mil by further plat
ing, and again sintered by hydrogen-firing. The copper is then borated and
ready for beading with a suitable sealing glass. As the presence of copper
increases the radial expansion of the rod, a glass of slightly higher expansivity
has to be chosen than would be the case in the absence of copper.
The other cause of leaky seals is the chemical instability of the oxide
layer between metal and glass in the presence of water vapor at elevated
temperatures, such as may be encountered in tropical climates. There is no
way of detecting such potentially leaky seals, as tubes made with them will
test vacuum-tight on a leak-detector and have a reasonable shelf life in
ordinary climates. These so-called “water leakers” caused a great deal of
difficulty during World War II, and the author well recalls being involved
in such epidemics. No solution to this problem was known at that time.
Both drawn tungsten wire and swaged tungsten rod give the same effects
which, in extreme cases, can be detected by immersing the tubes for a few
hours in water; but slower leakers will take several days’ immersion to show
the effect.57
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Partridge1 remarks that “tungstic oxide W03 often reacts with soda in the
glass to form the well-known tungsten bronzes which are complex sodium
tungstates of the type NaxWO3, where x does not exceed unity. The
color varies with the proportion of soda present, and this may be responsible
for the characteristic color of tungsten-glass seals. This tungsten bronze is
soluble in hot water so that seals in which it is present are likely to leak
when exposed to hot, humid conditions. The presence of sodium tungstate
can be avoided by using an alkali-free glass.” Trebuchon and Kieffer20 also
refer to the adverse effects of humid atmospheres on the quality of seals
in general. It has been suggested by these authors that flame-polishing of
the glass surfaces near the seal is a means of overcoming water leakage
effects. Davis58 has described a technique which improves the strength of
seals made from many different metals and alloys, and particularly refers
to the complete elimination of water leakage on tungsten seals when plating
the surface of the tungsten rod or wire with nickel to a thickness of 2.5
microns and then with chromium, also to a thickness of 2.5 microns. The
double-plated surface is then subjected to a diffusion treatment in dry
hydrogen at 1200°C for about five minutes. Some embrittlement of pure
tungsten occurs during the diffusion treatment at 1200°C owing to re
crystallization. This embrittlement may be avoided by using thoriated
tungsten or silicated tungsten; the former is better for maintaining ductility.
Taylor and Fincke58“ have also reported work on this problem.
Molybdenum seals to matching glasses have not been too common in
the tube industry until the past few years, and, even now, they are used
only on special tubes and not in mass production. The widespread use of
very thin molybdenum members in fused silica-to-metal seals will be de
scribed in a later section (page 461). The availability of aluminosilicate
glasses which seal to molybdenum and have a softening point between 900
and 1000°C has made the use of molybdenum seals interesting to the
designer of microwave tubes because improved performance of the tube
can be obtained as a result of the more thorough outgassing treatment near
700°C to which these glasses can be subjected. Bell and Hillier59' 60 have
described the techniques by which these seals are being made, and the
following remarks are taken from their papers.
“Molybdenum begins to oxidize at 200°C, and at 400°C readily forms
the trioxide, which is volatile at around 800°C. Thus, large seals to molyb
denum cannot be made in air. Nitrogen also is an unsuitable atmosphere,
since it dissolves in molybdenum, slowly at 600°C and very rapidly at
1200°C. The resulting compound is brittle and useless for further work.
These difficulties can be overcome by making the seal in an inert at
mosphere, e.g., one of the rare gases. Dry-cylinder argon was used to make
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the seal by heating the components by means of eddy-current heating in a
gas-tight bell jar.
“The metal is prepared for sealing by furnacing in wet hydrogen at
900°C, and deplating the edge to be glassed. It is then oxidized at 580°C
for five minutes in air or oxygen.
“In sealing, the temperature of the metal is raised gradually. At 800°C,
the trioxide evaporates or is reduced to the dioxide, a thin layer of which
remains. At 1000°C, the glass is plastic and at 1200°C it wets the metal
satisfactorily in about three minutes. Prolonged heating decomposes the
glass and/or dissolves off the oxide layer. The rest of the metal is now covered
with the dioxide, which is practically impossible to remove chemically. The
seal can however be annealed in cracked ammonia by cooling slowly from
780°C for glass Type C37,* at the same time reducing most of the exposed
oxide to the metal. The outside of the seal is unaffected. Some strain re
mains in the glass after annealing because of the difference in expansion
coefficients between glass and metal.
“Molybdenum wires can be beaded in air, since the glass tends to protect
the wire from overoxidation. If the wires subsequently suffer prolonged
heating at 1200°C in air, however, as is necessary to make a glass pinch,
they must be plated with a two and one-half mil thick protective layer of
chromium, which is diffusion-bonded to the molybdenum by furnacing at
1200°C in dry hydrogen for five minutes. Even so, some molybdenum
diffuses to the surface during sealing, oxidizes and evaporates, and the
pinch must be cleaned afterwards to obtain high insulation. In pinch making
the glass should be heated slowly in the oxidizing tip of a bushy oxygen
air-gas flame to avoid decomposition.”59
At a bake-out temperature of 700°C, molybdenum and other metals are
noticeably pervious to most gases, especially hydrogen and nitrogen, and
it is thus desirable to provide a protective vacuum of the order of 10-5
Torr during the bake-out process. This requirement is a severe limitation
to the practical application of these high-temperature glasses on a larger
scale, but is nevertheless worth while.
A number of aluminosilicate glasses for molybdenum sealing have be
come available from different manufacturers since the end of World War
II and are undergoing gradual refinement. For a time, the British glasses
of this type seemed to have advantages over comparable glasses available
in U.S.A., so that various laboratories went to the trouble of importing
them. Table 13.7 lists some of the properties of these glasses, their composi
tions, and code numbers. The great emphasis on high-temperature tubes,
be it for operation in high ambient temperatures, or to make better tubes
* Manufactured by British Thomson-Houston Co. (see Table 13.3).

Table 13.7. Properties of Aluminosilicate Glasses*
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Code

C46

H26X

B.T.H.
42.5(50-400)

B.T.H.
43 (50-400)

G.E.C.
46(50-400)

—

—
—
—

—
1100

1200

—.

775

—

790
5.9(lMc)

—
4.2(35kMc)
—•
0.19(25°C-lMc)
—

0.9(35kMc)
Dielectric loss factor,%
Log resistivity
Index of refraction
Specific gravity
Stress - optical coeff.
mji/cm/Kg/cm!
Sealing metal

—

—
12 (300 °C)

U.9(300°C)

—

—
2.55

—

2.62

—

Corning Glass Works
48.(0-300)
42(0-300)

—
—
—

—

726
.—
4.1(35kMc)
—
0.08(lMc)
1.2(35kMc)

715
6.3 (IMc)
0.37(25°C-lMc)

—
16.6(100°C)
11.6(300°C)
9.0(500°C)
1.535
2.30

—•

—
11.4(250°C)
9.4(350°C)

—
—
910
709
6.4(lMc)
6.19(8.5kMc)
0.15(25°C-lMc)
0.5(350°C-lMc)
2.0(500°C-lMc)
0.69(25°C-8.5kMc)
—
14.1(250°C)
11.7(350°C)

—
2.53

NOTES
(1) Manufacturers: B.T.H.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby, England
G.E.C.—The General Electric Company, Ltd., Wembley, England
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
Kimble Glass Company (Owens-Illinois), Toledo 1, Ohio
* For the composition of some of the glasses listed above see Table 1.2.

Kimble
42.(0-300)

1210

—
—

755
6.25 (IMc)

0.2(25°C-lMc)

1.2
11.5(350°C)

—

1.55
2.58

—

2.8

2.63

—

EE-2

1723

1710/1720
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Manufacturer11’
Thermal expansion eoefficient, X 10"7 °C
Working point, °C
Flow point, °C
Softening point, °C
Annealing point, °C
Dielectric constant at
25°C
Power factor (%)

C37
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for normal operation by baking them at high temperatures on the pump,
has greatly stimulated interest in these glasses, especially for microwave
tubes where they compete with ceramics as an envelope material.
In order to minimize the objectionable “boiling” of the glass on the
one hand, and excessive oxidation of molybdenum, to which the glass is
frequently sealed, some precautions are necessary in making such seals.
“A simple, effective method for preventing reboil during flame working
of certain glasses has been developed by Corning Glass Works Research
Laboratory. The procedure consists of bubbling the gas through solutions,
which results in material being carried into the flame.
“1. Methyl Borate. A 5% solution of boric acid in methyl alcohol is used.
The gas for the burner is bubbled through this solution. This is particularly
effective in preventing reboil of Code 8161 glass and partially effective in
the case of Codes 1710, 1720, and 1723.
Note that the boron causes the flame to have a green color.
“2. Ethyl Orthosilicate. Use of this compound is effective for 1710, 1720,
and 1723. If all the gas to the burner is bubbled through this fluid, too
much material is carried into the flame. The optimum quantity can be
added by dividing the gas flow and bubbling only part of it through the
fluid. In work in the Laboratory, satisfactory results were obtained when
0.15 liters per minute of treated gas and 1.1 liters per minute untreated gas
were mixed and delivered to the burner. This corresponds to 1.7 milligram
of silica (6 mg. of the ethyl orthosilicate) per liter of gas.” (Communication
from Corning Glass Works)
Molybdenum can be protected against oxidation by forming a coating of
molybdenum disilicide or chromium oxide according to methods described
by Stan worth “1“ and Rawson.60b This can be achieved by placing the
molybdenum part in a stream of hydrogen saturated with silicon tetra
chloride at 1000-1200°C, or by packing the metal in silicon powder in a
molybdenum boat and exposing it for 30 min. at about 1000°C to a mixture
of H + HC1, according to Rawson.60b He reports that wires coated in this
manner and made into bead seals withstood exposure to air at 1400°C for
several hours. “Chromising” was achieved in a similar manner at 1100°C
for 60 min. when the wires were packed in a mixture of chrome and alumina
powder, the latter being added to prevent sintering of the chrome powder
into a solid mass which would prevent easy removal of the wires from the
boat.
In the manufacture of mercury-arc power rectifiers of the grid-controlled
type, borosilicate glasses (“Kodial”*) are used on a commercial scale,
* Kodial is the trade name for a borosilicate glass manufactured by Plowden and
Thompson, Limited, Worcester, England. The chemical composition of this glass is
very similar to entry number 21 in Table 1.2 (page 24).
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according to Adam.* Seals of molybdenum rods, ranging in diameter from
2-10 mm, are made in a more or less conventional way in the open atmos
phere, like tungsten rod seals, where a close-fitting glass tube protects the
molybdenum against excessive oxidation. This bead is then provided with
a rim by wrapping “Kodial” around it, and the assembly sealed into a
“Kodial” glass envelope. The working temperature during sealing ranges
from 1100-1150°C, and the interface of a satisfactory seal has a mattbrown, but not dark-brown, color. The presence of milky streaks, or spots,
on a dark-brown background indicates excessive oxidation and inclusion of
molybdenum tri oxide fumes; such seals are culled out. In making seals with
rods larger than 5 mm dia., it was found advantageous to anneal the rods
in hydrogen or vacuo at about 1000°C before glassing. The operating
temperature of such rod seals, up to the largest diameters, is given as 200°C.
Cup or ring seals, ranging from 40-70 mm in dia., with a wall thickness
from 1.2-1.5 mm and 26-31 mm depth, are being made, according to
Adam, by the following method. Again, no protective atmosphere is used,
but excessive oxidation prevented by exclusion of air. Figure 13.14 shows
the arrangement by which a ring bead (1) is attached to the chamfered
periphery of the molybdenum cup (2). The glass ring is formed from a rod
4-5 mm dia. and ground flat on one side. The cup has been preoxidized.
The ring is placed on a groove in the graphite block (3), an iron weight (4)
put on the cup, and the assembly enclosed by a suitably shaped graphite
cup (5). The seal is then made by induction-heating in a carefully controlled
temperature-time cycle. After cooling to about 400°C, the graphite parts
can be removed, and the seal left to cool in air. No further annealing is
necessary before attaching the beaded cup to a glass tube by conventional
methods on a glass lathe. The finished seal is then annealed at 530°C.
Such seals resist temperature shock, as evident from the method sug
gested for the removal of remaining oxides from the inner surface of the cup.
A few lumps of sodium nitrate are placed in the cup, which is then heated
over a small flame to cause the crystals to melt at about 400°C. The liquid
NaNO2 can then be swirled around to cover the inner surface of the cup
and clean it by chemical action. After cooling, the nitrite is dissolved in
hot water, and subsequent rinses in distilled water and acetone complete
the cleaning operation in the usual manner.
It is worth noting that many of the aluminosilicate glasses can also
readily be sealed to “Kovar.” The techniques outlined above have been
successfully applied to the construction of travelling-wave tubes both at
the Stanford Electronics Laboratories and at the Sylvania Microwave
* Personal communication from Dr. H. Adam of Lancashire Dynamo Nevelin Ltd.,
Hurst Green, Oxted, Surrey, England, to whom the author is indebted for furnishing
a detailed description (in German) of the methods used in making such seals.60'
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Figure 13.14. Method for the production of cup or ring seals between alumino
silicate glass and molybdenum. After H. Adam. (Courtesy Lancashire Dynamo Nevelin
Ltd., England.)

Component Laboratories where the present author initiated their use. The
special techniques for the deep-drawing of molybdenum were described by
Duckworth and referred to in Chapter 10.
Titanium and zirconium seals have been described in the literature
and have found application in the laboratory in special cases where more
conventional seals could not be used. Corak and Wexler61 describe a tubular
zirconium seal to Corning type 7052 glass where the zirconium tube was
1 in. OD X 1 /32 in. wall for use at liquid helium temperatures. Reference
is made to E. A. Gulbransen of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories
and D. M. Wroughton of the Westinghouse Atomic Power Division as
having first demonstrated the usefulness of zirconium-to-glass seals at
elevated temperatures. Taylor62 described a flux for glass-to-tantalum or
zirconium seals to Corning typo glasses 7052, 7720, and 7740. Rawson and
Denton63 have tested the sealing properties of titanium and zirconium.
Bead seals (6-mm dia. on 1-mm dia. wire) to various BTH
*
glasses were
* The British Thomson-Houston Company, Limited, Rugby, England.
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Table 13.8. Comparative Strength Tests
Sealing combination

Zirconium—C.40 glass
Titanium—C.77 glass
Titanium—C.78 glass
Nilo K—C.40 glass
Nilo 475—C.12 glass

on

Glass-to-Metal Seals63

No. seals
tested

Mean breaking
load (lb.)

Coefficient
of variation

8
9
6
5
6

96.4
109.0
109.6
85.0
69.3

6.4
1.3
1.0
4.8
6.5

Figure 13.15. Retardation-temperature curves for bead seals of a) C40-zirconium
(b/a = 7.6); b) C77-titanium (b/a = 7.5); c) C78-titanium (b/a = 7.9); d) C9-tungsten (b/a = 6.2); After Rawson and Denton.63 (Courtesy Institute of Physics, Lon
don.)

subjected to a shearing force, and the breaking load in pounds observed,
as shown in Table 13.8, where comparative values for “Kovar” (Nilo K)
and nickel-chrome-iron alloys (Nilo 475) are also shown (see page 409).
Figure 13.15 gives the stress retardation curves measured in a polariscope
where the light beam was passing axially through the section of the bead
near the interface between metal and glass, so that the retardation meas
ured was proportional to the sum of the hoop stress To and the radial
stress Tr. Titanium and zirconium wires from different sources show
markedly different behavior, and their expansion characteristic is altered
by heating the rods for five minutes in air at 1100°C, a treatment which
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Figure 13.16. Thermal expansion curves of various samples of titanium and zir
conium; a-e: Ti; d-e: Zr. After Rawson and Denton.63 (Courtesy Institute of Physics,
London.)

closely simulates the conditions encountered during the actual seal fabri
cation (Figure 13.16).
Satisfactory vacuum-tight seals made with zirconium and titanium wire
were obtained with no special treatment of the wire prior to sealing other
than rubbing it with fine emery paper to remove the drawing marks and
then heating for a few seconds in the flame. Such seals are of interest where
resistance to chemical attack or lack of ferromagnetism are required.
Iron alloy seals. Many of the various pure metals discussed in the pre
ceding sections have found extensive commercial applications, but none
of them is particularly suited for the economic mass production of softglass seals, either on account of excessive cost of the metal, as in the case
of titanium and zirconium seals, or on account of high fabrication cost and
mechanical weakness, as is the case of Houskeeper seals of the feather-edge
type. The need for wires, rods, and tubes that can readily be sealed to soft
glasses was satisfied by the development of a number of iron alloys which
will be discussed in the following sections. Nickel-iron, chrome-iron, nickelchrome-iron alloys seal to soft glasses, while a special nickel-cobalt-iron
alloy is widely used for sealing to hard glasses. These alloys have expansion
characteristics which closely match those of the glasses with which they
are used, and they can be used in bulk without the need for feather edges.
The alloys mentioned can be economically produced in quantity while
maintaining the necessary close control over their composition; they form
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in general a well-adhering oxide, and they have such electrical conductivity
as to make them useful as current leads without overheating. In highfrequency tubes, however, it becomes necessary to reduce the resistivity
of the alloy by applying a surface coating of a pure, highly conducting metal
such as gold, silver, copper, or chrome.
It has been suggested by Wroughton and Gregory64 that the poor elec
trical conductivity of nickel iron alloys for soft-glass seals could be im
proved by making wires and sheet, from which cups could be formed, from
a mixture of copper and molybdenum by powder-metallurgical techniques
and thus arrive at metallic members which have expansion coefficients
ranging from 88 X 10-7 to 111 X 10“7/°C—a range which would satisfy
seals to soft glasses. While this is an interesting approach, no doubt useful
in special cases, the fabrication is necessarily costly, and commercial seals
have not been made by this technique.
In distinction to pure metals, iron alloys have a nonlinear expansion
characteristic. Like glasses, these alloys thus have an inflection point, or
range, where the rate of elongation with temperature begins to increase,
as shown in Figure 13.17 for a number of nickel alloys. To avoid excessive
stresses, it is desirable that the inflection range of the alloy and that of the
glass to which it is sealed should coincide. A close approximation to this
condition is illustrated in Figure 13.18 where the photoelastic stress pat
tern of the seal is also shown. The temperature at which the inflection of
the alloy expansion characteristic occurs depends on the magnetic properties
of the material and lies near the Curie point where ferromagnetism is lost.
In addition to the proper location of this magnetic inflection, it is neces
sary that the temperature at which the iron component of the alloy under-

Figure 13.17. Thermal expansion curves for Fe-Ni alloys and some Corning
glasses. After Hull, Burger and Navias.90 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)
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Figure 13.18. Thermal expansion curves of Type 42 alloy and Type 1075 glass;
insert: photoelastic stress pattern of a single wire bead seal; the absence of stress
in the seal is demonstrated by the straightness of the interference lines crossing it.
After Hull, Burger, and Navias.90 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)

goes an allotropic transformation from the a-phase to the 7-phase (Ar3
point) lies outside the range of temperatures to which the glass seal is
exposed during fabrication and operation of the completed tube, i.e., — 50°C
to 600°C, approximately. If this condition is not satisfied, the expansion
curve is not reversible and will follow a different course on heating than
on cooling. Figure 13.19 illustrates this behavior for a nickel-cobalt-iron
alloy (“Kovar”) according to Scott.89 To ensure that the alloy is in the
7-state, it is advisable to subject the parts prior to sealing to an annealing
treatment, which well exceeds the Ar3 point, followed by slow cooling.
Nickel-iron alloy seals. The use of Ni-Fe alloys for seals with soft
glasses was suggested as early as 1897 by Guillaume.65 Fink 66 and Eldred67
introduced an alloy wire in 1911 which became known under the name
“Dumet”; this replaced platinum for lead seals used up to that time in
lamps and experimental tubes. “Dumet” wire, used in all soft-glass re
ceiving tubes up to the present time, consists of a 42-percent nickel-iron
alloy coated with a thin film of copper; it is made by fusing or welding an
alloy core into a copper tube with an intermediate sheath of brass. This
billet is swaged and then drawn into wire which is passed through a solu
tion of sodium borate. The final thickness of copper is about 0.5 mil, de
pending on the diameter of the wire, and the copper surface represents
about 25 per cent of the total weight of the wire. “Dumet” wire seals are
practical up to 40-mil diameter, but are rarely used above 20 mils in the
tube industry for seals with Corning glasses types 0010, 0080, and 0120. A
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Figure 13.19. Thermal expansion of an Fe-Ni-Co alloy not suitable for sealing
purposes; the Ar3 transformation point lies above room temperature. After Scott.89
(Courtesy American Institute for Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers,
Inci)

32-mil diameter wire will pass currents as high as 20 amperes. The sand
wich structure of the wire results in quite unusual expansion characteristics.
The longitudinal expansion coefficient of the wire is 65 X 10 7/°G, and the
radial expansion coefficient is 92 X 10“7/°C.n The large stresses which
would ordinarily be present in “Dumet” seals are taken up by the thin
copper sheath, in accordance with the principle applied later by Hous
keeper. “Dumet” seals are usually not fully annealed so that the glass is
left in longitudinal compression.68
Figure 13.20 gives a graph of the mean expansion coefficient (0-100°C)
for different weight-percentage compositions of nickel-iron alloys, as well
as a curve for the corresponding thermal conductivities. 69 It will be ap
parent from a study of Table 13.3 that the range of commercially available
sealing alloys of this type contains from 42 to 50 per cent nickel.
“42 alloy” is used in the electronic industry for receiving and transmittingtype tubes, x-ray tubes, cathode ray tubes, mercury arc rectifiers, and
ignitrons. Sealed instruments and radio components, hermetic seals, sealed
headlights for motor cars, and sealed refrigeration units, are other examples.
Hard-glass seals with “42 alloy” can be made by using a feather edge of
about 4 mil thickness, according to the technique described by Houskeeper
for copper seals.
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Figure 13.20. Thermal expansion coefficient a(0-100°C) and thermal conductivity
X for Fe-Ni alloys. After Espe and Knoll.69 (Courtesy Julius Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)

Nickel-iron alloys should preferably be heated to 950°C in hydrogen to
obtain a clean surface prior to sealing; this treatment also removes the
effects of cold work without causing excessive grain growth. Kingston,70
in his extensive investigation of Ni-Fe alloys for the development of pin
seals for “Loctal” tubes, found that pure Ni-Fe alloys are not suited for
this purpose because their oxide does not adhere well to the metal, but is
rich in nickel next to the surface of the metal and tends to be loose and
scaly. Hull, Burger, and Navias90 were not troubled with this difficulty
when using their particular “42 alloy,” which had additions of magnanese,
silicon, and carbon, and was sealed to a specially developed glass (G. E.
Type 1075) that had the following percent composition:
SiO2
34
B2O3
28
PbO
29
A12O3
7
Na20
2
There was a tendency, however, for lead oxide to be reduced, and for lead
to appear at the interface between metal and glass. By prebeading the
metal with a lead-free glass, such as Corning type 7060, or by coating the
alloy with copper or platinum which do not reduce lead oxide, this dif
ficulty was overcome. Small additions of one or more of the elements Cr,
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Co, Mn, Si, Al, or B had been suggested by Scott71 as beneficial for the
production of a more fusible oxide coating on nickel-iron alloys for softglass seals.
Foley, Alvord, and Easley72 have described the details of a method for
depositing a layer of silver on 42 Ni-Fe alloy for glass-to-metal seals, using
lead-free borosilicate glass, to prevent scaling during the annealing process
of cast bushings. To develop a surface which would participate in the glassto-metal seal and be resistant to the diffusion of oxygen, it was necessary
to cover the silver plate with a thin coating of indium.
More recently, Düsing73 has reported on a systematic study to find an
economically feasible sealing metal with a suitably improved surface to
reduce r-f losses encountered in microwave tubes. After investigating all
the various metals and alloys here under discussion, he chose a 54 Ni/46
Fe alloy (“Vacovit” 540) as the best compromise and thus was led to
accept soft-glass envelopes made of a 30% lead glass (Type M). Strain
measurements disclosed that disk seals made with this combination show
radial compression strains between room temperature and 180°C and
radial tension above this temperature. Of 628 disk seals tested, none showed
cracks. To improve the surface conductivity of the 54 Ni/46 Fe alloy disk
(20 to 40 mils thick), they were first plated with gold to a thickness of 5 to
6 microns and then with silver of 15 micron thickness. The power output
of tubes type 2C39 and 2C40 made with such seals was improved by 35
per cent, i.e., an increase from 11 watts to 15 watts.
Several observations made by Düsing in his paper should be of interest
to the reader of this book and are given here; others will be mentioned later
in this chapter in the appropriate sections. Silver coatings on the 54/46
Ni/Fe disks were not satisfactory by themselves
*
because they either
caused gas leakage between base metal and silver, or poor adhesion between
silver and glass. Silver is notoriously permeable to oxygen at elevated
temperature (a 0.2-mm thick silver layer will pass 3.6 X 16 2 cc oxygen
per square centimeter per hour at 625°C when a pressure difference of 1
atm is maintained75) so that oxidation of the base metal cannot be avoided
at the glass sealing temperature, and peeling of the silver coating results.
When seals were made in a nitrogen atmosphere, this difficulty was avoided,
but the mechanical bond between silver and glass turned out to be poor.
By applying an intermediate layer of gold, a barrier to oxygen penetration
to the base metal was provided, but enrichment of the silver layer with
oxygen from the atmosphere during sealing made for a tight bond with the
glass.
The base metal was decarburized by firing in wet hydrogen at 900°C.
* Contrary to the reports on this subject by Freedman.74
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Figure 13.21. Strain vs temperature curves for disk seals made with 30 per cent
lead glass (German Type M) to the following alloys: (a) 54Ni-46Fe (b) 42Ni-52Fe6Cr (c) 51Ni-48Fe-lCr (d) 49Ni-50Fe-lCr. After Düsing.73 (Courtesy Telefunken A .G.)

While this treatment effectively removes carbon from the surface layer, it
also causes a barely visible oxidation which must subsequently be removed
by an additional light etching treatment. If this precaution is not taken,
pores or blisters result on subsequent heat treatment of the plated surface,
or later in service.
Figure 13.21 gives the strains measured for the various alloys considered
by Düsing.73 Radial compression of the glass exists when the thermal ex
pansion of the metal is greater than that of the glass and vice versa. The
42 Ni/52 Fe/6 Cr alloy (b) thus shows the most favorable characteristic,
but was rejected because it cannot be electroplated very easily. In addi
tion, Düsing states that chrome alloys always show surface cracks on formed
parts which must be removed by finish grinding. Alloys (c) and (d) are
not acceptable because they show radial tension over the whole range of
temperature. Alloy (a), the one chosen by Düsing, represents a fair com
promise, particularly since it has no strain at the operating temperature of
the tube, which is stated to be 180°C. Silver-plated plain iron in combina
tion with an iron sealing glass76 was rejected as a possible choice for the
microwave tubes under consideration because the high alkali content of
the sealing glass makes for lower chemical stability in humid atmospheres,
and its heat shock resistance is lower than that of lead glass by virtue of
the higher thermal expansion (Table 13.3).
The permissible bake-out temperature of iron-sealing glasses (Corning
Types 1990, 1991) is also lower by as much as 70°C. The reader may wonder
why a hard glass was not chosen in combination with “Kovar.” To obtain a
seal of high electrical conductivity, gold plating seems to be the only
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practical surface coating. On account of the high rate of diffusion of gold
into Fe-Ni-Co alloys at the sealing temperature, the initial thickness of the
gold layer must be high (25 to 30 microns) if there is to be any gold left
in the glass-metal interface after scaling; this approach therefore is not
economically feasible.
Chrome-iron alloy seals. These alloys fall into the category of stain
less steels, as they contain more than 10 per cent chromium; they began
to be used as sealing materials in conjunction with soft glasses, particularly
in Europe, about 1930. Their properties were investigated by Bain77 and
Hidnert78. Several patents on chrome-iron sealing methods were issued to
the Philips Company in Holland from 1927 to 1934. The chromium content
ranged from 20 to 30 per cent, and small amounts of silicon, manganese,
and carbon were usually present. Twenty-eight percent chrome-iron will
retain without change its predominantly a-ferritic crystal structure when
heated to 1200°C and higher, and consequently will suffer no change of its
thermal expansion coefficient. Alloys with a chrome content lower than 26
per cent, on the other hand, change to the austenitic structure on heating
and retain it partly on cooling. This results in an increase of the thermal
expansion over a temperature range where the glass has already set and
cannot yield, thus causing the seal to fracture. This objectionable trans
formation to the austenitic phase can be suppressed by the addition of
varying amounts of aluminum, niobium, molybdenum, titanium, vanadium,
tungsten, and tantalum. AISI 430 Ti is an example of 17 % chrome iron
thus stabilized with titanium which is present to at least five times the
carbon content in order to tie up this free carbon as TiC. It is the presence
of carbon (as well as nitrogen and nickel) which brings about the trans
formation of a-iron to y-iron above 800°C.
During World War II, substantial quantities of a British high-frequency
pentode, Type VR 91 (Philips Type EF 50), were produced in the United
States and Canada ; this program familiarized tube workers on this continent
with the properties of chrome-iron alloys that were used in this particular
tube for pin seals with a special glass, Corning Type 0240. Kingston70 had
studied this material for the same application in “Loctal” tubes. With the
onset of large-scale production of television tubes with metal cones after
World War II, chrome-iron alloys found extensive application, and many
improvements were made in the techniques of producing large-area seals.79-83
Two specifications were issued by ASTM covering the use of chromium
iron alloy for sealing to glass;84’85 they concern two grades of chromium
iron alloys, one containing 28 per cent chromium and the other 17 per cent
chromium. Their chemical percent compositions are given as follows:
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Carbon, max.
0.25
Manganese, max.
2.00
Phosphorus, max.
0.040
Sulfur, max.
0.030
Silicon, max.
1.00
Chromium,
23 to 30
Chromium,
16 to 23
The procedure recommended for the determination of thermal expansion
characteristics of these alloys is as follows:
“The alloy shall be heated in air to 1200° ± 10°C and held for 15 min
utes at temperature, at the end of which time it shall be cooled continuously
to a temperature of 530° ± 10°C within a maximum period of eight minutes.
Upon further cooling from 530° ± 10°C to 30° ± 5°C, there shall be no
evidence of transformation as manifested by an abrupt discontinuity in the
cooling curve. In the latter range the coefficient of thermal contraction
shall not exceed 11.7 X IO 6 in./in./deg. C. (11.4 X 10“6 for the 28 per
cent alloy). If x is the length at 530° ± 10°C in inches per inch and y is the
length at 30° ± 5°C, then the coefficient of contraction, c, shall be calcu
lated as follows:
_
x — y
*
C “ y(Tx - Ty)

where Tx = temperature at which x was measured
Ty = temperature at which y was measured
Upon still further cooling from 30° ± 5°C to — 40°C the cooling curve shall
be free of evidence of transformation as indicated by abrupt changes.”
The 17-percent chrome alloy has greater ductility than the 28-percent
alloy and it is thus more suited to spinning of sheet in the production of
cones; it also is less costly than the 28-percent chrome alloy, and its cor
rosion resistance and resistance to thermal shock are superior. The slightly
higher thermal expansion of the 17-percent alloy which varies between
111 X 10 7 and 113 X 10-7 in./in./deg. C in the range from 30° to 500°C
is still entirely acceptable for sealing to a high grade of soda-lime window
glass as long as the metal surrounds the glass. Typical compositions of three
modified alloys which are commercially available are given in Table 13.9.
These high-chrome alloys are available under the tradenames “Sealmet 1,”
“Carpenter 27,” “AL Telemet,” “Dilver O,” and “Novar B,” as indicated
in Table 13.3. The standard designations in the United States are AISI
446, AISI 430, and AISI 430 Ti.
* Formula given here is a revised version suggested by R. H. Dalton.
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Table 13.9. Typical Chrome-Iron Alloy Compositions

Chromium
Carbon
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Nickel
Titanium
Aluminum
Silicon
Molybdenum

A
(%)

B
(%)

c
(%)

18.5
0.08
0.49
0.02
0.01
0.20
0.62
0.11
0.29

17.1
0.06
0.42
0.02
0.006
0.34
0.68

18.1
0.08
0.51
0.02
0.008
0.35

0.84
0.9

High-chrome alloys form a very firmly adhering green oxide layer when
heated to 950°C in wet hydrogen prior to sealing. Acid-pickling by im
mersion in 20 percent hydrochloric acid for about two minutes also brings
about oxidation. The electrical resistivity of this alloy is rather high, and
spot-welding is very difficult without first sandblasting the surface to re
move the outside layer. Silver-plating overcomes this difficulty, and glassing
operations can be carried out in the ordinary manner on silver-plated
chrome iron.72 Plain chrome iron cannot be brazed to copper in a hydrogen
atmosphere unless precautions are taken to remove the last traces of oxygen
from hydrogen gas. Brazing to nickel is less difficult.
Commercial production of faceplate seals for color television tubes (RCA
Type 21 GXP 22) utilizes the technique of applying a coating of powdered
glass (enamel frit) to the sealing land of the cylindrical top cap made of
AISI Type 430 (modified) stainless steel according to Rose97.
“The metal top-cap is prepared for sealing by alundum blasting the
scaling land and adjacent side wall to present a uniformly roughened and
cleaned surface. Following this, an enamel frit application is made by spray
ing a coating approximately 0.007 in. thick in the bisque. The frit is confined
to the sealing land and a narrow area below and serves as an intermediate
layer between the Type 430 alloy and the glass faceplate. The glazing oper
ation, in which the enamel is fired, is performed by placing the fritted
top-cap on a rotating turntable and heating by oxy-gas fires until the seal
ing land reaches a temperature of approximately 1100°C. At this point,
the enamel wets out as the top-cap is removed from the fire. A glazing is
performed as a separate operation to maintain close control over the sur
face defects and enamel thickness, which is held to 0.003 in. to 0.005 in.”
The faceplate, consisting of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company Teleglas
No. 3720, is then placed on the enameled sealing land of the top-cap and
sealed to the enameled surface by the application of fires, while being held
in controlled space relationship to the sealing land by means of three po
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sitioning pins that can be raised when the rim of the faceplate has been
softened in order to produce the proper seal contour. Many interesting
details of this operation as well as the analysis of the resulting strains are
described by Rose.
For a very detailed review article on all the various aspects of chrome
iron for glass-to-metal seals, process techniques, mechanical properties, and
examples of applications, the reader is referred to an article by Espe.86
Nickel-chrome-iron alloy seals. The sealing alloys discussed in the
preceding sections were found to be unsuited for the economical mass pro
duction of multiple-pin headers for receiving tubes when this type of struc
ture was under development (about 1940). Neither the 42-percent
nickel-iron alloy nor a 28-percent chrome-iron alloy could be readily sealed
to Corning Type 0010 glass without the introduction of dangerous strain
patterns. A fairly close match in expansion exists between 0010 glass and
the 48 to 60 percent nickel-iron alloys but, as mentioned above, the objec
tionable properties of their oxides resulted in leaky seals. Although Corning
Type 0240 glass had been successfully used with chrome alloy pins and 024
envelopes, as mentioned above, it was not acceptable for the production
of headers for regular receiving tubes because the electrical resistivity of
this glass is much lower than that of the proven 0010 or 0120 glass. It
furthermore does not match Corning Type 0080 glass which is generally
used for the production of receiving tube bulbs. Kingston70 thus extended
his search for a more suitable pin alloy that would satisfy all the required
conditions, which he enumerates as follows:
(1) “The expansivity of the glass and metal must match closely over a
given temperature range.
(2) “It should be possible to obtain a layer of oxide on the surface of the
metal which will adhere tightly throughout all processing involved in the
forming of the glass-to-metal seal.
(3) “This oxide coating must be of such a nature and thick enough to
prevent the formation of iron oxide or other loosely adhering oxide on the
surface of the metal during subsequent processing.
(4) “This oxide coating should dissolve (wet) mutually with the glass.
(5) “It is desirable that the oxide formed on the metal have a sufficiently
low electrical resistance to weld easily to other metals such as nickel and
iron by electric spot welding.
(6) “It is essential that the alloy for the glass-to-metal seal be a reversible
one insofar as elongation is concerned and that no thermal critical point
(allotropic transformations) occur in any temperature region to which the
finished article might be subjected.
(7) “The alloy should be comparatively low in cost and should have a
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TEMPERATURE C°C)

Figure 13.22. Thermal expansion curves for Ni-Fe and Ni-Cr-Fe alloys and Corn
ing Glass 0010. After Kingston.70 (Courtesy Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp.)

composition relatively easy to melt and capable of close reproduction in
commercial quantities.
(8) “The alloy must have physical characteristics which allow normal
hot and cold working without forming cracks, seams, or other mechanical
defects. Also, it should be capable of being processed to obtain different
degrees of hardness or ductility.”
These conditions were satisfied by an alloy which became known as
“Sylvania No. 4” alloy, or “Sealmet 4,” and other designations listed in
Table 13.3. The composition of this alloy is nickel 42 %, chrome 6 %, carbon
0.52 %, balance iron. The addition of chromium to the “42 alloy” raises its
expansion curve as shown in Figure 13.22 and thus brings it very closely
in coincidence with that for 0010 glass. Figure 13.23 shows the correspond
ing expansion curves for the seal partners Sylvania No. 4 and 0120 glass on
the one hand, and 28 chrome-iron and 0240 glass on the other. Sylvania
No. 4 alloy has a reversible expansion over the range of —75 to 1000°C
and forms a well-adhering protective layer of chromic oxide (Cr2O3) at
the surface. This surface oxide must be produced prior to seal making by
firing the alloy in a hydrogen atmosphere enriched with water vapor at a
temperature ranging from 1050 to 1250oC.x
Stanworth87 has further improved the composition of the alloy described
by Kingston in order to get a still better match to lead glasses. The fol
lowing illustrations are taken from his work in order to give a further
example of the portrayal of expansion characteristics of metals and glasses
by plotting the differential expansion. Figure 13.24 indicates that the stress

TEMPERATURE C°O

Figure 13.23. Thermal expansion curves for 28% Cr-Fe and Sylvania No. 4 alloy.
Also shown are the corresponding curves for Corning Glasses 0240 and 0120 which
match these alloys. After Monack.10 (Courtesy The Gage Publishing Company.)

Figure 13.24. Stress-temperature curves obtained with alloys containing 4% and
6% Cr, respectively. The 42Ni-6Cr alloy was available in wire form only; the results
for the lower three curves are thus given for the sum of the circumferential and
radial stresses in bead seals. After Stanworth.87 (Courtesy Institute of Physics, Lon
don.)
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Figure 13.25. Stress-temperature curves for a) Type C40 borosilicate glass to
Kovar-type alloy; b) Type C12 lead glass to 47Ni-5Cr-Fe alloy. (For glass types
C40 and C12 see Table A3.) After Stanworth.87 (Courtesy Institute of Physics, Lon
don.)

in a 42 Ni-6 Cr-Fe seal, cooling from the annealing temperature, increases
to a peak at about 300°C before decreasing to a very low value at room
temperature. In an attempt to find an alloy composition which would have
at least as good a match to lead glass as “Kovar” has to borosilicate glass,
Stanworth arrived at the alloy 47 Ni-5 Cr. Figure 13.25 gives the stress
temperature curves for these two metal-to-glass seals. It is evident that a
very good match to lead glass is obtained with the new alloy composition.
The interface of the seals made with this new alloy shows an olive-green
color, and adhesion of the glass to the metal is very satisfactory.
Figure 13.26 shows the effect on the stress-temperature curves when
varying amounts of chromium are added to a 47-percent nickel alloy, and
Figure 13.27 gives the results for the corresponding additions of chromium
to a 49-percent nickel alloy.
“It will be noted that the stress developing below about 470°C in all
cases passes through a minimum, then through a maximum, and then, in
some cases, through a second minimum. The more pronounced minimum
and maximum stresses at about 400°C and 275-375°C are caused respec
tively by the transformation in the glass contraction curve and the inflec
tion in the metal contraction curve at its Curie temperature. This is shown
diagrammatically for a particular case in Fig. 13.28. The higher rate of
contraction of the glass between H and G gives tension in the glass of the
sandwich seal at temperatures immediately below about 470°C because the
contraction of the glass is in this region greater than that of the alloy.
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Figure 13.26. Effect of chromium on 47% Ni alloy. After Stanworth.87 (Courtesy
Institute of Physics, London.)

Figure 13.27. Effect of chromium on 49% Ni alloy. After Stanworth.87 (Courtesy
Institute of Physics, London.)

Below G the contraction of the glass decreases, and the stress, therefore,
goes through a minimum, to become zero at F, but then passes through a
maximum at E, and becomes increasingly more tensile in the region EC,
because, once again, the glass is contracting at a greater rate than the
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Figure 13.28. Relation between expansion properties and the stress-temperature
curve. After Stanworth.87 (Courtesy Institute of Physics, London.)

metal. Below C the metal contraction increases so that the increasing
tensile nature of the stresses in the glass is arrested; the stresses through
out the whole range down to room temperature remain low.”
Davis88 has described a method by which the strength of seals made
with the various iron alloys can be materially improved, and failures due
to gas leakage completely eliminated. The technique consists in plating
the alloy pins to a thickness of 2.5 microns with nickel and then plating
onto the nickel an additional layer of chromium 2.5 microns thick. The
parts are then given a diffusion treatment in dry hydrogen at 1000°C for a
few minutes and then oxidized in air for a few seconds by passing a current
through the wire; short pieces of lead glass were then fused to the pins.
Nickel-cobalt-iron alloy seals. The need for an alloy that would seal
to hard glasses without requiring a feather edge and which, at the same
time, would lend itself to the fabrication of geometrical shapes such as
cylinders, sheet, and tubing was satisfied by the basic investigations car
ried out by Scott,89 Hull, Burger, and Navias,90 who developed the NiCo-Fe alloys known under the trade names “Kovar” and “Fernico.” Since
the original patents have expired, these alloys are now available from
different sources under a variety of trade names which are listed in Table
13.3. In England, the corresponding alloy is known as “Nilo K,” in France
as “Dilver P,” and in Germany as “Vacon.” These alloys contain from
17 to 18 per cent cobalt, from 28 to 29 per cent nickel, the balance being
iron; they are ductile and free from embrittlement under all conditions of
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TEMPERATURE DETEST

Figure 13.29. Plot of ultimate strength, yield strength, reduction of area, and
elongation vs temperature of test for “Kovar.” After Theilacker.92 (Courtesy West
inghouse Electric Corporation.)

ordinary use including heating and annealing in air, hydrogen, or rare gases,
and can be soldered, brazed, and welded.*
Graphs of ultimate strength, yield strength, reduction of area and elon
gation vs temperature of test are given for “Kovar” in Figure 13.29, accord
ing to Theilacker.92 The thermal expansion of “Kovar” in comparison with
that of copper, nickel, stainless steel, and SAE 1020 is plotted in Figure
13.30; the expansion of two “Kovar”-sealing glasses is given in Figure 13.31.
It is evident that “Kovar” matches Corning glasses Types 7052 and 7040
exceedingly well over the whole range of temperatures encountered in oper
ation and seal making.
Figure 13.32 shows expansion curves for “Fernico” and Corning glass
Type 7060; an insert shows the stress pattern for a wire-bead seal of 7.5
mm-dia. glass on a 2.5 mm-dia. “Fernico” wire. The lines in the stress
pattern are straight within one hundredth of the distance between two
* Physical characteristics of Kovar are listed in Table A5 in the Appendix.
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Figure 13.30. Thermal expansion curve of “Kovar,” copper, 18-8 stainless steel,
nickel, and SAE 1020. After Theilackcr.92 (Courtesy Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion.)

adjacent fringes; this indicates that the remaining stress after cooling at
the rate of one degree per minute is less than 0.02 kg/mm2.
To appraise the expansion match between glass and sealing alloy at the
sealing temperature, Hull, Burger, and Navias defined a “sealing point” as
the temperature given by the intersection of a straight line with a slope 15
percent greater than the average expansion coefficient between 0 and 300°C
of the glass with the actual expansion curve of the glass, and thus arrived
at a temperature which closely coincides with the temperature used for
sealing borosilicate glasses.
The metallurgical problems involved in the selection of a stable threephase alloy, such as “Kovar,” have been extensively treated in the litera
ture.91-94 The low expansion rate of hard glasses of the borosilicate type,
observed in the lower range of temperatures, as well as the much higher
expansion rate beyond the inflection point, must be matched by such an
alloy as closely as possible. In addition, it is important that the expansion
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curve be followed by the alloy in a reversible manner for increasing and
decreasing temperatures over the whole range of temperatures encountered
during sealing and in service, without discontinuities such as those charac
teristic of pure iron and iron-nickel alloys at the transformation from the

Figure 13.31. Thermal expansion curves for “Sealvac A” and Corning glass Type
7052. (Courtesy Vacuum Metals Corporation.)

Figure 13.32. Thermal contraction of Fernico and Corning glass 7060. The insert
shows the stress pattern of a test seal between these materials. After Hull, Burger,
and Navias.90 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)
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y-phase to the a-phase on cooling (Ar3 point) which were illustrated in Fig
ure 13.19 and described on p. 181. For a constant cobalt content, this y —> a
transformation is increasingly shifted to lower temperatures with increasing
nickel content and comes to lie at — 130°C for 28.5 per cent nickel in the alloy
(Figure 13.33). Figure 13.34 shows the expansion curve for “Kovar” over

Nickel %

Figure 13.33. Dependence of y-a transformation temperature in Fe-Ni-Co alloys
on nickel content. After Herrmann and Thomas.93 (Courtesy Dr. Riederer Verlag
GMBH-Stuttgart.)

Figure 13.34. Thermal expansion of “Kovar.” After Theilacker.92 (Courtesy West
inghouse Electric Corporation.)
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Cold-working of “Kovar”-type alloys enhances the 7 —ia transformation;
formed parts must thus be annealed above 700°C to restore the 7-phase.
The a-phase has a much lower electrical resistivity than the 7-phase, and
this fact can be used to follow the transformation by electrical measure
ments.
Processing of “Kovar” Parts. “Kovar” parts are available in a wide
range of standard sizes from commercial suppliers so that maching opera
tions are generally confined to cutting the part off to the length required.
Spinning is not recommended since there is danger of fracturing the metal.
Prior to seal-making, the machined parts must be carefully polished in the
area where the seal is to be made, and edges should be free from burrs. After
degreasing and chemical cleaning, the part must be annealed and decar
burized by firing in wet hydrogen at near 1000°C for about 30 minutes,*
and the glass-sealing operation should follow this treatment within a few
hours. A well-adhering oxide is produced on “Kovar” by heating it to a
temperature above 650°C in a slightly oxidizing atmosphere, and the glass
is applied to the oxidized surface in its plastic state by the application of
slight pressure. Details of the techniques used for sealing glass to “Kovar”
have been described in Bulletin 145 issued by Stupakoff Ceramic and Man
ufacturing Company! who formerly were the sole fabricators and distribu
tors of “Kovar,” which is produced by the Westinghouse Electric Corpora
tion.
“During the glass-to-metal sealing process, alloys of the nickel-ironcobalt type (Nilo K, Kovar) become heavily oxidised and it is necessary to
remove this oxide before further processing, such as electroplating, can
take place. The removal of this oxide without appreciable attack on the
underlying metal is not easy. Several methods have been put forward but
the following process has been found to be most reliable and effective.
“The glass-to-metal seal, freed of any grease, is immersed in Solution 1
until, on inspection, the metal is seen to be free of oxide. The time may
vary from 10-60 minutes depending on the thickness of the oxide. A rinse
in chromic acid solution will remove any smut remaining. Loss measure
ments on unoxidized Nilo K in Solution 1 at 75°C disclose a loss from the
surface of 0.0004 in. per hour.
“The addition of nitric acid to Solution 1 gives an etchant for oxide-free
Nilo K which produces a bright finish. This etchant (Solution 2) has found
use as cleaning pickle for nickel-iron-cobalt alloy prior to glass sealing
and an etchant for nickel components where an etched surface is required.
The optimum temperature is 60°C and the reaction is fairly vigorous. At
* Obviously, one cannot use graphite boats to support the Kovar parts in the
furnace!
t Now: Refractories Division, Carborundum Co., Latrobe, Pa.
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this temperature, 0.001 in. of alloy is lost from the surface per minute. A
10-30 second dip is usually adequate to produce a clean, bright finish;
again, the smut can be removed by a chromic acid dip.”*
Solution 1
Ferric ammonium sulfate
50 gm
125 ml
Sulfuric acid 1.84
Hydrochloric acid 1.16
150 ml
Water to make
1 liter
Temperature
60-80°C
Chromic acid
Chromium trioxide
100 gm
Sulfuric acid 1.84
30 ml
Water to make
1 liter
Solution 2
Ferric ammonium sulfate
50 gm
Sulfuric acid 1.84
30 ml
Hydrochloric acid 1.16
150 ml
Nitric acid 1.42
150 ml
Water to make
1 liter
When “Kovar” is oxidized on the glass lathe, the attainment of the
optimum thickness of the oxide layer is left to the judgment of the opera
tor. This variable can be eliminated by oxidizing the part in a furnace where
temperature and time of exposure are carefully controlled. The oxide layer
can then be protected from adverse effects of the atmosphere by spraying
onto it a layer of powdered glass to which the main seal can then be made
at any convenient time after storage. Figure 13.35 gives the results of meas
urements on controlled oxidation carried out by l’ask,95 according to which
excellent adherence of the glass to “Kovar” is obtained with a weight gain
of about 0.0003 to 0.0007 gram per sq. cm regardless of the temperature of
oxidation, w’hich could be 800°C for 17 minutes, 900°C for 3 minutes, 1000°C
for 1 minute, or 1100°C for one-quarter minute. The area marked in the
figure by a V-shaped dotted curve indicates conditions under which the
greatest tendency for oxide flaking exists.
The application of the powdered glass is described by l’ask as follows:
“Grinding of glass in any form to pass through a 200-mesh sieve con
stitutes the first step in the preparation of the glass for use in the powder
glassing method of making seals. A porcelain-ball mill is used to avoid con
tamination by iron. The composition of the ground glass is the same as
normally used for sealing to a given metal; for instance, Corning 7052 or
7040 for ‘Kovar.’
“The powdered glass is suspended in a suitable liquid, such as water or
alcohol. With alcohol, which has been used most extensively at Westing
house, a few drops of LiN03 solution in NH40H keep the glass particles
* According to Rain.9111 Reproduced with the kind permission of the Services Elec
tronics Research Laboratory, Baldock, Herts, England.
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Figure 13.35. Oxidation of “Kovar.” Time-rate curves are shown. Area inside
V-shaped dotted curve indicates conditions under which greatest tendency for oxide
flaking exists. After Task.95 (Courtesy '¡'he Institute of Radio Engineers.)

from settling out into a hard mass, thus enabling the suspension to be
easily dispersed after standing. The best ratio of liquid to solid is determined
by careful experimentation.
“The powdered-glass suspension is then applied to the oxidized ‘Kovar’
surface by spraying. The pressure of the spray is controlled by the viscosity
of the suspension and the shape of the piece. Pressures ranging from 10 to
40 pounds have been employed.
“If the powdered glass is to be applied by dipping or slushing, the sus
pension is adjusted to the proper viscosity and mobility to obtain the nec
essary thickness of coating. In either case the glass is restricted to the
desired areas by proper masking prior to application, or by brushing aft
erwards.
“The dried powdered-glass coating is then fused in an electrically heated
oven. 7052 and 7040 glasses produce a smooth coating by firing at 1000°C
for 6 minutes. The powdered glass can also be fused by fires or by induction
heating of the metal. ‘Kovar’-glass seals are fired in air since the rate of
oxidation of the ‘Kovar’ is slow in relation to the rate of fusion of the glass.
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For seals with copper, however, if oxidation during fusion is undesirable,
the firing would have to be carried out in a neutral atmosphere, since the
rate of oxidation of the metal is faster than the rate of fusion of the glass.
The fired pieces are removed from the heat and allowed to cool in air with
out any annealing. These powder-glassed parts are now ready for tube
assembly and can be stored indefinitely.
“The thickness of the fused-glass coating is not critical, but has ranged
mostly from 4 to 6 mils. The thinner coatings are generally preferred since
there is less tendency for pulling away from edges. Considerable amounts
of bubbles, seen with low-power magnification, are present. However,
these can be ignored, since no detrimental effects have been noticed because
of their presence.
“Afterwards, the sealing of the tube or bulb to the powder-glassed parts
becomes simply a glass-to-glass seal. Nothing is gained in temperature,
since just as much heat and ‘working’ are necessary to make the glass-toglass seal. The advantage lies in the fact that the seals are now protected
and extended heating will not affect them allowing the operator to work
on the seals without any time limitations, which is very important in some
cases.”
Edwards and Garoff96 report on the application of powdered glass by
using one part of 200-mesh Corning Type 7052 glass to 3 parts ethyl alco
hol by volume as follows:
“Spraying the powdered glass takes some practice if an even coating of
the desired thickness is to be obtained. A small DeVilbiss gun under 20 lbs
pressure of tank nitrogen, with the work 8 to 12 inches from the gun gives
the most satisfactory results. The first coat is light and wet and permitted
to dry only partially before the next coat is added. The 7052 powdered
glass should be used as soon as possible after it is ball-milled and sized, in
order to minimize the moisture absorbed by the glass. The mixture must
be stirred after every minute of spraying to maintain a uniform density of
the sprayed material. Methyl alcohol was found to be a very poor substi
tute for ethyl alcohol as a carrier for the powdered glass. However, Sylvania
has reported favorably on the use of ‘Isco Algin No. 117’* as a binder.”
The relatively high electrical resistivity of “Kovar” leads to circuit losses
and excessive heating of the glass at the joint, particularly in high-fre
quency applications. In order to minimize this effect, “Kovar” is frequently
plated with gold, silver, oi chrome. Turnbull98 describes a method where
“Kovar” parts are plated first with copper and then with a layer of chromium
and fired in a dry-hydrogen atmosphere; the parts are then oxidized by
firing in moist hydrogen, and sealing conditions were generally found to be
less critical for the plated metal than for unplated “Kovar.” An example
* Obtained from Innis Speiden and Co., 121 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.
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is given where the thickness of the copper plating was 0.0013 in. and that of
chromium plating 0.00005 in.
“Because copper has a higher thermal expansion coefficient than Kovar,
the copper plating in a high-conductivity seal is subjected to strain as a
result of temperature changes. The effect of the strain is relatively small in
directions parallel to the plated layer. The increase in thermal expansion
coefficient for sheet ‘Kovar’ caused by 12 percent copper cladding on either
side, measured in a parallel direction, was found to be 3 X 10~7 parts per
degree C, which represents a 6 percent change in the thermal expansion
coefficient of ‘Kovar.’ It is possible therefore that glass strains can be kept
low in seals to copper-plated or copper-clad ‘Kovar,’ particularly since the
stress necessary to deform the copper layer comes principally from the
Kovar, the material with the highest value of Young’s modulus, rather
than from the glass.
“In the direction perpendicular to the copper layer, however, the change
in thermal expansion coefficient is larger. Table 13.10 shows transverse
thermal expansion coefficients for ‘Kovar’ plated with various thicknesses
of copper. When these values were calculated, it was assumed that stresses
in the copper are continuously relieved; if the copper layer supports stress,
smaller values than those given are obtained. The effect of copper on trans
verse thermal expansion coefficient of ‘Kovar’ is an important considera
tion in the design of high conductivity seals.”
Table 13.11 gives average values of seal heating in terms of the r-f current
at 120 megacycles required to produce a rise in seal temperature of 40°C.
These values of current correspond to constant power input to the seal;
the currents squared give the relative conductivity of the seals.
“The r-f current required to raise the temperature of these high-conduc
tivity seals by 40°C is approximately 23 to 25 amperes per inch of seal
circumference at 120 megacycles. The average value required to produce a
Table 13.10. Computed Transverse Thermal-Expansion Coefficient
for Copper-Plated Kovar.*
Expansion coefficient
(parts per degree centigrade)

Relative amount
of copperf

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.15

Wire

Sheet

50
53.3
56.5
65.7
80.0
93.1

X
X
X
X
X
X

IO“7
IO“7
IO“7
IO“7
10“’
IO 7

50
53.3
56.4
65.3
78.7
90.2

X
X
X
X
X
X

IO7
10“’
IO"7
IO“7
IO“7
IO“7

* After Turnbull.98
f Thickness of plating/thickness of kovar (flat sheet). Thickness of plating/radius
of kovar wire (wire).
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Table 13.11. R-F Heating of Seals Made to Plated and Unplated Kovar.*
Plating thickness (inches)

Copper

Chromium

Gold

0.002
0.002
0.0015
0.0012
0.0008
0.0004
None

0.00002
0.00015
None
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
0.0001
No Plating

None
None
None
None
None
None
0.002

Current for
40°C rise in
seal temperature
tampers per inch)

24.5
21.1
24.3
26.1
22.9
17.1
24.9
4.3

* After Turnbull.98

similar temperature rise in unplated ‘Kovar’ seals is only 4.3 amperes per
inch. The plated ‘Kovar’ seals have a current carrying capacity more than
five times that of unplated ‘Kovar’ at 120 megacycles, and a conductivity
more than 25 times that of ‘Kovar’.”98
The copper-chrome-plated “Kovar” seals described by Turnbull appar
ently have not found widespread commercial application.73
Düsing26 remarks on the use of plated “Kovar” seals as follows:
“As the commonly used “Kovar” sealing glasses have a relatively high
softening point, it requires some care to preserve the conductive coating
during the glassing operations. In order to avoid the attack of the film by
gas flames, such seals will generally be performed by induction heating.
Copper and gold are more suited than silver for the protection of Kovar.
A gold film 30 microns thick will give good results after some experimenta
tion. It is not advisable to use much thinner gold films, say 5 microns thick,
as such thin gold films rapidly diffuse into the Kovar and partly into the
glass during the sealing operation and thus lose their effectiveness. In order
to prevent gassing of the gold films, which are applied by electrolysis, the
gold-plated “Kovar” parts are annealed for 2 to 3 minutes at 950°C. Fig
ure 13.36 illustrates the current-carrying capacity of three unplated and
three gold-plated “Kovar” butt seals at a frequency of 100 megacycles per
second. A “Kovar” washer was gold-plated to a thickness of 30 microns,
and a glass tube butt-sealed on each side. Silver-plated brass rods were
introduced on each end of the tubes and screwed together but separated
from the “Kovar” washer by a disc made from Calit.* High-frequency cur
rents up to 90 amperes were passed through the central conductors and
currents of the same magnitude were thus induced in the gold-plated ring.
It was possible by this arrangement to produce strong high-frequency cur
rents in the ‘Kovar’ ring without carrying the heat thus created away by
* “Calit” is a steatite ceramic produced by Hermsdorf-Schönberg Isolatoren
Gesellschaft, Hermsdorf, Thuringia, Germany.
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---- — RF Current at 100 Me

Figure 13.36. Effect of gold plating on the current-carrying capacity of “Kovar
seals.” After Düsing.26 (Courtesy Telefunken A.G.)

the presence of metallic contacts. Unplated seals cracked when 30, 35, and
36.5 amperes were passed through them, respectively, whereas the plated
seals could be operated at up to 90 amperes without cracking. The increase
in temperature was only 60 to 100°C. The different behavior shown by the
gold-plated seals can be explained by the varying thickness of the gold
plating.” (See also p. 438).
Silver chloride seals. A rather specialized technique for the sealing of
metals to soft and hard glasses takes advantage of the unusual properties
of silver chloride which is a plastic material but nevertheless has the prop
erties of metals; it behaves as an elastic material at low stress levels at low
temperature and becomes ductile as the stress is raised. Silver chloride is
transparent in the visible and infrared range of the spectrum and therefore
is used for infrared cells and optical instruments. The transmission in the
visible range is about 60 per cent, but for radiation of wave lengths of from
1 to 20 microns, transmission is uniformly 80 per cent, and can be further
increased to 93 per cent by special nonreflecting films applied to the surface
of the silver chloride."
Being a cubic crystal, silver chloride is optically isotropic in the un
stressed state; when stressed, it becomes doubly refracting so that its state
of stress can be analyzed with the aid of polarized light.
Fused silver chloride will wet glass and precious metals without being
itself adversely affected; ordinary metals react with AgCl and cause its
rapid decomposition by a simple replacement reaction. Actinic radiation of
a wave length shorter than 4550 A.U. will cause discoloration of AgCl, but
protective coatings are available which prevent this effect.99'100 Silver chlo
ride is insoluble in hot or cold water and common acids; it is soluble in
NH40H, Na2S2O3, and KCN. Being a soft, wax-like substance with a Mohs
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hardness of 1 and a melting point at 457.5°C, silver chloride must be pro
tected against abrasion and cannot be exposed to excessively high temper
ature; its machinability is similar to that of aluminum.
Means have been developed to produce a uniform and pure material
which can be cast, extruded, rolled, and drawn into a variety of shapes.
For optical purposes, plates, curved windows, cones, crescent-shaped win
dows, lenses, prisms can readily be formed by impact flow pressing. For
cold-pressing of such objects, pressures of approximately 15,000 psi are
required. It is also essential that the crystal blank used in the pressing
operation approximate somewhat the final shape desired. Special shapes
such as rods and tubes can be extruded by corresponding pressures. Lap
welds of sheet are readily made by pressing the overlapped seam between
platens of a hydraulic press at a temperature from 180 to 200°C. Flame
welding of joints, or joining sheets to glass, noble metals, or silver-plated
base metals can be carried out with the usual gas-air or gas-oxygen mix
ture. Silver sulfide is used as the protective coating to protect the silver
chloride against effects of weathering and that of actinic radiation. Selenium
and antimony trisulfide have also been used for this purpose and may be
produced by chemical reduction, or by evaporation at reduced pressure.
Antimony trisulfide has been found most satisfactory by Hyman and
Billings," who evaporated this material unto silver chloride at a pressure
Table 13.12. Physical Characteristics of Silver Chloride (Cerargyrite)

Molecular weight: 143.34
Crystal lattice: F.C.C.
Recrystallization temperature: 160°C.
Density: 5.56
Hardness: 1 (Mohs’ scale)
Melting point: 457.5°C
Boiling point: 1431.3°C
Latent heat of fusion: 3155 cal/mole
Heat capacity: 9.60/9.29 X 10 ”7’ cal/°K/mole
Thermal conductivity: 27.1 at 52°C cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C
25.6 at 64“C
Coefficient of thermal expansion: 310 X 10 7 at 20°C
Electrical conductivity: 10 s mhos/cm at 20°C
Tensile strength: 2500 psi at 25°C for 0.070 in.-thick sheet
1500 psi at 93°C
Young’s modulus: 4.4 X 106 psi
Poisson’s ratio: 0.41
Ultimate strength: 1970 psi (annealed)
6050 psi (cold rolled)
Compressibility: 0.0838 at 20°C (up to 50,000 kg/cm2)
Solubility: Cold water at 10°C: 0.000089 g/100 ml
Hot water at 100°C: 0.0021
“
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of 10~4 Torr. Radiation below 470 millimicrons is completely absorbed by
the surface of Sb2Sa and hence no photochemically active light can pene
trate to the silver chloride layer.
As the data on silver chloride are widely scattered in the literature, a
compilation of the physical characteristics of silver chloride is given in
Table 13.12, and available references are listed.99'109
Fused-silica-to-metal seals. The successful realization of permanent
gas-tight joints between silica and refractory metals that can withstand
the necessary very high working temperatures has been a challenge to the
glass worker for a long time. Partridge1 gives a description of the various
methods which have been devised, and the patent literature is replete with
information on this subject.110-116 The approach generally taken consists of
sealing very thin molybdenum disks into the silica and attaching these
disks to current-carrying tungsten rods as shown in Figure 13.37 after Nel
son et aZ.114 Many variations of this general theme are possible.
Another approach to the problem of providing current leads into fused
silica vessels, such as high-pressure mercury discharge tubes, consists in
sealing fairly large-diameter tungsten rod to silica by means of a single in

Figure 13.37. Quartz-to-metal seal. After Nelson et al.lu
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termcdiate glass. Martin116 describes this technique as follows: “A tungsten
wire is sealed by means of a single intermediate glass directly through the
envelope. In this case the tungsten wire is prebeaded with a glass which
may have a somewhat higher expansion than the quartz envelope. It may
also have a somewhat lower viscosity. The tungsten wire is heated so in
tensely that the tungsten oxide volatizes as fast as it is formed, thus yield
ing a shiny metallic interface. Beading glass is applied as a thread of glass
to the rotating lead. A small sealing lathe is used for this operation. The
bead is carefully shaped so as to be very thin at the ends with a thicker
portion in the center. Very high stresses occur in such a bead, however, it
is only the radial stress which is a tension stress. Since the radial stress
must be zero at the outer surface the stress is limited at the ends of the
bead by the small thickness of the glass. The surfaces are all fire-polished
and, probably of great importance, the interface between the tungsten and
the glass is very smooth. The bond between the virgin tungsten surface
and the glass appears to be very strong. With flaws largely eliminated and
with careful control of the glass shape, it is thus possible to work with an
expansion mismatch many times greater than can be tolerated in the con
ventional beaded-wire seal. In sealing to Code 7900 glass, it is customary
to fuse a short length of the beading glass to the end of the 7900 tube into
which is sealed the beaded lead. A number of glasses have been used for
beading, the most used being Code 7230. The beading glass must be quite
free of dissolved gas. Vacuum-melting of the glass is sometimes resorted
to.”
Partridge1 also describes this technique and emphasizes the importance
of laying down a thin sheath of alkali-free sealing glass, about 0.25 mm
thick, on which a bead is then formed as suggested in Figure 13.38. Great
care should be taken in producing a smooth, rounded transition from button
to silica tube which has also been built up with sealing glass to join the
button as shown. General Electric Co. glass Code 2023 is used by some
workers to extend the silica tube, and Code # 1404 glass for beading the
tungsten. A “Vycor” (Corning Code 7900) tube can also be extended by
sealing on successive rings of higher-expansion glasses, thus forming a
graded seal to which tungsten, or “Kovar,” can be sealed by conventional
methods. Such seals take on considerable length and are not favored for
this reason. Corning Glass Works supplies two types of graded seals which
are made by different methods and overcome the objection to excessive
length; these are the multiform graded seal and the impregnated type.
“In the multiform graded seal a tubular section is built up of rings of
powdered-glass mixtures. While several glasses may be used in the pow
dered-glass mixtures that make up the rings, it is not necessary to have a
different glass for each ring. The glass powders are ‘granulated’, using a
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binder to give the moulded tubular section sufficient ‘green’ strength.
After a preliminary firing in a furnace to burn out the binder and consoli
date the soft end, the grade is completed by fusion in an oxygen-gas burner
of special design. The grade is either extended to match tungsten and Code
7720, or a bit farther, to match ‘Kovar’ and Code 7052. Beyond this it
would be more practical to make two grades and seal them together. Chief
volume in a graded seal of this type has been a unit % in. diameter for
use in sterilamps. A graded seal 1% in. diameter was developed for use in a
cooking lamp but is not being currently used.
“To make an impregnated type graded seal, ‘Vycor’ brand glass in the
porous state is dipped into a solution containing alkali-borates. When such
an impregnated section is dried and fired, a higher-expansion and softer
glass is obtained. Above the solution level some of the solution is carried
upward by capillary action. This creates the grade which is considerably
shorter than that obtained in other type graded seals and results in a tube
in which the properties vary continuously from one expansion to the other.
It is possible to make an impregnated seal which matches tungsten or
Code 7720 at the soft end. Actually the soft end is usually brought to a

Figure 13.38. Quartz-to-metal seal. After Partridge.1 (Courtesy The Society of
Glass Technology, Sheffield, England.)
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point where Code 7720 can be joined but with some expansion mismatch.
The Code 7900-Code 7740 grades listed in our standard laboratory ware
catalog are of the impregnated type. Greatest volume to date has been in
a %-in. diameter seal for the range lamp.”116
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CHAPTER 14

CERAMIC-TO-METAL SEALING
Introduction

In the introductory chapter of this book, reference is made to the in
creasing use of ceramics for tube envelopes in order to overcome the dis
advantages of glass in critical applications. Ceramic materials are mechani
cally stronger; they lend themselves to automatic assembly of the tube
structures, withstand much higher temperatures and greater heat shock
than glass, their dielectric properties are better, and they do not suffer any
noticeable change in characteristics when exposed to nuclear radiation.
Tubes made with ceramic envelopes can thus be outgassed on the pump at
very much higher temperatures than is possible for glass envelopes, and
this leads to a considerable improvement in the quality of the tubes in
terms of longer life, greater emission densities obtainable from oxide cath
odes, and lower noise factors in microwave tubes.
The use of ceramic envelope structures has very few disadvantages. As
all conventional ceramics are opaque, one cannot of course look inside the
tube to see whether the filament is lit, or whether some parts of the internal
structure are misaligned. In cases where radiation must enter or leave the
tube in order for it to function, one must provide windows of material which
is transparent to this radiation. Photoelectric cells have so far not been
made with ceramic envelopes, but x-ray tubes are commercially available
with ceramic envelopes and beryllium windows. Heat will not be as readily
dissipated through a ceramic envelope as through glass, and ceramic tubes
will thus run a little hotter; but this depends to a large extent on the type
of structure used, because metal members naturally form part of the tube
structure and extend to the outside, thus providing a conductive path for
the heat created inside the tube.
For the time being, ceramic receiving-type tubes are more costly than
their glass counterparts, so that their use is restricted to critical applica
tions. The increased ruggedness of ceramic envelope tubes at times leads the
user to believe that they can be mistreated mechanically and electrically
beyond all reason, thus forfeiting their intrinsic merit. It should also be
mentioned that it is more difficult to detect flaws in ceramics, and impossi
ble to be forewarned against the presence of locked-in stresses; in glass,
these are readily detected by means of the polariscope.
When deciding on the use of ceramic structures for tubes that have pre
viously been made with glass, it becomes necessary to learn a number of
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new techniques and to revise design procedures in order to take full ad
vantage of the benefits that accrue from the use of ceramics. The higher
temperatures to which ceramic tubes can be exposed in many cases preclude
the use of a number of materials which would be acceptable for lower-tem
perature operation. The increased mechanical strength of ceramics enables
the tube to withstand much higher levels of mechanical shock, and the
internal structure must thus be designed to withstand without harmful ef
fects high levels of acceleration and vibration. A very good appraisal of the
advantages and disadvantages of ceramic tubes has been given by Gallet.1
The design of small ceramic tubes usually follows the principle of a
“stacked assembly” in which the active electrodes are necessarily made of
metal and insulated from each other by ceramic spacers. The external shape
of the tube may be cylindrical or tetragonal, and the stacking principle may
be applied to the whole tube structure, or only to the internal elements.
One thus arrives at two distinct design approaches which, for the purposes
of further discussion, may be designated Type A and Type B.
In design A, the insulating spacers take on the form of rings or wafers
which at the same time constitute the tube envelope when they are joined
with the interspaced metal members (Figure 14.1). In design B, the stacked
assembly of electrodes and spacers is a separate unit which is then suitably
supported on a multi-pin ceramic header to which a ceramic or metal dome
is brazed which encloses the stacked structure (Figure 14.2). In both cases,

Figure 14.1(a). Stacked ceramic receiving tube—Design A; Double triode CD16(6SN7). (Courtesy Eitel McCulloiigh, Inc.)
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Figure 14.1(b). Ceramic power tetrode 4CX300A, using Design A approach.
Maximum plate dissipation 300 watts at 500 MC. Maximum operating temperature
250°C. (Courtesy Eitel McCullough, Inc.)

it becomes necessary to make a vacuum-tight joint between the metal and
ceramic members. The methods used for this purpose are the subject of the
present chapter. Many of the concepts described in Chapter 13 will be use
ful in this discussion. The matching of expansion coefficients between
ceramic and metal will be important in the construction of matched seals,
and flexible seals, similar in principle to Houskeeper seals, will make dif
ferences of expansion less critical. The mechanism by which the bond is
formed will again be an important subject, as it was in the construction of
glass-to-metal seals. Before going into details, a brief review will be given
of the historical development of ceramic tubes and sealing techniques.
History of Ceramic Tube Development

Efforts toward the realization of ceramic tube structures date back to
1934 when Siemens and Halske, Telefunken, and the Allgemeine Elektrizitats Gesellschaft (AEG) in Germany independently began to develop
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Figure 14.1(c). New ceramic receiving tubes tinder development by General
Electric Company, using Design A approach:
Z-2537 cathode-type UHF diode
Z-2696 print board version of 7077 UHF triode
7077 UHF triode used in Pioneer IV (this tube is in production)
Z-2692 cold-cathode voltage reference diode
Z-2689 cathode-type low-current diode
Z-2693 high-mu triode (gm = 25,000 ¿imhos)
Z-2664 high-gain triode
Z-2353 high-mu triode for AF or RF
Z-2352 med.-mu triode for AF or RF
Z-2536 power rectifier
Z-2354 power output triode
Z-2727 power output pentode
(Courtesy Receiving Tube Department, General Electric Company.)

ceramic sealing techniques. These early experiments utilized special lowloss steatites which had been developed for the electrical industry in the
late 1920’s. By 1936-37, Telefunken had developed special ceramics for
sealing purposes which were suitable for brazing cylindrical surfaces by
means of compression seals. By 1940-41, internal seals became possible
and led to a series of microwave tubes manufactured under the code num-
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Figure 14.1(d). G.E. Type 7077. (Registered Type Number; first ceramic receiving
tube in regular production (1959)). (Courtesy Receiving Tube Department, General
Electric Company.)

bers LD 6-9, LD 11-12, LD-14, LD-11, LS-500, LS-1000. Disk seals were
realized in 1943-44 by means of thin-film metal interfaces which avoided
objectionable shear stresses; this technique was applied in tube type LD-10,
which was produced in relatively large quantities in Germany during World
War II.2-5
After that, the application and further development of the German
ceramic tube technique was taken up in the United States under the spon-

Figure 14.2(a). Stacked ceramic receiving tube—Design B; Double triode SN1724F(6J6). (Courtesy Sylvania Electric Products Inc.)
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sorship of several government agencies; it may thus be said that the ceramic
tube effort in this country has now extended over a period of ten years and
that experience in the field has accumulated over the last twenty years.
The pressing need for more reliable tubes for civilian and military applica
tion was clearly demonstrated in a number of survey reports which became
available early in 1952.6 •7

Figure 14.2(b). Same as Fig. 14.2a, but with flying leads instead of pin connec
tions.
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SN-216C

SN-2358C

SN-1724H

SX-1809C

Figure 14.2(c). Internally stacked ceramic receiving tubes (Design B) under
development by Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
SN-2I46C beam power amplifier (6AQ5)
SN-2358C med. mu dual triode (6111)
SN-1724H med. mu dual triode (6J6)
SN-1809C R.F. pentode (6AK5)

It, was realized at that time that efforts to improve existing lube struc
tures by more elaborate processing, by more carefully designed mechanical
structures to suppress harmful effects of vibration and shock, and by sub
stitution of harder glasses for the commonly used soda-lime glass envelopes,
could only be stop-gap measures in view of the still more exacting operating
requirements that loomed ahead. A more radical approach to the problem
was required if substantial advances were to be made. A number of study
contracts were issued by the Armed Services to tube producers in the United
States with the purpose of critically analyzing the techniques used in Ger
many and adapt them where possible to future programs.8,9
The development of a ceramic version of the disk-seal UHF tube Type
3039 by General Electric Co., Eitel McCullough, Inc., and Machlett Lab
oratories, Inc. was an outcome of these early efforts to produce ceramic
envelope tubes. By 1952, major development contracts for the automatic
production of receiving-type ceramic envelope tubes had been let, princi
pally to Eitel McCullough, Inc. of San Bruno, California and Sylvania
Electric Products Inc.
The General Electric Research Laboratories at Schenectady were actively
pursuing the development of a low-noise triode (L29) under a Bureau of
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Ships contract since 1947 and, in a partly company-sponsored effort, were
led to the titanium ceramic structure embodied in tube types L54, L55, and
6BY4 of more recent origin. Since 1952, the Minneapolis-Honeywell Re
search Center at Hopkins, Minnesota, has carried on a company-sponsored
effort aimed at the development of ceramic tubes for their own needs which
was terminated in 1956 after small quantities of two prototypes of Type
6SN7 had been successfully produced.10, 11 These various projects have now
advanced, in varying degrees, to the stage where sample lots of tubes are
available, or pilot production is under way. Ceramic receiving tubes should
soon be available for general commercial use.
In addition to the production of receiving-type tubes, ceramic versions
of special tube types such as high-power transmitting tubes, microwave
triodes and tetrodes, klystrons, magnetrons, traveling-wave tubes, back
ward-wave oscillators, TR and ATR tubes, thyratrons, and x-ray tubes are
now being made in regular production by a number of companies (Figure
14.3 a-h).
Early in 1956, the Electronic Components Laboratory, Wright Air De
velopment Center (WADC) of the U. S. Air Force assigned a contract to
Stanford Research Institute of Menlo Park, California with the object of
surveying the then existing state of the art for making ceramic tubes of all
kinds that can withstand an ambient temperature equivalent to 500°C
and generally operate without harm in critical environments where high
levels of shock and vibration and nuclear radiation prevail.12, 13
A special ad hoc Committee was formed by the Advisory Group on Elec
tron Tubes (AGET) in May 1957 to review for the Armed Services the
status of the various government-sponsored ceramic tube programs and
make recommendations to the Joint Services for future policy.14*
The development of ceramic sealing techniques has been reviewed by a
number of authors; the reader is referred to references 15-19a.
Bond Formation and Sealing Techniques

In discussing the joining of metals in Chapter 12, the simplest procedure
from a phenomenological point of view was to push the two surfaces against
each other and let the surface forces do the permanent coupling once the
molecules of adjacent metals had been brought into sufficiently close con* The present author was actively engaged as a consultant on both surveys. Parts
of the manuscript for the present book were used in both reports; at the same time,
these activities afforded a rare opportunity to gain first-hand information on the
latest developments in this field which are described in the present chapter. The
author gratefully acknowledges this opportunity.
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Figure 14.3(a). Ceramic envelope VHF power tetrode ML-7007; power output
10KW at 220MC. (Courtesy Machlett Laboratories, Inc.)

tact. Cold-welding is done in this manner, and the well-known technique of
pinching off copper tubulations on power tubes was quoted as an example.
The frictional adhesion of metal to glass, fused silica, and ceramic sur
faces has been observed by several workers.20’22 Vacuum-tight seals between
optically polished surfaces of fused-silica cylinders have been described by
Danzin and Destois,23 and this principle has been applied to commercial
production of receiving tubes in France by Bleuze and Dussausoy24 and
recently adapted in this country by Wilder.24“
At the Large Power Tube Development Section of the Electron Tube
Division of the Radio Corporation of America at Lancaster, Pa., commercial

Figure 14.3(b). Ceramic-metal envelope hydrogen thyratron Type 1802; peak
output power 30MW. (Courtesy Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc.)

Figure 14.3(c). Components of EG&G Type 1802; from left to right: alumina
ceramic cylinder 3 in. dia. X 3)4 in. high; copper grid cup and grid baffle (in front);
cathode assembly; copper anode cup with molybdenum face; ceramic backing ring.
After Goldberg.46 (Courtesy Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc.)
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Figure 14.3(d). Type 1K20 Reflex Klystron available for X-band and K-band
operation; with encapsulation (left) and without (right). Power output 75 mw; a
fixed-tuned inner cavity is closely coupled to a secondary cavity outside the vacuum
through a ceramic window. Tuning over a minimum range of 700MC is accomplished
by a capacitive slug which is visible in t he picture at the right. (Courtesy Eitel Mc
Cullough, Inc.)

Figure 14.3(e). Type VA 806 X-band Klystron; power output 2KW (CW). (Cour
tesy Varian Associates.)
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Figure 14.3(f). Type VA-842 Klystron; average power output 75KW, peak power
output 1.25MW. Pulse duration 2 milliseconds, tunable frequency range 400-450MC,
stable R.F. power gain 40db. (Courtesy Varian Associates.)

use is made of this phenomenon of cold welding by interdiffusion in the
construction of large power tubes with ceramic envelopes. High-alumina
ceramic cylinders,* as large as 20 inches in diameter, are ground to a blunt
* Frenchtown Porcelain Company, body number 4462 (Almanox) has been used
exclusively in the past for this purpose.
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Figure 14.3(g). Type X626 Klystron; average power output 75KW, peak power
output 1.25MW, pulse duration 2 milliseconds, tunable frequency range 400-450MC,
gain 30db (approx.); length 9 feet 8% in., diameter 18 in., circuitry is shown at right.
(Courtesy Eitel McCullough, Inc.)
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Figure 14.3(h). Ceramic-metal travelling-wave tubes Types X686 (above) and
X620 (below) frequency coverage 4-7KMC (for both), output power 1W and 100W,
respectively. Type X620 is liquid-cooled. (Courtesy Eitel McCullough, Inc.)

bevel at the end and a copper-plated tool-steel cylinder of smaller LD.
than the O.D. of the ceramic cylinder is pushed onto the latter under con
siderable pressure to effect a seal at room temperature which afterwards
can be exposed to a temperature as high as 550°C and heat cycled many
times.13’14• 24a’b'c These seals have become known as “Crunch Seals,” or
“Ram Seals,” and, apart from the cylindrical geometry just described,
coaxial, inside-outside planar seals are also being made.
The formation of a tight bond is further promoted by making such pres
sure seals at elevated temperature. This approach was first taken by
Tank,28’26 who produced vacuum-tight seals by pressing together metals
and ceramics at a pressure of several thousand pounds per square inch and
heating to temperatures ranging as high as 1000°C, depending on the par
ticular combination of metals and ceramics involved. These seals are gen
erally made either in a neutral atmosphere, or under vacuum. This tech
nique was further investigated under sponsorship of the U. S. Air Force
at the Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory, Engineering Experi
mental Station, Univ, of Ill. (Contract No. AF18(600)-23). These appar
ently simple techniques have so far been found to be practical only for
relatively large components which can withstand the required pressure.
A modified diffusion seal has been developed by workers at Eitel-McCul
lough, Inc. at San Bruno, California and is finding practical application in
ceramic envelope receiving tubes.14 Ceramic rings, metallized by more or
less conventional methods, are subjected to pressure at moderate tempera
ture, and reliable diffusion seals are effected in this manner.
The earliest efforts in Germany to realize ceramic seals took the obvious
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approach of joining ceramics by means of a lower-melting ceramic, i.e.,
glass, or by the interposition of thin metal films. Espe and Knoll27 give
several examples of these earlier techniques. It goes without saying that
bonding materials, if separately introduced and if they maintain their
identity in the finished seal, should be temperature-resistant up to the
maximum temperature to which the seal is exposed during processing of the
tube, or during its operational life. It is possible, however, that ceramic
glazes and glass frits, which by themselves have a lower softening point,
may be used in such thin layers that they become incorporated into the
ceramic-metal lattice structure and then permit operation at substantially
higher temperature than indicated by their bulk softening temperatures.
Litton28 has followed this line of reasoning in the construction of magne
tron windows.
Apart from such thin-film glaze joints, the value of sealing ceramics to
their metal frames with glass should not be overlooked. The proper choice
of glass and frame composition permits fabrication in hydrogen and thus
eliminates the need for chemical cleaning which exists when glass seals are
made in air or forming gas; this is a distinct advantage, particularly in the
case of complex assemblies. The use of a high-temperature glass will permit
subsequent heating of the joint up to 700°C or more (see page 426).*
The soldering of ceramics and metal with glass, as practiced by the ear
liest workers in the field, was soon largely replaced by other techniques but
soldering with alloys of tin, lead, and indium according to the techniques
described by Bondley29 is practiced even today for commercial tubes in
tended for low-temperature applications. As many of these alloys have a
great ductility, they will flow under stress after the seal has been made and
thus allow the joining of parts that have widely different expansion coeffi
cients.
The sealing methods most widely used today are refinements of tech
niques developed in Germany prior to World War II by Pulfrich and Vat
ter, who were working, respectively, at Telefunken, and Siemens and Halske
A.G., and to which companies many of the basic patents have been assigned.
While one of these now generally practiced processes is known under the
name “Telefunken Process,” Vatter30 has pointed out that his work at
Siemens preceded the work of Pulfrich at Telefunken and incorporated the
concepts of active-alloy seals and automatic production of tubes. To do
justice to both inventors, one should thus speak of a Siemens-Telefunken
process.
As originally practiced by the German workers, the Sintered Metal
Powder Process, as we shall call it, requires several steps to produce a
* Personal communication from B. Winters of the Research and Development
Section of Sperry Electronic Tube Division, Gainesville, Florida.
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brazed joint between ceramic and metal. First, finely divided powders of
tungsten, tantalum, molybdenum, rhenium, or iron in a suitable suspension
of nitrocellulose lacquer are applied singly or in combination by brushing or
spraying on the clean and smooth ceramic surface. This metal powder
coating is then sintered to the ceramic by firing in a hydrogen atmosphere
at temperatures ranging from 1300 to 1500°C, depending on the ceramic
composition and that of the powder coating. After this sintering operation
at elevated temperature, a thin film of copper or nickel is applied by means
of electroplating, or the reduction of oxide powders in a hydrogen atmos
phere at a temperature of about 1000°C. The metallized ceramic is then
ready to be joined to the metal part by conventional methods of brazing
in a controlled-atmosphere furnace.
The addition of manganese oxide, titanium oxide, barium oxide, or cal
cium oxide, either to the ceramic body or the metal powder mixture ap
plied to its surface, was variously suggested by the German workers as a
means for improving the adhesion of the metal powder coating and the
strength of the resulting seal. Vatter30 remarks, however, that such addition
agents are liable to produce slow leakers after weeks, or months, because
the filler metal does not completely penetrate the pores of the metallized
layer when such addition agents are used without proper caution. The
metallized ceramic part is assembled with the metal components with which
a joint is to be made, and a ring of brazing filler metal is placed near the
interface, or, in the form of a thin washer, between the ceramic and the
metals parts. There are thus three firing operations required in the practice
of the Telefunken process.
Another technique, which competes with the sintered metal powder proc
ess, is the “active alloy process.” It had been noted a good many years ago
that titanium and zirconium have a great affinity for glass and ceramics
and leave indelible marks on these bodies when the metals are rubbed
against them at room temperature. Belser22 has studied these effects in
some detail, as mentioned above. At elevated temperatures, these reac
tions between titanium and zirconium and the ceramic crystal lattice take
place more vigorously; in addition, when other metals are present at the
interface with which titanium forms solid solutions, an intimate bond is
established between the ceramic body and the metal member with which
the ceramic was put into intimate contact during assembly. It does not
matter very much whether the titanium or zirconium is made available at
the interface by reducing their hydrides, or whether the metal powders
are painted onto the ceramic surface and placed in contact with a suitable
brazing filler metal and the main parent metal to which the joint is to
be made. The various approaches to realize the final objectives have
been given different names and were developed at different times by
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different workers, but they may all be classified under the general category
of “active-alloy seals.” The titanium hydride technique was initiated by
Kelly31 and first described by Bondley;29 Pearsall32 extended the method
to the use of zirconium hydride. The formation of titanium-nickel alloy
at the interface between a forsterite ceramic and a titanium metal mem
ber, which frequently serves as the tube envelope, has been described by
Beggs33 of the General Electric Company Research Laboratory at Sche
nectady.
One of the main advantages of the active-metal process is that it requires
only one firing operation in a high vacuum of the order of 10-6 Torr, or in
a protective atmosphere of helium, argon, or dry hydrogen. For this reason,
active-alloy seals are preferred by some workers and are practiced on a
commercial scale.
For the sake of completeness, another method for the joining of metals
and ceramics should be mentioned which is interesting, but so far has not
found commercial application. Knecht34 of the U. S. Air Force Electronic
Components Laboratory at Wright Field followed the reasoning that under
lies the production of graded seals between hard glass and soft glass by the
stepwise interposition of glasses of gradually decreasing expansion coeffi
cients. It was suggested that layers of metal powder were to be gradually
enriched with ceramic powder until layers of pure ceramic were reached
which would in effect produce a graded seal from metal to ceramic when
such layers are pressed together. Original experiments to realize this idea
were carried out at Wright Field, and a contract was later issued to American
Lava Corporation at Chattanooga, Tennessee35 (AF 33(600)-27329); the
final report was issued in Dec. 1956. The difficulties that had to be overcome
were rather formidable, but about twenty-eight successful seals were pro
duced after over ninety different metals, alloys, and metal-oxide mixtures
were investigated in combination with approximately thirty ceramic formu
lations. The most successful ceramic-metal system consisted of an 85 per
cent alumina ceramic and a 30 percent spinel metallized with a tungstencopper-nickel alloy mixed with 25 per cent chromium.
Still another approach to the problem of joining ceramics to metals has
been taken by workers at the Electron Tube Laboratory of the Stanford
University Electronics Research Laboratory. Hare, Keller, and Meneses35“
have recently described electroformed seals which are made by stacking up
prcmetallized and copper-plated ceramic cylinders in accurate alignment
under slight pressure with disk electrodes inserted between the abutting
cylinder surfaces. The assembled stack is then placed in a copper-plating
bath for several days to build up the required thickness of copper at the
joint. Excess copper is then machined off; a minimum thickness of 8 mils
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Figure 14.4. Stacked assembly of 44 copper disks sealed to intermediate ceramic
rings by electroforming. After Hare, Keller, and Meneses.35" (Courtesy Stanford
Electron Devices Laboratory.)

deposited copper is required to insure a vacuum-tight joint. Such seals
withstand temperature cycling up to 850°C; the main advantage is the
circumvention of a high-temperature braze. Figure 14.4 gives an example
of a stack comprising 44 joints.
The various sealing methods discussed in this introduction can now be
classified under the following headings:
(1) pressed diffusion seals
(2) solder seals
(3) sintered metal powder seals
(4) active-alloy seals
(5) graded-powder seals
(6) electroformed seals
The mechanism by which a bond is formed in any seal is not as yet fully
understood, but much work has been done in this field.36-38 The bond mecha
nism may well be different for the different types of sealing processes
enumerated above; in a general way, it may be said that it depends on a
critical interaction of physical and chemical forces in the very thin inter
face. It will be of interest to note some of the critical factors emphasized
by Pulfrich38 •39 •40 as having an important bearing on the formation of a
satisfactory bond in seals made by the sintered-metal-powder process.
Glassy phases should be avoided in the seal interface; the metal should
have a high melting point, i.e., 200°C or more above the temperature at
which the powder coating is sintered. The ceramic should have a eutectic
bond which melts at 300°C, or more, below the deformation temperature of
the ceramic as a whole and 200°C below the metallizing temperature. The
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brazing filler metal should melt below the melting point of the ceramic’s
lowest-melting eutectic. Neither the filler metal nor any alloys formed be
tween it and the metal component should alloy with the metallizing metal.
It was found to be advantageous to use a filler metal which flows plastically
under tensile stress before the tensile strength of the ceramic is exceeded.
At the seal, the metal wall should be thin. The hydrogen used as a fur
nace atmosphere should contain about 0.25 per cent oxygen to form a trace
of molybdenum trioxide. At the temperature of sintering the metallizing
coating, the molybdenum particles are wetted by the liquid formed by the
eutectic constituent in the surface of the ceramic. During cooling, it is
desirable that this eutectic recrystallize completely to a uniform crystal
structure free from residual glass so that the molybdenum particles are
locked within the crystals rather than within a glass flux.
The Sintered Metal Powder Process

In 1950, Nolte and Spurck41 of the General Electric Company Power
Tube Department introduced a modification of the Telefunken process by
adding a substantial amount of manganese powder to the molybdenum
powder. In this manner, it was possible to metallize forsterite bodies at as
low a temperature as 1250°C. The composition of the metallizing coating
was given by Nolte and Spurck as follows:
160 g molybdenum powder (200 mesh)
40 g manganese powder (150 mesh)
100 cc pyroxyline binder (Du Pont 5511)
50 cc amyl acetate
50 cc acetone
“A mixture of these ingredients is ball-milled for 24 hours, and sufficient
amylacetate-acetone (1:1 by volume) solution should then be added to the
ball-milled mixture to give a viscosity reading of 22 seconds with a Zahn
viscosimeter. The resultant metal suspension should be suitable for brush
ing or spraying, and is applied to the ceramic in a thickness of one to two
mils.”
This mixture has been the basis for the commercial application of the
Sintered Metal Powder Process, or, as it is also called, the “Moly-Manganese Process.” Nevertheless, many modifications have been made by various
workers, and it is almost safe to say that no two commercial establishments
will use exactly the same procedure. It may even be said that a process
which has been successfully practiced in one plant may not be successful
for some time when taken over by another plant unless the same ceramics,
the same metals, the same metallizing composition, and the same equip
ment are used; one might also add, that unless the same people perform
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the operation, because the human element naturally enters into an indus
trial process and must be taken into account. An experienced operator will
be able to judge when the viscosity of the metallizing suspension is such
as to give optimum results, for example, and there seem to be no instru
ments available as yet to measure this factor in a reliable manner. Consider
able effort will thus be necessary to transfer a successful process from the
laboratory to the pilot plant or production line.
Many of the intricacies entering into the proper fabrication of ceramicto-metal seals have been well described by Chick and Speck42 of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, who used a suspension of iron and molybdenum
powders in the proportion 1 to 50, i.e., 0.8 g of iron fine, 40.0 g of molyb
denum fine, and 10 g of amyl acetate solution of nitrocellulose in 150 ml of
lacquer thinner. An example of a suitable lacquer thinner is given as fol
lows :
Aromatic naphtha: 60 to 66 per cent (by volume)
Ethyl or butyl alcohol: 6 per cent
Ethyl acetate, 85 to 88 percent grade: 18 per cent
Normal butyl acetate, 83 to 92 percent grade: 16 per cent

While other suspensions may be employed, it is worth noting that the com
position of the lacquer and its concentration are of considerable impor
tance in order to obtain a uniform coating of the right thickness on the
ceramic part. Chick and Speck mention in their patent dislosure that the
insulator was sprayed to a thickness of from 0.6 to 0.8 mil and that this
thickness had to be measured to ascertain whether there were any portions
of the coating either above or below this range of thickness; if there were,
these insulators were discarded. This extreme accuracy in both the smooth
ness of the coating and its thickness was important, and for the particular
granular size particles employed these limits could not be varied by any
substantial amount. The coated ceramics were fired in an atmosphere of
wet forming gas consisting of 72 per cent nitrogen and 28 per cent hydrogen,
for 20 minutes at a temperature of from 10 to 15°C below the initial matur
ing temperature of the steatite which they used; this requirement resulted
in a firing cycle of from 1245 to 1250°C for about 20 minutes. Variations of
less than 10°C had a damaging effect.
The influence of the particle size of the powder used in preparing the
metallizing suspension has been found to be most critical by some workers
and not so critical by others, largely depending on the type of process used.
Bender43 has investigated at some length the bonding of molybdenum and
nickel powders to zircon and found a considerable improvement when the
average particle size was kept below 2 microns. Particles of this degree of
fineness are difficult to obtain commercially and were thus produced in the
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laboratory by reduction of molybdenum oxide powders in hydrogen. An
average size of about 1 micron was found to be satisfactory for seals made
by the Sintered Metal Powder Process. The molybdenum oxide powder
was ballmilled for ten hours and then placed in a thin layer on a nickel
boat and fired at 550°C in very dry hydrogen for a period of 56 hours and
then at 700°C for 24 hours.
In order to avoid oxidation of the powder on removal from the furnace,
powdered dry ice was inserted into the cooling region of the furnace and
sprinkled onto the material in the boat. The boat was then taken from the
cooling zone and placed in a large box with a layer of powdered dry ice on
the bottom. While the boat containing the powder was in the large box, the
material was removed from the boat to a container, or weighed out into the
container in given amounts, mixed with a suitable lacquer in which the
powder was ballmilled to break up clumps that may form in the process of
mixing, and then the suspension was applied to the ceramic by dipping,
painting, or spraying. The viscosity of the suspension should be equivalent
to 1300 centipoises and the mixture be stirred between the dipping or spray
ing operations.
The periodic reports issued by the various companies and institutions
working under government contracts contain much detailed information
on process techniques. These reports are available through the Armed Serv
ices Technical Information Agency (ASTIA)* to other companies or in
stitutions working under government contracts who have established a
need-to-know and filed the necessary papers with the contracting officer.
When a project has been completed by any one company or institution, a
final report is issued which contains the latest findings. The currently is
sued intermediate reports often give an interesting portrayal of the trials
and tribulations that had to be faced before a satisfactory solution of the
problem was found, and they may serve as an encouragement to those en
gaged in the solving of similar problems in related fields.
It also happens quite often that the really pertinent information is left
out of the reports, since process development is frequently carried out with
the support of company funds to avoid the need of making such information
available to competitors. Nevertheless, with these reservations in mind,
much can be gained by taking the time to read these reports. A few exam
ples will be given in the following of the compositions of metallizing suspen
sions that have been used by Eitel McCullough, Inc. in their work under
* 346 Broadway, New York 13, New York, or regional offices throughout the
country.
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Contract AF33 (600)-17125. Report No. 7 (February 8, 1954 to May 7,
1954) gives the composition of metallizing solution No. 5A as follows:
176
44
55
25
50
45

g molybdenum powder (400 mesh)
g manganese (MD* 301)
ml acetone
ml methyl ethyl ketone
ml “Cellosolve”!
ml nitrocellulose lacquer (600-1000 seconds)

This solution is ballmilled for approximately 100 hours. The tensile
strengths of ceramic-to-metal seals made with it were found to be 8,500 psi
under the best processing conditions when tested on a Tinius-Olsen tensile
strength test machine. Metallizing composition No. 10A is described in
Report No. 9 (August 8, 1954-November 7, 1954) as follows:
176
44
9
45
25
50
55

g molybdenum powder (200 mesh)
g manganese powder (200 mesh)
g Titanium hydride
ml nitrocellulose lacquer (600-1000 seconds)
ml methyl ethyl ketone
ml “Cellosolve” (ethyl ether)
ml acetone

This solution was ball-milled for about 100 hours.
Owing to the friendly relations which exist between the San Francisco
Bay Area electronic industry and Stanford University, the W. W. Hansen
Laboratories have had early access to some of the Eimac metallizing tech
niques for the Moly-Manganese Process. High-power klystrons are in con
tinuous pilot production at Stanford for the operation of the 200-foot linear
accelerator, and a ceramic construction is used for these tubes. Very satis
factory results have been obtained up to the present time with coating com
position No. 5A for metallizing high-alumina ceramics of the type AI-200
made by Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Colorado. Firing for sintering
purposes is carried out at a temperature of 1525°C, as read by an optical
pyrometer without correction. The coating is generally applied and fired
twice in succession and then plated with nickel so that the total thickness
of the metallizing coating is of the order of 1 mil. Copper-silver eutectic
brazing filler metal is used to make the joints to the copper components.
When metallizing a high-alumina body such as AL300, produced by
Western Gold and Platinum Company, Belmont, California, the following
* Metals Disintegrating Company, Inc., Elizabeth, N. J.
t Carbide Carbon Chemical Company.
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coating composition (Mix No. 2A) is used at the W. W. Hansen Labora
tories :
200
40
10
2
2
50
55
30
50

g molybdenum powder (400 mesh)
g manganese powder (400 mesh)
g hydrogen-reduced iron powder
g silica in the form of silicic acid (fine powder)
g calcium oxide (200 mesh or finer)
ml nitrocellulose lacquer (600-1000 seconds)
ml acetone
ml methyl ethyl ketone
ml “Cellosolve”

The nitrocellulose lacquer is prepared by mixing the following ingredients
in the order shown:
400
1650
750
600

g nitrocellulose
ml toluene
ml ethyl alcohol, or methyl ketone
ml ethyl acetate

This mixture is ball-milled for 100 hours.
It is apparent from these few examples that many variations in the com
position of the metallizing mixture are possible. The various companies ac
tive in this field have developed their own techniques after painful experi
mentation over a prolonged period of time, and are sometimes hesitant to
change over to basically different procedures simply because so much time
and effort has been invested in establishing the techniques which they use.
Burnside18 of the Radio Corporation of America has described the use of
tungsten-iron powder mixtures for metallizing ceramics. Molybdenum
oxide in place of metallic molybdenum powder has been evaluated by Na
vias16 and Pincus;38 the oxide melts at 795°C and interacts with the ceramic
while being reduced to molybdenum by the hydrogen atmosphere at 1350°C.
Burnside refers to a preferable particle size range of from 1 to 4 microns
and claims that a rigid schedule of processing is not required to produce
successful seals; he finds that considerable variations in metal powder com
position, firing rate, temperature, and atmosphere can be tolerated. The
powder mixture, suspended in a suitable lacquer, is applied in a thickness
of from 1 to 2 mils and, in the case of forsterite and zircon bodies, the coated
ceramics were fired between 1340 and 1360°C, while high-alumina bodies
required higher temperatures.
As suggested in the original disclosure by Pulfrich and his co-workers,
other additives have been found beneficial for the quality of the resulting
seals. Metallizing coating compositions containing titanium hydride or
titanium, calcium oxide, and silicon oxide have been used by various work
ers as indicated by the composition of the metallizing paint given above for
body AL300 which was described by LaForge44 and designated as “acti
vated” molybdenum-manganese composition.
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LaForge states that the activated mixtures are desirable for ceramic
bodies containing 95-97 per cent aluminum oxide and necessary for com
positions having 98 per cent alumina content or more. The Raytheon Manu
facturing Company is using a molybdenum-titanium composition on their
high-alumina body R95 which contains 95 per cent alumina. In all these
cases, the sintered powder coating is given a nickel flash of a thickness
ranging from 0.25 to 0.5 mil.
Ron F. Keller, formerly of the Stanford Electronics Laboratories, has
recently developed a metallizing mixture which is giving more reliable
results and stronger joints between copper disks and high-alumina ceramics
than any of the previously mentioned compositions. The composition of this
particular activated molybdenum-manganese-iron coating mixture is as fol
lows :
200 g molybdenum powder (400 mesh)
40 g manganese powder (400 mesh)
10 g hydrogen-reduced iron powder
8 g alumina powder (AL300) 90 mesh
2 g silica powder
8 g titanium hydride powder
40 ml nitrocellulose lacquer (600-1000 sec)
30 ml methyl ethyl ketone
40 ml “Cellosolve”
20 ml toluene
160 ml acetone

This mixture is ball-milled for 96 hours. After painting or spraying the re
sulting mixture on the ceramic surface, unusually good adherence is ob
served; the film is not readily damaged by mishandling. Firing in wet or
tank hydrogen at 1500°C for about 30 min, or at 1250°C for 45 min., and
plating with nickel as usual (0.2 to 0.3 mil) gives good seals on any of the
high-alumina bodies with 10-mil OFHC copper disks by brazing with
nickel-copper-gold or silver-copper eutectic filler metals. The heat shock
resistance is excellent and the mechaincal strength superior (f500 psi).
Joints to “Kovar” or molybdenum have also been made successfully, but
the heat shock resistance is not as good as that of copper disk seals. Figure
14.5 shows a multiple disk seal of 41 copper disks brazed by induction heat
ing; all seals were vacuum-tight when tested on a helium leak detector.
Active-alloy Seals

As mentioned in the introduction, the term “active-alloy seals” covers a
number of processes which take advantage of the great affinity of titanium
and zirconium for oxygen and their ability to enter into solid solutions with
a number of metals and suboxides. If we recall that titanium oxide and zir
conium oxide are highly refractory ceramics, and that ceramics in general
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Figure 14.5. Stacked assembly of 41 copper disks sealed to intermediate ceramic
rings with SEL mix No. 101. (Courtesy Stanford Electron Devices Laboratory.)

are constituted of a number of different oxides, it becomes plausible that
titanium and zirconium will, under favorable conditions, reduce some of
these ceramic oxides and combine with the released oxygen as long as active
gases are not present in the atmosphere in which the seal is being made.
All that is necessary, then, to make these desired reactions occur is to
put titanium or zirconium in contact with two abutting ceramic surfaces
that are to be joined, or, as the case may be, in contact with a ceramic part
and a metal part between which a seal is to be made. As the exclusion of
oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere is one of the most important con
ditions, active-alloy seals must be made either in a high vacuum, or in an
atmosphere of very pure hydrogen, argon, or helium. Hydrogen of a high
degree of purity can be obtained by dissociation of a heap of TiH2 placed
in the furnace with the parts to be joined in such a position that the hydride
decomposes at the time the braze is being made.
The purity of the active metals themselves and that of the gases used
as a protective atmosphere is of critical importance. Precautions must also
be taken that undesirable gases such as oxygen, carbon monoxide, or carbon
dioxide are not released from components which are part of the tube struc
ture. Careful outgassing of all metal parts is thus necessary prior to assem
bly. If the brazing operation is performed in vacuo at such temperatures
that an oxide-coated cathode is undergoing decomposition of the carbonates,
sufficient quantities of CO2 can be released from large cathodes that ti
tanium carbide is formed rather than the desirable compounds necessary
for establishing a satisfactory seal.46
The active titanium, or zirconium, is frequently applied in the form of
its hydride which is made into a paint by mixing the powder with a nitro
cellulose lacquer and applying it to the ceramic in a thin, uniform layer,
either by brushing or spraying. This operation requires considerable skill
on the part of the operator. When the assembled parts are then heated to a
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temperature of about 900°C, the hydride dissociates* and leaves a residue
of pure titanium on the ceramic, which then readily alloys with the metal
placed next to it and also enters into a chemical reaction with the ceramic
constituents, forming a tight bond.
Instead of painting the ceramic surface with titanium hydride, a thin
washer of titanium metal can be interposed between the two ceramic parts,
or between the ceramic and the metal part. For such a procedure to be
successful, the abutting surfaces must be flat to a very high degree of ac
curacy and, the melting point of titanium being 1710°C, a rather high
temperature would be necessary to effect a seal. By placing another lowermelting metal in contact with the titanium and using one with which ti
tanium readily alloys, the seal can be produced at a much lower tempera
ture. Silver, copper, nickel, tin, and lead are used for this purpose.
A convenient form of supplying the titanium and the brazing alloy to
the j oint area is the placement of a ring of titanium-cored BT f which con
sists of a sheath of silver-copper eutectic around a core of titanium. This
cored wire is available with 3, 5, 8, and 12 per cent titanium by weight and
has a diameter of 10 mils for the first three and 15 mils for the 12-percent
core. The titanium is effectively protected from contamination by the
atmosphere during handling and alloys with the silver-copper eutectic
when heated to 950°C. The cored wire can, of course, be flattened into
washers when necessary, or foils of eutectic silver-copper alloy about 10
mils thick can be sandwiched with foils of pure titanium, 2 to 4 mils thick,
and placed between the ceramic and metal parts which are to be joined. It
is recommended that a pressure of the order of 0.1 kg/cm2 be applied to
the assembly.47
The titanium-silver-copper alloy is very hard and brittle, and its useful
ness as a sealing material is limited to those applications where the thermal
expansion coefficients of metal and ceramic are relatively closely matched
and where the seal is subjected to compressional stress only. In such cases,
successful seals can be made either to forsterite, zircon, or alumina ceramics;
when tension stresses are encountered, active-alloy seals can be made only
to high alumina bodies which have sufficient strength in tension to resist
fracture that would be caused by these stresses during cooling in the other
ceramic bodies.
Titanium-silver-copper alloys have a high degree of fluidity and tend to
spread beyond the joint area unless proper precautions are taken; this tend
ency is most pronounced for the alloys of higher titanium content. The
supplier, therefore, recommends the use of 8- and 12-percent cored wire
for metal-ceramic joining and the 3- and 5-percent cored wire for all* TiH2 breaks down in the range of 550 to 580°C.
f Supplied by Handy and Harman, 82 Fulton Street, New York 7, New York.
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ceramic assemblies. Sometimes it is beneficial to provide grooves or under
cuts in which the cored wire is placed. The relatively high vapor pressure of
silver has also caused a great number of difficulties in the manufacture of
ceramic receiving tubes of the stacked type on account of conductive de
posits on the ceramic parts, which lead to insulation difficulties and objec
tionably high interelectrode capacities. For this reason, the use of silver
alloys is generally frowned upon, and titanium-nickel alloys have taken
their place. Nickel-clad titanium wire is available from Little Falls Alloys,
Inc.*
A ceramic can also be metallized by painting it with a powder paste
mixture of 75 per cent copper dust and 25 per cent TiH2, firing it at about
925°C in a vacuum, and then building up the metal film by electroplating.
This metallized ceramic can then be brazed to the desired assembly in
hydrogen at a lower temperature with a filler metal that satisfies this re
quirement. f
The art of ceramic sealing has received a great impetus from the increas
ing need for more reliable tubes for critical applications, especially in the
military field. It was this objective which led the workers at the General
Electric Company Research Laboratory in Schenectady to develop tubes
which are made from stacked-up parts of ceramic and titanium metal with
thin wafers of nickel foil interposed between the ceramic and metal parts
so that, on heating, an alloy is formed between nickel and titanium which
readily wets the ceramic and forms a vacuum-tight joint. Figure 14.6 shows
the constitution diagram for nickel-titanium alloys. An inspection of Figure
14.6 will disclose that 11 per cent nickel will reduce the melting point of
titanium from approximately 1700 to 955°C. Three eutectic points are pres
ent: 955, 1100, and 1285°C at 30, 66, and 84 per cent nickel. Successful seals
have been made in the range of temperatures from 955 to 1300°C by using
nickel parts with titanium shims, and from 955 to 1100°C by using titanium
parts with nickel shims. Quoting from a paper by Beggs:33
“A wide variety of materials can be sealed in this manner. Table 14.1
shows a tabulation of a few of the materials that have been sealed and the
temperatures at which the reactive alloys are formed. Also listed for each
combination is the maximum temperature at which an enclosure can be
sealed without formation of visible or conducting films. This is the temper
ature at which the most volatile component has a vapor pressure of 10 c
mm of Hg. Prolonged heating would require this maximum temperature
to be somewhat lower, and rapid heating might permit it to be somewhat
higher.
* 189 Caldwell Ave. Paterson 1, N. J.
t Personal communication from B. Winters of the Research and Development
Section of Sperry Electronic Tube Division, Gainesville, Florida.
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Figure 14.6. Titanium-nickel constitution diagram. After Taylor and Floyd (see
Beggs33). (Courtesy The Institute of Metals.)
Table 14.1. Typical Materials and Temperatures Used to Make
Reactive Alloy Seals§
Ceramic material

Alumina,
Alumina,
Alumina,
Alumina,
Alumina,

*
t
1
§

Forsterite
Forsterite
Forsterite
Zircon
Zircon

Metal part

Shim
material

Min. sealing
temp. °C*

Max. sealing
temp. °Ct

Degassing
temp. °CÍ

Cu
Cu
Ti
Zr
Zr

Ti
Zr
Ni
Ni
Fe

875
885
955
960
934

910
910
1050
1050
1015

1000
1000
1200
1200
1200

Temperature for formation of eutectic alloy.
Limited by vapor pressure of most volatile material.
For the lowest melting material.
After J. E. Beggs.33

“Also listed is a temperature at which all of the parts can be degassed.
It is limited by the lowest melting material. The other parts can usually be
degassed at much higher temperatures if desired. In any event, it should be
noted that all of the parts—metal, ceramic, and shim—can be degassed at
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temperatures above those used in sealing. Because of this, parts can be pre
pared so that no gases are evolved during the sealing procedure.
“There are many combinations of metals that can be used to form reac
tive alloys. One of the metal parts, either the shim or the part to be sealed
must be an active metal such as titanium, zirconium, hafnium, tantalum,
etc. The other must be one that will form an alloy. It makes no difference
whether the active metal is supplied by the shim or by the part to be sealed.
Nor does it make any difference whether or not the active metal is in con
tact with the ceramic. The sealing occurs as soon as the active metal is
present in a liquid phase, when it can readily come in contact with and re
act with the ceramic material.
“The amount of alloy that is formed depends largely on the particular
metals chosen and the thickness of the shim that is used. In addition, it
depends on the sealing temperature and the ceramic composition. Usually,
the thickness of the shim necessary to provide a reasonable amount of re
active alloy might be in the range from 0.0003 to 0.0005 inch. However, it
may be as thin as 0.0001 inch when the sealing is done at a temperature
considerably above the eutectic temperature, or when ceramic bodies are
used that have constituents that contribute to the amount of liquid formed.
In fact, vacuum-tight seals can be made directly between titanium and some
ceramic materials by heating to a temperature high enough for one of the
ceramic ingredients to form an alloy with the titanium.
“There are some metals, such as molybdenum and tungsten, which do
not form alloys with the active metals except at extremely high tempera
tures. They can be sealed to ceramic parts by using shims of two metals,
such as Ti and Ni, which will form a reactive alloy. In this case, it is usually
desirable to use shim thicknesses that will give the eutectic proportions.
“These same techniques can be used to seal metal parts or ceramic parts.
For instance, two pieces of titanium can be sealed by inserting a shim of
nickel foil. Two ceramic pieces can be sealed by using metal shims that
will form a eutectic alloy. In this latter case, the alloy can serve both as
the bonding material and as an electrical connection.
“Powdered metals or metal hydrides can be used in lieu of foil shims.
They can be painted on the ceramic surfaces in the manner well known to
the art.30'31 ■ 39■41 The coated ceramics are placed in contact with the metal
parts and, upon reaching an elevated temperature, a reactive alloy is
formed and the seal is made as before.
“Metal powders can be used to form printed connections to internal elec
trodes or supports. The active metal powders can be bonded to a ceramic
surface by heating to a temperature sufficiently high to form a reactive al
loy; other metal powders can be bonded by adding enough active metal to
form suitable amounts of a reactive alloy.
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“Titanium parts can be sealed to ceramic pieces by first heating to a
high temperature to obtain a clean titanium surface and then applying
molten solder, such as tin, lead, aluminum, etc., to a region where the two
surfaces are touching. The molten solder dissolves a small amount of the
titanium, and surface tension pulls the alloy between the areas of contact.
Zirconium parts can be sealed similarly by the addition of molten solder.
Thus, a seal can be made between an active metal part and a ceramic part
by adding solder at a temperature high enough for it to dissolve some of the
active metal and react with the ceramic material.
“Satisfactory seals have been made to various alumina, forsterite, and
zircon bodies. Usually, the strength of the seal is greater than 50 per cent
of the strength of the ceramic part. For large parts or where considerable
heat shock might be encountered, it is desirable to use strong insulators and
parts made of metals having low tensile strengths such as copper or nickel,
or materials having closely similar expansion-contraction characteristics,
as is shown in Figure 14.7, for titanium and a special forsterite body.
“The seals are strongest when they are made in a vacuum of 10~4 mm
Hg or better, or in a pure, dry, inert gas. Impurities such as oxygen, nitro
gen, carbon monoxide, and water vapor are detrimental because they re
duce the ductility of the alloy, impair its reaction with the ceramic, and in
general weaken the bond.
“Prior to scaling, the parts must be flat to within a mil or less, if success
ful butt seals are to be made with a minimum amount of alloy. Enough

Figure 14.7. Expansion characteristics for titanium and a special forsterite body
developed by the General Electric Company Research Laboratory. After Beggs.33
(Courtesy The Institute of Radio Engineers.)
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pressure must be applied during sealing to keep the parts intimately in con
tact. Formation of a minimum amount of sealing alloy is helpful in produc
ing seals that are strong and is necessary when extremely small or thin in
sulators are being sealed. By stacking the parts one on the other, a large
number of seals can be made at one time.
“The ability of an alloy to bond with a ceramic body depends on the
active metal used and the stability of the ceramic ingredients. For instance,
an alloy containing titanium is more reactive than one containing tantalum,
so that it will make a stronger bond to a stable oxide like alumina. On the
other hand, if the ceramic body contains a material which is readily disso
ciated by the reactive alloy, porous seals can result.”
“Kovar” is frequently used as a metal in combination with high-alumina
ceramics on account of its reasonably close match in expansion. Active
metal seals to “Kovar” receiving-tube envelopes have been made by inter
posing a sandwich washer of thin nickel and titanium between alumina
header and “Kovar” bulb. Even better results are obtained when a molyb
denum washer is added between the Ni-Ti washer and the bulb.48
“Kovar” becomes pervious to hydrogen at temperatures above 350°C,
and must be suitably protected for high-temperature operation. Goldplating has been used but fails due to peeling and cracking much above
350°C. Flame-sprayed ceramic coatings have been applied to “Kovar” bulbs
with some measure of success, and coatings of glass offer great promise.
Type 7052 glass powder is applied cataphoretically on oxidized “Kovar”
bulbs and then air-fired to produce a continuous glass film. A final hydrogen
firing treatment reduces the oxide on the inside of the bulb. (Reported by
workers of the Sylvania Electric Products Inc. at Emporium.)
Brazing Operations and Processing Details

Many of the remarks made in Chapter 12 will necessarily apply to the
brazing operations performed to produce ceramic-to-metal seals. A few ob
servations may be in order, however, to emphasize some special precautions
which are necessary for the production of successful seals. It is obvious that
all components must be very clean and should be used within a reasonable
time after their cleaning and outgassing treatment. Ceramics are usually
fired in air at a temperature from 800-1000°C; suitable alkaline cleaning
solutions are used at times, followed by immersion in dilute nitric acid for
from two to five minutes and a subsequent rinsing in neutralizing solution,
distilled water, and methyl alcohol. Mickey49 remarks that trichloroethylene
should be avoided as a cleaning agent for ceramics as it leaves a conductive
coating.
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Similarly, care should be taken that particles embedded in ceramics dur
ing grinding operations are removed. Some other comments on harmful ef
fects of grinding have been made in Chapter 2.
In choosing a suitable filler metal or brazing alloy for a given ceramic
metal combination, several conditions must be satisfied which are not al
ways easily met. The brazing operation must thus be considered during the
design stage of the tube, and should enter into the planning of the entire
processing sequence. The number of heat cycles to which the tube is sub
jected during processing and the maximum temperature of the joint during
operation will have an important bearing on the selection of the most suita
ble brazing alloy.
Obviously, the flow-point of the alloy must be high enough on a first
braze to permit subsequent brazes if step-brazing is to be employed. The
vapor pressure of the metal or alloy must be low enough to allow operation
at the specified temperature during the life of the tube and to prevent sub
limation of metal during processing, which would result in the formation of
conductive films on insulators and adversely affect interelectrode capacities.
Copper-silver alloys are notorious offenders in this respect, and their wide
spread use in the past has led to many costly failures. Gold-nickel alloys
have been substituted in many cases with good results; their flow-point is
of course much higher and one has to worry about the simultaneous break
down of oxide cathodes if they are part of the assembly to be brazed.
On a final braze (it may be the only one) it is entirely feasible to activate
the cathode at the same time.60 Repeated heat-cycling of active alloy seals
may lead to failure in service owing to the exchange of oxygen and the dif
ferent molar volumes of the resulting oxides when temperature levels of
700°C are encountered.47 It is probably a good rule to keep the number of
heat cycles during processing, and in operation, to a minimum when tem
peratures above 300°C are involved.
The amount of brazing alloy applied and its strategic location at or near
the joint are also critical factors which frequently must be determined by
experimentation on test samples. The furnace atmosphere has a critical
influence on the seal quality. It is generally recognized that Mo/Mn seals
require a slightly oxidizing atmosphere,38 and a dew point of 25°C is often
chosen for the hydrogen. When cracked ammonia is used as a source of
hydrogen, there is some danger of stress corrosion cracking in the presence
of remaining traces of ammonia, or ammonium compounds, and the com
bined influence of internal or external stresses in the copper. Particular at
tention must thus be given to the design of fixtures intended to hold the
assembly components in alignment during the brazing operation, or retain
ing rings used to counteract the excessive expansion of copper members to
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which an internal ceramic seal is to be made. The purity of the copper will
always have to be questioned first when difficulties are encountered, but
when the copper has been proved satisfactory, the secondary effects just
mentioned must be investigated. Copper has been used as an example in
this discussion but other metals and alloys are subject to similar effects.61
One of the sources of stress in a metal-to-ceramic joint is the different rate
of thermal expansion of the materials involved. Even if the materials are
chosen to have closely similar expansion coefficients over a wide temperature
range, as is the case in so-called matched seals, one has to consider the dif
ferent heat capacities and the different rates at which the metal and ceramic
parts reach equilibrium temperature before a proper evaluation of stresses
can be made. It is practically impossible to obtain complete expansion and
temperature match with available materials; for this reason, seals are often
made flexible to a degree so that stresses are equalized by a slight movement
of the metal members. Figure 14.8 gives some examples of such flexible
joints.52
There is practically no limitation to the size in which such seals can be
fabricated; ceramic cylinders 10 inches in diameter have been used, al
though the processing facilities required for the production of such large
ceramic components and their sealing to metals become rather formidable.
The practical experience gained in the course of the years in regard to

CERAMIC
SOLDER
SEALING
SLEEVE
Figure 14.8. Flexible joints for ceramic-to-metal seals. After Manfredi and
Nolte.52 (Courtesy (The American Ceramic Society.)
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the suitability of various metals and alloys for brazing high-alumina
ceramics has recently been elucidated by Williams and Nielsen52“ of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories at Murray Hill who have systematically investi
gated the wetting properties of commonly used brazing metals and alloys
on high-alumina ceramics which were either in their natural state or metal
lized and coated with a thin film of nickel. The degree of wetting between a
liquid and solid is generally described by the contact angle of a sessile drop
on a solid substrate as shown in Fig. 14.9. The configuration, which a liquid
assumes when it contacts a solid and a surrounding gas, is determined by
the condition that the interface energy be a minimum. The force required
to extend a liquid surface per unit length is the surface tension and is
numerically equal to the surface energy. Interfaces between two solids, or
between a solid and a liquid, require work for their formation, and their
presence in a system thus represents additional interface energy. For a multi
phase system to be in equilibrium, the equation shown in Fig. 14.9 must be
satisfied, and the solid surface thus remain flat. When the contact angle 9
is greater than 90 degrees, the liquid is considered to be nonwetting, while
values of 9 less than 90 degrees are associated with a liquid which wets the
surface. In the extreme case, a liquid which is completely nonwetting would,
in the absence of gravity, assume the shape of a sphere so that the contact
angle would be 180 degrees, while in the other extreme, for a completely
wetting liquid the contact would approach a value of 0 degrees in the case
where liquid spreads over the surface in the form of a thin film.
Williams and Nielsen observed the shape of a molten drop of brazing
metal on a plaque of 100% pure aluminum oxide and other less pure alu-

Figure 14.9. A sessile drop at equilibrium and the equation describing this condi
tion. After Williams and Nielsen.62“ (Courtesy The American Ceramic Society.)
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mina plaques of commercial origin in a specially constructed furnace that
permitted the observation of the shape of the drop by means of a split-beam
telescope. An atmosphere of helium was supplied to the previously evacu
ated furnace at a pressure of 100 Torr. The contact angle was observed for
a period of time after complete melting of the metal or alloy had been
reached, and the observed values are quoted in graphs as shown in Figs.
14.10a,b,c,d,e.

Figure 14.10(a). Wetting of original surfaces of sintered alumina by metal and
eutectic alloy solders in He atmosphere. After Williams and Nielsen.52» (Courtesy
The American Ceramic Society.)
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Figure 14.10(b). Wetting of metallized alumina ceramic surfaces by molten silver
in He atmosphere at 50 to 100 Torr. After Williams and Nielsen.52“ (Courtesy The
American Ceramic Society.)

“Silver, copper, and the eutectic alloys of silver-copper and gold-nickel
were nonwetting and did not adhere to the alumina. Silver and copper on
the 96% alumina (Coors AI-200) were similarly nonwetting and without
adherence. The lower contact-angle values of silver and copper on a 96 %
alumina suggest that the surface free energy between these metals and the
96 % alumina was lower than for the same metals on the 100 % alumina. In
contrast, titanium-nickel was partly wetting and had a good bond, but
there was a tendency to form a dish-shaped fracture in the ceramic be
neath it.
“The delay in wetting by the 5% titanium core silver-copper eutectic
alloy is reproducible and is believed to be due to the time required for the
titanium to diffuse into the molten solder and become available for pro
moting wetting at the liquid-solid interface. The higher Ti content in the
8% material reached wetting equilibrium more quickly than the alloy of
5 % Ti.
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WETTING OF METALLIZED ALUMINA CERAMIC SURFACES BY MOLTEN
100 MM

He ATMOSPHERE

COPPER

TEMP IN °C

Figure 14.10(c). Wetting of metallized ceramic surfaces by molten copper in He
atmosphere at 100 Torr. After Williams and Nielsen.52“ (Courtesy The American
Ceramic Society.)

“The 5% titanium core solder also caused the ceramic to “dish.” There
was less tendency for such a failure in the case of the titanium content of
8%. This is consistent with the knowledge that as the titanium content is
increased from 5 to 8 % a better match of coefficients of thermal expansion
between the alumina and metal phases is realized.
“The dishing effect predominated in systems using the 100% alumina
over systems using the 96% alumina. This may be explained on the basis
of the greater strength of the more dense 96 % alumina (AI-200). It is better
able to resist stresses.
“Similar plots in Figs. 14.10b,e,d, and e illustrate the wetting behavior
of molten solders on metallized alumina (AI-200) surfaces. The type of
metallizing is indicated for each curve. In Fig. 14.10b is shown the wetting
of metallized alumina surfaces by molten silver. Note the completeness and
rapidity with which the specimens having the nickel coating were wetted.
Otherwise, silver was nonwetting and nonadherent on the metallizings.
Equilibrium was attained quickly in all cases except with molybdenum-20 %
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Figure 14.10(d). Wetting of metallized alumina ceramic surfaces by molten silver
copper eutectic alloy in He atmosphere at 100 Torr. After Williams and Nielsen.52“
(Courtesy The American Ceramic Society.)

manganese. Inspection of this plaque after removal from the furnace re
vealed that the metallizing beneath the solder had alloyed with it to the
extent that a complex and nonwetting alloy of silver, molybdenum, and
manganese was resting on an unmetallized area. Contact angles above and
below the dashed reference line at 90 degrees refer respectively to nonwet
ting and wetting conditions.
“The wetting by molten copper on similarly metallized plaques is shown
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Figure 14.10(e). Wetting of metallized alumina ceramic surfaces by molten goldnickel eutectic alloy in He atmosphere at 100 Torr. After Williams and Nielsen.62»
(Courtesy The American Ceramic Society.)

in Fig. 14.10c. Complete and rapid wetting occurred on the molybdenum
manganese metallizing as well as on the nickel-coated specimens with good
bonds for all. Although copper adhered to all the other metallizings, it was
generally nonwetting in nature except for tungsten-iron, which tended to
be more temperature dependent as shown.
“The wetting by silver-copper eutectic alloys is illustrated in Fig. 14.10d.
Once again complete and rapid wetting of the nickel-coated specimens oc
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curred. The bond appeared to be good. Molybdenum and molybdenummanganese were wetted partly whereas the others were not wetted. In gen
eral, these systems were sluggish in reaching equilibrium. Adherence was
good, except with molybdenum-manganese. Although wetting occurred, the
metals in this system alloyed sufficiently to remove the metallizing layer
beneath the drop and completely destroy any bond.
“The wetting of metallized alumina surfaces by molten gold-nickel
eutectic alloy is shown in Fig. 14.10e. All the metallizings were wetted
partly or completely except for molybdenum-manganese. The gold-nickel
alloy wetted initially, but once again alloying occurred so rapidly and ex
tensively that the metallizing was removed from the entire surface of the
plaque. The resulting drop of the complex alloy of gold-nickel-molybdenum
and manganese came to equilibrium at a contact angle of 152 degrees. It
was characteristic of gold-nickel eutectic alloy to exhibit an excellent bond.
Unfortunately, and in all cases, the metal layer became separated from the
ceramic, taking an adherent layer of ceramic with it. This is indicative of a
destructive mismatch between the thermal expansions of the ceramic and
metal films. The rapid rate at which all speciemns were cooled in these ex
periments tended to exaggerate the effects of any thermal expansion mis
matches.”
Characteristics of commercial ceramic bodies for electronic applications
are given in Table 14.2; Figure 14.11 gives thermal expansion characteris
tics for a number of ceramics and metals.
Ceramic-insulated terminals for high-temperature application and highvoltage insulation represent a group of components where ceramic-to-metal
seals find commercial application. A few years ago, the present author was
involved in a project where a special all-metal tube required some twenty
such terminals in a row. Several different approaches could naturally be
taken to achieve this objective; one could thus think of simple wire pin
seals, but these are easily broken off on handling. The specimen application
of the tube in question made it further necessary to economize on space.
The maximum diameter that could be allotted to any one terminal was 0.25
inch, and any protrusions outside the tube wall were not desirable. A plug-in
type terminal was thus developed as shown in Figure 14.12.63
The terminal consists of three parts, i.e., a thin-walled copper jack into
which a plug can be inserted from the outside of the tube; a high-alumina
ceramic sleeve which is metallized on its inner and outer surface by the
Sintered Metal Powder Process; a copper ferrule which is brazed to the
ceramic sleeve at its lower end and to the tube wall at its upper end. The
copper parts were machined or formed from OFHC copper and brazed to
the ceramic sleeve with “Nicoro,”* a nickel-copper-gold alloy (see Table
* Trade name, Western Gold and Platinum Company, Belmont, California.

Table 14.2. Selected Characteristics of Some Ceramics Used for Ceramic-to-Metal Seals

Thermal
Exp. Coeff.
cm/cm/°C
X U7

Safe Oper.
Temp.
°C

Thermal
Conduct,
cal/gm/cm/
°C/sec
(25°C)

510

Dielectric
Constant
(25°C)

Loss
Tangent
X 104
(25°C)

Loss Factor
(25°C)

85

6.2 (1MC)
6.1 (100MC)
5.8 (WkMC)

4(1MC)
3(100MC)
10(10kMC)

0.012

100

8.8 (1MC)
8.6 (100MC)
8.4 (lOkMC)

1100

0.040

140

65(25-300)
79(25-700)

1650

0.045

400

C.P.C.2

67(25-200)
92(25-1000)

1700

0.048

>300

Alumina 99%

C.P.C.

67(25-200)
92(25-1000)

1725

0.070

>300

Zircon
ZrO2-SiO2
Alumina 94%

C.P.C.

Material

Type

Manufact.

Alsimag 243

Forsterite
(2MgO-SiO2)

A.L.C.1

100(25-300)
112(25-700)

1000

0.008

Alsimag 475

Zircon
ZrOrSiOt

A.L.C.

44(25-300)
41(25-700)

1100

Alsimag 576

Alumina 85%

A.L.C.

65(25-300)
75(25-700)

Alsimag 614

Alumina 96%

A.L.C.

Coors AD 96

Alumina 96%

Coors AD 99

Coors ZI-4

Ceramic 4462

Heat
Shock
Resis Compres.
tance
Strength
(see
103 psi
Table
2.23)

F.P.C.3

33-6(25-200) 1400(max)
57.8(25-1000)
73(25-700)
1450 (max)

1 American Lava Corporation, Chattanooga 5, Tenn.
2 Coors Porcelain Company, Golden, Colorado
3 Frenchtown Porcelain Company, Trenton, N. J.

0.010

0.037(WC)

0.94

~4.8

1.6

70

300

Volume
Resistivity
ohm-cm

Dielectric
Strength
Volts/mil
(25°C)

0.002(lMC)
0.002(100MC)
0.0058(10kMC)

>1014(R.T.)
5.0 X 1013(100°C)
7.0 X 10u(300°C)
1.2 X 1010(500°C)
1.0 X 108(700°C)

240

10(lMC)
12(100MC)
27(10kMC)

0.009(lMC)
O.OIO(IOOMC)
0.023(10kMC)

>1014(R.T.)
2.0 X 1013(100°C)
5.5 X 10n(300°C)
5.5 X 103(500°C)
1.4 X 10°(700°C)

250

8.3 (1MC)
8.1 (100MC)
8.0 (lOkMC)

7(1MC)
8(100MC)
15(10kMC)

0.006(lMC)
0.006(100MC)
0.012(10kMC)

250

9.3 (1MC)
9.1 (lOkMC)

3(1MC)
14(10kMC)

0.0028(lMC)
0.013(10kMC)

>1014(R.T.)
2.0 X 1013(100°C)
5.0 X 1010(300°C)
1.0 X 108(500°C)
3.0 X 106(700°C)
>1014(R.T.)
2.0 X 1013(100°C)
7.3 X 107(500°C)
3.5 X 10G(700°C)
>1014(R.T.)

220-240

>10>4(R.T.)

220-240

>1014(R.T.)

280-320

>1014(R.T.)
1013(200°C)
10i°(400°C)
10*(600°C)

210

8.95(1MC)
0.84(lMC)
8.95G00MC) 2.4(100MC)
8.90(10kMC) 5.9(10kMC)
9.35UMC)
15(1MC)
9.31(100MC) 0.6(100MC)
9.31(10kMC) 1.4(10kMC)
6.3 (1MC)
22(1MC)
6.29(100MC) 23(100MC)
8.95(1MC)
2(1MC)
8.95(100MC)
4Q00MC)
8.80(10kMC) 14(10kMC)

0.00075(lMC)
0.0021(100MC)
0.0053(10kMC)
0.014(lMC)
0.00056(100MC)
0.0013(10kMC)
0.014(lMC)
0.0145(100MC)
O.OO18(1MC)
0.0036(100MC)
0.0123(10kMC)

230
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Figure 14.11. Expansion characteristics of metals, alloys, and ceramics for the
evaluation of ceramic-to-metal seals.

12.1) . After the individual terminal sub-assemblies had been leak-tested, all
twenty of them were brazed to the copper housing in one operation using a
silver-copper eutectic alloy. While all terminals were vacuum-tight on a
first leak test of the strip, several leaks developed on subsequent heat
cycling. Further refinements in technique were thus necessary before relia
ble results could be obtained. The purpose of the copper ferrule (Part 3)
is, of course, to provide some degree of flexibility in order to avoid stresses
that would result from the difference in expansion between copper and
alumina.
When placing the small rings of filler metal as shown in Figure 14.12(b),
in the upper row, a solid bridge was formed between the copper housing and
the ceramic sleeve so that flexibility of the ferrule was lost. By placing the
filler metal rings as shown at the bottom, this difficulty was avoided; the
brazing alloy then flowed by virtue of the action of capillary forces into the
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PT I COPPER JACK

PT 2. CERAMIC SLEEVE PT3 COPPER FERRULE

Figure 14.12. Flush-mounted, ceramic-insulated terminal for all-metal tubes, (a)
shows the terminal components in the upper row and the assembled terminal in the
middle row, at right. At left, the plug is shown which fits into the jack of the as
sembly at right. As 20 such terminals were built into the copper wall of a cyclotron
resonance tube, as shown in the bottom row, in part, a connector strip with 20 plugs
was used, (b) shows a detail in brazing technique. To avoid the formation of a solid
bridge between copper housing and ceramic sleeve, the filler metal had to be fed
from top and bottom in just the right amount to effect a braze without excess running
onto the flexible part of the ferrule. After Kohl.53 (Courtesy Stanford University.')

interspace between the ferrule and the copper housing without interfering
with the desired flexibility of the ferrule at its expanded mid-plane. Good
joints were thus obtained, and individual test seals were heat-cycled as
much as ten times to 750°C, with rapid cooling, without developing any
leaks. This particular difficulty was, of course, due to the very confined
space within which the terminal had to be located.
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Figure 14.13. Compound headers. (Courtesy Varian Associates.)

Whenever possible, an effort is made to arrange the metal part so that it
surrounds the ceramic; thus the latter is in compression in the finished seal.
When the ceramic surrounds the metal and the latter has a greater thermal
expansion coefficient than the ceramic, the metal tends to shrink away from
the ceramic, or put the interface into tension. Most ceramics will fail under
these conditions, and closely matched expansion coefficients become a
necessity. The production of pin seals for ceramic headers,* which was a
stumbling block for quite some time in the production of ceramic-type re
ceiving tubes, is an example of this configuration. Successful seals are now
being made with high-alumina bodies using metals such a “Kovar,” molyb
denum, or tantalum, and employing either active-alloy seals or the Sin
tered Metal Powder Process. Figure 14.13 shows several double-ring
headers.
Spacings between the pins and the holes in the ceramic header must be
held to a very close tolerance and should preferably not be larger than 0.5
mil. The fillet at the end of the pin must also be held to the order of 1 mil,
unless objectionable strains develop. Wheeler54 has reported on the use of
a nickel-titanium eutectic as filler metal in conjunction with tantalum pins.
* “Header” is a commonly used term for button stems containing a number of
wires in a circular array.
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Such pin seals were tested at 480°C for 1000 hours without failure and are
likely to be useful for even higher temperatures. Molybdenum and tantalum
deteriorate at high ambient temperatures and require protective coatings.
Pins as large in diameter as 40 mils have been successfully used, but small
diameter, thin-walled tubing in the seal area is, of course, easier to handle
because it will yield to the stresses; a solid pin must then be brazed to the
tubing outside the ceramic body.
Ceramic wafers, or headers, for subminiature tubes, such as those recently
developed at the RCA Electron Tube Division, offer special problems in
manufacture. To braze eight .016 in.-dia. leads into a ceramic disk, about
0.320-in.-dia., by any of the conventional metallizing techniques so far de
scribed, proved to be impractical. Initial efforts were directed toward metal
lizing the walls of the small pinholes by the reaction of liquid reagents, such
as lithium molybdate. A more recent technique, described by Stoeckert,65
consists of pressing blended powders (35% Ti + 65% Ni) onto the lead
wires in a separate operation, thus producing a 0.015 in.-thick washer on
the wire which consists of molybdenum which is nickel-plated to a thickness
of 0.2 mil and given an overflash of chromium (see Chapter 13, p. 426).
These prepared leads with their washers are then placed into the wafer,
the washers resting on the top surface. On heating to 1250°C in a vacuum
bell jar, the pressed powder melts and flows into the interspace, thus effect
ing a vacuum-tight seal which has been tested at 500°C for 1000 hours.
The following processing details are quoted from Stoekert’s paper as
being of interest for active alloy seals in general:
“Titanium powder obtained from various sources may produce widely
different effects. The best powder for this process was obtained from the
United International Research Corp, under the trade name of “Unified”
titanium. Each particle of this powder has a protective layer of oxide only
a few Angstroms thick so that even the — 325 fraction* is non-pyroforic. The
overall oxide content, however, is less than that of titanium obtained from
other sources. The oxide content must be low so that the titanium is free
to react with the ceramic and make a strong bond.
“It is important that the powders be annealed and outgassed by vacuum
firing. Annealing produces powders which are more easily pressed into com
posite forms. Outgassing of the powders eliminates bubbles in the finished
braze due to entrapped gas. The particle size of the powders should be
about —200 + 325 mesh so that proper flow of the powder into the die
cavity is assured.”
Evaluation of Ceramic Seals

A variety of tests have been devised by different manufacturers in order
to appraise the quality of a given seal in terms of vacuum tightness, shelf
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life, and tensile strength. These tests are generally of a destructive nature
and must thus be carried out on specially prepared samples made in such
a way that they suitably fit into a tensile-strength-testing machine. Heat
shock, mechanical shock and vibration, deterioration in corrosive atmos
pheres, and damage by nuclear radiation are other parameters of the seal
which are tested. The quality of the ceramic body itself can be separately
investigated by the preparation of micro-sections.43 • 56-59
Since it is difficult to pass judgement on the suitability of a ceramic body
for sealing purposes on the basis of microscopic examination alone, many
workers believe that the “tear test,” consisting of tearing a finished seal
apart and observing the adhesion of the ceramic to the metal, is the most
reliable method of test.
A Task Force for a Standard Test Device for Metal-Ceramic Seals (C.
P. Marsden, Chairman) has begun to operate in January, 1957, as part of
Sub-Committee V on Metallic to Non-Metallic Seals (V. J. DeSantis,
Chairman) of Committee F-l on Materials for Electron Tubes and Semi
conductor Devices, American Society for Testing Materials. This coopera
tive effort on the part of ceramic tube producers should in due course pro
duce much valuable information.
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CHAPTER 15

CATHODE MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES
Introduction

This chapter will present a brief description of the various types of
cathodes available to the tube engineer, give their performance characteris
tics, and describe the materials from which they are made. In dealing with
these subjects, the main emphasis will be on practical matters rather than
on the mechanism of electron emission which has been amply described in
the literature.1-14
While the cathode itself is the heart of any tube, and operation will be
affected adversely by poor cathode performance, it must be realized that
the proper choice of materials for all components of the tube, their careful
processing before assembly, precautions taken during assembly, and the
choice of an optimum exhaust schedule are of the utmost importance for
achieving the best possible performance of the cathode during the life of
the tube. It has been amply demonstrated by exhaustive tests in many
laboratories that the observation of such care during all stages of process
ing pays great dividends. There is no shortcut, if consistent results are ex
pected.
The inexperienced operator may wonder what all the fuss is about and
be tempted to do things the quick and dirty way at times. This is a most
dangerous approach because, on a short-term basis, it may occasionally
not make any difference in the result and thus encourage such sloppy pro
cedures until a general epidemic of low-emission, emission-slumping, or cath
ode peeling spreads over the production line and causes quite unnecessary
losses. The continuous education of plant personnel, or of those engaged in
tube construction in a laboratory, with the object of cultivating an ap
preciation of the need to observe process specifications rigorously and prac
tice good housekeeping is thus just as important as the availability of a good
technical staff who can design tubes according to best practice.
Cathodes are surfaces which emit electrons under the influence of an ac
tivating energy and generally in the presence of an electric field which per
mits the electrons thus released from the surface to travel in a desired di
rection. Depending on the form of the activating energy—be it heat, light,
high-field energy, kinetic energy of incident particles—or the geometric
shape of the cathode, many different classifications of cathodes are possible.
There are cold cathodes and hot cathodes, photocathodes, field emitters,
secondary emitters, filamentary cathodes, cylindrical cathodes, disk cath-
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odes, and hollow cathodes, which take the form of an internally coated
cavity, or of vane structures.18-20’29
In cold cathodes, the activating energy may take the form of light quanta,
or photons, which cause the emission of electrons from photocathodes.
When the energy is provided by particles such as electrons or ions which
impinge on the cold cathode from an external source, secondary electrons
are emitted from the surface, and the secondary electron emitter is then
frequently called a dynode. Very intense electrical fields will cause emis
sion from sharp points which are present on a microscopic scale on appar
ently smooth surfaces and thus cause voltage breakdown. When a pointed
wire is mounted in the center of a spherical tube which is coated with a
conductive film, field emission will be obtained when a high positive volt
age is applied to the coated bulb. The field emission microscope takes ad
vantage of this effect.15-17
Hot cathodes are heated either by passing an electric current directly
through the emitter (directly heated cathode), or by placing a separate
heater in close proximity to the cathode surface (indirectly heated cathode);
at times, recourse is also had to electron bombardment heating. The term
“thermionic emitter” is erroneously used for such heated cathodes because
they emit electrons and not ions; the terms “thermal electron emitter” and
‘thermal electron emission” are much to be preferred and will be used in
this text.
A description of the various types of cathodes in terms of their composi
tion and structure, rather than shape, conveys in general terms an idea of
the performance characteristics which may be expected from such cath
odes. Emitters made from pure metals, film cathodes, composite cathodes,
oxide cathodes, dispenser cathodes, matrix cathodes made from pressed
and sintered powders—all these are main classifications which can be
broken down into sub-groups depending on the particular material, or com
bination of materials, from which a specific cathode is made. Detailed de
scriptions of these various cathodes will be given in the following pages.
The reader is also reminded of the fact that thermal emission constants of
pure metals, which are treated in separate chapters of this book, are given
in the respective tabulations of physical characteristics. Some of these
metals, like copper, nickel, molybdenum, and others, have no practical
importance as thermal emitters and will thus not be mentioned in this
chapter.
Thermal electron emission from all types of cathodes is adequately de
scribed by the Richardson-Dushman equation:
is =

(15-1)
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saturated thermal emission current in a/cm2
Dushman’s constant; the theoretical value is 120 a/cm2deg2
temperature in degrees Kelvin
base of natural logarithms (2.71828)
true work function in electron volts (e.v.)
Boltzmann’s constant (1.3804 X 10-23 joule/°K; 8.6 X 10 5
e.v./°K)
Equation 15.1 should properly be multiplied by a factor (1 — r), where r
is the reflection coefficient for electrons whose energy is high enough to
permit them to escape from the surface in the absence of an externally
applied field. For most clean metals r is of the order of 0.05, and the multi
plying term is thus of little practical importance. The value of the work
function <f> varies approximately linearly with temperature according to the
relation

where Is
Ao
T
e
0
k

=
=
=
=
=
=

0 = 0o + aT

(15.2)

where 0O = work function at T = 0°K
a = fl(b/dT, the temperature coefficient of the work function
For metals, the experimental values for a are of the order of IO-1 e.v./°K.
By combining the two equations given above, one obtains

Is = AoTh-^e-^T

(15.3)

If experimental values of In TXT'1 are plotted against 1/T, a straight line
should be obtained; this is indeed the case for clean metals. The slope of
this line is a measure of 4>o/k, and the intercept at \/T = 0 gives the value
of AoCa,k. A graph of this type is called a Richardson plot. Since the ex
perimental value of a is of the same order as that of k, this intercept will
be found near a value of 40 a/cm2deg2 for most metals.4
For most pure metals, the value obtained for A from a Richardson plot
lies between 30 and 70 a/cm2deg2. For oxide cathodes and film cathodes, the
emission constant assumes a value somewhere near 1, although it may be
much less, or quite a bit more than 1. The important point is that the value
of this constant for any particular emitter must be known before a valid
prediction of the available emission can be made on the basis of the work
function and the operating temperature. The saturated, temperaturelimited, or pulsed emission that can be obtained from any given cathode
thus depends on its physical size, the temperature at which it operates, the
true work function of its surface, and the value of the Richardson constant
A. Figure 15.1 gives a plot of L vs T for various values of 0, assuming
Ao = 120; corrections must thus be applied to satisfy specific emitters.
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Figure 15.1. Electron saturation current in amperes per square centimeter as a function of absolute temperature with work
function of the emitter as parameter. The values of Is are calculated for A = 120 a/cm2deg2. After Herrmann and Wagener.9 (Cour
tesy Verlag Johann Ambrosius Barth, Leipzig and Chapman & Hall, Ltd. London.)
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While cathode temperatures enter into the pertinent equations in terms
of the Kelvin scale, many specifications and published texts refer to these
temperatures in centigrade. This practice makes for some confusion at
times, and very reputable authors have occasionally used the wrong scale
by mistake. A simple guidepost is the fact that conventional oxide cathodes
operate near 1000°K, and thoriated tungsten filaments near 2000°K.
Cathode Design Parameters

When faced with the problem of choosing a suitable thermal emitter for
the fulfillment of a given design objective, a tube engineer must bear in
mind a number of parameters which must influence his design. These pa
rameters are listed in Table 15.1.
It is a basic requirement for most cathodes that the required emission
density be obtained at a minimum cost. This objective can be realized only
with cathodes that have a low work function and a low operating tcmperaTable 15.1 Cathode Design Parameters

Emission density (Electron yield)

Ys

Heat factor (Emission efficiency)

H

Radiated power (Low thermal emissivity)

l’r

Richardson constant

A

Work function
Operating temperature
Melting point
Vapor pressure temperature (for p = 10”5
Torr)

</>
T
Tm
Te

Evaporation rate

M

Figure of merit

F

ma
cm2
ma
w
w

CW2

ys\
h/

a
cm2deg K
e.v.
°K
°K
°K
g
cm2sec
e.v.

hrs
Life expectancy
L
Ease of activation
Resistance to poisoning
Resistance to sparking
Interface formation (choice of base metal for oxide cathodes)
Mechanical strength (choice of base metal)
Cost of fabrication and processing
Compatibility with materials of adjacent electrodes

IO3
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ture, so that the electron yield and the heat factor* both assume high values.
The power Pr radiated by the cathode should obviously be as low as possi
ble so that the heater power which compensates for losses by radiation and
conduction can be kept low. As a high vacuum of the order of 10~6 Torr,
or better, must be maintained in a sealed-off high-vacuum tube, it is not
possible to use some of the materials which have a very low work function
because their vapor pressure is high.26 Table 15.2 lists evaporation rates as
a function of temperature for various metals used in vacuum tubes. To
evaluate these parameters, Wright4 has introduced the vapor pressure tem
perature, Te, which represents the temperature of the cathode at which
the vapor pressure is 10-6 Torr. By combining these two parameters, the
same author has defined a figure of merit, F, which is equal to the ratio of
the work function multiplied by 103 to the vapor pressure temperature 7/ .
As the value of Te should be as high as possible, a low value of the figure of
merit is desirable. Table 15.3 lists the figures of merit, and also the work
functions, the emission constant, and the vapor pressure temperature Te
for a number of the elements.
When a new cathode design has been chosen, it is generally desirable
that the cathode and its heater be first separately mounted, and characteris
tics taken of the cathode temperature as a function of heater voltage and
power. Only on the basis of such data can a suitable activation schedule be
worked out. A word of warning is also in order in regard to the measurement
of cathode temperatures with an optical pyrometer.27'28 This instrument
gives correct temperatures only when black-body conditions are simulated.
If this is not the case, it is necessary to know the thermal emissivity of the
surface under observation so that the proper corrections can be added to
the reading obtained with the pyrometer. When pure metal emitters are
observed in a bell jar, this correction may amount to several hundred de
grees. On the other hand, back radiation from a surrounding anode can also
have an appreciable effect on the temperature of an emitter, so that the
conditions of measurement must always be taken into account. A plot of
emissivities vs temperature for various materials is given in the Appendix
as Figure A.2.
* It is unfortunate that the term emission efficiency is so firmly established in the
literature; if it were really an efficiency, it should have no dimension, but, actually,
the thermal yield of electrons in terms of the heater power input is expressed in mil
liamperes per watt. The term heat factor, H, has been used in Table 15.1 and derives
from the German word ‘Heizmass,’ introduced by the late Professor H. Barkhausen.
A true emission efficiency could be defined as the ratio of the number of electrons
emitted and the number of atoms evaporated by the cathode surface, as used by
Stout75 in a recent review of dispenser cathodes.

Table 15.2. Rate

cn
to
cn

T
°K

T
°C

700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600

427
527
627
727
827
927
1027
1127
1227
1327
1427
1527
1627
1727
1827
1927
2027
2127
2227
2327
2427
2527
2627
2727
2827
2927
3027
3127
3227
3327

* Ref. 21.

Tat

w*

8. 2
3.16
1.26
7.83
4.36
1.51
3.52
5.92
7.48
7.43
6.00
4.03
2.31
1.16
5.07
2.01
7.20
2.36
7.15
2.01
5.32
1.27
3.13

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

of

IO“28
IO“26
10'23
IO“21
1019
IO“17
10 '6
IO“15
10“
IO-13
10“12
IO"11
IO10
103
10~9
10»
IO“8
10 7
IO“7
10-«
10“«
10-«
10-«

f Ref. 22.

1.33
1.27
4.18
6.04
4.50
1.95
5.45
1.05
1.36
1.60
1.38
9.78
5.88
3.04
1.37
5.54
2.00
6.61
2.00
5.79
1.51
3.82

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Evaporation (in

Ptt

Mot

IO“28
10-25
10~23
10“
IO“19
10“
IO“1«
10-14
10“13
10~12
IO-11
IO-11
IO“9
IO’9
10-8
IO-8
10~7
10“
10-«
IO“«
10-6
IO-5

I Ref. 23.

1.37 X
9.77 X
2.44 X
2.53 X
1.29 X
3.81 X
7.60 X
1.05 X
1.06 X
7.52 X
5.34 X
2.82 X
1.30 X
5.00 X
1.80 X
5.62 X
1.57 X
4.18 X
1.04 X
2.35 X
5.00 X

IO“24
IO-22
IO“19
IO“17
IO“15
IO"14
10-‘3
IO"11
10-4»
IO-1“
10-9
10“
10-’
10-’
IO"«
10“«
10“5
IO“5
10“4
IO'4
10-4

§ Ref. 24.

g/cm2 sec) for

Various Metals Used in Vacuum Tubes

Nit

Fet

Ag§

Cut

8.41 X IO“21
2.35 X IO“47
1.08 X IO"14
1.42 X 10“2
7.48 X IO“11
2.00 X 10-9
3.19 X IO“8
3.38 X 10-’
2.55 X 10“«
1.46 X IO-5
6.82 X IO“6
2.5 X IO'4

1.16 X 10-18
1.64 X IO'16
3.64 X IO'13
3.96 X IO-11
1.51 X IO'9
3.11 X IO-8
3.94 X IO'7
3.5 X IO’6

3.26
1.64
2.10
9.97
2.29
3.13

1.0 x 10-4

2.9 X

1.4 X 10-3

2.6 X

2.9 X IO-3

2.2 X IO-3

1.1 X IO-2

1.5 X

1.7 X IO“6

2.6 X IO“2

1.2 X IO-2

5.9 X IO“2

6.0 X IO-1

1.5 X IO-4

6.9 X 10-2

5.0 X IO“2

2.3 X IO-1

1.9

8.5 X IO-4

2.2 X IO-1

1.6 X IO“1

7.3 X IO-1

1.29
7.21
6.70
1.81
2.06
9.73
2.92
5.23
6.56
6.18
4.42
2.57
1.24

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

IO-2«
10-23
IO“20
IO“17
1O-1S
IO“14
10-12
IO“11
10“»
IO-9
10-«
10“7
10“«

4.0 X 10-«

Ref. 25.

1.25
3.17
1.38
1.82
9.35
2.43
3.89
4.04
3.04
1.74
8.11
3.08

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

IO-20
IO“17
IO’14
10~12
IO“11
IO-9
IO-8
10-’
10“«
IO“5
IO“5
10-4

X
X
X
X
X
X

1.6 X

Ba§§

IO“16 1.7 X 10~8
IO-12 9.1 X IO“7
IO“10 2.0 X IO-8
IO-9 2.5 X IO“4
IO-7 1.9 X IO“3
IO“« 1.0 X IO-2
4.3 X 10-2
IO“4
0.15
0.43
1.1
IO"3
2.5
10-2
5.2
10.0
IO-1
18.0
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Table 15.3 Woek Functions of the Elements4

Group I—
0o , eV...................
Te , °K..................
0o/Te X 103..........
Group II—
0o , eV...................
Te , °K..................
0o/Te X 103...........
Group III—
0o , eV...................
Te , °K..................
0o/Te X 103...........
Group IV—
0o , eV...................
do <i “ k................
Te , °K..................
0o/Te X 103..........
Group V—
0o j eV...................
Ao e““/k.................
T„ , ° K..................
0o/Te X 103..........
Group VI—
0o , eV...................
Ao e “ k.................
Te , °K..................
0o/Te X 10s...........
Group VII—............
0o , eV...................
Ao e““/k.................
Te , °K..................
0o/Te X 103...........
Group VIII—
0o , eV...................
Ao e”“/k.................
Te , °k...................
0o/Te X 103...........

Li
2.4
750
3.2
Be
3.9
1100
3.5
Al
4.2
1170
3.6
Ti
3.9
—
1600
2.4
V
4.1
—
—
—
Cr
4.6
48
1040
4.4
Mn
4.0
—
1000
4.0
Fe
4.5
26
1320
3.4

Na
2.3
440
5.0
Mg
3.6
550
6.5

K
2.2
360
6.1
Ca
3.2
700
4.6
Ga
3.8
—
—
Zr
Hf
3.57f 3.65f
120f 31.9f
—
2350
■—■
1.65 t
Cb
Ta
4.0
4.1
37
37
—
2680
—
1.5
Mo
W
4.2
4.5
55
70
2230 2860
1.6
1.9
Re
4.7
700
—
—
Co
Ni
4.4
4.6
41
30
1420 1330
3.1
3.5

Rb
2.15
340
6.3
Sr
2.6
620
3.9

Th
3.4
70
1910
1.8
As
5.2
—
—
—

u

Cs
1.9
320
5.9
Ba
2.5
680
3.5

C
4.4
48
2400
1.8
Sb
4.0
—
730
5.5

Si
3.6
8
•—■
—
Bi
4.6
—
750
6.1

Cs
4.6
1040
4.4
Zn
4.3
500
8.6
La
3.3
—•
—
Ge
4.8
—
—
—

Ag
4.5
1010
4.5
Cd
4.1
420
9.8
Ce
2.8
—
—
Sn
4.4
—
1180
3.7

Au
4.9
1200
4.1
Hg
4.5
250
18
Pr
2.7
——
Pb
4.0
—
760
5.2

3.3
—
—
—

Rh
Pd
Os
4.80t 4.99t 4.7
—
33
60
—
2640 § —
—
1.83§ —

Ir
Pt
5.40t 5.32f
63
32
—
1860
—
2.8

f These values are adjusted by the present author on the basis of more recent
data.
§ These values were added by the present author.

Pure Metal Emitters

The choice of pure metals which are useful as thermal electron emitters
is very limited; of the several metals plotted in Figure 15.2, only tungsten
and tantalum have commercial importance at present; rhenium and haf
nium have interesting properties which make them potentially useful in
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Current Density in amps/cm2

TEMPERATURE

Figure 15.2. Plot of metallic elements according to their work function and melt
ing point and also calculated curves of constant saturated current densities for A =
120 a/cm2deg2. After Brunn.29 (By permission of Office of Naval Research and Air
Research and Development Command, United States Air Force.)

the future. Data for tungsten and tantalum have been given in Chapters
9 and 11, respectively; those for rhenium and hafnium will be given below.
Rhenium

An extensive survey of the literature on rhenium has been prepared by
Sims and Wyler30 of the Battelle Memorial Institute, where much of the re
cent research on rhenium has been carried out.31'36 Its physical characteris
tics are listed in Table 15.4 and the chemical properties in Table 15.5.
Pertinent references37-49 are quoted for the various entries in the tables.
Figure 15.3 gives the black-body vs brightness temperature for sintered
rhenium bars after Sims. Figures 15.4 to 15.6 give the true stress-strain
diagram, the ultimate tensile strength of annealed and cold-worked rhenium
wire at elevated temperatures, and the effect of annealing treatments on
the hardness and grain size of cold-worked rhenium, respectively, also after
Sims and his co-workers.34
Rhenium is one of the precious metals which was considered to be quite
rare until recently. Bars are produced by processes of powder metallurgy
similar to those serving in the production of tungsten, molybdenum, and
tantalum. Sheets, rods, and wire are then produced by cold-working. Ow-

Table 15.4. Physical Characteristics

of

Rhenium

Atomic number39: 75
Atomic valence39: 7, 4, —1
Atomic weight39: 186.31
Valence orbitals39: 4f14, 5d5, 6s2
Isotopes39: 182, 183, 184, 185, 186,
Lattice type: h.c.p. (A3)
187, 188
Lattice constants32: a = 2.760 ± 0.001
Density (g/cc)34: 21.03
c = 4.458 ± 0.001
Melting point (°C)34: 3,180 ± 20
c/a = 1.615
Boiling point (°C)32: 5,630
Atomic radius39: 1.375 A
Heat of fusion, Hra(Kcal/mole)32:
Atomic volume (cc/gm atom)40: 9.3
7.9
Closest approach of atoms40: 2.734 A
Heat of vaporization, Hv (Kcal/mole)32: 152
Entropy of fusion, Sm(cal/mole/°K)32: 2.3
Entropy of vaporization, Sv(cal/mole/°K)32: 26.2
Entropy at 298.16°K, S(cal/mole/°K)41: 8.887 ± 0.023
Specific heat, (cal/gm/°C)43: 0.0332 (at 20°C)
Thermal conductivity (cal/cm/sec/°C)43: 0.111 (0-100°C)
Thermal expansion (cm/cm/°C)34: 67 X 10~7 (20-500°C)
(perpendicular to hexagonal axis) 68 X 10~7 (20-1000°C)

A
A

Vapor pressure44 log10 P atm = 7.5237-40,865/ToK (2220-2725°C)
log« P mm = 10.4038-40,865/ToK (2220-2725°C)

IO“8
2200

10“7
2330

10-°
2480

10-5
2640

10-4
2830

10~3
3060

10-2
3330

10-'
3670

Torr
°K

Spectral emissivity (X = 0.655M)32' 34, 45: 0.42 (0-1600°C)
0.40 at 2400°C
0.366 at 2800 °C
Electrical resistivity (ohm-cm X 10-6):

at 20°C:21.146 temperature coefficient of resistivity decreases with
at 25°C:19.543
temperature; hot-spot formation less likely but re
mains positive up to near the M.P.
100
25.4

500
52.6

1000
76.5

1500
93.0

2000
105.0

Magnetic suceptibility43: +0.37
Electron work function (e.v.)35: 4.80

2400
110.0

°C
microhm-cm32

(see also ref. 39-41 for other electronic
properties)
Richardson constant A (a/cm2/deg2)35: 52.
Secondary electron emission coefficient48: S =1.25 (at 650 V)
= 1.36 (at 400 V) (for tungsten)
Mechanical Properties:
Proportional limit (103 psi)34: 26.3
Modulus of elasticity (10° psi)35: 67
Ultimate tensile strength (annealed) (103 psi): 16434; 15043
Elongation (annealed) (J^ inch pet)34: 24
Reduction of area (pct)34: 21.7
Surface hardness (annealed) (V.H.N.): 25035: 20043
Recrystallization temperature (°C)34: 1300-1500
Annealing temperature (°C)34: 1250; 1700
Yield strength (0.1 pct offset) (103.psi)34: 42
Yield strength (0.2 pct offset) (103 psi)34: 46
True stress at unit strain, B, (103 psi)34: 367
Strain hardening exponent, n34: 0.353
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Table 15.5 Chemical Properties of Rhenium

Electrochemical equivalent: 0.27581 mg/coul
3.62568 coul/mg
A) Reactions with gases and vapors:
dry air at 20°C: practically none41
moist air at 20°C: gradual oxidation to HReO441
dry air or oxygen at 350°C: oxidation to Re2O741
nitrogen: non, even at elevated temperatures41
halogens (except iodine): rapid attack to form a red solid, ReCis , and ReCl534
sulfur vapor (on Re powder): ReS2 and Re2S7 are formed at elevated temperature ;41
ReS2 is a soft black substance which acts as a lubricant34
hydrocarbons: no formation of carbide;36 carbon diffuses rapidly through Re.
water vapor: Re shows substantially greater resistance to water-cycle effect than
tungsten at all temperatures (tests at 1200 and 1750°C for 7,800 hrs.) Re-coated
tungsten somewhat better in this respect than unalloyed Re, owing to higher
purity of Re coating.36
B) Reactions with liquids:
HC1: none41
H2SO4 (cold): some attack37
HN03 : rapid oxidation to HReO441
H2SO4 (hot): rapid oxidation to HReO441
molten metals32: none with Sn, Zn, Ag, Cu slowly attacked by Al catastrophic at
tack by Ni, Fe
C) Reactions with solids:
A12O3 : Thoriated Re (0.85 p.c. ThO2 b.wt.) stable at 1750°C for 7000 hrs. (Tungsten
not compatible with A12O3 above 1400°C)36
Boron: Boride formed which melts below 2250°C.
D) Oxides of Rhenium:
Re2O3 : sesquioxide, black; soluble in HNO3
ReO2 : dioxide, black; soluble in cone. HC1, H2O2
ReO3 : trioxide, red; soluble in alkalis, HNO3 , H2O2
Re2O7 : heptoxide, brownish yellow; soluble in acids, alkalis, and alcohol M.P.
297°C; B.P. 363°C34 readily forms at grain boundaries when metal is worked hot
in air34

ing to the high cost of its recovery from ores, and the extreme care required
in processing, the price of rhenium ranges with that of platinum. The melt
ing point of rhenium is second only to that of tungsten, and its vapor pres
sure is similar to that of tantalum. The electron work function of rhenium
is a little higher than that of tungsten but it exhibits a remarkable resist
ance to the so-called “water cycle” which rapidly destroys tungsten fila
ments when they operate in the presence of traces of water vapor; it does
not form a carbide and is thus not embrittled in the presence of hydrocar
bon vapors. Rhenium has one of the highest values of Young’s modulus
among the metals and exhibits great strength at elevated temperatures; it
also is not embrittled by recrystallization to the same extent as tungsten
and retains some degree of ductility at high temperature.
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IOOO 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600

Brightness Temperature, 0

Figure 15.3. Black-body vs brightness temperature for sintered rhenium bars
After Sims et al.3i (Courtesy American Society For Metals.)

Rhenium work-hardens more rapidly than any other known metal and,
for this reason, fabricated shapes can be produced only in steps with inter
mediate annealing in a protective atmosphere. Working properties can be
improved materially by the addition of from 0.5 to 1.0 per cent thoria which
causes only a slight reduction in strength, ductility, and high-melting
properties.34 For these reasons, rhenium offers advantages as a filament for
electron tube applications and structural components; it also exhibits
superior characteristics in comparison to other metals, particularly tung
sten, when used as a contact material in magnetos and switches operating
in corrosive atmospheres. Rhenium is available as “Mallory 750” from P.
R. Mallory & Co., Inc. and from Chase Brass and Copper Co. in Water
bury, Conn, in wire form down to 0.003-in. dia.
Rhenium-molybdenum alloys have been investigated by Hughes and
Geach,60 Duke,61 and Sims et al.™ Alloys with about 35% molybdenum
possess extraordinary ductility and are equivalent mechanically with un
alloyed molybdenum for use as an electron tube construction material;
tensile strength at elevated temperature, up to about 1000°C, is substan
tially higher than for molybdenum. This advantage in strength is still more
pronounced when comparing recrystallized tungsten-rhenium alloy con-
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Strain 8, inches per inch

Figure 15.4. Average true stress-strain diagram for rhenium and other metals.
After Sims et al.M (Courtesy American Society For Metals.)

Tempera ture,C
Figure 15.5. Ultimate tensile strength of annealed and cold-worked 0.050 to 0.065in. dia. rhenium wire at elevated temperatures. After Sims et al.3i (Courtesy American
Society For Metals.)
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Figure 15.6. The effect of one-hour annealing treatments on the hardness and
grain size of cold-worked rhenium. After Sims et al.3i (Courtesy American Society
For Metals.)

taining 30% rhenium with plain tungsten; at 1000°C, the ultimate tensile
strengths are 150,000 (W-30 Re) and 15,000 psi (W), respectively.36 Tantalum-rhenium alloys are not as favorable in their characteristics; up to
about 10% rhenium, considerable solid-solution strengthening is observed
but alloys become less and less workable as more rhenium is added.
Hafnium

This metal also is rare because it is very difficult to produce it in a pure
state; its abundance in the earth’s crust is actually greater than that of
mercury, tantalum, niobium, and silver.64 For the aforementioned reason,
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Figure 15.6(a). Properties of wrought and of crystallized molybdenum and Mo35Re wire. After Sims et al.3e (Courtesy Air Force Cambridge Research Center, Air
Research and Development Command, and Battelle Memorial Institute.)

hafnium has not found, so far, any commercial application in the produc
tion of electron tubes, but, on an experimental scale, its potential usefulness
has been investigated for filaments in incandescent lights, for cathodes in
x-ray tubes, as an electrode material for high-pressure discharge tubes,
where it has been used as an alloy with tungsten or molybdenum, and as a
getter when alloyed with titanium.41
Table 15.6 presents the physical characteristics of hafnium, and the
references to the literature from which the various data have been taken
will serve as a guide to the more detailed study of the properties of haf
nium.54-59 Hafnium has many properties in common with zirconium, and
it is very difficult to extract the last traces of zirconium from hafnium.
Both metals have a great affinity for gases, in particular oxygen and
nitrogen, and no deoxidizer is known which effectively removes oxygen
from hafnium.
Like other high-melting metals, hafnium is produced by processes of
powder metallurgy and can be rolled into sheet, swaged, hammered, or
drawn into wire or rod; cold-worked hafnium can be annealed in vacuo or
in an inert atmosphere; it recrystallizes between 700 and 800°C. Its ma-
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Table 15.6. Physical Properties of Hafnium

Atomic number: 72
Atomic weight: 178.6
Isotopes«: 174, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180
Density (gm/cc)55:
13.36 (calc.)
13.09 (measured)
Melting point (°C)64: 1975
Boiling point (°C)41: 5,400
Specific heat (cal/gm/°C)41 :
0.0337 (1827°C)
0.0352 (25-100°C)

Atomic valence: 4
Valence orbitals: 5d2, 6s2
Lattice type: h.c.p. (A3)
Lattice constants54’ 56:
a = 3.1883 A
c = 5.0422 A
c/a = 1.58
Atomic radius41: 1.442 A
Atomic volume (cc/gm atom)54: 13.37
Transformation temperature (h.c.p.
b.c.c.)41: 1950 ± 100°C

Thermal conductivity (cal/cm/sec/°C)67:

50
0.0533

100
0.0526

200
0.0514

300
0.0502

400
0.0495

Thermal expansion (cm/cm/°C)41: 20-204
cold worked:
59.18
annealed:
62.66

20-427
58.98

500°C
0.0491
20-649
57.41

20-871 °C
56.89 X 10~7
59.01 X IO“7

Vapor pressure42: log p = — 30,200/T°K + 9.46
Evaporation rate (gm/cm2/sec)47: log W = 6.58 — 2.94 X 104 T»K

Spectral emissivity58: 0.445 ± 0.008 (1727°C); X = 0.651 micron
Electrical resistivity (ohm.cm X IO 6)57:

0
34.1

50
40.6

100
47.1

150
53.6

200
60.1

250°C
66.6

Electron work function (e.v.): 3.60 59 ; 3.6558
Richardson constant A (a/cm2deg2): 22.959; 31.958
Mechanical Properties
Hardness41’ 64 : Vickers 152; Rockwell A43; Rockwell B78
Malleability54: max. cold reduction 30 p.c.
Recrystallization temperature (°C)54: 700-800
Young’s modulus (psi X 10 s)41 : 20.0 (annealed Hf)

chinability resembles that of stainless steel.41 The presence of traces of
zirconium in solid solutions with hafnium does not impair the cold-rolling
properties of the latter; these are primarily affected adversely by dissolved
gases. Once gas has been absorbed by hafnium, it is exceedingly difficult,
if not impossible, to drive out such gases at temperatures as high as
1800°C.69
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Thin Film Emitters

This type of emitter, as the name implies, is characterized by the pres
ence of a thin film, of the order of one or more atomic layers thick, which
exists on a pure base metal, or on one which contains admixtures from
which the surface film is formed by diffusion of the additive to the surface.
If the material deposited on the surface is of an electropositive nature and
easily polarized, a dipole layer is formed which acts as though a sheet of
positive charge were spread over the surface and so accelerates electrons
near the surface inside the metal and facilitates their escape into the vac
uum away from the metal. The effective work function of such a thin-film
emitter is thus less than that of the base metal by itself and also less than
that of the material from which the film is formed, if it were measured by
itself in bulk form.
Cesium on oxygen on tungsten and thorium on tungsten are examples
of such thin-film emitters; others are tabulated in Table 15.7 where the
resulting work function and Richardson’s constant are also given. Com
paring some of these values with figures shown in Table 15.3, it is apparent
that the work function of tungsten by itself is 4.5 e.v., that of thorium by
itself is 3.4 e.v., and that of the combination tungsten-thorium is 2.7 e.v.
The experimentally determined Richardson constant, on the other hand,
which has a value of 70 for the pure metals just quoted, assumes a value
of 4 for the thin-film emitter for reasons which have not as yet been clearly
established. Some of the advantage gained by the action of the thin film
in lowering the work function is thus lost in its also lowering the Richardson
constant. The reader is referred to Chapter 9 for a more detailed discussion
of thoriated tungsten emitters and their preparation.
Table 15.7. Work Functions

for

Adsorbed Films4

Tungsten-cesium..........................................................................
Tungsten-oxygen-cesium............................................................
Tungsten-oxygen-barium............................................................
Tungsten-barium.........................................................................
Tungsten-thorium........................................................................
Tungsten-cerium..........................................................................
Tungsten-lanthanum...................................................................
Tungsten-uranium.......................................................................
Tungsten-y ttrium........................................................................
Tungsten-zirconium.....................................................................
Molybdenum-thorium..................................................................
Tantalum-thorium.......................................................................

00
eV

A«-“/k
amp/cm2-deg2

1.5
1.4
1.3
1.6
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.8
2.7
3.1
2.6
2.5

3
—
—
1.5
4
8
8
3
8
5
1.5
1.5
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The practical usefulness of thin-film emitters is limited by a number of
difficulties encountered in their operation. The greatest benefit is obtained
when these films are of a monatomic nature; in the case of thorium on
tungsten the optimum coverage is 0.67 monatomic layer, which is to say
that the thorium atoms do not completely cover the tungsten surface. Such
films are very tightly bound to the base metal by atomic forces so that
their vapor pressure is much less than that of the film material in bulk;
nevertheless they do evaporate, and they also are readily removed from
the surface by sputtering when remaining gas ions impinge on the surface
and transfer their momentum to the atoms of the thin film. An exceedingly
good vacuum is thus a prerequisite for the successful operation of thin-film
cathodes. Provisions must thus be made to lay down a film in the first
place and maintain it, or replenish it if it has been depleted or removed
entirely by one of the effects just mentioned.
A suitable film can be deposited on the base metal either from the outside
by vapor deposition, or from the inside by diffusion. The practical choices
available to achieve these ends are to fill the whole tube, say with cesium
vapor, and maintain this vapor by operating the entire tube at elevated
temperature, in this case at 150°C, or to draw on an internal reservoir em
bedded in the metal itself from which the surface film can be replenished.
In most cases, the emitters do operate in a high vacuum, and for this reason
the internal dispensing mechanism is preferred. We are thus led to the dis
cussion of the broad category of dispenser cathodes on which a great
amount of effort has been spent during the past several decades.
Dispenser Cathodes60-75

As suggested in the preceding paragraph, the term “dispenser cathode”
may be interpreted in a very broad way in the sense that any mechanism
leading to the deposition of a thin film at the cathode surface and its con
tinuous replenishment would describe a dispenser cathode. It is thus sug
gested that all dispenser cathodes are essentially thin-film cathodes. The
feature that distinguishes dispenser cathodes from film cathodes, such as
thoriated-tungsten emitters, is the fact that a surface film is being con
tinuously replenished at operating temperature by the “flow” of the active
film-forming agent through a porous substrate. This basic idea has been
pursued by many workers in different countries for a long time, but only
in recent years has a cathode been developed which promises to satisfy
most of the requirements imposed by modern tube technology. The work
ers at the Philips Laboratories, both in Holland and in the United States
at Irvington-on-Hudson, have made very substantial contributions toward
the realization of this goal. For this reason, the term “dispenser cathode”
has often been associated specifically with the Philips cathodes of which
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Figure 15.7. Cross-section of two basic forms of the L cathode; a) with cylindrical
emitting surface; b) with flat, circular emitting surface. After Lemmens et al J3
(Courtesy Philips Gloelampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, Netherlands.)

there are three types, i.e., the L Cathode, the Pressed Cathode, and the
Impregnated Cathode.
*
62
The L Cathode, first described in 1950 by Lemmens, Jansen, and Loosjes63
and now superseded by improved versions, is illustrated in Figure 15.7.
Referring to the flat, circular emitter, shown at the right in the illustration,
one sees a cylindrical housing, A, made from molybdenum which at its
closed end is extended and welded to a porous tungsten disk, B, thus form
ing a cavity within which a pellet, P, of barium-strontium carbonate is
located. A heater, F, furnishes the thermal energy. After the carbonates
have been broken down to the oxides and some reduction of the oxides to
free barium and strontium has taken place, the metal vapors pass through
the pores of the tungsten plug by Knudsen flow and by migration of adat
oms over internal surfaces to form a monatomic film at the surface which,
in combination with adsorbed oxygen, effectively reduces the work func
tion (0 (e.v.) = 1.67 + 3.24 X 10-4 T). Needless to say, if too much free
barium arrives at the surface, there is danger of excessive barium evapora
tion; also, if the porous tungsten plug is not well sealed to the molybdenum
container, barium will escape at the periphery of the cathode surface.
* In the United States these cathodes may be purchased from the Philips Elec
tronics, Inc., Hudson Division, Irvington-on-Hudson and from Semicon Associates,
either at Lexington, Kentucky or at their West Coast branch at Watsonville, Cali
fornia. Licensing agreements can be arranged with North American Philips Co., Inc.,
New York.
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Considerable trouble was encountered in the early L cathodes on both
counts. The relatively high operating temperature of about 1300°K has
also led to many burned-out heaters in the early models. An improved ver
sion of the L cathode has recently been developed by Venema and Van den
Broek64 of the Philips Laboratories in Eindhoven in which the Ba/Sr (CO3)
pellet of the older version is replaced by a pellet of tungsten and barium
calcium aluminates of the same composition (20% BaO-2Al2Or3 CaO +
80 %W) as that used in the Type B impregnated cathode described below.
This new L cathode version permits rapid processing on the pump and is
reported to have an extremely low barium evaporation rate; it is, however,
more susceptible to poisoning than the impregnated cathode and, in view
of the separate cavity for the pellet, structurally not as simple.
The “impregnated” cathode was described by Levi66 in 1953 and an
improved type was discussed in 1955.66 As illustrated in Figure 15.8, the
distinguishing feature of the impregnated cathode, as compared to the
former L cathode, is the absence of a separate cavity for the alkaline-earth
carbonates. The porous tungsten part is now directly impregnated with
the active dispensing compound, which in the earlier model (Type A) con
sisted of a mixture of normal and basic barium aluminates and in the im
proved version (Type B) of barium-calcium aluminate. The addition of
calcium oxide leads to an appreciable increase of the resulting electron
emission, as shown in Figure 15.9, where the pulsed emission density meas
ured in a/cm2 is plotted for both types of the impregnated cathode when
operated at a temperature of 1400°K (1130°C). Figure 15.10 gives the pulsed
emission density measured in a close-spaced diode as a function of anode
voltage for different operating temperatures.
K

a)

b)

Figure 15.8. Cross-section of two basic forms of the “impregnated cathode,” (a)
with cylindrical emitting surfaces; (b) with flat, circular emitting surface. After
Levi. 65'66 (Courtesy American Institute of Physics.)
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Figure 15.9. The improvement in the emission of an impregnated cathode on re
placing the barium aluminate (curve A) by barium-calcium aluminate (curve B) as
measured during activation after seal-off. After Levi.66 (Courtesy Philips Labora
tories.)

Figure 15.10. Pulsed emission density of an impregnated cathode (Type B) meas
ured in a diode as a function of anode voltage at various cathode temperatures.
After Levi.66 (Courtesy Philips Laboratories.)

The pressed Philips cathode was first described by Coppola and Hughes67
in 1956. This type of cathode is primarily intended for mass production
applications, such as cathode ray tubes and picture tubes, and therefore
made only as a flat-surface disk emitter, as shown in Fig. 15.11, where two
of the cathodes are shown mounted in the usual ceramic support, and a
cross-sectional view of the pressed cathode itself is also given. The molyb
denum cylinder is made by rolling sheet molybdenum to form a lapped,
unwelded seam. A pressed cathode button is made from a mixture of tungsten-molybdenum alloy, containing 75 per cent by weight molybdenum
and 25 per cent by weight tungsten, and powdered barium-calcium alumi-
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Mo-Wolloy with alkaline
earth compound dispersed
in the pores

Mo disc

(b)

Rolled Mo Cylinder

Figure 15.11 (a) Photographs of pressed cathodes with flat emitting surface (3
mm dia.) mounted in ceramic spacers, (b) Sectional view of pressed cathode. After
Coppola and Hughes.6’ (Courtesy Philips Laboratories.)

nate in the proportion of 5 moles BaO:2 moles AI2O3. This mixture is
pressed in a hydraulic press at a pressure of 70 tons/sq.in. and sintered in
vacuum, or hydrogen, at a temperature of 1750°C to form a hard, strong
button which can then be inserted into the molybdenum sleeve, where it
is positioned by the presence of a molybdenum disk which separates the
cathode button from the space occupied by the heater. The end of the
molybdenum cylinder is peened over the cathode end face by a pressing
operation. The emission density obtained from pressed cathodes is essen
tially the same as that observed for improved dispenser cathodes when
operated at the same temperature.
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Table 15.8. Thermal Emission Data

for

Philips Cathodes
Impregnated

Type of Cathode

Operating temperature To (°K)..............
Electron work function </> (e.v.)..............
Emission density (pulsed), (a/cm2)........
Richardson constant A (a/cm2deg2)........
Activation temperature (°K)...................
Time required for activation (minutes). . .
Time required for ageing (minutes).......
Life (hrs).....................................................
Rate of barium evaporation.....................
Resistance to poisoning............................
Resistance to ion bombardment..............
Available shapes (f = flat or shaped disk
c = cylindrical).....................................
Maximum sizes..........................................

L

1400
1.67
5
2.5
1520

Pressed Cathode

Type A

Type B

1400
1.53
1.2
0.14

1400
1.67
5
2.5
1520
6
150
15,000

150
8000

good
good

good
good

f or c

f or c f or c
% in. O.D.
M long

1400 1290
1.7
2.5 0.9
2.4
1470
6

5000

v. good good
good
good

The thermal emission constants of interest are tabulated in Table 15.8
for the various types of Philips cathodes. The impregnated cathodes follow
a U'/2 law in their rate of barium evaporation, while the rate is substan
tially constant for the L cathode. As most of the barium in impregnated
cathodes evaporates during the first few hours, it is possible to operate the
cathodes for a suitable period of time in a separate envelope to get rid of
the excess barium before installing them in the final tube.
Activated impregnated cathodes and pressed cathodes may be exposed
to air, but must then be reactivated, whereupon they regain their original
level of emission. Pulsed emission and d-c emission attain essentially the
same values. The life of the cathode naturally depends on the operating
temperature; while the value of 15,000 hours is given in Table 15.8 for a
porous tungsten disk, 1 mm thick, operating at 1400°K, the life obtained
when operating at 1350°K (1000°C) and a current density of 5 a/cm2 (Type
B) may extend to as much as 32,000 hours. It is estimated that an increase
of the operating temperature by 50°C (brightness) will increase the emis
sion density by a factor of 2.
While these test results are very impressive indeed, it must be remem
bered that they are obtained with close-spaced test diodes. Experience
with full-scale tubes has not been as favorable, so far. Espersen68 has, on
the other hand, more recently published performance data of magnetrons
equipped with impregnated Philips cathodes which indicate longer life than
obtained with certain unspecified sintered nickel matrix cathodes. In Type
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5180k x-band magnetron, a pulse primary emission of 100 ma/cm2 was
measured at 800°C and the total peak emission, largely produced by second
ary emission, was 16 a/cm2. For other types of magnetrons, 4J52 and 4J53,
lower arcing rates during aging and greater current stability, when using
longer pulses than ordinarily specified, were observed for L cathodes and
impregnated cathodes.
Philips cathodes cannot be operated in the presence of mercury vapor
and they are very sensitive to poisoning by platinum, palladium, titanium,
or zirconium which migrate into the porous plug and kill the emission or
increase the rate of barium evaporation.68 It is thus not advisable to use
platinum as a flux for spot welding the heater leads;69 an 8-mil dia. tantalum
wire can be inserted into the bare heater coil before spot welding and thus
be used as a fluxing agent.* Owing to the relatively high operating tem
perature of the impregnated cathode, the materials for adjacent electrodes
must also be carefully chosen for fear of depositing harmful metal films by
sublimation from adjacent elements. Tantalum and molybdenum are best
suited for close-spaced elements; titanium and zirconium are harmful; cop
per is harmless if kept sufficiently cool. Brodie and Jenkins70 have used
water-cooled copper anodes spaced as close as 1 mm to an impregnated
cathode.

Magnetron Cathodes

One type of pressed cathode has been described in the preceding section
as a member of the series of Philips cathodes. Many of the pressed cathodes
to be described in the following paragraph rely for their emission on a
combination of thin-film and dispenser mechanisms. A great amount of
effort has been expended on the development of such pressed and sintered
cathodes ever since World War II.76-90 During the development of highpower magnetrons, it was found that conventional oxide-coated cathodes
had a very limited life and disintegrated owing to excessive sparking in
duced, in part, by the high resistivity of the oxide coating; this caused hot
spots and deformation, or arcs, when large current pulses were drawn from
the surface.
In an attempt to increase the effective conductivity of the coating, a
nickel wire mesh was spot-welded to the nickel face of the cathode and the
oxide coating brushed or painted into the mesh interspaces, thus producing
what became known as a matrix cathode. A next step in this development
was to mix nickel powder with the alkaline-earth carbonates and apply the
* Brit. Pat. 792,046 (1958) reports on a dispenser cathode where at least part of the
surface of a porous sintered body is made of a metal of the platinum family or an
alloy thereof and adapted to form an alloy with an alkali metal or alkaline earth
metal.
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mixture to the mesh, thus arriving at a “nickdized cathode.”^ Instead of
using a nickel wire mesh on the cathode base surface, it was then found
advantageous to sinter nickel powder to the nickel base and brush or press
a suspension of carbonates into the pores of the sintered powder matrix.
These cathodes were known as “mush cathodes.” If a nickel mesh is retained
on the sintered nickel surface, one arrives at the “mesh mush cathode.”*
These measures resulted in a considerable improvement of the arcing char
acteristics of magnetron cathodes and extended their useful life very much.76
The intrinsic emission density expected from a magnetron cathode at
the temperature imparted by the heater is not very high because the tem
perature is further raised by back bombardment when electrons that have
been emitted into the interaction space return to the cathode; secondary
electrons are also emitted as a result of this action. The considerable reduc
tion of the electron yield which results when nickel powder is mixed with
the alkaline-earth carbonates to the extent of as much as 70 per cent has
thus no harmful consequence for the operation of the tube.
Pressed and Sintered Cathodes

Endeavors in more recent years have been directed toward an improve
ment of the conventional oxide cathode in several respects. In many cases,
it is desirable to be able to expose an activated cathode to the atmosphere
when changes are made on a demountable system and then use the same
cathode on a subsequent run with undiminished activity; for close-spaced
triodes and for convergent-flow guns, it is desirable to have a machinable
cathode surface; resistance to ion bombardment, poisoning, and sparking
should be high. All these requirements are satisfied to varying degrees by
a number of the recently developed matrix-type cathodes, and some of
them are claimed to exceed the performance of impregnated Philips cath
odes by a considerable margin.86 These advantages are not obtained with
out paying a price. The activation of pressed cathodes takes about five
times as long as that of conventional oxide-coated cathodes of similar di
mensions.76
Several different approaches have been taken by various workers aiming
at the production of a useful pressed sintered cathode. It would lead us too
far afield to describe all these methods in detail, but, essentially, one can
distinguish two types of fabrication. Nickel powders are mixed with the
carbonates and a small amount of reducing agent, such as titanium, zir
conium, tungsten, tantalum, or boron, is added to the mixture to acceler
ate the production of barium metal, bearing in mind that too liberal a rate
* The megawatt klystrons in use at the W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics at
Stanford University utilize cathodes of this type even today; the geometrical shape
of these cathodes is that of spherical cups which range in diameter up to 3 inches.77
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of production of free barium will cause excessive barium evaporation. These
mixtures are pressed into pellets at pressures of from 50 to 100 tons/sq.in.,
sintered at elevated temperature in a hydrogen atmosphere at about 600°C
for 15 minutes, in one case, and then attached to a much thicker base layer
of nickel powder which also has been enriched by an activator such as zir
conium hydride.
Figure 15.12 shows the structure of such a molded nickel cathode recently
described by Hadley, Rudy, and Stoeckert.90 “The cathode sleeve is a
nickel cylinder having an outer diameter of 0.125 in., a length of about
0.33 in., and a wall thickness of 0.004 in. The cathode pellet is composed
of two layers; the lower layer, about 0.045 in. thick, contains nickel powder
and an activator (ZrH2) in the weight proportions of 99 to 1. The upper
part of the pellet, which is 0.003 to 0.005 in. thick, contains nickel powder
(69% by weight), alkaline earth carbonates (30%) and an activator (1%).
The nickel powder is fired at 600°C for 15 minutes in a hydrogen atmos
phere (—10°C dew point). All powders are thoroughly dried before use.
“The most useful emissive material is a triple carbonate, designated
RCA-33C-311-B containing 57 per cent by weight barium carbonate, 39
per cent strontium carbonate, and 4 per cent calcium carbonate.” Carbonyl
nickel powders of various size ranges are generally used for molded nickel
cathodes. The authors just quoted90 found a size range from 1 to 3 microns
giving the best results, but size ranges from 9 to 60 microns did not neces
sarily give different performance. Of the various reducing agents tested,
zirconium hydride gave satisfactory results but others were also found use
ful; carbon produced excessive gassing and resulted in short lives.
The sintering operation is considered to be the most important step in
- ( Ba, Sr, Ca)C03,Zr H2
Ni POWDER

Ni POWDER, ZrH2

NICKEL SLEEVE

Figure 15.12. Structure of a molded nickel cathode. After Hadley, Rudy, and
Stoeckert.90 (Courtesy The Electrochemical Society.)
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Table 15.9. Time-Temperature Schedule During Sintering
of Molded Nickel Cathodes90
Temp, °C*

Room to 600
600 to 1000
1000 to 600
600 to Room
Room

Atmosphere

h2
n2
n2
h2
n2

Time (min)

8
7
7
8
10

* Temperature is held constant during change of atmosphere from one gas to
another, which may take as much as a minute.

the processing of molded nickel cathodes and brings about a remarkable
improvement in life performance as compared with cathodes that have not
been sintered. Table 15.9 gives the schedule used, and it should be noted
that both nitrogen and hydrogen are passed in succession through the
muffle furnace where the cathodes are held in a nickel boat within a “Vycor”
tube. The gases are passed in series through a deoxidizer, an electro-drier,
and a liquid-nitrogen trap; the hydrogen flows at a rate of 200 cc/sec. and
the nitrogen at 50 cc/sec.
Activation on the pump is achieved by raising the heater voltage grad
ually in half-volt steps, making sure that the pressure in the tube does not
exceed IO 4 Torr and holding the cathode temperature at a maximum of
1000°C brightness temperature until the pressure falls below 10“ Torr.
With a cathode-to-anode spacing of 0.015 in., the plate voltage is slowly
increased to 50 volts and held at this value for about 15 minutes, at the
end of which time the cathode current density is about 0.5 a/cm2. The
getter is then partially fired, the tube sealed off, and the getter completely
fired. After seal-off, the cathode is aged for about 15 minutes at a tempera
ture of 1000°C and a plate voltage of 50 volts.
“The mechanism of the sintering process is not completely understood.
Presumably, it includes deoxidation of the nickel powder, decomposition
of the zirconium hydride, and diffusion of a small amount of free zirconium
into the nickel matrix. The zirconium which diffuses into the matrix later
diffuses out and acts as a reducing agent throughout the life of the emitter.
During sintering, at least part of the carbonate is broken down, as evi
denced by the fact that sintered cathodes give off considerably less gas
during exhaust than unsintered ones. A pulsed emission density of about
2-10 a/cm2 is obtained under field-free conditions when operating the cath
ode at a temperature of 850°C brightness temperature. It is estimated
that only about 70 per cent of the surface is emitting. This finding based
on electrical measurements can be correlated with geometrical considera
tions and the proportions of carbonate and nickel used in the active pellet
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which suggests that less than 70 per cent of the active surface is composed
of alkaline-earth oxide. It is believed that at least two sources of emission
are required to explain this fact: (a) alkaline-earth-oxides are contained
within the pores of the matrix; and (b) a monolayer of alkaline-earth-oxide
(probably barium oxide), has migrated onto a small area of the nickel
which surrounds each pore.
“The pulsed emission of the cathode is greater than the d-c emission,
but by a factor much smaller than that usually reported for an alkalineearth-oxide cathode. When used in a developmental projection kinescope
with anode voltage of 40 kv and a beam current of 1 ma without an ion
trap, the cathode was subjected to heavy ion bombardment and showed
no deterioration after 1500 hours of operation while a conventional oxide
cathode when used under such conditions lasts only about 600 hours.” In
another application, the authors report using the molded nickel cathode in
a demountable vacuum system for the purpose of evaluating electronoptical structures; the beam current in this case was 150 ya, and the cath
ode performed satisfactorily and survived thirty openings of the vacuum
system while an oxide cathode would only permit three exposures to the
atmosphere.
Fane89 has recently reported on a sintered nickel matrix cathode using
boron as the reducing agent and demonstrated that lives of at least 8000
hours may be obtained at d-c current densities in excess of 0.5 a/cm2. The
general approach to the fabrication of this cathode follows that described
by Hadley et al.,90 but the use of boron is a distinct innovation. Boron pow
der (less than 300 mesh) was added to the carbonyl nickel powder (3-5
microns, 68% by weight), the barium/strontium/calcium carbonates, and
barium stearate (1 % by weight) which served as a binder and lubricant
during pressing. The powders were ballmilled for 24-72 hours and then
pressed in a hardened steel die at 50 tons/sq.in. and sintered in a hydrogen
atmosphere at 1000°C for 15 minutes followed by 30 minutes at 1100°C.
Sintered cathodes were spot-welded into a molybdenum or nickel retaining
sleeve and then mounted in test diodes. Activation on the pump was car
ried out by raising the cathode temperature slowly to 1050-1075°C for
about 5 minutes while maintaining the pressure in the tube below 5 X 10 4
Torr. Activation is then continued at 1000-1050°C at a pressure of 5 X
10-6 Torr.
After gettering and seal-off, ageing is continued for from 24 to 48 hours
while gradually reducing the temperature to the required operating value.
The total barium evaporation rate is given as 1.5 X 10-1 Mg/cm2 hr. at
900°C, a temperature at which about 2.5 a/cm2 is available. These figures
are similar to those given by Brodie and Jenkins70 for their impregnated
cathodes. Photomicrographs suggest that the cathode surface consists of
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emitting oxide grains within a nickel matrix, the work function of the
nickel being reduced by at least a partial barium coverage. Figure 15.13
gives Schottky curves of a typical cathode produced by Fane.
One such cathode, operating at 835°C drawing a space-charge limited
emission of 1 a/cm2 at an anode voltage of 1 kV, has shown a 25-percent
decrease in emission in 10,000 hours compared with a 30-percent decrease
in d-c emission and a 50-percent decrease in pulse emission over a period
of 1000 hours reported by Hadley et al. for their molded cathodes operating
under similar conditions. It is indicated that such cathodes will find useful
application in travelling-wave tubes, backward-wave oscillators, and highpower pulse tubes where severe operating conditions seriously limit the
capabilities of conventional oxide cathodes.
The second procedure used for the production of molded, sintered cath
odes is more closely akin to the fabrication of impregnated cathodes de
scribed in the preceding section. In this case, a sintered nickel matrix of
controlled porosity is impregnated with solutions which precipitate a
mixed carbonate within the pores as described by Balas, Dempsey, and
Rexer82 and by Apelbaum.84 The porosity of the nickel plug is of the order
of 50 per cent, and sintering takes place at about 1000°C in a hydrogen
atmosphere. Barium/strontium acetate or barium hydroxide have been

Figure 15.13. Schottky curves of a typical sintered-nickel matrix cathode. After
Fane.89 (Courtesy The Institute of Physics, London.)
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used as the first impregnant, and ammonium carbonate as the precipitat
ing agent. Activation at 850°C takes several hours and operation at 725°C
results in relatively stable emission for several thousand hours. Saturated
pulsed emission is given as 1 a/cm2 at 775°C. The work function of the
cathode ranges from 1.25-1.50 e.v. depending on the activation technique
employed.
Nickel ribbons have been produced by powder metallurgical techniques
and impregnated with alkaline-earth carbonates. Mesnard and Uzan81 have
investigated sandwich structures of such ribbons made from powdered
tungsten mixed with alkaline earth carbonates and suitable additions of
nickel.
Pressed refractory matrix cathodes for magnetrons have been described
by Pondy, Becker, and Robinson.86 Mixtures of molybdenum and tungsten
are ball-milled with 10% by weight of barium carbonate, 0.2% zirconium
hydride, and 1 % stearic acid, pressed at 40 tons/sq.in. onto a molybdenum
sleeve to a tolerance of ±1 mil. A first firing in dry hydrogen takes place
for one hour at 750°C and is followed by a second firing in nitrogen for
about one hour at 1500°C. Pulse primary emission of 160 ma at 850°C was
obtained in 4J52 magnetrons, a value which is about four times as much
as needed for oscillation. Power output, pulling figure, missing pulse spec
trum, all looked extremely promising.
Boride Cathodes

These cathodes have been described principally by Lafferty.91 The al
kaline-earth metals, the rare-earth metals, and thorium all form interstitial
compounds of the same formula MB6 and have the same crystal structure
(Figure 15.14). The boron atoms form a three-dimensional framework
which surrounds the large metal atoms in a cubic lattice such that a boron
octahedron is found at each corner of a cube. The strong binding forces
between the boron atoms lead to a series of compounds which are very
refractory and have melting points above 2100°C. As the metal atoms are
trapped in the boron cages and no free valence bonds exist between the
metal atoms and the surrounding boron atoms, the valence electrons of
the metal become free electrons and impart a metallic character to the
compounds. When the hexaborides are heated to a sufficiently high tem
perature, the metal atoms evaporating from the surface are immediately
replaced by diffusion of metal atoms from the lattice. The boron framework
does not evaporate. The active metal is thus dispensed only when needed
and evaporation losses are kept at a minimum, while an active cathode
surface is maintained constantly.
A saturated emission density of about 2.5 a/cm2 is obtained at 1500°C.
The true work function of lanthanum boride is $ = 2.66 + 1.23 X 10-4 T;
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Figure 15.14. The hexaboride crystal structure. After Lafferty.91 (Courtesy Amer
ican Institute of Physics.)

the Richardson constant and work functions for various hexaborides are
listed in Table 15.10. A monolayer coverage can be maintained at the sur
face of a lanthanum boride cathode at temperatures below about 2130°K,
and one would expect an emission density of 70 a/cm2 at this temperature.
These cathodes stand up well under positive ion bombardment and are not
affected by air or moisture, so that they are particularly well suited for
use in experimental demountable systems.
They have, however, one disadvantage which has mitigated against their
practical use in commercial tubes. The boron attacks the base metal to
which the lanthanum boride coating is applied and forms interstitial
boron alloys with the base. When this occurs, the boron framework around
the alkaline-earth or rare-earth metals collapses and permits the latter
to evaporate. With tantalum as the base metal, this effect is least pro-
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Table 15.10. Work Functions for Borides91
Boride

0o

Aoe-“'k

Calcium..................................................................................................
Strontium..............................................................................................
Barium...................................................................................................
Lanthanum............................................................................................
Cerium....................................................................................................
Thorium.................................................................................................
Mischmetall*.........................................................................................

2.86
2.67
3.45
2.66
2.59
2.92
2.64

2.6
0.14
16.0
29.0
3.6
0.5
14.0

* Mischmetall is an alloy of all the rare-earth metals. Mixed barium and cerium
gives values between those of barium and cerium. Mixed thorium and cerium gives
values between those of thorium and cerium.
Note.—At a temperature where evaporation rate is IO“8 g/cm2/sec
Molybdenum gives 0.01 amp/cm2
Thorium gives 0.08 amp/cm2
Columbium gives 0.4 amp/cm2
Tungsten gives 0.8 amp/cm2
Tantalum gives 1.2 amp/cm2
Lanthanum gives 10 amp/cm2

nounced. Borides do not react with graphite, and carburized tantalum
has thus been used as a base metal. As borides do not adhere well to metal
or ceramic surfaces, they cannot be applied in the conventional way but
must be fastened in a coarse mesh according to the techniques described
above for mesh cathodes, or be mechanically fastened to the surface. Bo
ride cathodes have not been used in commercial tubes, so far.
Thoria Cathodes

Most extensive investigations have been carried out on thoria cathodes
during the past 25 years at the Bartol Research Foundation of the Franklin
Institute at Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, and the many reports that have
been issued by the workers at this institution should be consulted for
details.92-97 In addition, much work on this subject has been done by indus
trial organizations and research laboratories in this country and abroad.
These thoria cathodes are primarily intended for use in magnetrons to
provide more stable emission and longer life under the critical conditions
which prevail in these tubes. In the early stages of development, selfsupporting, pure thoria sleeves were used w’hich were indirectly heated;
later work aimed at the production of directly heated thoria cathodes which
were made conductive by the admixture of metal powders.98 More recent
work at Bartol is concerned with the perfection of thorium-impregnated
tungsten or molybdenum matrix cathodes which have given promising
results in test diodes.97 Thorium is applied in the form of a slurry in heptane,
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and great care must be taken not to expose it to the atmosphere longer
than absolutely necessary. When operating at a temperature of 1600°C,
d-c emission of 3 a/cm2 has been reported.
Thoria cathodes are essentially thin-film cathodes in which the thorium
is furnished from the thoria by electrolytic action;96 this mechanism leads
to a rapid depletion of thorium and a limited life.
Thoria-coated tungsten or tantalum filaments are being used in some
commercial tubes such as the RCA type 8D2199 and a rectifier Type 552
made by United Electronics. The work function of such cathodes is 2.6
e.v. and an emission density of 5 a/cm2 is available at 2000°K.4 The coat
ing is applied to an average weight of 20 mg/cm2 by painting, spraying, or
cataphoresis.100 Activation takes place more rapidly when the filament is
heated to temperatures of the order of 2200°K. The predominant role which
electrolysis plays in the conduction mechanism results in depletion of tho
rium. The erosion loss of the coating is much faster than that by evapora
tion. Wright4 has observed complete loss of a coating sprayed to 24 mg/cm2
after 500 hours operation at 1900°K while drawing current at 0.5 a/cm2.
Kyonghi Hong100a has recently described a new method for the prepara
tion of thoria cathodes and emphasizes the advantage of using amyl acetate
in the process, thus bringing about a carbonization of thoria on activation.
A similar effect could be achieved by spraying a molybdenum sleeve with
hydrocarbons (Krylon No. 32 was used) before applying a suspension of
thoria powder by cataphoresis, according to Hanley.100b Stout and Gib
bons100“ found it beneficial to use an alloy sponge consisting of zirconium
and tungsten on the base metal before applying the thoria coating which
then filled the pores of the sponge (extended-interface cathodes). The
authors report 4 a/cm2 pulsed emission at 1500°C.
Cathodes of this type require no current processing for activation and
withstand considerable ion bombardment. For (Ba/Sr)O coatings, alloy
sponges consisting of 0-15 % Ti and 100-85 % Ni (by weight) were found
to be most effective, giving pulsed emission of 0.7 a/cm2 at 750°C.
Barium-Strontium-Calcium Oxide Cathodes

These emitters, to which reference has repeatedly been made in the pre
ceding text as conventional oxide cathodes, are not only the oldest, his
torically, but also are most widely used at the present time in receiving
tubes, cathode ray tubes, picture tubes, and similar devices. Needless to
say, their mechanism of operation1-14 and the techniques involved in their
preparation101-105 have been studied most extensively. Oxide cathodes are
n-type semiconductors which rely in their operation on the presence of an
adequate number of donors, the nature of which has not been established
beyond all argument. The very much simplified picture of the mechanism
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of operation which is often presented in textbooks assumes that free barium
is released within the bulk of the oxide coating during the activation proc
ess and then migrates to the surface to form a monatomic film of barium.
If correct, this mechanism would make the oxide cathode essentially a
dispenser type cathode, which it is not in its optimum state of operation;
it may, however, revert to a thin-film dispenser-type cathode in various
stages of deterioration.
The oxide coating is a discontinuous structure having a porosity of
more than 50 per cent. Conduction through the coating takes place pre
dominantly by the drift of electrons which at very low temperatures migrate
through the solid structure of the crystalline semiconductor; at elevated
temperatures, in the operating range, electrons will also traverse the pore
cavities, and at very high temperatures, this free electron flight will be
limited by space charge.14* It has been shown that a high electrical conduc
tivity of the oxide coating parallels the high activity of the cathode. It is
thus important to develop pores of an optimum size to give a higher con
ductivity than can be expected from a crystalline structure in the absence
of pores. Creating the optimum number of donors, which are generally
assumed to be oxygen deficiencies, and the proper amount of free barium,
and maintaining these throughout life, is a very difficult problem, which
requires careful attention to the proper choice of raw materials, both for
the powder itself as well as the base metal to which the powder is applied,
the activation schedule, the ageing procedure after seal-off, and many other
details. It will not be possible to do justice to all these items in the sum
mary to be presented in the following paragraphs, but an attempt will be
made at least to emphasize the highlights and give the most pertinent
references to the literature.
It is general practice throughout the industry to apply the coating in the
form of either double or triple carbonates; single barium carbonate is not
used, except for experimental study. The double carbonates are those of
barium and strontium, and the triple carbonates contain, in addition to the
generally equi-molar mixture of Ba/Sr carbonates, additions of CaCO3
amounting to either 4, 6, or 13 per cent of the total weight. A typical triple
carbonate supplied by the J. T. Baker Chemical Company in Philipsburg,
New Jersey thus contains 13% CaCO3 + 31% SrCO3 +56% BaCO3.
The mixed carbonates are frequently obtained by co-precipitating the
corresponding nitrates either with sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, or
* In a private communication to the author, V. L. Stout of the General Electric
Company Research Laboratory, Schenectady, points out that, according to his
measurements, pore conduction in a really active oxide-coated cathode is not de
tectable. He concludes that conductivity through or over the oxide crystallites pre
dominates over pore conduction even at high temperatures.
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with ammonium carbonates; the shape of the crystallites so obtained, be
they spherulites or needles, has a definite effect on the performance of the
coating. The alkaline-earth carbonates may be obtained commercially in
the form of dry powders, or as suspensions in organic binders such as butyl
binder which consists of butyl alcohol, butyl acetate, and Pyroxylin cotton.
Some coating mixtures contain certain organic accelerators which permit
a more complete breakdown of the carbonates into oxides during the activa
tion on the pump.
It is a fact worth noting that most commercial tube manufacturers pro
duce their own coating compositions rather than relying on outside sup
pliers. In addition to the company noted above, coating mixtures can thus
be obtained under established code numbers from Raytheon, RCA, Syl
vania, General Electric Company, and probably others. The particle size
of the coating ranges from 1-9 microns with a maximum particle size of
25 microns. The chemical composition prescribed for an ASTM diode is
given as follows:102
barium carbonate, 57.2 ± 2%
strontium carbonate, 38.8 ± 2%
calcium carbonate, 4.0 ± 0.5%
water-soluble matter, 0.10% max.
iron, 0.003% max.
chloride, 0.003% max.
heavy metals, 0.003% max.
hydrochloric acid, insoluble 0.01%

It is recommended that the carbonate shall be dried for 12 hours at 110°C
just before use and allowed to cool in a dry atmosphere.
The binder composition recommended for the ASTM diode is given as
follows:
nitrocellulose (25 sec.), 12.2%
ethyl alcohol (dehydrated), 6.6%
amyl acetate, 81.2%
total solids, 12.2%

This binder composition applies to a product marketed by E. I. Dupont
de Nemours and Company under the trade name Pyroxylin No. 5511. As
mentioned above, other types of binder, such as butyl, are sometimes pre
ferred as there is less danger of free carbon remaining dispersed throughout
the coating on complete breakdown.
The coating mixture is prepared by diluting 60 ml of the stock binder
solution just described with 400 ml amyl acetate and adding this diluted
binder solution to 200 g of the carbonate powder. The mixture is then
ground in a ball mill for about 20 hours with proper attention being given
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to the correct number and size of pebbles relative to the volume of the con
tainer. The viscosity of the binder by itself is given as 16 ± 5 centipoises
and that of the milled carbonate mixture as 38 ± 1 centipoises at 25°C.102
The coating mixture is generally applied to the cathode sleeve surface
by spraying with a spray gun while a number of cathode sleeves are mounted
in a spray frame, or rack, and provision is made for the sleeves to be ex
posed to the spray from all sides for a given amount of time; sometimes
individual cathode sleeves are mounted on pins which rotate on a fixture.
The type of nozzle used for the gun, the air pressure applied to the gun,
the distance of the gun from the sleeves, and the relative humidity of the
atmosphere in the spray chamber are all important parameters that deter
mine the quality of the resulting coating. The apparent density of the coat
ing is specified for the ASTM diode as 0.8 ±5% and the coating weight
as 8 mg/cm2 ± 10%. The coating weight is determined either by weigh
ing the cathode before and after spraying, or by measuring the coated
diameter with a micrometer which permits reading to 0.0001 in. In prac
tical cases, various manufacturers will digress from the prototypes just
given; depending on requirements, the density may be as low as 0.7 or as
high as 1.3; the coating weight may range from 2 to 8 mg/cm2, or higher.
Low densities are mostly used in amplifier tubes, while a dense, “wet”
coating is often used for rectifiers. The thickness of the coating will rarely
exceed 2 mils.
Instead of coating by spraying, the carbonates may also be applied by
cataphoresis,106’ 107 by co-precipitation of the barium and strontium car
bonates out of a solution of (BaSr) (HC3O)2 when a current is passed
through this solution while the cathode sleeve is mounted on a platinum
electrode immersed in the bath.108 In the laboratory, recourse is sometimes
had to applying the coating by means of a brush;77 this practice is not
recommended, as the uniformity of the coating leaves much to be desired.
A unique and novel technique for the application of oxide coatings to
the cathode base metal has recently been announced by Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc. under the trade name “Sarong Cathodes.”109 The carbonate
mixture is prepared as a separate film which is cut to size and wrapped
around a cathode sleeve, or applied to a flat surface, as the case may be.
Uniform thickness of the coating and sharp edges are thus readily achieved.
Over one million tubes with “Sarong” coatings have been manufactured
by Sylvania at this time of writing (April 1959), and a large fraction of
the total production is scheduled to be converted to this type of coating
in the near future. The greater control over thickness and density manifest
themselves in more uniform temperature distribution over the coated
sleeve, improved cut-off characteristics of the tubes, and a smaller number
of rejects from grid-to-cathode shorts.
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It may be proper at this point to emphasize to experimenters in uni
versity laboratories the importance of all the details so far enumerated.
Costly failures can be avoided, if bottles containing coating solutions are
properly labeled, indicating whether the content is a double carbonate or
a triple carbonate, where it came from, when it was ordered and delivered;
it should be known how long it was ballmilled, and to what thickness or
weight the coating was applied to the cathode, and what the cathode base
metal consists of. To leave all these items to happenstance is a dangerous
procedure. Some degree of incoming inspection and material control should
be exercised even in research laboratories.
Sometimes the complete assembly, including the getter, is dipped into
boiling distilled water and then dried in air at about 100°C for approxi
mately 20 minutes; this operation must be performed less than two hours
before sealing if any benefit is to be derived from it. The essential feature
of this treatment seems to be a steam cleaning of the internal glass wall by
which poisoning agents such as chlorides are removed. There must thus be
enough moisture left distributed throughout the bulb to effect this action,
and excessive drying after dipping, or prolonged storage, would mitigate
against the fulfillment of this condition.* There is no question that under
certain circumstances, i.e., when bulbs or other parts are not clean, this
washing has a very beneficial effect, but it is preferable that process opera
tions be so w’ell controlled that this operation is not necessary.
The exhaust procedure will vary considerably depending on whether one
deals with the mass production of receiving tubes on sealex machines or
with manifold exhaust of power tubes and microwave tubes where greater
care in processing can be taken on account of economical factors. For this
latter category, and for experimental tubes in the laboratory, the following
remarks apply.
After all components of the tube have been carefully cleaned f prior to
assembly, they should be vacuum-fired in a separate envelope on a separate
pump station set aside for this purpose. It is obvious that the removal of
gas and contaminants greatly enhances the degree of vacuum which can
be obtained on the pump. The bulk of gas contained in nickel cathode
sleeves is concentrated within a surface layer about 0.1 mil thick which
* Personal communication from G. D. O’Neill.
f The reader’s attention is directed to a recent ASTM Symposium on “Cleaning of
Electronic Device Components and Materials,” held at Philadelphia, Pa. on October
13-14, 1958. The 21 papers presented at this Conference contain much valuable infor
mation. The Proceedings of the Symposium have been published by ASTM as Special
Technical Publication No. 246 (1959). The “water break best” developed by workers
at the Bell Telephone Laboratories has put cleaning methods on a rational basis for
the first time so that quantitative measurements can be made and the merits of any
particular cleaning procedure be evaluated.
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can be removed by electropolishing and possibly by vacuum-firing.104 Vac
uum-firing is more effective than hydrogen-firing and less likely to prolong
the pump cycle owing to the release of hydrogen from hydrogen-fired parts.
On the other hand, hydrogen-firing removes contaminations and impurities
more readily, especially when wet hydrogen is used. Sometimes a sequential
firing in hydrogen, air, and hydrogen is used. Tube envelopes should be
chemically cleaned by rinsing with a 10 percent solution of hydrofluoric
acid to remove a surface skin on the glass which contains most of the ab
sorbed water, then rinsed in a neutralizing solution such as ammonium
bicarbonate followed by rinses in distilled water and acetone. Glass en
velopes should then be prepumped and baked at as high a temperature as
possible depending on the type of glass used. A baking treatment in dry
air is equally effective.110 Ceramic spacers should be fired in air at 1200°C
to remove surface contamination and occluded gas, and mica spacers should
be baked in air at about 350°C, or hydrogen-fired for 15 minutes at about
600°C. When these preoutgassed components have been assembled into
the final tube, the latter is again exposed to a baking cycle at the maximum
possible temperature for a prolonged period of time, or by applying a step
baking cycle. Liquid nitrogen is filled into the trap in line with the manifold,
provided that provisions have been made to keep the trap filled at all times
at a given level and not permit this level to recede.111 The electrodes within
the tube are then again outgassed by induction heating, and they should
be kept hot while the cathode is activated. This latter condition, however,
can rarely be satisfied without cumbersome instrumentation.
The activation of the oxide cathode112-116 involves three steps: (1) the
removal of the nitrocellulose binder, unless this has already been removed
by air baking as described above; (2) conversion of the carbonates into
oxide; and (3) partial reduction of the oxides at the metal-coating inter
face to produce free barium throughout the coating by diffusion.
The organic binder remaining in the cathode coating must be removed
by evaporation before conversion takes place. For this purpose, the cathode
is heated to a black temperature of about 500°C and held there for a few
minutes; the heater input is then increased to about 3 watts/cm2, which
still should not produce a visible color; the pressure should not rise above
10-6 Torr during this treatment. The color of the cathode changes during
this procedure from a light gray to a patchy blackish gray and then to a
patchy white followed by a pure white appearance; experience indicates
that the cathode must be put into this state if a short and complete con
version is to be obtained thereafter.3
The conversion of the carbonates takes place at a brightness tempera
ture between 850 and 900°C; onset of breakdown may be observed above
750°C. During the conversion process, the emissivity of the cathode de
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creases so that the hcah'r watt-age must, be decreased correspondingly to
maintain a constant temperature. Conversion should take place within a
few minutes and be indicated by a fall of the system pressure from 10~3 to
10-6 Torr at the end of conversion. Experience has shown that cathodes
which do not follow this pattern are generally poor emitters.3
After conversion of the carbonate into oxide has been completed, activa
tion proper is achieved by raising the temperature of the cathode for a few
minutes to a temperature that may range from 1000 to 1200°C depending
on the type of coating used and the base metal employed. This increase in
temperature may entail a pressure rise to about 3 X 10 B Torr, but the
pressure should then fall again in a short time. A d-c voltage may be applied
to the electrode while keeping the pressure below 1 X 10~6 Torr until a
cathode current of about 25 ma/cm2, or more, is drawn for about one min
ute, whereupon the temperature is reduced to the operating range of 775825°C for the purpose of stabilizing the emission. In general, ageing is
done after seal-off. A well-activated cathode will permit drawing of con
tinuous current of 500 ma/cm2 for many thousands of hours, and peak
emission values as high as 50 a/cm2 are not uncommon. Owing to the many
adverse effects that can limit, the available emission and curtail its life,
emission density in conventional receiving tubes is kept to a maximum
level of about 60 ma/cm2 and rarely exceeds 200 ma/cm2 in special tubes
where long life is not a primary consideration.*
Nickel-Base Alloys for Oxide Cathodes117'123

In almost all cases, nickel is used as the metal from which the cathode
sleeve is made and on which the coating is applied. Very extensive studies
have clearly established the fact that controlled amounts of reducing agents
must be added to the nickel during the fabrication of the ingots in order
to obtain optimum performance characteristics of the cathode during ac
tivation and life. This requirement presents a formidable metallurgical
problem when it is considered that commercial melts are made in runs
amounting to as much as 20,000 pounds.
Some of the reducing agents, the presence of which is required in the
finished cathode sleeve, are also added to the melt for the purpose of deox
idizing it. It clearly depends on the amount of oxygen originally present
in the melt, how much of a given reducing agent is combined with oxygen
and removed from the melt as slag, and how much remains uncombined
and available for future reducing action on the coating of the cathode.
These uncertainties have made it necessary for the tube industry to ap
prove a given melt by making trial runs of tubes and to determine their
* One manufacturer reports that Tube Type 2C39A operates at an average current
of 250 ma/cm2 in a microwave relay with a mean life of 8000 hours.
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performance (luring manufacture and after life tests. The additional varia
tion introduced by the different procedures used in various tube plants
for cleaning, coating, pumping, and activating, as well as those caused by
having the cathode operate in different environments within the tube, by
virtue of the fact that different materials are used for the anodes and other
parts, makes it very difficult to come to a clear-cut decision on the merit of
a melt for a given tube type. It is thus not surprising that certain cathode
lots made from one and the same melt are approved by some plants and
rejected by others. These difficulties are minimized when the size of the
melt is smaller but the production of such small lots becomes an uneconomi
cal venture for the producer of cathode sleeves.
It has been demonstrated in recent years that the production of cathode
nickel by methods of powder metallurgy promises to circumvent these
difficulties, because small lots can be made from very pure nickel powder
to which the required reducing agents can be added in controlled amounts.
Furthermore, some alloys which cannot be produced by melting in the
conventional manner can be produced by powder metallurgical tech
niques.100' 118 ■ 124 Vacuum-melted nickel, deoxidized by carbon and rare
earths such as cerium and lanthanum, to which the desired cathode reduc
ing agents are added at the end of the melting cycle, also promises to have
increasing importance for the production of cathode nickel.
Nickel, by itself, has a limited hot strength which makes for deformation
of cathode sleeves on exposure to vibration and shock. The improvement
of the mechanical strength of cathode sleeves is thus a further requirement,
which must be achieved by the addition of suitable alloying components
that must not have any adverse effect on the emission characteristics.
Tungsten-zirconium-nickel* is one of the new cathode alloys developed
under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Ships, Department of the Navy,
with the object of combining best hot strength and electrical performance.101
Reducing agents conventionally present in nickel cathode alloys are Mg,
Mn, Al, Si, Ti, AV, and C. Other elements which have similar effects are
some of the rare earth metals and Be, Zr, Th, and U. Elements which are
present but believed to be inert in the presence of barium oxide are Ni,
Fe, Co, and Cu. Iron particles lodged on the surface of the nickel sleeve,
however, will cause nonemittive spots. Reducing agents are added to the
base nickel in amounts varying from 0.01 to 0.2 per cent; high-strength
nickel alloys may contain as much as 40 per cent tungsten.122' 123
Cathode alloys are classified into “passive alloys” and “active alloys,”
and sometimes the term “normal alloys” is used for compositions which
lie about half-way between the extremes in terms- of the readiness with
which these cathodes activate. The different cathode alloys may be ob* Available under the code X-3012 from Superior Tube Company, Norristown, l’a.
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tained from commercial suppliers.* The physical properties and chemical
analyses of some of these cathode alloys are given in Table 15.11, and an
evaluation of the performance characteristics according to Briggs101 is given
in Table 15.12 where a numerical rating system is used to indicate best
performance under any one category by a rating “one” and lesser perform
ance by higher numbers. The first cathode nickel that became commer
cially available many years ago was “220” nickel. “330” nickel is some
times referred to as ‘ “A” nickel selected for electronic use’; the composition
generally overlaps that of “220” but the sequence of additions of deoxidizers
during melting is different; this creates significant variations in cathode
performance. Active-grade nickel A-30 contains 0.05 per cent aluminum
and has led to erratic behavior which is thought to be due to incomplete
control of melting practices. The same remarks apply to active-grade A-32.
Nickels type 399, 599, 699, and 225 are active-grade alloys which were very
popular at one time but are now seldom used for new designs on account of
their high content of silicon and/or magnesium. Magnesium shows an ex
cessively high sublimation rate, and silicon has been the cause for an exces
sive interface formation, principally consisting of Ba2SiO4, by a reaction of
the silicon with the barium oxide coating; this interface can build up high
values of ohmic resistance which vary with temperature and may reach sev
eral hundred ohms. The effect on the operation of the tube is equivalent to
that of a capacitor shunted by a resistor inserted in series with the cathode
and offering a high impedance that leads to reduction of transconductance;
aluminum, when used as an additive, gives similar results. Jackson and
Jenkins119 point out that the formation of a silicate interface may be an
advantage in the case of mercury-filled rectifiers since it appears to protect
the underlying nickel from attack by mercury while the tube is in storage.
Some workers believe that a certain amount of interface of the right com
position and thickness is useful as a “cement” which makes for good adhe
sion of the coating. An extensive investigation of interface impedance126
has recently been conducted by Briggs Associates, Inc. under sponsorship
of the U. S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory to which
the reader is referred for details. The very excellent review by Noelcke106
on deterioration mechanisms in electron tubes is also warmly recommended
for study.
In order to avoid the formation of interface layers, the use of very pure
* Superior Tube Company, Norristown, Pa.
International Nickel Company, 67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.
Driver-Harris Company, Harrison, New Jersey
Radio Corporation of America, 151 Westside Avenue, Harrison, N. J.
Wilbur B. Driver Company, Newark, N. J.
General Electric Company, Springfield, N. J.
Vacuum Metals Corporation, Syracuse 1, N. Y.

Table 15.11. Cathode Nickels

A) Chemical Requirements of Nickel Alloys as Cathode Sleeves 0.005 in. Wall Thickness or I.ess (ASTM Tentative Spec. F 239-57 T)

Cu
Max. %

Fe
Max. %

Mn
Max. %

C
i Max. %

Mg

/<•

Max. %

s

Ti
Max. %

W
%

Ni-Co
Min. %

0.15-0.25
0.15-0.25
0.15-0.25
0.02-0.06
0.10 max.
0.01-0.05

0.008
0.005
0.005
0.008
0.008
0.008

not specified
0.02
0.02
0.02
not specified
not specified

—•
—
3.50-4.50
—

99.00
99.25
99.25
94.50
99.00
99.10

0.01 max.
0.02 max.

0.005
0.005

0.01
0.01

—
—

Si

i

%

Active Alloy Types

Grade........................ ...................... 3
Grade........................ ...................... 4
Grade........................ ...................... 6
Grade........................
Grade........................ ...................... 10
Grade........................ ...................... 11

0.20
0.04
0.04
0.20
0.15
0.20

0.20
0.10
0.05
0.20
0.20
0.20

0.20
0.02-0.10
0.02
0.20
0.30
0.20

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.10
0.08

not specified
0.01 max.
0.01 max.
0.01-0.10
not specified
0.01-0.10

—
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Passive Alloy Types

Grade........................
Grade........................

...................... 21
...................... 22

0.04
0.04

0.05
0.05

0.02
0.02

0.05
0.05

0.01 max.
0.01 max.

j

¡
i

99.50
99.50

B) Typical Analyses of Commercial Cathode and Filament-Alloys

Material*

Cu
Max. %

Fe
Max. %

!
Mn
Max. % Ì
1

C Max.
%

/C

S Max.
/c

Ti Max.
%

Other Metals
cr

/e

N- ,
use uriÆ. Cathode
GoMm.jF.piia/f
I ment

Active Alloy Types

7
CATHALOY A-31 (STC)........... 7
N 30 (SEP, DH, WBD).............. 7
“220” Nickel (INCO).................... 11
200 (SEP, STC, WBD)................. 11
N18 (RCA)
“202” Nickel (INCO)....................

0.20
0.10

0.20
0.10

0.20
0.05

0.10
0.03-0.10

0.01-0.10
0.01-0.06

0.02-0.06
0.02-0.06

0.008
0.005

0.02
0.02

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.08

0.01-0.08

0.01-0.05

0.008

0.01-0.05

W: 3.50-4.50
W: 3.75-4.50

—

94.0
94.50

99.0

C

c
c

3
3
3
“330” Nickel (INCO)........... 10
330 Nickel (STC)............................ 10
N4 (SEP)........................................... 10

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.08

0.10

0.10

0.30

0.10

0.015

0.043

0.185

0.025

N109, N109TI (RCA).................... 10
N132 (RCA); vac. melted...........
399 (DHC, STC)............................. 6
599 (DHC, STC)............................. 4
799 (DHC, STC)............................. 2
CATHALOY A-30 (STC)...........
CATHALOY A-32 (STC)...........

0.15
0.10
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05

0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05-0.10
0.05-0.10
0.10
0.10

0.15
0.08
0.02
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.05

“0” Nickel (British)
Ballast Nickel (WBD)
Sylvaloy (WBD); N91 (RCA)
Hilo (WBD); N07 (RCA)
Modified Hilo (WBD)
Cobanic (WBD)
Tensite (WBD); N1W (RCA)
Filnic-F (DHC)
Filnic-J (DHC)
Filnic-M (DHC)
Filnic-T (DHC)
W-4 (SCO
210 (SCO; N9 (RCA)
C-43 (SCO
213, 225 (SCC) ; N1W (RCA)
925-C (SCC)
531 (SCC)
213-M (SCC)
N-93 (RCA)
N-107 (RCA)

0.1

0.2
0.17

0.15
—

5.0
0.5

0.25
0.25

“22Ò” Nickel (INCO)....................
225 Nickel (STC)............................
N19, N34 (RCA).............................

2

0.15
0.015-0.035
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.03-0.10
0.03-0.10

0.04

7.50

0.01-0.03

0.01-0.04
0.09

0.06
0.10

0.04
0.34

2.50
0.25
0.20

0.01-0.08

0.15-0.25

0.008

0.01-0.10

0.10 max.

0.008

0.09

0.071

0.03-0.10
0.02-0.04
0.01 max.
0.01 max.
0.01-0.10
0.01-0.06
0.01-0.06
0.15

O.OI-O.O5I

0.005

<0.005

0.01-0.05
0.010-0.030
0.15-0.25
0.15-0.25
0.12-0.20
0.02
0.02

0.009
0.008
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

0.10

0.005

0.005
0.005
—
—
0.01
0.01
0.01

—

99.00

—

99.00

Al: <0.005; Co: 0.110;
Cr: 0.005
Co: 1.0 max.
Co: 0.3-0.5
—
—
Al: 0.03-0.08
W: 2.00-2.50
Al: 0.03-0.08

—
Co: 0.08

3.0
1.0

2.0
0.3

2.25

Co: 18.0
Co: 20.0
Co: 45.0
Al: 2.0
Co: 17.0

3.0

Co: 45.0

0.21

0.04
0.08
3.52

1.50

Co: 0.9
Co: 0.62; Al: 0.10
W: 1.0; Al: 1.90; U: 2.10
Al: 1.90
Co: 19.0
Al: 1.0; Mo: 2.0
Al: 1.0; W: 2.0
Co: 30

99.25
99.25
99.25
99.25
96.25
99.5
99.78
97.0
93.0
98.0
100.0
98.0
92.25
97.0
100.0
98.0
98.0
99.1
96.5
95.0
98.1
96.0
96.5
96.5
100.0

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
F
F'
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
1'
F
F
F
F
F
F
F, C

Table 15.11.—Continued

B) Typical Analyses of Commercial Cathode and Filament-Alloys

Cu
Max. %

Material*

Fe
Max. %

Mn
Max. %

c

Max. %

Mg
%

Si

c;

S
Ti
Max. % Max. %

Other Metals
%

Use: CNi + Cathode
Co Min. F-Fila%
ment

Passive Alloy Types

.502

0.05

0.02

0.05

0.01 max.

0.02 max.

0.005

0.01

0.04
0.04
0.003-0.006

0.05
0.05
0.01

0.02
0.02
0.04

0.05
0.05
—

0.01 max.
0.01 max.
<0.01

0.02 max.
0.02 max.
0.02

0.005
0.005
—.

0.01
0.01
<0.005

HPM (INCO) nominal
HPM (Wiggen) t

0.01
0.008

0.04
0.021

0.01
<0.005

—
<0.005

Nivac-P (VMC)

0.005

0.010

<0.002

499 (DHC); N81 (RCA)..............
499 (SEP); 999 (DHC)..................
P50 (STC); N35 (SEP)................
P51 (STC, SEP)..............................
Nil (SEP); vac. castt..................

22
22
22
22

0.04

0.02
<0.01

0.007

0.005
<0.005

0.01
<0.01

0.005
—

<0.003

<0.010

0.005

* Materials listed are covered by Trademarks of the following companies:
INCO—International Nickel Company, Inc., 67 Wall Street, New York, 5 N. A’.
STC—Superior Tube Company, 1968 Germantown Avenue, Norristown, Pa.
SEP—Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Chemical & Metallurgical Div., Towanda, Pa.
DH—Driver Harris Company, 201 Middlesex Street, Harrison, N. J.
WBD—Wilbur B. Driver Company, 1875 McCarter Highway, Newark 4, N. J.
RCA—Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, Harrison, N. J.
SCC—Sigmund Cohn Corporation, 121 S. Columbus Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
VMC—Vacuum Metals Corporation, Div. of Crucible Steel Company of America, Syracuse 1, N. Y
+ Spectroscopic analysis of one specific melt, according to Wolk.126a

__

W: 3.75-4.25
W: 1.9; Al: 0.03/0.05; Co:
0.45; Cr: 0.9/1.0
Al: <0.005; Co: <0.005;
Cr: <0.005
Co: 0.13; Al: 0.010

99.50

C

99.50
95.25

C

99.9

c
c
c

99.9

c
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Table 15.12. Summary of Cathode Base Metal
Performance Characteristics101
Alloy

P50
P51
220
330
A30
A31
A32
W-Zr-Ni
399
599
225

Rate of Activ.

5
4
3
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1

Characteristic
Emission Level
Long Life

4
4
3
3
Highly
Variable
as a
Function
of

T ube
Life

1
1
4
3
2
1
1
2
2
2
2

Interface

1
1
2
3
4
2
5
2
5
5
5

Sublimation Hot Strength

1
1
3
5
2
3
3
2
4
4
4

5
2
3
3
3
2
2
1
3
3
3

Examples of numerical rating system: 1—best, 3—medium, 5—poorest
P50 = 541115, 220 = 334233, 220 melt variation = 224353, ideal alloy = 111111

base metals, such as platinum, has been recommended and practiced by
Metson103’126 and his associates at the thermionics group of the Post Office
Engineering Research Station, Dollis Hill, England; very satisfactory oper
ation over long periods of time has been obtained with such platinum
cathodes used in submarine repeater tubes. While the formation of a harm
ful interface is thus effectively prevented, one must still provide, in the
light of modern experience, for the supply of reducing agents from other
tube parts, or rely on electrolytic action for the activation of the cathode.
The influence of the anode material on the activity of the cathode is an
important effect that may be beneficial as just indicated, or harmful when
the anode releases poisoning agents that may be produced by reduction of
surface films by the impinging electron beam.127-130 Additional remarks on
the poisoning effect of various gases will be made in the following chapter,
but one cause of low emission in oxide cathodes, which has recently been
brought to the attention of tube producers is especially worthy of note. It
has been established by workers at the Bell Telephone Laboratories181 in
cooperation with Corning Glass Works that Type 7052 “Kovar”-sealing
glass gives off a harmful fluorine compound during the sealing operation
which is absorbed by the cathode coating and reacts with it during activa
tion to form a gray, amorphous, glassy, nonemissive material. Corning
“Kovar”-sealing glass Type 7040, and 7056, ortho soft glasses 0120 and 0080
do not show any evidence of this harmful effect, and the maximum pulsed
emission levels obtained when using these latter glasses for envelopes were
1000 times greater than those obtainable when 7052 glass was used. Kimble
glass K-650 is also free from this particular effect.
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Chlorine and sulfur are known to have a particularly deleterious effect
on the emission capabilities of an oxide-coated cathode. It has been estab
lished that 0.02 per cent sulfur content in the base nickel is sufficient to
reduce the emission below a useful value. Sulfur is a common impurity in
metals and it has been found necessary to specify a maximum permissible
sulfur content of 0.005% for cathode nickels (see Table 7.1).
“Although every care is taken by the alloy manufacturer to meet the
specification for sulfur content, it is not generally realized by either the
user or the manufacturer whose business it is to process the nickel, that
sulfur contamination may occur at any stage where the hot metal can be
brought into contact with sulfur-containing gases.
“Although the presence of magnesium and manganese may offer some
protection and the attacked layer may be superficial, so that the mechani
cal properties of the nickel are not impaired, the presence of sulphur may
have considerable effect upon thermionic emission of the cathode. Usually
the effect, where emission is reduced, is sufficiently specific for the cause
of the trouble to be known, but the damaging effect of sulfur may take
another form when present at the internal surface of the cathode. The
insulating properties of the alumina between the heater and cathode may
be reduced, with resulting heater/cathode leakage, the insulation often
being reduced by a factor of 100. The presence of sulfur contamination
may be caused by the incomplete removal of sulfonated drawing oils before
annealing, but it is more often caused by leakage of sulfur-containing gases
from gas-fired annealing furnaces into the furnace chamber containing the
charge. The use of an inner tube, separated from the furnace tube proper,
is insufficient guarantee of freedom from sulfur attack, since this tube it
self may be attacked and serve as a source of sulfur. The best safeguard
against this trouble is the use of electric furnace heating with a cracked
ammonia or hydrogen atmosphere to protect the charge. Where gas heating
is necessary, every care to remove surface-attacked metal during manu
facture and the regular checking of heat-treatment equipment for leakage
is required.”119
Filamentary emitters for battery tubes and the like present special prob
lems because the power consumed for the purpose of heating must be kept
at a minimum. The requirement results in the use of very fine wires of the
order of 1 mil diameter, about 1 in. long, and weighing about 0.1 mg for
filaments consuming 50 ma at 0.4 v. These wires are coated with the emissive
material, a suspension of alkaline-earth carbonates, either by spraying, or
more commonly by cataphoresis, and operate near 800°C. To take care
of thermal expansion and to avoid microphony, i.e., filament vibration
as a result of mechanical shock, the filament must be spring-loaded; thus it
operates under conditions which are similar in many respects to the creep-
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to-rupture tests used for the examination of metals for high-temperature
service. A tension of 0.5 gr applied to a wire of the dimensions just given
amounts to an operating stress of 0.7 ton/sq. in., a figure which would not
be considered onerous in high-temperature turbines, for example. As Jackson and Jenkins119 point out, a major difference in these two high-tempera
ture applications arises from the fact that normal engineering structures
contain many grains in their cross-section, while in a cathode the grain size
may be of the same order as the wire diameter, so that the wire may become
effectively a series of single crystals placed end to end. Creep and failure
for a system of this type may bear no simple relation to the results ob
tained on large polycrystalline specimens, although stress and temperature
still have a profound effect upon the time-to-failure for the wire. The effect
of surface conditions on wires of small diameter can also be very marked,
and the nature of the interface between the coating and core can alter the
time-to-failure very appreciably.
“Pure tungsten and alloys based on nickel have been used as core ma
terials for filament cathodes. Tungsten has the advantage of remarkable
strength at high temperatures, which removes any difficulty due to filament
breakage. The emission results are not usually as satisfactory as in the case
of nickel alloys, however, and its low resistivity and high thermal con
ductivity introduce difficulties in design, because of system lengths or be
cause the wire diameter required is much smaller than that of a correspond
ing nickel alloy.
“For valve types with a higher rating than 50 ma, it is possible to make
use of alloys which are essentially nickel with the addition of an activating
agent. The percentage of the latter is usually greater than is used in indi
rectly heated cathodes, since the ratio of coating to core weight is higher.
Typical alloys which have been used for the 100 ma cathodes include those
containing respectively, 0.4 per cent aluminum and 0.25 per cent magne
sium. Elements such as chromium and molybdenum, which have a pro
nounced strengthening effect on the nickel lattice, are unsuitable because
of the formation of undesirable interface compounds. Titanium, silicon,
magnesium, aluminum, or zirconium may only be added in small amounts,
since larger quantities will either over-activate the coating, or form a heavy
interface layer with damage to the emission. The metals which can be
alloyed with nickel in substantial amounts are limited to tungsten and
cobalt, both of which have an extensive solid solution range in nickel.
Smaller quantities of activating agents can be added to improve the emis
sion performance, or to increase the life performance, but these minor
constituents must be carefully controlled for the reasons given.” 119 This ob
ject can be realized more easily by using powder metallurgy methods for
the production of the wire as described above.
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In addition to the alloys listed in Table 7.8, a 5 Ni-95 Pt alloy should be
mentioned; this was used as a base for oxide cathodes in long-life telephone
communication tubes. According to Wise,“1“ this type of cathode is the only
one among conventional oxide-coated cathodes which can be successfully
reactivated after exposure to the atmosphere; for this reason it is being
used in some commercial ionization gauges.
Cold Cathodes132, 134

Self-sustained electron emission from cold magnesium oxide films on
nickel was discovered at the Signal Corps Research Development Labora
tory at Fort Monmouth in 1956 by Dobischek and further developed at
the Research and Development Laboratory of Tung-Sol Electric, Inc. un
der contract DA 36-039sc-73051. This work has been carried forward to a
stage which warranted announcement. An audio output amplifier using
this cold cathode develops 900 mw of power at 7 % distortion or less, a
dynamic transconductance up to 600 micromhos with sufficiently low noise
to be comparable with thermionic tubes using conventional hot cathodes.
The thin layers of magnesium oxide applied to a nickel sleeve have a
porous structure. Once emission has been started by a starter mechanism
and a minimum of 300 volts is applied to the collector, a positive charge
is developed at the surface of the MgO layer which produces a high electri
cal field on the order of 54,000 volts/cm inside the layer. Electrons liberated
within the MgO coating arc multiplied by an avalanche effect and gain
sufficient energy to leave the surface. It is tentatively assumed that elec
trons initiating the avalanche are produced by a photoelectric effect within
the coating. The emission current can be controlled by varying the voltage
of the collector, and currents of several tens of milliamperes have been
measured over a period of several thousand hours without any decrease in
emission. The further development of this type of cathode should be of
great interest to the tube industry.
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CHAPTER 16

GETTER MATERIALS AND THEIR USE
Introduction

In this last chapter, we arc concerned with measures taken to produce,
or preserve an adequate vacuum after the pumps have done their part in
reducing the pressure within the envelope to as low a value as is economi
cally feasible in mass production, or possible with available pumps. This
task is performed by getters which have the property of sorbing gases re
maining after seal-off from the pump, or released into the vacuum by the
walls of the envelope, or structural components. In both cases, the getter
acts as an auxiliary pump, but, in the first case of high-speed machine ex
haust of small tubes, a major part of the evacuation is assigned to the
getter which lowers the pressure from about 10-4 Torr to < 10-6 Torr and
keeps on pumping throughout the life of the tube if gases are released; in
the second case, when the seal-off pressure is very low (< IO1’ Torr), in
the case of individual exhaust, the getter is only a second line of defense
to make sure that a low pressure is preserved in operation. It goes without
saying that the getter itself must be well outgassed before it can function
effectively.
When the processing of all tube parts has been done with extreme care
so that their surfaces are essentially free of contaminants and adsorbed
gases, all these surfaces will be eager to take up gases, and there is thus no
need to put a getter into the tube; the surfaces of the clean components act
as getters. This practice is followed in many power tubes and microwave
tubes where special processing and prolonged pumping are economically
feasible. It should also be realized that surfaces which have a porous texture,
in particular oxide cathodes, have a great propensity to absorb gases when
they are relatively colder than other parts from which gases are released;
this may lead to poisoning effects, a result which can be circumvented in
laboratory operations by attaching a small appendix to the manifold and
filling it with Ba/Sr(GO3) in powder form. The very much greater volume
of this gas sink will result in preferred absorption of harmful gases given
off during processing on the pump and substantially raise the activity of
the cathode in cases where it was difficult to obtain adequate emission.
The usefulness of a particular getter may be appraised on the basis of
the following requirements:
(a) Ability to sorb a large part of the different gases encountered during
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the operation of the tube. This condition implies that the getter should
have a high sorption capacity for several gases and not just for one.
(b) High gettering rate, which may be measured by the decrease in
pressure per unit of time when the getter is exposed to a given gas. Gettering rate can also be expressed in terms of the volume of gas sorbed per sec
ond (cc/sec).
(c) High getter capacity (a) and high sorption rate (b) over a wide range
of temperature.
(d) Low desorption rate (release of gettered gases) at the highest tem
perature encountered in operation.
(e) Chemical stability in the presence of electron bombardment and at
elevated ambient temperature.
(f) Low vapor pressure before activation.
(g) Ease of outgassing before activation.
(h) Ready activation at a convenient temperature.
(i) Low vapor pressure after activation.
(j) Absence of loose particles during or after activation.
(k) Ease of fabrication and storage.
(1) Ready availability and low cost.
In addition, the electrical operation of the tube must not be adversely
affected by the presence of the getter. It is essential to prevent the deposi
tion of getter films on insulating components of the tube, or on such areas
of the bulb where the interelectrode capacity of the electrodes would be
affected. This condition is usually satisfied by providing getter shields and
by suitable shaping of the getter dispenser.1
Reimann2 and Metson3 have shown that a getter film deposited on a glass
wall may assume different electrical potentials depending on many factors,
such as geometry, secondary emission yield, sequence in which potentials
are applied to cathode and anode, and external illumination. It is not rec
ommended to operate getter films at a positive potential because bombard
ment by electrons may cause release of sorbed gases.2’4
The literature on getters, up to early 1950, has been listed by Espe, Knoll,
and Wilder6 in their review article which is recommended to the reader as
an introduction to the subject. * The very recent book by Knoll and Kazan6
reproduces this same list of references essentially without additions beyond
1950. The bibliography at the end of this present chapter thus takes over
about 1950 and carries on to the present (June 1959).
Reimann2 discusses in great detail the properties of getters and especially
the practical aspects of their use. The well-known book by Dushman7 pre* A most up-to-date review of the practical aspects of gettering and the history
of gettering technique has been published by Della Porta.1»
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scuts the theoretical background on sorption and desorption phenomena.
Alpert 8 describes t he use of getters in the production of ultra-high vacuum
in a very recent and comprehensive review article on this subject. It may
be said that quantitative, and therefore meaningful, investigations of getter
action were not undertaken until 1950.
In dealing with getters, one is principally concerned with the physics
and chemistry of surfaces, mechanisms of adsorption and absorption, diffu
sion, oxide film formation, desorption, and other effects. In many cases, a
full understanding of these phenomena has not been established.7'15
It is probably in order at this point to emphasize the importance of sur
face effects to electron device technology in general. Thin films play a very
important role, not only as unavoidable by-products even in the best pos
sible vacuum, but also as desirable end-products by themselves, as exempli
fied by thin-film cathodes, secondary electron emission surfaces, photocathodes, and microwave attenuators; the magnetic properties of thin films
applied to storage elements are another example of many important appli
cations.16
Types of Getters

A distinction is generally made between flash getters and coating getters
both of which consist of prepared surface deposits which are of a metallic
nature. In addition, bulk getters may be used in the form of wires or struc
tural elements made from tantalum, niobium, zirconium, or titanium. These
metals absorb gases at elevated temperatures and must therefore be run
hot to perform most effectively.
The temperature for maximum sorption of one gas may not coincide with
that for greatest sorption of another so that a compromise is necessary un
less two separate getters are run at different temperatures by either heat
ing them by an external power supply, or attaching them to internal parts
which operate at different temperatures.
Flash Getters

Barium getters have for some time occupied a preferred position in the
electronics industry and are used today almost exclusively in tube produc
tion; these getters are available in many different weights, shapes, and alloy
compositions,10"2' 5’ 61 171 18 but present-day use favors the aluminum-stabi
lized barium (50:50 b.wt.) which affords protection from oxidation in
humid atmospheres during handling, or “mount washing,” i.e., dipping in
water or alcohol before seal-in (see p. 555). The Ba/Al alloy is filled into
steel tubing 0.020 to 0.030 in. dia. which is cut to suitable short lengths
and sealed off at the ends. One side of the tubular wall is flattened and
thinned to about 3 mils so that on heating to about 850°C barium diffuses
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through the thin section and is dispersed to the wall of the tube. The thin sec
tion may actually melt and form a gap through which the barium vapor
escapes.1“ Getters are shipped in sealed containers and should be stored in
a desiccator after the can has been opened; preoutgassing in an evacuated
bulb, which can be sealed off, is still better practice. Table 16.1 gives the
characteristics of various types of getters from different sources in the
literature.16,19,20*
Barium satisfies many of the requirements listed above; it has a rela
tively high sorptive capacity for the gases encountered in larger quantities
in vacuum tubes: i.e., O2, CO, CO2, N2, H2, H20, C„Hm, in decreasing
order.21-23 f
The speed of pumping of a barium getter film varies with time and tem
perature.26’ 26 Typical plots of speed vs time obtained by Bloomer26 are
shown in Figure 16.1 for a getter film area of 8cm2 at room temperature,
40°C, and 70°C. The question whether the pumping speed of such a getter
is affected by an ionizing electron beam or an incandescent filament in the
vicinity of the getter was also investigated by Bloomer. Many earlier work
ers had reported such effects.2 It was found that the speed of pumping
oxygen was unaltered during the period when it is steady, or rising (Fig.
16.1), no matter whether a nearby ionizing electron beam, or an incandes
cent filament, was switched on or off; in the right-hand, falling-speed
range, a nearby filament had to be kept hot for the getter to have any
speed. An ionizing electron beam was not necessary.
“A tungsten filament became effective when its temperature was raised
above about 1800°K. An increase of temperature to 2100°K did not further
increase the speed of pumping. A hot filament caused a film to pump even
when it was several centimeters away, around a bend or two, in 25mm bore
glass tubing. The amount of gas taken up by the getter (the capacity) was
found to increase with temperature. At room temperature the capacity
was the same for films of different thicknesses but the same area. At higher
temperatures the capacity increased with the thickness of the film, as shown
in Table 16.3. Getter films which had ceased to pump oxygen at room
temperature did so again when heated to 200°C.”26
* Such compilations are always fraught with the danger of being misleading be
cause the experimental conditions and the methods of measurement are rarely the
same for two sources. Multiple entries and the reference to the origin of the figures
used are thus given in many cases.
t According to Wagener,24 CO is preponderantly released from nickel, iron, and
molybdenum, while tantalum gives off CO and Ha as major gas constituents, and
titanium H2O + H2 . Ba getters release mainly H2 , H2O, and CO during outgassing
prior to flashing. (Zn/Cd)S luminescent screens deposited on glass show a preponder
ance of CO and CO2 when bombarded by an electron beam (100 ga/cm’ at 1500 v)
(Table 16.2). Gases released by mica are given in Table 3.3 (p. 133).

Table 16.1. Performance Characteristics of Getter Materials19
AT
Material

M.P.
°C

Getter
Tpi
Tp2
(pi = KT5) (p2 = 10"2) F Type
= Film
°C
°C
B = Bulk

AT = A ctivation
OT = 0]aeration
Tempe rature

°C

Aluminum

Barium

660

717

900

417

1220

687

11002»

Sorptive Capacity
References
lM/mg(T°C)t

o2
h2
n2
co2
co

0
0
<0.005(a)
<0.005 (a)

7.5-38.5(20)
0
0
0

lM/cm2 at 20°C

po

>40

o2

0.3(a)

56 (400)
57 (300)

po

200

h2

0.05(a)

100 (400)

020

h2o
n2

0.003(a)

co2

5.0(a)

72 (300)
3-25 «100)
43-51 (>100)
66 (400)

co
ch4

3.5(a)

100 (400)

>80
F

Initial Sorp
tion Rate
a) b)*
at 20°C

air

9002“

>100

Ba/Al alloy (50:
50b.wt.) (sin
tered
ring
getter)

Gas
Sorbed

°C

500

F

F

OT

air
O2

h2
h2o
n2
CO2
CO

Q20

0.22»
0.22»
020

2.6
50 (20)

13

61 (20)
2.25
1.8
3.7

19, 20, 69, 70
69
69
37, 69
37
18, 31
4, 18, 20, 25, 26,
31, 37, 69, 71
18, 20, 30, 31, 37,
69
18, 31
20, 25, 37, 69
18, 30, 31, 72
18, 20, 25, 31, 37,
69
18, 25, 31,40, 73
20
la
la, 20
la
la
la
la
la

Magnesium

O2
h2
n2
C()2
co

651

287

437

Molybdenum

2622

1987

2627

F

02
h2
n2
co
ch4

Tantalum

2996

2400

3075

F

02
h2
n2
co2
co
co

Sheet (0.1 mm
thick)
Thorium

65020

B

1827

1637

1200

F

450

650
B

900

02
h2
co2
o2
h2

20-200 (20)
0
0
<0.005(a)
<0.005(a)

2.7(a)
3.5(a)

—0 (30)

1.0 (30)
3.0 (30-200)

02»
0.520
0.0520
0.052»
0.152»
020

1
0.5
0.1
0
0.082»
0
0.01(600°C)
9.0(900°C)

>2.5(a)
>2.5(a)

73
73

20
20
20, 73
20
20, 73-75
20
20
20
69
69

7.5-33.1 (20)
19.5-53.7 (20)
0.40(a)
(675°C)
0.020(a)
(675°C)

69
2, 69
69
37, 69
4, 20, 37

0.2(75°C)
6.5(675°C)
0.04 (75°C)
0.25 (225 °C)
0.55(350°C)
0.50(475°C)
0.08(675°C)

20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Table
AT

Material

M.P.
°C

Tpi
(p = 10-S)
°C

Tp2
(p =°C10-2)

Getter
Type
F = Film
B = Bulk

16.1.—Continued

OT

AT = Activation
OT = Operation
°C

Gas

Ns

CO2
CO

Titanium

785

1660

1327

1727

Sorptive Capacity

References

1M mg(T°C)t

°C

Thorium
(continued)

Misch
metal
(Ce/La)

Initial Sorp
tion Rate
a) b)*
at 20°C

F

10002«

O2
Hs
N2
COs

F

20002»

Os
Hs
Ns
COs
CO

0.010(a)
(675°C)
0.75(a)
(675 °C)
0.6(a)
(675 °C)

20
20
20

21.7-51(20)
46.1-64(20)
3.2-16(20)
2.2-45(20)

3.0(a)
4.3(a)
12.0(a)

1.9-2.5
(30-300)
4.3 (20)
3.4-4.2
(30-200)

ch4
B

10002»

>650

Os

20-400 Hs
300-400 HsO

1^/cm2 at 20°C

2.01(b)
(800°C)

90 (800)

60
69
69
69

1.0
2.0
0.052»

20
20
20, 63, 64, 73

0.132«
0.152»

20, 63, 64, 73
20, 63

0

20
20, 58
58
58

Titanium
(continued)

>700

N2

>700

CO2

0.08(b)
(1000°C)
0.81(b)
(1100°C)

160 (1000)

58

50 (1100)

58

co

3370

2547

3297

F

Uranium

1132

1462

1750

F

Zirconium

1857

1857

B

n2
co
240
1300

>2.5(a)
>2.5(a)

OM

Tungsten

0.003
0.020(325°C)
0.10(450°C)
1.4(600°C)
7.0(700°C)

02
h2
n2

co2
co

* (a) 1/sec/cm2 (b) 1^/sec/cm2.
t Where two values are quoted, the second figure is for a diffuse or black deposit.

20
20
20
20
20

73
73
10.6-9.3 (20)
8.9-21.5(20)

69
69
1.5(25°C)
8.0(400°C)
0.35(25°C)
53 (350°C)
3.4(500°C)
5.8(800°C)
2.3(500°C)
12.2(800°C)
0(25°C)
1.7(500°C)
14.6(800°C)

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
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Table 16.2. Percentage Composition of Gas Evolving
from Different Materials*
Type of material

Ni
Fe
Mo
Ta
Ti
Ba getter 1.5 mg
Ba TV getter 20 mg
Luminescent screen

Approx, out
gassing tem
perature °C

1000
1000
1800
2200
1100
900
900
—

mm

1.9
4.6
3.8
2.3
1.6
7.8
6

X 10”6
X 10s
X 10-«
X 10 °
X 10”7
X 10“’
X I0 7
—

co2

2
4

5

25

H2O

4
3
5
3
45
40
30
5

CH4

5
5

CO

N

92
95
80
50

2
10
6

15
20
50

Hi

2

5
5

1
40
50
30
45
20

* After Wagener and Marth.24

This increase of sorption capacity with temperature applies not only to
oxygen, but also to other gases and vapors normally sorbed by barium and
extends far beyond 200°C.* Della Porta31 has more recently shown that
the sorptive capacity of fresh, bright barium films increases substantially
up to 450°C, and that the sorption of saturated Ba getter films can be re
stored, at least in part, by heating the getter film to about 300°C for a
certain period, about one hour. Table 16.4 gives the total absorption capac
ity! as measured by Della Porta at various temperatures.
* The maximum operating temperature for Ba getters was given in 19505 as being
200°C. This now obsolete statement has unfortunately been repeated in quite recent
publications.17’ 27■ 28 The present author, being responsible for one of these,28 offers
his apologies. Wagener20 has recently mentioned 300°C as the maximum permissible
temperature before volatility of Ba becomes a serious factor. At 420°C, the vapor
pressure is 10-5 Torr.30
t The experimental technique employed for the measurement of the gettering
rate G has been established by Wagener32 and adopted by most investigators. It pro
vides for connecting a getter bulb to the pump manifold by a capillary of conductance
F and measuring the pressure pa in the getter bulb by means of an ionization gauge
directly connected to it while keeping the manifold pressure pm constant. G is then
expressed by the volume of gas sorbed per second, or as the product of conductance
F times the pressure ratio Pm/p,, according to the following equations:
= F(pm - p„)

G = F(pm - p„)
Pa
When pm » p„

G= F—
Pc
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Carbon monoxide is not only released by a number of metals, as pointed
out previously, but also is a major constituent of gases present in tubes
containing oxide cathodes. Carbon dioxide formed during breakdown of
the earth alkali carbonates is adsorbed on the anode and other electrodes
where it is likely to combine with barium, similarly deposited from the
cathode, according to the reaction
Ba 4~ CO2 —* BaO 4- COj
when these surfaces are being bombarded by electrons. Stoll22 has more
It can also be shown21 that

V

dt

= Eli) - paG(t)

Where V = volume of the getter bulb
P
= residual pressure
Eli) = amount of gas instantaneously evolved from the various parts of the
tube under study
G(t) = instantaneous speed of absorption of gas by the getter

By integration and choice of suitable limits, one obtains the following expression for
the residual pressure:

Eli)
GJ

As long as E(t) is constant, the final pressure is thus dependent only on G(t).
By measuring the actual quantities absorbed by the getter, Della Porta18 estab
lished that G(t) is dependent on pa and that more generally applicable data on getter
action can be obtained by keeping p„ constant; the merits of such an approach were
appreciated by Wagener33 in 1953 but not reduced to practice. Bills and Carleton,34
in their study of adsorption of activated gases, more recently state that “maintain
ing constant pressure in the adsorption vessel allows a more straightforward theoreti
cal analysis and avoids uncertainties due to evolution of adsorbed gas when the
pressure decreases.” The instantaneous quantity of gas Qinst = F(Pm. — pa) entering
the getter chamber is called instantaneous absorption capacity by Della Porta and
corresponds to the evolution rate (measured in cm3/sec adjusted to 1 micron pres
sure). The total absorption capacity per unit surface (expressed in liter X micron,
as Q = V X p) represents the total quantity of gas which a getter can absorb; the
figures entered in Table 16.4 are determined in this manner. Figure 16.2 illustrates
the difference in the curves obtained when measuring (a) at pm = const, and (b) at
pg = const. In the latter case the results become practically independent of the size
of the capillary used in the experiment. In a more recent presentation, Wagener20
has shown that the two alternative methods give the same results (personal com
munication). The experts thus do not agree on this point. The present author was
unfortunately unsuccessful in his efforts to procure an advance copy of Wagener’s
recent paper which was not yet in print at the time of going to press with this chap
ter.
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Time (min)
Figure 16.1. The variation with time and temperature of the speed of pumping
of oxygen by barium (manifold pressure pm = 2 X 105 Torr). After Bloomer.41
(Courtesy The Institute of Physics, London.)
Table 16.3. Capacities for Different Temperatures and Film
Thicknesses of Barium Getters*
Time for which 10 A
firing current passed
(min)

Temperature of getter
film

Area of getter
film
(cm2)

Quantity of oxygen
taken up (l.ju.)

Number of
monolayers

1
2
5
6
2
2
7

room
room
room
room
205°C
220°C
200°C

4
5
4
5
4
4
4

2.7
3.0
2.2
2.8
4.5
10
23.5

23
20
19
19
38
85
200

* After Bloomer41

recently studied this effect in some detail and shown that the amount of
CO present in the tube after cathode conversion can be reduced to low
levels by keeping the anode hot (650°C) during conversion and thus pre
venting adsorption of CO2 and Ba.*
* Curnow35 has pointed out that condensation of CO2 in a liquid nitrogen trap
will cause a residual pressure of 6 X 10~6 Torr at — 183°C. To attain lower pressures
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Table 16.4. Total Absorption Capacity of Bright Barium Mirrors*
Quantity absorbed at

Gases
20°C

100°C
(Wcm.2)

200°C
(Wcm.2)

Oxygen........... 50 1/x/mg
Moisture........ 35 1/x/mg
Hydrogen....... 4.48 1/x/cm2

5

5.5

Carbon dioxide........... 0.60 1/x/cm2

2

Carbon monoxide

0.72 1/x/cm2

Nitrogen........

300°C

400°C

57 1/x/mg.
72 1/x/mg.
9 1/x/cm2
(90 1/x/mg)

10 1/x/cm2
(100 1/x/mg)

3.3

5.8 1/x/cm2
(58 1/x/mg)

6.6 1/x/cm2
(66 1/x/mg)

4

4.4

0.33 1/x/cm2

0.48

3.4

Dry air.......... 0.64 1/x/cm2

1.60

4.6

9 lg/cm2
(90 Wmg)
5 1/x/cm2
(50 1/x/mg)
5.6 1/x/cm2
(56 1/x/mg)

10 1/x/cm2
(100 1/x/mg)
5.1 1/x/cm2
(51 1/x/mg)
5.6 1/x/cm2
(56 1/x/mg)

* After Della Porta31

The absorption of CO by Ba getters has been studied by Wagener,21 •36 •37
Arizumi and Kotani,38a-e Morrison and Zetterstrom,39 Della Porta,18’31 and
Bloomer.40 Figures 16.2 to 16.4 illustrate the results obtained by Bloomer
who studied the absorption effects in a pressure range of 10~6 to 10~7 Torr
and found that the mechanism of absorption is similar to that for oxygen
and can be explained with the aid of Mott’s theory.41’42
“Carbon monoxide is dissociated at the surface of the barium film, and
an oxide layer containing free carbon is formed. Below 80°C, the layer of
reaction products is protective once it has grown to a thickness of about
50A. Above 80°C, the whole of the barium is used up in the reaction.
“The condensation coefficient at room temperature is 0.012. Thus, about
1 in 80 of the carbon monoxide molecules striking the getter surface in
any period is taken up by a barium film at room temperature (1 in 40 at
170°C). The condensation coefficient is limited to these low values by the
superficial density of interstitial barium ions in the free surface of the oxide
layer. A nearby ionizing discharge has very little influence upon the fracwould thus require that the trap be filled only after conversion of the cathode, a
practice followed in a few laboratories. By far the more general procedure provides
for filling of the trap at the end of the bake-out cycle, if not when the peak tempera
ture of the oven has been reached, but certainly before cathode conversion. The
effect of this difference in processing has not been evaluated on a large scale, but it
makes good sense to favor the practice recommended by Curnow.
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Figure 16.2. (a) Instantaneous getter capacity of bright barium for carbon mon
oxide determined at pm = 5.7 X 10 ; Torr = constant, using two different capillaries:
1) F = 34 cm3/sec. 2) F = 11 cm3/sec. (b) Instantaneous getter capacity of bright
barium for dry air determined at pg = 3 X 10-4 Torr = constant, using three differ
ent capillaries: 1) F = 2.75 cm3/sec. 2) F = 5.5 cm3/sec. 3) F = 14.4 cm3/sec. After
Della Porta.31 (Courtesy Edwards High Vacuum Ltd., England.')
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o

Temperature of getterfilm(C)
Figure 16.3. (a) The variation with time and temperature of the speed of pumping
of carbon monoxide by barium (manifold pressure pm = 4 X IO ’5 Torr), (b) The
variation with temperature of the speed of pumping of unit (apparent) area of getter
film (measured a few minutes after the start of each run). After Bloomer.40 (Courtesy
The Institute of Physics, London.)

tion of incident molecules which is condensed upon and taken up by a
barium film.”
Coating Getters

The enhancement of the sorptive power, which can be achieved by heat
ing a barium film to a few hundred degrees, has been referred to on preced-
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Temperature of getter (°C)

Figure 16.4. (a) The variation of capacity of barium getter for carbon monoxide
with thickness of deposit at different temperatures, (b) The influence of temperature
upon the capacity for carbon monoxide for barium films of equal thickness. After
Bloomer.40 (Courtesy The Institute of Physics, London.)

ing pages; Della Porta31 gives 400°C as an upper limit because considerable
evolution of gas was observed at 500°C. The trend toward operating elec
tron tubes at ever-increasing ambient temperatures thus establishes a need
for getters which can effectively operate in such critical environments.
Research in this area is being currently sponsored by the Armed Forces.
The sorptive properties of tantalum, zirconium, and thorium were men
tioned above. These metals can be applied to less refractory base metals
used for electrodes by sintering a powder film onto them; they require a
fairly high operating temperature to be effective.
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The Telefunken Laboratories in Germany developed the “Ceto” getter
during World War II which contains the metals cerium and thorium; it is
prepared from a mixture of thorium powder and a cerium-aluminum alloy
powder, with thorium comprising at least 80 per cent of the mixture. Espe43
has given a detailed description of its preparation as practiced in Germany
for the production of microwave tubes. After being degassed at 800°C, such
powder coatings exhibit marked getter action already near 100°C and have
an absorption maximum at several hundred degrees centigrade.
During the past few years, extensive development of Ceto-type getters
has been carried out by Wyman and Kuhnapfel44 at the Reliable Tube
Section of Bendix Aviation Corporation and by Briggs Associates27 under
sponsorship of New Process Metals, Inc.,* from which company Ceto-type
getters are commercially available under the tradename “CerAlloy 400.”
The early approach, following that practiced by Telefunken, was to
sinter the powder onto metal flags which were attached to electrodes of
the tube structure in such positions that the getter was raised to a suitable
temperature in operation. Direct coating of electrodes, such as anodes, was
also practiced. The sintered powder is black and thus has a high thermal
emissivity; it can be applied to iron, steel, “Kovar,” nickel, nickel-plated
steel, molybdenum, Monel, and copper.
More recently, work at Bendix45 has culminated in the production of
pressed pellets contained in nickel cups which are strategically located
within the tube. The over-all effectiveness of the getter is thereby increased
and no doubt also the ease of handling.
The process of manufacture is described as follows:46
(1) Pure thorium powder is produced by reducing ThO2 with calcium
in an iron crucible (50 pts ThO2 + 30 pts Ca (b.wt.)). The mixture is heated
to 400°C in a vacuum of < 10-4 Torr and then fired at 950°C in a dry argon
atmosphere at a pressure of 20 Torr, or more. After cooling, the resultant
compound is washed in water and acetic acid until pure thorium remains;
after washing in methanol, the thorium powder is vacuum dried.
(2) An alloy of cerium and aluminum is made by mixing fine shavings
of cerium, which have been degreased in acetone, with aluminum granules
in a weight ratio of 72 Ce:28 Al and heating in a BeO crucible at 800°C
in vacuo at 10-4 Torr. An exothermic reaction occurs, and much gas is
released so that pumps with adequate speed (~ 100 1/sec in the micron
range) must be used. The resulting alloy is shiny and brittle; it is ground
to a fineness of 240 mesh and stored in an argon atmosphere.
(3) The Ce-Al alloy powder and thorium powder are mixed in a weight
ratio 1:4, and 50 gm of the mixed powder is compacted at high pressure
into 1-in.-long rods and sintered at 1000°C in a vacuum furnace at a pres* 45-65 Manufacturers Place, Newark 5, N.J.
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Figure 16.5. Sorption rate of various getters for carbon dioxide. After Wyman and
Kuhnapfel.44 (Courtesy Bendix Aviation Corporation.)

sure of 5 X 10-6 Torr, or less, for 1 hr. Melting must be avoided, as the
getter properties of the sintered alloy are by far superior to those of the
cast material and also because the cast material is ductile and cannot easily
be pulverized.43
(4) The sintered compacts are ground to granules and screened to 340
mesh size under acetone. Small nickel cups are filled with the granules
and pressed into pellet form, ready for mounting in the tube.
Extreme precautions are necessary in all the processing steps because
thorium and the alloy powders are not only pyrophoric but also emit
«-radiation. Any attempt to duplicate these procedures should be under
taken only after reading the much more detailed original references43,45
and consultation with those already experienced in handling these mate
rials.*
The results reported on the merits of Ceto-type getters evidently war
rant the considerable effort involved in their production. Wargo and Shep
herd46 made brief reference to these getters and report that a mixture of
80 % Th + 5 % Al + 15 % Mischmetal sintered onto a molybdenum ribbon
and outgassed at 1100°C at 10-7 Torr did thereafter getter all gases except
helium when operated in the range from 350 to 500°C. Wyman and Kuhnap
fel44 and Briggs27 have given more detailed accounts of results obtained.
Figure 16.5 shows the pressure drop vs. time observed in a 2-liter volume
* New Process Metals, Inc. has issued several bulletins on CerAlloy 400.
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Time
Figure 16.6. Sorption rate for CerAlloy 400 getters in carbon dioxide at different
temperatures. After Wyman and Kuhnapfel.44 (Courtesy Bendix Aviation Corpora
tion.)

after CO2 was admitted at p = 5 X 10 “ Torr and the different getters
were heated to the temperatures indicated on the curves. Figure 16.6 gives
the sorption rate for CO2 at various getter temperatures, as read by a
Pirani gauge. The CerAlloy 400 getter was heated by induction and tem
peratures read by a thermocouple. Briggs27 has reported improved emission
levels, greater uniformity of emission, low values of heater-cathode leakage,
low grid leakage, and low contact potential on controlled tests with Stand
ard Diodes and receiving tubes. Bendix reports that no desorption of gas
was noticeable after baking some of their tubes on life test at 400°C for
96 hrs, a condition under which all conventional getters had caused failure
owing to excessive gas currents.
Tantalum, zirconium, and thorium have been used as coating getters in
power tubes for many years. Powders of these metals are usually sintered
onto the anode surfaces to which they can be applied by spraying a suspen
sion of the powder in a binder solution, or by cataphoresis.
Tantalum is capable of absorbing several hundred times its own volume
of gas (740 X for H2) when it has been properly outgassed near 2000°C (see
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p. 347) and is then operated at a red heat, anywhere between 700 and
1200°C. The relatively high cost of Ta mitigates against its use as a bulk
anode material, except in special-purpose tubes, so that coating with pow
ders offers an economic advantage provided the processing cost is not ex
cessive.
Tantalum is also a very effective flash getter when placed in the form of
a wire loop in a separate bulb connected with the tube under study. Becker47
was able to produce and maintain ultra-high vacua of the order of 10-14
Torr in a field emission microscope by repeatedly laying down a film of
Ta.*
Zirconium®'6* is an effective getter for O2, N2, CO, CO2, and H2O; it
does not react with mercury and can thus be used in mercury vapor recti
fiers. According to Fast,62 40 atomic per cent of oxygen and 20 atomic per
cent of nitrogen are taken up by zirconium without compound formation,
the gases dissolving in the metal and being retained up to 1650°C. Both
gases are rapidly sorbed at 800°C, and so are CO and CO2,63 Hydrogen
is sorbed most copiously at 300°C, desorbed at higher temperatures but
taken up in a narrow temperature range near 870°C. As suggested above,
several Zr getters may thus be operated at different temperatures in one
tube.
The form of the Zr getter may be a coating on an electrode, a tab attached
to the heater leg, a separate wire wound on a higher-melting support wire
which can be externally heated, or a component made from Zr in bulk.
Zirconium hydride, rather than pure Zr powder, may be used as a coating
material which decomposes on heating during processing of the tube. These
materials are highly flammable in finely dispersed form and will ignite on
exposure to shock or abrasion. Extreme precautions must be taken in
handling them.
Thorium falls into the same category. It is not only useful as a constituent
of Ceto-type getters, as described above, but may also be used as a coating
or flash getter by itself.32'33 Wagener33 found that thorium powder electrolytically deposited on cathode nickel sleeves exhibited a higher sorption
rate for oxygen than it did for hydrogen. The rate of sorption for O2 is
also higher than it is for H2, and the decay of the sorption rate is smaller
for O2. The sorption rate for H2 increases with temperature to a maximum
at 750°K.
By heating the Th powder to 1150°K for about 5 minutes, sorbed hy
drogen is completely released. Oxygen is released by heating to this tem
perature only when the sorbed quantity has been small. It is suggested on
* It is of passing interest to note that the endpoint of life for a Ta filament was
found to be reached after a 6-percent reduction of the wire diameter; this agrees
with the most recent findings for tungsten filaments (see p. 273).
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the basis of these observations that oxygen is sorbed by chemisorption in
which a stable oxide, probably ThO2 , is formed; the activation energy for
this process is 0.75 Kcal/mole. Hydrogen, on the other hand, reaches an
equilibrium of solution in Th and can be injected or removed at will; the
heat of solution of H2 in Th is 13 Kcal/mole.
As thorium is a constituent of Ceto-type getters, desorption of hydrogen
and of oxygen in part must be expected above 850°C, as stated above.
Titanium has a very high reactivity with gases, especially at elevated
temperatures, as shown by Gulbransen and Andrew,65'67 and other inves
tigators. Stout and Gibbons have studied the sorption properties of Ti for
various gases and vapors and found that O2, N2, and CO2 are gettered
above 700°C while H2 is absorbed in the temperature range of 25 to 400°C.
The sorption rates for the various gases are markedly different at any given
temperature, oxygen being sorbed at a much greater rate than nitrogen or
carbon dioxide throughout the temperature range from 700 to 1100°C.
Rare gases and mercury do not interfere with the gettering action of Ti.
Carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen form stable compounds with Ti and are
not released when the metal is heated to elevated temperatures. The pres
ence of a surface film of oxide will prevent sorption of hydrogen at room
temperature.68’ 69
Champion concluded from his studies on the suitability of Ti as a grid
material for the suppression of primary and secondary emission that Ti
should not be operated above 900°C when in the proximity of an oxide
coated cathode (see Chapter 8, p. 251). Recent investigations in several
laboratories suggest that the outgassing temperature of Ti should be held
in the range of 1030 to 1050°C.
The gettering properties of titanium-zirconium alloys have been de
scribed by Stout and Gibbons.57 An alloy containing 87 atomic per cent Zr
was found most suited for gettering, as it will dissolve its surface oxide film
below 200°C and thus be active in sorbing hydrogen in addition to oxygen,
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide.
Getter-ion Pumps

The degree of vacuum that is attainable by commercially available
pumps has been steadily advanced in recent years; the term “ultra-high
vacuum” has thus been introduced for pressures below 10~8 Torr.60 Pres
sures as low as 10~13 Torr have been reached in special systems in the labo
ratory. Initial advances were principally due to the utilization of ion gauge
pumping coupled with the use of all-metal valves, according to Alpert,8
which permitted separation of the tube under exhaust from the oil diffusion
pump after it had done its duty by reducing the pressure to the level of
10-7 Torr.

Table 16.5. Physical Characteristics of Titanium, Zirconium, Thorium
Property

Unit

Ti

Zr

Th

Atomic number................................
Atomic weight.................................
Isotopes............................................

22
47.90
46, 47, 48, 49, 50, (51)

90
232.05
224, 225, 226, 227

Atomic valence................................
Valence orbitals..............................
Lattice type.....................................

3, 4
3d24s2
«(<882°C)/3
cph
bcc
a = 2.904 a = 3.3065
c = 4.683 (900°C)

40
91.22
(89), 90, 91, 92, 94, (95),
96, (97)
4
4d25s2
a(<863°C)/3
cph
bcc
a = 3.2321 a = 3.16
c = 5.1474 (867 °C)

Lattice constants............................

Atomic radius..................................
Atomic volume................................
cn Closest approach of atoms.............
Density.............................................
Melting point...................................
Boiling point....................................
Specific heat (0-100°C)...................
Thermal conductivity.....................

Thermal expansion coeff.................

A
A
cc/gm atom
A
gm/cc
°C
°C
cal/gm/°C
cal/cm/cm2/°C/sec

10VoC

10.6
2.91
4.51
1660 ± 10
3,535
0.126
0.0407 ( 20°C)
0.0383 (100°C)
0.0354 (300°C)
0.0364 (500°C)
89 (0-100)
91 (30-200)
94 (30-400)
97 (30-600)
99 (30-800)
98 (20-400)
102 (400-600)
106 (600-800)

14
3.16
6.4
1852 ± 2
>2,900
0.066
0.051

4
6d27s2
f.c.c. (Al)

a = 5.0871 (26.2°C)
1.745
20.2
3.59
11.2
1690 ± 10
>3,000
0.034
0.090 (100°C)
0.108 (650°C)

61.5 (c-axis) 25°C
56.9 (a-axis)
113 (20-100)
121 (20-300)
137 (20-600)

Ti
Zr

Thermal emissivity.........................

ex

Electrical resistivity.......................

u ohm - cm

Electron work function..................
Richardson constant.......................
Secondary emission yield..............
Magnetic susceptibility..................
Mechanical Properties*

e.v.
a/cm2/°K2
á max
10“6 c.g.s.

in
g Hardness..........................................
Tensile strength..............................
Yield strength.................................
Elongation........................................
Reduction of area...........................
Elastic modulus...............................
Poisson’s ratio.................................

10-’
1415
1850

IO-6
1500
1975

IO“5
1600
2110

%

Vickers No.
103 psi
103 psi
%
%
106 psi

55.4 (20°C)
70.1 (100°C)
137 (516°C)
3.9

3.15 ± 0.02
high-purity iodide re
fined
80-100
30-40
16-24
40-60
70-90
15.5

IO“4
1715
2275

IO“3
1850
2460

IO“2
2000
2670

48 (a)
43 (ß)
(X = 0.652,u)
40 (0°C)
58 (100°C)
100 (400°C)
4.12; 3.57
330; 120
1.1 (300v)
-0.45

100-250
26-38
~17
25-40
13.8
0.32-0.35

10“4
2200
2920

1
2450
3250

Torr
°
°
WW

IO-8
1330
1745

Vapor pressure................................

18 (20°C)
3.4
70

0.13
40-80
22-30
—25
—60
73-95
—10
0.25-0.27

* Greatly dependent on method of preparation, impurity content, and cold working. See commercial literature for alloys.
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Table 16.6. Summary of Pumping Speeds and Half-Value
Capacities for the Gases Tested*

Gas

Air
Argon
Pure carbon dioxide
Tank hydrogen
Pure hydrogen
Tank nitrogen
Tank oxygen
Pure oxygen

External ionization
gauge alone
Initial
Half-value
speed
capacity
L/sec
mm L

0.9-1.5
0.01
50
30-50
140
10
2-5
50-60

30
—

—

External and internal
ionization gauges
Initial
speed
L/sec

6-9
0.2
70-120

Half-value
capacity
mm L
—
—

—

350

—

—

—

140
17

500
45

—

—

—

650

120-220

—

25

* After Cloud, Beekman, and Trump.30

The mechanism by which gas is removed from the volume of an ion gauge
of the Bayard-Alpert type, or, more generally, in the presence of an electron
beam, is very complicated indeed and not fully understood. Alpert has
given a detailed review of the recent literature on this subject.8
Pumping by continuous, or repetitive, deposition of getter films on the
walls of the vacuum envelope has been practiced by Cloud, Beckman, and
Trump30 for the evacuation of fairly large systems. Bulk barium in quanti
ties ranging from 10 to 1000 gm is placed in a separate container (Type 304
stainless steel) attached to the tube under exhaust and heated to near 800°C
by an external heater. A barium film of 4-mil minimum thickness is thus
deposited on the walls of the container and reduces the pressure from 10“2
Torr to a final vacuum of 10 7 Torr. To facilitate the sorption of rare gases
and that of large organic molecules, a Penning-type ion gauge is operated
in a side tube and, at times, also within the barium container. Table 16.6
gives the pumping speeds for various gases and also the half-value capacity
which is defined as the amount of gas sorbed (measured in mm X liter) at
the time the pumping speed is reduced to one-half of its initial value. Speeds
on the order of 100 l/sec for CO2 and 200 l/sec for O2 were obtained when
both ion gauges were operated.
The evapor-ion pump developed by Herb et al.63’ 64 in 1953 is based on
similar principles but utilizes evaporated titanium as the sorbing agent
which is deposited on the wall of a 12-in. dia. container, 24 in. high. The
pumping speeds obtained for O2 , H2, N2 are on the order of several thou
sand liters per second in the range of 10'“ to IO"6 Torr; the ultimate pres
sure attainable is 10"7 Torr.* As potentials of the order of 1000 v are in* Evapor-Ion Pump Type El, available from Consolidated Electrodynamics,
Rochester Division.
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Figure 16.7. Pumping speed vs pressure for Varian Vac-Ion high-vacuum pump
Model VA-1408 (250 1/sec). (Courtesy Varian Associates.)

volved in the operation of the pump, it is necessary to rough out the pump
and the system to be evacuated to a low pressure of about 10-s Torr.
A noteworthy advance in the design of getter-ion pumps has been made
by Hall65 who combined the four phenomena involved in the gas clean up
in such pumps, i.e., ionization, excitation, sputtering, and gettering to
achieve greater pumping speed, lower ultimate pressure, and longer life. A
cold-cathode discharge between electrodes made of reactive metals, such
as Ti, creates positively charged particles (ions), atoms (dissociated mole
cules), and metastable atoms and molecules. The anode is of an open,
cellular structure, where most of the gettering likely takes place. With the
aid of a magnetic field (several thousand gauss) and suitably high voltages
(several thousand volts), high-density ion beams bombard the cathodes
where they cause sputtering of the cathode metal. The sputtered atoms are
deposited on the walls of the anode cells and, to some extent, on the oppo
site cathode. Atoms and metastable particles which strike the sputtered
deposits will be bound by physisorption or chemisorption and are thus per
manently removed from the volume of the pump. By carefully optimizing
the geometry of the pump elements, “Vac-Ion” Pumps* have been perfected
* Registered Trademark, Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California.
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Figure 16.8 (a). ULTEK UlteVac 110A high-vacuum pump and magnet with two
exhaust tabulations and high-voltage terminal at left. Magnet diameter 2 in. Weight
2 lb. Pumping speed 0.5 1/sec. The same unit is shown at (b) with magnet removed.
(Courtesy ULTEK Corp.)
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which achieve an ultimate pressure of less than 10 10 Torr. Several models
are commercially available which have pumping speeds ranging from 1
1/sec to 250 1/sec for air, as illustrated in Figure 16.7. It is to be noted that
the speed of these pumps is essentially independent of pressure below 10 5
Torr.
Vac-Ion pumps require a forevacuum of 10-2 Torr to initiate pumping;
for continuous operation, no forepump is required. The pumps may be
baked out at 450°C for 5-hr periods if the magnet is temporarily removed.
Life is stated to be of the order of 20,000 hrs. There are no moving parts,
or pump fluids, and no hot filaments in the pump; power failure will thus
not damage the pump or spoil the vacuum. The pumps also serve as pres
sure gauges.
The use of these pumps for the processing of microwave tubes has made
it possible to materially reduce pumping time and at the same time improve
the quality of tubes. It is also feasible to permanently attach a small getter
ion pump to large power tubes. The pressure inside the tube can thus be
monitored, as the pump also acts as a gauge, and the vacuum be improved
by additional pumping, whenever necessary. Figure 16.8 shows such a
pump developed by L. D. Hall.
*
Huber and Warnecke66 have described a titanium pump intended for
similar applications. Several models are being marketed by CSF,f and illus
trations have been published in technical journals. Titanium is continu
ously evaporated in these pumps by bombarding a Ti-coated grid, main
tained at a positive potential, with electrons emitted from a hot tungsten
filament. The grid temperature is thus raised to 1000°C and the evaporated
Ti deposited on the water-cooled wall of the pump. Starting pressure is
10-4 Torr> and ultimate pressure is 10-9 Torr. Life of the pump is given as
2000 hrs. Pumping speeds range from 1 to 12 1/sec.
Diels67 and Holland19 have recently reviewed the design and performance
of getter-ion pumps. There is no question that these pumps will assume
increasing importance in modern vacuum technology, but, in cases where a
high gas throughput is to be maintained, conventional diffusion pumps are
likely to hold their place of usefulness.
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Table Al. Correlation of Current Four-Digit Corning Glass
Codes with Obsolete Laboratory Code Numbers

Current

Obsolete

Current

Obsolete

0010
0014
0041
0050
0080
0081
0100
0110
0120
0240
0250
0280
0281
1710
1720
1723
1990
1991
2473
2475
3320
3530
3540
4320
4407
5380
5420
5810
5830
5890
5911
6611
6992
7030
7040
7050
7051
7052
7055
7056
7060
7070
7120
7200

G-l
G-14
G-4-D
G-5
G-8
G-124-HD
G-164-EC
G-164-HC
G-12
G-125-BB
G-125-AJ
G-128-G
G-128-AQ
G-172-RM
G-172-AJ
G-889-AEW
G-189-IY
G-184-IY
G-240-PY
G-240-HP
G-371-BN
G-353-GE
G-350-Z
G-431-AM
G-40-D
G-534-A
G-542-P
G-570-G
G-570-AT
G-586-CK
G-586-EW
G-61-I
G-63-AK
G-704-BA
G-705-BA
G-705-AJ
G-705-FD
G-705-FN
G-710-HY
G-840-MF
G-705-AO
G-707-DG
G-712-0
G-707-GU-1

7210
7230
7240
7250
7251
7252
7290
7330
7331
7340
7500
7510
7520
7530
7550
7560
7570
7720
7730
7740
7741
7742
7750
7760
7780
7900
7910
7911
7912
7981
7991
8110
8160
8800
8830
8870
8871
9010
9012
9700
9720
9730
9740
9741
982C

G-720-Pn
G-707-GS-1
G-715-AO
G-720-OI
G-720-WH
G-726-XP
G-167-GL
G-733-A
G-108-PN
G-733-B
G-750-AH
G-750-AI
G-750-AJ
G-805-F
G-805-G
G-750-AL
G-750-GL
G-702-P
G-1752-A
G-726-MX
G-726-YM
G-726-ABE
G-705-R
G-720-GO
GT-70
G-790-H
G-790-J
G-798-BE
G-79O-N
G-707-HN
G-704-EO
G-813-BJ
G-814-KW
G-80
G-866-LC
G-858-V
G-189-IA
G-856-DO
G-174-PA
G-970-G
G-970-L
G-972-A
G-970-HW
G-970-OF
G-981-T1

3.05
2.67
2.64
2.54
2.25
2.24
2.25
2.35
2.54
2.36
2.53
2.49

50°C 150°C 250°C 350°C
18.*
17.*
17.*
14.7*
13.5
16.*
15.*
16.*
11.9
12.1
11.9
11.5

* Extrapolated value
** R-5 when melted in pots; R-6 when melted in tanks.
(Courtesy Owens Illinois Glass Company)

13.0
12.3
11.9
10.5
9.9
11.7
11.1
11.8
8.7
8.9
8.6
8.4

9.9
9.3
9.0
8.0
7.7
9.2
8.6
9.1
6.8
6.9
6.6
6.5

7.8
7.3
7.0
6.2
6.2
7.4
6.9
7.4
5.5
5.6
5.2
5.2

K
6.8
6.4
6.6
7.0
5.5
5.2
5.1
4.7
7.5
6.5
8.0
8.2

Loss
A % Factor
%
.2
.3
.35
.75
1.7
.55
.65
.45
5.5
4.8
4.8
4.6

1.4
1.9
2.3
5.2
9.4
2.9
3.3
2.1
41.2
31.2
38.4
37.7

K
6.7
6.2
6.4
6.7
5.1
5.0
4.8
4.6
6.4
5.6
7.2
7.1

Loss
A % Factor
%
.15
.15
.2
.3
.55
.3
.35
.2
1.1
1.0
.85
.8

1.0
.9
1.3
2.0
2.8
1.5
1.7
.9
7.0
5.6
6.1
5.7

1.56
1.52
1.52
1.52
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.52
1.49
1.52
1.52

m
u/cm
/kg/cm
2

101
103
105
111
61
59
56
50
75
63
111
106

1 Megacycle

60 Cycles

S
tre
ssO
ptical C
oefficient

89
90
89
93
51
49
47
36
59
49
93
89

Dielectric Properties
25°C

Volume Resistivity (p) ohm-cm
(Expressed as logarithm of p)

R
efractiveIndexnp

400
410
415
454
472
449
466
486
528
542
493
493

D
ensitygm
/cc

433
442
447
485
502
481
496
518
557
574
522
523

C
ontractionC
oefficient
A
nn. Pt-25°CX1
0
7
/°C

630
660
655
682
705
713
709
755
754
795
702
715

0
-3
0
0
°CX1
0
7
/°C

980
1030
1018
999
1015
1065
1011
1120
1090
1175
984
1020

E
xpansionC
oefficient

S
trainPoint °C

Insula
tor

A
nnealingP
oint °C

KG-12
K-30
8 K-52
K-51
K-650
K-704
K-705
K-772
N-10
N-51A

S
ofteningP
oint °C

Glass

W
orkingPoint °C

Table A2. Physical Characteristics of Kimble Industrial Glasses

2.9
2.7
2.6
2.5
3.7
3.8
3.8
3.6
3.1
3.2
2.4
2.5
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1
dan
Code

2

Type

A3.

Physical Characteristics
4

3

Color

Print¡pal Ult

5

of

7

8

UFFiR WORKING tfMFiRATURfS

thermol Shock Roi.

(Mothonkal Conudorationi Only)

flotti 6'*6'

6
Thtrmol
hperiwn
Cootf.-^C.

Uwoiir

A.ciotte

Annooled
Normal totromo
limit

Tempered
Normal

(»tramo W DA.
limit

Annealed
^■Thk.

’C.

•c.

°C

°C.

0010

Potash Soda Lead...........

Clear

Lamp Tubing

T

91x10“’

110

380

—

—

65

50

35

0041

Potash Soda Lead...........

Clear

Thermometers

T

85x10“’

110

400

—

—

70

60

40

0080

Soda lime........................

Clear

Lamp Bulbs

BMT

92x10"’

110

460

220

250

65

50

35

0120

Potash Soda Lead...........

Clear

lamp Tubing

TM

89x10"’

110

380

—

—

65

50

35

0281

Soda Lime........................

Clear

General Purpose

—

87x10"’

110

475

240

270

70

60

40

1720

Aluminosilicate................

Clear

Ignition Tube

—

42x10"*

200

650

400

450

135

115

75

1990

Low Loss Iron Sealing. . .

Clear

Sealing

—

127x10"’

100

310

—

—

45

35

25

2405

Hard Red...........................

Red

General

BPU

43x10“’

200

480

—

—

135

115

75

2475

Soft Red.............................

Red

35

3320

Hard Sealing.................... Canary

6720

Opal.................................

White

General

6750

Alabaster ........................

White

6810

Opal.................................

White

7050

Borosilicate......................

7052

eC.

°C.

C

T

93x10-’

110

440

—

—

65

50

—

40x10-’

200

480

—

—

145

110

80

P

80x10"’

110

480

220

275

70

60

40

Lighting Ware

BPR

87x10-’

110

420

220

220

65

50

35

Lighting Ware

BPR

69x10“’

120

470

240

270

85

70

45

Clear

Series Sealing

T

46x10"’

200

440

235

235

125

100

70

Borosilicate......................

Clear

Kovar Sealing

BMPT

46x10"’

200

420

210

210

125

100

70

7070

Borosilicate......................

Clear

low Loss Electrical

BMPT

32x10-’

230

430

230

230

180

150

100

7250

Borosilicate......................

Clear

Baking Ware

P

36x10"’

230

460

260

260

160

130

90

7340

Borosilicate......................

Clear

Gouge Glass

T

67x10-’

120

510

240

310

85

70

45

7570

Soldering Glass................

Clear

Scaling

—

84x10-’

100

330

—

—

—

—

—

7720

Borosilicate......................

Clear

Tungsten Sealing

7740

Borosilicate......................

Clear

General

Neon Signs
Tungsten Sealing

7760

Borosilicate......................

Clear

Electrical

7900

96% Silica......................

Clear

High Temp.

36x10*’

230

460

260

260

160

130

90

32.5x10 ■’

230

490

260

290

180

150

100

BP

34x10“’

230

450

250

250

160

130

90

BPTUM

8x10*’

800

1090

—

—

1250

1000

750

8x10

800

1090

—

—

1250

1000

750

8x10“’

800

1090

—

—

1250

1000

750

900

1100

—

—

1250

1000

750

BPT
BPSTU

7910

96% Silica......................

Clear

u v Transmission

BTU

7911

96% Silica......................

Clear

u v Transmission

T

7940

Fused Silica......................

Clear

Ultrasonic

—

5.6x10 ’

8160

Rodiotron Tube...............

Clear

Electrical

—

91x10"’

110

380

—

—

65

50

35

8800

Borosilicate......................

Clear

Thermometers

—

60x10 ’

200

510

—

—

100

80

60

MT U

91x10

35

8870

High Lead........................

Clear

Sealing or
Electrical

110

380

180

180

65

50

8871

Capacitor........................

Clear

Electrical

—

103x10 ■’

125

360

—

—

55

45

35

9700

Clear

u v Transmission

TU

37x10“’

220

500

—

—

150

120

80

9741

Clear

u v Transmission

BUT

39x10“’

200

390

—

—

150

120

80

COLUMN S
S-FW. 01»»
B —Blown Wore
f— Fretted Wore
T — Tubing ond Rod
M—Multiform Wore
R —RoMed Sheet
U — Fonah
COLUMN 7
Theta dolo opptonimole only. Freedom from eacetuve thermol »hock >t
oitumed. See Column 8.
At extreme Smit» onneoled glow w»ll be very wlneroble to thermol ihock.
Recommendotioni in thit range ore bated on mechonkol conn'd erotioni
only. Tetti should be mode before adopting Anol detignt.

COLUMN 6
From 0’ to 300’C. •n/irfG or cm/cm^G
COLUMN 8
Thete doto approximate only. See Text Fage 5.
Bated on plunging temple into cold woter after oven heating. Reutlance of
100 C. meant no breakage if heated Io 110 C. and plunged mlo woter ot
10*G Tempered samples hove over twice the reutlance of onneoled glott.
Glasses 7900. 7910, 7911 cannot be tempered.

All data subject to normal manufacturing variations.

(Courtesy Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y. Bulletin B-83 (1957)]
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Corning Industrial Glasses
12

Vncowfy Doto

Ibermol
Siren

“C.

11

10

9

Point

Point

(Sp CrJ

of flaititity
Ib. ig. m.

Point

Pefrochve

D—lo<tric Proporti« i
af 1 Me and 20QC.

Indo*
Sod. D Ime
í 5893
Mkront)

Dioloclric
Conit

factor

6.7

l.%

1.539

—

—

—

1.545

5.1

.9

7.2

6.5

1.512

10.1

8.0

.12

6.7

.8

1.560

—

6.5

5.2

—

—

—

—

—

11.4

9.5

.38

7.2

2.7

1.530

25 C.

c.

16

15

log i. of
Volume Äeülfivdy

Modukit
Abroiton

Strom Anneofmg Softening Working PtllllOIKO
Point

14

13

250 C.

350 C

fartor

C.

c

c.

19

395

430

626

970

—

2.85

9.0x1 O'-

17.+

8.9

7.0

.16%

19

425

465

648

990

—

2.89

—

—

7.5

5.9

17

470

510

696

1000

1.2

2.47

9.8x1 O’-

12.4

6.4

17

395

435

630

975

—

3.05

8.2x10”

17.+

18

490

530

707

1015

—

2.48

—

29

670

715

915

1200

—

2.53

12.7x10*

13

330

360

496

755

—

3.47

8.4x10,:

—

10.1

7.7

.04

8.3

.33

—

36

505

540

770

1085

—

2.50

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.507

17

460

505

690

1040

—

2.59

—

—
—

7.8

6.2

—

—

—

1.511

40

495

540

780

1155

—

2.29

—

—

8.6

7.1

.30

4.9

1.5

1.481

19

495

535

775

1015

—

2.58

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.507

18

440

475

672

1040

—

2.63

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.513

23

490

530

768

1010

—

2.65

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

1.508

34

460

500

703

1025

—

2.25

—

8.8

7.2

.33

4.9

1.6

1.479

34

435

480

708

1115

—

2.28

—

16.
17.

9.2

7.4

.26

5.1

1.3

1.484

70

455

495

—

1100

4.1

2.13

7.3x10”

17.+

11.2

9.1

06

4.0

43

485

530

780

1190

3.2

2.24

—

15.

8.2

6.7

.27

4.7

1.3

1.475

20

535

580

785

1140

—

2.43

11.5x10”

16.

8.5

6.9

—

—

—

1.506

—

345

365

440

560

—

5.42

8.1x10”

—

10.6

8.7

.22

45

485

525

755

1110

3.2

2.35

9.5x10*

16.

8.8

7.2

.27

15.

.24

1.469

3.3

—

4.7

1.3

1.487

2.1

1.474

48

520

565

820

1220

3.1

2.23

9.3x10”

15.

8.1

6.6

46

4.6

51

480

525

780

1210

—

2.23

9.1x10”

17.

9.4

7.7

.18

4.5

.79

1.473

200

820

910

1500

—

3.5

2.18

9.6x10*'

17.

9.7

8.1

.05

3.8

.19

1.458

200

820

910

1500

3.5

2.18

9.6x1 &

17. +

11.2

9.2

.024

3.8

.091

1.458

200

820

910

1500

3.5

2.18

9.7x10”

17. +

11.7

9.6

.019

3.8

.072

1.458

290

__

1050-opprox. 1500 F

—

—

2.20

10.5x10*-

—

—

—

.001

3.8

.038

1.459

10.6

84

.09

7.0

.63

1.553

—

—

—

—

1.502

1.693

18

395

435

627

975

—

2.98

—

—

27

530

570

755

—

—

2.39

—

—

22

390

430

580

805

6

4.28

7.6x10”

17.+

11.8

9.7

.08

9.5

.86

15

350

385

527

770

—

3.84

—

11.1

8.8

.05

8.4

.42

—

42

520

565

804

1195

—

2.26

8.3x10”
______

15.

8.0

6.5

—

—

—

1.478

40

410

450

705

—

—

2.16

—

17. +

9.4

7.6

—

—

—

1.468

COLUMN 9
Revdonce in "C. •» «he temperotvre diflerenriol between the two ivrfocet
of o tube or o contfroined plote thpt will covie o tenvle »Iren of 1000 p.tj.
on the cooler wrfoce See Teel Page 5.
COLUMN 10
See Page 13 Theie doto wbiecl to normol monrl actvrmg voriationi.
COLUMN II
Ooto »how relative revitance to tondbloUing

COLUMN IJ
Unit» ore gram c.C.
COLUMN 14
Oota at 25 extrapolated from high temp. reodmg» and arc approximate
only.

GLASSES 7910 ANO 7911
Electrical propert.ei meoivred on lamp worked tpeciment.

TABLE A4-C0NVERSI0N FACTORS FOR PRESSURE AND STRESS UNITS*
Microbar
(8a rye)

Micron
Ai

Newton

per m’

Kilogram
perm*

Millibar

Torr

Poundal
per in?

Inches
of
Mercury

Pounds
per in?
«XI)

Newton

Kilogram

per cm?

per cm’

4.6665
xlO-4
6.2215
xlO-4
4.6665
xlO'3
4.5763
XlO'2
4.6665
xlO’1
6.2215
xlO’1

2.9530
xlO -5
3.9370
xlO'5
2.9530
xlO"4
2.8959
xlO'3
2.9530
xlO'2
3.9370
xlO-2
6.3283
xlO'2

1.4504
xlO’5
1.9337
XlO"5
1.4504
xlO"4
1.4223
xlO’3
1.4504
xlO'2
1.9337
xlO'2
3.1081
xlO'2
4.9116
xlO'1

1.0
xlO'5
1.3332
xlO.’5
1.0
xlO-4
9.8067
xlO“1
1.0
xlO'2
1.3332
xlO'2
2.1430
xlO'2
3.3865
xlO'1
6.8947
xlO'1

1.0197
xlO-6
1.3595
xlO'6
1.0197
xlO ‘5
1.0
xlO-4
1.0197
xlO"3
1.3595
xlO’3
2.1859
xlO’3
3.4532
xlO'2
7.0307
xlO’2
1.0197
xlO'1

(mm Hp

1.0

7.5006
xlO'1

1.3332

1.0

1.0
xlO
9.8067
XlO
1.0
xlO3
1.3332
xlO3
2.1430
xlO3
3.3865
xlO4
6.8947
xlO4
1.0
xlO5
9.8067
xlO5
1.0
xlO6
1.0133
xlO6
9.8067
xlO7
1.5445
xlO8
1.0
XlO9

7.5006
7.3556
xlO
7.5006
xlO2
1.0
xlO3
1.6074
xlO3
2.5401
xlO4
5.1715
xlO4
7.5006
xlO"
7.3556
xlO5
7.5006
xlO5
7.600
xlO5
7.3556
xlO7
1.1589
xlO8
7.5006
xlO8

1.0
xlO'1
1.3332
xlO'1

1.0
9.8067
1.0
xlO2
1.3332
xlO2
2.1430
xlO2
3.3865
xlO3
6.8947
xlO3
1.0
xlO4
9.8067
xlO4
1.0
xlO5
1.0133
xlO5
9.8067
xlO6
1.5445
xlO7
1.0
xlO8

1.0197
xlO’2
1.3595
xlO'2
1.0197
xlO’1

1.0
1.0197
xlO
1.3595
xlO
2.1859
xlO
3.4532
xlO2
7.0307
xlO2
1.0197
xlO3
1.0
xlO4
1.0197
xlO4
1.0332
xlO4
1.0
xlO6
1.5749
xlO6
1.0197
xlO7

1.0
xlO’3
1.3332
xlO’3
1.0
xlO'2
9.8067
xlO"2

1.0
1.3332

7.5006
xlO"4
1.0
xlO-3
7.5006
xlO-3
7.3556
xlO'2
7.5006
xlO'1

1.0

2.1430

1.6074

3.3865
xlO
6.8947
xlO
1.0
xlO2
9.8067
xlO2
1.0
xlO3
1.0133
xlO3
9.8067
xlO4
1.5445
xlO5
1.0
xlO6

2.5401
xlO
5.1715
xlO
7.5006
xlO
7.3556
xlO2
7.5006
xlO2
7.600
xlO2
7.3556
xlO4
1.1589
xlO5
7.5006
xlO5

1.0
1.5803
xlO
3.2174
xlO
4.6665
xlO
4.5763
xlO2
4.6665
xlO2
4.7277
xlO2
4.5763
xlO 3
7.2061
xlO4
4.6665
xlO 5

1.0

2.0360

1.0

2.9530

1.4504

2.8959
xlO
2.9530
xlO
2.9921
xlO
2.8959
xlO3
4.5626
xlO3
2.9530
xlO4

1.4223
xlO
1.4504
xlO
1.4696
xlO
1.4223
xlO3
2.240
xlO3
1.4504
xlO4

1.0

9.8067
1.0
xlO
1.0133
xlO
9.8067
xlO2
1.5445
xlO3
1.0
xlO4

1.0

1.0197

Bar

Atmosphere

(normal)
(IO1 dynes, cm’ (760 mm Hg)

1.0
xlO-6
1.3332
xlO“6
1.0
xlO '5
9.8067
XlO-5
1.0
xlO’3
1.3332
xlO"3
2.1430
xlO’3
3.3865
xlO'2
6.8947
xl0‘2
1.0
xlO’1
9.8067
xlO’1
1.0

1.0332

1.0133

1.0
xlO2
1.5749
xlO2
1.0197
xlO3

9.8067
xlO
1.5448
xlO2
1.0
xlO 3

9.8692
xlO’7
1.3158
xlO“6
9.8692
xlO6
9.6784
xlO'5
9.8692
xlO“4
1.3158
xlO’3
2.1150
xlO’3
3.3421
xlO’2
6.8046
xlO’2
9.8692
xlO'2
9.6784
xlO-1
9.8692
xlO’1

1.0
9.6784
xlO
1.5242
xlO2
9.8692
xlO2

•from MATERIALS ANO TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRON TUBES by WALTER H. KOHL. Copyright ¡959 by REINHOLO PUBLISHING CORP., NEW YORK.

Kilogram

Long Tons

per mm1

per in?
(British)

1.0197
xlO-8
1.3595
xlO-8
1.0197
xlO’7
1.0
xlO-6
1.0197
xlO"5
1.3595
xlO'5
2.1859
XlO’5
3.4532
xlO-4
7.0307
xlO”4
1.0197
xlO"3
1.0
xlO'2
1.0197
xlO'2
1.0332
xlO’2

6.4728
xlO-9
8.6334
xlO'9
6.4728
xlO-8
6.3477
xlO’7
6.4728
xlO"6
8.6334
xlO“6
1.3874
xlO'5
2.1927
xlO-4
4.4643
xlO-4
6.4728
xlO
6.3477
xlO-3
6.4728
xlO’3
6.5607
xlO'3
6.3477
xlO"1

1.0
1.5749
1.0197
xlO

1.0

6.4728

Kilobar

1.0
xlO’9
1.3332
xlO'9
1.0
xlO-8
9.8067
xlO“8
1.0
xlO”6
1.3332
xlO"6
2.1430
xlO"6
3.3865
xlO’5
6.8947
xlO'5
1.0
xlO-4
9.8067
xlO-4
1.0
xlO’3
1.0133
xlO -3
9.8067
xlO’2
1.5445
xlO'1
1.0

Table

Nominal composition:
Minor constituents:
(Max. wt. percent)
Melting point (°C):
Density (g/cc):
(Ib/cu in.):

A.5

Physical Characteristics of “Kovar”*

Ni:29; Co: 17; Fe:Bal.
Mn:0.5; Si:0.20; C:0.06; Al:0.10; Mg:0.10; Zr:0.10; Ti:0.10;
(Al + Mg + Zr + Ti):0.20
1450 (approx.)
8.36
8.20 (Nilo K)
0.302
0.296 (Nilo K)

25 100
200
400
600
°C
49 62.7
80.4
107.3
116.6 microhm-cm
Thermal conductivity (cal/cm2/cm/sec/°C) : 0.0395 ( 30°C)
0.0485 (300°C)
Specific heat (cal/gm/°C):
0.105 ( 0°C)
0.155 (430°C)
Heat of fusion (cal/gm):
64
Vapor pressure (Torr) :
10-6 (1000°C)
Phase transformation (y —> a) : < —80°C (see Fig. 13.33; p. 452)
Thermal expansion coefficient (cm/cm/°C) X 10-7: 45.4 to 50.8 (30-400°C)
(hydrogen-annealed 1 hr at 900°C or 15 min. at
50.3 to 53.7 (30-450°C)
1100°C); see Figs. 13.30-13.32 (pp. 450, 451) and
Fig. 13.34 (p.452)

Electrical resistivity:

30-2C0
50.4

30-300
48.6

30-400
47.4

30-500
61.9

30-600
78.9

30-700
93.1

30-800
103.9

30-900
114.7

°C

Magnetic Properties:
7000
12000
17000
Flux density (gauss):
500
2000
3700
2280
213
1000
2000
Permeability (B/H):
435 (approx. inflection point)
Curie Point (°C):
Mechanical Properties: (strain rate 800%/hr)92 (see Fig. 13.29, p. 449)

Temperature Yield strength Ultimate
Breaking
Uniform
Total
Reduction
of test (°C)
0.5% (psi) strength (psi) strength (psi) elongation (%) elongation (%) of area (%)
16.78
77,500
44,000
21
59,500
37,500
18.59
39,000
58,500
213
22.12
37,500
308
32,500
54,500
31,000
20.90
30,000
50,000
400
29,000
21.69
42,000
500
26,500
19.45
36,000
32,500
23,500
600
22,000
6.87
21,500
25,000
738
5.21
790
17,100
19,000
15,000
Annealed temper (Rockwell hardness):
B 82 max.
Cold-worked temper (Rockwell hardness): B 100 max.

35.4
32.08
34.79
36.33
33.96
28.40
18.23
14.65

69.0
73.2
65.2
74.0
71.0
35.0
25.0
21.6

Tradenames and Suppliers:
“Kovar”*—The Carborundum Company, Refractories Division, Latrobe, Pa.
“Therlo”—Driver Harris Company, Harrison, N. J.
“Rodar”—Wilbur B. Driver Company, Newark, N. J.
“Sealvac-A”—Vacuum Metals Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
“Nilo K”—Henry Wiggin & Company Limited, Birmingham, England
“Dilver P”—Aciéries d’Imphy, Imphy (Nièvre), France
“Vacon”—Vakuumschmelze AG, Hanau/Main, Germany

* Kovar is a registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric Corporation; the alloy
is fabricated and distributed under this tradename by The Carborundum Company,
Refractories Division. Most of the data given above are taken from their Bulletin
“Kovar Alloy” (1958), but an error in the values for thermal conductivity has been
corrected.
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Figure Al(a). Vapor pressure curves for the more common elements. After Honig (Ref. 5:14). (Courtesy RCA
Laboratories.)
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Figure Al(b). Vapor pressure curves for the more common elements (cont.). After Honig (Ref. 5:14).
{Courtesy RCA Laboratories.)
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Temperature - Centigrade

Figure A2. Corrections to be applied to Centigrade temperatures measured with an optical pyrometer at an
effective wavelength X = 0.653 micron (C2 1.438). Adapted from corrections published in “High-temperature
Technology,” I. E. Campell, Editor; John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1956 (p. 341). Curves for emis
sivities of various materials are based on published data, as follows:
(1) Titanium: W. C. Michels and S. Wilford (1949); Ref. 16:68.
(2) Tungsten: R. D. Larrabee (1959);
Ref. 9:16.
(3) Tantalum: L. Malter and D. B. Langmuir (1939); Ref. 11:7.
(4) Molybdenum:
E. A. Coomes (1955); Ref. 10:30.
(5) Copper: A. Butts (1954); Ref. 6:4.
(6) and (7) Alumina:
M. Michaud (1954); Ref. 2:63.
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Figure A3. Solubility of oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur dioxide in various metals,
as a function of temperature. After Waldschmidt (Ref. 7:35). (Courtesy Metall-Verlag
GMBH, Berlin.)
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Figure A4. Solubility of hydrogen in various metals, as a function of temperature.
After Waldschmidt (Ref. 7:35). (Courtesy Aletall-Verlag GMBH, Berlin.)
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Figure A5. Time required to outgas various sheet metals, 3 mm thick, to about 5
per cent of their original gas content, as a function of temperature. After Waldschmidt
(Ref. 7:35) and Jaeckel (Ref. 16:29). (Courtesy Springer-Verlag, Berlin.)
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Figure A6. Permeation of gases through various metals at temperatures from 200
to 1600°C. Compilation of literature data after Waldschmidt (Ref. 7:35). (Courtesy
Metall-Verlag GMBH, Berlin.)
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SUBJECT INDEX
Active alloy process, 485, 486, 493-500
Additives to tungsten, 291-293
Air cooling of power tubes, 214
Aliron, 191
Alloy formation, 370
Alumina ceramics, 86, 88, 90, 91, 97, 99
Alumina powder for heater coating, 301
Aluminoborosilicate glass, 25, 426, 428
Aluminosilicate glasses, 25, 426-428
Amber mica, 128
American Society For Testing Materials
(ASTM), 33
ASTM Specifications for,
Al-clad iron, 190
brazing filler metals, 359
cathode nickel, 560
ceramic seals (not issued), 515
chrome-iron alloy seals, 440
copper, 194-196, 199
cupro-nickel, 208
glass, 33, 34, 71
glass-to-metal seals, 403
mica, 129, 134
molybdenum wire, 322
nickel, 229
pyrometric cones, 111
Standard Diode, 553
tungsten wire, 259
ASTM Symposium on cleaning, 555
Annealing of glass, 33, 42-50
annealing constant, 45
annealing point, 33, 607-609
annealing range, 33
annealing schedules, 40, 47, 48
annealing temperature, 46, 607-609
cooling rate, 35, 39-41, 45-50
holding time, 40, 41, 47-50
theory of, 38-50
Anode materials, 159, 165
desirable properties of, 164
effect on cathode emission, 563
emissive power of, 3, 165
physical properties of, 165
Anode temperature, 10
Armco iron, 178, 179
ASTIA, 490
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Babinet compensator, 57
Back diffusion of pump oil, 327
Bainite, 185
Barium, rate of evaporation of, 525
Barium getters, 576-578, 582-588
Barium oxide, properties of, 86
Beryllia, 101, 106-109
Beryllium joints, 389, 390
Beryllium windows, 389
Biaxial crystal, 50, 51
Biréfringent crystal, 50, 51
Boiling of glass, prevention of, 429
Borating of copper, 415
Boride cathodes, 548-550
Boron nitride, 103
Borosilicate glass, 22, 24, 30, 35, 607-609
Braze welding, definition of term, 358
Brazed joints, strength of, 372-375
Brazing, definition of term, 358, 359
beryllium, 389, 390
by electron bombardment, 365
ceramics, 501-514
copper, 382
copper to Kovar, 383
copper to nickel, 382
copper to steel, 382, 383
filler metals for electron tubes, 360-364
mechanism, 380-382
metallurgy, 365-376
molybdenum, 386, 387
nickel to nickel, 383, 384
processes, classification of, 359
stainless steel, 384-386
thin members, 376-378
titanium, 388, 389
tungsten, 386-388
Breakdown voltage for glasses, 63-65
Breaking strength, definition of, 175
Brewster, 50-52
Brightness temperature, 104

Calcium oxide, properties of, 86, 88, 92
in molded cathodes, 544
in oxide cathodes, 552, 553
Capillary dams, 373
Carbon and graphite, 148-170

SUBJECT INDEX
Carbon
chemical properties of, 162
combustion rate of, 163
mechanical properties of, 151, 155-157
physical characteristics of, 150, 151
solubility in iron, 178
Carbon black, 148, 151
Carbonized nickel, 234, 235
Carbonyl nickel, 220
Cast iron, 181
Catastrophic failure of tubes, 5
Cathodes, classification of, 520
extended interface of, 551
Cathode, design of, 523, 524
interface, 559, 563
nickel, 557-566
performance, figure of merit, 524, 526
Cementite, 181
Ceramals (Cerametals), 84
Ceramics, body compositions of, 84, 85,
95
fabrication of raw materials, 110, 111
mechanical properties of, 90-92, 99, 122
physical characteristics of, 86, 88-92
processing techniques for, 110-112
raw materials for, 84, 85
thermal conductivity of, 83, 122
Ceramic bodies for electronics, 510
Ceramic design, 115-118
dielectrics, physical characteristics of,
90, 91
dies, 115-117
envelopes, 5, 470, 481, 483
metallizing, paste compositions, 491493
sealing,
by active alloy process, 485, 486,
493-500
by diffusion, 481, 483
by electroforming, 486, 487
by graded powder mixes, 486
by sintered metal powder process,
484, 485, 488-493
Ceramic seals, bond formation in, 477484
classification of, 487
testing of, 514, 515
Ceramic tubes, history of, 472-477
Ceramoplastics, 143, 144
Cerium oxide, properties of, 86, 88
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Cermets, 84
Ceto getter, 589-592
Chrome copper, 209-212
Chrome vanadate, black coating, 3
Chromium oxide, 86
Clay, 84, 85
Cleaning of
ceramics, 119, 500
copper, 206, 415
Kovar, 453, 454
molybdenum, 248, 317
tantalum, 336, 337
tube envelopes, 556
tungsten, 263, 264
Cleaning procedures for electron devices,
555
Coating getters, 587-592
Cobalt oxide, properties of, 86
Cold cathodes, 520, 566
Cold welds, 481
Colloidal graphite, 167
Columbium. See Niobium
Compression seals, 423, 424
Conductive glass, 61
Cone equivalents, 113
Congruent melting, 367
Constitutional diagrams, 365-372
Contact angle, definition of, 503
of filler metals on ceramics, 503-509
Contact erosion, 254
Controlled gas leaks, 213
Cooling of tubes, 9
Copper, 194-215
ETP, 196,198,200, 202, 212
GFHP, 199
OFHC, 194-204
PDCP, 198
chemical properties of, 205
classification of, 196
impurity content of, 200, 203
mechanical properties of, 200, 202-204
physical characteristics of, 201
rate of evaporation of, 525
Copper pinch-off tubulations, 213
Cordierite, 91, 98
Core iron (Miramold), 178
Corning glasses, code numbers of, 12, 606
physical characteristics of, 608, 609
Creep, definition of, 176
Cristobalite, 20
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Critical environments of tubes, 6
Crown glass, 15
Crunch seals, 483
Cupronickel, 207, 208
Curie point, 181
of nickel, affected by alloy additions,
222
Deformation point of glass, 34
Density tolerance of ceramics, 112
Derating of tubes, 10
Devitrification of glass, 12
Dew point, 364, 384, 386
Diamond dies, 258
Diamond structure, 152, 158
Dielectric absorption, 58, 59
Dielectric materials, specifications for,
92
Dielectric strength, 62-65
Differential contraction of glasses and
metals, 403, 410-412
Diffusion
joints, 389
seals, 382, 389, 487
Diffusion of gas
through glass, 23, 26-30
through metals, 427, 438, 500, 618
Disk seals, 416-419
Dispenser cathodes, 536-542
Dissociation pressure of metal oxides, 108
Dowmo wire, 299
Drawing
of molybdenum parts, 324
of tungsten wire, 258
Dry pressing of ceramics, 111
Ductile ceramics, 120, 122
Dument, 4, 408
Duranickel, 218, 230
Dynode, 520

“E” nickel
chemical composition of, 218,230
mechanical properties of, 229 , 230, 235
physical characteristics of, 228, 235
Eddy current concentrators, 381, 416
Elastic limit, definition of, 175
Electrical porcelain, 90, 95-97
Electric welding of glass, 418, 419
Electrographite, 149-170. See also Graph
ite
chemical properties of, 162

electrolytic polishing of, 167
mechanical properties of, 151, 155-157,
163
physical characteristics of, 149-155,
159, 163, 164
reactor application of, 168
Electrolysis in glass, 53, 54
Electrolytic tough pitch copper (ETP),
196, 198, 200, 202, 212
Electron emission, 520-523, 526, 527
of carbon, 151
of carburized, thoriated tungsten, 283290
of hafnium, 534
of molybdenum, 314
of platinum, 242
of rhenium, 527-529
of tungsten, 272-280
Electronic components, 7, 253
Emission decay of oxide cathodes, 559,
564
Emission efficiency, 523, 524
Emissive power of anode materials, 159,
165
Encapsulated devices, 1, 420, 423
Eutectic system, 368
Eutectoid, definition of, 182
Evaporation rates. See under material
concerned
Exhaust procedure, 555, 556
Expansion coefficients of industrial
glasses, 607-609
Expansion differentials, 398, 399,403-405,
410, 411
External components of tubes, 5
Extraordinary ray, 50
Extrusion of ceramics, 110

Fatigue, definition of, 176
Feather edge seals, 412-415
Feldspar, 84, 85
“Fernico,” 409, 448, 451
Fick’s law, 28
Fictive temperature of glass, 15, 16
Field emission, 519
microscope, 520
Figure of merit
for electron emitters, 524, 526
for oxide cathodes, 559
Filament basket for resnatrons, 279, 346
Filler metal, definition of term, 359
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Finish grinding of ceramics, 118, 119
Firing of ceramics, 111, 112
Flame induction sealing, 418
Flame-spraying of ceramics, 500
Flash getters, 576-586
Flashing of tungsten filaments, 281, 294
Flexible joints for ceramic seals, 502
Flint, 84
Flint glass, definition of term, 15, 22
Flux concentrator, 381, 416
Forsterite, 85, 90, 94
Fracture, ductile vs. brittle, 176
Furnace brazing, 359
design, 106, 107, 109
heating elements, stability of, 109
Fused silica vs. quartz, 20, 608, 609

Gallium oxide, 86
Gas diffusion through glass, 23, 27-30
Gases, solubility of in metals, 615, 616
Gas-filled tubes, 1, 327
Gas plating, 303
Getter-ion pumps, 593, 596-599
Getters, 574-599
activation temperature of, 578-581
initial sorption rate of, 578-581
operating temperature of, 578-581
saturation of, 6, 582
sorptive capacity of, 578-581
Glass
advantages of, 11
annealing of, 33, 40
applications of, 608, 609
composition of, 18, 19, 24-26
Corning codes, 606
density of, 607-609
devitrification of, 12
dielectric properties of, 62-70, 607-609
disadvantages of, 11
Kimble codes, 607
lead-alkali-silicate, 22
low-melting, 75, 76
mechanical strength of, 30-32
nature of, 12
optical properties of, 8, 9
outgassing of, 65-69
physical characteristics of, 607-609
refractive index of, 607-609
setting point of, 403
soda-lime-silica, 22
strain analysis of, 50-53
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stress-optical coefficient of, 51, 52
surface conductivity of, 60, 61
surface treatment of, 61, 67
transformation range of, 13
viscosity of, 20, 21
volume conductivity of, 54-60, 607-609
Glass blowing, 394
Glass-bonded mica, 143, 144
Glass bulbs for tube envelopes, 4, 11
Glass ceramics, 119-121
Glass codes, 12, 606-609
Glass cullet, 71
Glass cutting, 32
Glass formers, 18,19
Glass frit, 72
Glass molds, 70
Glass powder, 71
Glass-sealing alloys, 406-409
Glass strain
permanent, 36, 38
temporary, 37
Glass structure, 18
Glass-to-metal seals
bond formation in, 394
classification of, 395-396
color of seal, 394
by induction heating, 416-419
inside seals, 395, 414
matched seals, 395
outside seals, 395, 414
stresses in, 396-404
unmatched, 395
Glazing of ceramics, 114,115
Globe iron (ingot iron), 178
Glost fire, 110
Gold
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Gold diffusion seals, 382
Gold plating of grid wire, 247, 248
Good housekeeping, 376
Government reports, 490
Graded powder seals, 486
Grain growth in tungsten, 290-294
Graphite, 149-170. See also Electrograph
ite
furnace elements, 170
metallizing of, 167
outgassing of, 166
protective coatings for, 167, 168
Graphite anodes, 158-161, 165
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Graphite molds, 168
Grids
coating of, 246-250
materials for, 235
Grid current, 246
Grinding of ceramics, 118, 119, 501

Hafnium
physical characteristics of, 534
Hafnium oxide, properties of, 86
Hard glass, 23-25, 406-409
Hard solder, 359
Hastelloy
chemical composition of, 218
physical characteristics of, 228
Header, definition of term, 513
Header sealing by induction, 416
Heat factor, 524
Heat shock tests for glass, 38
Heat transfer in electron tubes, 7
Heater coating, 300-302
breakdown of, 301, 302
by cataphoresis, 301
effect of impurities on, 302
Heaters, 299-302
operating temperature of, 300
Heater winding, 301
Heizmass (heat factor), 524
Helices, winding of, 298, 299
Hermetic sealing, 420, 423
High-temperature
terminals, 509-512
thermocouples, 251-253
tubes, 6-10, 427
Holding temperature in glass annealing,
40, 46, 49, 50
Holding time in glass annealing, 46, 48-50
Hooke’s law, 174
Hot-shortness, definition of, 206
Hot-spot temperature of tube envelopes,
10
Hot-working, definition of, 205
Houskeeper seals, 412-415
Hydrogen embrittlement of copper, 195
Hydrogen firing of mica, 556

Iconoscope target plate, 103
Illium G, chemical composition of, 218
Impregnated cathode, 250, 538-542
“Inconel”
chemical composition of, 218
mechanical properties of, 218, 229, 233

Inconel “X,” 218 , 229 , 233
India mica, 128, 129
Induction heating, 380
Infrared absorption of glasses, 8, 9
Infrared detectors, 101, 459
Ingot iron, 178
Injection molding of ceramics, 111
Interface resistance of oxide cathodes,
559
Interfacial energy, 503
Intergranular corrosion, 379
Intermetallic compounds, 83, 371, 372
Internal components of vacuum tubes, 2
Internal oxidation, 213
International annealed copper standard
(IACS), 200
Intrinsic dielectric strength, 63
Invar (Nilvar), 5
Iridium
chemical properties of, 244-245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Iron
chemical reactions of, 180
magnetic properties of, 192
mechanical properties of, 178
physical characteristics of, 177, 178
rate of evaporation of, 525
removal from tungsten, 297
Iron, commercial
chemical composition of, 179
Isopleth, definition of, 367
Isostatic pressing of ceramics, 111
Jiggering, definition of term, 110
Johnson’s apparent elastic limit, 175, 222
Joining metals
to ceramics, 470-515
to glass, 394-464
Joint clearance, 373, 382, 385, 386
Joint design, 373, 378
Joint erosion, 371
Kaolin, 84, 85
Kodial glass, 429
Kovar
controlled oxidation of, 454, 455
electroplating of, 456-459
hydrogen firing of, 453
mechanical properties of, 449, 611
physical characteristics of, 409,611
processing of, 453-459
thermal expansion of, 450-452, 457, 611
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Kovar seals
critical stresses on baking of, 405, 412
gold-plated, 458, 459
powder-glass, 154-456
L cathode, 537-542
Lanthanum oxide, properties of, 86
Leaks in tungsten seals, 425, 426
Lever rule for phase diagrams, 367
Lifetimes of tubes, 7
Limited solid solubility, 368, 369
Liquation, 371
Liquidus, definition of, 365
Lithia porcelain, properties of, 91
Longitudinal stresses in glass bead seals,
399
Long-term failure of tubes, 6
Loss factor, dielectric, of ceramics, 92
Low-carbon nickel, chemical composi
tion of, 218, 221
Lubricants for maching of tube parts, 2
Luminescent screens, charge effects on,
148

Machining of ceramics, 119
Magnesia, properties of, 86, 101
Magnetron cathodes, 542, 548
Magnetron windows, 484
Malleable iron, 181
Mandrels, removal of, 299
Marking inks, 73
Martensite, 185
Matrix cathode, 542
Melting range of alloys, 367
Melting temperature of glass, 34
Mercury-vapor rectifiers, 429 , 592
Mesh-mush cathode, 543
Metal-ceramic interactions, 104, 106, 109
Metal film seals, 474, 484
Metallizing of ceramics, 485, 489, 491-493
Metals and alloys
for ceramic seals, 511
elongation of, 511
Mica
decomposition of, 129, 131
hot-pressed, 143
hydrogen-firing of, 132, 134, 556
mineralogy of, 128
mining of, 129
outgassing of, 132, 133
physical characteristics of, 130, 131
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preparation of, 129
spraying of, 136
Mica book, 129
Mica dies, 130
Mica spacers, 136-140
Mica specifications, 129
Mica splittings, 129, 135
Mica windows, 72
Minerals, names of, 85
Miramold (core iron), 178
Modulus of elasticity, definition of term,
174
Molybdenum
annealing of, 318-322
applications of, 311
brazing of, 360, 386-388
chemical properties of, 316, 317
cleaning of, 317
corrosion protection of, 327, 283, 429
fabrication of, 322-324
high-temperature parameters, 318
mechanical properties of, 321
outgassing of, 325-327, 617
physical characteristics of, 314, 315
rate of evaporation of, 311, 525
recrystallization of, 313, 318-322
Molybdenum anodes, 159, 165, 311, 324
Molybdenum grids, 311, 322
Molybdenum mandrels, 299
Molybdenum oxides, 317
Molybdenum-sealing glass, 428
Molybdenum tubing, 313
Moly-manganese process, 488-493
Monel, 230
chemical composition of, 218
Monel “403,” 231
“K” Monel, 218, 228, 229, 232
“KR” Monel, 218, 228, 229, 233
“R” Monel, 218,228, 229, 232
Mount washing, 555, 576
Mullite, 85, 87, 113, 114
Multiple-disk seals, 417, 487, 494
Multiple-lead headers, 424, 513
Multiple lead seals by induction, 419
Muscovite mica, 128, 131-135
Mush cathode, 543
Natural mica, properties of, 128, 131
Neutron flux, 304
Nickel
applications of, 217
chemical properties of, 226
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commercial grades of, 218, 228, 229
mechanical properties of, 219 , 223-225
outgassing rate of, 617
physical characteristics of, 219
rate of evaporation of, 525
rolled from powder, 236, 558
“A” Nickel, 218, 221, 225, 227-230, 235,
559
“D” Nickel, 218, 227-230
“E” Nickel, 228 , 230, 235
“HPM” Nickel, 221, 236, 562
“220” Nickel, 218, 559,560
“225” Nickel, 218, 559, 561
“330” Nickel, 218, 227, 235, 559-561
499 Nickel, 221, 562
Nickel alloys
for grids, 233-235
for oxide cathodes, 557-563
Nickel anodes, 217, 563
Nickel-clad iron, 217
Nickel-iron alloys, 407, 408, 435-440
Nickel oxide, properties of, 86
Nickel-plated iron, 217
Nickel sealing glass, 407, 421-423
Nickel-tantalum alloys, 346, 347
Nilo alloys, 407-409, 432, 453
Nilvar (Invar), 3
Nimonic, chemical composition of, 218
Non-sag tungsten filaments, 290-294
Niobium
as a getter, 354
physical characteristics of, 353, 354
Niobium oxide, properties of, 86
Noble metal resistance materials, prop
erties of, 254
Normalizing of steel, 183
Nonex glass, 4, 608, 609

Offsetting of tungsten, 291
OFHC copper, 194-204
machining of, 214, 215
Optical axis, 51
Optical glass, melting of, 13
Optical path difference, 51
Optical pyrometer corrections, 104, 614
Ordinary ray, 50
Osmium
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Outgassing of
iron and steel, 189

molybdenum, 327
nickel, 237
niobium, 354
tungsten, 270-272
Oxide cathodes
activation of, 556, 557
binder composition for, 553
coating composition, 553
coating procedure for, 554
d-c emission from, 557
exposure to atmosphere of, 546
interface resistance of, 559, 563
poisoning of, 563, 564
pore conduction in, 552
pulsed emission from, 557
Oxide ceramics, reduction by carbon of, 3
Oxides. See material concerned
Overfiring of ceramic bodies, 94
Oxygen-free high-conductivity copper,
194-204. See also OFHC

P2 iron, 189, 190
Palladium
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Peak emission from various cathodes, 522
Pearlite, 185
Permanent strain in glass, 36
Permanickel, 218, 230, 235
Permeation
of gases through glass, 23, 26-30
of gases through metals, 427, 618
of hydrogen through iron, 618
of oxygen through silver, 438, 618
Phase diagram
Ag-Cu, 369
Au-Cu, 372
iron-carbon, 182
Ni-Ta, 347
Ni-Ti, 497
Phase retardation, 51
Philips cathodes, 536-542
Phlogopite, 128, 131
Photoelastic stress measurements, 50-53
Pin seals, 513, 514
Pintsch wire, 262, 265, 266
Plate temperatures in electron tubes, 8
Platinum
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
rate of evaporation of, 525
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Platinum brazes, 360
Platinum cathodes, 563
Platinum lead seals, 420
Platinum tubing, 297
Poise, definition of, 12
Poisoning of cathodes, 574
Polarimeter, 53
Polariscope, 52
Polarized light, 50, 51
Porcelain, 85, 90, 91, 96, 97
Porous ceramics, 90
Positive crystal, 51
Powdered glass, 70, 71
Powder metallurgy, 257, 258
Power dissipation of copper anodes, 214
Power factor, definition of, 62
Power tube anode materials, 159, 165
Precious metals
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Precision ceramics, 118, 119
Pressure and stress units, 610
Primary electron emission, suppression
of, 241-251
Proportional limit, definition of term, 175
Pumping speed of getters, 577, 596
Pyrex brand glasses, 12, 608, 609
Pyroceram, 119-121
Pyrometric Cone Equivalents (PCE),
112, 113
Pyrophyllite, 91
Quality control, 5
Quartz, 20
Quartz-to-metal seals, 20, 395, 461-464
Radiation damage
to graphite, 168
to molybdenum, 328
to tungsten, 304,305
Ram seals, 483
Rasch and Hinrichsen’s law, 57
Recrystallization
of hafnium, 533
of molybdenum, 313, 318-322
of rhenium, 528, 529
of tantalum, 342, 343
of tungsten, 262 , 290, 291
Reducing agents in cathode nickel, 557562
Refractories, vapor pressure of, 109
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Refractory metals in contact with graph
ite, 106
Refractory oxides
complex, properties of, 87
pure, single, properties of, 86
Refractory metals. See W, Mo, Ta, Re,
Hf, Nb
Relaxation time in glass annealing, 43
Relays, corrosion protection of, 253-255
Reliability of tubes, 5, 6, 7
Resonant cavities, properties of, 203, 204
Rhenium
brightness temperature of, 530
chemical properties of, 529
mechanical properties of, 528, 531, 532
physical characteristics of, 528
Rhenium alloys, 530
Rhodium
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Ribbon grids, 295-297
Richardson-Dushman equation, 521
Richardson plot, 521
Rolling of molybdenum, 323, 324
Ruby mica, 135
Rupture strength, 175
Ruthenium
chemical properties of, 244, 245
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
Sapphire
availability and use, 100,101
physical properties of, 102, 103
Sarong cathodes, 554
Scheelite, 257
Screen grids, operating temperature of,
247
Sealing
mica-to-glass, 75
to sapphire, 101, 511
Sealing glasses, British, 19, 20, 24, 25,
406-409
Sealing glass to
chrome-iron, 440-443
copper, 420, 421
iron, 423, 424
iron alloys, 433-435
molybdenum, 328, 426-431
nickel, 421-423
nickel-iron alloys, 435-440
Ni-Co-Fe alloys, 448-453
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Ni-Cr-Fe alloys, 443-448
platinum, 420
titanium, 431-433
tungsten, 424-426
zirconium, 431-433
Sealing point, definition of, 450
Sealmet, 408, 409, 441
Secondary electrons, suppression of, 158,
160, 161, 575
Selection of materials for internal tube
components, 3
Semiconductor devices, 1
Sessile drop method, 503
Setting point, definition of, 403
Shot-peening of copper anodes, 214
Siemens-Telefunken Process, 484
Silica, fused, 20
Silver
chemical properties of, 244, 245, 253,
254
physical characteristics of, 242, 243
rate of evaporation of, 225
Silver brazing, 362, 373, 374, 381, 383
Silver migration, 254
Silver solder, 359
Sintered cathodes, 543-548
Sintered metal powder process, 487-493
Slip casting
of ceramics, 110
of glass, 71
Soda-lime glass, 20, 24, 27, 29, 30, 607-609
Softening point of glass, 34, 607-609
Soft glasses, 4, 406-409
Solder glass, 72-76
Soldering of ceramics, 484
Solid solubility, 365
Solid solution, 368, 370
Solidus, definition of, 366, 367
Sorbite, 185
Sorption capacity of getters, 578-581,
584, 585
Spark discharge sealing of glass, 419, 420
Spectral emissivity, 104, 614. See mate
rial concerned
of ceramics, 105, 614
Spinel, definition of, 85
Spinning of copper, 207
Standard diode, 553
Steatite, 85, 90, 93-97
Steel
austenitic, 182, 187

ferritic stainless, 187
magnetic, 188
martensitic, 188
stainless, 188
Step brazing, 382
Step plating, 248
Strain in glass, measurement of, 50-53
Strain point of glass, 33, 607-609
Strength of glass
effect of exposure to SO2 on, 32
effect of HF on, 32
effect of water on, 32
Strength of materials, 174-176
Stresses
in ceramics, 112-114, 119, 122
in ceramic seals, 495, 502
in glass, analysis of, 36-39
in glass-to-metal seals, 396-405, 412
Stress corrosion, definition of, 207
Stress-corrosion cracking, 380
Stress multipliers in glass, 31
Stress-optical coefficient, 51, 52
Stress-strain diagram, 175
Strontium oxide, properties of, 86
Structure of glass, 16, 17
Surface conductivity of glass, 60-62
Surface effects, importance of, 576
Surface leakage of mica, 136
Svea iron, 178
Swaging, of tungsten, 258
Sylvania alloys, 409, 444
Synthetic mica, 140-144
reconstituted sheet, 143

TTT diagram, 183, 184
Talc, 91
Tangential stresses in glass bead seals,
399, 400
Tantaloy, 298
Tantalum
available sizes of, 332
chemical properties of, 336, 337
fabrication of, 343
as a getter, 332, 579 , 591, 592
high-temperature parameters of, 340
mechanical properties of, 335, 341-345,
348-351
outgassing of, 347, 348
physical characteristics of, 334
rate of evaporation of, 338, 525
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Tantalum anodes, 159, 165
Tantalum oxide, 86, 336
Telefunken process, 181-492
Temperature measurement , 104
Tempering, of steel, 183
Temporary strain in glass, 37
Te value, definition of term, 90
Thermal conditioning of ceramics, 112114
Thermal diffusivity of glasses, 36
Thermal electron emission, 520
Thermal emissivity, 104, 105
Thermal expansion of ceramics and
metals, 511
Thermal history of glass, effect on ex
pansion, 14, 405, 412
Thermal shock resistance
of ceramics, 112
of glass, 38, 608, 609
Thermionic emission, 520
Thermocouples for high temperatures,
251-253
Thin-film emitters, 535, 536
Thin-film glaze joints, 484
Thoria cathodes, 550, 551
Thoriated tungsten
carburized, 283-290
composition of, 280
emitters, 249
flashing of, 281, 282
forming of, 298
Thorium getters, 579, 592
Thorium oxide, 86, 101
Thorium-tungsten bronzes, 282
Tin oxide, 86
Titania, 86, 89, 91, 101
Titanium grids, 250
poisoning effect of, 250
Torr (Tor), definition of, 2
Total emissivity, 104, 105
Transformation range of glass, 13
Transition temperature
of molybdenum, 321
of tungsten, 305, 321
Transmissivity of glasses, 8, 9
Tridymite, 20
Troostite, 185
True strain in metals, 175
True temperature, 104
True tensile stress in metals, 175
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Tube envelopes
materials for, 4
outgassing at high temperature, 5, 6,
10, 426
Tubes for high-temperature operation, 7
Tubular butt seals of metal to glass, 413,
417
Tungsten, 257-305
chemical properties of, 263, 264
cleaning of, 263, 264
creep properties of, 267
enamel for, 304
evaporation of, 276
fabrication of, 257, 258, 295-299
fine wires of, 260
mechanical properties of, 260-262, 264271
non-sag wire, 264 , 290-294
physical characteristics of, 261, 262,
274, 275, 277
processing of, 295
rate of evaporation of, 274-277, 525
single-crystal wire, 265, 267
suppliers of, 258
testing of, 259
Tungsten emitters, shapes of, 279
Tungsten filaments
forming of, 297-299
life of, 272 , 273, 278, 280
specific characteristics of, 277, 278
Tungsten oxides, 264
Tungsten springs, 298, 299
Tungsten tubing, 302, 304
Tungsten wire
specifications for, 259
testing of, 259 , 302
Tuning indicator targets, 148
TV picture tubes, 440
Ultimate tensile strength, 175
Ultra-high vacuum, 593
Ultrasonic welding, 390, 391
Underfiring of ceramic bodies, 94
Uniaxial crystal, 50
Uranium oxide, properties of, 89

Vacuum capacitors, 1
Vacuum, degree of, 1, 574, 597
Vacuum firing, 3, 556
Vanadium oxide, properties of, 86
Vapor pressure of the elements, 612, 613
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Vapor pressure of pure refractory oxides,
109
Viscosity of glass
change with temperature, 21
effect of composition on, 20
Viscosity, unit of, 12
Vitron, 18
Volatilities of refractories, 108
Voltage breakdown
of ceramics, 90-92
of glass, 62-65
Voltage regulator tubes, 327
Volume conductivity of glass, 54-58
Washing of mounts, 555
Water cooling of copper anodes, 214
Water cycle
for rhenium, 529
for tungsten, 263

Welding, definition of term, 358
Wet forming of ceramics, 110
Wetting of filler metals, 375, 380, 503-509
Whisker growth, 253
White mica, 128
Whiteware bodies, 84, 85
Wolframite, 257
Wollastonite, 85, 101
Work function of the elements, 526
Working range of glass, 34, 607-609
Yield point, definition of term, 175
Young’s modulus for glass, 39
Yttrium oxide, properties of, 86

Zinc oxide, properties of, 86
Zirconia, properties of, 86, 92, 98, 101
Zirconium hydride seals, 486
Zircon porcelain, 87, 89, 90, 92, 93-97

